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Large amplitude liquid motion in a cylindrical container

Foreword
Approximately 90 percent of all the scientists and engineers who ever
pushed a stylus, quill, or pen since the beginning of mankind are alive and
productive today. Moreover, the number is increasing at a rapid rate. It
is no wonder that we feel a rapid surge in the number of papers and reports
that am finding their way into the literature. As an example, the total number
of abstracts of papers published in the NASA serial document entitled "Scientific
and Technical Aerospace ReportsJJfor the first 3 months of 1963 was 2840,
whereas for the same period 2 years later in 1965 the number swelled to 6338.
As a result, today's research scientist or engineer finds he is spending increasingly more time reviewing the reports of others in order to remain abreast
of the state of the art in his chosen endeavor. To lighten this burden, it
becomes almost a necessity to collect periodically the material in a given area,
and to try to single out the significant and present it in an orderly fashion
as a summary document. I n this form, the state of the art becomes readily
apparent. Additional benefits accrue by uncovering gaps in the knowledge
in some areas, while a t the same time indicating areas where the coverage has
been excessive and requires deemphasis.
I n view of the many uses afTorded by such a document, it is felt that one
of the most important functions of a research organization is to determine
where and when such summaries are required, and to see that they find their
way into print. The following work on liquid behavior in moving containers,
through the excellent efforts of its editor and the other contributors, is considered to have met the requirements for a summary document of this nature.
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Editor's Preface
The dynamic behavior of liquids in moving containers is a fascinating
subject that has attracted the attention of geophysicists and seismologists,
engineers, mathematicians, and other scientific workers for a period of many
years. With the development of space technology as an active program of
hardware development and testing and widespread laboratory research, it was
perhaps to have been expected that the motions of propellants and other
liquids contained in launch vehicles and spacecraft would be of great interest.
It has turned out, in fact, that in many cases this problem has exerted a very
great influence on both design details and concepts. I t is therefore the purpose
of this monograph to present a rather comprehensive view of the general
subject as it specifically relates to space technology applications.
General technical direction for the organization and production of this
volume was vested in an Advisory Committee consisting of Douglas Michel
of the NASA Office of Advanced Research and Technology as chairman,
George W. Brooks of the NASA Langley Research Center, Helmut F. Bauer
of the Georgia Institute of Technology, and myself. Obviously, however,
responsibility for the accuracy of technical details within each chapter resides
with the individual authors. I t was my challenging and yet rewarding task
to attempt to provide a unifying influence in the welding together of the various
contributions. Many st& members of Southwest Research Institute gave
generously of their efforts and talents in the production of this volume; I
specifically wish to acknowledge, both for myself and all of the authors, our
appreciation to Emil Gavlick for supervision of the production and editing of
the final draft copy, and to Victor Hernandez and James Stevens for preparing
all of the illustrations.
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Chapter 1

Iutroduction
H. Norman Abramon

1.1 THE DY~AMlCBEHAVIOR OF LlQUlm IN
MOVING CONTAINERS

I t is common everyday knowledge to each of
us that any small container filled with liquid
must be moved or carried very carefully to
avoid spills. Experience has taught us that the
unrestrained free surface of the liquid has an
alarming propensity to undergo rather large
excursions, for even very small motions of the
container, and that one has to adjust very
carefully the frequency of the container motion
to avoid this sloshing of the liquid. Drinking
coffee while riding on a train can be a frustrating
experience, since the soft springs of most
railroad cars designed for passenger comfort
result in motions with frequencies distressingly
close to those of the coffee.
Similar phenomena surround us a t almost
every turn, arising from the accouterments of
our modern technology and civilization as well
as from nature, herself. Obviously, almost
any moving vehicle provides a prime example
wherein the response of a contained liquid may
be of concern: (a) aircraft and rocket fuel
tanks; (b) cargo, ballast, or fuel tanks of large
ships; (c) fuel or cargo tanks of automotive
vehicles; (d) railroad tank cars, etc. On a
much larger s d e , one should not omit from
consideration the oscillations of water in
lakes and harbors occurring as the result of
earthquakes.
While it is the primary concern of this
monograph to deal with this general subject as
it applies to rockets and spacecraft, we would
be remiss indeed to neglect some mention of
these other applications. On the other hand,
rather comprehensive reference lists have already been published on several occasions
(refs. 1.1 through 1.4), and, therefore, we wish

to point out here only representative examples
of some of the important technical areas that
have been investigated, other than those that
pertain specifically to space technology.
The motions of water in lakes and harbors
have interested geophysicists and engineers for
many years, from the viewpoints of tidal
oscillations, seiches induced in harbors by
storms in the open sea, and earthquake disturbances. The first two of these constitute
a classical problem for which a large body of
analytical solutions has been developed (refs.
1.5 through 1.7).. A fine example of the application of such techniques to problems of engineering significance is that of the critical design
of the Mulberry harbors for the Normandy
invasion of World War I1 (ref. 1.8). Seismologists have been particularly interested not only
in the liquid motion but in the forces produced
by them on containing structures (refs. 1.9
through 1.14). The recent catastrophe of
Longarone, Italy (October 9, 1963), in which
landslides into the contained lake induced such
violent sloshing motions of the water that, even
though the dam structure itself did not fail,
the overspilling water resulted in almost total
destruction of the village and loss of life,
represents yet another stark example of the
real significance of these problems.
Oceangoing vessels are, of course, subject to
rather violent sea conditions at times, resulting
in fairly large amplitudes of pitching, heaving,
rolling, and other motions. The response of
liquids contained in cargo, ballast, or fuel
tanks has therefore often been of concern, although the problem is usually alleviated to a
large extent by the ship's master operating with
tanks as nearly completely empty or completely
full as he can arrange. On the other hand, the
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stabilization of ships in roll by means of passively acting partially full tank systems has
proved quite effective in many instances, even
though the optimum design of such tanks is
as yet an uncertain art (refs. 1.15 and 1.16).
In similar fashion, the motions of liquids in
automotive, or rail vehicle, cargo or fuel tanks
have at times been of concern. Usually, however, in these cases the volume and weight of
the contained liquid has been suEciently small
compared with vehicle weight that the forces
produced are of little consequence, such that
even very crude and simple baffles have served
to suppress the liquid motion suiliciently. An
interesting case in point, however, is that the
fuel tanks of all racing cars in the Indianapolis
500 of 1965 contained hollow plastic ball-like
devices ("wiWe" balls) intended to prevent fuel
sloshing.
sircraft certainly constitute a class of vehicles
in which one would anticipate that liquid response in fuel tanks might be a significant
problem. Indeed, such is the case, although
the earliest occurrence of such problems
arose not just of itself, but through coupling
with other well-known aircraft dynamic problems. The first was probably that of sloshing
in wing fuel tanks coupling with the wing
vibration modes so as to modify seriously
the flutter characteristics (ref. 1.17) ;the second
was probably that of the overall effect of fuel
sloshing on aircraft dynamic stability (ref. 1.18).
For aircraft such as the supersonic transport,
in which a large portion of the takeoff gross
weight may be in fuel, this problem could be of
governing importance to many aspects of the
design.
Perhaps just two more examples, this time
from particularly military applications, may
serve to round out this brief survey of liquid
response problems which precedes our primary
area of application to space technology. One
of these concerns the flight characteristics of a
spin-stabilized projectile having a liquid core
(refs. 1.19 and 1.20). In fact, it has been found
that the motions of the contained liquid may
couple with the natural nutational mode of
motion of the projectile so as to cause actual
flight instabilities. The entire question of liquid
behavior in spinning tanks (refs. 1.21 and 1.22)

is a very interesting one which, unfortunately,
we shall not be able to discuss in any detail
in this monograph. The other problem relates
to explosion effects on liquid-filled tanks (ref.
1.23). In the case of nuclear detonations, of
course, the loading on the tank may result from
either the airblast or the ground shock, the
latter case being somewhat related to the
problem of earthquake excitation mentioned
previously.
1.2 PROPELLANT SLOSHING IN LAUNCH M-

HICLES

Turning our attantion now to those aspects
of the general problem that are of most direct
importance to space technology, consider the
large liquid-filled boost or launch vehicle. Such
devices have an enormous percentage of their
initial weight as fuel and consequently the
dynamic forces resulting from the motions of
these large liquid masses could be very substantial, even beyond the capabilities of the
control system to counteract them or the structure to resist them. The important thing to
realize, however, is that we are dealing with a
fairly complex dynamical system and must
therefore be especially aware of the possibility
of coupling between various of its components.
Thus, the control system natural frequencies,
the elastic body frequencies, and the fuel-slosh
frequencies must all be fairly widely separated;
unfortunately, this is not always the case.
Table 1.1 gives data for several representative
vehicles, from which one can see that the
various frequencies are indeed not always
widely separated.
If the dominant fuel-slosh frequencies are
close to any of the control system frequencies,
an instability in the flight characteristics can
result; while if the fuel-slosh frequencies are
close to the elastic body bending frequencies, a
large amplitude dynamic response problem may
arise. In any case, the governing design problem is that of stability and control, so that one
must also carefully consider the location and
configuration of the propellant tanks and the
characteristics of the control sensing elements
(ref. 1.24).
Saturn I provides us with a clear example of
an actual in-flight stability problem arising as a
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TABLE
1.1.-Characterisdcs

Length, Diamm
eter, m

Vehicle

_ _--

Redstone,, ReddoneMercury
Jupiter-- - - - -

-- -

VehicIes

FundaFund*
Control mental
mental
freslosh fre- bending
Range,
n. rm. quency, quency a t f uency
~ t o f f cps
,
axtoff,
cpe
cps

21
25

1.78
1.78

32000
32000

200
200

0.5
.5

0.8
.8

10-12
10

20

2.65

68000

1500

.4

6

9

2.65
6.5
10

68000
685 000
3.4X 108

Juno I1-------25
60
Saturn t------130
Saturn V -----,-

b

Thrust,
kp

of some Representdue Lmmdt

--------

..

.4
.3
.16

----,---

--------

8

.6
.45
b 0.3-0.4

2
1

Important missions

Exploration.
Suborbital manned
flights.
Reentry, recovery of
monkeys Able and
Baker.
Moon try, Sun orbit.
Manned space flight.
Manned space flight.

Large slosh masses in unfavorable locations.
Exceptionally large slosh masses because of the large tank diameter.

consequence of fuel slosh (ref. 1.25). This
vehicle, it may be recalled, is unusual by virtue
of its clustered-tank configuration: A single
large cylindrical tank, surrounded by a cluster
of eight smaller cylindrical tanks (this is but
one of several types of segmented or compare
mented tank designs, as shown in fig. 1.1). Figure
1.2 shows a representation of two of the many
telemetry records, taken during an early flight
(1961), the upper one being the liquid-9losh
amplitude in one of the outer LOX tanks and
the lower one being the vehicle angular velocity
in roll. The early parts of these records, say
up to some time just under 100 seconds, are
more or less random and of relatively s m d
amplitude. At a flight time of about 100
seconds, however, the amplitudes of both the
slosh motion and the roll velocity build up
rapidly, with a fairly discrete frequency, for
10 seconds or so, and then begin to decay.
The cause of these observed oscillations was
attributed to a phase lag in the filter network
oi ;the roii contoi ioop that exhibited itsell
near the frequency of the first rotational
sloshing mode of this vehicle. At this particular time in the flight, the liquid level in the
tank had dropped to the extent that the baffles
provided for the purpose of suppressing sloshing
motions were no longer effective and hence the
damping of the propellant motions was very
low. As the flight continued, the propellant

Circular tank
Jupiter

( Redstone,

-

Clustered tanks
(Saturn I )

Sector compartmented tank
(Saturn V l

FIGURE1.1.-Typical

Annular tank

Scalloped tank

-

Tri tanks
(Titan 111 1

launch vehicle tank configurations.

level lowered even farther, to the extent that
the slosh masses became quite small and a
change in phasing of the liquid motions in the
various outer tanks occurred, so that the
oscillatory motions then began to damp out.
Fortunahiy, t'&
o e c w u d 'lab h the
thrust portion of the flight so that the oscillations could not achieve dangerous levels before
the propellant tanks became virtually exhausted; even so, there was a premature engine
shutdown on this flight, which could have been
caused by this oscillatory condition. Certainly,
had this situation arisen early in the flight, the
consequences might have been severe.
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slosh amplitude, yaw
2
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-
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I
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Angular velocity in roll

2

h:

1

.-,." ,-,

&

.

n

10

40

50

60

70

Range time ( sec 1

F~cms1 2.-Saturn I fusl sloeh htability during ftight (ref. 125).

Of course, as is evident from this discussion,
because of the consumption of propellants
during e h t , sqpificant changes in the various
frequencies take place rather rapidly. An idea
of these changes may be gained from figure
1.3, which compares behavior in circular and
scalloped tanks (ref. 1.26). There are, in fact,
many interesting features to these curves, and
hence we shall return to them very shortly for
some additional discussion.
Generally speaking, we have seen that sloshing of the liquid propellants may interact with
both the control system dynamics and the
elastic vehicle structural dynamics, each of
which may also couple with the other. The
liquid-sloshing frequencies are often closer to
the rigid body control frequencies than to the
elastic body frequencies (see table 1.1) and
therefore might ordinarily be the more important problem area; however, the liquid system is subject to some degree of control and,
hence, the interaction between the elastic
structure and the control system may become

more important. Such control of the liquid
dynamic behavior is generally accomplished
either by the introduction of various arrangements of baffles intended to provide an ad*
quate degree of damping in the liquid system
(fig. 1.4)) or by modifying the tank geometry in
such a way as to change drastically the liquid
frequencies.
In order to examine in further detail the
various aspects of this quite complex problem,
it should be noted first (from table 1.1) that
both the liquid-slosh frequencies and the elasticbody-bending frequencies decrease with increasing tank diameter. Now, we have h e a d y
seen that for large circular tank vehicles such as
Saturn I, the slosh frequencies are so low as to
couple with the rigid-body motions; this is
seen clearly in the left side of figure 1.3.
Successful flight would depend, in this csse,
upon the provision of adequate damping in the
propellant tanks, probably by the use of various
arrangements of b d e s . Compartmentation,
or subdivision, of the tank (fig. 1.I) has a very
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Scalloped tank

Cylindrical tank

15

First bending mode

0
0

50

100
Time, sec

150

0

'

50

100

1%

Time, sec

Fxcrrnlr 13.-Variation of vehicle frcquenciw with flight time (ref. 1.26).

marked effect in iwecrdng the propellant slosh
frequencies and, therefore, would appear to be
an ideal method of avoiding coupling with the
rigid-body motions; the right side of figure 1.3
clearly shows this effect. Unfortunately, however, this solution is not as simple as it seems,
for the compartmented tanks usually have
substantially reduced elastic bending frequencies (these decretms ~ ~ o u probably
ld
also cause
some changes in the control system design,
so that the effects of such changes are by no
means isolated uuto themselva but form a loop),
as compared with the circular tank, and,
therefore, coupling between the propellant
sloshing and elastic modes may result in large
dynamic responses; again, this is indicated in
the right side of figure 1.3. There is still
another complication that enters this discussion
when sector-compartmented tanks are considered: While the lowest slosh frequency is
substantially raised by compartmentation, in
the sector tank new slosh frequencies are
introduced that are not widely spaced, so that
the possibility of coupling with the elastic
modes may be greatly enhanced.
The question of relative advantages of
ckular-versus-compartmented-tank configurations is one that has no simple answer. Aside

even from considerations of slosh characteristics
and elastic bending frequencies discuss;d above,
one should recognize that the compartmented
tank would probably be lighter in weight than
its equivalent circular tank (taking into account
the weight of baflEiing required in the latter),
but it would probably be considerably more
expensive to fabricate.
1.3 PROPELLANT MOTIONS IN SPACE VEHICLES

The previous discussion has centered around
what might be considered a typical case of
liquid propellant sloshing in a large cylindrical
tank, the liquid motions being described as
arising essentially from lateral motions of the
tank. Further considerations of such lateral
sloshing are primarily involved with other
tank geometries, such as those shown in figure
1.5, which represent oniy a very f e w pasibilities. Obviously, it is of interest to know
the propellant (or other liquid) slosh characteristics in these various kinds of tanks, and
in various orientations.
The excitations or tank motions that may
lead to propellant sloshing are also quite
varied, encompassing a wide system of directions, amplitudes, and frequencies. Thus, the
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Tank
baffles (perforated

Simple
cylinder

Modified
cylinder

Oblate
spheroids

Modified
ellipsoid

Toroids

-

z ring,
stifl'eners

Sphere

FIGURE1.5.-Typical space vehicle tank codgurations.

FIGURE1.4.-Tnmcatml-cone-type ring baffles for suppression of lateral sloshing.

contained liquids can be expected to respond in
a variety of ways and, in fact, do exhibit an
amazing number of kinds of motions of varying
complexity, none of them really simple and all
of them difficult to predict and understand
(refs. 1.3, 1.4, and 1.27 through 1.30), although
not all are of great importance in actual space
vehicles. Without going into detail a t this
time, perhaps it is worthwhile to mention just
a few of these:
Lateral sloshing.-This is the type of
liquid motion (essentially antisymmetric
modes) under discussion, occurring primarily in response to translational or
pitching motions of the tank (figs. 1.6 and
1.7).

Vettical sloshing.-Liquid motions (usually symmetric modes) occurring primarily
in response to motions of the tank normal
to the equilibrium free surface (fig. 1.8).
R o W M sloshing (swirl motion) .Liquid motion exhibiting an apparent
swirling of the liquid about a normal axis
and arising as an instability of the antisymmetric lateral sloshing mode near
r8SOnanC8.
Vortex formation.-Development
of a
ventilated vortex in the outlet of a tank
while under draining conditions (fig. 1.9).
Surjace spray.-Development of a dense
spray of small droplets a t the liquid-free
surface as the result of high-frequency
rigid-body excitation of the tank, or elastic
vibrations (fig. 1.10).
D m impact.-Liquid in a p a r t i d y filled
tank, under conditions of abrupt thrust
cutoff while in the atmosphere, may impact
against the opposing tank bulkhead.
Low gravity phenomena.-Under conditions of very low gravity (orbital or interplanetary fiight), the liquid behavior is
governed primarily by surface tension (and
viscous) forces rather than by inertial
forces and may be oriented randomly within
the tank, depending essentially upon web
ting characteristics on the tank wall.
Docking impact.-Liquid impact upon a
tank bulkhead arising from docking, or
other maneuvers in space flight, when the
liquid is initially controlled by low p v i t y
conditions.

FIGITRE1.7.-Fit

FIGURE1.6.-First two free surface modes of liquid motion
in an upright circular cylindrical tank.

The designer must, for each type of liquid
motion, understand its behavior and charactenstics sufliciently well to analyze its possible
229-648 0--67---2

two free surface mod- of liquid motion
in a spherical tank.

interactions with other components of the
dynamic system and to provide adequate
remedial measures. For each type of tank
configuration, orientation, and excitation, the
designer requires, among other things, howl&-e
relating to (a) liquid natural frequencies and
mode shapes, (b) forced response characteristics,
(c) damping with and without baffles or other
suppression devices, and (d) simulation techniques. We shall therefore discuss these various
topics in some detail in the following chapters.
1.4 XOPE OF M E MONOGRAPH

This monograph attempts to present a rather
comprehensive view of the general subject, and
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FIGURE1.8.-Symmetric

free surface mods of liquid
motion resulting from vertical excitation.

while it is doubtful that any single presentation
could be of equal value to students, researchers,
analysts, and designers alike, it may be that
each of these will at least find here significant
quantities of helpful information. Each of the
following chapters therefore discusses in detail
one or more aspects of the general problem we
have outlined in sketchy fashion in this
introduction.
Each chapter attempts to give an integrated
view of theoretical and experimental data on
the particular subject at hand, with some concentration on the presentation of results rather
than on the details of procedures; however,
general methods of analysis have been outlined
where it was felt that these have reasonably
wide application, are relatively little known, or
may be necessary to have at hand for proper
application of the final results of data that are
cited. A list of references is also given in each
chapter, although, again, no claim is made for
completeness. In this connection, it should be
remarked that no special effort was made to cite

technicd literature other than that readily
available in the English language.
The characteristics of lateral sloshing behavior, primarily liquid frequencies, mode
shapes, and forced response characteristics, for
various container configurations are presented
in some detail in chapter 2. The basic elements of the underlying hydrodynamic theory
are presented, followed by analytical relationships and calculated and experimental data for
a wide variety of cases. Only rigid tanks are
considered.
The nonlinear effects rising inherently from
particular tank geometries (primarily in the
compartmented tank), or as a consequence of
large amplitudes of excitation, or from instabilities in the large amplitude motions near
resonance (rotational sloshing), are discussed
in chapter 3. The first of these, especially,
may have important implications for design.
Chapter 4 presents a large quantity of experimental data gained primarily from laboratory
investigations of damping characteristics in
lateral sloshing in rigid tanks. First, consideration is given to the simple viscous damping
effects in various tanks and, second, to the
effectiveness of diEFerent types of suppression
devices. Such devices may take a wide variety
of forms, ranging from floating objects and systems which follow the free surface to many
types of fixed baffle configurations.
Because so much of our presently available
knowledge on this general subject comes as rr,
result of extensive laboratory investigations,
the subjects of simulation and experimental
techniques are discussed in detail in chapter 5.
The subject of similitude by use of small
models based on dimensional analysis is presented in some detail, and in rather general
terms, which can then be specialized to specific
cases. Physical properties of various propellants and other commonly used liquids, as well
as a wide variety of potentially useful model
liquids, are tabulated in the appendix.
With the force and moment response of the
liquid under various conditions of lateral sloshing in rigid tanks fairly well defined in these
early chapters, the question then arises of,integrating this knowledge into analyses of the
overall system dynamic behavior. This is usu-
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FIS-

1.9.-Vortex

formed during gravity draining of a tank

combined with similar representations for other
dynamic components of the vehicle, and then
the overall system dynamic behavior can be
analyzed by analog or digital techniques.
Various types of equivalent mechanical models
are derived and discussed in chapter 6, including both very simple and relatively complex
ones. The general subject of vehicle stability
and control is then treated in chapter 7, demonstrating how various of the analyses and data
are integrated; elastic body effects, however,
are not yet included.
The various, and interesting, aspects of
liquid behavior in response to vertical excitations of the tank are discussed in chapter 8.
The first topic is that of subharmonic response
(i.e., liquid response with a
jess than
FIGUREl.lO.-Sarface spray malting from high hVency
that of the excitation) of the liquid surface to
vertical excitation.
fairly low frequency excitations, with detailed
ally accomplished by first devising appropriate
comparisons made between theory and the reequivalent (mathematical) mechanical models
sults of laboratory experiments. The second
composed of sets of simple spring-massdashpot
topic relates to liquid spray formed a t the free
(or pendulum) elements, which can then be
surface because of relatively high frequency
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excitation; the third topic relates to certain
interesting aspects of bubble dynamics and
cavitation that have been observed in laboratory studies.
Chapter 9 now brings into focus some of the
effects rising from the elasticity of the containers. The first point of discussion is that
of the influence of the liquid in modifying the
vibration characteristics of the elastic shell,
without considering any significant coupling
and primarily as a result only of the added
mass. Both bending- and breathing- type
vibrations are considered. Next, the coupled
problem is considered and interesting forms of
liquid response induced by tank wall elastic
vibrations (observed in the laboratory) are
discussed. The influence of the elastic bottom
of the tank, with regard to the vertical sloshing problems discussed in chapter 8, is then
discussed. Finally, the effects of body-bending flexibility on the general problem of vehicle
stability and control, for which the rigidbody case was presented in chapter 7, are oub
lined.
Three interesting but unrelated topics that
seem to warrant some presentation, although
slightly apart from the bulk of the material
presented in this monograph, are collected
together in chapter 10. The problem of dome
impact is presented first, and while such a

problem actually arose during one phase of
development of the Redstone missile, the importance of this problem in launch-abort
situations and the closely related one of orbital
maneuvering and docking is not yet fully
established. Vortex formation is an interesting
phenomenon, but one which can be suppressed
quite simply in most cases by baffling the tank
outlets, and is therefore discussed only briefly.
The Titan I1 launch vehicle, in the early stages
of its flight test program, exhibited rather
severe longitudinal oscillations of the entire
system, now often called "pogo" oscillations.
The liquid systems and the elastic structure
were quite well coupled and, together with the
combustion system, formed a closed loop.
While not solely a problem of liquid dynamic
response, it was felt that the phenomenon was
of sdlicient importance to warrant a brief
presentation.
The various complex and important behavior
of liquids under' conditions of low and zero
gravity are discussed in detail in chapter 11,
the concluding chapter of this monograph.
Means of simulating such behavior in laboratory
experiments are especially treated in some
detail, as are the various tecbniques for con trolling the location and orientation of liquids
within tanks subject to the weightless condition
of the space environment.
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Chapter 2

Lateral Sloshing in Moving Containers
Sandor Silverman and 8. Norman Abramson

el

MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND

We have discussed in chapter 1 how lateral
sloshing of propellants or other liquids may be
induced in a rocket or space vehicle and why it
is of importance. We shall present, in this
chapter, theoretical and experimental ~esvlts
pertaining to undamped liquid sloshing behavior in rigid containers. Obviously, any attempt
to repeat details of the mathematical develop
ments leading to these results would be far too
voluminous to permit incorporation in a monograph of this type. Further, while the detailed
manipulations for any specific tank geometry
are quite tedious, the principal mathematical
problem of finding a solution to the boundaryvalue problem for Laplace's equation is straightforward and relatively well known. The natural
frequencies, mode shapes, potential functions,
free surface displacements, and forces and
momenta are given for a variety of container
geometries. In the case of forced motion, the
forcing function is assumed to be of the form
em'. Solutions for arbitrary tank motions may
be obtained from harmonic solutions by using
Fourier series or Fourier integral techniques,
and while some analyses of liquid behavior in
containers subjected to impulsive motion have
been performed (see ref. 2.1 for specific references), they are not of governing importance
for this monograph.
During sloshing in a cylindrical container, the
lower part of the liquid performs oscillations as
AL-.-L
uuuugu it
8 rigid Loriy rrud oniy the liquid
in the vicinity of the free surface moves independently; as the frequency of oscillation of the
free surface increases, the motion penetrates
deeply into the liquid. For liquid depth to
diameter hld>l, the liquid n a t u . frequencies
may be considered to be independent of the

liquid depth, as will be shown later. For containers of symmetric cross section, the frequencies of primary interest are the lowest few corresponding to the first few antisymmetric mode
shapes. - I t is intuitively clear that the symmetric liquid mode shapes do not cause any
resultant lateral forces and moments to act
on the container; they can, however, couple
with the elastic container and lead to other interesting aspects of the overall problem. (This
general subject will be discussed in detail in
ch. 8.) In the case of a circular cylindrical tank,
the orthogonality condition for trigonometric
functions insures that antisymmetric motion is
the only class of motion which contributes to
the net horizontal force and moment exerted
by the liquid on the container (refs. 2.1 and 2.2).
Several methods have been employed to
minimize the effects of liquid motion. Baffles
of various configurations have been devised
which add a small amount of damping to the
system and mainly affect the magnitude of the
slosh forces and the amplitude of the liquid
motion. (See ch. 4.) If a shift in the range of
the fluid natural frequencies is desired, a more
effective method is to divide the tank into
subtanks by means of radial or concentric walls,
which has led to interest in the ring sector tank
and its variations (sec. 2.3). Bauer (refs. 2.3
to 2.5) has shown theoretically that compartmentation of a cylindrical tank into sectors has
the effect of raising the first natural frequency
anci iowering the seconci so that these i w o $9quencies are not widely separated, as has been
c o h d experimentally (refs. 2.6 to 2.8).
These experiments have also indicated that:
(a) radial compartmentation with solid walls
does not reduce the slosh forces as much as do
ordinary ring baffles, and (b) there is a marked
13
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dependence of liquid natural frequency on
excitation amplitude. (Such nonlinear effects
will be discussed in more detail in ch. 3.)
The cylindrical tank with an annular cross
section has also been investigated theoretically
in reference 2.2, but experimental verification of
this theory is not yet available. The attrace
iveness of this tank configuration resides in the
wide separation between frequencies of the inner
and outer compartments and in the fact that
phasing of the liquid motions between the two
compartments results in a lower total force.
Eulitz (refs. 2.9 and 2.10) has suggested that
sloshing be avoided by using an experimentally
based analytical method. Virtually countless
other schemes for the suppression of sloshing
have been proposed a t one time or another, but
we shall not recount them here.
In general, very good agreement between
theory and experimental observations has been
obtained for lateral sloshing. Wall-pressure
distrib~t~ions
have been obtained from sloshing
experiments with rigid model cylindrical tanks
having flat bottoms (ref. 2.11), and it has been
found that the total force and moment obtained
by integration of the pressure distributions are
in good agreement with theory. Sloshing
behavior in tanks with conical bottoms can be
represented by sloshing behavior in a tank
with an equivalent flat bottom (based on equal
liquid volumes); this conclusion appears to be
valid a t least through the second mode and
possibly through the third, and implies that a
simiiar technique may be applied (with caution)
to tanks of other bottom geometries (ref. 2.12).
A few general theoretical analyses for predicting natural frequencies of fluids in containera
of various shapes are available (refs. 2.13 and
2.14). Lamb (ref. 2.13) discusses the elliptic
canal in section 291, the parabolic container in
section 193 (tidal wave theory), and the 45"
conical canal in section 258, Troesch (ref.
2.14) discusses the conical tank and the
hyperboloid, and also presents graphs of container cross sections which were obtained using
an inverse technique. I t is interesting to note
that Troesch found that the fundamental
frequency for a container which looks very
much like a cone differs from that of a cone by
25 percent, indicating that the eigenvalue can

be quite sensitive to changes in container
shapes. Somewhat different results are indicated in reference 2.15 for a cylindrical container with elliptical cross section, in which it
was determined that the effect of small tank
ellipticity on the natural frequencies is small.
It is seen from this discussion that it is di6cuIt
to draw general conclusions about the behavior
of liquids in containers. Further references on
containers of various shapes are given in
references 2.1 and 2.16.
Boric Theory: Assumptions

An "exact" solution to the general problem
of fluid oscillations in a moving container is
extremely dScult. The simplifying assump
tions that are generally employed in such a
theoretical analysis and which are employed in
this chapter are as follows (some of these will
be relaxed in following chapters):
,
Rigid tank
Nonviecoua fluid
Inoompmaaible fluid
Small dispbcemente,
velocities, and slope6
of the liquid-free surfaoe

Irrotational flow field
Homogeneous fluid
No ainke or source6

Since the question of interaction between the
liquid and the elastic tank is an exceedingly
complex one, we shall assume for present purposes that the tank is rigid. (Interaction problems will be discussed in ch. 9.) For unbaffled
tanks of relatively large proportions, the viscous
forces of the fuel may be neglected as being
small compared to other forces, which is a very
accurate assumption except in a small region
near the boundary. The assumption that the
fluid is incompressible seems to be generally
valid for the fuels and liquids in current use.
The liquid free surface displacements, slopes,
and velocities are assumed small, which linearizes the boundary conditions a t the free surface. Some discussion of the significance of the
linearization of the boundary condition is given
in references 2.13 and 2.17. Briefly, two nonlinear boundary conditions must be satisfied a t
the free surface; by employing the abovementioned assumption, these two conditions are
linearized and combined to give only a single
condition.
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The assumption of irrotational flow is compatible with the assumption of zero viscosity
since, as is well known, motion in a nonviscous
fluid which is irrotational a t one instant always
remains irrotational (ref. 2.17). This assumption, along with the linearized boundary conditions, yields a theory which can be employed
for the analysis of several practical container
geometries.
The assumption of no sinks or sources,
keeping in mind the assumed incompressibility
of the liquid, requires that the liquid volume
be constant; therefore, for example, the theory
may not be valid for a rapidly draining tank.
This is discussed further in chapter 10.
Basic Theory: Analysis

It will be found convenient in this chapter
-to employ either rectangulas or circular cylindrical coordinates located a t various points in
the container. Unless otherwise stated, the
coordinates will be located on the undisturbed
liquid surface, with the z and y axes in the
plane of the surface and the z coordinate
normal to the surface. The assumption of
irrotational flow insures the existence of a
single-valued velocity potential @(x, y, z, t) in
any simply connected region, from which the
velocity field can be derived by taking the
gradient (it should be noted that some
authors prefer to define the velocity as the
negative of V@)
V=V@
(2.1)
-#
or in terms of the components of the velocity
vector, V (in rectangular coordinates)
+

The vector statement of Newton's second law of
motion for a particle in a nonviscous fluid is

-1P Vp+ FB=A
+
-9

(2.3)

where P is the mass density, p ia the intensity of
normal pressures, Fg is the body force vector,
-#

A the acceleration vsnor'
3

fact t h a t

noting the
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the above equations may be rewritten

where it has been assumed that the only body
force present is due to the acceleration field.
The continuity of the fluid (mass conservation
law) must be preserved. Enforcing this requirement, and noting the assumptionof incompressibility, we have

Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are sufficient, once
appropriate initial and boundary conditions are
imposed, to determine the velocity components
u, v, and w and the pressure, p, uniquely.
Substituting equation (2.1) into equation
(2.6), it is seen that @ must satisfy the Laplace
equation:

where V1 is given in the above equation in rectangular coordinates.
By noting that the flow is irrotational and
p=constant, the equations of motion (2.5) may
be integrated and then linearized to obtain
~ernoulli'slaw (the integration function is absorbed in the definition of 9 with no loss in
generality, cf. ref. 2.17)

r,ccGle;-.'cn~ , d h-d be-- =,+,.iS~ksd
to that of gravitation. Thus, @ is determined
from equation (2.7) and appropriate boundary
conditions, the velocity components from equation (2.1), and the pressure distribution from
equation (2.8). The free surface displacement
is obtained from equation (2.10) to be derived
below (the pressure at the free surface is usually
considered to be zero),
,, while the forces and
momenta acting on the container may be found

,I..$I.~
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by appropriate integrations of the pressure.
(See, for example, sec. 2.3.)
It is often convenient to wr;ite the velocity
potential as the sum of the potential of the container motion, &, and the potential of the liquid
moving relative to the container, Q1. That is
If the container is stationary, #,=0, while if the
container is in motion +, can be found by integrating the equation
V&=V (container)
-i

and the constant of integration may be taken
as zero, since it can be absorbed in 91.The
9, is independent of container geometry
and has been evaluated for roll, pitch, and translational motion of the container (ref. 2.18). It
should be noted that
satisfies the Laplace
equation for pitch and translation, but not for
roll motions of the container. In this latter
case, the sum of &+a1 is made to satisfy the
Laplace equation by making 4 the solution of
a Poisson equation.
A complete discussion of the derivation of the
above equations may be found in references 2.17
and 2.19. Reference 2.17 should also be consulted for an excellent discussion of the boundary conditions which are simply stated in
linearized form below.
At the container walls

where a/&& denotes differentiation in the direction normal to the surface of a rigid body in
contact with the fluid, and v, is the common
velocity of the fluid and boundary surface in the
direction normal to the surface. Imposing
Bernoulli's law and the condition that the fluid
particles must stay on the surface, and then
linearizing the results, leads to the equations
describing the free surface
a@

zSgb=--

By eliminating 6 between these two relations, a
single equation for @ is obtained as

For most cases, it is assumed that po=constant,
so that

In the case of pitching motions of an accelerating vehicle, the free surface condition is
(ref. 2.20)
8 h + p ~ T -&r+ p ~ T ~ t i -be"
p ~ T y - = 0be*

bt"

bz

(2.12)

bt

where 8, and 8, are the pitch angles about the
z and y axes as shown in figure 2.1, A is the
total acceleration in the z direction, AT is the
acceleration in the z direction due to thrust, and
A=AT+g. For a ground test, the acceleration
of the vehicle due to thrust is zero so - that
AT=O, A=g. For pitching motions during
launch, the effect of the gravitational field mag
be neglected so that the body force is due
entirely to the thrust and the inertia force due
to gravity and the body force due to gravity
cancel each other; therefore, g=O and A=AT.
For oscillations given by 8,= levlei*', el= le.le'@',
the free surface condition given above may be
simplified by the transformation

where & and & satisfy the free surface condition

*
S+A

iii=O
- .

1
P

PO

%O _
--at az
where z=6(x, y, t) is the equation of the free
surface, and po(z,y, t) is the surface pressure.

x, X '

FIGURE
2.1.-t&,di~.tea

for adcbating

Y'
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For the case of no pitching motion, equation
(2.12) reduces to

2.2

RECTANGULAR TANK
Natural Frequencies

The mode shapes and frequencies in a
rectangular tank (see fig. 2.2) are given by
Lamb (ref. 2.13, sec. 257)
which is equivalent to equation (2.11b).
The foregoing linear boundary value problem
is generally solved by employing the classical
method of separation of variables, and much
information concerning the behavior of liquids
in moving containers has been obtained for
several practical container geometries, including
the compartmented cylindrical tank.
In addition to the technique of separation of
variables, several other methods have been
employed to analyze lateral slosbing of liquids
in containers. Budiansky (ref. 2.21) used a
sophisticated integral equation technique to
find the natural frequencies and slosh forces
in the cases of a half full, and nearly full
spherical container and a circular canal filled
to an arbitrary depth. Lawrence, Wang, and
Reddy (ref. 2.22) have shown that the problem
of finding a velocity potential O wuch satisfies
the equations (2.7), (2.9), and (2.11b) (w,=O in
eq. (2.9)) is equivalent to finding a velocity
potential which makes an integral an extremum.
This conclusion is significant in that not only
is the governing d8erential equation automatically satisfied, but all necessary boundary conditions are also. The velocity potential may
be obtained approximately by employing the
Rayleigh-Ritz technique. This technique has
been used rather extensively (refs. 2.22 to 2.25).
'hoesch (ref. 2.14) employed an inverse technique to find the natural frequencies and
obtained results for several interesting geometries; he also gave an interesting discussion of

-
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a=& m-0

2 A.,

n-0

cos

[y(z+z)]
X cos

rf(y+i)]

oi.=gk tanh (kh)

(2.13a)
(2.13b)

where

m ,and 6 is the
elevation of the liquid above the reference
level z=h/2. If a>b, the lowest frequency of
interest is obtained by letting m=l, n=O

m, n are integers ranging from 0 to

Coordinates of point
I a12. b12. h12

7

+-
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and liquid natural frequencies. It was shown,
for example, that if two containers have the
same free surface and if one is completely contained in the other, then the smaller container
possesses the smaller eigenvalue. Ehrlich (ref.
2.26) investigated the finite merence technique applied to obtaining the fundamental
frequency in axisymmetric fluid-filled containers
of arbitrary bottom geometry.

FIGURE
2.2.-Coordinate sylrtem and tank geometry for
rcctangolat tank.
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application of this analysis to low gravity
problems, it will be discussed further in
chapter 11.

The higher frequencies may be obtained from
equation (2.13b) once the dimensions a and b
are known. If kh is small, equation (2.13b)
may be approximated by

Forced Oscillations

The response of a fluid to simple harmonic
motions of the tank in translation, pitching, and
yawing is given in reference 2.28. This paper is
a condensation of reference 2.29, which contains
a more detailed discussion, in addition to the
solution of arbitrary tank motions through the
use of Laplace transforms. The assumptions
listed in section 2.1 are employed, with the
additional condition that the angle of container
rotation during pitch is small.

Eide (ref. 2.27) has presented the results of
an analytical investigation of the problem of
the variation of pitch motion of a vehicle under
low inertial forces due to fuel sloshing in a
rectangular tank. He assumed that the forces
due to thrust, rotation, and capillary action
are of the same order of magnitude, and that
they are all much greater than the Coriolis
force, and then determined the velocity potential and frequency of the free surface oscillation
generated by an impulsive torque. The equations of motion derived for the rotation of a
vehicle containing a large amount of liquid
were then investigated to determine the general
behavior of the vehicle and the stability of the
free surface motion. Because of the specific

Horizontal Motion Porolkl to x-Axis

The velocity poten tial, the horizontal force
on the container in the z-direction, and the
moment acting on the container about the y
axis (positive moments are given by the "righthand" sign convention) for a displacement of
the container given by z(t)=z,, sin (Ill) are as
follom:

sin (2n+l)

X

L
sin
w..
h
j2

%-o

[

x cosh (2n+ 1) - z+cosh [(2n+ l ) r

1

[ !] '(

r, =h/a
h

(2.14~)

a

[

tanh (2n+ 1)

$1

f-, n2

3= (hlg)4

(2.148)

8 tanh [ ( ~ + 1 ) ~ 1 1 1
1$(2n+ l)'rl

M"
rn=?f
sin nt
where now
u:= (2n+ 1)

')I}

WF=pghab (total weight of liquid) =gMI

Pitchino About y-Axis

The velocity potential, horizontal force in
the x-direction, and moment acting on the container about the y-axis, for an angular displacement of the tank walls in pitch given by
B(t)=B,, sin Ill, are as follom:
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+

5

sinh [(2n+ 1) h]

31
M#
m=e0f2~h
nt

-

8 tanh [(2n+l)*t11
P(2n+ l ) h

1
-+I-+2
MA*
12j'r:

-

[(2n+ 1)17,]
C 8 tanh
g(2n+1)~r,

tanh [@n+ 1) rl]
(2n+ 1) rl

I

8 tanh [(2n+l)?rr1]
+-2f: j-+2
:
d(2n+l)3~1

where I' is the effective moment of inertia of
the fluid about the y-axis (moment of inertia
with the free surface fixed).
Yawing About z-Axis

The velocity potential and the moment acting

n-o

on the container about the z-axis (there are no
resultant horizontal forces), for an angular displacement of the tank walls in yaw given by
+(t)=+, sin M, are as follows:
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(2n+ 1 )
r3(2n+

16ab(b2(2n+1)2-a2(2m+l)'] sech

X

jy

I

[

sinh (2n+ 1)

cosh [(2n+ 1 )

g]

z]

m n + l)2+a'(2m+1)']

~~(2m
1)'(2n+
+
1)'[b2(2n+1)2+a2(2m+ 1)'l

where the resonant frequencies w,, are given by
&.=g

5 4b2(2n+ l)'+a2(2m+ 1)' tanh
+b4 tanh [(2n+ 1)

9.3

CIRCULAR CYLINDRICAL TANK

The upright cylindrical container of circular
cross section is obviously of considerable importance for our discussion here because of its
relationship to the configuration of large boost
vehicles. Indeed, this tank geometry is perhaps the most important of all, and, fortunately,
the analysis of lateral liquid sloshing is not
especially difficult. However, because of the
frequent necessity to reduce sloshing masses
or to shift the liquid natural frequencies, subdivision of such containers into compartments
by either radial or concentric walls is relatively

%])-A

~b'(2n+l)'+a~(2n+l)']

(2.16b)

pabh(a2+ b3

common practice, so that the basic simple
geometry transforms into other more complex
forms. For purposes of our presentation here,
it is somewhat advantageous to begin with the
most general compartmented tank, the ring
sector, and then present results for other configurations as special cases. It is interesting to
note that the solution to the shallow water
(tidal) oscillations of a liquid in a ring sector
tank was suggested by Lamb (ref. 2.13, art.
191) and that the natural frequencies for tidal
oscillations of a fluid in a sector tank were
obtained by Rayleigh (ref. 2.30, art. 339).
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Ring Sector Compartmented Tank

This configuration is not only of practical
importance, but from the analysis of liquid
sloshing in this type tank, the behavior of
liquids in all cylindrical tanks composed of
radial and circular walls may be obtained by
appropriate selection of the geometric variables.
For purposes of review, the procedures employed
to obtain the natural frequencies and to solve
the problem of lateral sloshing of a liquid in a
ring sector tank induced by translational motion
of the container will be outlined first, following
closely the discussion of reference 2.3. Results
for other types of container motion (refs. 2.3,
2.19, and 2.31) are also then given. It should
be noted that the theoretical results presented
are d i d for a single sector tank. To use the
results for compartmented cylindrical tanks,
one must superimpose the effects of all the
compartments. For example, the contribution
to the total force in the xdirection of all eight
compartments has been accounted for in the
theoretical curves presented in figure 2.8.
Fme OIcillationr

and a flat bottom is obtained from the solution
to the Laplace equation V2q1=0 with the
boundary conditions
*l
--0

a2

-dr -0

at the tank bottom z= -h

(2.17a)

at the circular cylindrical tank walls
r=a, b
(2.17b)

r-0
I.

a t the sector walls 4=O, 2m

w

(2.17~)

a*+, a@,

~ $ 1 z 9= O

at the free surface z=0

Assuming a product solution of the form

and substituting into the Laplace equation, the
following expression for ql is obtained
*l=eiU'(

0
1

cos 4+Ca sin 4}[
4(cosh Xz

The geometry of the tank and coordinates
are shown in figure 2.3. The flow field of a
liquid with free surface in a cylindrical container
of ring sector cross section with vertex angle 2ra
where v and X are constants and J,(b) and
Y,(AT) are Bessel functions of the first and
second kinds of order v. Care must be taken
in the choice of the "separation" constants v
and A, and their signs, to insure that the mathematical solutions actually describe the physical
problem. The velocity potential which satisfies
the boundary conditions a t the container walls
(eqs. (2.17b) and (2.17~))is

where
FIG-

2.3.-Gordinate system and tank geometry for
M g nectar tank (ref. 2.3).
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The values h, are the positive roots of the
equation I

,A

=J&, (€>YL,, (kt)

and k=b/a is the diameter ratio of the inner
find outer tank walls. The unknown constants
A,, can be obtained from the initial conditions.
The equation for the eigenvalues of the liquid is
obtained from the free surface condition,
equation (2.17d)

It is seen that the frequencies of the liquid
decrease with liquid depth and with increasing
tank radius. For a given tank size, the possibility of shifting the frequencies is expressed by

70

60
50

$40
30

The roots of this determinant are plotted in fig. 2.4,
and tabulated in table 2.1, as a function of k for the
special case of m/2a=1. Further discussion on the
roots of this determinant may be found in ref. 2.2,
while extensive tables and graphs of A r l r ( [ ) =0 are
presented in ref. 2.32.

FIGURE
2.5.-Natural

"0

0.2

F'xcUBE 2'4.RootP

0.4

0.6
kga
b

of A1(E)=O
(ref. 2.2).

a8

1.0

FID1-

frequency parameter for cmtainerr of circular, annular, and quartercircular crou m i o n (ref. 2.3).
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TABLE
2.1.-R00t~

of the Determinant Amn,(€) =0, Eq. (2.18d)
[ m k =11

,
For-large values of h/a (i.e., h/a>l), the
approximation
W

2

9
=
; Ens

is accurate. Figure 2.5 gives the natural frequencies for fluids. in containers of circular,
annular, and quarter-circular (90' sector) cross
section.

For forced excitation x=x,,etncnormal to the
container wall (see fig. 2.3), the boundary conditions are:

a@ i ~ z o e t ncos
-' 4

a t the circular
.cylindrical tank walls r=a, b

dcp

1 a@
---

a t the sector wall 4=0

r*-0

*-

---I
3-

inz0emL
sink
--..+Amuvr

a5D

a@
-+g ==O

a t the
--I1

I

Ml
-1 --

WoLl

I

a$-o

gbz-

for 4=0, k

n%l=ins~,pcos 4

for z=0

m

2

o=&,

r
;
and K=,[.

(2.20)

h
-a

the disturbance potential is

yr-uru

---.I

cos 4)et~'

boundary conditions for the disturbance poten229-648 -67--3

forz=-Il

bz

-

By extracting the container motion

+*

M
1
--0

4 = ~ 4 f=L,
,

at the free surface
z=o

@={@I

for r=a, b

and therefore the disturbance potential @,
(r, 4, 2) which satisfies the Laplace equation has
the same form as equation (2.18b). Omitting
the double summation and indices and introducing the abbreviations

at the bottom of the
container z= -h

&=O

M
-a,.1-0

r

Tmnrlotionol Fomd Oscillations

bT-

tid, which are homogeneous a t the container
walls, are obtained as

To determine the unknown coefficients A,,,
from the condition of the free fluid surface the
righbhand side of this boundary condition has
to be expanded into a series where cos 4 is
represented as the Fourier series
m

cos 4 = C a,cos
m-o

z

(2.224
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with
sin G J
a o sin
= ii~ &=
J 2Z((m9-Z2)
a

(Z= h a )

and the pressure at depth (-2)
from equation (2.8) as

is obtained

The function r is represented as a Bessel series

where
$C(u)du
bmn=

tmnJt>c2(U)du

-

w2(tmn)
P C 2 ( k t m n ) ] -e ~€[ m
~ - nC 29 (Ckm~ nm n ) ]

(2.22b)
The coefficients A,, become
A""=

iQa,,,bm,laq2

(1_q2)

(2.22c)

where q=Q/u is the ratio of the exciting frequency to the natural frequency. The velocity potential ch for translational container excitation in direction is then
@(r,+,2,t)=iS2xoefn'
&bmnC(c)q2 ~ o s h( ~ +cos
l ) S)
(1-$)coshx

+

(2.23)

The &st term (potential of the rigid body)
satisfies the boundary conditions at the tank
walls, while the second part (disturbance potential) vanishes at the tank walls. The free
surface condition is satisfied by both parts of
the formula. The free surface displacement,
the pressure and velocity distribution, as well
as the forces and moments of the liquid, can
be determined from the potential by d8erentiations and integrations with respect to the
time and spatial coordinates.
The surface displacement of the propellant,
which is measured from the undisturbed position of the liquid, may be obtained from
equation (2.10), with po equal zero

At the outer container wall, r=a, the function
C(u) = (ZJrb,), while at the inner container
wall, r=b, the function C(u) has a value
C(k&,,,). At the sector walls +=O, +=E, the
cosine assumes the value 1 and (-I)", respectively. The pressure distribution at the tank
bottom is obtained from equation (2.25) with
z=-h(t=-K).
By integration of the appropriate components
of the pressure distribution, the liquid forces
and moments can be obtained. The resulting
force in the x-ction
is therefore

Fz=L'S:h

(upa-bpb) cos &4&

-1

sin Zdrdz

Here the first integral represents a contribution of the pressure distribution a t the circular
container walls, and the second integral stems
from the pressure distribution a t the sector
walls. With the mass of the liquid Mr=
pra2k(l-P), the fluid force becomes

F*=MrQ2wf0'
[1+2

(-l)m+la,,,bmnsinZq2tanh K
Ea(1
(1-q2)

The force component in the y-direction is
governed by
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which then leads to

and

-fJpz--h?

(!+ z ) P*
-lJ'h
+(; r ) p1-

Here (see appendix A)

The first term, MrVa,e'Ot, in equation (2.26a)
represents the inertial force of the liquid (that
is, the force that would be produced by an
equal volume of solidified liquid). The fluid
moments M, and Mz with respect to the
point (0, 0, -h/2) are given by

-l -.
J:h

p+

sin a (i+z)

d~dr

sin2Z 1 ambmu[l-(-1)"

M+=-M'2Crzoe'O'

2
(9,~-2)

point (0, 0, -h/2) parallel to the y-axis while
M, is the moment about an axis parallel to
the x-axis through the same point. In these
formulas, the first integral again represents the
contribution of the pressure distribution at the
circular cylindrical tank walls. The second
integral is the contribution of the bottom
pressure, while the remaining integrals represent the pressure contribution a t the sector
walls to the moment. After the integration
has been performed, the moments of the liquid
are

2Mpga (I-k3) sin Z

where

N,

9 2 t%muA.
2 AT.a \$mu/
/r \

Lzn-kC(kUJJ+

=FsM
1 r

~C(U)&

-

cos Z]q2
{[tanh

-

f-2

eos a d z

Muis the moment about an axis passing through

2=2GnN2(Emu)
+(#m2-2)~ C O S ~x

+

sin W T

(im2--21%cash r

3 1

)1

K<

(L cosh x

I)] [NO(L~)

&Xvfps ( 1 - p ) (;-cos

-3

(2.26~)

ii

%

(2.26d)

Since the reference axis does not pass through
the center of gravity of the undisturbed liquid,
the last term in the moment formula represents
the static moment of the liquid.
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The velocity distribution in the radial, angular, and axial directions are

In these equations for pressure, forces,
moments, and velocity distributions of the
liquid, the term for the solidified liquid is
represented as a single term and not as a
series. This results in a faster convergence of
the solution. The velocity distributions in the
container are obtained by omitting the first
term in the braces; that is, omitting the term
cos 4 for the radial velocity component of
u, and sin 4 for the angular component of u,.
General notes pertaining to translational
oscillations:
(1) The results for container motion y=
yoeiw are given in appendix A (also see
fig. 2.3).
(2) The following definitions are applicable
in appendix A:

In natural logarithm
I'

the gamma function
the derivative of the logarithm of the
gamma function, that is,

In this table oo, xo, and 4o are the rotational
amplitudes about the y, z, and z axes. Note:
(1) The equations for the pitch-type motions,
80 and xo are valid for a coordinate
system with its origin located midway
between the tank bottom and the undisturbed fluid surface, on the vertex
axis of the tank. (See fig. 2,3, s', y', z'
coordinates.)
(2) The equations for the roll molions, 40;
are valid for a coordinate system with
its origin located in the undisturbed free
surface.
(3) To obtain the displacements of the free
surface in tank-fixed coordinates, subtract that resulting from container motion from that of the space-fixed system.
Thus.

(4) The quantities

Cmare defined in appendix

A.
where y =0.5772 is the Euler constant.
(3) I t should be noted that, because of
singularities that occur in the velocity
potential, the results contained in this
section are not valid for a = % and rue%.
For these two cases, special modifications must be made to form admissible
functions.
Rototionol Forced Oscillat/ons

Liquid behavior induced by pitching- and
roll-type motions of the container is described by the equations given in appendix B.

(5) The forces given in appendix B are with
respect to the space-fixed (inertial) coordinate system.
(6) I n appendix B (rotational excitation) the
terms in the upper portion of the brackets
correspond to the motion 8=80eina,while
those in the lower portion correspond t o
x=xoeina.
Forced Osc~llotionsResultinp From Tank k n d i n o

Bauer (refs. 2.31 and 2.33) has solved the
problem of liquid sloshing in a ring sector
tank resulting from a res scribed bending-type
motion of the tank walls. That is, given a
motion of the walls of the form %(z)etw or
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yo(z)eint (see fig. 2.6), he obtained equations
for the velocity potential, liquid free surface
displacements, pressures, forces, moments, and
velocity distribution, as given in the following.
Note there is assumed to be no interaction
between the container and fluid. (Interactions between the moving liquid and the elastic
container will be studied in ch. 9.)
The velocity potential is (the first term
within the brackets corresponds to the motion
z,,eiQtand the second term to y,,eiQt):
9

-

+

cos +
1 = e n [{iQxo(z)r
(Qyo(z)r sin

2,

+

where
iQabmm
~mn(z)=

6.

(2)
i)

(tmn

FIGURE
2.6.--Coodinate system and tank geometry for
q2

[id (tmn

(1-$)

bending excitation (ref. 2.31).

z)
d=-

Cl2

9

[Iy

ciQt

zO(0)r cos +
(0)r sin

+

The pressure a t depth (-2) is

x [ S ~ (tm.

f €mng
;)+-

C O S ~(tmn

])k

(2.30)

df

and primes denote Merentistion with respect
to z. All other quantities have been previously
defhed.
The surface displacement of the liquid measw e d from the undisturbed position

The liquid forces in the z and y directions are

2

1

k~mtzm(ktmn)]+~~(tmn))
(2.31a)
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The term M*
- Q2eiQt z,,(z)dz in front of the double summation in F, represents the inertial force;
h
S:h
i.e., the force that would be produced by an equal volume of solidified liquid.
The liquid moments with respect to the point (0, 0, -h/2) are

4h
M+=MrQ2erQr

2nu
a2(l+k2)yo(-h)

-sin 2 t u cos 2 m
2m

The first integrals in equations (2.32) represent the contribution of the pressure distribution from
the circular walls. The second integral is the contribution of the pressure a t the tank bottom,
while the remaining integrals can be identified as the contribution to the moment from the pressure
distribution a t the tank sector walls. The last term in these equations represents the moment of
the undisturbed liquid about the point (0, 0, -h/2).
The velocity distribution is given as
iQxO(z)cosO)
ur=e'n'[ { i R y o ( z ) ain 4

+?
9 A,(z) cos (E 0) % Ch. (£in :)]
,,m-o

(2.33a)
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u,=

'

-e f ~[{'"
t
( sin
)+C
2 A ~ ( z )sin (g4)
-iSly~(z) cos 4
n-o rn-o
-=em#
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I)]

CUza (trnn a

cos4
[{iSlm$(z)
s 4) cm/za
iQryA(z) sin 4 } +g2 A&n(z)~ 0 (g
n - ~n - o

The velocity distribution in the tank is obtained
by omitting the first term in u, and u,; these
terms represent the tank motion.
Solutions for the special cases of bending of
sector, annular, and circular tanks are given
in the following paragraphs of this chapter.

(€mn

:)I

(2.33~)

motions of a 45O sector tank, as summarized
below.
For translation in the x- and y-directions,
with excitations of the forms xoerntand y,,eint
+(T, 4, z, t)=iSleiQ1

Circular Sector Compartmented Tank

wo nzbmnJ(d cash (f

The solution of the hydrodynamic problem
for cylindrical containers of sector cross section
may be obtained from the more general solutions
presented in the preceding paragraphs by
allowing the diameter ratio b/a to approach
zero. The determinant Amna([)=O then reduces to J:,(~)=o,
the zems of which are
denoted as ..,,,t
The expansion functions

(2.33b)

+ {c,,,yo)

+K)

(1-q2) cosh K

4m4]

(2.34a)
For pit&ing and yawing motions about the x
and y axes, xoemland 6,,emt

& z, t)=iSleinl

X@Z

cos 4

IS0 S e c r ~Tank

Bauer (ref. .2.5) determined the velocitv
potentials 'and the' natural frequencies cornwsponding t o . translation, pitch, yaw, and roll
('1

CP, 2, t)=i~e(~la2{6>'(?-

:)+

For roll excitation about the z axis, with
excitation &em':

2 cos (8m-4)4
(2m-1)[4(2m-1)z-l]r

2 [~A-~..-2(2m-1)e~m-~,~lrl*2J~m-r(u*)
cash (I*+K*)
cos (8m-4)4
+;
(2m-l)[4(2m- 1)2-1](1-q*~ cosh K*

In these equations, various quantities are employed as follows:

(2.34~)
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abmnq2
Bmn=~mn(1-v2)
cosh K [(37-;)

sinh (;)-2

):(I);(
oosh

where ; are the roots of J i r n 4 0 = 0 and
J(u*)=J8rn-4E(r/a)]. Further, the quantities
f*, u*, q*, and K*are defined by

The natural frequencies are obtained from the
equation

where the vdues a, are the positive roots of
JL(t) =o. Figure 2.7 shows the natural frequencies

( 2) as a
frnn=-

function of liquid

depth; the roots a, are given in table 2.2.
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show, respectively, the
force in the x-direction corresponding to excitation in that direction and the moment about
the z-axis corresponding to roll motion, as a
function of the forcing frequency.
Experimental data on force response in 45'
sector tanks in translation have been obtained
and compared with these theoretical predictions
(refs. 2.6 to 2.8). Figure 2.8 shows relatively
good correlations in the magnitude of the force
response except, of course, in the immediate
vicinity of the first mode resonance. On the
other hand, there are marked differences in the
experimental and theoretically predicted resonant frequencies, with the former always less
than the latter. This "softeningJ1characteristic
is a consequence of the essentially nonlinear
behavior of compartmented tanks and therefore
is primarily dependent upon excitation amplitude, as can be seen in figure 2.10. (Such nonlinear effects, essentially dependent upon geometry, will be discussed in more detail in ch. 3.)

FIGURE
2.7.-Natural

frequency parameter for 45' -tor
tank (ref. 2.5).

oOo Sector Tank

Bauer (refs. 2.3 and 2.4) has also obtained
theoretical results for predicting the behavior
of a liquid in a 90' sector (quarter) cylindrical
tank both by solving the hydrodynamic
equations (ref. 2.4) and by considering this
configuration as a special case of the ring sector
tank (ref. 2.3). The forces and moments due
to translational, pitching, and roll excitations
will be summarized in the following.
The velocity potential for translational
excitation in the xdirection (wfQ1)is

., t)=inz,crn

{

+~,,,b,,

COB

cos

2m4 cash

(K+

f)J2rn(u)qa

(1e q g ) cash K
(2.36a)
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where

--,2 am=r ((-l)m+l
m2-t)

%-*

em, are the roots of the equation

and the
7 , K , and r as given in equation (2.21) are valid if tm, is, replaced by em,.

RGulE2.9.-MaWifiation

&ctor for liquid momat M ,
for roll excitation in 45O sector tank (ref. 2.5).

The natural frequencies may be obtained from
the equation

FIGURE
2.8.-Magnification

factor for x component of
liquid 'fonx for excitation in x direction in 45' sector
tank (ref. 2.5).

and are shown graphically in figure 2.5, while
the roots em, are given in table 2.2.
Equations for the free surface displacements,
forces and moments [with respect to the point
(0, 0, -h/2)] are given in detail in appendix C.
The forces and moments are plotted against
excitation frequency in figures 2.11 and 2.12.
In appendix C, the first term in F, corresponds
to the inertial force of the liquid (fig. 2.11),
the last term in the moment expressions correspond to the static moment, and the terms

TABLE
2 . 2 . - R ~ of J'm (tmd)=O
za;
[Refs. 2.4 and 2.81
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Cylindrical tank, WOsectors

--a--Cylindrical
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tank, 60'sectors

Cylindrical tank, 4S0sectors
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FIGURE
2.10.-Effsct of excitation amplitude on the bwast
rcmonant frequmcy for 45'. 60'. and 90' rector tankr
(rd.2.8).

FIGURE
2.11.-MagnScation kctor of liquid force in a 90'
w

r cylindrical tank (excitation abngx a i r ) (ref. 2.3).

LOand L are defined by
The velocity potential for rotational oscillations about the y-axis excited by 8dm' is

As in the case of the 45O sector tank, measured
force response (refs. 2.6 and 2.8) is in relatively
good agreement with theory, but measured
resonant frequencies are substantially less than
predicted. The variation of frequency with
excitation amplitude for the 90' sector tank is
also shown in figure 2.10. Note again the
relative values of frequencies for sector tanks
of various vertex angles (compare with fig. 2.5).
In addition, it should be noted that the ordinates (magnification functions) of the figures
in this chapter have the units of 1/8ec2.

where A,, and B,, are given in appendix B,
providing that appropriate values of a, and
b,, are used2 and that Em, is replaced by t,.
The free surface displacements, forces and
moments are given in appendix C, while the
liquid force is plotted versus excitation frequency in figure 2.13. The wave forms of the
free surface at times before and after the first

' See eqs. (2.22) for definitionm of a,

and bmn.
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and second natural frequencies are shown in
figure 2.14.

la,
80

40
..L

=

c

0

1,
Q

9 -40

- 80
- 120
FXCOBB
2.12.-Ma@cation
factor of liwd moment in a
90° aect'x cylindrical tank (excitation along x axis)
(ref. 2.3).

FIG-

2.13.-Mngni6cation factor of liquid force in a 90'
eector cylindrical tank (rotational excitation about y
-1 ( m 2.3).
~

For roll oscillations of the container excited by #=#,,era#, the velocity potential is
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where

and the quantities K:, 4, tl:, c, K*, 6, q*, and p are defined in appendix C. The values 2, are
the roots of the equation J:(;,) =O while the values &,-l,n are solutions of the equation J;,-a(&,-1. ,)
=O.
Figures 2.15 to 2.17 illustrate the magnification factors for the forces and moments of the
liquid, while explicit expressions for free surface displacements, forces, and moments are given in
appendix C. The values of Lo, L1, and L associated with roll motions (these are Werent for
translational motions) are

General Sector Tank

The case of a sector tank with an arbitraxy vertex angle is discussed in references 2.3 and 2.31.
The results for translational, rotational, roll and bending oscillations are given in appendixes D
and E. The following points should be noted in connection with these tables:
(1) The quantities a,, b,., and c, are given in equations (2.22) and appendix A. The terms
b,, may be simplified to

(2) The determinant A,,=O
reduces to JAlla([) =0, the zeros of which are denoted by em,;
the roots may be obtained from table 2.2.
(3) The functions C(c) simplify to the Bessel functions

~.,.(cni).

Liquid natural frequencies for the 60' sector tank have been determined experimentally
(ref. 2.8) and therefore are also shown in figure'2.10.
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SL=5.0(llsec)
i2=5.4(11sec)
(First eigenfrequency at 5.5 radl set, second eigenfrequency

FIGURE2.14.-Wave

form of the liquid fm surface in a
circular quarter tank (ref. 2.3).

FIGURE
2.15.-Mapification factor of liquid force in a 90'
sector cylindrical tank (roll excitation about z axis)
(ref. 2.3).

Ring-Compartmented (Annular) Tank

Perhaps it is worthwhile to mention here,
once again, the essential characteristics of
compartmented tanks that lead to their study.
If one wishes to avoid coupling between various
components of a dynamical system, an effective
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FIGURE
2.16.-Magnification factor of Liquid moment in a
90' sector cylindrical tank (roll excitation about z axis)
(ref. 2.3).

FIGURE2.17.-Magnification factor of liquid moment in a
90' sector cylindrical tank (roll excitation about r axis)
(ref. 2.3).

procedure to employ is often that of modifying
one component in such a way that its natural
frequencies are shifted appreciably. In the
case of a liquid-filled tank, of course, compartmentation is the means of shifting the liquid
frequencies, as may be seen in figures 2.5 and
2.10. Figure 2.5, especially, shows that sector
compartmentation does indeed have the effect
of increasing the frequency of the lowest mode
in the uncompartmented tank, but also introduces additionai mocies'with frequencies that
are relatively closely spaced. On the other
hand, compartmentation by annular ring has
the effect of decreasing the frequency of the
lowest mode while introducing additional
modes that are relatively widely spaced.
The annular tank has been considered theoretically in references 2.2 and 2.34. Equations
for the liquid natural frequencies, free surface
displacements, forces and moments induced by
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free, translational, pitching, and bending type
oscillations have been derived and extensive
plots presented in reference 2.2. The methods
employed are again similar to those outlined in
earlier portions of this chapter, with the results
presented below. The velocity potential for a
liquid in a ring tank subjected to arbitrary
pitching and translational motion has also been
derived in reference 2.34, although the fluid
forces and moments were calculated only for
those special cases of a circular cylindrical tank.
Free Oscillations

The origin of the coordinate system is located
a t the center of the plane of the undisturbed
free surface with the z-axis pointing out of the
liquid (fig. 2.18). For free oscillations, the
velocity potential is

where En, and Dnmare to be determined from
the initial conditions, f,, are the positive roots
of equation (2.18d) for the case 2a=1, the
Cm
are defined by equation c2.18~)for

(t i)

the case 2a=1, and k=b/a is the diameter
ratio of the inner aud outer tank walls. The
roots of the equation A,=O for m= 1 are tabulated for various vdues of k in table 2.1 and
plotted in figure 2.4. The natural frequencies
are obtained from the relation

and are shown in figure 2.5 for tank diameter
ratios of 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 as a function of the
liquid height. The frequencies of the cylindrical inner tank are also shown for comparison.
The tank configuration h ~ v i n ga ratio of k
between 0.5 and 0.7 would appear to offer the

FIGURE
2.18.4ircukr cylindrical ring (annular) tank.

most promise of phasing the liquid motions of
the inner and outer tank such that some slosh
force cancellation is obtained. Such cancellation is promoted by the fact that for this range
of k, the liquid masses in the two tanks are
approximately equal.
The free surface displacements, measured
from the undisturbed surface, and the pressure
at depth (-2) are

=-1 92 unm[Fnmsin N
g m-0

n-0

'
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As a matter of general interest, the three lowest

The moments about the center of gravity of the
liquid are
M,=-iMF

C

n-o

~nlZnletualt

-

E.n l Y ;.
Q. * -d-.

(1-P)
.

liquid free surface modes are shown in figure
2.19 for k=0.3. The displacements are no&alized to unity at the outer tank wall, and n
indicates the mode number.
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FIGURE
2.19.-Free narkce modes for h e oncillation in a
ring tank, kn0.3, n=O to 3 (ref. 2.2).
L

The slosh forces and moments acting on the
container caused by the free liquid oscillations
may be obtained by integration of the pressure
distribution. Thus

It should be noted that only the modes m=
1, 3, 5, . . contribute to the forces and
moments. The velocity distribution in the
tank is

.

I-

a

x

m h

[% (z+h)] QA i)

cash (4,

(turn

!)

eimmmt
yL(tnrn)

(2.43a)
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u6=t

2 9 n[Cnmcos ~
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X

r~

n=O m=O

o - Dsin ~MI~

(z+h)] Cm(€,

i)

k) yk(tnm)

cash (tun

-

ei"-'

(2.43b)
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"I"
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w

The free surface displacements for various
values of k and h/a have been calculatd and
are plotted in reference 2.2.
The fluid forces and moments (with respect
to the center of gravity of the undisturbed
fluid and positive according to the "right-hand"
rule) are given by the equations

Transktional Forced Oscillations

-An[ $ - k ~ ~ ( k € ~ * ) ]

For forced translational oscillations of the
form xsfQ',the velocity potential is given by
@(r,g, z , t)=iQzoefO'acos 4

a1

@- 1 ) ( 1 - P )

A. cash [%
(1+h ) ]

x[:+h
n=O($-I )

COS~

:)

where
zn=2

A

The wave form of the free fluid surface, measured from the undisturbed fluid level, and the
pressure distribution in the tank at depth ( - 2 )
are

--

and forces and moments are plotted versus excitation frequency for k=0.5 and 0.9 in figures 2-20
and 2.21. The velocity distributions are given by

u,=iQzoeinfcos g
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u+=iQzOernr
sin 4

cosh [
f (z+h)]

($- 1) cosh (C. ;)

w = i Q ~ ~ ecos
' ~ '4

(€.:)}

Ql

(2.47b)
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1) cosh

([.k)

The velocity distribution in the tank is obtained from equations (2.47) leaving out the terms
66
unity" in the parentheses, since these represent the tank motion.
Rotational Forced O~llations

The velocity potential for a liquid in response to small forced rotational oscillations BoefQt
about an axis through the center of gravity of the undisturbed fluid is

@(r,4, z, t)=iQeoernta2
cos 4

I

a

c+g
" '=o

6-

1) cosh (c.

2)

where the coordinates are located at the center of gravity of the liquid (z', y', z' coordinates of
fig. 2.18).
The wave form 6 of the free fluid surface measured in the inertial system is

The free fluid surface displacement in the tank is 6*=6-doeatr cos 4. The pressure distribution
in the tank at a depth z is
-x
""I
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The fluid forces and moments are given by

.

'

where the first term is the component due to the gravitational force, and

Figure 2.21 also shows, as an example, the forces and moments resulting from rotational excitation,
plotted versus frequency for k=0.9.
The velocity components are

u,=iS2eoeiQta
cos 4

t'+

Z€Ki(L

2($-1)
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t)

(3-1)

~ = i Q 0 ~ e ' ~cos
' a I$

,

cosh (€,,

ail2
9sinh

)

(3a) cosh (& D+iwsh [t(;-.)I ]

(2.524

The velocity distribution in the tank is obtained by omitting the terms z/a in u, and u+ and ria in w,
since these represent the tank motion.
Forced Oscillations Resulting From Tank Bending

The origin of the coordinate system is taken in the center of the plane of the undisturbed
fluid surface and the z-axis is pointing out of the liquid. The tank walls r=a, b are assumed to
have a bending-type motion in the direction of the paxis with an amplitude zo(z)e'Qt. Analytical
results obtained from the solution to this problem (refs. 2.31 and 2.33) are given as follows.
The velocity potential is

@(r,4,

2, t)=iQemC

ws O

kc1(: F.')

,

(: tub) (~:-n? [{

Q2

sinh

(:

t.2)

COS~

where 2, is given by equation (2.44) and prime denotes Herentiation with respect to z. The
free surface displacements measured from the undisturbed surface are

6=
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The pressure distribution in the tank is
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The moment of the fluid referred to the position of the undisturbed center of gravity of the liquid is
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The velocity components are
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For %=constant, all of these results transform
into the results of the translational oscillations
in z-direction of the rigid tank.
Circular Uncompartmenhd Tank
General Discussion

We turn our attention now to the simple case
of the cylindrical tank of circular cross section,
uncomGtmented either by annular or radial
walls. The problem of lateral liquid sloshing
in such a tank may be obtained, of course, from
the general solutions for the ring sector tank
given esrlier, or from direct analysis. The
latter is perhaps well exemplified by Kachigan
and Schmitt (refs. 2.35 to 2.37) who employed
Laplace transform techniques to determine the
liquid response induced by arbitrary translational and pitching motions of the tank. Also,
the early work of Miles (ref. 2.38) should be
noted, especially as he considered the more
general formulation of the problem for a slightly
viscous liquid with time-varying depth in a
cylindrical tank of arbitrary cross section. Of
course, nearly all of the work of Bauer described
earlier in this chapter was specialized by him to
this particular case (refs. 2.2,2.3,2.19, and 2.39).
The behavior of liquid in a tank subjected to
harmonic translational excitation in two orthogonal directions has also been treated by Bauer
(d.
2.40).
Extensive experimental investigations (refs.
2.11, 2.12, and 2.41 to 2.44) have confirmed
these various theoretical analyses. Good
correlation has been obtained not only for
frequencies and free surface displacement but
for pressure distributions and force and moment
response. While theoretical analyses had
shown that the influence of the flat tank
bottom is significant only for liquid depths
less than, say, one tank radius (see fig. 2.5),
and this also is substantiated by the experimental data, the iduence of a spherical or
conical bottom is less well defined (see also
SM. 2.6 for iiquici behavior iii coiiki2 tiiik.).
F i e 2.22 shows experimentally determined
values of liquid natural frequency versus liquid
depth in a cylindrical tank with a spherical
bottom (ref. 2.43). An experimental evaluation of the effects of a conical bottom was made
in reference 2.12, with the interesting result

hla

FIGURE2.22.-Experimentally

determined natural frequency of a fluid in a circular cylindrical tank with a
spherical bottom (ref. 2.43).

that the conical bottom could be replaced by
an equivalent flat bottom (based on liquid
volumes) for estimating both liquid frequencies
and forces, and this appears to be valid at least
through the second liquid mode, and possibly
the third, for fluid depths as low as h/d=1/4.
The effects of ellipticity of the cross section
were investigated theoretically by Chu (ref.
2.15), who was seeking some insight into the
effect of small out of roundness on the behavior
of liquids in circular tanks. It was determined
that the liquid natural frequencies were only
slightly modified by the distortion of the cross
section, but that entirely new modes (and
hence frequencies) were introduced that have
no counterpart in the perfectly circular tank.
Somewhat similar results were obtained experimentdy in a study of liquid motions in
oblate spheroidal tanks (ref. 2.45) (see also
section 2.7) in that it was found that, for
ellipsoidal tanks oriented such that the free
surface cross section is elliptical, a normal
mode of liquid motion occurs which does not
exist when the tank is oriented such that the
free surface cross section is circular.
The previous discussion has been confined to
upright circular cylinders; however, the behavior of a liquid in a circular canal (see fig.
2.23) has also been investigated, both theoretic d y and experimentally (refs. 2.13 (sec. 259),
2.21, snd 2-44). Sbca ~ymmetricalmodes of
oscillation are not induced by transverse motion
of the canal, attention is restricted to the
antisymmetric modes. Rotation of the canal
about its center produces no sloshing nor, by
symmetry, does vertical tank motion produce
horizontal slosh forces. All pressures are in
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Circular canal
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FIGURE2.23.-Variation

of liquid natural h q u e r ~ c y
parameter with depth for transveme moden m a circakr
canal (ref. 2.44).

-

n Experimentally,
determined natural
frequency

@ ( t4,
, Z,

t)=inz,,etota cos 4

Ia

-

Circular canal
( longitudinal I

the radial direction and, therefore, the slosh
forces acting upon the container pass through
the center of the section. Some numerical and
experimental results are presented in figures
2.23 and 2.24 (refer to ref. 2.21 for the general
theory of sloshing in circular canals). It is
seen from figure 2.23 that good agreement is
obtained between theory and experiment for
transverse oscillations. The experimental results given in figure 2.24 indicate that the
frequency parameter for the longitudinal modes
in a circular canal are essentially independent
of tank geometry (there is no theory available for predicting the frequencies for this
orientation).

FIGURE 2.24.-Variation

of liquid natural frequency
parameter with depth for longitudinal modes in a
circular cmal (ref. 2.44).

Forwd Oscillations

For translational and rotational oscillations
of the form wtntand Boe'nt, the velocity
potentids given earlier in this section reduce
to (see ref. 2.3 for mathematical details)

I+
(4-l)Jl(..)

008h(e.

t)

(2.58a)
($1)

.

.

..
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:) ($)

2JI(en
@(T,

6,Z, t )= - i ~ e , e ~ ~cos
' a ~6

[(.+$) cosh

~~(t:-l)Jl (en) C O S ~

-* (g)
sinh

where en are the roots of the equation J i (an)=O
and the natural frequencies wn are given by

d=g, tanh (a.
a

!)

A

(

)

sinh

c&-y)])

(2.58b)

Translation

(2.58~)

The first few roots of Ji(cn)=O are as given in
table 2.2, and the lowest two natural frequencies
are plotted in figure 2.5 a s a function of h/a.
Appendix F gives the equations for free surface
displacements, forces, and moments for both
types of excitation, and these results are shown
typically in figures 2.25 to 2.27.
The solution of the problem of sloshing in a
circular cylindrical tank resulting from prescribed bending type oscillations of the tank
walls (ref. 2.31) may also be obtained from the
more general solution presented earlier in this
section; equations for the velocity potential,
free surface displacements, forces, and moments
are therefore given in appendix G.
2.4

sinh (a. :)-2

c&+y)

- a'-

-----.------(

B

0.9 w,'

a'- 1 . 1 ~ :
a'- 0 . 5 ~ :
a'- 0.9 w t
a'= 0.8 at:

hla = 2 0
g/a = la o

1/sec8

Rotation

SPHERICAL TANK

Spherical tanks, because of their high volumeto-weight ratio and obvious structural advantages, are very often employed in space
vehicles. Unfortunately, however, the theoretical analysis of liquid oscillations in such a
container is a problem of considerable mathematical complexity so that a number of investigations employing various approximation techniques have been undertaken. Budiansky
(ref. 2.21) employed a sophisticated integral
equation technique and obtained liquid natural
frequencies and forces for the cases of the
I- - 1 ) L - 1 1
UU-~UU
&iitt~~ --..-I- #..TI tnnb
"--. These
results, together with the solution for the nearly
empty tank and the known behavior of the
circular canal, were used to calculate approximately the liquid behavior for arbitrary depth.
McCarty and Stephens (ref. 2.44) obtained
uU(UAJ-AIIY

FIGURE2.25.-Free

eurface displacement for various
excitation frequency ratios in. a circular cylindrical
container (ref. 2.3).

experimental frequencies which agreed well
with the theory of reference 2.21. (Additional
frequency data were obtained for the sphere
in connection with a study of spheroids (ref.
2.45), but not compared with theory.) Riley
and Trembath (ref. 2.23) used the variational
technique presented in references 2.14 and 2.22
tn cdculate frequencies, with good agreement
also being obtained with these theoretical and
experimental results. h finite difference numerical scheme was also successfully applied to the
spherical tank (ref. 2.26). Stofan and Armstead (ref. 2.46) also employed the theory of

FIGURE
2.26.-Magnification function of the liquid force in a circular cylindrical container (ref. 2.3).

reference 2.21, but with an approximation technique for the kernel function; the frequencies
and slosh forces calculated by this method
were again in good agreement with experimental
data, the slosh forces increasing with liquid
depth to a maximum which occurs a t the
fundamental frequency for the half-full condition. Chu (ref. 2.47) developed a numerical
procedure to determine the kernel function,
which is related to the Neumann function on
the boundary, and then utilized the method of
reference 2.21 to calculate the liquid natural
frequencies and the constants required to
evaluate the force response. The method is
general and may be applied to the tanks filled
to an arbitrary depth. Extensive experiments,
involving measurements of liquid frequencies,
wall pressure distributions, slosh forces, etc.,
have also been carried out by Abramson, et d.

(refs. 2.48 and 2.49). Comparisons between
these various calculated and measured frequencies, for various modes, are given in figure
2.28. The experimental data on frequencies for
a sphere given in reference 2.45 also agree very
well with dl of the data given in this k u r e .
Experimental data for the fundamental liquid
frequency in a spherical tank has also been reported in reference 2.43, together with relevant
empirical equations, as shown in figure 2.29.
The empirical equations, valid for certain ranges
of the liquid depth parameter h/R, are
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FIGURE
2.27.-Magnification function of the liquid moment in a circulrv cylindrical container (ref. 2.3).

or, mom generally,

and the value of Cl is also given in figure 2.29
(for very small liquid depths hlRSO.1, the
liquid frequency crtn be obtained from the experimental data for a cylindrical tank with a
spherical bottom given in fig, 2.22). In these
equations

Rattayya (ref. 2.25) also employed the variational technique of references 2.14 and 2.22 to
obtain natural frequencies and slosh forces for
liquid in an ellipsoidal tank, with the spherical
tank as a special case. An empirical equation
for the fundamental liquid frequency in the
sphericai tank was iheu developed in the f o

~
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Various of these values for the lowest liquid
frequency are compared in table 2.3.
Therefore, the fundamental liquid frequency
may be obtained with about equal accuracy

-
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Faired experiments,McCarty-Stephens [2. M]
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Points calculated from Russian equations (259) [242]
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o

Theory, Budiansky [2 211
Theory, Chu [2 471
Theory, Riley-Trembath [2231
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24
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FIGURE2.28.-Liquid

natural frequency variation with
depth in a spherical tank--comparisons of variour
theorier and experimental data.

TABLE2.3.-Comparison

FIGURE
2.29.-Lowest liquid natural frequency variation
with depth in a npherical tank-mmparillon of empirical
equations and experimental data (ref. 2.43).

of Liqrcid N a t d Frequency XIfor a Spherical Tank
I

f:

Mikishev (ref. 2.43)
Eq. (59a)

Eq. (59b)

1.09
1.22

Budiansky
(ref. 2.21)

_-___---_---

1.02

•

1.00

- - , - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.10
- - - - - -1. 06 -

1.8-----------------------

.Obtained from fig. 9 of ref. 2.21.

Experiment
(fig. 2.28)

1.01
1.01
1.08
1.10
1.22
1.22_ - - _
1.22 - - - - - - - - - - - - - _
1.25
_--,_
_
2.03
1.83
1.92 ........................
• 2.04

0.05----------------------------------

0.50- - - - - - - - - 1.00- - -,
- - - - -,

Fig. 2.22

Chu
(ref. 2.47)

Rattayya
(ref. 2.25)
(eq. (60))
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(except for large depths) from equation (2.59)
or (2.60) or read directly from figure 2.28.
The liquid frequencies corresponding to the
second and third modes may also be obtained
from the data given in figure 2.28. The slosh
forces as a function of liquid height may be
obtained from the equations

a

;iii( ~ , ) + u , J . En
= - dtl
~ c ~(2.61~)
~ ~

a
8
Fa=-M, R )D,
' ~ (63 (2.61b)
dta (U)- ~ P ( C Sn-1
where
6,=slosh height at the wall associated
with the nth mode
F,=resulting slosh force acting through
the center
c2=geometric parameter related to the
fluidheightshowninfigure2.28
R=radius of the sphere
U=transvene displacement of the
container
D,, E,=c~effi~ient~
obtained from @ w e
2.30
The slosh force parameters D, and En may
be obtained from either reference 2.21 or 2.46
with about equal accuracy; the results from
reference 2.21 are presented here (fig. 2.30).
Measurements of liquid force response (refs.
2.48 and 2.49) have revealed some interesting
effects, especially as regards the influence of
excitation amplitude in partially filled tanks
and the liquid behavior in nearly full tanks.
(These effects, which are essentially nonlinear
in character, will be discussed in more detail
in ch: 3.) Figure 2.3 1shows some experimental
data on liquid force response (ref. 2.49) compared with theory (ref. 2.21). There is obviously some significant effect of excitation
amplitude (even granting some unraliability in
the -experimentaldata), especially as regards a
noticeable frequency shift and generally better
overall agreement for the smaller value of
excitation amplitude. Figure 2.32 shows the
strong d e c t of geometry in the nearly full
spherical tank by virtually suppressing the
liquid force response, with a strong secondary
effect of excitation amplitude. Some further
comparisons of force response in a quarter-

o

0.2

a4

0.6

a8

1.0

~2

1.4

~6

1.8

LO

hlR
- -

FIGURE
2.30.-Modal parameters D , and Elfor determinh g force response in a sphere (ref. 2.21).

full tank are made by Chu (ref. 2.47), again
with reasonable agreement.
Sumner and Stofan (ref. 2.50) also carried
out an extensive investigation into the effects
of (a) excitation amplitude, (b) tank size, and
(c) liquid kinematic viscosity on the slosh
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FIGURE
2.31.-Liquid

40

45

5.0

5.5

6.0

= A'

total force rapme in a half-full rpherical tank (ref. 2.49).

force corresponding to the lowest natural
frequency (first mode) in a half-full tank.
Figure 2.33 shows some typical results for
constant excitation amplitude and variable
liquid viscosity, while figure 2.34 shows the
effects of varying excitation amplitude. It is
seen from these data that, in general, the
first-mode slosh force parameter increases
with increasing excitation amplitude and with
decreasing viscosity.
9.5

3.5
w ' ( Rlg

TOROIDAL TANK

The toroidal tank, because of packaging requirements, has been considered for storage of
propellants and liquids for life-support systems.
There is no theoretical analysis available for
predicting the behavior of liquids in such tanks,
and only limited experimental investigations
have been reported (refs. 2.51 and 2.52).

There are available, however, certain empirical
formulas and experimental results from these
studies which predict with fair accuracy the
natural frequencies and which have established
principal trends in the liquid behavior. The
effect of excitation amplitude on the frequencies
and forces, however, was not investigated, nor
were the experimental data successful in
establishing the manner in which slosh forces
vary with tank geometry and orientation.
(see fig. 2.35.)
To simplify the analysis of liquid frequencies
in the various container orientations, the
toroid is "divided" into the regions shown in
figure 2.35. This reduces the problem of predicting the liquid frequencies for any fluid
depth to that of predicting the frequencies for
depths in only certain regions, which can be
done in each region by reference to an "analogous" container. Thus, the success in obtain-
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F~cmtr2.32.-Liquid total force response in a nearly tull spherical tank (ref. 2.49).

ing a frequency ptnameter independent of tank
size and geometry dependb upon the accuracy
of the anaIogy. The experimental results
obtained in references 2.51 and 2.52 for each
container orientation are discussed below, and
the frequency parameters investigated for each
orientation are summarized in table 2.4.
Horizontal Exciw'on

FOEthis orientation, the liquid natural freqnencieq fnr a n e?hittra_~
1;qi~gdapth m ~ &
y
approximated by analogy with a ring tank in
the form

where E, are the roots of equation (2.18d) if
m/2a is set equaI to unity and k is replaced by
rt/~o,
he is the height of liquid in a ring tank
required to produce a volume of liquid equal

to that contained in the toroid, and r, and r, are
the inner and outer radii, respectively, of the
liquid surface. Figure 2.36 indicates the generally good agreement obtained between frequencies calculated from this equation and
those obtained experirnentally. The liquid
surface forms of the contained liquid for the
first and second frequencies are also shown in
the fi8;ure. In general, it is noted that(a) A decrease in the liquid depth ratio results in a decrease of both the first and
second natural frequencies.
(b) For constant minor radius, an increase
in the major radius results in a demase
in both the first and second natural
frequencies.
The problem of determining the fluid forces
in terms of tank geometry and liquid depth has
not been resolved. I t has been noted, however, from the typical data of figure 2.37, that

.

:
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TABLE
2.4.-Summwy of Nondimensionul Fmqumcy Parame~ersfor Liquids in T o m W Tanks

.
Region

Orientation

[Ref. 2.511

Mode

All -----Horizontal- - - - - - - - - All -,----

1

&=-$

Vertical transverse- -

'*=q;

Analogy

Parameter

(5
ro

B -------- AII- - - - - -

Annular circulsr
cylinder
Sphere of radius r
circular cylinder of

radius r

fi=w,,&

First-----

A, C----All n>l--

ql-ui,/!EdF

Simple pendulum

Vertical longitudinalFirst,---,

,/:&

Circular-arc tube

el=ul

B - - -,- - - Alln>l--

Sphere of radius
R+r

R +r

*n--&

Circular cylinder of
radius r

qn=a$x

0 en-1

For convenience, values of en are listed as follows: el= 1.841 ;c,=5.331 ;a=8.536; e,= 11.706; h,experimentally
determined natural frequency.

the maxlmum slosh force corresponds not to
the lowest liquid mode, but rather-to the second
mode, except possibly for small values of the
ratio of major to minor tank radii. The maximum slosh force in the first mode appears to
occur a t a liquid-depth ratio of about threequarters, while in the second mode it appears
to occur at a liquiddepth ratio of about
one-half.
Transverse Excitation

Longitudinal Excitation

of the container, the
For this
liquid frequency parameter can be defined variously for each region. I n regions A and C,
we have (ref. 2.51)

for the first frequency
(2.63a)
and

For this orientation of the container, and in
all three regions, A, B, C, the frequency parameter

(where r is the minor radius

C T , , = ~ . ~

of the toroid, fig. 2.35) can be obtained from
the experimental results shown in figure 2.38.
No d ~ t aare available for liquid forces due to
sloshing in this orientation.

for higher frequencies

In region B,the relations are

g sin B

.

(2.63b)

for the first frequency
(2.63~)
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and
+S=W~

dn- g

for higher frequencies

€8-1

+,

The values for
in the foregoing equations
may be obtained from the experimental results
s h o p in figure 2.39. It should be noted that
the approximations
(region A) = 1.0 and
#n (region B) = 1.0 are reasonable. I t appears
that: in region A, frequencies higher than the
second are strongly dependent upon the ratio of
major to minor radius; in region B, all frequencies are independent of the ratio of radii;
in region C, all frequencies are dependent on
the ratio of the radii and the tank size. The
effocts of tank size are, however, isolated.
2.6 CONICAL TANKS

The natural frequencies of liquids in conical
containers have been investigated from a num-

-

ber of viewpoints (refs. 2.12, 2.14, 2.22, 2.24,
2.43, and 2.53).
A variational procedure was employed by
Lawrence et al. (ref. 2.22) to obtain the natural
frequencies of fluids in tanks ranging in geometry from shallow to deep. Plots of frequency
versus depth for the cases of liquid modes with
one and three nodal diameters (s= 1, 3) are
given in figure 2.40.
Frequencies were determined experimentally
(ref. 2.43) for cones of very small semivertex
angles narrowing both upward and downward.
An empirical relationship for frequency determined from this data is

where C3 is plotted in figure 2.41. I t is noted
that small angles correspond to large values of
ho/r,, and thus it is difficult to obtain good correlation with the results presented in figure

-

Excitation frequency parameter 1 a

hc-

2.33.-Effect

of kinematic +ity

57

on aloeh-force parameter in a spherical tank (ref. 2.50).
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2.40. Equation (2.64) is valid for h/ro>2.75
and for liquid oscillation amplitudes (measured
at the wall) of less than about 0.01 ro. An
analytical formulation of the problem of sloshing in a cone of small semivertex angle narrowing both upward and downward were later
given in reference 2.24, along with comparisons
between the solution of reference 2.22 and the
experimental results given in reference 2.43.
Abramson and Ransleben (ref. 2.12) also
obtained experimental results for liquid
sloshing in cylindrical tanks having conical
bottoms. These data were found to be in good
agreement with the theoretical force response
calculated by assuming the tank to be an
"equivalent" flabbottomed cylindrical tank.
The equivalence, based upon equal liquid

volumes, appears to be valid down to liquid
depths of about ho/R=0.50, and a t least through
the second mode (and possibly the third).
Good agreement was also obtained for natural
frequencies, supporting similar conclusions that
had been arrived a t analytically (ref. 2.22).
9.7

OBLATE SPHEROIDAL TANK

The natural frequencies of liquids in oblate
spheroidal tanks have been investigated both
experimentally (ref. 2.45) and theoretically
(ref. 2.25). Empirical equations and experimental results obtained in the investigation of
reference 2.45 will be reviewed in this section,
including some of the effects of tank orientation
(fig.2.42), ellipticity and size, and fluid height.

48.
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"
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FIGURE 2.35.4k.tCh ehowing orientation oftoroidd tank

awl dimendona of teat codigurationa (ref. 2.51).

Equivalent annular
cylinder

Horizontal tordd

------

It should be noted that the frequency parametars selected am not unique; several parameters
were investigated in reference 2.45, and those
yielding the best results were ~ l e c t e dfor presentation. As was the case with toroidal containers discussed in section 2.5, the parameters
investigated were based upon fluid behavior in
analogous containers and, therefore, the development of a valid frequency parameter
independent of tank size and geometry is
dependent upon the accuracy of the analogy.
Recently, the natural frequencies and mode
shapes of liquids oscillating in horizontally
orianted (see fig. 2.42) oblate spheroidal tanks
have been calculated using variational techniques (ref. 2-25). The fluid forces and moments due to the liquid oscillating in one of its
natural modes am given along with an equivalent mechanical model. (See ch. 6.) Numerical results obtained for the fundamental
frequency in the special case of a spherical tank
have already been given in section 2.4 (eq.
(2.60)).

Direction of excitation

-

Liquid surface form for excitatiohfrequency
at or near first and second natural modes

FIGURE
2.36.--Calculated and experimental valuea of the
h t two natural frequarciee for horizontal orientation
of tomid (after ref. 2.52).
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FIGURE
2.37.-First- and eecand-mode slosh forces for horizontal orientation of ioroid at liquid depth ratio of 0.5 (after
ref. 2.52).

Horizontal Excitation

Theoretically calculated (ref. 2.25) natural
frequencies for three dserent tank geometries
in the horizontal orientation, as a function of
liquid depth, are shown in figure 2.43.
The experimental study (ref. 2.45) showed
that an empirical equation for the liquid natural
frequencies of the form

where he=- h(3b-h) and en is the nth root of
3 2b-h
J:(c,J=O, gave quite good results (the poorest
results occurred for the nearly full tank in the
lowest liquid mode). The basis of this equation
is that of the natural frequencies of liquid
contained in an upright cylinder having a radius
r equal to that of the liquid surface and a
volume equal to the volume of liquid contained
in the spheroid.
A comparison of these two sets of frequency
data, for the three lowest liquid modes, is made
in figure 2.44.
Longitudinal and Transverse Excitations

Empirical equations for the liquid modes in
containers with longitudinal and transverse

orientations were' developed (ref. 2.45) by analogy with liquid frequencies in elliptic cylinders
in the
Longitudinal:

~ , , , , = d ~ k , , ~ t a n h ( $ k , , , , ) (2.65b)
Transverse :

where r is the radius of the free surface (fig.
2.42) and
h
4a-h
he=a
+sh)

(t

The parameters kt,,and k,,,,are proportional to
the positive parametric zeros of the first
derivatives of the Mathieu function (these
functions appear in the analysis of the elliptic
cylinder (ref. 2.15)), and approximate values for
the first mode (n=l) are given in figure 2.45.
By comparing these empirical equations with
experimental data, it was found that they are
essentially independent of both tank size and
eccentricity, but that the ratio of experimentally determined to calculahd frequency was
different from unity.
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Note
Faired curves shmn

frequency parameter may be approximated by
a single curve for a given modal number.
9.8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
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FIG^ 2.38.-Variation of liquid'#hquency parameter
with depth for transverse mod- of vertical toroidal
tanka (ref. 2.51).

Actual experimental data for liquid frequencies in the longitudinal and transverse
orientation are given as a function of liquid
depth in figures 2.46 and 2.47. The curves
shown are, of course, only faired through the
J-LTc , L ~ . . l d ha n , m a f ~ . l l w - n t d that !ha
urnurn.
r u uuvuu uw v u r v - u ~
"second" mode for a spherical tank (fig. 2.28)
corresponds to the "third" modes of figures
2.46 and 2.47 and that the "second" modes of
these figures have no counterpart in figure 2.28;
this arises from the fact that new modes of
oscillation occur when the planform of the
liquid free surface is elliptical, as noted previously (see also ref. 2.15). These data indicate
that, for a given eccentricity, the values of the
U W W V ~

----

From the results presented in the foregoing
sections of this chapter, it should be evident
that a great deal of information is readily
available concerning the general subject of
lateral sloshing of liquids in moving containers.
For the simplest case of an upright cylinder of
circular cross section, a very complete background of theory and experiment exists for
virtually every aspect of the liquid behavior
and its reaction on the tank. This is true even
for the relatively more complex cases where
the circular cross section is compartmented into
rings or sectors by annular or radial walls.
Virtually the same statement can be made for
the rectangular tank, but for other and more
difficult co&guratio~s our detailed knowledge
is considerably diminished.
The cylindrical container of rectangular,
circular, or elliptical cross section can, of course,
be analyzed &ctly on the basis of classical
hydrodynamic theory. For other geometries,
however, recourse has to be made to numerical
solutions (ref. 2.26) or to other approximate
techniques. The variational methods especially
have proven to be quite useful in a variety of
cases (refs. 2.14, 2.22, and 2.25), but there is
no one method of analysis that is universally
valid.
While we have considered various modes of
excitation of these different containers and
orientations, coupling arising from more than
one excitation has largely been ignored. One
formulation of rather general applicability has
just become available (ref. 2.54), involving
tanks of arbitrary shape moving with six
degrnes nf freedom. Calculations have been
carried out for tanks of spheroidal and toroidal
configuration (ref. 2.55). One analysis involving
coupled translational motion in two orthogonal
motions has been mentioned earlier in this chapter (ref. 2.40) ; another study considered coupled
translation and pitch (ref. 2.56).
The significant effects of nonlinearities of
various types have been referred to, but this
detailed consideration deferred to chapter 3.
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FIGURE 2.41.-Experimentally
determined frequency
parameter for conical tanka of s m a l l vertex angle (ref.
2.43).
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FIGURE
2.42.--0rientationr and dimenaiona of spheroidal
tanka studied in reference 2.45.

Similarly, the very important question of
suppression of lateral sloshing by mechanicd
bafiles or other devices will be treated in
chapter 4. And finally, the very important
problem of simplified representation of lateral

sloshing forces and moments under various
circumstances will be discussed in chapter 6.
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PRINCIPAL NOTATIONS

A=acceleration field
a, b= tank dimensions
d=diarneter
e=2.71828

F= f orce
g=gravitational acceleration

- h=liquid depth

IF= total moment of inertia of liquid
i=&

J,( ) =Bessel function of first kind of
order v

In=natural logarithm
M=moment
MF=total mass of liquid
N.(End=integral defined in appendix A
p=normal pressure
radial coordinate, also radius of
the free surface
R= tank radius, sphere
t=time
U, v, w=rectangular velocity components

..
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y,u*,w=cylindricd velocity components
v= velocity

e= angular coordinate

W,= total weight of liquid
2,

y, z=rectangular coordinate axes

Y.( ) =Bessel function of second kind of
order v
a=vertex angle of sector tank; semivertex angle of conical tank

-u = 2 m

r=gamma function
b=displacement of liquid free surface from equilibrium position
with respect to space coordinate
6*=displacement with respect to coordinate fixed to tank

V= kinematic viscosity
p=liquid mass density

@=velocity potential'function
4= angular coordinate
Q= excitation frequency
w =natural

circular frequency
operator
+=indicates vector quantity

v =vec!tor

Subscripts:
n=normal
T= thrust
H= horizontal
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H. Norman Abramson, Wen-Hwa Chu, and Franklin T. Dodge

3.1

INTRODUCTION

The preceding chapter presented the basic
background of technology associated with lateral sloshing in rocket propellant tanks, as
derived and obtained from linearized hydrodynamic theory. It should be readily apparent, however, that in actuality nonlinear effects
will be.present and will even, a t times, govern
the character of the liquid motions (fig. 3.1).
Such nonlinear effects might be described in
terms of three classes: (a) those which arise
primarily as a consequence of the geometry of
the container and are apparent even for rather
small amplitudes of excitation and liquid response, (b) those which arise primarily as a
consequence of large amplitude excitation and
response, and (c) those which involve essentially
different forms of liquid behavior produced by
coupling or instabilities of various of the lateral
sloshing: modes. On the other hand, nonlinearities koduced by the introductiod of large
damping into the system, as by baffles or other
mechanical devices, are not included within the
present discussion but will be treated in the
following chapter. The nonlinear aspects of
liquid motions resulting from excitation normal
to the liquid free surface are, of course, also not
included within the present discussion but will
be treated in detail in chapter 8.
3.2

NONLINEAR EFFECTS ARISING FROM TANK
GEOMETRY

Compartmented Cylindrical Tanks

The theory of lateral sloshing in circular
cylindrical compartmented tanks, as outlined
in chapter 2, was developed in rather straightforward fashion from the linearized hydrodynamic equations. The earliest experimental

F1c*E

3.1.-Large amp1itude brtaking wave dnring
lateral eloshing near first-mdc resonance.

studies, however, failed to yield very good
agreement between measured and predicted
liquid frequencies (ref. 3.1), the measured
frequencies always being somewhat low. Later
measurements revealed (refs. 3.2 and 3.3) the
strong dependence of the liquid frequencies on
excitation amplitude and indicated agreement
mi& t-he theoretical values for vanishingly
small excitation amplitudes. This general
effect is shown in figure 3.2 for 45') 60°, and 90"
sector codgurations, the direction of excitation
in each case being a bisector of one of the
compartments.
Such nonlinear effects, in this instance consisting of a "softening" frequency characteristic,
arise essentially from the tank geometry. The
continuity of flow toward the center of the
tank dictates a higher surface elevation than
that of an uncompartmented tank because of
79
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Excitation amplitude parameter (xJd)

FIGURE
3.2.-Effect of excitation amplitude on the lowc~t
liquid remnant frequency for 4S0, 60°, and 90' eector
tanks (ref. 3.3).

Equivalent Reynolds number basedon perforation
hole s i n and excitation amplitude
p d:Smd
( R M =

the decreasing area of the cross section (neglecting variations in radial velocity), and hence
s marked change in liquid frequency.
Further, and dramatic, changes in the liquid
frequencies take place when the walls of the
sectors are perforated. By plotting the lower
liquid frequency against an equivalent Reynolds
number based upon perforation hole size and
excitation amplitude, as in figure 3.3, i t is
readily apparent that two frequencies are
possible for each tank. The higher frequency,
corresponding to the lowest values of the equivalent Reynolds number, is essentially as
described above for solid sector walls. However,
as the equivalent Reynolds number becomes
larger, corresponding essentially to increasing
perforation hole size, the liquid frequency
decreases very rapidly to that corresponding
to the uncompartmented tank. The transition
zone depends upon a number of factors, but i t

,

Flcuar 3.3-Variation in lowest liquid resonant frequency
with equivalent Reynolds number for 4S0, 60'. and 90'
perforated sector tanks (ref. 3.3).

appears that the percent of perforation may be
one of the most important of them. I n any
event, i t is immediately apparent that the shift
in liquid frequencies provided by compartmentation can easily be negated by overzealous
attempts to introduce damping or decrease
structural weight by perforation.
The force response in a 90' sector cylindrical
tank, as a function of excitation amplitude, is
also of considerable interest and has also been
explored experimentally (ref. 3.4). The data
shown in figure 3.4 were obtained by slowly
sweeping frequency with constant excitation
amplitude, as is customary when exploring the
jump phenomenon in a nonlinear system (refs.
3.5 and 3.6). As we know from the theoretical
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FICUBE3.4.-Nonlinear liquid force response in 90' sector tank (ref. 3.4).

analysis of chapter 2, sector-compartmented
tanks exhibit liquid resonances in sets, corresponding to the orientation of the various

sectors with respect to the direction to the
excitation. Thus, the forced response curves
should also exhibit resonant peaks in corre-
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sponding sets (two peaks for the 90" sector
tank), and the nonlinearities already discussed
should lead to amplitude jumps near these
resonant peaks. Looking a t the data of figure
3.4, however, reveals the interesting feature
that the double jumps occurring a t each resonant peak are both dournward (from higher to
lower amplitudes). This arises, of course, from
the fact that the data represent the total force
response of all four sectors, even though only
two of these are near resonance, and as a
result the customary response picture is somewhat altered. (The nonlinear force response in
an uncompartmented circular cylindrical tank
will be discussed in detail later in this chapter
(sec. 3.3.) Figure 3.4 (upper left plate) also
shows the total force response of an equivalent
"frozen" liquid mass; in this instance, the
phasing of the forces produced by the various
sectors a t the higher frequencies tends to
cancel and produce an even lower total force
than does the equivalent frozen mass.
Spherical Tanks

Nonlinear effects in spherical tanks have not
been investigated to any appreciable extent.
However, even a cursory examination of the
geometry leads to the conclusion that the strong
boundary curvatures m i l l appreciably modify
lateral sloshing characteristics : for mean liquid
depths less than one radius, the expanding
volume would tend to suppress motions of the
liquid free surface, while for liquid depths more
than one radius the contracting volume could
tend to induce breaking waves. The experimental data first available for relatively small
excitation amplitudes (ref. 3.7) would tend to
substantiate such beliefs, although they are not
nearly so evident as in the case of the compartr
men ted cylindrical tank.
Of course, as excitation amplitude is increased,
the nonlinear characteristics of the response
rapidly become dominant (ref. 3.4). This will
be discussed in more detail in section 3.3.

is increased such effects do appear, much as
they are emphasized in the spherical tank. A
similar statement could therefore probably be
made regarding almost any other tank configuration. Basically, however, the fact is that for
more unusual geometries (ellipsoidal, toroidal,
etc.), experimental investigations up till now
have centered about frequency determinations
from free vibrations, so that nonlinearities of
the type discussed so far in this chapter are
not readily discernible. It is clear that the
sector tank is somewhat unique in this respect.
Perhaps passing mention should be made of
one special case associated with the rectangular
tank. A rectangular tank of high aspect ratio,
pitching about a transverse axis, and filled with
liquid to only a shallow depth possesses strong
nonlinear response characteristics for even extremely small excitation amplitudes (i.e., small
pitch angles). This arises, obviously, from
"piling up" of the liquid at one end of the long
tank. A t larger angles of excitation, and particularly in the presence of baffles, the response
becomes even more strongly nonlinear; traveling
waves have even been observed under such conditions (ref. 3.8), but these may be more the
product of interference effects.
3.3

LARGE AMPLITUDE MOTIONS
Basic Equations

Several analytical theories have been developed for large amplitude lateral sloshing in
rectangular or circular cylindrical containers.
(See, for example, refs. 3.9 through 3.17.) We
shall outline various of these in the present
section, making such comparisons with experimental data as are available, and begin with a
statement of relevant boundary conditions.
The liquid contained in the rocket tank is
assumed to be incompressible and its motion
irrotational; thus, there is a velocity potential
4 governed by the Laplace equation

Other Tank Configurations

The circular cylindrical tank does not appear
to exhibit any particularly significant nonlinear
effect in lateral sloshing as a consequence of
geometry. Of course, as excitation amplitude

and the following well-known boundal-g conditions :
(1) The relative normal velocity on the wetted wall, Z, is zero; i.e.
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(3.2)
where

2
is
bn

sink. Also

the velocity of the liquid

normal to the wall and v, is the local
normal velocity of the wetted boundaries.
(2) The free sul'face at z=t(z, Y) is subjected
to a dynamic condition on pressure, p,
and a kinematic condition on free surface
elevation
The dynamic condition is

r.

(3.6)
that the nth characteristic function and
number can be computed from

*

(z,Y, 0)
y, z)}

H(z, Y, 0; z', Y', 0)
{H(%, y, 2; x', yf, 0)

='nl

x w , y',
(3.3)
where the
Pressure PO often taken
as zero for simplicity. The kinematic
condition, in rectangular coordinates, is
(on z=r)

I t is noted that the gradient of 4 yields the
positive velocity vector p of the fluid; that is,
+
Vb=q.
+

Moiseyev's General Theory (ref.

3.9)

Fme Vibrutions of the Liquid

Let $(z, Y) be a characteristic function (normal mode function). It satisfies the following
conditions
I

va#=O

(1)

(2)

3-0
on the wetted wall
bn-

(3)

%=A$

a?&

on the free surface

(3.44

That is, and # are the characteristic numbers
and functions of the integral equation

(3.7)

Let 4,!"',
be the velocity potential and
the free surface elevation of the nth mode of
free vibration of infiniteshimallysmall amplitude; then
r;")=#n(z, Y, 0) sin (cnt)

(3.8a)

The square of the frequency of the nth free
vibration is

a,= g',

(3.9)
The mathematical problem formulated in the
beginning of this section has been solved by
Moiseyev (ref. 3.9), who used a method of expanparamesion into a power series of an
ter e; iSe.
0

3 4nen

(3.4a)
(3.4b)

0)ds

(3.10)

n-

rn

t=e

(3.11)

C Len
n=O

One expects that the period of the free vibration will be dected by the wave amplitude when
the amplitude'is allowed to have a finite magnitude. Thus, in order to introduce an amplitude
3 - - A ----A
'
a 3 1 t . n m ~ t i p n .,
Il~.
depeiiueu~
Y C ) L I ~ i~~ i.-.
t v+hn
u u o +hfifimy
v v v v r j
it is assumed that the dimensionless time can be
expressed as
urrrr---.---d

1

where H is the Neumann function (Green's
function of the second kind) containing a unit
A method of constructing the Neumann function
numerically for a spherical bowl harr been demonatrated in ref. 3.18.

where the h, are to be determined. (The liquid
motions are assumed to occur in the vicinity of
the mth linear mode.)
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The free surface boundary conditions are to
be satisfied at z={(x, y) ; but {, from equation
(3.11), is still unknown. In order to satisfy the
free surface conditions at z=0, and thus circumvent this difficulty, 4 is expanded in a
Taylor's series; that is, the kth term of the
potential is written as

where jnk
are unknown functions of time.
By equating the terms of equal powers of c
in the dynamic and kinematic free surface
conditions, a system of equations can be
obtained and then solved in succession. The
zeroth approximation [n=O in equation (3.10)]
works out to be
for k=O

(3.14)

It can be shown from equations (3.7) that

Thus, by substituting equations (3.13) into
(3.14a), one finds that

for k=l. Fy (x, y) is a function only of the
zeroth approximation; it may be rewritten in
a more convenient form by expanding it in a
series of the characteristic functions :

Then the following system of equations arises
for the determination of j n l

.f~l+f,,,~=-- hl
urnag cos r+02bgi sin 27
In order to obtain periodic solutions, it is
necessary and sufficient that resonance does
not occur, and thus hl=O. Hence, it can be
seen from equation (3.12) that to the first
approximation the period of the vibration does
not depend on the amplitude. Also, all the
f n l may be computed from the preceding equation, since all of the bti are known; hence, the
velocity potential can be determined completely.
By following the same procedure, the kth
approximation is found to be

k+l

Consequently, if an/umis not an integer, the
unique solution of equation (3.15) having
a
of 2 s is
f ~ , = O f o r n # m ; f ~ ~ = C c o s (3.16)
~
where C is an arbitrary constant. It is more
convenient to write C=ag/urn where a is
arbitraxy; thus, the zeroth order potential is

&=% qrncos -r
urn

which is just the potential for free linear
vibrations in the mth mode.
The first approximation (n= 1 in eq. (3.10)) is

(g$+ig$)

r-0

=--hl

am

ag cos

Y, 0)

+a2 sin 2rF?'(x, y)

+ a 2-2F Ff)(x, y) sin ir

1=2,4, 6,

. ..

for k even, and

(%+L
br2 a;

s)
b~

-ka,,, ag cos +m(xl y, 01

=

~ - 0

+ a 2 g F?(Z, y) cos i r

1=1, 3,5,

..

for k odd. All of the F:" are known in terms
of lower order approximations, but, as before,
it is convenient
write them as

F:"

=g ~I:)#,,(x,y, 0)
n-1
.. .

Then, the two equations preceding the F: equation reduce to
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IT
F b:4 {sin
cos 1 ),n+m
sin
~ + f ~ =ht
urn-ag- cos r+a2 F bzi

f2+$f,=a2

Forced Vibrations of the Liquid

t

It
IT)

where the sine corresponds to the odd and the
cosine to the even values of k, and at the same
time the index I takes on even or odd values,
respectively.
I t is necessary and sufficient that resonance
does not occur in order to insure, that the two
preceding equations possess periodic solutions;
thus,
hk=O
forkodd
ht=-

bita
9

for k even

The potential 4 for forced vibrations can be
constructed by adding a complementary solution 4, to a particular solution 4, which satisfies
the Laplace equation and the boundary condition on the wetted walls. 4, satisfies the
Laplace equation and the homogeneous boundary conditions in terms of #,.
The nonlinear
free surface conditions are satisfied by the sum
of 4, and #,, and can be put in the following
forms

(3.17)

Using these solutions, the velocity potential
and the free surface shape can be easily computed. If a is set equal to unity, the latter
takes the form

For simplicity, instead of a complete Fourier
series in t, assume

u,=: sin (rt)f(t, y)
Note that the frequency is a function of amplitude; that is,

and that periodic vibrations with an arbitrary
amplitude lying inside the circle of convergence
of equation (3.18) are possible.
This theory, as Moiseyev pointed out, has a
number of shortcomings. In particular, the
procedure is possible only when u,/u,,, is not an
integer for n#m. Also, the amplitude of the
wave approaches its limiting value very rapidly
and then the wave disintegrates. Thus, it
seems that either a linear theory or a theory
taking into account the energy dissipation in
wave disintegration is needed. Nonetheless, it
is impossible to conduct an andysis of resonance
phenomena in a liquid with only a linear theoq
so that a nonlinear theory can be justified on
these grounds. In order to determine the liquid
response near resonance, it is necessary that the
liquid be excited at the proper frequency; the
forced response of the fluid must then be calculated. This is done in the next subsection.

(3.21)

where p is a parameter specifying the amplitude
of the excitation.
The problem is to find periodic solutions of
this system having a period of 2r/w. However,
the problem is not unique; that is, there can
exist solutions that reduce to the solution of
the free vibrations as p+O, or that reduce to a
trivial solution as p 4 . The latter solution
was selected by Moiseyev.
The vibrations far away from resonance can
be constructed in a manner similar to that used
in the previous subsection; that is, it is assumed
that

The amplitude-dependent period of the forced
vibrations is equal to the given period of the
excitation force; thus, the amplitude should be
determined from the relation

c2

2
are functions of the derivatives of
+.,and
I, but can be treated as functions of 2, y, t, in the power
series method.
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From equations (3.19) and (3.23), the amplitude
t thus is given by

3
-+I~=A~+~?
a t X,

By following the same reasoning as before, one
finds, for example, that

sin (ut)

(3.33)

where
where f(x, y) in equation (3.21) has been
written as f ( ~ Y),=Z~C~#~(X,
,
Y).
Near resonance, the solution (eq. (3.25)) cannot
be used. The method used here by Moiseyev
is to consider the detuning u2.-4 as small. I n
other words, it is assumed that near resonance
and

I

B1=-- a" *l+tl
'

a2 a2

az2

(3.36s)

with a a parameter. Thus, from equation (3.9),
one finds that

Near resonance the series expansion for Q should
be expressed in the parameter palb where now
the ratio alb may take on other than integral
values. Since the forcing function is proportional to p, the power method should start
from fraction a/b<l, i.e., b=nla, n1 being an
integer. However, it can be shown that no
periodic solutions exist unless nl =3.
Carrying out the analysis for nl=3, one
finds that if
w

4 c - n-1
x 4~lpn
and

(3.28a)

From equations (3.32a) and (3.32b), it can
be seen that the first approximation is

As before, it is assumed that

H e ~ c e the
, "unique" periodic solution of equation (3.37) is
fnl=O

for

n#n

+

jml
=M sin (wt) N cos (cut)
then the approximate equations are

(3.39a)
(3.39b)

where M and N are constants to be determined
from the t.hird pair of equations by requiring
that the resultant of a31 the resonance terms be
Zero.
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Likewise, the second pair of equations results
in

fa=Ml sin (ot)+Nl cos (ut)
+second harmonics

(3.40)

where M, and Nl are constants similarly determined by the periodic requirement of the fourth
approximat.ion, which is the solution of the
fourth pair of equations.
Thus, the solution near resonance can be
computed to any degree of approximation.
However, the details of its computation are
very complex and so are not given in full here;
the interested reador is referred to Moiseyev's
original paper.

Thus the nonlinear boundary conditions remain
to be satisfied.
By assuming that the waves cannot exceed a
certain maximum amplitude, the equation of
the deformed free surface can be written as

The algebraic labor is reduced by writing all
equations in nondimensional form. 811 the
lengths are multiplied by 2r/L and the time by
(2rg/L)lk. The nondimensional potential and
wave form are then

+=q
anen' cos nz
0

0-

Penney and Rice Theory for Finite Stationary
Oscillations in a Rectangular Tank (ref. 3.11)

Although the theory of fhite traveling waves
has been known since the late-19th century, i t
has only been recently that standing waves of
finite amplitude have been examined. Perhaps
the first such theory is that due to Femey and
Frice (ref. 3.11), who have worked out the wave
shape to the fifth power in the predominant
amplitude.
y Price's main concIusions
One of P e ~ e and
is that the wave frequency is a function of its
amplitude. I n order to see how this result was
derived, and to present an example of Moiseyev's
general theory, Penney and Price's method will
be given here in detail.
Only two-dimensional waves are considered,
so that the appropriate solution of Laplace's
equation for waves in an infinitely deep tank is

n-

n-0

(The nondimensional form of
where a-,=a,.
z and z is still z and 2.)
It is convenient first to work out simplified
expressions for such factors as
(fla, and so
forth. Now if

then

so that

%?+a

Q=q
P,,(t)e " cos
a

c=i ~ +a, cosznz-'-2 ,,=-C a,eiY

z

(3.41)

where the z axis is positive upward with its
origin ai the wdistur'oed free smDace,and the
flow is independent of y. The boundary conditions that equation (3.41) satisfies are

where

c
0

S*=n--m

(
&
I
&
.
.
,

(3.43b)

Now let

The coefficient Z,,is, o f c o r n , zero, since Z=O
locates the mean level of the free surface, but it b
retained here since doing eo greatlg simpUe8 the
algebra.

,

From equations (3.44) and (3.45), it follows
that
rn
SN(s)= C ~ S ~ - ~ ( s - m ) (3.46)

or, in another form,
'="-

1

5 &sN-l(s-m)ci*r

1

-F

mm-m

m--m

(3'45)

so that by continued application

It will be observed that SO(0)=l, So(s)=O for s#O, Sl(s)=a8 for all s and SN(S)=SN(-6).
Now one can write

-

where

= ~ b- s,) = z 0

~ 6 , s )

XN

sN(s)

Finally, each term in equation (3.41a) can be evaluated for z=r ,

=;

eit cos ( j z )

-

1
~ ( i~ ,) e f i * + ~J -23
)- m~ +E~(i,
s)et(*-Jz

=Ed, ; ) + 5

)

cos (sx){Efi, s-;)+E(~,s+;)

(3.50)

r-1

With these preliminary mathematics the
coefficients a, and a, can be conveniently determined from the free surface dynamic and
kinematic conditions. The dynamic free surface condition requires at z=Z that the pressure be zero; that is, it is required that

[-+--+--I,
bf
at

b@bf

b@b j

-zct.r,-s -0

or, in dimensionless form,

I

which in dimensionless form is

+[qanent(-n)

-

-2
n-I he%)

+,1 m-1-

n-

mnq,,a,,e(m+n)t cos (m-n) x=0

n-1

onz=~
(3.52~~)

sin (nz)]

cos ( ~ ) J = o (3.52b)

(3.51)
The kinematic condition requires that

By using the previously defined expressions for
E(X,s), equation (3.51) can be written as
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-214+f: on cosnzf &+g& . { ~ ( n , n ) + p
n-I

n-I

-1

cos iz[E(n,1-n)

+gcos lx[E(m+n, 1-m+n)+E(m+n,

--

and equation (3.52b) as

-21 4 +m-15 + cos m

1 ~ +

-

{E(n, m-n)-E(n,

C
~ 1Mz-n

m-1 n-1

s+m-n)]

m+n)

+2cos lx[E(n, 1-m+n)+E(n, l+m-n)-E(n, 1-m-n)-E(n, l+m+ n)]
-$ na,,{E(~, n)+$ cos lx[E(n, 1-n)+E(n, 1+n)]
1-1

n-

-1

Sines equations (3.53) and (3.54) are true for all
z,it follows that the coefficient of each harmonic
in the equations should be identically zerq; thus,

and

where Sis a positive integqr. Also, from equation (3.54)

+Eb; s+ m-n)-E(n,
-E(n, 84-m-n)

This equation can be used to calculata

8-m-n)

I -5
m,,[E(n,
n-1

This system of infinitely many first order
differential equations is to be solved by the
method of finite term approximations to the
infinite series. (As a check on the algebra,
the time derivative a. of the constant liquid
depth should be zero in equation (3.56a).)
Note that equation (3.55a) can be regarded as
an equation to determine oro in terms of the other
a,; but a,, corresponds to- the arbitrary time
function in Bernoulli's equation and is only
needed when computing the pressurk.
To obtain an analytical solution, the coefficients a, and a, are expressed in terms of
integral powers of a parameter c. The a, are
assumed to be of order G and a, to be of the
same or higher order; this assumption can be
justified by a critical examination of equations
(3.55b) and (3.56b).
Equations for a, and a, to the fifth order in
c are given below. The equation for the constant term in the wave shape is

s-n)

+E(n, s+n)]

(3.56b)

a 0 once
the other a, and a n have been computed.
The coefficient of the fundamental term in
the amplitude must satisfy two equationa
derived from equations (3.55b) and (3.56b) :

I
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(l+g3 a?+f1 a2 +;1 a l a r 5+ ~&)+asl

-al=&

The equations for the fifth harmonic are

1

+z4a2+=

and

g)+b

For very small oscillations, these equations
( 3 . 5 9 ~ reduw ,,t
-a,=a,
(3.60a)
equations for the second harmonics are
aa=saa
(3.60b)

--41 a

he

1

1

) + a

a,= a, cos (t&+a,)

(3.618)

where a, and a, are arbitrary constants. Thus,
the firs~ordersurfaceelevation becomes

1
&=a1 (al+iZ a!-aa)+a2(2+2a?)

f=x
m

The equations for the third harmonic are
-a8=k1

(ia,+g1 at+ -5 a:+g1
384

a;a2

1

1

+p
&=a1

3

a4)tuzal +&+d (%+a1a2+i a!)

(: a:+33 a2+%3

3

afa2

-g3 4-23 a 4 ) - 3 c t s a l - ~

c,

sin (t$+ u,) cos (sx) (3.61b)

81
.

Consequently, the free surface oscillations will
not be strictly periodic in time unless a,=O
except for those cases when s=n2, n an integer.
In order to pose a definite physical problem,
Penney and Price studied those cscillations
that reduce to a single harmonic term when the
amplitude is made small. In particular, attention was centered on those oscillations which
tend to
f=t

cos x sin t

(3.62)

The equations for the fourth harmonic are
-a,=bl

(a

1
a8+,
3

+g
4 = ~ 1

afl1+4

(ha:+ala2+ 2aa

as f tends to zero.
By using equation (3.62), the nonlinear equac
tions (3.58) to (3.59) can be solved to higher
order, more exact approximations.
The second-order equations give a better
approximation to the wave shape than do the
first-order ones, as will be seen. They are

+&9a1+4a(
Aa mentioned previoudy, ao= 0.

-a,=u,

and a,=-sus

(s>2)
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Thus

and
1

a,=%

(ut)

+-641 d cos (3ut)

--2112
cos (ut) --45
2048

For strictly periodic motion a 2 = O in order to
avoid a frequency 8 times the fundamental
frequency. If this is the case, then

Similarly,a
' , and a, are zero to the second order.
Thus, the natural frequency of the waves is
unchanged to the second order.
The second-order approximation can be substituted into the third-order terms for the
third approximation; thus,

t5 cos

t5cos

(501) (3.71a)

t5 cos

(3ut)

--1024
l5 t5

The corresponding free surface shape is given by
3
137 t5) sin (ut)
al=(r+@ t3-3575

+(4ta-m sin ( 3 4
l1 ts)

+=163 e5 sin (5ut)
"-

(3.72a)

The third-order periodic solution that reduces
toal=t~mtis
al-• cos (

J q t )
5
+z

ta cos

@dl-i

(3.61)

&o, aa=O, a a = O to the third order. It follo~s
that s,aa, i~2are dl of fourth or higher order.
Thus, in the third-order approximation the
frequency of the waves depends on their
amplitude.
Similarly, to the fourth-ord& approximation
a1 is still given by equation (3.67) and

To the fifth order

t3-35g1

%=(&

-G

e3--

(ut)+

-ta-- 7168 8) cos (3ut)

(32'

6 There are no fifth-order terms in o. or a. when s is
cven. ,

sin (ut)
2195

t5)

--473088
'=8

"--'2
6

sin (3ut)

t5ain

(kt)

(3.72~)

cos ( 2 ~ t )1, C
+ cos
~ ( 4 4 (3.72d)

s='4
5t5sin (ut)-= 3072 t 5 sin (3,,t)
768
with u defined by equation (3.70):
The fifth-order wave shape can be examined
easily for d= (n+%)r, where n is an integer,
--'---A
S l l l l i V LIC

al=c COB

t6)

+LA m
n + n r :o
WOYUI
AU

~
l r - r
+:mm
ULIGCiSa
ULLLIGu u u w

r-v-uuruuu~
n ~ r n a m t m & l ~

at rest and the wave everywhere reaches its
maximum amplitude. The wave shape is
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A closer examination shows that t.here is no
~ o i n ton the surface which is always at rest,
that is, there are no true nodes; moreover, the
free surface is never perfectly flat. The
frequency of the wave as a function of its
amplitude is given by equation (3.70)

reached, the velocity q+ is zero and the pressure
satisfies the Laplace equation a t the tip of the
crest. Then

(8)*=
-(3)*
Also, by symmetry

-2%

(3.74)
(&)+=-(ax
so that it may be seen that a finite amplitude
wave in an infinitely deep tank is a nonlinear
softening dynamic system.
Penney and Price also worked out t.he limiting
condition on the maximum amplitude of the
wave.
If the ullage or the atmospheric pressure is
nearly zero, and the surface tension (excluding
low gravity cases) is also nearly zero, then one
may assume both are zero to obtain a simplified
criterion of instability. Consider an element
of volume of liquid on the free surface as a
particle, then the only vertical forces are those
due to vertical pressure gradient, 2 dz dy dr, the
a2

body force, pg d2 dy dz, and the inertial force,
- b / b t . Thus, the balance of forces yields

az)-

Addingequation (3.77a) to equation (3.7713) yields

I n general, the first bracket is nonzero, then
dx=f dz or

a t the tip. Thus, the angle enclosed by the
crest of the limiting wave form for the stationary wave is 90" in contrast to 120' for the
progressive wave.
To check the limiting form of the stationary
waves, Taylor (ref. 3.12) has shown that the
fifth-order approximation is in good agreement
with his experiments, except near the tip of the
crest (fig. 3.5).

on the free surface particle.
Since the value of po is practically zero,
bplbz must be nearly negative or zero. Therefore, equation (3.75) leads to the following
approximate upper bound for stability

which states that the downward acceleration
awlat must be less than the gravitational acceleration, g.
The slope of the sharp crest of the limiting
wave form can also be calculated. Along- the
free surface (of constant pressure)

(2)
ax2 ( d x ) ~ + , x( bpz)
k

dzdz+(3)*

(dr)'=O

(3.77% b)
At the instant that the limiting wave form is

Frcua~3.5.-Laree

amplitude stationary wave ahowing
agmment with-~mn& and Price theory (ref. 3.11). -

"he
same configuration results if a smooth curve
wau assumed. I n that case, the symmetry condition
demands s
z
0
.
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The perturbation method has also been
applied by Tadjbakhsh and Keller (ref. 3.13)
to standing surface waves of finite amplitude
in rectangular tanks of finite depth. The solution is obtained to the third order of the amplitude of the linearized surface wave motion.
An interesting result was observed to the effect
that there is a depth about 0.17 of the wavelength above which the frequency is softening
and below which the frequency is hardening,
neglecting effects of the third and higher order
terms. For brevity, this phenomenon is called
"frequency reversal", and has been confirmed
experimentally (ref. 3.14).
The critical depth of frequency reversal estimated by Fultz from his experiments is not
accurate enough to modify the theoretical
predicted value of 0.17.
The perturbation method was again employed
by Verma and Keller (ref. 3.15) to three-dirnensional waves, the results being similar to those
for the two-dimensional waves.
Bauer (ref. 3.16) has extended the basic
Penney and Price theory to forced oscillations
of the rectangular tank. He considers the

two-dimensional problem (infinite length tank)
with a finite depth of fluid, and carries out the
equation to the third order. I n this way,
Bauer is able to derive a response that includes
superharmonic terms in the free surface
motions. Figure 3.6 shows the liquid free
surface height versus time, for excitation frequency close to the harmonic resonance (a=
0.9 w l ) . The top part of the figure shows the
liquid height a t the left wall of the tank (x=O),
the middle part of the figure the liquid height
a t the center of the tank (x=a/2), and the
lower part of the figure the liquid height a t
the right wall of the tank (x=a). In each
case, the dashed curve represents the result
obtained from linear theory (always zero
for r=a/2), while the ctwves 1, 2, 3 represent
results for varying excitation amplitudes ( q =
0.02 a, q=0.1 a, x,,=0.2 a, respectively). The
nonlinear effects show up strongly with increasing excitation amplitude. Similar results are
shown in figure 3.7 for an excitation frequency
close to the superharmonic resonance - w).

( -f

Ehcmt~ 3.7.-Liquid free amface displacementa in an
infinite rectangular tauk under forced oscillation near
&: yL+=
ex~~+-r~~cE -nIi-r z=p+G-A&c
tudcs (ref. 3.16).
Extended Hutton Theory for Nonlinear Liquid
Motions in a Cylindrical Tank (ref. 3.4)

FIGURE3.6.-Liquid

free surface displecemmts in an
infinite rectangular tank under forced milhtion n w
harmonic rmmance for varions mitation amplimdw
(ref. 3.16).

For a circular cylindrical tank undergoing
transverse oscillations, Hutton (ref. 3.19) assumed that the velocity potential of the disturbance can be approximated by the following
form :
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The velocity potential is

;=~lf~[$~(r,
7) cos (wt)+xl(r, 7) sin (wt)]
4

4

+cZfY$0(r, 7)+$2(r, 7)
+
+

(24
where zb=tank displacement. The f orm of the
in terms ' of J,(X,.r)
disturbance potential

+~2(r,7) sin (2wt)l+e[$s(r, 7) cos ( h t )
+
+

c-h

t =time
~ = # t ~ / ~ ( usee
t ) equation
;
(3.82)

co=tank displacement amplitude

1

(3.80a)

t =weo

r=2 c2%t and H,=d(l-vca")

$1=[ ji(7) cos e tja(7) sin 01Jl(xiir)

C0S

et.f4(7) sin ~lJi(X11t)
[A1l(z+h)l (3.80,,)
C O S ~(Xllh)

tj0=Constant (ref. 3.10, p. 30)
A

n-1

N

A

+C [A.ms (a)+&.
sin (28)lJ~
n-1

("'"')
N

A

x ~n-1=ChJo(Xl*r)
C
N

cash
('+ h, 1 (3 SOe)
cosh (huh)

cash [ h ( z + h ) ]
c,h (A&)

A

+X
[CZ, ms (%9)+62. sin (28)lJ~
n-0

2-

cash [Ln(z+h)I (3,8of)
X(A2nr) cosh (bnh)

I t is noted that N=5 was used and &.,
are defined by

-.

x~,, x ~ ,

and a are neglected with the third harmonics
of order a.

$3

(3.82)

Bz.,

(3.god)

[h(z+h)l
hex& J o ( ~ c w ~cash
)
(A&)
N

La-

are introduced.
For the cln term to vanish, the conditions
and xl.
are satisfied by the assumed form of
The 2Jaterm contains only the constant term
and the second harmonics. There were three
resultant equations which are satisfied by the
Galerkin method (or in this case the FourierBessel technique) with the assumed forms of
A
A
A
h,
$2, xi.
This determines
An, Aaa, Con,
A
A
4,, D2, in terms of f,. It is noted that the
equation resulting from terms independent of
time is satisfied by $o=constant and that the
remaining two equations yield six equations
from their components in Jo, J2cos (28), J2
sin (28). In the e term, however, only the two
first harmonic terms were assumed to vanish,
treating time derivatives temporarily as constants. The Jl sin 8 and the J1cos 8 components yield a set of four fir~trordernonlinear
differential equations governing f,(i= 1, 2, 3,4) ;
namely,

cash [ h ( ~ + ~ )(3.80b)
]
cosh (Xllh)
ja(7)

(2 [$;) satisfies the

place equation for inviscid irrotational flow as
well as the velocity potential. The coefficients
are to be determined by a combined nonlinear
free surface condition, to the third order.
First, by the method of expansion into the
small parameter c, the coefficient of r"d, Cp, c
must vanish for all times. I n doing so, the
transformations

where

XI=[

[&.(z+ h)]

-V~Z-KI

j2( f !+f:+f:+.fi)
+Kz ja(f2 fa-f

lf4) (3.838)

~=~~+~l(j!+f:+fi+fi)+~2f4(fafa-fif4)

.

a=
-yj,(j:+j:+fi+fl)-~zf
d7

1(faf1-f j4)
(3.83~)
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df4-vfs(fi+~+fi+f)-~~a(f
d7-

JS-f

~

1

)

motions are now customarily referred to as
swirl," and will be discussed in the following
section of this cha~ter.
Now, in order io determine the liquid force
On the tank (ref. 3.4)~the Pressure is given b y
Bernoulli's equation in terms of the disturbance
potential, as
;I

(3.83d)
where Kl, Ks, Fl are constants (given in ref.
3.19). The values of Kl and Ks depend on
many integrals which have been tabulated
in reference 3.19 with some uncertain errors.'
The planar motion is given by the solution -

f1=r,fi=fs=fr=o
and -y is governed by a cubic equation
where an arbitrary function of time j(t) can be
absorbed into */at through a redefinition of 4.
The *force on the, tank is given by'

-Near the k t natural frequency, the instability
of the planar motion is known to exist. The
mathematical formulation of stability was to
introduce a small disturbance ciek' to the corresponding steady-state amplitude, fi@ and
then determine whether the initial disturbance
grows or decays. If A is positive, the amplitude
of the disturbance grows and the motion is
unstable. If X is negative, then the motion is
stable. These unstable liquid free surface

F.=

[rrp
-I

COSB dB

dz]
r-a

where tl is the free surface elevation, a is the
radius of the rigid tank, and h is the (initial)
liquid depth. F, can be evaluated to the third
order, con~ist~ent
with Hutton's theory (ref.
3.19), except for the contributions due to
and xa which were not originally derived.
Thus,

'In ref. 3.17 the

values for I:8 are values of I:,/
K, is the value of Ko/XL, according
to com'
munications with R. E. Hutton.
A?,;

I

~

where

-P

sin (wt)

sinh

A11

+&[sin (ot) +sin ( 3 4 1

-hax msh (Allh) sinh (~~,,h)l+i
[sin (ot) +sin ( 3 4 1
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and

F~=[- 1''pa cos Bdr]

r-a

=A2 pa7! rn {: $ sin3((o)[yJl(hlla)]3hlltanh (A11h)
-

-

-4w2 sin (wt) cos ( 2 4 yJl( h a )

-

1
w sin (wt) l+cos (2wt)
+H
C ~ n J ~ ( h ? n a ) ] - [ ~7
( 2 )h
A

n-1

-Eu

sin (ut)

(3.87a)

Qo., 522, are given by Hutton (ref. 3.19). y is
the amplitude of the steady-state part of
fl, and is governed by a cubic equation den The relation
riving &.

PA',

91 0 )

(AI~~)I~]

(l+cos (2wt))] [ ~ J(Al~a)131A~l
I
t a d (~II~)J'I)

where
A
AonJo(A~a>
A4, =Con
cosh ( h h )

JI

has been utilized in de-

pending on the motion being planar or nonplanar.g
A nonlinear theory essentially equivalent
to that of Hutton has been derived by Rogge
and Weiss (refs. 3.20 and 3.21).
Experimental studies of large amplitude
liquid motions in tanks of circular cross
section (cylindrical and spherical) are difficult
because of the occurrence of swirl modes
near the liquid natural frequencies, as mentioned
previously and as will be discussed in more
detail in the next section. Recourse has
therefore been made to the installation of
vertical splitter plates parallel to the direction
of excitation to suppress rotational motions
and thus the onset of swirl. Data obtained
from such experimental studies (ref. 3.4) will
be summarized in the following section.
A typical liquid displacement response curve
for low excitation amplitude is shown in figure
3.8. The nonlinear softening characteristic
jump phenomenon is clearly demonstrated.
Total jorce response data (in the direction of
excitation) are shown in figure 3.9 for several
values of excitation amplitude. All these data
OThrough private communications with R. E. Hutton,
it was learned that I:, in the expressions for 61 and
Gz should be replaced by Ijl~:,,in order to caloulate
7 correctly.
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were to require the development of an improved
theory, the choice between recommending a
"better" third-order theory, or a similar
fifth-order theory would not be an easy one.
In any event, it may be noted from figure 3.9
that the agreement between theory and experiment for the in-phase branches is rather good,
for all four values of excitation amplitude.
The agreement is not so good for the out-ofphase branches. I n the vicinity of resonance,
the theory departs rather widely from the experimental values and, generally, does not give
a good value for the frequency at which the
jump occurs.
Experimental Data for Nonlinear Liquid Motions
in a Spherical Tank (ref. 3.4)

Frequency parameter w'dlg

FIGURE
3.8.-Liquid

free surface response in halfcylindrical tank dcmomtrating nonlinear charactcristice (ref. 3.4).

mere obtained by varying frequency while
maintaining constant excitation amplitude; the
sweep in frequency was made by first strtrting
at a very low value and slowly increasing until
substantially above first-mode resonance, and
then sweeping back down to low values. This
procedure revealed jump phenomena very
clearly. The nonlinear softening characteristic
of the response curves of figure 3.9 is quite evident.
The experimentally determined total force
data are also compared directly in figure 3.9
with calculations from extensions of the analysis
of Hutton, as presented earlier in this section.
This theory is basically one of third order, but
even then accounts for only certain elements
of the nonlinear aspects of the problem; nevertheless, the theory is quite complex in its
analytical details, and consequently good agreement with experimental data at and beyond
resonance is hardly to be expected. If one

As in the case of the circular cylindrical tank,
it was found necessary to install a vertical
splitter plate in the spherical tank (parallel to
the direction of excitation) in order to suppress
the liquid swirl mode. Resulting total force
response data (amplitude only) for a half-full
tank are shown in figure 3.10. Here again,
the response is seen to possess a nonlinear
softening characteristic, whi.ch is quite sensitive
to excitation amplitude, as had been intimated
some time ago (ref. 3.7). However, the response curves are not very well defined in the
areas of the jumps, as compared with those
of the cylindrical tank, probably as a consequence of the increased tendency of breaking
waves to form because of the curvature at the
mean liquid level (breaking wave would not
occur in the cylindrical tank at an equivalent
wave amplitude). The breaking waves certainly have some tendency to modify the
normal instability process in the region of the
jump frequencies; nevertheless, the jump behtLV<"i:Zrn Seen &ppro-&ate~y &I;eated
figure 3.10 by the dashed lines.
3.4 SWIRL MOTION (ROTARY SLOSHING)

General Description of the Liquid Motion

Many different experimental studies concerned with lateral sloshing have revealed an
interesting type of liquid instability occurring
very close to the lowest liquid resonant fre-

*
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3.9.-Amplitude of liquid force rasponre in half-cyliidrical tank for variour excitation amplitudes (ref. 3.4).
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this inclined plane about a vertical axis that
we are attempting to describe. This phenomenon almost invariably occurs in laboratory
testa at frequencies in the immediate neighborhood of one of the reson'ances of the normal
sloshing modes, as mentioned above, and
occurs whether the liquid has any initial gross
rotation or not; the rotational mode can, however, be initiated at any excitation frequency
by introducing some disturbance which provides s substantial initial rotation to the fluid.
Theoretical Analyses

An attempt at providing an analytical de'scription of this type of liquid motion was b t
made on the basis of the behavior of an equivalent linear conical pendulum (ref. 3.22). This
theory was able to predict the general character
of the stability boundaries, as shown in figure
0
24

26

28
3.0
12
3.4
Frequency paramler, d d l g

16

200
hld
0.25

F I G U 3.10.-Ampiitnde
X~

of liquid fom rwpanw in 6phui d tu& for v u i o &citation
~
amplitdas (ref. 3.4).

quency (refs. 3.22 and 3.23). The essential
features of this complex liquid motion can be
described qualitatively as an apparent "rotation" of the liquid about the vertical axis of
symmetry of the tank, superimposed on the
normal sloshing motion (ref. 3.23). The motion
is even more complicated as a type of "beating"
also seems to exist; the first antisymmetric
liquid-sloshing mode first begins to transform
itself into a rotational motion increasing in
angular velocity in, say, the counterclockwise
direction, which reaches a maximum and then
decreases essentially to zero and then reverses
and increases in angular velocity in the clock;T&
&%d31?,g d er? nn dt~rnately. The
frequency of rotation is less than that of the
surface wave motion and therdfore the liquid
appears to undergo a verticaI upanddown
motion as it rotates about the tank axis; the
rotational frequency about this upanddown
axis is about the same as that of .the wave
motion. The liquid free surface, a t least a t
relatively low excitation amplitudes, is essent i d y plane, and it is the apparent rotation of

Symbol

01

Frequenq ratio, wlw,

FIG-

3.11.--Cornparka of experimental data with
theoretical stability bounduieo for rotational liquid
motion near lint-mode rwonana under transverse
excitation (ref. 3.23).

~
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3.11, although other features of the motion
could not be explained; obviously, the phenomenon involves essentially nonlinear effects.
An extension of the theory of the conical
pendulum to include third-order terms in the
amplitude soon became available (ref. 3.24))
which then led directly to the desired nonlinear
theory of liquid motion (refs. 3.19 and 3.25).1°
The nonlinear analysis shows three types of
liquid motion to occur: normal planar motion,
stable nonlinear (rotary) motion, and unstable
(swirling) motion. These are in excellent
agreement with the observed behavior (refs.
3.4, 3.19, 3.22, and 3.23). The theory also
demonstrates that the rotational mode of liquid
motion arises as a consequence of a nonlinear
coupling between liquid motion parallel and
perpendicular to the plane of excitation, and
that this coupling takes place through the free
surface waves.
The essential results from Hutton's theory
(ref. 3.19) can be stated fairly simply by reference to the equations (3.83)) which govern the
coefficients of an approximate solution for nonlinear liquid motions near first-mode resonance.
These equations are nonlinear and possess a
nonplanar swirl motion solution as well as the
usual planar motion solution. For s*l motion
j l

=r,fi=o, j3=0, f:=+

F
Kl

r-I

(3.88)

The amplitude 7 is again determined by a cubic
equation; that is,

In order thatf, ba real and nonzero, it is necessary that

The approximate steady-state solution then
takes the form :
This is essentially the theory us presented earlier
in this chapter. .411 equivalent analysis has r~lsobeen
developed clscwhcrc. (refs. 3.20 nntl 3.21).

G=t113(fl ms 9 ms(ot)+fi sin 9 sin (wt)}J1(Xllr)

The swirl motions predicted are not simple rotary motions unless If,\ r lfll and the higher
order terms are negligible. The instability
itself then leads to more complex modes of
liquid motion, as described earlier.
Experimental Data

Figure 3.12 shows some comparison between
test data and the predicted stable and unstable
planar and unplanar regions. The predicted
boundaries of the instability region agree
closely with experimental data for small
values of t. Poorer agreement for the non-
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FIGURE
3.12.-Comparimn of theoretical and experimental
inrtability regions for nonplanar aloloshig (ref. 3.19).
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planar motion stability boundary is not surprising because of the difficulty in precisely
determining this behavior; as the frequency is
decreased, the transition is gradual from the
steady-state harmonic nonplanar motion to
the nonharmonic nonplanar motion existing
in the instability region.
Some interesting experimental information on
swirl motion was also obtained during a study of
nonlinear lateral sloshing a t large excitation
amplitudes (ref. 3.4), as shown in figure 3.13.
Most of the data shown in figire 3.13 mere
obtained by maintaining constant excitation
amplitude while varying excitation frequency.
At first, data were taken only for liquid motions
arising basically from the first antisymmet,ric
slosh mode, with no swirl occurring. Subsequently, the boundary of the swirl region was
defined experimentally by maintaining constant
excitation frequency and slowly increasing
escita tion amplitude until the swirl motion
began to appear. The onset of swirl could be
determined relatively precisely not only by
visual observation but by the appearance of a
significant force normal to the direction of
excitation on the oscillograph output. The
swirl boundary thus obtained is shown in
figure 3.13. I t should be noted that this
boundary is dependent upon both excitation
frequency and amplitude, since in certain
instances it was found that large amplitude
breaking waves could be produced without
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Frequency parameter wrdlg

FIGURE3.13.-Liquid

free surface response in circular
cylhdrical tank showing swirl region (ref. 3.4).

I n addition, it should be noted that
1
within the swirl region the motion of the liquid
has a phase angle of near 90" with respect to the
input displacement. The data presented here
are intended primarily to sho\v the essential
effects of increasing excitation amplitudes.
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PRINCIPAL NOTATIONS

a= an arbitrary constant or effective
gravitational acceleration
(?,=the nth constant in equation (3.25)
d=dianleter of the tank
F=force exerted on t,he tank by the
fluid
.f(x, y ) = a function defined by equation
(3.21)
f n t = defined in equation (3.13)
g=gravitational acceleration
hn=the nth coefficient defined by equation (3.12)
H= Neumann function
h=maximum depth of the liquid at
rest
n=outer normal to the boundaries or
an integer
p,,=natural
frequency of the mth
sloshing mode
yo= ullage pressure
p =pressure
r, 9, z=cylindrical coordinates
q=velocity vector of the fluid
+

S=the free surface when the liquid is
stationary
s=the distance measured along the
free surface
T=t,he period of vibrations
t =time
U,, U2=functions of (t, x, and y)
U=same as zo
v,=local normal velocity of the wall
2, y, z=rectangular coordinates with positive z upward
xo=amplitude of excitational displacemen t
c=a parameter related to the nondimensional amplitude of the
surface elevation
free surface elevation
A= characteristic number
A,=nth
characteristic number
=wavelength
p = a parameter related to the amplitude of excitation
p = a constant, see equation (3.50)

r=

-
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transformed frequency, see equation (3.89)
p=density of the fluid
X=the wetted wall or the summation
sign
&=the moving part of the wetted wall
u = see equation (3.70)
u,=the frequency of the nth free
vibration
..-.
~ = anondimensional time defined by
equation (3.12)
$J= velocity potential
#(x, y, 0) =characteristic function
#n(x, y, 0) =nth characteristic function
v=

- -
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$(z, y, z) =function defined by equation (3.6)

w=frequency of tank motion
w,=nth natural frequency

D

Dt--Stokes
Superscripts:
( )"=the

derivative

second derivative of ( ) with
respect to nondimensional time
( )'=derivative of ( ) with respect to
time
( ) *=nondimensionalized quantities
( )(''=steady-state
value of ( ) unless
otherwise specified

Chapter 4

Damping of Liquid Motions and Lateral Sloshing
Sandor Silvernzan and H . Norman Abramson

4.1

INTRODUCTION

Propellant sloshing is a potential source of
disturbance which may be critical to the stability or structural integrity of space vehicles,
as large forces and moments may be produced
by the propellant oscillating at one of its
fundamental frequencies in u partially filled
tank. Since the liquid oscillatory frequency
may nearly coincide with either the fundamental
elastic body bending frequency or the dynamic
control frequency of the vehicle at some time of
the powered phase of the flight', the slosh forces
could interact with the structure or control
system. This could cause a failure of structural
components within the vehicle or excessive
deviation from its planned flight path. I t
is therefore necessary to consider means of
providing adequate damping of the liquid motions and slosh forces and to develop methods
for accounting for such damping- in analyses
made of vehicle performance.
Linear damping is usually introduced into
the vehicle dynamic analysis through the
resonance terms of the equations governing a
mechanical model representation of the liquid
forces and moments. This is done under the
assumption that the behavior of the liquid
oscillating in its fundamental mode is analogous
to the behavior of a linear, viscously damped
single dagaa-~f-freedomsystcm. (See chapters
6 and 7 for the development of such mechanical
models.) The analysis then yields the amount
of damping required for vehicle stability. One
of the main problems which remains is to
predict the amount of damping present in a
given tank configuration.
The results of some of the numerous investigations in the field of liquid damping in
rigid containers will be presented and dis-

cussed in this chapter. Unfortunately, the problem is essentially nonlinear and therefore fewtheories are available for predicting damping
(refs. 4.1 through 4.5). Our principal knowledge
of damping characteristics is the result of extensive experimental studies.

On

Damping

The term "damping" is generally employed
to describe the fact that some energy djssipation always o c c ~ mduring fluid oscillations.
By far t.he most comprehensive discussion of
damping effects in propellant sloshing is contained in reference 4.6.
If there is no energy input to a system that is
oscillating in one of its natural modes, the
amplitude of successive oscillations decreases
as a result of energy dissipation. This decreasing amplitude can be described by the
logarithmic decrement, defined as
6=ln

hlaximum amplitude of any oscillation
Maximum amplitude 1 cycle later

For a linear system, in which the restoring
force is proportional to the amplitude of the
displacement (measured from rest position), the
total energy of oscillation at the peak amplitude
~f RW cycle is proportional to the square of
this amplitude. The logarithmic decrement
can therefore also be written as
6=ln

Energy of motion of 1 cycle
Energy of motion 1 cycle later

In terms of the energy decrement per cycle

AEand the total energy of motion E, equation
(4.2) can be reduced to
105
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Damping, whatever its nature, can be represented by an equivalent viscous damping in
which the damping force opposing the motion
is equal to a damping factor multiplied by the
~ielocit~y
of the oscillating component of the
system. The ratio of the actual damping, c, to
the critical damping, c,, is denoted as y and it
can be sho~vn(ref. 4.7) that, for small values
of r

The damping ratio y may also be expressed in
terms of energy by substituting equation (4.3)
into equation (4.4)

(2) The driveforce method.-A platform, upon
which the tank is located, is driven at constant
excitation amplitude and frequency. The force
in the drive link, the amplitude of the platform
motion, and the amplitude of the wave motion
are recorded. The energy input required to
maintain steady-state oscillations is the same
as the energy dissipated. That component of
the drive force that is in phase with the tank
velocity delivers energy to the system at the
same rate as the dissipation. I t is the amount
of this input per cycle compared with the total
energy of motion, as measured by the wave
amplitude, that determines the damping rate.
(3) The wave (or force) amplitude response
method.-The wave (or force) amplitude as a
function of drive frequency is determined for
constant drive amplitude. The bandwidth
technique (see refs. 4.7 and 4.8) is then applied
to these response data to obtain t,he damping
ratio y. The relationship thus obtained is

The damping ratio in the form used by Miles
(ref. 4.2) in the theory of ring damping in a
circular tank is

E
dt
y= - 2wE
where z d t is the mean rate of energy dissipat,ion over a cycle of period 27r/w and o is the
angular frequency of oscillation.
Several experimental techniques have been
employed to obtain the damping factor and
are outlined on the follo~vingpages.
(1) Ring force method.-A
direct measurement of the force required to anchor the ring
baffle to the tank ~vallis made. The wave
amplitude is measured so that the total energy
of motion and the \\lave velocity can be calculated from classical theory. The component of
the ring force that is 180' out of phase with the
vertical wave velocity at the ring position gives
a measure of energy dissipation, mhiie the
dissipation per cycle compared with the total
energy of motion determines the damping rate.
Onc of the principnl means of increasing the
dnmping in n liquid propellant tank of cylindrical
geometry is obvior~slythat of introducing baffles in t h c
form of thin rings nttachcd normal t o the tank wall.
Thcvc rind othcr types of bnfflcfi will bc discussed in
tlctt~ilInter.

where Q is the excitation frequency and z is the
wave (or force) amplitude. A typical response
curve is illustrated in figure 4.1. I n practice,
the ratio z , , , / ~ ~ = 2 / ~ 1 Tis often used and thus
equation (4.7a) simplifies to

FIGURE4.1.-Typical

wave amplitude response curve.
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A comprehensive discussion of the ~vholefield
of resonance testing is contained in references
4.9 and 4.10; included is a critical discussion of
the bandwidth technique. I t should be noted
that this technique gives reliable results only if
the natural frequencies are not close and the
damping is not large. Also, the speed of the
frequency sweep and the magnitude of the
excitation amplitude may affect the results.
(4) The wave amplitude decay method.-The
rate of decay of the free surface displacement
after cessation of tank motion is measured.
With zero input, the decreasing energy of
motion as evidenced by the decreasing mave
height is a result of the energy dissipated by the
damping mechanism. The logarithmic decrement of successive mave heights may be calculated from these measurements and then the
damping ratio is obtained from equation (4.4).
(5) Anchor force decay method.-The rate of
decay of the peak force in the tank anchor is
measured after the tank motion is suddenly
stopped. The logarithmic decrement is then
obtained from successive peak values and the
damping ratio 7 is obtained from equation (4.4).
The relationship between the damping factors
calculated by the above methods cannot be
stated easily unless the liquid dynamic behavior
is essentially linear. The mechanisms which
produce energy dissipation are thought to be
known qualitatively, but only a few have been
described quantitatively. The damping may
be caused by the free surface boundary layer
(see ref. 4.4), fluid viscosity, turbulence, boundary
layer friction, and interchange of energy between
different sloshing modes. I n practical applications, of course, none of the previously described
methods accounts for all the energy dissipated.
The degree of nonlinearity of the system is
significant in determining the amount of energy
neglected by the various methods. If the
system behaves Iiuetlrly and the damping is
small, then the relationships between the energy,
logarithmic decrement, and damping ratio as
expressed by equations (4.1) through (4.7)
are valid.
Caution is especially required when considering the damping of fluid forces caused
by oscillations of a tank of unsymmetric geometry. I t is conceivable that the damping of
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these forces may be quite dependent upon the
direction in which the forces are measured and
the technique used to measure the damping.
Reduction of force amplitudes in multiple
connected tanks (such as partitioned tanks)
may be the result of phasing of the liquid
motions rather than energy dissipation. Therefore, the designer must specify exactly what he
is interested in-damping of fluid motions or
damping of tank forces.
I n table 4.1, and in figure 4.2, experimentally
determined damping values for an annular ring
baffle in a cylindrical tank with a flat bottom
are given as a function of free surface wave
amplitude. The values as obtained by the
five experimental methods outlined above are
compared, together with theoretical curves
calculated for conditions conforming most
closely to the assumptions of Miles' ring
damping theory (ref. 4.2). (See sec. 4.5 of this
chapter for a detailed discussion of ring damping
from the viewpoints of both theory and experiment.) Experimental damping data for a
single-ring baffle are compared in figure 4.3
with the damping factor as calculated from the
ring damping theory (ref. 4.1 1).
O n Damping Investigations

Viscous damping alone, with particular reference to liquids in moving tanks, has been
investigated from several viewpoints (refs. 4.12
through 4.15) demonstrating that the significant
variables are liquid height , liquid kine ma tic
viscosity, and tank size. Theoretically based
equations which predict the damping factor as
a function of these variables are modified with
the aid of experimental data. In certain situations, it may be feasible to rely entirely upon
viscous damping of the fluid to suppress the
liquid motions.
rn,
r n e damping ezectiveness of movable or
floating devices has been studied on many
occasions (refs. 4.16 through 4.22), but generally
with the conclusion that while floating or
movable-lid-type devices may damp liquid
motions substantially, they also involve rat,her
significant weight penalties.
Recently, additional interest has developed
in positive expulsion bags and diaphragms (refs.
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TABLE
4.1.-Damping Ratios for an Annular Ring in a Cylindrical Tank
(Ring position (h-d)lR= 2.11 ; ring-width parameter C=0.235; R= 15.1 cm; test liquid-water)
[Ref. 4.61

-2Method of damping measurement

i/R

Drivc forcc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Wave amplitude response- - - - - - - - - - - - Wnvr nmplitude decay - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Anchor forcc clccay - - - . - - - - - . - - - - - - - - -

4.16 and 4.17) because of their possible application t o the problem of propellant transfer under

weightless conditions. Experiments indicate
that a nlajor factor nffecting liquid damping is
the thickness of the membrane, since the amount
of dnmping increases (as does the first natural
frequency) with increasing thickness. Damping due to these det-ices has generally been
found to bc estreruely high.
The rnnjor effort devoted to damping of liquid
motion has been on investignting the damping
due to various types of fixed bnfffes. This is
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.013
.034
.028
.024
.021

Y

0.0085
.0071
.0075
.0064
.0061
.012
.0093
.0091
.0094
.0079
.023
.024
.0055
.0052
.0052
.0044
.OW6
.004i
.0044
.0047

-------------.-----

....................
....................
.032
.023
.017
.013
.034
.028
.024
.021 .

.0079
.0059
.0047
.0039
.0062
.0052
.0058
.0041

--..-----------------

for n good reason-they provide large damping
for relatively low weight, without other major
drawbacks. These fixed baffles may be classified into nonring type and ring type. The nonring type includes partitions and cruciforms
(these are physically locnted in the same manner
as n stringer), while the ring type includes both
symmetrical rings and asymmetrical ring segments. I n order to save weight, all of these
vnrious baffles are often perforated. I t has
been found that, within certain limits on the
percent of area removed b y perforation and
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FIGURE4.2.-Damping ratios for an annular ring in a cylindrical tank as obtained by various methods (ref. 4.6).

their diameter, a significant weight saving can
be realized without loss of damping effectiveness
or reduction in the resonant frequency. The
effectiveness of rigid-type baffles depends largely
upon the location of the baffle with respect t o
the liquid free surface and on the baffle geometry.
Baffles which have a tendency to transfer the
first-mode sloshing into a rotary motion have
been briefly investigated in references 4.23 and
4.24. Ring baffles having double spirals with
opposite directions of rotation appear to be
more desirable than single spirals, but t,he
latter, along with swirl plates, induce the
problem of liquid s~ix-1.~

ing in circular cylinde~s(refs. 4.3, 4.4, :uid 4.1.5).
The effects on damping of the liquid depth.
liquid ~linplitude, lrinematic viscosity, 11nd surface tension were specificallj- investigated hi
reference 4.15, und an empirical relationship for
calculating the damping coefficierit was obtained
in the form

4.2 VISCOUS DAMPING IN TANKS OF VARIOUS
GEOMETRY

where v is the kinematic viscosity,
" . R is the tank
radius, g is the acceleration of gravit,y, h is the
liquid depth, and 6 is the logarithmic decrement

Circular Cylindrical Tank

A t least three extensive experimental investigations have been carried out on viscous dampThis phenomenon was mentioned in ch. 2 and
discussed in more detail in ch. 3.

3 It is not clear from the text (ref. 4.15) whether this
equation was obtained from an examination of the
experimental data or was obtained by using experimental data to modify equations which appear in n
mentioned but unreferenced report of work by
Rabinovich.
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0
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X)

75

Surface tension, T ,dynes l c m

FIGURE4.4.-The

effect of surface tension on viscous
damping in a cylindrical tank (ref. 4.15).

0

o

a08

0.16
a24
Baffle depth, d,lR

a32

a40

FIGURE
4.3.-Comparison of theory and experiment for
damping provided by a Bat solid-ring baffle a s a function
of baffle depth (ref. 4.11).

of the amplitude of the free surfacc oscillations.
FOPlarge depths, h B > l .O, equation (4.8a)
rnay be approximated by

Employing two cylindrical tanks of different
diameters (20 centimeters and 51.8 centimeters)
and selecting liquids with different surface tensions T (but with identical kinematic viscosity
v), the effect of surface tension on the damping
was investigated. It was concluded that, a t
least for small tanks, surface tension can significantly affect the damping coefficient, as shown
in figure 4.4.
Damping in a cylindrical cavity with a
spherical bottom was also determined experimentally, leading to an empirical equation for
the damping coefficier~tin the form

where C2 is given in figure 4.5 as a function of
liquid depth. This equation reduces to equation
(4.8b) for large liquid depths (h/R>l.O).
I t was also determined from these experiments
(ref. 4.15) that liquid amplitudes measured a t
the wall less than 0.1R had no effect on the
damping. This is in agreement with other
studies (ref. 4.13) where no relation was found
to exist between damping and liquid amplitude
for a range of amplitudes a t least up to 0.05R.
Apparently unaware of the earlier Russian
work discussed above (ref. 4.15), a similarly
extensive experimental investigation was carried out by Stephens, e t al. (ref. 4.13). The
effects on damping of the liquid depth, efflux
rate, liquid amplitude, kinematic viscosity,
and tank size were investigated, and a damping
factor was employed which is very similar (but
not equivalent) to that given by equation
(4.8a).'

'

This equation was obtained independently by others
(rcfs. 4.3 and 4.4).
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Data Tank radius,
point
cm

[ reference]

Test liquid,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

15.2
3.8
15.2
7.6
15.2
38.1
38.1

0.836
0.00929
0.0223
0.00929
0.00929

SAE 1 0 - W oil [413]
Water [4 41
Keroseie y 4 ]
Water 4 4
Water 4 131

9

1525

0.00929

Unpublished Convair I
Astronautics data

a

FIGURE4.5.-Viscous damping coefficient for liquid in a
cylindrical tank with a spherical bottom (ref. 4.15).

Kinematic
viscosity,
stokes

The theoretical value of K given by Miles
(ref. 4.3) of K = 0 . 5 6 X 2 ~differs from the value
determined by these experiments of K=5.23.
For large depths (h/R> I ) , equation (4.10a)
reduces to
g,5.23v1/2R-3/4g-1/4
(4.10b)
This equation, as well as equation (4.Sb) are
plotted in figure 4.6, from which it is seen that
either equations (4.8) or (4.10) may be used to
obtain results which contain discrepancies of
no more than the same order as the experimental scatter.
Some investigation was also made (ref. 4.13)
to det,ermine the effect of efflux rate on damping
of the free surface displacements; no significant
effect was observed for a range of efflux rates
which caused surface velocities between 9.27
cm/sec and 0.266 cmlsec. I t is of interest to
note that two theories have been presented to
predict the relationship between "damping"
and tank drainage (refs. 4.1 and 4.5) and have
been thoroughly discussed in reference 4.25.
Except.for a single term, which can generally
be neglected as being small, the two theories
are equivalent. I t was concluded that the
damping of the amplitude of the free surface
displacements of a liquid during tank draining
is a small positive quantity.
Oblate Spheroidal Tank

A limited experimental investigation has been
conducted (ref. 4.12) to determine the damping
of the fundamental antisymmetric mode of
oscillation of water in an oblat,e spheroid. The
damping factor was defined in the form

S

Y

-

1

a 01

,

l l , , . , /

0.05 a 10
0.50 1.00
R-'*<"'
Damping parameter,

I

, .

5.0

FIGURE4.6.-Damphg-viscosity-tank size relationships
for liquid in a cylindrical tank (after ref. 4.13).

where Mo is the amplitude of a selected initial
moment and M, is the amplitude of the moment after n cycles of fluid oscillation. This
damping factor, as a function of liquid depth,
is given in figure 4.7. The increase in damping
at the low liquid depths and the increase at
large depths may be attributed to the shape
of the container with respect to the shape of
the free surface.
Spherical Tank

The damping characteristics of liquids in
spherical tanks have also been investigated
experimentally (refs. 4.14 and 4.15). The effects of kinematic viscosity, tank size, and
excitation amplitude on the damping of the
first-mode slosh forces were reported in refer-
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ence 4.14. The liquid depth was held constant
at h/R= 1.0, since the maximum slosh forces
in a spherical tank occur a t the first natural
frequency for this depth (ref. 4.26), and an
empirical relationship was obtained in the form

where C3is given as a function of h/R in figure
4.9 and B is defined in equation (4.11a). The
following empirical relationships were also
obtained :

where

The damping factor was defined bv

u-here F is slosh force and n indicates the
cycle number. I t is interesting to note that
liquid swirl was never observed for those
liquids ha\-ing kinematic viscosities greater
than approximately 0.929 stokes. The experitnental dutn and the faired curve given by
equation (4.11u) are shown in figure 4.8.
111 an independent study (ref. 4.15), damping
coefficients were also obtained ILS n function
of liquid kinematic viscosity, the gruvitational
ucceleru tion, tank radius, and liquid depth.
T h e dti~npiripratio was defined as the lognrithmic decrernrnt of thc amplitt~deof the free
surfnce clisplncements. leuding t o the empirical
reln t ionship

For h/R<O.l, equat'ion (4.9) should be employed.
I t is of interest to compare the damping
factors given by equations (4.11) and (4.12) for
the special case of the half-full tank. For this
case, C3= 1.0 and the relationship between
6R and bN is found to be

I n general, these damping factors are not
equivalent; the discrepancies may be seen in
table 4.2 where the damping factors are given
for water in sphericill tanks of radius 15.25
centimeters and 30.5 centimeters (both references
employed water to est ablish their equations
nnd both employed small test tanks with radii
varying from nboiit 12.2 centimeters to 40.6
centimeters). This discrepancy may be partly
explained on the basis that the relationship
between the decay of the amplitude of the
free surface displacements and the decny of
the slosh forces is apparently nonlinear. As
was discussed in chtlpter 3, nonlinear beba\-ior
is typical of liquid dynamics in sphericnl tanks.

TABLE
4.2.-Comparison of Damping Factors Qiiwn
by Equations (4.11~)and (4.11b)
--

R, cm

01
0

J

I

0.2

0.4
Tank fullness,

FIGURE4.7.-Variation

0.6

0.8

1.0

h12b

of ciatnping factor with tank fullness for ohlate ~pheroidaltank (ref4.12).

6 ~ 1 6 ~

(eq. ( 4 . 1 2 ~ ) )
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A

Acetylene tetrabromide

9

Water - glycerine
Acetylene tetrabromide

v

0.01

FIGURE4.8.-Average
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0. 1
Viscosity parameter.

1
B=(v/m)10*

10

first-mode damping ratio as a function of viscosity parameter for liquid in a spherical tank
(ref. 4.14).

vestigated experimentally in reference 4.15.
The empirical viscous damping relationship

FIGURE4.9.-Viscous damping coefficient for liquid in a
spherical tank (ref. 4.15).

I n reference 4.14 the damping coefficient 6N
was observed to be independent or' the excitation amplitude; in reference 4.15 the damping
coefficient 6~ was observed to be independent
of liquid free surface amplitude up to amplitudes of O.lR measured a t the tank wall.
Conical Tank

Damping of liquid motions in conical cavities
narrowing upward and downward was also in-

was obt,ained, where C4 and C5 are given in
figure 4.10 as functions of the cone semivertex
angle, a, for cones narrowing upward and
downward, and r, the radius of the free surface. This equation was found to be valid for
h/ro>l.O, and for liquid free surface displacements a t the tank wall less than about O.O1ro.
For amplitudes, measured a t the wall, greater
than O.O1ro and cone tingles c r > l O O , the damping coefficient depends upon the ampiitude oi
the free surface displacements. For example,
it was found that in a tank with a semivertex
angle of 17O, and an amplitude of O.lr,, the
damping coefficient increases by a factor of 2.
Again, damping was defined as the logarithmic
decrement of the amplitude of the free surface
displacements.
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Tank minor radius r = 6.35 cm

Test liquid, acetylene tetrabromide

p am
0-

F, 0.20
E

g

a lo
am

a06
a04

0.02
FIGURE4.1O.-Viscoufi damping coefficients for liquid in
a conical tank (ref. 4.15).
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Toroidal Tank

A limited aliiount of data was obtained in
reference 4.27 on viscous damping of acetylene
tetrnbromide in horizontally oriented toroidal
tanks, with typical results showl~in figure 4.1 1.
The damping ratio tended: (1) to be independent of the tank's rnnjor radius, and (2) to decrease t o n minimum value nt the liquid depth
ratio for which the specific slosh forces are n
i n a s i n l ~ ~ m The
.
danlpirlg ratio was defined by

where j' is the slosh force and n indicates the
cycle of liquid oscillation. Since liquid dynamic behavior in toroidal tanks is extremely
complicated (see ch. 2), the data shown in
figure 4.11 should be applied to other ~ondit~ions
or tank orientations very cautiously.
4.3

DAMPING BY MOVABLE OR LIQUID SURFACE
DEVICES

The necessity of danlping the forces and
nloments produced by the sloshing liquid leads

FIGURE
4.11.-Effect of liquid depth ratio on the damping
ratio for acetylene tetrabromide in a toroidal tank
(ref. 4.27).

one immediately to the concept of suppressing
the motions of the liquid free surface. I n
principle, this can be accomplished by some
type of rigid lid or cover which adjusts itself
to the continual reduction in liquid height, or
by some type of floating device that can absorb
a t least a portion of the energy of the moving
liquid. Both of these types of devices will be
discussed in the present section of this chapter,
while various types of fixed slosh suppression
devices (baffles) will be discussed in following
sections.
Floating Lids or Mats

The floating-lid type of liquid suppression
device has been studied by Abramson and
Ransleben (ref. 4.20). Esperiments were conducted in circular cylindrical tanks having conical bottoms; rigid lids or covers were constructed of solid plates with diameters of 99,
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material to obtain necessary buoyancy. While
this technique was rather effective in suppressing liquid motions, difficulties were encountered
in practical applications by virtue of the mat
"hanging-up" and not remaining on the liquid
surface.
Floating Cans

FIGURE4.12.-Floating

can slosh suppression device.

Floating devices, aptly described as "floating
cans" (see fig. 4.12), were also proposed by
Eulitz (ref. 4.18)) and later investigated in
detail by Abramson and Ransleben (refs. 4.19
and 4.21). These devices were fabricated of
thin perforated material, employing a hollom
sphere for buoyancy. The damping of liquidslosh forces mas fairIy effective only when the
cans were packed closely, but even so was less
than could be obtained from fixed baffles
(ref. 4.19).
Expulsion Bags and Diaphragms

85, and 67 percent of the tank diameter. Other
variables investigated were liquid density and
viscosity (three liquids were used), excitation
amplitude, and excitation frequency. I t was
concluded that: (1) the floating-lid-type device
having a diameter of 85 percent or more of the
tank diameter provides very high force damping,5 (2) the peak force response increases with
increasing values of the ratio p/v, and (3) the
forces acting directly on the lids appeared to
be rather large so tbat significant weight penalties may be involved with the use of such devices. Of course, in actual practice, the inner
tank wall of a propellant tank is generally a
complex arrangement of stringers, stiffeners,
other structural elements, plumbing, and so
forth, so that a lid diameter of the order of
85 percent to 90 percent may be difficult to
achieve unless the tank is a very large one.
Euiitz (ref. 4. i8j a'w studieci the possibiliiy of
employing a porous layer of material (commercially available coco-fiber mat) on the liquid
surface, similar to the rigid lid discussed above.
Aluminum spheres mere embedded in this
The damping factor was not explicitly calculated,
this conclusion being reached by observation and
comparison of the force response curves.
6 Forces were actually measured by means of special
dynamometer linkages.

Positive expulsion bags and diaphragms
of elastomeric materials have been considered
for the purpose of liquid transfer in a low gravity
environment (ch. 11). The slosh force damping
produced by these devices has been investigated
by Stofan (refs. 4.16 and 4.17). The variables
considered mere tank size, diaphragm and bag
thickness, and excitation amplitude. Since a
slosh force parameter mas used which is independent of liquid density and since maximum
slosh forces in a spherical tank occur for the
half-full tank, the liquid density and depth of
fluid in the tank were considered only briefly.
Slosh forces in (I $full spherical tank were
investigated employing two liquids : mercury
(ref. 4.16) and acetylene tetrabromide (ref.
4.17).
In general, it was found that significant
damping ~f the tcrce respnr?se W R S obtained.
but was strongly dependent upon the diaphragm
thickness. The second-mode force peak and
liquid swirl were completely suppressed. The
force parameter also increased with increasing
excitation amplitude and appeared to increase
with decreasing tank size. I t should also be
noted that as the diaphragm thickness increased, the peak slosh forces occurred a t succeedingly higher values of excitation frequency.
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The force damping data (the damping ratio

Cruciform Baffles

)

Damping produced by cruciform baffles (fig.
4.15) has been investigated in references 4.12,
4.28, and 4.29. These baffles are located
physically in the same manner as a stringer,
so that for the circular cylinder there is the
advantage of damping being independent of
liquid depth; for the spheroid and the sphere,
of course, damping is not independent of depth.
The disadvantage of this configuration is that
it provides only a relatively small amount of
damping.

was defined as 6=ln Fn
exhibited considerable
FPrfl

scatter (fig. 4.13). In general, the damping
ratio increased with increasing diaphragm
thickness and excitation amplit,ude (fig. 4.14)
and decreasing tank diameter. Some effect
of excitation frequency on the damping was
observed in the 81.4-centimeter-diameter tank.
Expulsion bags appeared to perform similarly
to the diaphra,pns (fig. 4.14).
4.4

DAMPING BY FIXED BAFFLES: NONRING
TYPE

An almost be~vilderingarray of baffle types
and arrangements, all with the common feature
of being fixed in location within the container,
have been proposed. Basically, all these may
be categorized as being generally of the form
of annular rings or not,. The present section is
confined t o the latter.

I

Tank
Configuratim
Contained
liquid
diameter.
cm
a 24.1
Diaphragm Mercury (ref. 4 16)
0 24.1
Diaphragm
Acetylene tetrabromid
0 52.1
Diaphragm
52.1
Bag
0 81.4
Diaphragm
----Unrestricted
sloshing ( unpublished NASA data
Thickness of bag and diaphragm = 0.0254 cm

I

1

D~aphragm
thickness, cm
0
0.0254
0
0.0508
0
0.0762
A
0. 1016
First mode
Second mode
unrestricted sloshing
unrestricted sloshing

0
I a I Tank diameter, 52.1 crn , ;X

.-0a

0.008
0.016
0.024
Excitation amplitude parameter, ( X o l d )

0.032

1.016 cm

FIGURE4.14.vEffect of excitation amplitude parameter
on maximum force parameter (ref. 4.17).

0
0.6

1.0
1.4
1.8
2. 2
Oscillatory trequency parameter, a
( b ) Tank diameter. 81.4 cm , X o 8 1.016 cm
Test liquid, acetylene tetrabromide

FIGURE
4.13.-Effect

fi

2.6

of diaphragm thickness on damping
ratio for constant excitation amplitude (ref. 4.17).

Table 4.3 sho\~-sdamping factors in a circular
cylinder tank x l t h cruciform baffles oriented 45"
and 90" to the direction of excitation (ref. 4.28).
Figure 4.16 shows the variation of damping
with liquid depth for an oblate spheroid; the
damping increnses with decreasing depth.
Damping provided by cruciform (vertical
configuration) baffles in a sphere (fig. 4.17)
has been investigated in reference 4.29. By
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TABLE
4.3.-Damping Ratios for Cruciform BaBes
in a Cylindrical Tank
[Ref. 4.281

I
I

Orientation, deg
(fig. 4.15)

I

1
dfo
/ 6 = ; l n e

rotating figure 4.17 by 90°, the symmetry of
the sphere yields a completely different baffle
arrangement (horizontal configuration). Force
response curves for both baffle arrangements
are shown in figure 4.18, compared with similar
data for the unbaffled tank.' Note that the
horizontal configuration of the baffles gives
vastly more reduction in slosh force than does
the cruciform arrangement,.

-

V ~ ~ W A - A

-
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Sector Compartmented Tanks

As discussed in detail (ch. 2), a very much
used tank configuration is the circular cylinder
compartmented into sectors by means of radial
walls.8 Of course, the principal reason for employing partitions is to shift the liquid resonant
frequencies into a more desirable range, while
perforations are introduced for weight reduction
and only secondarily to reduce the amplitude of
the liquid oscillrtti~ns.~I t is thus seen that
perforation must add damping without lowering
the resonant frequencies, or else the underlying
reason for employing the partitions is defeated.
The effects of sector wall perforation on the
resonant frequencies and damping ratio as functions of excitation amplitude and frequency,
percent and size of hole perforations, and liquid
density and viscosity have been investigated
experirnentally(refs.4.30through4.32). Dnmping factors were obtained from the force response
curves by employing the bandwidth technique.
The direction of translation with respect to the
sector walls is as indicated in figure 2.10 of
chapter 2, and size and liquid depth were generally held constant at d=36.6 centimeters and
h/2R=1.0 (water).

View B - B

Excitation

Exc~tation

TOP
C---C

Excitation
Oblate spheroid

/

Excitation
Circular cylinder

Excitation

CJ
Top ( Half sphere )

view C - c
Sohere

FIGURE4.15.-Cmciform

baffle configurations.

Liquid Resonant Frequencies

The variation of liquid resonant frequency
with perforation size, excitation amplitude, and
liquid density and viscosity has been described
for a given percentage opening and tank size in
terms of an "equivalent Reynolds number"
parameter, as shown in figure 4.19. This representation seems about as effective as any, in
view of the overall complexity of the data.
The most important feature of these curves,
obviously, is the large decrease in resonant
frequency with increasing perforation hole size
and percent open area. Clearly, the desired
upward sluft in frequencies to be obtained by
7 These data are also compared with the response
calculated for the cruciform (vertical configuration)
baffle case by an equivalent mechanical model theory
(ref. 4.29) (see also ch. 6). This theory, being
completely linear, does not provide very good
predictions.
8 See ch. 3 for a discussion of significant nonlinear
effects in compartmented tanks.
9 Recall that reduction in total force response in
compartmented tanks may occur as the result of
phasing between secton. (See chs. 2 and 3.)
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' Uqvld Damping

Ktb

\h

.'0

01
0

Side view

''

I

I

I

0.24

0.32

0.40

I

0.48

Tank fullness, h12b

FIGURE4.16.-Variation
of damping factor with tank
fullness for cruciform baffles in an oblate ~pheroid
(ref. 4.12).

FIGURE4.17.-Vertical (cruciform) baffle arrangement in
spherical tank (ref. 4.29).

compartmentation can be completely nullified
by overzealous att,empts at weight saving by
perforation. The precise nature and definition
of the transition between the two frequency
branches involves a complex interaction between various of the parameters.

The damping at the resonant frequency for
the 90°, 60°, or 45' solid wall tanks is low,
averaging approximately 0.04. However, at
frequencies below the resonant value, the liquid
sloshing is effectively damped. The experimental data (ref. 4.32) showed that perforated
sectors with less than 10 percent open area will
increase the damping ratio to approximately
0.1 while maintaining a liquid resonant frequency corresponding to a solid wall compartmented tank. For partitions with open areas
greater than 10 percent, the damping produced
is greater than 0.10, but the corresponding
liquid resonant frequencies approach that of an
uncompartmented cylindrical tank. The liquid
viscosity and excitation amplitude have as
large an effect on the liquid damping ratios as
do the perforation hole size and percent of open
area, and as much as all of these factors have on
the liquid resonant frequencies.
Attempts to present the damping ratios
versus Reynolds number, or other various
parameters which include the factors affecting
the damping, failed to yield an effective picture
of these complex data. The best that could be
done is something such as that shown in figure
4.20, which is a three-dimensional plot of the
damping ratio versus the dimensionless resonant
frequency parameter, 3d/g, and the percentage
of open sector area for a 45' sectored tank.
The results presented (ref. 4.33) are for three
values of sold, with water and methylene
chloride as the test liquids. Maximum damping is produced for sectors with open areas of
16 to 23 percent. However, the excitation
amplitude must be quite large to maintain the
resonant frequency corresponding to solid
sector walls. Additional tests with sectors of
smaller hole diameter ratios (dn/d=0.00139 and
0.00278) and open areas up to 23 percent
increased the damping ratios to an average
value of 0.15 while maintaining a frequency
corresponding to the solid wall sector tank.
Above 23 percent open area, the results become
inconsistent in frequency and damping ratio.
Test results for 60° and 90' tanks with
d n/d =0.0056 are also available (ref. 4.33). For
the 60-percent sector tank, increased damping
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FIGURE4.18.-Liquid force reaponee in a baffled spherical tank (ref. 4.29).
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45' Sector tank
Perforation hole dia. dh l d = 0.00%
Symbol

X,ld

0.00187

m
dh

=

0.00417
0.00833
0.205~111

Test liquids; water, methylene chloride

FIGURE4.20.-Variation in damping ratio for 45' sector
tank (ref. 4.33).
Equivalent Reynolds number based on perforation hole size

and excitation amplitude

IR

dr;

g"'

)

YXO

FIGURE4..19.-Vnriation in lowest liquid resonant frequency for 90'. 60°, 45' sector tanks with equivalent
Reynolds number (ref. 4.323.

ratios c~tfrequencies corresponding to the solid
sector wall exist only for open areas betwee11 S
nnd 16 percent open nrea, depending on the
excitation amplitude. Additio~ial tests
dh,/d=0.00139 and 0.00278 yielded Jnem damping ratios of t~pproximately0.12 at 16 percent
to 23 percent open sector area, dependin:: on
excitntion amplitude. The smaller open area
c orresponds to the lower escitation amplitudes.
I n the 90' tank, sectors with tlh/d=0.0056 lose
their compnrt~nentationeffect at small excittltion ninplitudes; however, tests with sector
walls htiving dh/d=0.00139 and 0.00275: and up
to 30 percent open wen produced metin dtlmping
rrltios of 0.12 tit frequencies corresponding to tlie
solid sector ~ ~ for1 xo/d=0.0041
1
7 cuid 0.00833.
Tests nt xo/d<0.00417 with tl,,/d=0.00139
gave results similar to the solid sector. The
results for dh/d=0.00279 were incoliclusive,

and n o consistent damping ratios or resonant
frequencies could be obtained.
Asymmetrical Plate Segment Baffles

Baffles having tlie form of a segment of n
circulnr p l ~ ~ tand
e , mounted normal to the wnll
in a circular cylindrical tank, have been investigated in references 4.23, 4.34, and 4.35. Experiments conducted in reference 4.23 indicated
that these baffles could possibl~provide large
values of damping by transferring energy from
the first mode of liquid oscillation into a high
frequency checkerboard mode.
Subsequent
experiments carried out in reference 4.34 indicated that one particular asymmetric baffle
arrangement provided Inore damping than did
one particular ring baffle. (The areas of the
two types of baffles were equivalent and they
were equal to 16 percent of the cross-sectional
nrea of the tank.) Somewhat contrasting
results were obtained by Garza (ref. 4 . 3 5 ) , who
found that a particular ring baffle provided
greater damping than did a particular asymmetric baffle a t baffle depths from d,/R=O, to
tl,/lZ=0.12 and approximately the same amount
of danlping a t greater depths. I n the latter
experiments, the bame nrea was 28 percent of
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the tank cross-sectional area; the experimental
results obtained are shown in figure 4.21.
These contrasting results are 11ot contradictory
because of the different baffle areas involved;
however, they do indicate clearly the need for
further experiments before asymmetric baffles
can be recommended for use in design.

Ring & asymmetrical baffles
C; 0.286 ( 28.6% baffle area
w 1R 0. 157 Test liquid, water

-

Solid points indicate multivalued
possibilities for frequency due to
ring swments

0

0.08

0.16
0.24
B f f l e depth, dsl R

0.32
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been studied experimentally in quite some
detail and, to some extent, theoretically as
well. As we discussed early in this chapter,
Miles (ref. 4.2) using data based upon reference
4.36 succeeded in obtaining an analytical expression for the free surface damping produced
by a solid ring baffle. The range of validity of
Miles' theory was later extended (ref. 4.6).
Bauer (ref. 4.37) modified Miles' results to
account for the fact that part of the baffle may
emerge from the liquid during a slosh cycle.
The damping caused by the ring baffle breaking
through the free liquid surface, though, is not
accounted for (fig. 4.22). Experiments (refs.
4.6 and 4.11) have indicated, as we saw in
figure 4.3, that for a certain baffle and tank
geometry, this damping can be considerably
larger than that predicted by Miles. For
greater baffle depths, the theoretical prediction:,
are generally quite good.

0.40

FIGURE4.21.-Liquid

resonant frequencies and damping
ratios for ring and asymmetrical baffled cylindrical
tanks (ref. 4.35).
.I=.,-.-Tstersrtinn
99
between a flat solid-ring baffle
and the liquid free surface at shallow liquid depth
(ref. 4.38).

v---...r.

4.5

DAMPING BY FIXED BAFFLES: RING TYPE

Introduction

Symmetrical ring baffles, often perforn ted
to save weight, are c o m m o n l ~used in rockets
and spacecraft to reduce the effects of propellant sloshing. The damping of liquid motions in cylindrical tanks by ring baffles has

A great variety of modifications to the basic
flat, solid annular ring baffle can easily be
envisioned, some of which are sketched in
figure 4.23. Generally, it appears that anything that is done to reduce the sharpness of
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and thus normal to an annular ring located a
s m d distance below the free surface. Energy
dissipation results from wave motion being
2
opposed by the ring pressure
CD, where o is

%

I

Flat plate

Flat plate
45O

Hat

UP

Lip

Vanes

Fingers

T with
cutouts

Thick plate

Flat plate
45 down

the local wave velocity producing the pressure
and CD is the local drag coefficient. I t is then
shown (ref. 4.2) that the damping ratio for
ring damping in a circular cylindrical tank can
be expressed by

Lip with
cutouts

T

FIGURE
4.23.-Ring baffle configuration8 (ref. 4.23).

the edge plate (lip, snndwich, T, etc.) reduces
the baffle effectiveness. Rings with radial
cleamnce, conic sections (perforated and unperforatcd) , and cruciforms in spheroidal tanks
hnl-e all been investigated (ref. 4.28). Nearly
all of these experiments hare indicnted the
snperioritj- of flat ring baffles iu providing a
great deal of damping for relatively small weight
penalties. We shall therefore devote considerable discussion tc) these within the following
pages.
Ring Damping in Cylindrical Tanks-Theory

The damping of liquid free surface oscillations in a circular cylindrical tank by a flat
solid ring baffle has been predicted theoretically,
as we hare already noted, by Miles (ref. 4.2).
The theory has been extended by O'Neill
(ref. 4.6) and modified by Bauer (ref. 4.37).
The liquid, oscillating in its fundamental
mode, produces a ware having its maximum
urnplitltde a t the mull. The direction of flow
in the vicinity of the wall is essentially vertical,

where d,, c, nnd 'i are related to tanks geometry
and are shown in figure 4.2. This relationship
is based upon the assumptions: (1) the fluid
is oscillating in its fundamental mode and
linearized potential theory accurately describes
the flow except in a small region near the ring;
(2) the local flow in the region of the ring is
unaffected by the free surface or the tank
bottom; (3) the circular frequency is accurately
tipproximated by the potential flow solution for
the undamped circular frequency (see ch. 2 ) ;
and (4) the drag coefficient is independent of
the angular coordinate. Assumptions (1) and
(2) require that

while assumption (3) requires that the damping
be moderat,ely small.
An espression for the drag coefficient, based
upon certain experimental data (ref. 4.36), was
presented by Miles ns

where U , is the tirnewise maximum velocity,
T the period, and D the plat,e widt,h. For
large liquid depths, h/2R>1, and for the
dominant sloshing mode in a c,ylindrical tank,
the above espression for CD can be rewritten
(employing the presen't notation) as

Substitution of equation (4.15) into equation
(4.14) yields the damping ratio
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FIGURE
4.24.-Damping
d

factor as a function of baffle depth calculated from Miles' theory (after ref. 4.37).

(f)"'

r=2.83e-4.6--dC;f2

(4.16)

I t should be noted that the damping decreases
exponentially with increasing dJR. Calculated curves of damping factor versus baffle
depth for various liquid amplitudes and with
baffle width as a ammeter are shown in figure
4.24.

Two significant contributions relative to
--.
.
equation (4.16) h a r e been made in reference
4.6. First, the dimensionless force parameter
F , ~ ~
was~ introdueed10
R ~
and the
of this parameter lvns related to 7 by

_

"JThis force parameter is based upon the similitude
theory presented in ref.'4.19, and is generally employed
it is often easier to measure than is the liquid
amplitude.
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employing linearized potential theory. For
liquid oscillations in the fundamental mode in
n deep tank, the relationship is

where ng is the acceleration along the tank
axis. Substituting this into equat,ion (4.16)
yields

Either equation (4.16) or (4.17) may be used to
calclilate the dnmping rntio. The advantage in
using equation (4.17) is that no visual obserl-ation of the sloshing liquid itself, but only the
force, is required. The second significant contribution is the estension of the range of validity
of equations (4.16) and (4.17) through experimental observations. I t was indicated that
these equations may be employed for any value
of 5 or
pertinent and reasonnble for
R
pngR3
ring dnmping in propellant tanks, for any ring

-

(L)

submergence % > 0 , and for ring widths correI? spondirig t o C,<0.25. The datn did have considerable scatter, but most of the damping
nitios fell I\-ithin h 3 0 percent of the predicted
values.
It should he noted that Bauer (ref. 4.37) has
developed estensive plots from Miles' theory

showing the damping ratio for various values
of baffle depth, baffle width, liquid amplitude,
and baffle location. (See fig. 4.24.) He also
computed the damping ratio as a function of
liquid depth in a tank having a number of ring
baffles, as shown typically in figure 4.25. The
figure shows the effects of various baffle spacing
and is based on 10 baffles above and 10 below
the undisturbed liquid free surface.
As we discussed earlier, Bauer (ref. 4.37) also
attempted to account for the condition during
sloshing where part of the baffle emerges from
the liquid. The effect is shown in figure 4.26
and can be compared directly with Miles'
result from figure 4.24 (see also fig. 4.3).
Ring Damping in Cylindrical Tanks-Experiment

Damping produced by ring baffles in cylindrical tanks has bee11 investigated extensively
in a number of the references already cited in
this chapter as well as in reference 4.38. Most
of these studies h a r e indicated that: (1) the flat
ring baffle is a very effective damping device,
and (2) the damping ratio is approximately
independent of the mode of excitation (pitching
or tmnslation) .
The experiments of O'Neill (ref. 4.6), as
discussed previously, have extended the ~ralidity
of the range of the ring damping theory of
Miles and have compared various methods of
obtaining the damping factor. Abramson and

0
Decreasing liquid level

FIGURE
4.25.-Damping factor for a series of ring baffles
calculated from Miles' theory (ref. 4.37).

FIGURE4.26.-Damping factor as a function of baffle
depth calculated from Bauer's theory (ref. 4.37).
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Garza (ref. 4.11) and Stephens (ref. 4.28) have
investigated in detail various geometrical parameters and their effects on liquid resonant
frequency and damping ratio. We shall present
and discuss various of these results in the
following paragraphs.
Liquid Resonant Frequency

The presence of a baffle obviously modifies
the liquid resonant frequency, especially when
it is located near the liquid surface (ref. 4.25).
Figure 4.27 shows this effect, with baffle width
as a parameter, for a single flat solid ring baffle.
For perforated baffles, the frequency becomes
dependent upon both the perforation hole size
and the percent open (ref. 4 . 1 1 ) , as can be seen
4.29. (Solid ring baffle data
in figures 4 . 2 ~ ' u n d
are also included in these figures, for comparison; the effects of baffle width are given in
fig. 4.27.) All of these experimental data
show, generally, that the liquid resonant frequency is a maximum for a baffle located a t the
liquid free surface, decreases to a minimum a t
a baffle depth near d,/R=O.lO, and then increases gradually with increasing d , / R until the

28
0

0.08

0.16
Baffle depth,

0.24
dSIR

0.32

0.40

FIGURE4.28.-Effect of percent perforation on liquid
reeonant frequencies as a function of baffle depth
(ref. 4.11)-

first liquid resonant frequency of an unbaffled
tank is reached. For baffle depths greater than
tl,/R=0.06, it may be observed that for 0.201centimeter-diameter hole perforations the frequency increases with increasing percent of hole
perforations; the frequency also increases with
perforation hole size for a given percentage perforated area. Since the excitation amplitude
significantly affects the frequency, measurements were made for various values ranging
3
then the data
from 0.00184 L x o / d ~ 0 . 0 0 8 2 and
presented in terms of rms values.
For design purposes, the axial spacing
between each of a series of ring baffles should
be less than about d,/R=0.08. This configuration yields the highest possible resonant
frequency which can be maintained with u
given baffle system. This effect is shown in
figure 4.30 for two ring baffles.
Baffle location, dS 1 R

FIGURE
4.27.wVariation in liquid resonant frequency with
baffle location (ref. 4.28).

Liquid Damping

The damping ratio for flat single-ring baffles
is quite dependent upon excitation amplitude,
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I

o

a08

I

I

a16
0.24
Baffle depth, dSIR

1

I

a32

a40
A

FIGURE4.29.-Effect of perforation hole size on liquid
resonant frequencies as a function of baffle depth
(ref. 4.11).

as shou~11in figure 4.31, so that the various
data will again be presented in terms of rms
values. Figures 4.32 and 4.33 show the effects
of percent perforation and hole size on damping
factor, while figure 4.34 again shows the effect
of baffle width, for solid ring baffles.
We hare alreadj discussed in detail the
correlntion with theory, as shown in figure
4.3, and, therefore, shall avoid repetition in
this section.
The effects of liquid kinematic viscosity on
the resonant frequency and damping ratio
were not considered in these experiments
(ref. 4.11); however, if the trends established
in cylindrical tanks having perforated partitions (sec. 4.4) can be used as crude criteria,
then it mag turn out that the effects of kinematic viscosity are significant for perforated
ring baffles.
Tests were also conducted wit11 two solid
ring baffles in the tank to determine the
effects o r 1 damping- one bnHe being placed
above and one below the liquid surface, the

zc

6.0

4.0

2.0

Liquid resonant frequency parameter, w e d l g

FIGURE4.30.-Effects

of double rings as a function of
baffle depth (ref. 4.38).

results being shown in figure 4.30. These
data indicate that the baffle above the surface
is effective only if its distance from the free
surface is less than about dJR=0.125, while
the submerged baffle is effective from about
dJR=O to d,/R=0.375. Tests of this nature
are useful to designers in thrtt. they indicate
the baffle spacing corresponding to some
minimum acceptable damping ratio.
Conical-Section Baffles

The perforated conical ring baffles have also
been investigated sufficiently t,o warrant some
brief presentation of data within this section.
Figure 4.35 shows the variation in damping
factor as a function of baffle location, with
baffle width as a paramet,er; one set, of data for
the inverted baffle is also included. Data for
two perforated baffles (50 percent open) are
shown in figure 4.36. These data would seem
t o indicate trends t ~ n dvalues quite similar to
those obtained for the flat rings.
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mental mode in a cylindrical tank is given by

-

Symbol
---0--

X,ld

0.00184
0.00417
0.00833

p
=- 2ng
elRp cos e ( I )

--*---*a-

-

)'

-,,+

J (el R

Jl(el)

e

R,

%<r<R

RMS(X,ld=
0.00184 to

0. m33

where p is the pressure, c=1.84 is the first
root of J((e) =0, and d,, ao,r, R, e, 8, are related
to tank geometry and coordinates as shown in
figure 4.39. I t is seen that the pressure distribution varies with the cosine 8 around
the circumference of the baffle and varies only
slightly with the coordinate r for values of
w/R generally employed in practice. The
total moment Mb acting to overtllrn the baffle

"

0

0.08

0.16

0.24

0.32

0.40

Baffle depth, dSIR

FIGURE4.31.dEffect of excitation amplitude on damping effectivenese of a solid flat ring baffle as a function of
baffle depth (ref. 4.38).

Conical-section perforated-ring baffles were
also studied experimentally in the laboratory,
with relation to simulation of a specific fullscale vehicle (ref. 19). (This study also included floating can devices, as discussed in
sec. 4.3.) Figure 4.37 shows force response
curves, comparing the full-scale prototype
and model data, while figure 4.38 shows the
variation of damping factor wit,h an equivalent
Reynolds number parameter, of the type
me~ticr?edpre+;,zus!-~.
J
I2 t!:k latter figure,
data on floating cans (independent of liquid
depth since they are surface devices) are also
included.
Loads on Rigid Flat Ring Baffles

Some early data on baffle loads were given
by Srmstrong and Kachigan (ref. 4.39). The
dynamic pressure at any point on the baffle
resulting from liquid sloshing in its funda-

-

RMS ( X,ld 0.00184 to 0.00833 )
Test liquid, water
d = 36.6 cm

g

w 1 R = 0.157

a20

L

"0

0.08

0.16

0.24

0.32

0.40

Baffle depth, dS 1 R

FIGURE4.32.wEffect of percent perforation on damping
effectiveness as a function of baffle depth (ref. 4.11).
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1 d = 36.6Vcm
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Test liguid, water
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FIGURE
4.33.-Effect of perforation hole size on damping
effectiveness as a function of baffle depth (ref. 4.11).
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FIGURE4.34.wVariation in damping factor with bame
location for eolid baffles (ref. 4.28).
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Baffle depth, d s l R
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FIGURE4.35.-Variation in damping factor with baffle
location for solid conical-section baffles (ref. 4.28).

Baffle depth, d S I R

FIGURE4.36.WVariation in damping factor with baffle
location for perforated conical-section baffles (ref.
4.28).
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9
Phase angle
( Deg.)

100

Frequency parameter,

dw21g

FIGURE
4.37.-Comparison of model and ABMA full-wale tests of force response in a tank with conical rings (ref. 5.19).

is obtained by integration of this pressure
distribution over the baffle. Thus

+ ( %\LC/
YE1

7

,.

)

l\tll

I

(4.19a)

I t can readily be determined by integration of
the force per unit lenqth of baffle over the
circumference of the baffle that

Mb=xR2Fa

-

F=2FbR=-

2144
7rE

(4.19~)

Figure 4.40 shou-s a plot of the left-hand side
as a function of tl,/R for
of equation (4.19~~)
various values of ao/R, valid for fluid depths
h/R>l. For lower depths, a correction factor
CF is given as
d.

_I

-

baffle is therefore

(4.19b)

and that the total force )'acting on one-half the

ee'E

CF=
cosh

$)+sinh

( E ~

$)tanh (el $)
(4.20a)

to be applied such that

,Mb (true) =Mh[eq. (4.19a)lX CF (4.20b)
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of damping factor with equivalent Reynolds number for conical-section rings and floating cans
(ref. 4.19).

Figure 4.41 sho~vsa co~npnrisonof theory and
experiment for the force on 11 ring baffle; the
:igreemen t is quite good.
Another theoretical analysis of baffle loads
~vnscarried out by IJiu (ref. 4 . 4 0 ) . He emplo-ed conformal mapping to transform the
bnMe and tank wall into a simple plane for
which n solt~tion to Bernoulli's equation can
readily be obtained, and then having the velocity tlnd pressure distribntion on the baffle in
the transforn~edplane, the inverse trnnsfurmntion yielding the solutiorl in the physical plnne.
Tile final result for the pressure on the baffle
takes the forni
?I= (2pw)Fwp-3.06-2d

6 8 1 0
d"' 9"'

,l 1

(y/w)'sin wt cos e ( 4 . 2 1 )

where y is tlie coordincite in the radial direction
rliet~suredinward from the tank wall.
Figure 4.42 sliows a comparison of gressilres
(111 baffles 11s computed from equation (4.2 1 )
1111d ILS measured by Garza (ref. 4 . 4 1 ) , for
0=O0 with solid rings. For f?=30° und 60°,

Garza found some slight reduction in the pressures and a general but slight flat,tening of the
curves. The experimental data are generally
slightly higher than are the calculated values.
Figure 4.43 compares the experimental force
data with the predictions of both theories.
Except for very shallow baffle depths, the
theoretical predictions rippear to bracket the
measured values. Garza also investigated
(ref. 4 . 4 1 ) the effects of baffle perforation,
employing about the same range of parameters
utilized in previous studies of baffle characteristics (ref. 4 . 1 1 ) . Both increasing perforation
hole size and percent perforation resulted in
reductions in the force acting on the baffle up to
as much as 25 to 30 percent.
Ring Damping in Spheroidal Tanks
Oblate Spheroids

The performance of ling baffles in an oblate
spheroidal t8ank has been investigated in reference 4.12. The variables considered were
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+R+
Geometry

FIGURE4.40.-Moments acting on an annular ring baflle
as a function of baffle depth and width (ref. 4.39).
coordinates
Fb

L.4 ~ o d a l

line

Distance to center of pressure
of Fb (approximately equal to R
for small w l R )
Fb - The value of the force per unit
length of baffle at 8 0

/

-

Pressure distribution over half - baffle

FIGURE 4.39.-Geometry,
coordinates, and pressure
distribution for ring pressure calculations.

the baffle submergence, tank fullness, baffle
width, ~ ~ m p l i t l ~ofl ethe free s ~ r f s c edisplacements, and liquid kinematic viscosity. The
variation of the liquid natural frequency mith
liquid depth and baffle location was also determined. The tank orientation is as shown
in figure 4.44 and the damping factor was
defined by

The variation of the damping factor with
tank fullness for ring baffles of various widths
is shown in figure 4.44. I t is seen that t,he
damping increases with baffle width, and also
with tank fullness until a maximum value is
reached when the liquid level is approximat.ely
at the baffle and then decreases with increasing
fullness. The maximum damping also increases
as hg (fig. 4.44) is reduced. As the baffle is
moved up, above the liquid free surface, the
damping factor curve becomes much sharper
with about the same maximum value. A
comparison of damping factor obtained in
both ring baffled and unbaffled tanks is shown
in figure 4.45. The rather strong variation of
damping with the free surface displacement Z
(measured at the wall) is shown in figure 4.46,
for a constant baffle width.
Soherical Tanks

Ring damping in spherical tanks has been
investigated in references 4.29 and 4.42. The
baffles used in reference 4.29 were perforated
mith 23 percent open area, a hole diameter of
0.02 inch, and a width ratio of w/R=0.285; the
configuration is shown in figure 4.17. (This has
been referred to earlier in this section as the
cruciform or verticd arrangement; rotation of
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Mean experimental values measured
nder steady sloshing

(Values are RMS pressures
at y l w - 0 . 3 2 for X , l d 0.00417, 0.00833 & 0.0107 I
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FIGURE
4.42.-Comparison of theoretical and experimental
pressures on a solid-ring baffle (ref. 4.41).
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FIGURE4.41.-Comparison

of theory and experiment for
forces acting on an annular-ring baffle (ref. 4.39).

paragraph.) The effects of several baffle variables on the liquid resonant frequency, force
response, and damping factor defined by 6=ln

the figure by 90" gives the horizontal arrangement,.) The total force response and the
damping factors obtained from force response
dntn by means of the bandwidth technique
are shown in figure 4.1s. It is seen from these
data that while the baffles lowered the fundamentnl frequency, they prorided considerable
damping over that of an unbaffled tank. It
tllso appears that the horizontal bnffle configurlition provides greater damping than does
the cruciform configuration.
Sumner (ref. 4.42) also considered the perfolniunce of l~luiulnr ring baffles in spherical
tanks containing water (fig. 4.47). (Note that
this h n f l c tlrrangernent is entirely different
from either of those considered by Abramson
(ref. 4.29) and mentioned in the preceding

I)&(

were in~estigat~ed.-4s also indicated

by the earlier experiments (ref. 4.29), the
dynamic behavior of liquids in spherical tanks
is relntively nonlinear and complex, thus imposing sonle difficulties in presentation of data.
The liquid resonant frequency increases with
increasing liquid depth and incrertsing baffle
width, as sho~vn in figure 4.48. A sharp
increase in this frequency occurs for liquid
levels a t or slightly above the baffle; further
increase in depth then results in a sharp decrease in the frequency. This rapid rariatiori
is believed to be cnused by the bnffle effect'ively
changing the tank geometry. Figure 4.49
compares relative data for single-ring and
three-ring configurations, for a single baffle
\rid th.
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for X, ' d = 0.00417,
0.00833 & 0.0107)
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FIGURE4.45.-Variation

of damping with tank fullness
for oblate spheroidal tanks with and without ring
baffles (ref. 4.12).
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FIGURE
4.43.-Comparison

of theoretical and experimental
forces on a solid-ring baffle (ref. 4.41).
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FIGURE4.G.-Variation

of damping factor with slosh
amplitude ratio for oblate spheroidal tanks with ring
baffles (ref. 4.12).
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The effect of excitation frequency, liquid
depth, and baffle width on damping ratio may
be seen in figures 4.53 through 4.56, the first
two for a single-ring arrangement and the last
two for a three-ring arrangement. The maximum ralue of the damping obtained by varying
the excitation frequency and holding constant
the other variables is denoted as the first-mode
damping ratio. Maximum damping was generally obtained mhen the liquid depth was
approximately a t the baffle. These rigid baffles
provided high damping mhen the liquid surface
was less than 0.1R below and 0.5R above the
baffle. The three-ring baffle configuration provided damping ratios greater than 0.1 through
a range of liquid depths 0.25 <h/d 1 0 . 8 0 .

1.0
0.1

0.2

0.3 0.4
0.5 0.6
0.7
Liquid - depth ratio, h 12R

0.8

0.9

FIGURE 4.48.-Variation
of fundamental frequency
parameter with liquid depth ratio for rigid single-ring
baffles in a spherical tank (ref. 4.42).

The slosli forces vary with escitation frequency and reach n rnaximunl at approximately
the liquid resonant frequency, increasing with
increasing excitation amplitude and decreasing
baffle width, as shown in figures 4.50 and 4.51 ;
the variation \vit,h liquid depth may be seen in
figure 4.52. In general, it was found that, for
this series of esperiments, the optJimum baffle
width, from considerations of slosh suppression
charac teristics and baffle weight, corresponded
to w/R=0.125. Also, for each baffle configuration, the slosh forces were most effectively
suppressed when the liquid free surface was
a t or slightly above the baffle so that the
baffle remained completely submerged during
the liquid oscillations. The rigid baffles were
ineffective in reducing the slosh forces for
liquid levels more than 0.30R to 0.40R above
and below the baffle location. The rigid,
three-ring baffle configuration effectively suppressed the slosh forces for all liquid depths
tested.

Flexible Baffles
All the foregoing considerations of damping
by fixed baffles have referred to rigid solid or
perforated baffles. A number of studies, however, suggested that flexible baffles may offer
substantial advantages in terms of both increased damping effectiveness and reduced
baffle weight (refs. 4.28 and 4.42). An investi-

heoretical unrestrlc
fundamental frequency
( ref. 4.26 )Test Iiqu id, water
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0.4
0.5
0.6 0.7
Liquid - depth ratio, h 12 R

0.8

0.9

FIGURE
4.49.-Variation of average fundamental frequency
parameter with liquid depth ratio for a rigid three-ring
baffle in a spherical tank (ref. 4.42).
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parameter as a function of excitation frequency parameter for rigid single-ring baffles in a
spherical tank (ref. 4.42).
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gation of flexible baffles u7as therefore undertaken and reported by Stephens (ref. 4.43).
The various baffle configurations examined by
Stephens are shon-n in figure 4.57. Of these,
the elastic cantilever configuration was so far
superior in its high damping and very low
weight characteristics (quite thin and flexible
materials ]\-ere considered, dotl-n to 0.005l-cmthick Mylar) that most effort was devoted to it.
The mechanism of energy dissipation is involved
with the formation of a strong vortex in the
liquid as it flows past the baffle.
Two nondimensional parameters were found
to be of importance, as shown in figure 4.58.
The first involves the periodicity of the liquid
and the second the baffle flexibility. The effect
of baffle flexibility is shown in figure 4.59, with
liquid period as a parameter. The magnitude
of the relative damping is greater than unity
over all of the range of baffle flexibility sho~vn,
but decreases rapidly as flexibility increases
to the point, a t - which the baffle offers no
resistance to the flow.

I

I

I

I

Baffle width ratio.
wlR
No baffle

I

I

Excitation amplitude parameter, (X,ld l

FIGURE
4.51.-Variation of first-mode slosh-force parameter with excitation amplitude parameter for rigid
single-ring baffles in a spherical tank (ref. 4.42).

l a ) Excitation amplitude parameter, X,ld

-

0.00488

FIGURE
4.55.-Variation of first-mode slosh-force parameter with liquid depth ratio for rigid single-ring baffles in a spherical
tank (ref. 4.42).
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FIGURE4.53.-Damping ratio as a function of excitation frequency parameter for rigid single-ring baffles in
tank (ref. 4.42).
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FIGURE4.54.-Variation of first-mode damping ratio with
liquid depth ratio for rigid single-ring baffles in a spherical tank (ref. 4.42).
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FIGURE 4.55.-Damping

ratio as a function of excitation frequency parameter for rigid three-ring bafne in a spherical
tank (ref. 4.42).
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FIGURE4.56.-Variation of first-mode damping ratio with
liquid depth ratio for rigid three-ring baffles in a spherical tank (ref. 4.42).
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FIGURE4.58.-Governing nondimensional
parameters for flexible baffles.
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PRINCIPAL NOTATIONS

a, b=tank dimensions for an oblate spheroid
ao=inside radius of the baffle
d =tank diameter
dh= diameter of perforations of perforated
baffle
tl,= baffle depth below the free surface
E=energy of motion, modulus of elasticity
in tension and compression
F= force
g=gravitational acceleration
h=liquid depth
ln=natural logarithm
M= moment
ny =axial acceleration of the tank
p=pressure on the baffle

R= tank radius
ro=radius of the free surface
r, 8, z=cylindrical coordinates
u;= baffle width
x,= excitation amplitude
z=amplitude of liquid displacement from
undisturbed surface measured a t the
wall
a= cone semivertex angle
y=ratio of actual to critical damping
d=logarithmic decrement
v =liquid kinematic viscosity
p=liquid mass density
Q= excitation frequency
w=circular frequency of liquid oscillations

Chapter 5

Simulation and Experimental Techniques
Part I. Simulation of Liquid Sloshing
John F. Daltell

5.1

INTRODUCTION

There is considerable justification, both technical and economic, for modeling sloshing
phenomena in the laboratory. The model is
almost always small relative to the prototype
and thus costs little to build, compared to the
prototype, and usually proportionately less to
modify. At times models add certainty to an
analytical approach, and in other cases provide
the physical insight required to formulate
analytical approaches. Small-scale modeling
has become an essential complement to theoretical stiidies and full-scale observations of the
behavior of fuel in the tanks of booster rockets
and spacecraft.
The initial design of simulation experiments
has much in common with the design of the
final product in that it is usually impossible or
impractical to satisfy simultaneously every
aspect of the ideal goals of the design. Consequently, the most important part of an experimental design is the judgment of the designer
as to which parameters, fluid properties, and
system variables are important and which are
not. I n all cases, theory and previous experimental observations are combined in this judgment to the extent possible. However, if the
simulation is necessary a t all, some aspects of
the underljkg theory must be speculative, unconfirmed, missing, or perhaps too difficult to
evaluate. The methods implied by the theory
of similitude and dimensional analysis afford
the designer of experiments a unifying tool
which will ordinarily reduce the number of
variables in the problem and systematize the
requirements of the simulation. These methods,

however, do not remove the requirements for
good judgment, since there is no one path to
follow in their application to a given problem.
An extensive modern literature on similitude
and dimensional analysis is available. References 5.1 through 5.3 are examples of general
texts, while references 5.4 through 5.6 are examples of textbooks containing treatments
oriented toward fluid dynamics (this .list is by
no means exhaustive).
5.9 REVIEW OF DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS AS

CUSTOMARILY APPLIED TO SIMULATION

Any physical measurement has two general
characteristics : qualitative and quantitative.
The qualitative characteristics serve to identify
the class of quantities with which the measurement is to be associated and are called the
dimensions of the quantity measured. The
quantitative part of the measurement involves
a number and an arbitrary standard of comparison called a unit (the measurement; "3 in."
has dimensions of length and units of inches).
Insofar as Newtonian mechanics is concerned,
the four dimensional categories of Force,
F; Mass, M; Length, L; and Time, T,are related through the second law of motion

or dimensionally:

(where the symbol ( 5 ) denotes dimensional
but not necessarily numerical equivalence) so
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t,hat any one of the four may be defined in
terms of the other three. I t is convenient and
traditional to regard three of these four categories as independent, basic dimensions. In
many analyses, force, length, and time are
considered basic-in
as many others, mass,
length, and time are taken. The choice is a
matter of convenience, though the M-L-T
system has been most often used in sloshing
simulation analyses. For problems involving
heat or electricity, additional basic quantities
(temperature, e; quantity of heat, H; charge,
Q; etc.) are often considered as basic dimensions. With conventional measuring techniques, the dimensions of any mechanical
quantity may be expressed as a product of
integral powers of the basic dimensions.
The methods of dimensional analysis are
built on the principle of dimensional homogeneity (an equation expressing a physical
relationship between quantities must be
dimensionally homogeneous). The formal
methods were probably started by Lord Rayleigh (ref. 5.7) and improved upon by Buckingham (ref. 5.8) with a broad generalization
known as the *-theorem. The *-theorem,
in general terms, states that the -number of
dimensionless and independent quantities required to express a relationship among the
variables in any phenomenon is equal to the
number of quantities involved, minus the number of independent dimensions in which those
quantities may be measured. These dimensionless quantities are comnlonly called "Tterms," and the only restriction on them is
that they be dimensionless and independent.
There are a variety of methods in common
use for deriving valid sets of *-terms from a
given list of variables (one or more dependent)
and parameters. A commonly accepted formal
procedure which insures independence is as follows, given a list of n variables (al, a*, . . . a,)
containing m fundamental dimensions.
The conceptual functional relationship of the
n variables may be written:

I t is desired to form a function of *-terms

which is an equally valid representation of the
phenomenon

Each *-term must have the form

where the x k are to be determined. Each
dimensionally

is

(where the Djdenote the m fundamental dimensions, L, T, M , e, e t ~ . ) . Thus the general
*-term is dimensionally

If T is to be dimensionless, the combined exponent on each of the dimensions D jmust be
zero. Thus, for j= 1, 2, . . . m,

Since equation (5.8) represents a system of m
linear algebraic equations in n unknowns (the
zk), it is possible, generally, to solve this
system of equations for the first m values of s t
in terms of linear combinations of the remaining
n-m unknown exponents. This general solution may be written for k = l , 2, . . . m;
n

5k=

C cvgv
p=m+l

(5.9)

\vl~erethe c p k are functions of the ajk and are
ccllculsble in general, if the determinant of t,he
coeffi~ientsa,~(j=1,2
. . . m;k=1,2 . . . m)
is nonzero. If the original list of variables
contains each of the basic dimensions in more
t l ~ a none \r&riable, and if the basic dimensions
do not always occur in the same combination
in the dimensional representation of the variables, it will be possible to make a choice of m
of the \1nknown exponents x k such that the
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solution, equation (5.9), is possible. The x, in
equation (5.9) are arbitrary. Thus, there are
an unlimited number of solutions for the set of
exponents, xk, (li= 1, 2 . . . m), since the set of
exponents, x,, ( p = m + l , . . . n), may be
chosen in a n unlimited number of ways. Thus,
it is possible to form a solution by setting
X,+I equal to unity and all the other x, to
zero. This process can be repeated by setting
each of the x, equal to unity in turn. The
result is n-m sets of solutions for the esponents
xk, (k = 1, 2, . . . m), as follows:

The theory of linear equations states that there
are n -m linearly independent solutions to
equation (5.9). The n-m sets of solutions
shown in equations (5.10) constitute n-m such
linearly independent sets of solutions, probably
the simplest set. If a member of this set
(eqs. (5.10)) is replaced by itself multiplied by
any number other than zero, the resulting set
remains a linearly independent one. Similarly
any member of the set of solutions (eqs. (5.10))
may be replaced b it.s sum with any or all of
the other members of the set with the same
result.
T h e general *-term may be written by
(5.5)
substituting equation (5.9) into eql~at~ion

X [afnl agnz .

. . a:sra,,pn.i
for [i=l-,2,

...

(n-m)]

(5.11)

I n this expression, t,he subscript i has been
added to denote n-m particular choices of the
arbitrary exponents xk. Equations (5.10) show
that one permissible choice for t'hese exponents
yields the n-m bracketed terms in equation
(5.11) for the n-m independent n-terms.
Other choices for the arbitrary esponents are
just as valid so long as the set of xk chosen will
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result in n-?n linearly independent solutions
of equation (5.9).
I t is evident from the form of equation (5.11)
and the conditions on the linearly independent
solutions of equation (5.9) that so long as
replacenlent operations are carried out one
at a time:
(1) Any member of a valid set of n-terms
may be replaced by itself raised to any (nonzero) power; and
(2) Any member of a valid set of n-terms
may be replaced by itself raised to any nonzero
power and multiplied by any or all of the other
members of the set, each raised to any power.
I n general, while two analysts performing tt
systematic dimensional analysis of the same
set of variables may come up with valid sets
of n-terms having different form, they must
each have the same number of terms, and it
will be possible to transform the results of the
first analyst into those of the second; in other
words, the formal methods of dimensional
analysis imply that alternative solutions for a
valid set of n-terms are not independent, and
hence no one of them can be expected to contain any essential information not common to
the others.
There are some obvious restrictions on the
nature of the set of m variables chosen to be
repeating in equation (5.11). The dimensions
of these variables must include all the, m,
fundamental dimensions, Dj, a t least once.
Also, no two of these repeating variables can
have the same dimensional form nor should it
be possible to form a dimensionless group from
these variables alone (these are the primary
conditions for a solution for the cpkcoefficients).
An additional consideration is that if only
one variable, a k , has the basic dimension D j
in its dimensional form, then the conceptual
functional relationship between the variables
and parameters ieq. (5.3jj cannot be ciimensionally homogeneous, the variable is either not
important or some additional parameter is
missing from the original list.
Since most engineers are accustomed to
forming dimensionless numbers by inspection
and to manipulating ratios, a method of
performing dimensional analyses by inspection
is attractive. Equation (5.11) suggests a
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systematic way in which valid sets of *-terms
may be easily formed by inspection. After
forming the initial list of rariables, and writing
do~vntheir dinlensional form, a subset of m
variables sutisfying the conditions abore is
picked for the set of repeating rariables. The
product of all of these m rariables with each
of the nonrepeating variables is formed, n - m
products in all, and proper exponents assigned
to the repeating variables by inspection so
that the product is dimensionless.
5.3

APPLICATION OF DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS
TO SIMULATION

When simulation is the object of the analysis,
the conceptual functional relationship between
the *-terms is used in the sense that a complete
function

applies to a system of any size. Consequently,
if all the n - m dimensionless *-terms are held
the same in model and prototype, the simulation is assumed to be correct. If one or more
of the implied equalities is not met in the simulation, the simulation is "out of scale" with
respect to the r-terms involved. If one of
the particular rariables is a source of scaling
difficulty, the set of r-terms should probably be
manipulated so that this variable appears in
only one term. In this respect, the ambiguity
of the dimensional analysis is useful, since the
experimental designer can insure that the
dependent variable, or a highly controllable or
primary independent rariable, is included in
only the most convenient T-term(s), thus
automatically insuring a consistent nondimensional method of presenting results.
It is usually the case that the analyst cannot
tell a t the outset what final form the s - t e r m
should have. This, like the form of the
funct'ion under investigation, must be revealed
eit,her by analysis or by experiment. I n any
event, the analyst is closer to his goal after
dimensional analysis than before, even though
the final and best grouping of variables is to
be determined.
It is often the case that simulation cannot be
obtained unless the effects of one or more

variables of possible importance are neglected.
I n this situation, it is common to conduct, a
series of special experiments wherein the
offending parameter is varied as much as
feasible to assess its importance or to develop
an extrapolation method.
I n many cases in the literature, the *-terms
resulting from a dimensional analysis are
transformed into a ratio notation for convenience in experimental design. Under the modeling assumption in a previous paragraph, each
*-term for the prototype may be formally
equated to the corresponding r-term for the
model
( * i ) ~ =(*OF

(5.12)

where the subscripts M and F denote model
and prototype values, respectively. Letting

substitution yields

The dimensions of the variables a k do not
change between model and prototype, but
only their magnitudes; consequentlj-, the subscripts apply only to the magnitudes of the
ak and equation (5.13) may be transposed and
simplified to

Introducing the notations

and

we have
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Since the form of n; is exactly the same as
that of ni, a set of n - m equations, which must
be satisfied in the simulation, may be formed
from the set of n-m *-terms by substituting
for each variable in the r-term the ratio between its magnitude in the model and its
magnitude in the prototype, and equating the
result to unity. I t is evident that these simulation equations may be manipulated in exactly
the same way as the original n-terms; that is,
any one of the n-m equations may be raised
to any power or can be replaced by its product
with any one or all of the other simulation
equations.
5.4

SIMULATION ANALYSIS FOR LIQUID SLOSHING

Simulation analyses are implicit or explicit in
virtually every experimental report cited in the
present volume, though there are few references
devoted wholly to this subject. Perhaps the
most detailed exposition is that of Sandorff
(ref. 5.9), who considers the simulation of a
compressible, viscous fluid in an elastic tank
and gives experimental design examples as well
as some properties of typical model and prototype fluids, and of some typical structural
materials. As has been noted, different analysts will often derive slightly different similarity parameters even when the initial assumptions are the same, and will almost certainly
arrive at different results when the initial
assumptions differ. For their purposes, Abramson and Ransleben (ref. 5.10) consider an incompressible, viscid fluid in a rigid tank with
some different criteria resulting than those of
Sandorff. Similarly, Epperson, Brown, and
Abramson (ref. 5.11) considered a rigid tank
containing an incompressible viscid fluid and
an incompressible gas with the fluid-gas interface having the property of surface iension a d ,
as would be expected, arrive a t some still
different criteria.
I n simulation analyses for the fuel sloshing
problem, thermodynamic effects, and so forth,
are usually omitted from consideration. Because fuel sloshing is a dynamic mechanical
problem, the basic dimensions involved are
either mass, length, and time or force, length,
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and time, and Newton's second law holds.
Consequently the n-theorem says that there will
be three fewer r-terms than variables, whatever the nature of the assumptions regarding
the importance of particular fluid properties,
etc., made by the analyst.
For present purposes, it is convenient to
attempt to unify the treatments of the authors
cited above by a parallel analysis. For these
purposes, the method outlined in section 5.2
will be followed as it has the advantage that if
the repeating variables are selected and consistently used to form *-terms, a valid set is
automatically insured.
I n support of what may be criticized as an
arbitrary selection of these repeat,ing variables,
it may be remarked that the physical system
under considerat on consists of a solid (though
possibly elastic) tank which is filled with two
fluids of sufficiently different densities and
sufficiently insoluble in each other that a welldefined free surface can exist. This system is
subjected to various accelerations, both rapidly
varying and slowly varying, which cause fluid
motion and a deformation of the free surface,
thus giving rise to forces or pressures on the
tank which interest the rocket or spacecraft
designer, and which in almost all of the sloshing
simulation studies to date have been the dependent variables of the problem. With the
exception of very low gravity problems, the
presence of a gravitational field of some sort is
the most important constraint on the configuration of the fluids and plays a vital part in
the results of theoretical fluid dynamics, which
are covered at length elsewhere in this monograph. Additionally, forces or pressures resulting from these theoretical analyses are
directly proportional to the mass densities of
the fluids.
I t is not unnatural then to choose as a repeating variable some characteristic length describing the size of the tank, say the diameter,
D. One of the slowly varying acceleration
components, a, which might correspond to the
acceleration of gravity in the laboratory and to
gravitational plus a constant thrust-induced
acceleration in the prototype may be selected
as a second, and the mass density of the more
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dense of the two fluids in the tank can be
select,ed as a t,hird repeating variable:
Repealing variable
Symbol Dimension
Characteristic diameter--- - D
L
Acceleration (linear) - - - - - _Liquid mass density - - - - - - - -

a

L T-2

p

ML-3

I t can be seen that no nondirnensional ratio
can be formed from these three variables and
that all basic dimensions are represented.
The remaining variables of potential interest
may be classified as follows:
(1) Geometrical
(2) Kinematic requirements, primary independent variables
(3) Mass density requirements
(4) Dependent variables, forces, pressures,
response parameters
(5) Properties of structural materials
(6) Dynamic properties of fluids
(7) Interfacial effects
Consideration of variables in the first four
groups \\-ill yield dimensionless parameters of
the type which result naturally in treatments
of the rigid body and incompressible inviscid
hydrodynamic aspects of the fuel-sloshing
problem. Ellisticity and/or plasticity of the
tank is introduced in the fifth group, and the
remaining two groups introduce fluid properties
other than mass density.
Geometrical Considerations

If the three repenting variables chosen in the
preceding pnragraph are used to form a r-term
with uny additional variable having only the
dimension of length, the exponents assigned
mnss density and acceleration must be zero, and
there results the ratio of the new variable with
the characteristic diameter, D. Consequently,
if n linear dimensions, bi, in addition to Dl are
required to fully describe the tank

In ratio notation

Equations (5.17) and (5.18) are simply formal
representations of the notion of strict geometrical similarity expressly implied in every
engineering drawing. A similarity analysis for
a practical fluid dynamic or structural problem
will always result in strict geometrical similarity.
Thus, several trivial r-terms useful for
manipulative purposes can be written as:
Any
Any
Any
Any
Any
Any

Geometric variable
length, b- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - angle, 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
area, A - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - volume, V - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - area moment of inertia, A2 - - - - - - - - - - volume moment of inertl, V 2 - - - - - - -

z-term

blD
rz=8
za= AIDZ
r,=VID3
rs=A2/IT
*a=V2/DS

rl=

(5.19)

These results apply to any length variables
pertaining to the configuration of the fluid,
and in the strict sense to the thicknesses, and
so forth, of structural elements.
Deviations from strict geometric similarity
to simplify the model must be justified on
grounds other than those of the similarity
analysis. The only class of fluid dynamic
problems where strict geometric similarity of
the fluid boundaries is not maintained is that
of the study of flow in rivers, harbors, and
dams. There has vet been no justification
advanced for deviaGons from strict geometric
similarity in the fuel-sloshing problem, and
none are generally made as far as the fluid
boundary conditions are concerned.
Geometrical considerations pose no conceptual difficult,^ in any simulation, but often
pose practical fabrication problems which
may severely limit the experimental design.
All the previously cited authors (refs. 5.9
through 5.11) have employed rather strict
geometric similarity for the fluid boundary
conditions in their analyses and usually single
out one or more geometric variables of particular
importance (such as the static liquid depth)
which are formally included in the similarity
specifications.
Kinematic Requirements

In general there is some characteristic time
associated with the sloshing problem. This
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can be a natural period of some liquid free
surface mode, the duration of an excitation
transient, etc. If a particular characteristic
time is denoted by T, and a *-term is formed
with the chosen repeating variables

prototype at the corresponding times defined
by equation (5.20). Similar results to equations
(5.23) and (5.24) obtain for angular velocities
and accelerations :

(for any angular velocity

These are the forms derived and used in previous studies (refs. 5.9 through 5.12). If frequency, w, is conceptually more meaningful

The latter form of equation (5.21) has been
extensively used as the independent frequency
parameter in reporting slosh-force response
data. I n most dynamic problems, the number
of frequency or time parameters is nearly as
great as that of the length parameters. Including these other conceptual times or frequencies results in additional H-terms similar
to equations (5.20) and 5.21), and these may be
reduced to ratios of times or frequencies, as
=
*lo=

7

(st=any

other time parameter)

wt/w

(wi= any other frequency

parameter)

(5.22)

A great variety of kinematic variables are of
potential interest in the fuel-sloshing problem.
It can be seen that the magnitude of any other
acceleration, i,impressed upon the tank system
results in
rl1
=i/a
(5.23)

hi^ impressed veiocity considered xi.,
results in

Equation (5.24) is a general form of the familiar
Froude number. Equations (5.20) through
(5.24) are perfectly consistent with timedependent impressed motions which have geometrically similar magnitudes in model and

j)

(for any angular acceleration b). Basically,
the simulation analysis implies a uniform distortion of the time scale in accordance with
maintaining equation (5.20) (or a variant) the
same in model and prototype. Because this
analysis presumes that a linear acceleration, a,
is of prime importance, this parameter appears
in every kinematic H-term. So long as a body
force affects the fluid dynamics of the problem
(in the laborat,ory or in the prototype), the
acceleration parameter cannot be neglected
and \\-ill materially affect what type of simulation is possible.
The analyses of references 5.9 through 5.11
are of this type and each contains the same
essential specifications for kinematic similarity.
Mass Density Requirements

In general, the fuel-sloshing problem has
elements which are solid, liquid, and gaseous.
Each of these elements has a mass density.
Consequently, consideration of the mass density
of the gas and the tank structure as additional
parameters of interest results in

(where p is the previously chosen liquid density).
In words, the ratios of the densities of liquid,
soiid, and gas must be the same in the model as
in the prototype, though nothing is revealed
thus far about the relative magnitudes of mass
density between model and prototype. One
sloshing simulation study (ref. 5.11) considered
the gas density, where exactly the above relations were found. For the most part, the
density of the gas is neglected as being of very
small magnitude relative to the density of the
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liquid (implicit in refs. 5.9 and 5.10) and this
assumption is apparently borne out by experiment, at least in the normal fuel-sloshing problem. Specification of mass density of the solids
in fixed ratio to the liquid density 1141 satisfy
the requirements of rigid body dynamics. For
example, if the mass density of floating-can
slosh-suppression devices (see ch. 4) bears the
same ratio to that of the liquid in model and in
prototype, geometrically similar cans \\ill float
on the surface of the liquid at scaled drafts.
The mass density of the tank is quite properly
neglected in reference 5.10, since the tank was
assumed rigid and t,he interest mas \vholly in
the fluid dynamics involved, all experimental
results being independent of or corrected for
the rigid body dynamics of the tank.
For reasons which will be apparent in a later
section, SandodT (ref. 5.9) considered the tank
wall mass per unit area or, in' other words,
justified a departure from strict st'ructurd geometric similarity in combination with considerat,ion of solid mass density.
Dependent Variables, Forces, Pressures, Response
parameters

The most common quantities of interest in
sloshing simulation have been the net dynamic
forces, F, and moments,
exerted by the
liquid on the tank:

m,

Similarly, for pressure P

When fluid elevations, £, velocities, f , and accelerations, i', in response to tank motion are
of interest', the result,ing r-terms have exactly
t,he same form as the corresponding kinematic
parameters:
~ 2=
0 €ID
(5.32)

Actually, the force or pressure rariables might
under some circumstances be the independent

variables and t,he tank motion the dependent
variables. The form of the immediately preceding nondimensional parameters is the same
as that of SandorfT (ref. 5.9). In reference 5.10
and elsewhere, slosh-force amplit,ude response,
lFI, is sometimes presented as

(where zo is the tank excitation amplitude).
Essentially this is the replacement of s17by
r 1 7 / r 1 and implies t,hat the slosh-force response
and t,he tank excitation are related by a linear
differential equation.
Summary of Inertial and Mechanical Scaling

The usual sloshing simulation problem involves measuring one or all of the dependent
variables when the tank is given an acceleration as a function of time. It can be noted
that some of the parameters derived in the
last four subsections are redundant, and are
related to one another in quite ordinary mechanical ways. Certain other sets of parameters are of potential use as consistent nondimensional ways of presenting experimental results.
Yet other parameters are useful for the manipulation of the form of the remaining parameters.
Though such lists of r-terms as have been
developed in the preceding paragraphs are not
uncommon results of dimensional analysis, the
restrictions on experimental design which h a r e
been imposed thus far in the analysis are very
few. The most important relation developed
between model and prototype quantities to this
point is equation (5.20), which can be mitten
in ratio notation as

This result means that if all the important
rariables pertaining to the problem have been
outlined in the preceding sections, a model of
any geometric scale, D,, can be used in a 1 g
acceleration field by varying the time scale,
7,.
This relation fixes the time scale if the
geometric scale, D,, is det,ermined from other
considerations.
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No restrictions have been placed upon the
geometric scale, D,,or upon the mass density
scale, p,, thus far. I t has been assumed that the
acceleration scale, a,, is fixed by the respective
acceleration fields encountered by model and
prototype. I n many problems, practical fabrication problems control the geometric scale
ratio, and, in some instances, the implied
compression or expansion of the model time
scale, equation (5.35)) may not be feasible or
economic.
Given that the acceleration scale is important
in any given simulation, and that the time scale
does not impose really serious limitations on
the experimental designer, appioxirnate simulation plots showing permissible geometric
scale ratios, D,, as a function of the required
acceleration scale ratio, a,, are useful in showing
the types of simulations which can be achieved.
The corresponding simulation plot for the analysis to this point is devoid of restrictions, but
no material properties have been introduced
into the analysis thus far. I t is the question of
exactly what construction materials and fluids
should be used in the model that introduce
serious restrictions on what can be done.
These questions will be taken up in the next
sections with the implied understanding that
all the nondimensional parameters developed
in the preceding sections will hold.
Structural Material Properties

Chapter 9 of this monograph may be referred
to for a more detailed account of the importance
of dynamic interaction between the sloshing
fluid and the elastic deformations of the cont'aining structure. Thus far in the similitude
analysis, only the density of a geometrically
similar structure has been considered. When
the elastic properties of the material are described by Young's modulus, El and Poisson's
ratio, t,
r23 =ElpaD

for stress, Z, and strain,

c,

we have

(5.36)
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The preceding r-terms in conjunction with
those in the previous section define a "replica"
structural tank model whose dynarnic deflections mill be geometrically similar to those
of the prototype a t corresponding times defined
by equation (5.20). To illustrate this notion,
the theoretical frequencies of the natural modes
of vibration of plates may be lkritten as

Wa=
pa('

X (a nondimensional function of
plate geometry)

(5.40)

(t, denotes plate thickness). If the ratio of
natural frequencies of a plate in the replicn
model to the corresponding plate in the prototype is taken, we have

If m4 is the same in model and prototype, ?rls is
satisfied and if E, is written from equation
(5.36)
Er= P P ~ D ~
(5.42)
then
(Wr)2=arlDr
(5.43)
Equation (5.43) is exactly the same as the
frequency ratio required by equation (5.21).
The ratio expression (5.42) provides a means
of evaluating what sort of simulation might be
feasible for replica structural modeling using
dissimilar structural materials (ref. 5.13) with
simultaneous satisfaction of inertial scaling,
and this expression has been partially plotted
in figure 5.1 as lines of D. vs. a, for values of
the composite ratio E,lp,. The ratio Elpfor any
material actually used in the structure of a
booster rocket or spacecraft is likely to be
somewhere near maximum for known materials
because of the premium placed on unnecessary
weighi arid, consecizently, the composite ratio,
El/p,, will probably not have a value exceeding
1.0, whatever the choice of model materials.
If the weak, heavy composites now under
development (ref. 5.13) are included, model
materials might be available to provide a
minimum value of Ellprof about 0.01. Thus
the simulation plot (fig. 5.1) is divided into a
band bounded by the lines: EJpr= 1 and 0.01 in
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proach still involves strict geometric similarity
insofar as the fluid boundaries are concerned,
but involves relaxation of structural geometric
similarity so that the struct,ural portion of the
model is "adequate" for purposes of studying
fluid interaction wvith the gross tank bending
and "breathing" modes of vibration. The
following development is taken largely from
reference 5.9.
The tank walls may be constructed of unstiffened plate, stiffened skin, sandwich structure, or thin skin pressurized for stability.
Assuming the stiffness properties to be isotropic
wvith respect to dimensions in the plane of the
shell, the followving load-strain relations express
the rigidity of the shell:

FIGURE 5.1.-Approximate
simulation ranges-replica
model of elastic tank, inertial scaling of fluid dynamics
only.

which simulat,ion under the stat,ed assumptions
may be feasible; far outside this band, simulation is highly unlikely.
If simulation of the plastic behavior of the
material is attempted (yield strength, c,, for
example) :
nz7 =a,/

P ~ D

(5.44)

Equation (5.44) is of the same form as equation
(5.42), and much the same arguments apply
to the feasible range of [(a,),lp,] as applied to
that for E,lp,. Consequently, figure 5.1 will
roughly apply to this case also.
There appears to be little hope for this type
of simulation in the low gravity case if the
laboratory is a t 1 g (a,>100), a t least not with
any reasonable geometric scales. There is
potential in the case that t,he prototype is in a
relatively high acceleration field and the model
is a t 1 g, especially if the model can be as
large as or slightly larger than the prototype.
On the whole, replicn modeling of st'ructure is
expensive and sometimes impossible. (See the
furt'her discussion of replic,a modeling in pt. I1
of this chapter.) An alternate approach is
developed by Sandorff (ref. 5.9). This ap-

The notation is illustrated in figures 5.2 and
5.3.

'Y*

t t t t

t N y Shape uf element

I TIill
FIGURE5.2.-In-plane loadings and deformations of shell
element: Exteneion and shear (ref. 5.9).
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z

-

rC-

-

FIGURE5.3.-Transverse loadings and deformations of
shell element: Beam shear, bending, and twisting
(ref. 5.9).

N,=normal force per unit width on edges
parallel to y-axis
N,,=shearing force per unit width, equal
on x- and y-edges
M,=bending moment per unit width on
edges parallel to y-axis
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M,,=twisting moment per unit width, equal
on x- and y-edges
e,=extensional strain parallel to x-axis
y,,=in-plane shearing strain; i.e., shear of
an element parallel to xy plane
y,,= transverse shearing strain; i.e., shear
of an element parallel to xy plane
w= transverse displacement of neutral plane
of shell wall, w(x, y, z)
w,,= bending curvature of neutral plane
about y-axis, b2w/bx2
w,,= twisting curvature of neutral plane,
bZw/bxby
A =extensional stiffness, (A= Et/(l-y2) for
homogeneous plate)
p,,= in-plane shearing stiffness, (&= Gt
for homogeneous plate)
p, =transverse shearing stiffness, (p,= Gt
for homogeneous plate)
Da=bending stiffness, (Db=Et3/12(1-;2)
for homogeneous plate)
B = torsional stiffness, (B=Da for homogeneous plate)
;=Poisson's ratio
;'= Poisson-type elastic constant indics ting coupling between moment about
one axis and curvature about the
other (;=
';
for homogeneous plate)
E=elastic (Young's) modulus in extension
G=shear modulus
t =thickness
The stiffnesses (fl,,, bZ, Da,and B) can be
determined either analytically or experimentally. These relations govern the elastic behavior of isotropic sandwich structure and
isotropic symmetrically stiffened sheet, and
therefore permit consideration of a wide variation in shell-wall detail to meet overall elastic
properties. Orthotropic stiffened skin structure
can be handled in the same manner, with
additional elastic constants to define anisotropy and cross-coupling of elastic deformation
processes.
The advantage of the above representation is
t,hat fine detail such as the actual thickness of
the wall, dimensions of stiffener detail if a
stiffened shell is used, attachments, etc., need
not necessarily be duplicated. The overall
shell-wall extension and bending are the imme-
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diate concern, not extremely local effects such
as material rupture or local buckling.
Rupture is a design consideration, however,
and, therefore, stress distributions must often
be obtained. Stresses, as such, are not recognized as existing in the shell wall in the above
load-strain relations which specify only forces
N and moments M. Similitude is to be preserved with respect to N and M, not stress, and
to convert from one to the other, the particular
section detail (local thickness, etc.) must be
used, which will not necessarily be in scale
from model to prototype. Similarly, insofar
as unit weight is concerned, the significant
parameter for the shell wall is patw,mass per
unit of surface area, not of volume, where t,
is an equivalent distributed thickness measurement for the wall structure.
There may be portions of the tank structure,
e.g., baffles, which, in deforming elastically,
affect the fluid motion in an important manner,
and which cannot be treated as thin plates
under plane stress. I n such cases it is often
possible to express significant deformntional
characteristics in terms of overall section
properties, as is done above for thin plate, and
establish similitude requirements for the overall
stiffness properties. Thus by introducing an
acceptable approsimntion, the requirement of
strict geometric similarity in a small-scale
model is al-oided. For the present, hen-ever,
deflections of only the external thin-wall tank
structure \\-ill be considered.
The significant additional parameters for
this model of the tank structure may be
summarized as follows:
Quantit,y

I

Load in tank n-all---------hioment in tank wall - - - - - - Local displacement, tank
an11. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Extensionnl stiffness- - - - - - - In-plnne shear stiffness-- - - Transverse shear stiffness- - Bending stiffness- - - - - - - - - - Torsionnl stiffness ---------Poisson's ratio--- - - - - - - - - - Bendlng Poisson-type ratio- Density of tank wall - - - - - - -

Symbol

I

The corresponding r-terms are denoted with
a prime to denote that they pertain t o the above
special list. Using the same repeating variables
as in previous terms:

The first three r-terms of the preceding list
are essentially response parameters. Holding
the remaining eight parameters the same in
model and prototype provides structural similarity insofar as dynamic deflections and
frequencies of the tank wall are concerned. As
previously noted, stress similarity is not
attained, but is assumed to be unimportant
with respect to fluid-structure interaction. It
does not appear possible to simplify greatly the
above parameters for all types of tank-wall
construction other than to minimize the appearance of liquid density, p, and tank diameter, D l
in the eight important structural parameters.
One result of such a manipulation is as follows
(double primes denote results of the manipulation) :

Dimension

N
hl
2

A

B,,
B,

Db
B
5
f'
p.1,

and r;,, r;,,

T;, are

unchanged:
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This form of the simulation parameters is
virtually that arrived at in reference 5.9.
These simulation parameters are much simplified in the case that the tank wall in both model
and prototype can be represented by an equivalent homogeneous plate.
By substituting the homogeneous plate
equivalents for A, Bzv, BP, Db, B, and I' into
equations (5.46) and (5.47)

vibration to be important with respect to fluid
interaction and, similarly, buckling not to be
a problem.
The foregoing illustrations perhaps point out
that simulation of fluid structure interac tion
requires some very considerable jud,ament on
the part of the designer of the experiment. In
general, the replica modeling approach is espensive and suffers from lack of a wide range
of suitable materials. The success of the
"adequate" structural model approach is highly
dependent on a prior understanding of the
interaction phenomena being investigated.
Dynamic Properties of Fluids: General

Neglecting interface phenomena and density,
which have been considered from the outset,
the common dynamic engineering properties of
fluids which are of interest may be listed as
f 0110ws :
For the liquid:
Symbol

I t can be seen that the assumption of homogeneous plate tank walls has the effect of simplifying the form of the results but not helping
the simulation problem appreciably. I n equal
tion (5.48), r3,requires that the tank walls be
scaled down in accordance with the geometric
scale ratio, D,. If T: is held the same, then
it follows that pd/p must be the same in model
and prototype. Additionally, if ri, is the 3ame
in model and prototype rjl implies that ElpaD
must be the same in model and prototype.
Thus, equation (5.48) for homogeneous plate
tank walls is exactly the same as the specification for replica modeling shown in equations
(5.36), (5.37), (5.28), and (5.19). If the prototype tank wall can be replaced theoretically
by a n equivalent plate of simpler geometry and
greater relative thickness, this approach may
be iiS6fii!.
- , ~ . ~ =f
c cthe %bsved;Icu!ty
with the homogeneous plate case is in ?rj; which
resulted from the plate bending stiffness parameter, D,. If tank-wall bending stiffness can be
neglected, considerable simplification of the
fabrication may be effected by holding the
grouped parameters pstw/pD,Et,lpaD2, and ';
the same in model and prototype. Neglect
of bending stiffness is roughly equivalent to
considering only extensional modes of shell
I

Dynamic viscosity - - - Vapor pressure- - - - - - Bulk modulus--- - - - - -

p

P.

EL

Ditnension

ML-lT-'
ML-IT-~
.%fL-'T-Z

For the gas:
Symbol

Dynamic viscosity - - - Bulk modulus - - - - - - - -

p,

E,

Dimension
ML-IT-I
ML-lT+

Five *-terms result when the previously noted
repeating variables are used :

AU previous T-terms are assumed to hold, as
before.
0
to the
The parameters ?r,, and ~ 4 correspond
Reynolds number, as can be seen more clearly
by performing a replacement operation :

where the kinematic viscosity, pip, is signified
by v. This form of 7r3~can be immediately
recognized as the Reynolds number as used in
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fluid flow problems. Sandorff (ref. 5.9) derives a viscosity parameter identical to r,,,
while in reference 5.10 the form chosen was
1
. The characteristic damping of the
sloshing of the free surface was correlated with
a "damping parameter" equivalent to (r3,)'14
by Stephens (ref. 5.14). A similar but numerically different "damping parameter" was used
by Sumner (ref. 5.15) for correlation and
extrapolation of first-mode slosh damping in a
roughly ellipsoidal tank. In this case, the
"damping parameter" used corresponds to
(T,,)"~. The material contained in chapter 4
points up the importance of the viscosity
parameter to the fuel-sloshing problem. The
viscosit,y parameter for the gas, ~ 4 0 is
, most often
neglected, indeed it may only have been mentioned once or twice in the sloshing literature
(refs. 5.11 and 5.12).
I t seems to be generally doubted that any
gas properties will have measurable influence
on normal lateral sloshing problems because of
the much larger relative density of the liquid.
In special problems involving liquid surface
instability under sudden reversals of an acceleration field normal to the liquid surface, the
properties of the gas may be important. Similarly, the properties of the gas may assume
greater importance in the low gravity case.
The gas v i s c ~ s i t ,parameter,
~
s,o, and the
elasticity parameter, r 4 2 , will be neglected in
the remainder of the present treatment except
to comment that A42, the elastic parameter for
the gas, may be quite easily transformed into
Mach number utilizing r-terms previously
determined.
The term T,, in equation (5.49) (the form
derived in ref. 5.10) may also be transformed
into a Mach number for the liquid. (An
analogous relationship is used in eq. (9.10) of
ch. 9.) Replacing r4, as follows, letting
I
m
p
=
co
, - T g - wD
(5.51)
All-&

Co

which may be seen to be of the form of k in
equation (9.10),
. . which has to do with cou~led
-pressure resonances in an elastic tank (in that
case some of the similarity terms of the preceding sections are also evident).

The last r-term of equation (5.49) to be commented upon is r4,,which is a parameter related
to cavitation in the liquid. The parameter Po
is analogous to an ultimate strength. If the
pressure at a point in the liquid is

P=Po+Pd+
pah

(5.52)

where
P=Ambient pressure
Po=Pressure a t free surface (ullage pressure)
P,=Dynamic pressure in the fluid induced
by sloshing
h=Depth from free surface to point in
question (measured in the direction
of a)
This pressure must be scaled in accordance with

I n order that cavitation occur

P-P,<O

(5.54)

This criterion may be written as the difference
of equation (5.53) and

I t is to be noted that each term in equation
(5.55) has been previously specified as a similarity parameter. The h/D term is the same in
model and prototype if geometrical similarity is
maintained, as is the dynamic pressure term (a
response) if both geometrical similarity and the
time scale implied by equation (5.20) are maintained. If for some reason the ullage pressure
must be scaled in accordance with PolpaD,
then r,, fixes the required vapor pressure of the
model fluid for similarity of cavitation effects.
If strict similarity of the ullage pressure may be
neglected, the cavitation effects in the fluid may
be considered to be governed by

P-P
0
paD

0--

AP

paD

A

This parameter may be transformed with the
aid of *,, into the form of the "cavitation number" usually employed in external flow problems
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in high-speed hydrodynamics. Because much
of the detail of the basic mechanism of cavitation is imperfectly known, the "cavity pressure" (P,, a measurable experimental quantity)
is often substituted for the fluid vapor pressure
P, in such investigations.
Under the assumptions that inertial scaling
is required, gas properties and absolute ullage
pressure are unimportant, and that the tank is
rigid, the three liquid s-terms allow rough
simulation charts to be made. Transforming
ragand rhland equation (5.56) to ratio notation,
(~(1)'
(5.57a)
*'g=(pr)2a,(~r)3=
u:, =--I ( E L ) r -

pra,Dr

s ; 3 (AP)
=d=l
p,~lrDr

-

D y n a m i c P r o p e r t i e s of F l u i d s : V i s c o s i t y

Equation (5.58a) summarizes the basic problem in simulation of the viscous damping
effects discussed in chapter 4. The data on
fluid properties presented in the appendix to
this monograph allow a rather crude idea of the
range
of kinematic viscosities to be anticipated
(5.57b)
for the fluids used as propellants in booster
rockets and spacecraft. The situation is sum(5.57~)
marized in figure 5.4, where a symbolic spec-

'

-

Rearranging and letting v = the kinematic viscositv UIP
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trum of propellant kinematic viscosities is displayed. (The kinematic viscosities of all fluids
vary considerably over the environmental
temperature range possible in space exploration, and the particular points assigned each
fluid correspond to the temperatures quoted in
the appendix.) For purposes of a general view
of what types of inertial-viscous simulation are
feasible, it is important to note that the kinematic viscosity range shown in figure 5.4 is
nearly covered by the kinematic viscosities of
liquid oxygen and kerosene which are at the
same time one of the most prevalent oxidizerfuel combinations.
Figure 5.5 is a similar "spectrum" of kinematic viscosity for a variety of liquids which
might serve, or have already served, in sloshing
experiments. Some of these would present biological as well as mechanical hazards, as can
be easily noted.
The above information on kinematic viscosity, combined 1t-ith equation (5.58a), allows
general remarks on what types of inertialviscous simulation are possible. Figure 5.6 is
a plot of equation (5.58a) for some significant
values of v,. I n this plot, the line, v,= 1 ,
indicates the required relationship between
geometric and acceleration scale ratios if model

FIGURE5.6.-Simulation plot: Inertial-viscous rcaling,
geometrically similar rigid tanks.

and prototype contain the same fluid. If the
simulation problem involves a prototype fuel of
kerosene, a comparison of figures 5.4 and 5.5
indicates that the smallest ratio of v, which may
be achieved with the given mddel fluids is
approximately 0.1, and consequently that
inertial-viscous simulation of kerosene may be
possibIe anywhere above the line v r = O . l on
figuie 5.6. If liquid oxygen or one of the other
cryogenics is involved in the prototype, a comparison of figures 5.4 and 5.5 indicates that the
smallest ratio of V, which may be achieved is
about 1.0, or, in other words, simulation of the
cryogenics is possible in principle only near and
above the line v , = l on figure 5.6. That this
situation is unfortunate can be inferred from the
follo~vingexanlple: Suppose that simulation of
a 9-meter-diameter rocket booster tank in a 3-g
acceleration field is required, and that models
are restricted to be in the laboratory a t 1 g.
The specified acceleration ratio is (113) and consequently from figure 5.6:
(1) If prot,otype fluid is kerosene, the smallest
suitable model tank would be approximately
1.2 meters in diameter.
e is a cryogenic, the
(2) If the p r ~ t o t ~ y pfluid
smallest suitable model tank rvould be approximately 12 meters in diameter (excluding
mercury as a practical model fluid).
(3) If the prototype fluid is a cryogenic and
the model fluid is water, a suitable model tank
diameter would be approximately 40 meters.
The results in the above example are based
on the fluid propert.ies outlined in figures 5.4
and 5.5. The problems arise because of the
lack of fluids with kinematic viscosities significantly lower than that of liquid oxygen. I t
might be speculated that simulation of the
cryogenic in the above example might be
achieved uith a 30- or 60-centimeter-diameter
tank if liquid helium were the model fluid.
However, this might be considered as a highly
unlikely possibility because of the unusual
properties of liquid helium other than viscosity.
To summarize the general situation with
respect to inertial-viscous simulation of fuel
sloshing, i t must be remarked that simulation
in the st,rict sense with moderate-sized laboratory models can be accomplished in a limited
number of cases of interest. Recourse must be
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had to the extrapolation methods outlined elsewhere in this monograph.
Dynamic Properties of Fluida Compressibility

To continue the discussion of t,he simulation
equations (5.58), equation (5.5813) allows a
summary of what is possible if inertia-compressibility scaling is desired. I t is more convenient
to alter equation (5.58b) to be a function of
sonic velocity ratio. Since

Figure 5.7 bears out this conclusion, since these
combinations of Dr and a, are a t or below the
line cr= 0.5. If compressibility-inertial scaling
is required, artificial means of increasing fluid
compressibility may be feasible, and Sandorff
suggests some possibilities (fig. 5.8).
.---

(the sonic velocity characteristic of
the fluid)
(5.59)

I

Thus equation (5.58b) becomes :

Though the fluid property data of the appendix
are incomplete with respect to sonic velocities,
the values shown indicate that sonic velocities
for prototype liquids will probably range from
500 to 2000 mlsec, with both liquid oxygen
and kerosene having sonic velocities in the
vicinity of 1000 m/sec. Almost exactly the
same range is shown in the appendix for
"modeling" liquids. As a consequence, the
probable greatest ratio between model and
prototype sonic velocities would be 4 and the
smallest 114. Thus, a maximum range for c,2
may be:
O.O6<c,2<16
(5.62)

FIGURE5.7.-simulation
plot: Inertial-compressibility
scaling, geometrically similar rigid tanks.

I

Flr

-

Thin wall polyetylene tubing
heat sealed into compartments

If kerosene and liquid oxygen are of interest,
the probable mwimum range of c,2 would be

Equation (5.61) is plotted in figure 5.7 for
the above ranges of c,, with the extreme limits
shown. Prob'ably more practical limits are
represented by the range between cr=0.5 and 2.
SandorfT (ref. 5.9) concludes, in effect, that
none of the common model fluids is sufficiently
compressible to meet LOX-JP-4 simulation
needs for geometric-scale ratios of 118 and 1116
and acceleration scale ratios of 0.2 and 2.0.

I

Suspend in tank cavil so that
capsules are uniformly distributed
throughout fluid volume

FIGURE5.8.-Methods of artificially increasing compressibility (ref. 5.9).
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of Fluids: Cavitation
The last simulation problem involving fluid
properties is equation (5.58c), for cavitation
effects:
Dynamic Properties

Since
A P = Po-P,

where
Po=gas pressure above the fluid
P,= fluid vapor pressure
this equation may be satisfied independently
of the fluids and scale ratios if the absolute gas
pressure is assumed not important to the
simulation. The model gas pressure,
may be adjusted to achieve the desired ratio,
AP,, given model and prototype fluids, geometric scale ratio, acceleration scale ratio, and
(PO)F the pressure of the prototype gas. Consequently, the simulation possibilities with this
particular simulation design philosophy are not
limited, in principle. I n practice, adjustment
of model gas pressure means experimenting
within a rnriable pressure chamber, or designing
the model tank structure to withstand possibly
much greater pressure differentials than are
feasible.
It is instructive to consider the magnitudes of
pressure differences Po-P, which may be encountered in the prototype. For pressure-fed
rocket propulsion systems, the gas pressure
may be very high, perhaps much greater than 6
atmospheres. For pump-fed propulsion systems, which appear to offer weight advantages
over the pressure-fed systems for large booster
rockets, a typical minimum gas pressure may be
1.5 atmospheres. Thus a range of PO-P, for
typical booster rocket fuel tanks may be 0.5 to
6 atmospheres, assuming the range of fuel vapor
pressures shown in the appendix. Altering
equation (5.58~):

Po- P,

(5.64)

Again consulting the appendis for typical
mass densities p for fuels, an expected typic,al
range for (Po- P,)/p is

(the units of the above are atmosphere-cm3/
gm)
From the point of view of convenience in
modeling, i t is of interest to see what may be
done if (Po),,,,= 1 atmosphere and the model
fluid is near normal room ten~perature. Assuming the applicable model fiuid vapor pressures and densities given in the appendix:

The foregoing ranges allow some very npproximate simulation regions to be drawn with
equation (5.64), figure 5.9. I n this figure, the
region below (AP),/p,=0.07 corresponds to
situations where the prototype booster fuel
tank contains a fluid of very low vapor pressure
and may thus indicate a simulation range where
cavitation may be quite nnimport ant. The
upper half of tlhe region bounded by (AP),/p,=
0.07 and 7 rol~ghlycorresponds to the situation
where the p r o t o t ~ p e fluid has a very high
vapor pressure, or is n cryogenic, and i t can
be seen that the model must be bigger than the
prototype in this case for the range of acceleration scale ratios important t o simulation
of rocket booster tanks (a,=l to 0.1). T o
conclude, it may be remarked that the restrictions placed on model fluids (room temperature) and 11lode1gas pressure (atmospheric)
severely limit what may be done, and, if
caritation simulation is import ant, the model
designer will very likely be faced with reducing the model gas pressure apprednbly.
Interfacial Effects

I n the simulation of fuel sloshing, the primary interest is in the case where a liquid
free surface exists. Consequently, three interfaces will exist in most all the problems of
interest: liquid gas, solid liquid, solid gas.
hlolecular attractions between like and dissimilar molecules near the interface give rise
to surface effects. The existence of an interface
represents the presence of a surface energy
which is associated with the work which must
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Considerable data on surface tension of various
common liquid-gas interfaces are available. Unfortunately, corresponding surface energieslunit
area for solid-gas interface, us,, and for the solidliquid interface, us&, is almost entirely lackinga t least for fluid dynamic modeling purposes.
The problem is that these last quantities are
difficult or impossible t o measure, and in fact
some nrgument may exist as t o the nature of
the solid-gas interface in the presence of a liquid,
the amount of liquid vapor adsorbed, and the
chemical homogeneity of the solid surface control, or a t least considerably modify the nature
of this interface.
Static relations between surface energy/unit
area for the three types of interface are embodied in Young's equation

.

usG=usL+a cos

wI

FIGURE5.9.-Simulation

plot: Inertial-cavitation simulation, rigid tank, model fluids at room temperature and
ambient pressure of 1 atmosphere.

be done against the mutual attraction of
molecules on each side of the interface to
effect a separation along that interface. Because the basis of this type of energy is molecular, the magnitude of the surface energy for
any particular interface will depend only on
the electrochemical composition and t,hermal
state of the matter on either side of the interface and the area of the interface involved.
I n particular, when chemical compositions are
fixed, the surface energy varies directly with
interfacial area. Thus when a liquid complet.ely
fills a rigid container, the interfacial area is
constant, no change in surface energy can be
effected by dynamic motions in the fluid, and
neglect of surface effects in fluid dynamic
~ ~ l c r d ~ lis
i n~ntirely
g
justified. Tt happens that
the energies involved in changing the area of
a free liquid surface are small relative to the
effects of gravity, viscosity, and so forth, in
tanks of greater than .30-cm diameter in acceleration-fields of 1 g and greater, and interfacial effects are more often ignored than
accounted for.
T h e surface energylunit area between a liquid
and a gas is customarily called surface tension, a.

e

(5.65)

where
@=the "contact angle1' between the liq~iidgas interface and the liquid-solid interface a t the intersection of the three
interfaces.
This equation, in effect, replaces the most
difficdt surface energy iinknowns by a quantity
8 which is measurable and not dimensional.
The dynamic validity of this relation may be
in question, but the present state of the art
dictates the assumption that it is correct.
I n the case of a fuel tank filled with a liquid
and a gas, the energy which must be supplied t o
make a change in the areas of the three interfaces is

where
AA,,=the

total change in the area of t,he
(mz) i ~ t e r f ~ c e .

1f ecluation (5.65) is used to eliminate

USG

AE=~ s L ( A A s Q + ~ s L )
+a(AALff+AAsG cos 9)

(5.67)

Since the total area of the tank walls is some
fixed constant, an increase in the area of the
solid-liquid interfnce must be accompanied by
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an equivalent decrease in the nrea of the solidgas interface. Thus
AAsc

+~ S L = O

(5.68)

and

Equation (5.69) indicates the several parameters important. in simulation of interfacial
effects under the assumption that equation
(5.65) is dynamically valid, and the similarity
analysis can proceed as before:
Parameter

1

Change in surface energy- - Change in interfacial area:
Liquid-gas - - - - - - - - - - - - Solid-liquid - - - - - - - - - - - - (
Contact angle- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
Surface tension (liquid-gas) -

Symbol

Dimension

M Y T-2

aE

Y
Y
------------

AA,,
AASL
0

MF2

a
1

Employing the repeating variables as before

The first T-termof equations (5.70) is consistent
with the previously noted inertial scaling of
forces. Maintenance of the relative magnitudes of A E and the total energy involved in
sloshing in model and prototype is basically
what is desired and, if equation (5.69) is valid,
will be assured if o and &ILc are properly
scaled. Consequently T~~is a dependent variable, in a sense. Both ?r16 and xr6 are restatements of *, for any area. Thus, geometric
similarity of the interfaces is implied. The last
two terms, n4, and s48, are the only new ones
introduced in this section.
The first of these two says that the contact
angle must be the same in model and prototype.
For simulation purposes, this criterion amounts
to the proper selection of model tank surface
treatment to achieve the proper contact angle.

Since most prototype fluids M-ouldbe expected
to be "~vetting" (8+0°) when in contact with
the enclosing tank, "~vetting" model fluids are
necessary, and most of the model fluids quoted
in the appendix are probably wetting with
respect to metals. A wetting prototype fluid
\till probably rule out a liquid metal model
fluid such as mercury unless some practical
surface treatment can be devised to make
mercury "wet" the model tank. I n any event,
the simulation of contact angle in the model is
a suhject which has not been extensively treated
in the lit,erature and subsidiary experimentation
in any given case to see what contact angles can
be achieved would be necessary if this parameter
is thought of importance. It may not be
necessary to achieve exact correspondence of
contact angles in model and prototype for
wetting or nonlvetting fluids (e=oO, or 180°),
since 8 appears in equation (5.69) as cos 8, and
thus small errors in achieving model contact.
angles \{-ill not greatly affect the ratio between
interfacial energy changes in model and
prototype.
The last *-term of equations (5.70), u 4 can
~
be shown to be basically the same result as was
found previously (refs. 5.10 through 5.13).
Equation (5.71) denotes a replacement operation carried out on *,,. The result is the \veilknon-n "Weber number" (also written in the
squared form, see ch. 11)

The reciprocal of 77,~ multiplied by gla, a
1-ariant of s,,,and by r2/D2,a variant of r l ,
results in the well-known Bond number (see
ch. 11)

where
g= gravitational acceleration
r=radius of meniscus in an equivalent
capillary tube
The Bond number compares the relative magnitudes of gravitational and capillary forces,
while the Weber number compe.res capillary
forces to so-called "inertial forces."

SIMULATION

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

For purposes of showing what simulation
possibilities are available in a simulation plot,
i t can be noted that the surface tension, u, and
fluid density, p, always appear as a ratio, and
thus a "kinematic surface tension," 4, may be
defined

+=; u
Substituting in
notation

T.Y)

(5.73)

and converting to ratio

Consulting the appendix for typical values of
+, it can be found that prototype liquids a t
normal operating temperatures have values of
4 ranging from += 10 to 100 (cm3/sec2). The
model fluids shown have an identical range of
values of + for the fluid temperatures shown.
Consequently, an outside range of possible
variation in + is

If liquid oxygen is the prototype fluid and the
model fluids are restricted to the temperatures
shown in the appendix

If the prototype fluid is kerosene and the model
fluids are restricted as before,

Equation (5.74) is plotted in figure 5.10 for the
foregoing ranges of 4,. I t is apparent that
scaling of surface tension with models signscantly smaller than the prototype and acceleration ratios less than 1 is not a very likely proposition. Fortunately, the range a,<l is not
too important for surface tension scaling, since
the laboratory model a t 1-g acceleration implies
quite high body forces in the prototype relative
to surface tension forces.
The possible simulation ranges on figure 5.10
for a,>l show the possibility of simulation of

.

(

FIGURE 5.10.-Simulation

plot: Inertial-surface tension
simulation, rigid tank (model fluid temperatures
restricted to normal ambient).

relatively low gravity phenomena with small
models in a 1-g acceleration field (about which
more is said in ch. 11).
Surface tension, as with all model properties,
is variable with temperature (u+O as the fluid
temperature approaches the critical temperature), and i t is instructive to estimate the order
of magnitude of model fluid temperature necessary to result in +, less than (0.1). Empirically, the variation of u with temperature is as
equation (5.75)

where

T,=new temperature

T,-reference
biiipeiiit'=G

T,=critical temperature
Thus

Considering model fluids which are liquid a t
atmospheric pressure and room temperature
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(T2=20' C) , the maximum range of variation
in the density ratio factor in equation (5.76) is
approximately

Critical temperatures of the aforementioned
model fluids may range from 180' C to 1540' C.
If it is assumed that model fluids at ambient
temperatures may be chosen to result in
[+,IT2=0.5, then the value of 4, a t a new
temperature TImay be crudely approximated
by

It can be seen that the order of magnitude of
TI must be 150' C and more just to change 4,
from 0.5 to 0.1. As a consequence, the possibility of achieving 4, less than 0.1 exists, but at
the expense of quite extreme model fluid
temperatures and pressures.
For the simulation of low p a r i t m yin the
laboratory (a,>> I), it can be seen from figure
5.10 that extremely small geometric scale ratios
are required for the simulation range shown.
Unf ortunately, even the liquid metals tend to
have kinematic surface tensions not too much
greater than that of water ( ~ 9 cm3/sec2
0
near
the freezing point) because of their higher
density; thus, hopes of achieving 4,>10 cannot
be placed too high. If simulation of lo-' g
environment is required, for instance, a geometric scale ratio be tween 0.003 and 0.03 would
be required in the laboratory at 1 g (for a 200centimeter-diameter prototype tank, model
tanks of from 0.6 to 6 centimeters might be
required). However, if the "laboratory" acceleration environment can be reduced to
by use of drop towers, and so forth, the required
geometric scale ratios would range between 0.3
and 0.03, which would appear to be a practicnl
range.

5.5

SIMULTANEOUS SATISFACTION
SCALING CRITERIA

OF

ALL

Because of its importance, inertial scaling is
included in all the foregoing discussions pertaining to scaling various dynamic properties of
fluids and materials. The approximate simulation ranges, D, versus a,, for the following
simulations have been discussed:
(1) Inertial-viscous simulation
(2) Inertial-compressibility simulation
(3) Inertial-cavitation simulation
(4) Inertial-tank elasticity simulation
(5) Inertial-surface tension simulation
Since in any given real problem more than one
of the above combinations may be involved, the
possibility of simulation where any two to five
of the above simulation criteria are involved is
an important consideration. Unfortunately,
from the point of view of clarity there are 26
combinations of the above simulations (taken
2, 3, 4, and 5 at a time), and only a few of these
can be considered here.
Since many of the most challenging practical
fluid dynamic problems of the present and
immediate future involve lou- gravity behavior,
some illustrations will follow involving the
possibilities of adding to the iner tial-surf ace
tension-scaling criteria, the criteria resulting
from the consideration of other fluid properties.
A simple way of approximating simulation
ranges is to superimpose the simulation plots
previously exhibited. This procedure is an
optimistic one, since fluid properties are not
independent of one another, and i t may well be
that the fluid properties dictating some extreme
bound in one type of simulation will not dictate
a corresponding bound in another type.
Nevertheless, if figures 5.6 and 5.10 are superimposed, and net simulation ranges are drawn,
there results figure 5.11, pertaining to simultaneous simulation of inertial, viscous, and
surface tension effects. While the extreme
range and the simulation range s h o ~ ~for
n a
kerosene prototype do not differ from the
corresponding ranges for surface knsion scaling
alone, the simulation range for liquid oxygen is
truncated a t the high acceleration ratio end.
Dalzell and Garza (ref. 5.12) give similar plots
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vfi

Range -LOX, prototype

FIGURE5.11.-Approximate

simulation ranges: Inertialviscous-surface tension scaling (model fluid temperatures
restricted to normal ambient).

for inertial surface tension scaling for particular
model and prototype fluids. The applicable
approximate ranges for liquid oxygen and
kerosene prototypes from figure 5.11 have been
drawn in on two plots from reference 5.12 and
are shown herein as figures 5.12 and 5.13. I t
can be seen from these figures that the approximate simulation ranges of fi,we 5.11 are reasonably valid within the assumption of model
fluid a t ambient temperature which mas made
in the preparation of figure 5.10 for inertialsurface tension scaling alone. I t is also interesting to note from a comparison of figures
5.12, 5.13, and figure 5.11 that even quite
fantastic increases in model fluid temperature
will apparently not result in simulation points
outside the extreme range shown on figure 5.11.
Evidently there is hope for inertial-viscoussurface tension scaling of low gravity fluid behavior in the laboratory a t 1 g ( a , > > l ) if the
prototype fluid 's
viscous' From
figures 5.12 and 5.13, and other figures of

Prototype : Liquid Owen

+

Model fluid at O'C

Mcdel fluid at 2
d
--b

FIGURE5.12.-Simulation
229-84s 0-67-12

c

Modelfluidat300'~

plot: Prototype liquid, liquid oxygen (inertial-viscous-surfacetension scaling).
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Model fluld at$c
hlodelfluldat2W'~

I

FIGURE
5.13.-Simulation plot: Prototype liquid, JP-4 (inertial-vilcouraurface tenrion waling).

reference 5.12, it appears that the possibility of
a corresponding simulation of liquid oxygen and
liquid hydrogen (possibly all the cryogenics
also) is rather low.
If figure 5.11 is modified to reflect the cavitation scaling of figure 5.9, there results
5.14 which (within the limitations on model
fluids noted) pertains to simultaneous inertial,
viscous, surface tension, and cavitation scaling.
It is evident that the addition of cavitation
scaling, where the model fluid is a t room temperature and atmospheric pressure, wipes out hopes
for low gravity simulation in the laboratory and
restricts the simulation range for liquid oxygen
for practical purposes to roughly 'life sizeJJ
and "bigger than lifeJ1models.
Matters become even worse if all five of the
simulation plots are superimposed (fig. 5.15).
In this case, the fluid compressibility and tank
elasticity criteria combine to decrease both the
extreme range of possible simulations and the
range for liquid oxygen 8h01\m in figure 5.14.
It should be remembered that a large number of

.

F I G U B5.14.-Approximate
~
simulation rangee: Inertialvircour~rurfacetenrion.cavitation rcaling (model fluid
temperaturee reevicted to room temperature, prerrurer
1 atmoephere).
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their basic lack of coverage of the situation
where the model is significantly smaller than the
prototype, as well as the situation where the
prototype acceleration field is much smaller
than 1 g.
5.6 CONCLUDING

Note : Since fluid properties are
not inde~endentof one another.
the above ranges are optimistic

REMARKS ON SIMULATION

The foregoing treatment has been as general
as possible in hopes of yielding some perspective
on the extent to which fluid dynamic and fluidstructure interaction problems may be simulated. In brief, the prognosis for small-scale
direct simulation of every problem in fuel sloshing is not very good, a t least not without
considerable sophistication of equipment and
techniques. However, the general approach to
simulation as outlined herein has been of immense practical value and will continue to be,
when paralleled with judgment on the part of
the experimental designer.
I t will continue to be necessary to do experiments aimed at discovering the practical effect
of going out of scale with respect to one parameter or another in the problem a t hand, if theoretical considerations do not plainly indicate
the course to take. There are many instances
in the treatment given herein, particularly with
respect to surface tension and low-gravi ty
phenomena, where the analysis becomes incomplete through omission of thermodynamic
effects. With respect to low gravity phenomena, this situation is corrected to a great extent
in chapter 11 of this monograph.

jIrn
FIGURE5.15.-Approximate

simulation plot: Simultaneous inertial viecous, cavitation, compressibility, surface
tension waling for maled elastic replica tank (model
fluids mtricted to normal laboratory temperatures and
pressures).

restrictions were placed on the conditions of
the model fluid in the preceding section and that
one of the bases for the possible simulation
range for tank elasticity in a replica model was
that the model structure probably could not be
as strong per unit mass as the prototype (these
assumptions tend to make the modeling easier).
The results shown in figure 5.15 are notable for

Part 11. Experimental Techniques and Apparatus
George W . Brooks

5.7

INTRODUCTION

It is generally true in technological developments that adequate understanding of complex
physical phenomena is enhanced by, and generally dependent upon, the combined use of
experimental and theoretical techniques in support of each other. The complexity of the
dynamics of sloshing liquids is well established
through the analytical, laboratory, and flight
experiences reviewed in other chapters of this
monograph, and a review of the literature on
the sloshing of liquid propeIlants in the tanks of
launch vehicles clearly shows the eminent role
which experimental research has played in both
the definition of the problem and in the realization of adequate solutions.
The role of experimental research in propellant sloshing is wide and varied. Its initial
function has been, and is, a qualitative one-to
show what is happening and why and how. In
this phase, it provides the necessary clues to
support the selection of theoretical concepts and
principles. But of even greater significance is
the role which experimental programs must,
play in providing the quantitative data needed
for design. The fact is that current theoretical
analyses are limited to treatment of a very few
idealized tank configurations which are seldom
used in vehicle design, and the theory for even
these cases requires restrictive assumptions of
fluid idealization and small motions. Thus,
experimental programs are necessary to check
the validity of t,he theoretical assumptions and
approximations, and to extend the theory for
treating configurations representative of many
of those selected for flight vehicles on the bnsis
of other design considerations nnd compromises.
Many specialized problems such as dome impact, vortex motions, low gravity effects, and
flow in baffled tanks are not, currently amenable
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to theoretical analysis and, consequently, experimental data provide the only reliable basis
for design. This category also includes the
essential aspects of the coupled dynamics of
the fluid with the motions of the tank and slosh
suppression baffles.
The experimental techniques and apparatus
developed for research on the dynamics of
sloshing propellants reveal many practical, and
ofttimes ingenious, approaches, and i t is the
primary purpose of this section of the monograph to present a review of the literature on
the subject. This review is intended to be
representative rather than exhaustive, and
since experimental techniques for zero-g studies
are highly specialized and adequately treated
in chapter 11, they will not be included here.
5.8

FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES OF LIQUID SLOSHING IN SMALL TANKS
Tank Construction Techniques

A brief review of launch vehicle configurations
reveals that tanks of varied geometry are the
rule rather than the exception. The basic
cylindrical section is usually modified by use of
conical or elliptical bottoms and tops which
may be interior or exterior to the cylinder per
se, and by the use of partitions to effectively
reduce the free surface area. Other configurations employ variations of oblate spheroids
ranging in eccentricity from that of the sphere
down to a value of about one-half. Particular
configurations, such as the toroid, are aIso of
interest because of their pressure stability and
the convenience provided for nesting multiple
tanks for minimum overall volume.
Among the various tJechniques available for
the construction of suitable tanks of varied geometry for basic research in propellant sloshing,
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the technique of vacuum molding plastics such
as Plexiglas or Lucite is perhaps the more
versatile. As shown in the sketch of figure 5.16,
the technique consists of constructing a female
mold of wood, placing a sheet of plastic (heated
to permit ready forming to the mold geometry)
over the mold cavity, and evacuating the cavity.
Two matching half sections are usually made
in this manner after which they are trimmed
and cemented together to achieve the finished
tank. This technique was employed in the
construction of the tanks used for the spheroids
and toroids of references 5.16 through 5.18 for
example.
Plastic sheet heated for forming

7

FIGURE5.17.-Model tank constructed from Lucite blocks
having internally formed tank geometry.
for vacuum seal

G
-/asket

In addition to their relative ease and er.onomy of construction, clear plastic tanks also
permit visual and photographic observation of
the fluid motions-an
important feature
for documenting unusual or unexpected
phenomena.
'Female mold of wood

Tank Support and Excitation
Manifold

-

TO vacuu m source

FIGURE5.16.-Molding technique for model tank
construction.

Another method used successfully to construct tanks for small-scale fluid slosh studies
(refs. 5.19 through 5.22) is shown in figure
5.17. I t involves forming the mating halves of
the desired geometrical configurations in Lucite
blocks which are subsequently bolted together
his technique has the
to form the tank.
advantage of providing accessibility to the
tank interior for installation of baffles, expulsion
diaphragms, and so forth, but it has a disadvantage in that the weight of the tank is
relatively high and consequently large tare
forces make it more difficult to measure accurately the forces imposed on the tank by the
contained fluid.

The problem of supporting and oscillating
small tanks to induce fluid-sloshing motions
has been treated in many ways. Several
variations of the pendular parallelogram (fig.
5.18) have been adapted with general success
and used in the studies reported in references
5.15 through 5.18, and 5.23 through 5.26.
Another technique widely used is the installation of tanks on rollers or bearings, as indicated by the sketch in figure 5.19. This technique was utilized in the studies reported in
references 5.19 through 5.22, and will be
rpfprrpd
i~ R S I J ~ S ~ I J P secti~r.
I?~
&a!icg
with slosh tests in full-scale tanks.
The excitation technique employed for both
the pendular and platform support system is
usually a pushrod actuated by an eccentric or
cam. The driving mechanism shown in figure
5.18(a)and described in reference 5.27 is unique as a
mechanical system in that it permits instantaneous variations in the amplitude of oscil-
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(a) NASA, Langley Research Center.

f

Support members from werhead
crossbeams to frame

Preloading bracket and
tension compression

-

-

Tension compression load cell
Test bed
Frame

'/

Hydraulic cylinder
Stationary support

(b) NASA, Lewis Renearch Center.

FIGURE
5.18.-Test apparatus for mechanically exciting liquid-propellant tank configurations.

lation of the tank and also permits oscillation
of the tank at any given frequency without
inducing oscillations at other frequencies as
in the case of speeding up a motor. Similar
conditions of excitation are also feasible through
the use of electromagnetic or hydraulic shakers
as the driving source.

Two t,ank-support systems frequently employed (refs. 5.28 and 5.29) for damping studies
are shown in figure 5.20. The tripod support
legs may be situated near a tank diameter
so that the tank can be readily tipped to excite
the motions of the fluid, or the motions may
be excited by careful manipulations of a paddle.
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Southwest Rwarch Institute.

(d) Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.

FIGURE
5.18.-Concluded.

The fluid motions may be measured by a
strain gage bridge on a torque bar connecting
the tank bottom frame to the main frame, as
in figure 5.20(a), or by installing a load cell
as one of the tripod supports.
Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes

The response of a fluid to the excitation of
its container is of prime significance when the

motion of the container is essentially periodic
and the period coincides with the first natural
frequency of the fluid. Experimental evidence has shown that, though substantial
fluid amplitudes may be attained a t higher
frequency excitations, such as those for the
second and higher natural modes, the forces
associated with these fluid motions are generally
of secondary importance. Thus the fundamental problem in analyzing propellant sloshing
in a launch vehicle or spacecraft is the establishment of the characteristics of the first
lateral mode, that is, the frequency and mode
shape. However, it is generally convenient to
use the same apparatus to measure the frequencies and mode shapes for the first two or
three modes, and this is usually done as a
matter of course.
The references cited present data which document the natural frequencies and mode shapes
for the fluid motions in tanks of many of the
geometrical configurations of interest. Reference 5.17 treats the case of the circular cylinder
and presents frequency data in dimensionless
form for transverse and i o n g h u h a l modes for
the horizontal cylinder and for the transverse
modes for the upright cylinder-the
configuration of general concern to launch vehicles.
Figure 5.21 shows typical mode shapes measured in a tank 30.5 centimeters in diameter
and 61 centimeters long.
Experimental data on frequencies and mode
shapes for the sphere are given in references
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ences 5.16 and 5.21. Figure 5.24 shows the
mode shapes measured for the first three
modes for a horizontal toroid.
The general technique for measuring the
natural frequencies is to oscillate the tank at
low amplitudes and record the frequency at
which the amplitude of the undistorted wave
shape reaches a maximum without rotation.
Above the natural frequency, the fluid surface
and particles will exhibit a tendency to rotate
and, during this rotation, a ~ronouncedincrease
in wave amplitude is possible. However, the
rotary motions are associated with the problem
of nonlinear sloshing treated in references 5.25
and 5.26, and summarized in chapter 3.
The photographs presented in figures 5.21
through 5.24 demonstrate the effectiveness of
the photographic technique for recording the
mode shape and emphasize the convenience of
clear plastic tanks for studies of fluid-sloshing
characteristics.
Damping

I

~ o a bcell 1

Strain gages and torsion bars
:iquid surface

FIGURE 5.20.-Tripod

support systems. (a) 30-centimeter-diameter tanli; (b) 76-centimeter-diameter tank.

5.17 through 5.19, and 5.25. The first two
mode shapes are shown in figure 5.22.
The normal oscillntions of fluids in oblate
spheroids are presented in reference 5.18, and
reference 5.15 presents n study of the Centaur
oxygen tank which is a "near" spheroid.
Mode shapes for the first three natural modes
for fluids in a horizontally oriented spheroid
tire shown in figure 5.23.
. Results of studies on the natural frequencies
i~ndmode shapes of toroids are given in refer-

The motions of the fluids in launch vehicle
tanks, if unchecked, are capable of exerting
large upsetting forces and moments on the
vehicle. The general procedure for limiting
these inputs, and thus minimizing the requirements of the vehicle control system to overcome them, is to install slosh baffles in the
tanks. (See ch. 4.) Such baffles are of
varied design such as rings, conical frustums,
cans, and so forth, but in all cases the weight
of the baffles is a burden which reduces payload ~apabilit~y.As a consequence, considerable research has been devoted to evaluating
the damping of various types of baffles to
maximize their efficiency and minimize their
weight. These studies involve the principal
geometric tank shapes of interest.
Techniques for measuring the damping supplied by slosh baffles in small research tanks are
given in the literatsure for cylinders (refs.
5.28 and 5.30), spheres (refs. 5.20, and 5.22
through 5.24), and oblate spheroids (refs.
5.15 and 5.29). Two basic techniques are
used: the logarithmic decay method or the
forced response method.
The logarithmic decay method involves the
measurement of the rnte of decay of t,he fluid
oscillation in a given rnode-invariably the first

FIGURE5.21.-Mode shapes for circular cylinder. (a) First two transverse modes for horizontal cylinder: (b) first three
longitudinal modes for horizontal cylinder; ( c ) first two transverse modes for an upright cylinder.

mode, since higher modes are so heavily
damped that the oscillations are neither of
---k-&--+:n ;-+nvn=t nnr --n r -____.
n ~ n n_ h-.
l pt o accurate
measurement, especially if the tank is fitted
with even a minimum of sloshing baffles.
The damping may be interpreted in terms of
the natural logarithm of the ratio of the forces
imposed by the fluid on the tank during
consecutive oscillations (e.g., ref. 5.24), or of
the ratio of the amplitudes of the flnid motions
during consecutive oscillations (e.g., ref. 5.25).
I n either case, a trnnsducer is used to obtain
an effective measure of the magnitude of the
J U U PIU
IIVVA~
v u wL
---a
A~I~!

sloshing fluid and the signal is fed into a readout
system.
At least four types of transducer systems have
been used effectively to measure fuei-sioshing
amplitudes. These are sketched in figure 5.25.
The first is a capacitance wire system which
consists of ttvo capacitance probes which are
mounted parallel to, but offset slightly and
insulated from, the I\-alls of the tank at the
location of the antinodes of the sloshing fluid.
These probes yield electrical outputs proportional to the difference in height of the liquid
surface at these points and are self-compensat-
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FIGURE
5.22.-First- and second-mode shapes for fluid in a sphere.

ing so as to maintain a constant zero level as
the tank is drained. This technique is described in detail in the appendix of reference
5.14.
The second technique, shown by the sketch
of figure 5.25(b), involves the use of concentric
floats which are positioned in the tanks a t
desired radial locations by means of wires or
cables. Accelerometers or velocity pickups are
mounted on the floats and sense the motions of
the floats as they rise and fall uith the fluid
during sloshing.
A third technique utilizes pressure pickups
which are mounted in the tank wall or inserted
in the fluid to measure the fluid head during
sloshing, as shown in figure 5.25(c).
The final, and perhaps most straightforward
technique, is to install the tank on some form
of load cell arrangement designed to indicate
the forces or moments applied to the tank by
the sloshing fluid. Load cells used may be of
the standard commercial type (ref. 5.29) or
may consist of specially designed strain-gagebeam systems. Also, in this category, is the
load cell mounted as a series element of the

tank excitation system such as that utilized for
the damping studies reported in reference 5.22.
Transducer outputs from any of the aforementioned systems can be readily recorded by
an oscillograph to yield a permanent record of
the decay of fluid amplitudes and associated
damping. However, the Dampometer has
proven to be a rapid and very useful device
for measuring the damping of singledegree-offreedom systems such as that associated with
the decay of fluid in one of its lower natural
modes. The Dampometer is an electronic instrument which converts the frequency and
damping characteristics of the analog transducer signal (the input) into a digital count
(the output). The input signal is first converted from a damped sinusoid to an Archimedes spiral which is then displayed on two
oscilloscopes, one for observation and the
second for further reduction of the data. A
cover which contains a photocell is placed over
the second oscilloscope. In addition, a series
of interchangeable calibrated disks are provided
with radial slits of different lengths \I-hich may
be individually placed over the second scope.
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By proper adjustment of the gain, the spiral
generated from the transducer signal appears
on the perimeter of the scope and moves toward
the center as the magnitude of the fluid motion
diminishes and the output spiral decays. As
the signal moves across the slits, the photocell
detects the intermittent light and provides the
input for the counter. By using the number
and length of the slits for a given disk, and the
counter's reading, the frequency and damping
associated with the transducer output are
readily obtained from a simple formula. By
adjusting the sensitivity of the instrument, the
damping is readily obtained for different magnitudes of the sloshing wave.
The measurement of damping by the forcedresponse method is not as convenient or
straightforward as the logarithmic decrement
method, but it may be advantageous if the test
facility and instrumentation are such that an
accurate velocity response curve is available.
If such is the case, the damping may be determined by measuring the amplitude of the
peak response a t the natural frequency or by
ratioing the bandwidth a t the half-power point
to the natural frequency (ref. 5.31).

I

Sloshing Forces

Flight experience with launch vehicles indicates that the principal problem posed by
sloshing fluids in launch vehicle tankage is
associated with the control system. As the
propellants slosh, forces and moments are
generated on the vehicle which must be overcome by the control system in order to maintain the vehicle on the programed flight trajectory. Thus, it is necessary to design the
control system to cope with both the frequencies
and the amplitudes of the sloshing fluids, and
hence it is necessary to know these quantities.
m - - L - : -----C-lauLlulquc;a L v r uuauuLigthe fmn..',nnrPa
IAV,,,,v:,,,
and
for limiting the forces, are discussed in previous
sections, but it is essential to know the forces
involved even for baffled tanks to assure adequate margins in control system gains and
control forces.
Research techniques for measuring the sloshing forces imparted to tanks are cited in the
-A,,

FIGURE5.23.-Mode shapes for the &st three natural
modes of liquid in a spheroid. (a) First mode; (b) second mode; (c) third mode.

,.

.
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FIGURE5.25.-Techniques for detecting magnitudes of
fluid sloshing. (a) Capacitance wires; (b) floats;
(c) pressure pickups; (d) load cells.

FIGURE
5.24.-Mode shape8 for first three natural modefi of
liquid in a horizontal toroid. (a) First mode; (h) second
mode; (c) third mode.

literature. The apparatus shown in figure 5.26
was used to measure the forces on spherical
tanks (refs. 5.19, and 5.22 through 5.24) and
toroidal tanks (ref. 5.21). The spheroidal tank
(ref. 5.15) was in~estigat~ed
with the apparatus
shown in figure 5.18(b). The techniques used
nre typical in thttt the tank is oscilltited a t the
selected frequency and amplitude t o generate
the desired fluid motions, is "quick stopped" tit
ri point of zero velocity in the cycle, rind tile
forces imparted by the fluid to the trink during
ensuing fluid oscillntions measured by installing

FIGURE5.26.-Experimental

test facility.

a calibrated load cell in the driving link. Typictll slosh-force traces are shown in figure 5.27.
The measurement of residual forces after bringing the Appt~rlitus to rest is preferable to the
rlormtilly used forced-response technique in that
i t obviates the need to subtrtlct out the tare
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FIGURE 5.27.-Typical

slosh-force trace. First mode:
liquid-depth ratio, h/2R=0.40.

forces associated with the tank-support system;
however, it does not provide an opportunity to
resolve the resultant force into its mass-spring
and damping components. Resolution of the
forces when utilizing the forced-response technique has been accomplished with the apparatus
shown in figure 5.18(a) by feeding the load cell
outputs into a resolver system phased with the
tank displacements (ref. 5.27).
Irregular Fluid Motions-Swirl
Slosh

and Dome-Impact

When the frequency of excitation of a tank
containing a fluid is gradually increased beyond
the natural frequency, the fluid wave will begin
to swirl. Experimental results show that t'he
swirl is a combination of wave motions and
rotary motions-particles in the fluid move up
and down and rotate around the tank. As a
result of the rotations of the fluid, the amplitude
of the wave before the surface breaks may reach
amplitudes several times as large as those due
to pure sloshing a t a natural frequency and,
consequently, the fluid forces imparted to the
tank may be much higher. Although the swirl
is most pronounced for the first sloshing mode,
there is experimental evidence that swirling
motions are also possible for higher mode;.
As discussed in chapter 3, this is a nonlinear
problem akin to large amplit'ude motions of a
pendulum.
- Experimental techniques for evaluation of the
forced response during normal sloshing of fluids,
such as described in previous sections of this

1.79

chapter, have been successfully applied (ref.
5.26) to analysis of fluid swirl and appear to be
adequate.
The problem of dome impact arises when the
direction of the resultant acceleration of the
tank is reversed such as may occur during engine
shutdown of a launch vehicle flying through the
atmosphere, or if an engine is ignited while the
propellant is located in the upper part of a tank.
(These problems are discussed in further detail
in ch. 10.) The resultant impulsive pressures
may be severe and must be considered as a
factor in assessing the structural integrity of
the tank.
Two experimental techniques have been used
to analyze the extent of this problem. References 5.11 and 5.12 describe a technique which
utilizes a pressure-activated carriage (shown in
fig. 5.28) to accelerate a tank, partially filled
with a liquid, downward a t accelerations
substantially greater than 1 g. The resulting
impulsive pressures on the tank d,:me are
measured by an array of pressure cells.
Another technique for investigation of domeimpact fuel slosh is shown in figures 5.29 and
5.30. As shown in figure 5.29, the tank
(enclosed in a cage, fig. 5.30) is accelerated
upward by a cable attached to a drop weight
and passing over a system of pulleys. *After the
drop weight comes to rest by dropping in a
sandpit, the motion of the tank is also brought
to rest by the braking force of another cable
system. The downward acceleration of the
braking force, greater than 1 g, causes the fluid
to impact the dome, whereupon both the fluid
pressure and the resultant fluid forces are
measured. The measurement of the fluid forces
is facilitated by supporting the dome from the
remainder of the tank by a system of strain
gage beams.
Coupling of Fluid Motions and Structurai
Deformations

Although the major problems concerning
sloshing propellants involve the uncoupled
fundamental lateral sloshing modes of the fluid.
experimental evidence indicates that substantial coupling of fluid and tank motions may
result in some instances. Reference 5.33, for
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Drop weight

Bra11ng force

FIGURE5.29.-Schematic of dome-impact slosh apparatus.

by an electromagnetic coil and measured uith
inductance pickups.
Another study of interest has been reported
.(ref. 5.34) which involved the breathing vibr*
tions of a circular cylindrical shell containing a
liquid. The technique and apparatus used
were similar to those employed for the study of
the bending vibrations discussed in the previous
paragraph.
Coupling of

FIGURE5.28.-Southwest

Reeearch Institute apparatus
to study dome-impact fuel slosh (refs. 5.11 and 5.12).

example, treats the bending vibrations of a
circular cylindrical shell with an internal liquid
having a free surface wherein the presence of
the free surface liquid was shown to increase the
resonant bending frequency of the tank as
compared to a similar configuration with the
fluid capped. The apparatus used in this study
is shown in figure 5.31. - The tank, pin ended in
this case, is mounted in a stand designed to
permit variations in tank-end restraints and
equipped with a capping device to restrict the
fluid surface for comparison with free sl~rface
responses. Vibrations of the tank were excited

Fluid and Tank

Motions

In most of the studies of fluid sloshing, the
assumption is generally made that the sloshing
phenomena are not appreciably affected by the
translatory and pitching motions of the tank,
and that sloshing data, generated in rigidly
mounted tanks or tanks subjected to small.
translat,ory movements such as are necessary
to excite the fundamental sloshing modes, are
applicable to launch vehicle design. This
philosophy was put to the test in a study (ref.
5.35) wherein a tank was mounted in a gimbal
supported on long cables so that it could
oscillate in both translation and pitch. As
shown in figure 5.32, the tank was also fitted
uith an air jet and control system which
permitted close simulation of a launch vehicle
under flight. By varying jet pressures, pitching axes, and the spring and damping constants
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Pin
support

FIGURE5.31.-Schematic of apparatue ehowing capping
device (ref. 5.33).

predicted by use of data generated during more
conventional sloshing studies.
5.9 LIQUID MOTIONS IN LARGE TANKS

Damping in Cylinders

FIGURE5.30.-Langley

Research Center tank and instrumentation for dome-impact sloeh studies (ref. 5.32).

of the system, it was possible to study both
stable and unstable motions. The results of
this study showed that conventional ring
baffles immersed in the fluid were substantially
more effective in damping pitching motions
than lateral motions of the tank, and that by
inclusion of the proper damping, the motions and
stability of the system could be adequately

Although most of the research on fluid sloshing has been conducted in small tanks as
reviewed in section 5.8, several important
investigations have involved experiments with
larger tanks. Reference 5.14 presents the
results of a study of the effect of time-varying
liquid depth on the damping of the fundamental
lateral sloshing mode. A Plexiglas tank, 91.5
centimeters in diameter and 183 centimeters
high, was partially filled with water, the lateral
sloshing mode mas excited with a paddle, and
t'hn d ~ m p i n gwas measured with the capacitance
wire system shown in figure 5.25(a) as the fluid
was drained from the tank at high rates. By
comparing the damping at a given fluid level
while draining with the damping at the same
fluid level without draining, it was shown that
the normal rate of efflux of the fluid from a tank
has no appreciable effect on the damping of the
first lateral sloshing mode.
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FIGURE5.33.-Two-dimensional

FIGURE 5.32.-Schematic
of experimental apparatus
(ref. 5.35).

tank.

FIGURE5.34.eFront view of test equipment.

Two-Dimensional Damping Effectiveness of Baffles

Reference 5.36 presents a study of the measured tx-0-dimensionnl damping effectireness of
fuel-sloshing baffles applied to ring baffles in a
cylindrical tnnk. In coritrtist to the usual tippronch n-here a tank of a geometric configuration of interest is fitted I\-ith baffles and the
damping of the slosliing fluids measured, in this
study numerous types of t\\-o-dimensional
bnffle segments were mounted as cantilever
elements on a reciprocating blnde (fig. 5.33)
installed in n t\vc)-dimensionnl tnnk as she\\-n in
figure 5.34. Tlie tit~ik\\.as 30.5 s 152.5 s 152.5
centimeters in size nnd wns filled to n depth of
122 centimeters with ~vnter. -4s shown in

figure 5.34, the blade which supported the bafle
segment was mounted to a pi\-oted beam and
instrumented so as to measure the forces imp ~ r t e db y t,he fluid to the bnffle segment as the
frequency and amplitude of the support blade
vibrations were varied. Data from tests of the
two-dimensional plates were utilized in a "strip
tlieory" technique and integrated to obtain the
equivalent damping of a circular ring bnffle.
One of the conclusions of this test \vas that the
damping effectiveness of ring baffles in cylindrical tanks can be ndequately predicted from
force measurements in n t\\-o-dimensional tank,
even \\-hen surface effects are large. It is
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FIGURE
5.35.-View of teat cylinders and test setup (ref. 5.39). (a) Cylinder 1; (b) cylinder 2.

pertinent to note here that the quasi-empirical
ring damping formula developed by Miles
(ref. 5.37) \+-asderived by similar application of
two-dimensional data developed by Keulegan
and Carpenter (ref. 5.38). As shown in
reference 5.28, the damping predicted by Miles1
formula is in close agreement mith that measured for annular ring baffles in cylindrical tanks
(see also ch. 4).
Vibration Characteristics of Pressurized Thin-Walled
Circular Cylinders Partly Filled With Liquid

The results of a study of the effects of a contained fluid on the vibrations of thin-walled
pressurized tanks which simulate launch vehicle
applicaiiuiis are presented k, rreferszcc 5.39.
The investigation treats empty, partly filled,
and full conditions for two tanks, shown in
figure 5.35, having ratios of radius to thickness
of 937 and 3000. The cylinders were closed a t
the top by fiber-glass domes and at the bottom
by aluminum cones. The tanks were excited
by an air shaker (the rectangular object show-n
in the figure to the left of the tanks) \\-hereinthe
applied oscillating force n-as derived by interrupting a jet of air with the teeth of a rotating

disk. The magnitude of the oscillating force
was controlled by varying the air pressure to
the jet, and t'he frequency was cont,rolledby the
speed of rotation and the number of teeth on the
disk. The principal advantages of this type of
shaker are the absence of physical ties or added
mass to the structure, and the fine control of the
frequency and amplitude.
Using the test setup shown in figure 5.35, the
shaker was placed in the position expected to
give maximum response of the cylinder in the
desired mode, and the frequency lvas varied
until maximum response was obtained. Maximum response was observed by touching the
cylinder lightly mith the fingertips while varying
the freql~enryof t,he applied force. The mode
\\-as then identified by locating the node lines
which represent positions of little or no radial
motion. In nearly all cases, an esperienced
engineer could readily map out the mode
shapes using this technique-the only esceptiori
being in the case of the very thin tank \\-hen
unpress~wized. In this case, the local imperfections tlnd flexibility necessitated the use of a
miniature accelerometer (4 gm) to map out the
mode shapes.
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Comparison of the experimental and theoretical results for this study showed that the
equations derived can be used to adequately
predict tbe characteristics of pressurized cylinders partly fUed with a liquid. The results
also showed that the damping of tank vibration
modes for the water-filled tanks was less than
half the damping measured \!-hen the tanks were
empty-an important consideration relative to
the response of the shell modes of a launch
vehicle to engine acoustic and atmospheric
inputs.
5.10 VIBRATION TESTS OF DYNAMIC MODELS

General Considerations and Philosophy

The evaluation of mechanical systems is
grounded in the mutually supporting developments of theoretical and experimental analysis,
and characterized by continued improvements
in structural efficiency-the capability of a
given weight of material to do a bigger and
better job. Improvements in structural efficiency are highlighted in aerospace systems
such as the turbojet engine, the airplane, the
rocket engine, and the launch vehicle. Rapid
improvements in material properties and fabrication techniques make new, high-performance
e need
configurations feasible and a c c e n t ~ a t ~the
for adequate methods to predict their behavior.
Prediction of the characteristics (natural
frequencies, mode shapes, and response to
known loads) of complex, highly efficient structures such as those of launch vehicles is essentially a two-part problem involving development,
of appropriate equations of motion and assigning correct values to the structural quantities
involved. The third part of the problem, that
of solving the equations, has been largely
overcome through developments in high-speed,
high-capacity computers. Comparisons of the
predicted and measured characteristics of
aerospace structures repeatedly demonstrate
the need for experimental tests to generate the
data required for refinements of structural
inputs, and show that accurate predictions of
structural response are difficult to come by
except by iterat,ive procedures. Such iterations

involve analysis, experiment, and comparison
of results; reexamination of analytical assumptions and concepts, reevaluation of the structural properties, revised calculations and tests,
the structural
and new comparisons-until
properties and st.ructura1behavior are predicted
within acceptable bounds. Dynamicists have
recognized for many years that dynamic models
provide efficient, versatile, and economical
sources of experimental data necessary for
advancement of the state of the art in structural
analysis. Applications of dynamic model
technology to solution of problems of stability
and control, flutter, and forced response of
aircraft are well documented in the literature
and, more recently, have been applied to launch
vehicles and spacecraft as discussed in the
following sections.
Replica and Dynamically Similar Models

Dynamic models as applied to research in
space vehicle technology to date have been of
two types : replica and dynamically similar.
A replica model is one which involves reproduction of the details of the structure and
materials. I t is achieved by essential duplication of the prototype on a smaller scale; dnless
a scale reference is given, the observer could not
tell from a picture of the composite vehicle or
any of its components whether it be the model
or prototype. An exact replica model is very
difficult to achieve for obvious practical reasons,
but the Saturn V model discussed subsequently
is a close approximation. Whereas the design
of a replica model is simple (achieved by scaling
the numbers on the prototype dranings), its
construction may be a very difficult task,
necessitating the use of very thin shells and
reinforcement structures and new tooling for
fabrication. These considerations essentially
limit the minimum size of such models.
Dynamically similar models encompass those
~vherein the important dynamic properties,
such as mass and stiffness distributions, are
reproduced or simulated either by the use of
sinliltir materials and fabrication techniques or
by approfirnations t,hereto. I n essence, a
d J-nainicallg similar model, usually referred to
as a dyrlanlic model, is one which exhibits
characteristics which closely represent the
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counterparts of the prototype in the areas of
importance relative to the phenomena being
studied on the prototype. The ?6-scale Saturn
SA-1, !&scale Titan 111, and >:,,-scale Saturn V
models discussed hereafter are of this type.

pressurized. I t has been found necessary to
coat the interior of the tanks, to purify Freon,
and to deionize and deactivate water with
inhibitors such as sodium chromate.

Propellant Simulation in Large Dynamic Models

In essentially all cases of interest, the boundary conditions for launch vehicles are essentially
free-free, and an equivalent support system
must be used during dynamic model tests to
assure that the natural frequencies, mode
shapes, structural damping, and dynamic response of the model represent those which occur
on the full-scale vehicle under flight conditions.
The fundamental criterion is one of frequency
separation. If the frequency of the support
system can be made sufficiently low compared
to the natural frequency of t,he lowest frequency
natural mode of interest, say by a factor of 3
octaves, the effect of the support system on the
structural characteristics of the model can
usually be neglected. The techniques for supporting various types of dynamic models, and
in some cases, full-scale vehicles, are discussed
in references 5.40 through 5.42.
If the structure of the vehicle is such that it
may be handled as a unit and can be oriented
horizontally, the better approach is usually to
support it, as shown in figure 5.36. This technique has been used effectively for empty
launch vehicle stages up to the size of the Thor.
In this type of support system, the effect of the
support is secondary, and if, in the excitation of
the natural modes of the structure, the supports
are located a t the nodal points, t,heir effect on
the structure is negligible. I t is usually desirable to mount the exciter near an antinode to

As developed in section 5.4, the simulation of
fuel sloshing is a most difficult task in any model
of a launch vehicle which is adequately scaled
and constructed to provide quantitative data of
structural dynamics of the prototype. This is
true because the natural frequency of a given
mode of the structure is inversely proportional
to the characteristic length, whereas the natural
frequency of any particular mode of the sloshing
propellants is inversely proportional to the
square root of the characteristic length. For
example, on a %-scale replica model, the frequencies of the model structure are nine times
as high as those of the prototype, whereas the
frequencies of model propellants are only three
times as high as the frequencies of the prototype
propellants. Thus the struc ture/propellant frequency ratio, which should be the same on
model and prototype for similarity, would differ
by a factor of 3. Among the ways of overcoming this problem, such as testing the model in a
higher acceleration field (e.g., on the end of a
centrifuge) or constructing the model of materials having a lower modulus of elasticity,
none have proven very satisfactory. Fortunately, the effects of coupling of the free surface
propellant sloshing modes with the structural
modes have not proven to be of primary significance, and the general practice to date has been
to select model fluids primarily to simulate
prototype propellant masses-Freons to simulate liquid oxygen and nitrogen tetraoxide,
naphthas to simulate hydrazine, polystyrene
balls to simulate liquid hydrogen. Frequently
water can be used, with appropriate allowances
or r-or-reciion Ittctors, to achieve satisfactory
simulation of propellant masses other than for
liquid hydrogen. The reader is reminded that
impurities associated with all of these fluids may
be highly corrosive to aluminum and magnesium alloys, and that the corrosive action is
particularly important because of the thin gages
of materials used and the fact that the tanks are

Model Support Systems

Floor

FIGURE 5.36.-Horizontal

support systems for launch
vehicles.
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maximize the response of the structure in the
mode of interest. However, if the response of
the vehicle indicates coupling of other modes,
such coupling can be minimized by mounting
the exciter a t a node point of the mode producing the undesired coupling effect.
.In general, the support cables should be
made of elastic shock cord, but the results of
many tests of small solid-propellant rocket
vehicles a t the Langley Research Center indicate that steel cables can be used successfully
if properly adjusted. In most cases, a tu-opoint support is adequate for such vehicles, the
location of these supports being adjusted to
coincide with nodal points of the mode being
excited.
In some cases, particularly those involving
vehicles containing liquid propellants and thin
pressurized shells, it is necessary to orient the
vehicle vertically to properly simulate the
effects of the earth's gravitational field on the
dynamics of the vehicle-propellant system.
Herr (ref. 5.41) has studied this problem and has
developed two unique and very effectivesupport
systems, which are shown in figure 5.37. Both
of these systems closely duplicate the free-free
boundary conditions for such vehicles.
The first of these vertical support systems is
referred to as a high-bay harness. The weight
of the vehicle is carried by two support cables
which are attached to the bottom of the vehicle
and to the overhead support structure. Stability is achieved by t ~ v ohorizontal restraining
cables tied between the support cable and the
periphery of the vehicle a t some point, for
example, above the vehicle's center of gravity.
This support system has essentially tu-o degrees
of freedom in the plane normal to the cables:
translation as a pendulum and pitching. I n
terms of the dimensions shown on the figure,
the stiffness, and thus the frequency, of the
pitching mode can be controlled by separation
of the points where the support cables fasten
to the rigid support structure. The vehicle will
stand erect if

and the frequency of the pitching mode \\-ill
approach zero as

This support system was used successfully on
the )$scale SA-1 and the %o-scale Saturn V
dynamic models studied a t the Langley
Research Center.
I n some instances involving the tests of very
large dynamic models or full-scale launchvehicle structures, it may be difficult to provide
an overhead rigid support structure as necessary
for the high-bay harness. In such cases, the
low-bay harness, though slightly more complicated, is preferable and is being used for the
st.ructura1 dynamics studies of the full-scale
Thor-Agena launch vehicle now under study
a t Langley. As mas the case for the high-bay
harness, the weight of the vehicle is carried by
two support cables. Hov-ever, in this case,
the support cables may be much shorter than
the length of the vehicle. The vehicle is held
erect by controlling the tensions in the restraining cables by means of turnbuckles, and the
condition for neutral stability, and hence, zero
frequency in pitch, is (fig. 5.37)

Although i t is still necessary to have some
support structure near the t,op of the vehicle,
this structure can be relatively light, since it'
need support only a small fraction of the weight
of the vehicle.

Model of Saturn SA-1
Because of the complex nature of the clustered
st,ructure of the Saturn SA-1, and the urgent,
need for experimental data ttoguide the selection
of concepts and assumptions for structural
analysis, the Langley Research Center construct.ed and tested a %-scale dynamic model
of the SA-1 vehicle (refs. 5.43 through 5.46).
The model, supported in the vibration testing
tower, is shown in figure 5.38, and some of the
details of construction and test apparatus are
shown in figure 5.39. The extent to which the
full-scale structure is duplicated in the model
is indicated by figure 5.40. The model was
tested while supported in both the high-bay
115-Scale Dynamic
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harness (fig. 5.37) and with an eight-cablesupport system which simulated the full-scale
support system (ref. 5.44). The propellant
masses were simulated with water. The experimen tal vibration characteris tics obtained
on the model are compared with the results of
the full-scale tests, which were conducted at
the Marshall Space Flight Center (ref. 5.45).
On the basis of this comparison, the authors
drew the following conclusions:
(1) The model and full-scale, first-bendingmode frequency parameters are in good agreement (within 6 percent) when the rigid-body,
suspension-system rocking frequency parameters are in agreement. The frequency parameters of the model in the first cluster mode, the
second cluster mode, and the second bending
mode are approlrimately 10 percent below the
corresponding full-scale frequency parameters.
(2) For most of the modes, the damping of
the model is of the same order of magnitude as
t,he damping of the full-scale Saturn.
(3) The mode shapes of the model in the firstbending, first-clusterland second-c1uster modes
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FIC~(IE5.38.-1/5-scaIe dynamic model of Satum SA-1
suspended in vibration-testing tower.

Fixed oullevs .

LC
-4
High bay harness
Vehicle will stand
erect if
a>f( b c
el

--e)+b

Low bay harness
Vehicle will stand
erect if

FIGURE5.39.-Outrigger-barrel area of 115-scale dynamic
model of Saturn SA-1.

Wb

T>F 8 ( p )

FIGURE j.37.-vertical
support systems for
vehicles (ref. 5.41).

launch

are in agreement with the corresponding
full-scale mode shapes. Significant differences
between the model and full-scale, second-bending-
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Model

Full scale
FIGURE
5.40.-Saturn

mode shapes are believed to be caused by a
structural simplification made in the secondstage structure of the model.
(4) Both model and full-scale vehicles exhibit
u nonlinearity of the first-bending-mode response characterized by a decrease of resontint
frequency with increase of vibration amplitude.
For the range of amplitudes inrestigttted with
the model, the variation of frequency was approximately the same as the rnriation caused
by suspension-system stiffness chnnges.
115-Scale Dynamic Model of Titan

Ill

Partly as n ~kesultof the successful demonstration of the vtllue of n dy~itimic nod el in
studies of tlie structurtil dynnrnics of the
Snturrl SA-I luundi vehicle, the -4ir Force
awarded 11 contriict to llcirtin-Den\-el. to construct and test H );-scale dpnnmic model of the

SA-1 structural details.

Titan I11 launch vehicle. This contract effort
was admini~t~ered
by Aerospace Corp., and the
Lt~ngley Research Center provided t'echnical
support and facilit,ies for the initial model tests.
Further and more detailed experimental studies
are currently being pursued by NASA a t
Langley.
Figure 5.41 shows the model of the Titan 111
installed in the test tower. Some of the details
of the bottom of the central core may be seen
i11 figure 5.42 where the model is suspended
above a 9 10-kg electromagnetic shaker for
investigation of the longitudinal vibration
lr~odesand response.
During the tests, the masses of the hypergolic
propellnnts were sirnulnted by Freon, and u.
mixture of alcohol tlnd water. The mttsses of
the strup-on solid propellctnts were simulated
uith lead weights as shown in figure 5.43.
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FIGURE5.42.-Bottom section of Titan I11 core and
vibration exciter.

FIGURE5.41.-1/5ecale
dynamic model of Titan I11
installed in test tower at Langley.

The model test philosophy for the Titan I11
was somewhat different than for the Saturn
SA-1. In t.bia r.e.sej t'he primary purpose of
the model tests was to check the adequacy of
the theory for prediction of the full-scale Titan
I11 response. Then if the theory, with slight
modifications to treat discrepancies between
the model and full-scale structures, proved adequate for analyzing the dynamic model, i t
could be applied with confidence to predict
full-scale responses, and the need for structural
dynamics testing of the full-scale vehicle would
be obviated.

At the time of writing, comparison between
the theory and initial test results from the
model indicates that modifications of the theory
and future iterations with experiments are
necessary and are now in progress. Initial
results of the test program and comparison
with theory are given in reference 5.47.

V
The )&-scale dynamic model of the Saturn
V launch vehicle, the umbilical ton-er, and the
cran-1er platform are shown in figure 5.44.
The components of the model are shown in
figure 5.45. This large-scale model is part of
the overall Saturn V dynamic model program
to advance the technology of dynamic modeling
of launch vehicles and to generate data per1140-Scale Dynamic M o d e l of Saturn
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FIGURE5.43.-Top view of model of Titan I11 solids
showing simulated masses.

tinent to the Saturn V vehicle. Specific
objectives of this model were to determine
the degree to which the full-scale and KO-scale
replica model responses could be predicted
with an inexpensive and comparatively simple
dynamically similar model, to ascertain the
effects of fluid propellant coupling with the
structure. and to investigate
- the coupled
response of the
and launch
tower.
The model myas designed so that the ratios
of the fundamental fuel-sloshing frequency
(as simulated) to the natural friquenEies of
the structural bending vibrations of the vehicle
could be varied over a range of values which
include the full-scale frequency ratios. This
mas done to facilitate investigation of the,
effect of coupling of these modes which, as
noted previously, is not possible in a replica
model. The scaling of the structural aspects
can be summarized as follows:

FIGURE5.4.-1/40.8cale dFamic model of Saturn V,
umbilical tower and crawler platform.

For a replica model

FIGURE
5.45.-Components of 1140-scalemodel of Saturn V.
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and for the %,-scale Saturn V model

where
w=structural frequency

E= modulus of elasticity
I=area moment of inertia
m'=mass per unit length
l=length of the structure
M=subscript to denote model
F=subscript to denote full scale
A=characteristic length ratio
The model stiffness was reduced by constructing it of magnesium rather t,han aluminum, and it was increased by increasing the
thickness of the skin relat,ive to that of a
fro-scale replica model. The model mass distribution was then increased by a factor of
(411.5) relative to replica values so that the
resulting model/prototype frequency ratios of
the basic structure would be identical to those
of a replica model.
With respect to the simulated propellant
frequency ratio

For a replica model
(W
W F 2y=(1)(A)

and for %o-scaleSaturn V model
(+(A)
WF

(A)

where a is the acceleration field, and the other
symbols and subscripts are as previously defined. The acceleration ratio is effectively
increased by a factor X re!ati:re tc? n replica
model by simulating the propellants by means
of a spring-mass system. The masses include
an alloy which has a low melting temperature
placed in containers equipped with electrical
heaters so that the alloy can be liquefied to vary
the effective inertia of the propellant simulants.
The %o-scalemodel of the launch umbilical
tower (LUT) is also a dynamically similar

model where the stiffness, mass, center of gravity, and inertia properties are scaled from fullscale values. This LUT model is used to study
coupling between the vehicle and the tower.
Test data from lateral tests obtained a t the
time of writing indicate good correlation with
results from the larger KO-scalemodel and with
results from analytical studies of the full-scale
vehicle. Both the experimental and the analytical studies are being continued.
1110-Scale Dynamic M o d e l of Saturn

V

The 50-scale dynamic model of the Saturn V,
supported in the high-bay harness suspension
system to simulate fight conditions, is shown in
figure 5.46. Replica scaling, which necessitated
an extension of the state-of-the-art in fabrication, was employed with a resulting 11-metertall model that has excellent duplicate representation of full-scale structure from the
first-stage-engine gimbals through the Lunar
Excursion Module adapter of the payload.
Some of the construction details of the firststage thrust structure are shown in figure 5.47,
where the thrust and holddown posts, the reinforced cross-beams, the ring frames, the lower
fuel bulkhead, and the actuator support
structure are evident. Further indication of
the details built into the model are shown on
figure 5.48, where the interior of the first-stage
fuel tank, prior to completion, can be seen.
The complicated bulkhead, LOX suction ducts,
slosh baffles, and integrally milled tank skins
are visible. As an indication of structural
detail, the skin thickness of the skin-stringer
forward skirt of the third stage is 0.076 millimeter, while the cover sheets of the honeycomb
in the LEM adapter are 0.043 millimeter thick.
Extreme full-scale design details, such as hat
section stringers spike welded to skins, corrugated intertank sections, and scaled tension
strap joint reproduction, have been included in
the fabrication of the jio-scaie model.
Other Xu-scale model components available
for the test program include a multicell first
stage, other interstage sections constructed of
honeycomb or modified monocoque, and simulated holddown spring restraints.
The LOX and RP-1 propellants are simulated in the Xo-scale model with deionized

-
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FIGURE5.47.-First-stage thrust structure details of
l/lO-scale model of Saturn V.

FIGURE5.46.-1/10-scale dynamic model of Saturn V.

water. The mass distribution of the hydrogen
fuel in the second and third stages is simulated
with plastic balls possessing the proper specific
gravity. A discussion of the early model test
results, including comparison with theory, is
given in reference 5.48.
VIBRATION TESTS OF FULL-SCALE THORAGENA

FIGURE5.48.-Interior view of firstetage fuel tank of
1110-scale model of Saturn V.

The Langley Research Center is also conducting vibration analyses and tests of a full-scale

Thor-Agena vehicle to define the structural
dynamic characteristics of typical launch ve-
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hicle structures. Figure 5.49 shows the components of the various sections of the test setup.
Figure 5.50 shows the Thor while being erected
in the Langley Research Center's Dynamics
Zesearch Laboratory.
A unique air-bellows suspension system was
developed io vertically support the vehicle
during longitudinal testing. Figure 5.51 is a
sketch of the vehicle on the air suspension
system with a 13700-kilogram shaker attached
through the gimbal thrust pad. Lateral restraining cables prevent lateral, pitching, or
rolling motions of the vehicle while providing
minimum restraint to vert,ical or longit,udinal
motions. A closeup of the adapter fixture and

%

Lateral restraining cables

/I-

Thor
Lateral restraining cables

.Gimbal t h r u s t pad
Pneumatic bellows

13,700 kg.; shaker
Support stand

FIGURE5.51.-Suspension system for the Thor-Agena
longitudinal tests.
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FIGURE5.52.-Air-bellows
fixture for the Thor-Agena
longitudinal tests.

air bellows is shown in figure 5.52. Servo cont,rol of the bellows pressure maintains the

average elevation of the vehicle essentially
fixed for any weight condition, including transient conditions such as associated with high
propellant efflus rates. Water will be used to
simulate the oxidizer and fuel in the Thor,
while Freon and Apco-467 will be used in the
Agena.
The experimental results will yield data on
the transmissibility of vibratory forces through
the various types of structures used in large
launch vehicles. Test objectives include acquisition of impedance data relative to the input
forces generated in the engine section and forces
transmitted to the payload area, and the effects
of propellant flow on the dynamic response of
the launch vehicle structures. Experimental
data will be compared with current state-ofthe-art analytical procedures to assist in determining appropriate parametric values for use
in advanced analytical methods.
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PRINCIPAL NOTATIONS

A= any area
A2=any area moment of inertia
a =acceleration (linear)
all, =power of jth dimension in kth variable
a,=acceleration scale ratio (model to
pro totype)
B= torsional stiffness
b=other linear dimensiorls of a fuel
tank
c, co=\~elocityof sound in liquid
cPk=function of the a,k
D = chnracteristic tank diameter
Db=bending stiff iiess
D,=general notation for the jth fundament a1 dimension
D, =geometric scale ratio-ratio of characteristic length in the model to
that in the protot,ype
E= Y oung's modulus
Eb=bulk modulus, gas
EL=bulk lnodulus of fluid
F=dinlension of force (or g e n e r a l
force)
I*'= (subscript) denoting prototype value
of u parameter
G= shear modulus
g= graritn tiunal acceleration
H=qunntity of heat
h=depth of liquid in tank
I=nrea moment of inertia (struct~ire)
i , j , k, ])=indices
L= dimension of length
A4= dimension of mass (or general mass)
M= (subscript) denoting model value of
n parameter

M=a

moment
m =number of fundamental dimensions
m'= masslunit length, structure
M,=bending moment per unit width,
shell element
Mzu=twisting moment per unit width,
shell element
n= number of variables
N,=normal force per unit width, shell
element
N,,=shearing force per unit width, shell
element
Y =pressure
PC="cavity pressure1'
Pd=dynamic pressure in liquid
Po=pressure a t liquid free surface
PC=vapor pressure
Q= charge (electrical)
r =radius of meniscus in an equivalent
capillary tube
T = (subscript) den0 tes ratio of model
value of a parameter to the prototype value of a parameter
T= dimension of time
T,=critical temperature of liquid
TI,
T2= temperatures, equation (5.75)
t , t, =plate thickness
t,=equivalent distributed model tank
wall thickness
W=natural plate vibration frequency
w= transverse displacement of neutral
plane of shell wall
w,,=bending curvature of neutral plane,
shell wall
w,,= twisting curilnture of neutral plane,
shell wall

SLMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

a= Poisson's ratio

2 =impressed velocity

1"

x=impressed acceleration (linear)
zk=general exponent of variable
zo= tank excitation amplitude
ui=general notation ith variable
8 =any angular dimension
j4= angular velocity
$= angular acceleration
pz,= in-plane shearing stiffness
p2= transverse shearing st,8ness
y,,= transverse shearing strain
y,,= in-plane shearing strain

AAsL =changes in interfacial areas
AAm
A E = total change in interfacial energy
A P = Po- P,
€=strain
e,=extensional strain
I9= temperature
@=contactangle
A =extensional stiffness
A= characteristic length ratio
r =dynamic viscosity, liquid
r,=dynamic viscosity, gas
v=kinematic viscosity
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elastic constant
g=fluid free surface elevations, ~ e l o c ities, accelerations
si=ith R-term
*:=ratio of the value of the ith n term
for the model to the corresponding
value in prototype (= 1 for simulation)
p=mass density of liquid
kas=mass density of gas
p,=mass density scale ratio (model to
prototype)
psolid, ps=mass density of tank structure
u= surface tension
urn =solid-gas interfacial energylunit area
usL=solid-liquid interfacial energylunit
area
u,=yield strength of material
F=stress
s, .r,=characteristic times
sr= time scale ratio (model to prototype)
4 =Kinematic Surface Tension-a/ p
w, w,=characteristic frequencies
V =any volume
V2=any volume moment of inertia
f,

4,

'v' =Poisson-type

Chapter 6

Analytical Representation of Lateral Sloshing by Equivalent Mechanical Models
Franklin T.Dodge

6.1

INTRODUCTION

I n the previous chapters, the liquid sloshing
caused by lateral motions of the tank has
been described analytically and experimentally,
and the forces and torques exerted on the tank
by the sloshing pressures have also been given.
In addition to insuring that the fuel tank
structure is strong enough to withstand these
loads, the designer must also include the
sloshing forces and torques in the stability
analysis of the in-flight rocket. For this
purpose, it is often advantageous to replace
the liquid, conceptually , by an equivalent
mechanical system, because the equations of
motion for point masses and rigid bodies are
usually included more readily in the overall
transfer function of the missile than are the
equations for a continuously deformable
medium such as liquid fuel.
The main point that should be noted about
the equivalent mechanical models described
in this chapter is that the liquid cannot be
completely replaced by a single body of suitable
mass and moment of inertia that is rigidly
attached to the tank. Instead, a system of
spring masses or pendulums must be included.
These oscillating masses are necessary to duplicate the oscillating slosh forces arising from the
wave action a t the free surface. I n contrast,
where there is no free surface (the liquid
u
Zhukovskii
completely Fills u, ~ ~ t p p econtainer),
(refs. 6.1 and 6.2) has proved that the liquid
can always be replaced by an equivalent
rigid body; moreover, the mass and moment of
inertia of this equivalent system are independent of both time and the particular type of
motion being considered. However, Okhotsimskii (ref. 6.3) has shown that this result is

not true in general for a liquid with a free
surface. Although his proof is too long to be
considered here, a short heuristic argument
following his outline is developed in the next
few paragraphs. Besides showing that t,he
equivalent mechanical model must consist of
more than merely rigid bodies, except for a few
specific types of container motion, the proof
also shows how the masses of the free surface
motion analogs may be computed.
Consider a cylindrical tank with its axis
vertical (the z-axis of an r, 8, z coordinate
system fixed in space), and filled to a depth h
with an ideal liquid. Then, as shown in
chapter 2, the small linearized liquid motions
can be calculated from a velocity potential,
a , which is the solution of Laplace's equation

The boundary conditions are

2- v,,

--

a t the container walls, where V n is the component of the velocity of the tank motion in
the direction normal to the wall (the n-diection) ; and

a t the free surface.
The potential can be broken down into two
parts
a=*,+az
(6.4)
which satisfies equations (6.1) and (6.2) but
not (6.3), is the potential of a liquid that completely fills a capped container whose height is
..

Preceding page blank LeB
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equal to twice the actual liquid depth. a* is
the potential of a liquid in a stationary tank
and whose free surface is acted on by the
u n s t e a d ~pressures due to a,. That is, 9,
satisfies equation (6.1) and the homogeneous
boundan. conditiorl

The forces and moments acting on the tank
can be computed by integrating the fluid
pressures over the walls of the tank. Since
the dynamic pressures are proportional to &,
i.e., proportional to

- .-

a t the tank walls; it also satisfies the free
surfnce condition, equation (6.3), which now
takes the form
*2

&+g z=f(t)=-@,-g

(6.6)

The motion of the cont,ainer can be decomposed in the usual way into a translation and
a rotation (the tnnk is assumed to be a rigid
body). Since the problem of calculating the
fluid motion is a linear one, the effect of the
translation and the rotation can each be treated
separately. Thus, only one of the two basic
tank nlotions, say the transliltion, need be
considered.
I t is assumed without proof thnt 9, can be
expressed as

where rr, is the time-varying tank displacement.
other words, the fluid motion due to iP1 is
directly proportional to the tank motion; this
is a rensonnble result considering the physicnl
definition of
The poter~tial,a*,can be written as
111

it can be seen that the forces and moments are
partly due to a rigid body type of liquid motion
(the term proportional to so), and partly due to
a more complicated type of motion (the terms
Thus, one can conclude
proportional to g,).
that only when every g, is directly proportional
to xo can the liquid be replaced entirely by a n
equivalent rigid body (even in this case the
equivalent mass may be a function of parameters such as frequency or amplitude); in
general, this is not true. Instead, as can be
seen from equation (6.9), a series of spring-mass
or pendulum elements must be included in the
mechanical model, with the masses and the
spring constants (or pendulum lengths) chosen
in such a way that equation (6.9) is satisfied.'
The inertial parameters of the equivalent
mechanical model for sloshing suffer from the
disadvantage that they may be functions of the
type of tank motion under consideration.
However, in addition to easier visualization,
the mechanical model has the advantage that
the slight damping normady present in sloshing
can be treated by adding linear dashpots to the
spring-mass or pendulum elements.
I t should be emphasized that the above
results apply only for rigid containers and linear
liquid motions. Very few results are available
for mechanical models that include tank
elasticity or nonlinear liquid motions.

where ~ $ 2 . ~nre the ordinary sloshing mode
6.9 SIMPLE MECHANICAL MODELS
functions, ~ ~ the
n d g,(t) can be calculated with
the aid of equation (6.6). After sub~titut~ion,
Models With O n e Sloshing Mass
equntion (6.6) can be simplified to give
According to the theoretical developments of
the preceding section, a complete mechanical
analogy for transverse sloshing must include an
In equntiorl (6.9) use hiis been 1111~deof the
infinite
number of oscillating masses, one for
fuct tllrit b@,/bz=O 11t the free slirfnce for this
type of tnnk motion. w , is the ~iaturalfre1 Equation (6.9) is identical in form, of course, t o the
quency of the mth sloshing mode, i ~ n dA, is
equation of forced motion of a spring-mass oscillator or
IL constant.
pendulum whose natural frequency is om.
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each of the infinity of normal sloshing modes.
A detailed analysis, such as that to be given in
section 6.3, shows that the size of each of these
pendulum or spring-mass elements decreases
rapidly with increasing mode number. Thus it
is generally acceptable to include in the mechanical model only the pendulum or spring mass
corresponding to the fundamental mode (at
least as long as the exciting frequency is not
near the natural frequencies of any of the higher
modes). Furthermore, it is nearly impossible
to include more than one sloshing mass in those
cases for which no analyses exist and for which
the inertial parameters of the mechanical model
must be determined by a suitable experimental
program. Consequently, a number of simple
one sloshing mass models are described in this
section.
The model parameters mtiy be calculated
directly from the sloshing force and moment
analysis, if such an analysis is available;
several examples of this kind of model are
given later. In all cases, the model should be
checked with experimental measurenlents, and,
indeed, the model parameters can even be
determined from these tests. I t appears worthwhile to describe how this may be done, with
the development following closely that given in
references 6.4 and 6.5.
Experimental Derivation of M o d e l Parameters

Figure 6.1 shows a typical mechanical model,
which in this instance uses a pendulum as the
sloshing mass. The pendulum mass, ml, is
assumed to have no centroidal moment of
inertial2but the fixed mass, m0, is assumed to
have a moment of inertia, Io. cp, is the pitching
angle, and xo is the translation of the tank.
In order to correlate this model with the
results of the experimental sloshing tests, it is
necessary to have expressions for the force and
moment exerted on the tank. The totai iaterai
force of the mechanical model can be written as

where TIis the tension in the pendulum rod.
Since only linearized motions are considered,
sin $ has been replaced by #. For the same
I n other words, the pendulum bob is a point mass,
and the pendulum rod is weightless.

I

Free surface

t

FIGURE
6.1.-&%ode1 with one slosh'ig mass.

reason, TImay be replaced by mlg, where g is
the longitudinal acceleration of the tank. I n
other words

F= -moxo+moh,ii)-mlg$

(6.10)

The summation of moments about the center
of gravity of the liquid is

The pendulum angle, $, can be calculated by
writing down the equation of motion for the
pendulum (compare this equation with eq. (6.9))

Other assumptions are sometimes made; two
common ones are that the penduium is aiwsys
perpendicular to the liquid surface and that
the sum of mo and m, equals the total liquid
mas3
3 The pendulum angle \L can be determined by the
use of the first assumption. The last assumption is
not strictly true, since the sum of mo and the total mass
of the infinity of sloshing masses ( d l but one of which
are neglected in this model) should equal the liquid
mass.
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In one series of tests with the liquid oxygen
tank of the Centaur missile (ref. 6.5), the tank
mas oscillated at a frequency much less than
the sloshing natural frequency, and then the
tank was quick stopped. Since the tank was
not rotated (&=O), equations (6.10) and (6.12)
can be combined to give

where F,,, is the magnitude of the peak sloshing
force immediately after quick stopping, and Xo
is the amplitude of the tank motion; that is,
xo=Xo sin wt. From this equation, the pendulum mass, m,, may be calculated (since
IT

the natural frequency,

can be measured

by noting the escitation frequency for which a
sloshing resonance occurs). The reliability of
this method is demonstrated in figure 6.2,

cylindrical section of height, c.) The scatter in
the experimental data was about & 5 percent;
for this reason, upper and lower limit curves are
drawn on the figure. It can be seen that the
sloshing mass is very small when the liquid
almost fills the tank, because the free surface
area continually decreases as h/(b+c) is increased above 0.5, until for h/(b+c) = l . O there
is no free surface; that is, there is no wave motion. I t should be noted that there was a
certain amount of internal hardware in this
scale model, such as a thrust barrel, a fill pipe.
a vent pipe, and so forth; however, there were
no slosh baffles present.
The location of the pendulum hinge point
above the center of the tank was determined by
quick stopping the tank, as was done in the m,
measurements, and then the maximum moment
and force were recorded. For these conditions,
it can be seen from equations (6.10) aIld (6.11)
that h4max=h, Fmax,
or

Results of typical measurenlents for the Centaur
tank are shown in figure 6.3. There is a considerable amount of scatt,er in the data. The
abrupt change in the slope of the curves at
h/(b+c> =0.S is probably caused primarily by
t,he fact that the free surface area increases for
increasing liquid depths as long as h/(b +c) <0.5,

Liquid depth ratio, hllb + c)

FIGURE6.2.-Ratio of pendulum mass to liquid mass
present at each depth ratio as function of liquid depth
ratio (ref. 6.5).
v
3

which shows t l ~ esloslli~lgmass, m,, as a fl~nc- K -0.1
0 a 1 0.2 a 3 (14 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 a 9
ti011 of liquid depth, h , and total ttrnk depth,
;s
0
h + c . (The Centaur liquid oxygen tank is
Liqu~ddepth ratlo, hllb + c)
essentially all oblate spheroid with rt minor
rr
dinmetor of b, although the t w ~
oblate s ~ h e - FIGURE6 . 3 . - ~ a t i ~of pendulum hbge point location to
roidal segnre~ltsare sepnrated by a very small
tank height as a function of liquid depth ratio (ref. 6.5).
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but decreases for increasing liquid depths when
h/(b+c) >0.5.
The fixed mass, mo, can be calculated by the
equation
mo=mT-ml
(6.15)
where m~ is the total fluid mass. The location
of this mass below the center of gravity of the
liquid, and its centroidal moment of inertia,
. can be determined by pitching the tank (%#O)
and recording the sloshing moment and force.
If this is not possible or practical, as was the
case in the experiments described in reference
6.5, additional assumptions are necessary. If
one assumes that the mechanical model should
duplicate the statical properties of the liquid,
ho can be calculated by requiring that the static
moment on the tank, when it is tipped through
a small angle, be the same for both the liquid
and the mechanical model. In other words
which is identical to requiring that the location
of the center of gravity of the mechanical model

be the same ns that of the liquid. However,
locannot be determined unless it is possible to
pitch the tank; if this is done, I, can be calculated directly from equations (6.10), (6.1I),
and (6.12).
The parameters of a mechanical model using
a spring-mass element instead of a pendulum
can be determined in a similar way.
Analytical Derivation of Model Parameters

Expmssions for the sloshing forces and
moments are available for a number of simple
tank shapes, and for these the model parameters
may be determined without recourse to experiments. Because the theory usually assumes
that the liquid is inviscid and the tank is
"clean," the inertial parameters are strictly
va.lid only for a, t.ank cnnt.aining no baffles or
other internal hardware: even with baffles,
however, the parameters do not change significantly, t,he main effect being an increase in
damping. (However, see discussion following
equation (6.51) .) Thus, the various masses,
pendulum lengths or spring constants, moments
of inertia, etc., given in the tables are valid
also for tanks which are not perfectly clean.
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Simple mechanical models for cylindrical
tanks are considered first (refs. 6.6 through
6.1 1). Figure 6.4 shows the two types of
models for which analytical models are available, and the equations for calculating the
parameters are given in table 6.1. The moment
of inertia, Io, is the same for both models.
Not all of the models given in the references
are identical. In some cases, mo is given as
the value i t would have if all the modal masses
were included in the model; thus, since only
one of the modal masses is actually included,
the total fluid mass is slightly larger than the
mass of the mechanical model. Also, the
value of I, is sometimes given as the value
necessary to leave the center of gravity of the
fluid unchanged; in table 6.1, the value of I, is
that which would leave the center of gravity
unchanged if all the modal masses were present;
thus, the center of gravity of this model is
slightly displaced from that of the liquid.
Experimental evidence (refs. 6.10 and 6.1 1)
has shown that these discrepancies are very
minor.
Figure 6.5 shows an equivalent mechanical
model for rectangular tanks (refs. 6.12 through
6.14); this model uses a single spring-mass
element to represent the liquid sloshing. The
motion of the tank is in the plane of the drawing,
but a similar model is valid for motions a t
right angles to this plane. Equivalent models
for the sloshing that occurs when the tank is
rotated about vertical axis are available (refs.
6.12 and 6.13), but are not reproduced here
since this type of motion is of less interest in
space vehicle applications.
Table 6.2 lists the model parameters, which
have been developed by neglecting all the terms
involving the masses corresponding to highorder modes in the original equations (refs.
6.12 and 6.13).
A series of compound double-pendulum
models used to simulate sloshing in long, shallow
rectangular tanks, such as the passive antiroll
tanks employed in certain ships, have been
developed by Dalzell (unpublished notes). I n
these models, it is necessary to include explicitly
the fact that the pivot point of the swinging
pendulum is in motion. Figure 6.6 shows two

a
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TABLE6.1.-Model
1
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Parameters for Cylindrical Tank
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TABLE6.2.-,Model

Parameters for Rectangular

Tank
[ m ~ = p h w = f l u i d mass per unit width]
& = m T (*h)

( t a n h 3.14

m l = m . (&h)

h
tanh 3 . 1 4 ;

?)'
W

m,,=m~-ml
h
11=1.57 w tanh 1.57 ;
h rn~ h
lo=-+(-4)
2 m o 2

m
-12T (hz+wZ)

4wZ
[1-7+-u?+h

-1

252d
h
hwZ+h3 tanh 1.57 w

FIGURE
6.6.--Compound double-pendulum mechanical
model8 for long shallow rectangular tanks.

form of graphs instead of tables. Figure 6.7
gives the necessary information for a pendulum
analogy. The centroidal moment of inertia of
the fixed mass is not required in the model
since, for an ideal liquid, rotation about an axis
through the center of tank does not cause any
liquid motion or sloshing forces and moments.
Comparisons of the test results and the predictions of the mechanical model do not agree
as well for the spherical tank as they do for
cylindrical and rectangular tanks (ref. 6.15).
This is because liquid motions in a spherical
tank are inherently more nonlinear than in
tanks with parallel sides (see ch. 3); thus the
results of a linear theory, such as the equivalent
mechanical model shown in figure 6.7, cannot be
expected to yield results as accurate for spherical tanks as for other configurations.
Experimentally determined parameters for a
pendulum model in a spherical tank were compared with analytical values by Sumner (ref.

of these models. Since such models are used
mostly in connection with waves whose lengths
are relatively long in comparison to the liquid
depth, they will not be investigated further.
The available analyses for spherical tanks
(refs. 6.6, and 6.15 through 6.17) are essentially
numerical (see ch. 2); hence, the parameters
for the mechanical model are presented in the

rameter agreed well, eicept for nearly full or
nearly empty tanks (where nonlinear effects
predominate), the pendulum-sloshing mass ratio
did not. The other two parameters, pendulum
arm length and hinge-point location, also agreed
fairly well.
Equivalent mechanical models for arbitrarily
shaped conical tanks are not available. How-

FIGURE
6.5.-Simple

mechanical model for rectangular
tanks.

6.17).

While the filnda.ment,al freqi1enc.y pti-
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FIGURE
6.7.-Simple-pendulum mechanical model for spherical tanks (ref. 6.6).

ever, a partially complete model for a 45"
conical tank (refs. 6.6 and 6.18) is shown in
figure 6.8 and table 6.3. The centroidal moment of inertia, l o , of the rigid mass, m ~ is, not
given in the references; consequently, the
mechanical model is valid only for translational
motion of the tanli, and not for pitching
motions.
I n most instances, the foregoing models
adequately represent the dynamics of liquid
sloshing. The two chief restrictions to their
use are : (1) the excitation frequency should not
be close to the natural frequencies of any of the
higher order sloshing modes, and (2) the model
is not a valid representation for frequencies in
the very near neighborhood of the natural
frequency of the fundamental sloshing mode.
Tile first restriction can be lifted by using the
more complete mechanical models presented
in section 6.3, t ~ n dthe second restriction can be
relaxed by including appropriate darrlping
factors in the model, as will be done in section
6.4. I n some cases, provision must be made

FIGURE6.8.-Simple

TABLE
6.3.-Model

mechanical model for 45' conical
tanks.

Parameters for 45'

Tank
[mT=:/Sprhl;10not available]

Conbl
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for rotary sloshing. This is discussed in the
following paragraphs.
Pendulum Analogy for Rotary Sloshing

It is an experimental fact that when a
cylindrical tank is translated periodically at a
frequency very near the natural frequency of
sloshing in the fundamental mode, the liquid
wave motion ceases to oscillate about a single
nodal diameter. Instead, a rotational wave is
obserred to wash around the tank boundary;
that is, the nodal diameter rotates. (This
phenomenon is discussed in greater detail in
ch. 3.) I t is known also that if the point of
support of a conical pendulum is oscillated near
its natural frequency, the pendulum motion
departs from the plane of excitation, and the
plane of the to-and-fro motion of the pendulum
rotates (refs. 6.19 and 6.20). Since the fluid
motion away from resonance is represented
adequately by a pendulum, it seems possible,
therefore, that the rotary motion of the fluid
may also be represented by a pendulum. A
model of this type has been analyzed and,
indeed, it is a fair representation of the essential
characteristics of rotary sloshing (refs. 6.21 and
6.22).
The rotary motion of both the liquid and the
pendulum analog are caused by nonlinear
effects in which energy is transferred between
various modes (or degrees of freedom). An
analysis shows that in both cases there are
three regimes of motion :
(1) Stable planar motion except in a narrow
frequency band centered approximately around
the natural frequency.
(2) Stable nonplanar motion in a narrow
frequency band immediately above the natural
frequency.
(3) Nonstable motiotl (swirling in which the
rotation of the nodal diameter changes constantiyj in a narrow frequency band immediately below the frequencies for which motions
of type (2) occur.
T h e proof of these statements follows directly
from an analysis of the conical pendulum
shown in figure 6.9. The mass of the pendulum
bob, ml, and the length, L,, are the same as for
the corresponding mechanical model for ordinary sloshing (fig. 6.4). The equations of

Motion of
4

Support ' E L , coswt

FIGURE6.9.-Conical-pendulum model for rotary sloshing.

motion for the pendulum, correct to third order
in the direction cosines (n/2-a, n/2-P, y), are

The angle y has been eliminated in these two
equations by the relation sin2 y=sin2 a +sin2 P.
The stability of the various types of solution of
equations (6.17) has been studied by Freed
(ref. 6.19) and Miles (ref. 6.20). The main
results are given in terms of a dimerisionless
frequency, v, defined by v =c2"
where

[q]

w:=g/L,; they are:
(1) Simple harmonic, planar motions are
stable for v< -0.945 or v>0.757.
(2) Simple harmonic nonplan ar motions are
stable for v>0.154.
(3) Simple harmonic motions, either planar
or nonplanar, are unstable for-0.945<v<0.154.
I t can be seen that for v>0.757, both stable
planar and nonplanar motions are possible.
Which one is obtained depends on the initial
conditions; that is, if there is some initial rotation present, a rotational motion is obtained,
but, if not, a nonrotational motion is obtained.
The stability properties of the differential
equations (6.17) also have been examined with
the aid of analog computers, with essentially
the same conclusions.
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in this section are all derived from analytical
results, since it is usually not ~ r a c t i c a l to
determine the size of more than one sloshing
mass from experimental measurements alone.
Although such analytical theories are in general
only applicable to clean, unbaffled tanks, it is
permissible, in the light of many experimental
verifications, to use the same inertial parameters to simulate sloshing in baffled tanks if
rt dampening mechanism is included in the
model.
Cylindrical Tanks (refs. 6.95 through 6.33)

Ratio of forcing frequency to first sloshing resonant frequency

FIGURE6.10.-Comparisons of experimental and conicalpendulum model regions of rotary sloshing (ref. 6.22).

Figure 6.10 shows a comparison between the
stnbility boundaries of a conical pendulum and
those of sloshing in a cylindrical tank. More
recent esperimental evidence (ref. 6.23) has shown
that the right-hand stability boundary for
sloshing is a strong function of slight imperfections in the tank geometry or excitation.
For more nnd more exnctly lateral translation,
roundness of tank, etc., the stability boundaries for sloshing and for the conical vendulum
npproach each other more and more closely.
Thus, a conical pendulum appears to be a
good mechanical model for rotary sloshing.
Another formulation of a model that includes
pitching as well as translation of the tank has
been developed recently by Bauer (ref. 6.24)
for this type of sloshing.
6.3

COMPLEX MECHANICAL MODELS

As indicated in sections 6.1 and 6.2, a complete mechanical model must include a pendulum or spring mass for each of the infinitely
many sloshing modes of the liquid. Physically,
each mass in the mechnnicul system corresponds
to the effective mass of liquid that oscillates in
each particular slosh mode, and, from its size,
it is possible to assess how significant that mode
is. The complex mechanical models described

The method used to compute the model
parameters from analytical results for sloshing
will now be described in detail for the case of
a rigid circular cylindrical tank, with the analysis following closely that given in references
6.25, 6.29, and 6.30. The mechanical model is
shown in figure 6.11; the sloshing action is
represented by a set of spring masses, but a
similar analysis is valid for a pendulum model.
po is the rotation of the tank about an axis
through the center of grnvity of the liquid; yo
is the lateral displacement of the tank; and
?I, is the displacement of the mass, m,, with
respect to the tank walls.
Each of the spring constants, K,,are chosen
such that their ratio to the oscillating mass is
equal to the square of the na.tura1 frequency of
that mode; that is,

tn are the zeroes of J;([,)=O.
I n order to
preserve the static equilibrium of the liquid,
the sum of all the modal masses and the fixed
mass must equal the total liquid mass

To keep the vertical location of the center of
gravity unchanged as it should be for small
liquid motions, ho must satisfy the relation
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responding equations for sloshing. For this
purpose, it is assumed that the pitching and
translational motions are both simple harmonic
in time; that is, proportional to, say, cos wt.
Then equation (6.21) can be solved for y,;
the results are

Free surface

t

and

By using these relations, the total force on the
tank can be written as

Now from t,he results of chapter 2, the actul~l
force due to sloshing is *

FIGURE6.11.-Complex

mechanical model for cylindrical
tanke.

However, a dynamic analysis must be used
to calculate the remaining unknown parameters:
m,, h,, and Io. To begin with, the equation of
motion for each of the oscillating masses can be
written as

The reaction force of each of these masses on
so that the total
the tank is simply -K,y,,
force acting on the tank can be expressed as

h direct comparison of equations (6.25) and
(6.26) results in the following equations for

m, and h,:

I n this e q ~ a t i o n , the factor Zmngqo arising
from the sum of equation (6.21) for all modes
has been canceled by a factor mdcp,; that is,
the potential energy change due to gravity
alone is zero for a pure pitching motion ttbout
the center of gravity.
Equations (6.21) and (6.22) must be put in
ti form suitable for comparison with the cor-

and

k-[i

-- ---h:

1'

tanh I. d

(6.28)

4 Terms due to the increase in static fluid pressure
with depth have been neglected in the equations
developed in this chapter.
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value of h, for n = l and 2 is shown in figure
6.13; it can be seen that for small liquid depths,
the sloshing mass, ml1 is below the center of
gravity.
The magnitude of I. can be determined by
writing down the equation for the pitching
moment of t,he mechanical model. I t is

0.08

0
0

1

3

2

4

d
h

The factor -gZmnyn arises because of the
unbalanced gravit,y moments when the tank is
moved a distance, yo, and the masses displaced
an additional yn a t the same time. By substituting equations (6.21) into (6.29), the
moment can be expressed as

FIGURE6.12.-Ratio of modal masaee to liquid maes for

M=-&,

cylindrical tanks (ref. 6.29).

For n = 1, these results are the same as those of
the simple model described in section 6.2.
The size of m, rapidly decreases for n > l
because of the term tn(E2,-1) in the denominator of equation (6.27); this is shown graphically in figure 6.12 which shows m, and nz2 in
compt~risonto mT, us ti function of hld. The

C

~ ~ + m $ f , + f :mnh:

The actual pitching moment caused by the sloshing (cf. ch. 2) is

+mT

5

n-1

;;

h
tanh 2En - ( g / ~ ) ~ + g h1-d
h
wi[l -( ~ / w n ) ~ l
€ n 2 (ti-1)

[

where

I
i '+--2
12 ( d ) 6:

tanh 6
c 1-- tnh
tt(fz-1)

.-I

n-1
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FIGURE
6.14.bRatio of effective liquid to rigid liquid
moment of inertia for cylindrical tanks (ref. 6.26).

hld

FIGURE6.13.-Location

and magnitude of modal masees
for cylindrical tanks (ref. 6.29).

A direct comparison of equations (6.30) and
(6.31) gives the same expressions for m, and h,
as before, and in addition it shows that

[A

Xow mTd2

perimental proof of the model's validity will
necessarily be delayed until section 6.4, when
damping is introduced (refs. 6.25, 6.30, and
6.33). For convenience the formulae for the
various parameters are collected in table 6.4.

TABLE6.4.-Model

Parameters for Cylindrical
Tank

[See ch. 2, table 2.4, for values of En; r n ~ = > & r p @ h ]

(h/d)~+$] in equation (6.32) is

the moment of inertia of a solidified mass of
al
of
liquid equal in weight to the a c t ~ ~weight
liquid. Hence IF is the actual moment of
inertia of the inviscid fluid about its center of
gravity. A plot of this moment of inertia in
terms of the moment of inertia of the solidified
liquid is shown in figure 6.14. As can be seen,
the moment of inertia of the liquid can be quite

(-))

(tanh 21"

iy

) tanh 21. hd-

fnh(~2-1)

hn----2

tanh
fn

El -h
d

[A

small in comparison to mTg

(:y+i]r

because not all of the liquid participates in a
pitching motion of the tank about-the liquid
center of gravity; part of it is completely a t
rest, or nearly so.
'The foregoing mechanical model is a nearly
exact duplication (it is exact for linear motions
of an inviscid fluid) of fuel sloshing in a cylindrical tank as long as the excitation frequency
is not almost equal to one of the natural frequencies of sloshing. If this is the case, then
damping devices must be added to the model
so that the force and moment response do not
become infinitely large for w-w,.
Thus, ex-

A limited number of results for other types
of cylindrical tanks, such as annular crosssection and quarter-sec tion geometries, are
available in scattered references; see especially
references 6.27 through 6.32.
Rectangular Tank (refs. 6.1 4 and 6.1 3)

The parameters of an equivalent mechanical
model for fuel sloshing in a rectangular tank
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Free surface

-f
112 K,

hn

f/

motion is supposed to be in the plane of the
figure, but a similar model is valid for motion a t
right 'angles to this plane. The formulae for
the various parameters are given in table 6.5
and shown graphically in figures 6.16 through
6.18.

TABLE6.5.-Model

+---

[ m T = p ~ h = f l u i dmass per unit width]

(g)

I

K.=VI.~

%=mT

FIGURE6.15.-Complex

Paraineters for Rectangular
Tank

(tanh (2n-I).

8W

(ra(2n-l)h

;

)taoh(2n-1)r;

h

mechanical models for rectangular tanks.

L4

Tank aspect ratio, hlw

FIGURE6.16.-Ratio of sloshing masees to fuel mass versus
tank aspect ratio for rectangular tanks (ref. 6.13).

may be determined in a manner similar to that
used for cylindricnl tanks. A model employing
spring masses is shown in figure 6.15. The

Tank aspect ratio, hlw

FIGURE6.17.-Ration
of location of sloshing masser to
liquid depth versus tank aspect ratio for rectangular
tanks (ref. 6.13).
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1.0
0.8

0.6
0.4

a2
0
0

0.5

Lo

L5

20

25

3.0

Rayleigh-Ritz methods. Since some of the
resulting equations are too lengthy to be
reproduced in a convenient form, these results
are given here only graphically; for example,
figure 6.20 shows the variat'ion of liquid natural
frequency, w,, in the form of t,he dimensionless
as functions of the
parameter, A,=w:R/g,
liquid depth ratio, hlL, and height-to-width
rat,io,a= LIR (a= 1.0 corresponds to a spherical
shape). Likewise, the size of the first two
sloshing masses is shown in figure 6.21; the
magnitude of the fixed muss is equal to m ~ -Zm,.

Tank aspect ratio, hlw

FIGURE6.18.-Ratio

of effective liquid to rigid liquid
moment of inertia for rectangular tanke (ref. 6.13).

EL--...-

6.?3.-EyiSvz!ezt

46

mehrninal model for ellipsoidal
r n

Axisymmetric

tank (ref. 6.34).

A
.
"

Ellipsoidal Tanks (Ref. 6.34)

0.6

Sloshing in a rigid axisgmmetric ellipsoidal
tank is represented by the mechanical-model
shown in figure 6.19. The magnitudes of the
various model parameters were determined by

0

0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6

20

hlL

Flow. 6.20.-Variation of slo~hiig frequencies with
Liquid depth for ellipsoidal tanks (ref. 6.34).
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where a n is given in figure 6.22 for n= 1 and 2.
The location of the fixed mass may be computed
from

where t.he center of gravity location in reference
to the geometric center of the tank is

Exact methods of calculating the moment of
inertia of the liquid are extremely laborious, b u t
an approximate method has been described in
reference 6.34. The centroidal moment of inertia
of n rigid body having the same shape and mass
as the liquid is

FIGURE6.21.-Variation

of modal masees with liquid
depth for ellipeoidal tanks (ref. 6.34).

-1.0
0

44

a8

L2

.l 6

20

hlL

FIGURE
6.22.-Parameter a, for slosh mass location versue
liquid depth for ellipsoidal tanka (ref. 6.34).

The location of the oscillating masses, h,
trbove the geometric center of the tank, can be
obt uined from

h,=Lan-- 9

a:

(6.34)

Since the fluid is not rigid, equation (6.37)
overestimates the moment of inertia of the
fluid. The proposed method to obtain the
actual moment of inertia is to determine the
ratio of the actual liquid to rigid liquid moment
of inertia for a cylindrical tank having an
identical fluid height and fluid mass, say from
figure 6.14. Then this same ratio is assumed to
hold for the ellipsoidal tank; that is

where x is the ratio (a pure number) obtained
from figure 6.14. Note that this approximate
method introduces an error only in Io; thus, the
moment due to pitching will not be greatly
influenced by the errors involved in the approximate procedure.
Spherical Tanks

There are no readily available treatments of
complete mechanical models for spherical tanks.
The general study of reference 6.15 contains an
analysis of such a model, but i t contains no
This is not the method proposed in ref. 6.34; however, it is a valid method, since it leaves the center of
gravity of the liquid unchanged.
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I t should be remembered that all of the
preceding models are for ideal liquids with no
energy dissipation. The models yield good
results as long as the excitation frequency is not
too close to any liquid resonance. Near resonance, the sloshing forces and moments are
limited solely by the energy dissipation so that
damping mechanisms must necessarily be
included in a valid model. This subject is
treated in the next section.
6.4 INTRODUCTION OF DAMPING EFFECTS

FIGURE6.23.bEquivalent mechanical model with damping included.

numerical values or charts giving the size of the
inertial parameters. Of course, the mechanical
model for ellipsoidal tanks (ref. 6.34) for the
case of a height-to-width ratio, a = 1.0, corresponds to spherical tanks so these results may
be used, provided it is recalled that the total
moment of inertia of the model is effectively
zero for such a tank.
Conical Tanks
There are no analyses of complete models for
conical tanks; the only available model is the
single sloshing mass model of a 45" conical tank
described in section 6.2.
Loil;aii Oaf. g.35) has i;raseiitad a S-----"I:-..-'
GLlGL
analysis in which the equations of motion for a
tank of arbitrary shape are developed. The
equations include six degrees of freedom, and
the parameters from the hydrodynamic solution
are matched with the parameters of both an
equivalent pendulum system and an equivalent
spring-mass system. Digital procedures for
evaluating the parameters of the mechanical
models are given in reference 6.36.
aLl&GU

Except for liquid helium a t temperatures
close to absolute zero, all fluids e-xhibit a cert,ain
amount of resistance to motion; that is, they
are viscous. Consequently, because of viscous
friction, a small portion of the energy of a
sloshing liquid is dissipated during each cycle
of the motion, and energy must be supplied to
t.hefluid to maintain a constant slosh amplitude.
However, even considering the energy dissipation due to free surface effects, the total
dissipation or damping is so small in a clean
tank (unbaffled with smoot,h walls) that practically no limit is placed on the slosh amplitude
a t resonance. Thus, the damping is usually
increased artificially by introducing baffles or
other flow obstructions in the tank, as discussed
in chapter 3. Although the damping in such
cases may still be quite small, an equivalent
mechanical model must account for it through
some sort of energy dissipation mechanism.
The exact form of the damping of a sloshing
liquid in a moving tank is extremely difficult tdo
determine, but, because the damping is small,
i t seems reasonable to assume that it can be
represented adequately by equivalent linear
viscous damping. The damping coefficient is
then determined experimentally, or obtained
from the extensive data presented in chapter 4.
Figure 6.23 shows one proposed model for
sloshing in a cylindrical tank in which this type
of damping has been included (ref. 6.25).
The equation of motion for the nth sloshing
mass is now
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The force exerted on the tank by the nth mass is
-Kn~n-cnyn, so that the total lateral reaction
force can be expressed exactly as before

Then by carrying through the analysis as before,
one finds that

-rnTGo

2

n-1

For these calculations, it was assumed that
n=-yz=y from figure 6.24. Since the correlation is very good, one can conclude that the
mechanical model adequately duplicates the
sloshing forces.
I t can be seen from equation (6.41) that for
very large damping, the slosh force predicted
by the model is equal to

That is, the free surface motion is damped out
entirely, and the fluid behaves as a rigid body;
this is the expected result for a very viscous
liquid.
rnn
hn("l~)2+g14
(6.41)
m~ 1- ( w / @ ~ ) ~ + ~ ~ Y ~ w / w~
al
200
s?
k~

where yo and o are both of the-form e"'.
I t is
now nssumed that rn, and h, are the same for
the damped liquid as they were for the undamped liquid. This leaves only yn to be
evaluated, and this must be done experimentally. I t should be noted that the same
7 , is used in both the translational part of the
force and the pitching part, but this assumption
has been verified experimentally (ref. 6.25).
Figure 6.24 shows a typical plot of an
experimentally determined damping factor.
Using this damping factor, the calculated force
using only the first two sloshing masses is
shown and compared to actual slosh forces in
figure 6.25; the phase angle of the force with
respect to the displacement is also shown.

=8:

100
0

(a)

J dlg

Theoretical-mechanical model

cr,= Y, -awl

0

0

1
,0024
Yo Id, or equivalent Yo Id (pitching)

.0008

.W32

(b)

FIGURE6.25.-Comparieon
FIGURE6.24.-Comparison of damping factorn in pitching
and trannlation in a cylindrical tank witb conical-ring
baffler (ref. 6.25).

we dlg

of m u ~ u r s dand calculated
force reeponm in a cylindrical tank witb conical-ring
bafBes (ref. 6.25). (a) Translation force rsrponre; (b)
pitching force rerponse.
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By following the same procedure as before,
the pitching moment can be written for this
model as

I t is now specified that the moment of inertia of

- a rigid body of fluid equal in mass and shape to
the actual fluid is

I,.~=I.,+I;+~~+E
mnh:
(6.45)
n-1

The pitching moment acting on the tank is now

-

n

hn(~l~n)'+gl4

and the equation of motion of the disk is
-m~%5
l-(u/~~)~+2iy~~/u~
As yn+- in this equation, the moment reduces
to
M=-k{~~+m&:+f:

n-1

m.h:)

Now by assuming yo, yn, (PO, and 4 all vary as
e'*', equations (6.39), (6.45), (6.46), and (6.47)
can be combined to yield

(6.44)

But from equations (6.31) and (6.33), this is
the same as the moment due to an ideal inviscid
liquid in a capped container. However, it
seems that the moment should be the same as
that of an equal mass of rigid fluid, since the
fluid's resistance to shearing motion has theoretically approached infinity. In other words,
I. should be modified somehow to account for
the damping. This is a relatively minor point,
since the damping is actually quite small (not
infinite) and, furthermore, the moment about
the center of gravity usually contributes only
slightly to the total moment when the center
of rotstion is more than 1 diameter from the
center of gravity of the liquid. But to be
complete, the model is now modified so that it
approaches the right asymptotic limit.
The proposed modification, shown in figure
6.26, was originally developed by Bauer (refs.
6.29 and 6.30). As before, yo is the tank displacement and fi the pitching angle about the
center of gravity. A weightless disk with
moment of inertia Idis attached a t the center
of gravity by means of the dashpot arrangement
as shown. The angle of rotation of the disk
relative to the tank is #. The force response
of this model is the same as that of the one
shown in figure 6.23, since the disk is weightless.

f
M=-io

(

w21:

)

Irkld-Id
w212,+cl,

w/wn)'+&dy
2 4-(w/~,,)~+2iy~u/w.
*n+"(

+ m ~

-mT

1

-

mn
i-(u/~.)~+2iy.w/u~

(6.48)

is defined in equat,ion (6.45) ; it is
where Irlgld
also

The effective decrease in the moment of inertia
because the fluid is not actually rigid is then

(w2r,+ca, )

I.,

w212,

Thus, as the damping goes to infinity, the
moment of inertia of the liquid approaches the
@

1; is not necessarily equal to the previous lo.
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Free surface

FIGURE6.26.-Equivalent mechanical model with moment of inertia damping.

value of a similar rigid body, as it should; that is,

For zero damping, the moment of inertia of
the fluid is
IF=Irlgld-Ia
(6.50)
and IFis given in figure 6.14. Thus, the value
of Idmay be computed. The value of cd must
be determined experimentally; it is approximately equal to the damping of the liquid when
it completely fills a closed tank pitching about
the center of gravity of the liquid. cd and I,
have been determined in this way in the tests
report,ed in reference 6.33. The results show
thnt even in a tank with baffles distributed
throughout the liquid depth, the coupling of
the disk Idto the tank is so small as to be
negligible (i.e., cd=O). Thus the inertia of the
disk does not enter in any of the calculations.
Tnking this into account in eq~iations(6.45)
rtnd (6.50) sllows that

Consequently, the model shown in figure 6.26
has no real advantage over the one shown in
figure 6.23. I t should be pointed out, however,
that the results given in reference 6.33 show
that IFfor a baffled tank is significantly larger
than IFin an unbaffled tank; this is caused
primarily by the additional liquid motion near
the baffles and not by the small increase in
damping.
A study of mechanical model representation
of force response in a baffled spherical tank has
been given in reference 6.15, as indicated
previously. (For descriptions and discussions
of the baffle configurations, see ch. 4 (fig. 4.17) .)
Figure 6.27 compares measured and calculated
force response curves in a spherical tank with
vertical baffles (data are also shown for the
horizontal baffle configuration). Two values of
damping coefficient (the larger of which corresponds to measured data) were employed in the
mechanical model calculations for the half-full
tank and one for the three-quarter-full tank.
The agreement is not nearly so good as that
obtained in the cylindrical tank, no doubt as
a result of the strong nodinear effects present
in spherical tanks.
The mechanical models for other types of
tanks can be modified in a similar way to include damping. Likewise, the simple, one
sloshing mass models presented in section 6.2
may also be modified by including an appropriate damping factor; in this way, they can be
made to give a very good approximation to
sloshing in the fundamental mode (refs. 6.5,
6.10, and 6.11).
6.5 M E C H A N I C A L MODELS FOR TANKS WITH
FLEXIBLE WALLS

All of the mechanical models described so
far have been for rigid tanks. When tank
elasticity is included, the problem of determining an equivalent model is greatly complicated
because of the coupling between wall motion
and fluid motion. (See ch. 9.) Certain exact'
solutions to the flexible-wall problem exist in
the literature, but their application is by no
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FIGURE
6.27.-Comparison of measured and calculated force-response in a spherical tank with vertically oriented baffles
(ref. 6.15). (a) Half-full tank; (b) three-quarter-full tank.
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means direct. Hence, it appears to be reasonable to try to adapt the rigid-wall models to the
flexible-wall problem in an approximate fashion.
This can be accomplished by the method outr
lined by Lukens, Schmitt, and Broucek (ref.
6.4).

At low liquid levels, some of the mechanical
elements in the rigid-wall models are located
above the liquid surface. (See, for example,
I, in table 6.1 for small hid.) This presents no
problem so long as the walls are rigid, b u t if
the force distribution on a flexible wall is to be
calculated more accurately, the forces due to
the mechanical elements should act a t the correct location. I n the flexible-wall analogy, the
pitching moment caused by the sloshi~lg is
broken up into two components: one due to the
pressure distribution on the walls and one due
to the pressure distribution on the tank bottom.
A pure couple is applied a t the tank bottom to
simulate the pressure distribution on the
bottom. Thus, the pitching moment which
the mechanical elements actually should simulate is reduced to its correct value, and the
spring masses or pendulums and rigid mass are
lowered from their rigid wall locations. Such
a mechanical model is shown in figure 6.28;
only one sloshing mass is shown, but the same
method could be used with a complete set of
sloshing masses. Furthermore, the damping is
not included for reasons of simplicity. The
bottom couple, AIB, acts as shown.
Carrying out the details of the analysis gives
the model parameters shown in table 6.6.
The bottom couple, ME, is specified in terms of
the displacement of ml relative to the tank
walls, y,, but since this term usually enters
only in a stability analysis, where Laplace
transforms are cus tomnrily employed anyway,
i t should present no unusual difficulties. The
parameters are also shown graphically in figures
6.29 and 6.30.
By examining the nctual sloshing force itnd
moment equations (or experimental results) and
breaking the moment into two parts as discussed
above, flexible-wall models for other kinds of
tanks can be derived. However, such models
should be viewed only as first approximations
to the actual sloshing in flexible tanks, and not
as being exact duplications of these processes.

FIGURE
6.28.-Equivalent mechanical model for cylindrical tank with flexible walls.

TABLE6.6.-Model

Parameters for Flexible-Tall
Cylindrical Tank

ml = mT

d
(-)
4 4h

tanh 3.68

1+3.68

HI = 3.66

ah

h
-hd sinh 3.68 a-cosh

a

sinh 3.68 h

3.68

2
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FIGURE6.30.-Moment

hld

of inertia of rigid mass for flexible
tank (ref. 6.4).

FIGURE6.29.-Parameters for spring mass element8 for
flexible tank (ref. 6.4).
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PRINCIPAL NOTATIONS
c,= damping coefficient for disk I,
c,=dnmping coefficient for nth slosh mode
t l = cylindrical tank diameter
F = transverse slosh in^ force
!]=acceleration due to gravity, or equivnlent longitudinal acceleration
h = total liquid depth
h,=locntion of nth slosh mnss relative t o
liquid center of gravity, except see
equation (6.34)
Iro=location of fixed mass relative t o
liquid center of gravity
I,=moment of inertin of disk, see figure
6.26

Ip=moment of inertia of liquid about
transverse axis through center of
gravit,y
I,=moment of inertia of fixed mass
I,l,ld =momen t of inertia of solidified liquid
about transverse nsis through center
of gravit,y
K , =spring const nnt for nth spring-mnss
system of model
l,=location of n t h slosh mass relative to
the free surface
lo=location of fixed mass relative to the
free surface

ANALYTICAL REPRESEXTATION OF LATERAL SLOSHING

L,=pendulum arm length for nth slosh
mode
m,=slosh mass of nth mode
mo=fixed mass
mT= total mass of liquid
M=sloshing moment about liquid center
of gravity
t=time
x,, yo= amplitude of lateral excitation
y,=lttteral displacement of nth mass relative to tank wall
a, 8, y=directional angles for pendulum model
of rotary sloshing, see figure 6.9
a,=dimensionless parameter, see equation
(6.34)
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?,=damping factor of nth slosh mode
V2=Laplacian operator
X,=dimensionless frequency parameter, see
figure 6.20
v = dimensionless frequency for rotary
sloshing
tn= zeroes of J:(5,) =0
@=velocity potential
cpo=amplitude of pitching oscillation
x=see equation (6.38)
$=pendulum angle, or rotational angle
of disk relative t,o tank
w =frequency of excitation
w,=natural frequency of nt.h slosh mode

Chapter 7

Vehicle Stability and Control
Helmut F. Bauer

7.1

INTRODUCTION

In order to analyze properly the performance
of rockets and space vehicles, it is necessary
to consider the general problem of dynamics
and stability of the vehicle under thrust.
Since, with the increasing size of space vehicles
and their correspondingly larger tank diameters,
the liquid propellant frequencies come closer
to the control frequency of the vehicle, therefore the influence of the sloshing propellant
can no longer be neglected. Also, with this
increase in the diameter of the propellant
containers, the amount of propellant participating in sloshing and the corresponding
liquid forces become rather pronounced and
can idluence the stability of the vehicle considerably. Since the largest portion of the
total weight of the space vehicle is in form of
liquid propellant, the problem of interaction
of the sloshing propellant with the motion of
the space vehicle remains an important consideration throughout the entire powered flight.
The general problem we are concerned with
here is the motion of the center of mass, the
vehicle attitude, the motion of the propellants
in the tanks, and the lateral bending of the
vehicle structure under the action of a control
system. For the purpose of the following
investigations, the rate of mass, the moment
of inertia, and acceleration variations were
considered small enough to be negligible.'
The questions to be answered therefore are
how to decrease the influence of propellant
sloshing upon the stability of the vehicle by
proper container geometry and location, proper
The equations of motion derived in this chapter
are quite simple and are only adequate to illustrate
gross effects of the interaction of propellant sloshing,
structure, and control.

choice of the control system and its gain values,
and how to obtain the requirements for additional baffles to provide damping of the liquid
in the containers. To simplify the analysis,
aerodynamic effects and the inertia of the swivel
engines, as well as their compliances, are
neglected. The control moments w i l l be produced by the swivel engines. The main energy
is fed into the system by the feedback loops
between the structure of the space vehicle
and its control system.
The coordinate system has its origin a t the
center of mass of the undisturbed vehicle.
The accelerated coordinate system is substituted by an inertial system such that the
space vehicle is subjected to an equivalent
field of acceleration .(fig. 7.1). Centrifugal
and Coriolis forces, which result from a rota-

/b

Bending mcde

Spring

FIGURE7.1.-Coordinate system of space vehicle.
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tion, are considered negligible and the acceleration is in the direction of the t,rajectory.*
7.2 SIMPLIFIED EQUATIONS OF MOTION

I n order to outline the problem a t hand, we
~ r - i l lconsider the motion of a flexible body in
the plane perpendicular to the trajectory. We
define a set of body fixed coordinates, x, y, z,
with the origin coinciding with the center of
mass. The translatory motion, y, of the
vehicle, the rotational motion, 4, about the
center of mass, as well as the propellant motion,
y,, and the bending vibrations, vn, are restricted
to the x-, y-plane. We follow the conventional
method of deriving the equations of motion
from Lagrange's equation. I t is assumed that
the motion of the space vehicle can be described
by a superposition of a finite number of preassigned bending mode shapes with a translatory and rotational motion of the vehicle. The
elastic mode shapes are introduced as normal
modes of vibration of the vehicle structure.
Lagrange's Equation

For the derivation of the equations of motion,
we employ Lagrange's equntion in the form

where T is the kinetic energy of the syst,em, D
thc dissipation function, and 1' the potential
energy. The generalized forces. Q,, correspond
to those external forces I\-hich cannot be derived from n potential. The generalized coordinates, p,, lire independent of each other
and specify the configuration of the system a t
any time, their number representing the number
of degrees of freedom of the syst,em. These
coordinates are:
?/=the lateral translation of the center of
mass, or centerline of the undeformed
space vehicle
# = t h e rotational motion of the centerline of
the l~ndefornledvehicle about the center
of nlass, relative to the x-coordinate
Sce refs. 7.1 slid 7.2. Other papers 011 the subject
of dynnmics of missilcs nre given in refs. 7.3 through
7.6.

y,=the

displacement of the sloshing masses
relative to the container wall
rl,=the elastic deflection of the normalized
bending mode shape

Kinetic Energy

The kinetic energy is composed of parts
arising from motions of the empty structure of
the space vehicle and the liquid propellant.
The influence of the sivivel engines can be
neglected. The kinetic energy, T,, of the empty
structure is obtained by summation of the
translational and rotational kinetic energy of
each segment. The translational velocity, v,
resulting from translation, rotation and bending
displacements and the angular velocity, w , are

where x is the distance of the considered element from the center of mass of the space
vehicle, and 17,is the normalized bending deflection of the vth lateral bending mode. (The
dot indicates differentiation with respect to
time, while the prime stands for differentiation
with respect to x.) The kinetic energy, T,,is
t,hen

Here, m: is the mass of the struclure per unit
length and I: is the mass moment of inertia
per unit length about the center of mass of the
elemental segment. The integration is performed over the total vehicle length and the
bending mode deflection curves, 17,,are normalized (to unity) at the swivel point of the engines.
The kinetic energy, T,, of the liquid propellant can be obtained from an equivalent
mechanical model. (See ch. 6.) Such a model
describes the linearized liquid motion and may
consist of a fixed mass, m,, and a n infinite set
of oscillating masses, m,, which are attached
t o the -propellant
container wall by means of
springs of stiffness k,. With this mechanical
analogy, the kinetic energy of the propellant
call be written as

VEHICLE STABILITY AND CONTROL

where I indicates the number of propellant
containers, m0x the fixed (nonsloshing) mass in
the hth propellant tank, m , ~the mass of the
nth sloshing mode in the Xth container, x0x
the distance of the nonsloshing mass in the
Xth container to the center of mass of the vehicle, and xx, the distance of the nth sloshing
mass in the Xth container to the center of mess
of the vehicle. The value I o X is the moment of
inertia of the nonsloshing mass in the Xth
container about its own center of mass. The
displacement of the mass of the nth sloshing
mode in the Xth container relative to the tank
~vallis denoted by ynx.
Potential Energy

The potential energy is also composed of two
main parts; namely, that of the structure and
that of the propellant. The potential energy
of the structure is again made up of two parts,
one of which represents the elastic energy of
deformation

+J%dx)

1

=I

2 ntv.
u=l

(7.4)

and the other represents the work performed
in raising the center of mass of the empty
vehicle in the gravitational field as the result
nf mtat.inn. This part becomes, in linearized
form

Equation (7.4) can also be expressed as
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Here, i i represents the bending moment and
Q, the shear force acting on an elemental cross
section. The flexural stiffness is E I , G is the
shear modulus, and A, represents the shear
area of the cross section. The bending frequency of the vth lateral bending mode is
w,, and MBvrepresents the generalized mass of
the space vehicle. I t may be mentioned here
that the values MBu,Yv, w: are obtained from
a lateral bending analysis.
The potential energy of the propellant is
obtained also by using the mechanical analogy
and is composed of the energy stored in springs
and the raising of the model masses in the
gravitational field. The complete expression
is:

D i d p a t i o n Function

The dissipation function of the struct.ure
arises from its structural damping, which is
considered proportional to the amplitude of the
elastic system and in phase with its velocity.
This, unfortunately, would lead to complex
elements which would complicate the analysis
considerably. To avoid this computational
complication, a dissipation function is employed
which is based on an equivalent linear viscous
damping. This is justified as long as the
damping forces are small and only of importance
in the neighborhood of the bending frequencies.
The dissipation function of the structure is
therefore given by

where g, is the dimensionless structural damping
coefficient of the vth lateral bending vibration
mode, and ranges in the neighborhood of
0.001 I g v I0.05.
The dissipation function of the liquid propellant arises from the equivalent linear viscous
damping as it was introduced by linear dashpots
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in the mechanical model. (See ch. 6.)
takes the form, with c h n = 2 { n x w n x m n x

This

and propellant flow forces in the pipelines, the
only force 1s-e shall be concerned with wvill be
that of the vehicle thrust, F. If only a part,
F2, of the thrust F=Fl+F2is employed for
control purposes, that is, if only this part of
the total thrust can be girnbaled, while the
remainder, Fl, of the thrust is stationary, then
the derivation of the generalized forces with
respect to the thrust is as follows.
The generalized force of the lateral translation resulting from the thrust vector of the
vehicle is given by the thrust component in the
y-direction. The virtual work is (see fig. 7.2)

rnh

where
is the damping factor and wnh is t.he
circular natural frequency of the nth sloshing
mode in the Xth container.
Generalized Mass

The equations of motion are to be obtained
by performing differentiations for each generalized coordinate in the Lagrange equation,
where the follo~vingrelations hare to be observed.
The total mass, m, of the vehicle is given by
(engine mass neglected)

from which the generalized force, Q,, is obtained
as

The origin of the coordinate system is a t the
equilibrium position of the center of mass of
the total spnce vehicle, 11-hich is expressed by
the equation

where 0 is the engine deflection as measured
from the centerline of the vehicle. The generalized force of rotation is presented b y the
moment of t,he thrust force about the center of
mass of the vehicle, and with

Furthermore, the linear momentum for the
normal modes of vibmt,ion is conserved and
espressed by
,

gives the expression

where the integrations nre t o be performed
nlong the total vehicle length.
Generalized Thrust Forces

Before proceeding to the derivation of the
equations of motion, the generalized forces that
cannot be represented from a potential are
derived. These are obtained by calculating the
virtual work done by the esternal forces through
virtt~nl increments, 6q,. of the generalized
coordinates, q , . Thus,
where 1.1' is the work and Q,are the generalized
forces. Since \re neglect nerodynamic forces

FICURE7.2.-Generalized forces resulting from thrust.
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Finally, the generalized force of the thrust with
respect to the generalized coordinates arising
from the lateral bending of the space vehicle are
obtained in a similar way by observing that the
thrust force is always perpendicular to the
lateral bending motion and that the virtual
work through a virtual displacement of the
generalized coordinate, v,, is

The generalized force is therefore

The generalized forces of the thrust with
respect to the sloshing displacement are zero;
i.e., Q,,=O.
Translational Equation of Motion

The equation of motion for translation, y, of
the vehicle is obtained from equation (7.1),
with equations (7.2) and (7.3), by employing
the results equations (7.10) through (7.13), thus

~ Y +n-IC Z
~ ~ A Y ~ ~ = F ~ + R2
P - rlrYI(~s)
F
~ 3 1

~ 3 1

The value XE is the distance of the swivel
point of the engines from the origin and k is
the radius of gyration of the vehicle. The
right-hand side of equation (7.17) represents
the generalized force of the thrust with respect
too lateral bending. The values Yv(xE) and
Y:(xE) are the lateral displacement and slope
of the vth bending mode at the location of the
swivel point,, respectively.
Propellant Equation of Motion

The equation of motion of the moving propellant in the containers of the vehicle is based
on the mechanical model and is obtained by
applying the Lagrange equation to the generalized coordinate ynx observing that the
generalized force, Q,,,, vanishes. This yields
the equation of the modal sloshing mass
(refs. 7.7 and 7.8)

(7.16)
Pitching Equation of Motion

The equation of motion of the vehicle in
pitching, 4, is obtained from equation (7.1)
with p,=$, and employing equations (7.2)
through (7.14), thus

-

I

I

1 4 - n5= l AIL mnxxn~?Jn~-gn==l
C AC
~.AY~A+F~xEP
=I
=F{zE

f:? . Y : ( x B ) - ~ ?~Yv(xE)

,=I

v-1

(7.17)

-1. .- \rllart:

the effs~tiVcm c z e f i t nf in~rkifl.of the
space vehicle is given by

--

I=mP=

s

m:z2dx+
o

S

x=1

1

Iidx+C moA$r

X=l, 2, . . . 1; n = l , 2

...

(7.20)

The subscript n indicates the number of the
propellant mode under consideration, while X
indicates the container number. cnr is the
damping factor of the propellant and U,A is
the undamped circular natural frequency.
Y,(X,,~~
and i7i(xnA) &re Z i e p k c e ~ e f i t nnd
slope, respectively, of the vth lateral bending
mode a t the location of the nth sloshing mass
in the Xth container.

A=l

n = l A=I

n

(7.18)

and the equation for the conservation of the
angular moment has been observed as

Lateral Bending Equation of Motion

As vehicles increase in size, the lateral fundamental bending frequency approaches more
and more closely to the control frequency and
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the lo\{-er natural frequencies of the propellant.
This indicates that in many cases the bending
vibrations of the vehicle cannot be neglected
in a dynamic analysis of the vehicle that also
includes propellant sloshing and the control
system. (See ch. 9.)
The equation of motion of the vth bending
mode is obtained from equation (7.1) together
with equations (7.2) through (7.7) and by
noting the results of equations (7.12), (7.19),
and the orthogonality relations between normal
modes, as expressed by

S

j " m : ~ ~ ( Y.(x)~zx+
x)
I:Y:(x)Y:(x)~Ix
I

1

+C
~ O A Y V (~'IS(TOA)
X O A +C
) A - 1 IOAY;(~OA)
Y: (XOA)
A-1

Control System Equation of Motion

Act,ually, t,he control equation cannot be
expressed as a linear equation; however,
translational and rotational motions of the
space vehicle usually occur a t sufficiently small
frequencies so that the control elements can
be considered as essentially linear. Nonlinearities usually occur a t higher frequencies
in the form of saturation of amplifiers, limited
output of velocities, and so forth. The control equation is written, therefore, in the form

where the operators j,andfi are functions that
depend on the character of the system. Ai is
the indicated acceleration, as measured b y an
to the longitudinal axis
of the vehicle. I n linear form one can express

Here, the p , are the so-called phase-lag coefficients, and d i is the indicated angular
deviation from the trajectory as indicated by
the gyroscope

--I

1

97 ?nnitiniYv(zni)(7.22)

A ~ B Vn

= l A-i

Here, w , represents the natural circular frequency of the vtll lateral bending mode and y,
is the corres~'nding structural damping. The
generalized mass of the vtll lateral bending
mode, MB", is give11 by the expression

+C mOrYZ (rod+Z
I

2

X=1

A-I

Iok

Z712(X ~ A )

I

4-2C ? ~ ~ A I ' ; ( X ~(7.23)
A)
n-l

A-1

values I7v(~oh)
and 1': (x,~)represent nothiIlg
but the displucerilent and slope of tile ,,tll
1atel.al bending mode tit the location of the
r~onsloshinpmass in the h t h propellant tank.

where 1 ( ) is the derivative of the
vth lateral bending- mode at the location
of the gyroscope. If the fundamental lateral
bending frequency is \\-ell above the control
and propellant sloshing frequencies, of u-hich
the corresponding sloshing masses create prothe flexibility of
llounced dynamic
mace vehicle can be neglected
and the control
equation can be written in the simplified form
( v = O ; j = l , 2 , K = O , and p o = l )
~=a~++a~i+gtAt

(7.26)

Here. time derivatives in B, which produce
increasing phase lags with increasing frequency,
hare been neglected. I n order to include the
effect of the flexible structure, the phase-lag
coefficients are of importance and have to be
considered. A still simplified control equation
for these cases ~vouldbe of the form
p 2 8 + P l P + ~ = a o ~ t + a l ~ , + ~ z(7-27)
Al
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which only approximately describes the complexity of an actual control system. By proper
choice of the phase-lag coefficients, pl and p,,
and by proper choices of the attitude value, a,,,
and the rate value, a,, the control system can be
approximated. A simple system is preferred for
this type of analysis in order to keep the analysis
and the interpretation lucid, and still render
good results. If no accelerometer is employed
for control purposes, the gain value, g,, vanishes.
This term, g2, is a measure of the strength with
which the control accelerometer influences the
control of the space vehicle.
The attitude gyroscope is a free gyroscope
that measures the position of the vehicle, the
main function of the gyroscope being to maintain a space-fixed angular reference. Since we
restrict our motion to one plane only (pitching),
we consider only the appropriate gyroscope of
the stable platform. The essential property of
a gyroscope is used, which represents an angular
velocity about an orthogonal axis (output axis),
if a torque is applied about an input axis. If
the platform on which the gyroscope is mounted
is perfectly balanced and the bearings are
frictionless, no torque will be experienced by
the platform, thus maintaining its orientation
regardless of the motion of the space vehicle
(ref. 7.9). The pickoffs of the ,gyroscope must
be very light in weight and should not introduce
any torques; this can be achieved by various
forms of capacitive, inductive, or optical pickoffs. Because of unbalances and friction, which
cannot be eliminated completely, a disturbance
torque is exerted on the stable platform; a servosystem counteracts this disturbing torque and
produces essentially a torque-free system. For
the purposes of this chapter, we consider a
properly designed gyroscope which exhibits a
transfer function of unity for a very large
bandpass. This means that the indicated
attitude angle mill be the same as the input
angle and is described by equation (7.25).

the accelerometer is required to provide a
reference for translational motion. An accelerometer and a gyroscope are therefore capable of
supplying information about the motion of a
rigid space vehicle in the pitch plane (x, 7~
plane). I n addition to the ,gyroscope, an accelerometer provided for control purposes can, by
proper choice of the gain value and its vibrational characteristics, also diminish loads and
reduce engine angle requirements of the swivel
engines. Mounting an accelerometer to the
structure of the vehicle such that its sensitive
direction is perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis of the vehicle, this instrument is then
capable of sensing the accelerations due to
translation, pitching, and bending motions.
The equation of motion of an accelerometer
(shown schematically in fig. 7.3) can be obtained
from Lagrange's equation. The kinetic energy
is given by

where ya is the relative deflection of the uccelerometer mass, ma, with respect to the space
vehicle, and (-xu) is the location of the accelerometer measured from the mass center of the
vehicle. The dissipation function corresponding to linear damping can be represented by

where ca is the damping coefficient. The potential energy is

Accelerometer Equation of Motion

A vehicle moving in the pitch plane possesses
two rigid body degrees of freedom, one translational degree of freedom in the y-direction and
one rotational degree of freedom denoted by 6.
While the gyroscope detects rotational motion,
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FIGURE7.3.-Schematic of accelerometer.
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The first term is the energy stored in the spring,
while the second term is the potential energy
decrease resulting from the change of location
of the mass, ma, in t.he equivalent acceleration
field, g. With these results, the equation of
motion of the accelerometer is obtained by
applying Lagrange's equat,ion to yield

With k,/m,= wz as the square of the natural
circular frequency of the accelerometer, and
co/rna=2~,,~,,,
one obtains

where la is the damping factor of the
acceleronleter.
B y scaling the output in such a manner
that it is equal to the input, for frequencies
small in comparisoli with the natural frequency
of the acceleron~eter,one has to transform with

where A irepresents the indicated acceleration.
The response characteristic of the accelerometer
is therefore determined by the differential
equation

Rate Gyro Equation of Motion

I n some space vehicles, the rate of the
attitude angle, o,, in the control equation is
not obtained by n differentiating network operating on the angle, $,, but rather by the output
signal of a rate gyroscope.
The function of n
rSntegyroscope is to give nn output signal which
is proportional to the angular ~ e l o c i t ~about
y
a
perpendicular axis. Figure 7.4 represents the

/-

+a
/

Input

FIGURE7.4.-Schematic of rate gyroscope mounting.

mounting of such a rate gyroscope. I n contrast to the free gyroscope, the outer frame of
the rate ,Toscope is rigidly fastened to the
structure of the vehicle. The inner gimbal
support is restrained by a spring and damper
which permit a limited rotation about the
outer frame. The z-axis about which the rehicle turns is called the input axis, and the
axis of rotation of the inner gimbal frame is
called the output axis. Any rotation of the
~ as a forced
vehicle frame a t a rate ;PiR I V act
precession of the spin axis and will induce a
gyroscopic reaction torque. This torque is
given by

where IR is the moment of inertia of the rotor
~~
the
und w, its angular velocity. t j represents
angular velocit,y of the structure of the vehicle
a t the location of the rate gyroscope. The
torque, AdR, is balanced by the inertial, damping, and restoring moments of the gyroscope
about its output axis. Damping has been
introduced t o prevent the undesirable condition
of excessive o\~ershoot and oscillations about
t.he steady-state angle. The behavior of the
rate gyroscope can therefore be established
from t,he differential equation

-

1,9

+c&+K,e=

~

~

w

&

~

where I, represents the rllonlent of inertia of
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the rotor and the inner gimbal frame with
respect to the output axis. cc is the coefficient
of viscous damping and KG is the restoring
moment per unit angle. By defining

the angle O is scaled in such a fashion that the
indicated value, O,, for frequencies small in
comparison with the natural frequency, o,,
of the rate gyroscope (w:= KG/I,), represents
the angular velocity of the vehicle at the location of the gyroscope. The response characteristic of a rate gyroscope of natural circular
frequency, wc, a damping factor, lo, and an
angular velocity, w,, of the rotor is therefore
described by the differential equation

where Oi represents the indicated angular
velocity of the airframe of the vehicle at the
location of the rate gyroscope. The control
equation, in which the rate is governed by
the output of a rate gyroscope, and with
additional accelerometer control, is then (see
eq. (7.27))
p~8+pl8+8=a~#~,+alO~+
g z ~ (7.30)
~
where

7.3

INFLUENCE O F PROPELLANT L A T E R A L
SLOSHING

The dynamics of space vehicles are best
described by the two essential investigations of
stability and response. Stability expresses the
ability of a system to achieve a state of motion
and how rapidly this can be done. In the
analysis of space vehicle performance, one
usuauy 1.s saiisSei: t o daterminc just the rcots
(boundaries) of stability, rather than solving
the total system of equations. The shifting of
roots to more optimal positions, if possible, is
a major part of the analysis. If this is accomplished, however, the response of the vehicle
is then required to determine whether or not
the design of the system is appropriate for
certain given inputs. I n a space vehicle, these
design values are the available engine deflection,
11

its rate, maximum bending moments, wave
height of the oscillating propellants, etc., as a
consequence of a given wind increase and gust
through which the vehicle may have to pass
during the ascent phase of its flight. The
dynamic characteristics of the vehicle differ
in complexity depending, of course, upon the
complexity of the system itself; they are reduced
here to a less complex system by truncating
the equations of motion in such a fashion that
a more lucid presentation can be provided
without loss of the more general features of the
system.
Stability Techniques and Stability Boundaries

Since the response of a system depends on
its stability, the roots of the system are the
most basic parameters of the system dynamics.
These describe the response r e d t i n g from any
excitation and depend only on the physical
parameters of the system. We shall therefore
discuss, in this section, the basic techniques for
obtaining the characteristic roots of a dynamic
system and shall study the variation of these
stability roots with changes in the physical
characteristics of the vehicle.
The optimization of the response behavior
of the vehicle is based upon the possibility of
shifting the stability roots of the system.
(See fig. 7.5.) This means that if the location
of the roots can be changed in the complex
plane (root locus plane) (fig. 7.5) in such a
fashion that they exhibit a larger negative real

Stable region
Stable root

r
x
'

I-:I

Unstable region
s plane

-

' u n ~ ~ e r c o t +

u
Arrow indicates increasing stability by changing
physical parameters of the system (root migration)
FIGURE

7.5.-Root

locus plane.
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part, by changing the physical properties of
the system, the system will show enhanced
stability and will more efficiently achieve a
steady-state condition and absorb a disturbance
more rapidly. A very convenient way to study
the migration of stability roots is by plotting
them as continuous functions in the complex
plane; this is called a root locus plot and
represents a curve of all (or those which we are
most interested in) root locations in the complex
plane ( a + i w ) corresponding t o the change of
some of the physical parameters of the space
vehicle. The effect of the change of any other
parameter can also be obtained. One can
therefore investigate the necessary changes that
should be introduced into the system to yield
enhanced stability and response features.
I n space vehicles, the characteristic equation
is of higher order and a direct analytical solution is laborious and sometimes even unnecessary for design purposes. Although the solution
of such a polynomial can be performed by the
method of Sturn1 and Graeffe (ref. 7.10), or its
modification by Brodetsky and Smeal (ref.
7.11) without any difficulties, in many cases it
is sufficient to know ~vhetheror not the real
parts of the roots are negative, thus indicating n decaying motion with increasing time
(stable motion) or whether they are positive
and represent an unstable motion with increasing amplitllde as time increases. When a
design parameter is to be considered as a
variable, it is especially important to hare
available criteria for the stability in terms of
the roots. Criteria of this type are given by
Routh (ref. 7.12) and Hurwitz (ref. 7.13).
Another method for the determination of the
location of the roots is the root locus method
by Nyquist (ref. 7.14). I n the following, we
shall use only the Hurwitz criteria.
A necpsary and sufficient condition that the
equation

with real and positive coefficients, a,, hare
only roots with negative real parts, is that t)he
ax and the values of the determinants, H,, all
be positive. The determinant H, is of the
form :

Io

al

a3

I

and
lal

a3

as.../

0

a,

a3

10

a.

a,...

H,=a,H,-,=

/

...

..................

For a quadratic equation in s, these condit,ions
are satisfied if the coefficients ao,a,, and az We
positive. For a cubic equation, the Hurwitz
condit'ions are
H l = a , > 0 , H 2 = i ~ ~ aa.23

> ~ ,

and

I
To obt.nin some insight into the degree of
stability, that. is, the rapidity of decay of the
mot,ion, i t is sometimes of interest to determine
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the magnitude of the smallest negative real
part. For this reason, one shifts the imaginary
axis toward the left. by

where Z>O and real. If t.he transformed
polynomial is just still stable, that is, the
smallest root is very close to the shifted imaginary axis, we obtain a measure of the magnit,ude of stability.
The stability boundaries are characterized
by the roots, 0f. which a t least one has a zero
real part while the others are stable roots.
For an nth-degree polynomial the stability
boundaries are presented by
a,= 0 and H,-,

=0

To determine which side of the stability
boundary represents the stable region, one
point (not located on the boundary) is chosen,
and its stability is investigated with the previous Hurwitz determinants, II,>O (eq. (7.35) 1.
For a quadratic equation, the stability boundaries are given by a2=0 and a,=O. For u
cubic equation, the conditions are
a3= 0 and Hs=ala2-aoas= 0
and for a quartic equation they are
a4=0 and H3=0, i.e., ala2a3=a:a4+aoai
Another method for determining the stability

\c-ould . be that of the locus curve. The polynomial of the complex variable, s, represents a
complex value, w
w=P(s)

we have

where [n/2] means the smaller integer closest
to n/2, or equal 4 2 , if n is even. This indicates that for even n the expression X(wj
will be an even polynomial of nth degree
while Y(w) is an odd polynomial of (n- 1)st
degree. For an odd value n, the X(w) is an
even function of (n-1)st degree and Y(wj is
an odd polynomial of nth degree. Therefore,
X(w) = X ( -a ) and Y(w) = - Y(-W). The
function w(w) is represented in the w-plane
locus curve as w assumes the values from
- m to
w . All roots of the polynomial
w=P(s)=O are mapped into the origin w=O
of the w-plane. The location of this point,
therefore, with respect to the locus curve will
be characteristic for the root, s,, with respect
to the imaginary axis. The fact that X(w)
is even and Y(w) is odd reveals that only
w 2 0 has to be considered. The locus curve
starts out for o = O on the X-axis and the
w-plane at u7=ao and represents, with w+a,
a curve such as shown in figure 7.6. In order
to answer now the question of stability of the
roots, s,, \c-e imagine a point, s=iw, on the
imaginary axis of the s-plane and consider
the connecting lines of the vth roots, s,, to

+

If all roots, s, are stable roots, they must be
located in the left half plane of s, that is, the
imaginary axis, s=iw, separates t,he left stable
from the right unstable region of the
s.= a+ iwp:aiie.
Ir;troduciZg u.-iw int.n t,he
polynomial w=P(s) and investigating the mapping of this imaginary axis in the w-plane
should yield some criteria for the stability of
the roots of t,he polynomial. With

w

- plane

s=zw
and

I
FIGURE
7.6.-Locus-curve method.
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that point.
This is, however, a factor
product representation
of the polynomial

w=P(s)=a_

H (s--s,)----a,

r,
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The polynomial

of nth degree

X n+m
:-_

stable

P(s)=0

has

roots

and
?'/,m m

g=-----_-- unstable

where
w-=X+iY
X= R cos
Y=R sin 4
From

if the

this, one obtains
R_a,

_-I r,

¢=)E ,,
If none of the roots, s,, is located on the
imaginary axis, i.e., r, _ 0, and if a, >0, it follows
that R>0, which means that X and Y have
the same zeros as cos 4 and sin 4, respectively.
If all roots, s_, are in the left-hand
plane
(stable
roots),
then 4, can cover only the
angular
region
from
--7r/2 to -4-_'/2 for
s=iw
moving
on the imaginary
axis. The
angle, _, therefore, can only cover the angular
region --nTr/2 to +n_'/2; or, for _=0
to _,
it will cover the angular
region 0 to n_r/2.
The angle, ¢, is the angle of the complex value
w=Re _ of the locus curve, and one now obtains
the criterion:
The equation
P(s)=O
has only roots
with negative real part, if the locus curve
w=P(s)=w(o_)
(for s=io_)
circles
the
origin w=0 in such a fashion, that the
angle, 4, covers the angular
region from
0 to nTr/2 as o_ changes from 0 to o_ (counting positive toward the left).
If one root is in the positive half plane, say
on the real axis, then the angle covers
the
region from _" to 7r/2, in rotating by r/2 in the
negative
sense.
For X stable and _ unstable
roots,
the angle,
¢, yields
a rotation
of
(X--u):r/2=m_r/2
in the positive
sense, if o_
ranges
from 0 to co
With n as the total
mm_ber of roots

X--_= rrl
one concludes:

locus

curve

for

_0=0

roots
to _

covers

the

angular
region from 0 to (X--g)_r/2
in the
positive sense.
This method
is particularly
useful for investigating
the effects of changes in physical
parameters
on the behavior
of a dynamic
system,
especially
if high-speed
computing
machines are available.
General Criteria for Stability of Vehicle With
Propellant Sloshing

No

After the equations
of motion
have been
formulated,
as indicated
in the preceding
sections, a dynamic
analysis of the vehicle in
flight must be performed.
The interaction
of
the bending
of the flexible vehicle with the
rigid body motion,
the sloshing of the propellants,
the reaction of the swivel engines and
their compliance,
the excitations
provided
by
aerodynamic
forces and wind gusts, and the
coupling
of the control
system providing
the
stability of the space vehicle, must all be taken
into account.
The equations
of motion have
been linearized
and can be solved on a highspeed computer.
It is evident that a detailed
formulation
and dynamic
analysis
is beyond
the scope of this monograph;
however,
it is
possible
to discuss
more
or less simplified
sets of equations
of motion which shall serve
to illustrate
gross effects and yet be of fundamental
importance
in the
of a space vehicle.
In order
to maintain

preliminary
stable

design
conditions

throughout
powered flight, it is necessary
to
avoid adverse feedback
conditions arising from
inherent
phase lags of the sensing element and
erroneous
signals
from
bending
vibrations.
Especially
for aerodynamically
unstable
vehicles, which are particularly
sensitive to atmospheric
disturbances,
artificial
stabilization
through the control system (with accelerometer)
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can alleviate the required control deflections of
the gimbal engines, and reduce the loads which
can be rt potential hazard to the flight performance of the vehicle. We mill consider
here the problem of rigid and flexible vehicles,
where the propellant is treated as rigid mass,
and determine some of the basic requirements
for the location of the sensors and their vibrational characteristics. Some criteria can be
developed which yield enhanced stability of the
vehicle without resorting to electrical filter
net~vorks,as is performed in a complete root
locus analysis of the dynamic system. The
sensors treated here comprise accelerometers
and rate gyroscopes. With these assumptions,
the equations of motion, considering only one
bending mode, reduce to the following form:

Translational motion: Equation (7.16)
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Accelerometer: Equation (7.28)

Rate gyro: Equation (7.29)

The control equation is used in its simplified
form

For a given codiguration, the control requirements are strongly dependent on the mutual
settings of the control system.
I n the following discussion, numerical results
have been presented for a Saturn I-type vehicle
for which half of the thrust is available for
control purposes (refs. 7.9 and 7.15).
Criteria for Position Gyrosro~e

my= F#+ F4-FTY'(xE)

(7.36)

where Y is the first bending mode.

Pitching motion: Equa t,ion (7.17)

I++F#EB=Ff x ~ ~ ~ Y ' ( x ~ ~ ) - T Y} ( z(7.37)
E)
Lateral bending uibration: Equation (7.22)

The dynamic characteristics of the control
sensors are represented by the following
equations:

must vanish. The stability polynomial is of
sixth degree. For p2 =0.0084 and pl~ 0 . 0 5 it
,
found that for a gyroscope location close
to the tintinode, the degree of structural

This investigation presents the stability
boundaries in the (Y;, gB) plane, indicating a t
what location a gyroscope should be mounted
to maintain stability for a certain structural
damping g, and for various gain values and lag
coefficients.
The control equation, equation (7.27), was
employed with an accelerometer gain value of
g,=O, that is, no additional accelerometer
control. Neglecting the effect of translational
motion and combining the equations for pitching motion, equation (7.37), and bending
oscillations. equation (7.38), with the control
equation, equation (7.41)) leads to the condition
that for this system of three homogeneous
algebraic equations the coefficient determinant

damping usually provided is sufficient to
maintain stability. For low bending frequencies the location behind the antinode seems
reasonable, but for larger bending frequencies
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a location in front, of the antinode also yields
stability; this is due to the lag terms in the
control equation.
If only the bending equation, equation (7.38),
is combined with the simple control equation
b=ao+i

where

by setting the coefficient determinant equal to
zero. Thus

+

+<=
--?Y'(X~)

the stability polynomial is of second order and
exhibits stability if the coefficients are positive,
and is of the form

which yields a fourth-order stability polynomial:

with the coefficients

Since all of the values in these coefficients are
positive by their very nature except for Y'(xc),
which can be either positive or negative, the
system definitely exhibits stability for Y'(xc)
>0, that, is, for a positire bending mode slope
a t the location of the gyroscope. This means
that the gyroscope should be located behind
the antinode in the aft section of the vehicle.
The stnbility bour~daryis at,

that is, slightly forward of the antinode.
Criteria for Rate Gyroscope

We shall consider the stability criteria for a
rate gyroscope by dividing our investigation
into two parts: one in which the vehicle is
considered as a rigid body, and the other in
which the flexibility of the vehicle is described
by the fundamental bending mode.

with
w;=-

and

gXae%

k2

-qtsa1c k,
2cewc

where

is the longitudinal acceleration of t,he vehicle
and k 2 = I / m is the square of the radius of
gyration. This yields

Rigid Body Stability

The stability boundary is obtained by setting
BlB2B3=B&+ B,B: which leads t o

Treating the equation for pitching motion,
equation (7.37), together with the rate gyroscope equation, equation (7.40), together with
the simple control equation in its ideal form

representing a hyperbola in the

and assuming again time dependency of the
form e"~", the stnbility polynomial is obtained

plane. Only the branch in the first quadrant'
of t,he coordinate system is of physical significance and is shown in figure 7.7. The crosshatched aren represents the stable area. From

-])k(':[
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this we can conclude that rigid body stability
can be accomplished by choosing the natural
frequency of the rate gyroscope larger than the
control frequency and adjust its damping factor
to an appropriate value. For a ratio of the
damping factors of unity, a frequency ratio
range of OSL< (4'-1)wonldmaintninstnwG

7

20

I. 5

3:
u

1.0

u l

Unstable

bility of the rigid vehicle.
0.5

Bending M o d e Stability

Taking, in this case, the bending equation,
equation (7.38), and rate gyroscope equation,
equation (7.40), together with the control equation, equation (7.41),while omitting all terms
to rigid
motion, yields the
coefficient determinant

The stability polynomial, which is of sixth degree, is reduced to a quartic by setting the
phase through making the coefficients pe=pl
=O, which yields finally the stability boundary

where

??I

and

The value (x,,,( represents the distance between the center of instantaneous rotation and
the mass center of the vehicle.
I n the (t;, 6;)-plane, as shown in figure

o

a5

1.0

1.5

2o

wclwr

FIGURE7.?.--Stability

boundary for rigid vehicle with
rate gyroscope.

7.8, this represents a family of straight lines.
The distance of the intersection point with the
axis from the origin is decreased by increasing
the frequency ratio ( w ~ / w ~that
) , is, by decreasing the rate gyroscope frequency toward
the bending frequency. The slope of the stability boundary line decreases with decreasing
damping ratio
and increasing frequency
ratio (w,/wo). Since the frequency ratio is '
limited to a small value because of the rigid
body stability, the slope is most effectively
changed by the damping ratio. This indicates
that a supercritical damping of the rate gyro;cope is deskzb!~. A f::rther e ~ n c l u s i ~ tr ?h ~ t
can be drawn from figure 7.8 with regard to the
proper location of the rate gyroscope is that
positive slope Y1(xR)minimizes stability.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the
natural frequency for the rate gyroscope should
be quite large compared with the control
frequency and the highest to-be-controlled
bending frequency under consideration. The

i
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be located behind the last antinode of the
to-be-controlled bending modes.
Criteria for Accelerometer

I n many vehicles, an accelerometer is used
as an additional control element. By proper
choice of its gain value in the control equation
and its vibrational characteristics, such an
element can help to diminish loads on the space
vehicle and to reduce deflection requirements
of the swivel engines. In this section, therefore, we shall investigate the effect of the
vibrational characteristics and the gain value
g, of an accelerometer and shall try to determine
simple criteria for the preliminary determination of those values (ref. 7.16).
Rigid Body Stability

I
FIGURE7.8.-Stability

stability boundary

boundary for flexible vehicle with
rate gyroscope.

damping should preferably be supercritical,
or large in comparison with the control damping. Furthermore, the rate gyroscope should

Since the translational motion of the vehicle
is sensed by an accelerometer, this has to be
considered in a simplified stability analysis.
Therefore, for rigid body stability, we treat
the translational motion, equation (7.36),
together with the pitching motion, equation
(7.37), the accelerometer equation, equation
(7.39), and the control equation, equation
(7.41), together with the usual assumption
e'*ct
for the solution. The coeffic,ient determinant that has to vanish yields, with q=0,
4,=4 and the phase coefficients p1=p2=0,
t,he expression
-3'2
0

I

l o

-( a o + s u ~ , )

The stability polynon~ial is of fourt.11 degree
with t'he coefficients

-92

1

I

The stability condition, \vit,h B , B Z B ~ ~ B O B : +
B4Bq and ( x e ,I =k2/xE,
~
is then given by

+(?)[l-tgg2(l+a)l20
This is a polynomial of fourth degree in

w,/w..
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A case of special interest is the ideal accelerometer for which o,>>w,.
With a =
z./1~,,~1,the result of the above equation with
egg,=X, yields the simple expression (IxelRIis
the distance of the center of instantaneous
rotation from the mass center)

which is shown in figure 7.9. From this it can
be concluded that an accelerometer should be
located forward of the center of instantaneous
rotation to allow all possible gain values
X(>O).
With decreasing gain values X, the
location of the accelerometer becomes less
important for rigid body stability. Figures 7.10
and
sho'v the
of fhe
quency, a , , of the accelerometer and of the
damping factor, fa. The influence of the
change of these parameters is not very pronounced and does not exhibit a large difference
from the results for an ideal accelerometer. If
the natural frequency of the accelerometer.
however, is small (which should be avoided in
many respects), the stability boundary curves
spread a little more. One can conclude from
the above results that a location forward of the
mass center will insure stability of the rigid
body. With decreasing gain values, the location of the accelerometer becomes less impor-

-3.2

-2 4

-1.6
I

-0.8

u II

o

a8

I

I ]

FIGURE7.10.-Stability boundaries for rigid vehicle with
accelerometer control of various natural frequency.

FIGURE7.11.-Stability boundaries for rigid vehicle with
accelerometer control of various damping factor, fa.

tant, indicating that a location aft of the mass
center also becomes permissible.
It shouid be mentioned that the expression

-

FIGURE1.9.-stability

boundary for rigid vehicle with
ideal accelerometer control.

represents the undamped natural frequency of
the rigid
body
(referred to as the control
fre.
..
quency) without accelerometer control. The
actual control frequency with accelerometer
control depends upon the gain value and loca-
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tion of the accelerometer and is giren by the
espression
egx~ao
w2 Ca-k2(l-~-ha)

control accelerometer v-odd therefore not result
in an abrupt change of the control frequency
and would not drastically influence the stability
behavior of the vehicle.

From this it can be seen that a location, xu, of
the accelerometer near the center of instantaneous rotation, that is, a = -1, makes the
control frequency nearly independent of the
gain value, X. For this value, ha, failure of the

Bending Modc Stability

Considering only the vehicle, equation (7.38),
and its interaction with the accelerometer,
equation (7.39), and the control equation,
equation (7.41), yields the stability determinant

The stability polynomial is of sixth degree.
Assuming, for reasons of simplification as before,
that the phase-lag coefficients vanish, that is,
p,=p,=O, t.he stability polynomial reduces to
one of fourth degree. The coefficients are
given by

The static s t a b i l i t , limit
~
is established from the
coefficient B,, which yields

For
ever1 more simple criterion, let us assume
that the position gyroscope is mounted at the
nntinode of the bending mode, that is, a t the
locntiorl where the slope of the bending mode
vanishes (EL=0). With this assumption, the
coefficients of the stability polynomial yield

where the equal sign expresses the boundary.
I n the (E,, t'o)-plane, this represents a line
parallel to the c,-axis and ~ v i t ha distance from
the e,-axis which increases with the increase of
the frequency ratio osjwc, the bending frequency
over the control frequency (\vithout accelerometer). With increasing attitude gain value, a,,
this boundary shifts farther aIrag from the
c,-asis. Increasing the accelerometer gain, that
is, providing more influence of the accelerometer
on the control of the vehicle, decreases the
distance of the static stability boundary frorn
the ca-axis. The dynamic stability is expressed
by

VEHICLE STABILITY AND CONTROL

where the equal sign represents the stability
boundary (fig. 7.12). I n the (t,-€:)-plane the
stability boundary represents a straight line of
slope a,€

(27 through the origin.

Stability is

therefore provided below the parallel line to the
€,-axis (static stability boundary) and to the
left of the straight line (dynamic stability
boundary). With increasing attitude control
gain, ao,the dynamic stability boundary rotates
toward the E:-axis, providing a hrge part of
the left half plane for stability; in addition, the
static stability boundary moves upward. This
expresses that a limited range for the location
along the vehicle can be provided for the
mounting of a control accelerometer. If e, is
negative, that is. the accelerometer is mounted
a t a location where the bending mode exhibits
negative values (vehicle normalized to unity a t
the gimbal station xE), then positive and negative values for the slope of the bending mode
are available for the location of the accelerometer. With increasing frequency ratio of
bending to control frequency, the same trend
occurs. For an increase of the availability of
thrust for control purposes, the static stability
boundary remains a t its position, while the
dynamic stability boundary rotates again
toward the vertical. For increasing accelerometer gain, A, the static stability boundary
moves toward the €,-axis while the dynamic
stability boundary remains fixed, which indi-

static
boundary

1

FIGURE7.12.-Stability

/

boundaries for flexible vehicle
with accelerometer control.
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cates that a more restricted range of locations
for the mounting of a control accelerometer is
available.
Propellant Sloshing in O n e Container of a Vehicle
With Simple Control System

I n order to obtain some of the basic effects
of the influence of propellant sloshing upon
vehicle stability without expending any great
numerical effort, the equations of motion of the
vehicle will be treated with the propellant as
free to oscillate in one container only. The
vehicle will be considered as rigid (rlY=O)and
only the most pronounced modal sloshing mass
(see ch. 6) will be retained in the analysis;
that is, A = 1 and n= 1. Introducing ~ , = 0and
n=A=l into equations (7.16), (7.17), (7.20),
(7.26), and (7.28), one obtains the equations of
motion for the rigid vehicle with propellant
sloshing in one container and additional
accelerometer control (refs. 7.17 and 7.18).

The first equation represents translational motions and the second one represents pitching
motion of the vehicle. Equation (7.44) is the
sloshing equation describing the motion of the
first modal sloshing mass. The fourth equation
represents the control, which indicates that a
position gyroscope and additional accelerometer
are employed for the control of the vehicle.
Finally, the last equation represents the dynamics of the couiio! acce!ernmeter. If an
ideal accelerometer were employed, that is,
w,>>w,,
the first and second terms of equation
(7.46) would be neglected. A control system
employing no accelerometer control \\-ould lead
to the omission of the last equation and a
vanishing gain value g, in equation (7.45). The
stability of the solutions of such a system is
again obtained by assuming a solution of the
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form ebc', where s is the complex frequency,
s = r+ iw. This assump tion for the solution
transforms the differential equations into a
homogeneous algebraic system, which exhibits
nontrivial solutions only if the determinants of

(Y

(@)

Here, X=gg, and pll=mll/m is the ratio of the
sloshing mass in the container to the total mass
of the vehicle. The coefficient determinant
yields then t,he characteristic polynomial in s

where the coefficients, B,, are represented as
polynomials of f , and 7,

coefficients vanish. With only the part F2=cF
available for control purposes, Fl= (1 -e)F and
t,he longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle is
g=F/m. The coefficient determinant is therefore

(A,)

(~11)

on the mass ratio, pll=p, and the vibrational
characteristics of the accelerometer. With the
notations f , as the damping factor of the control
system, wc as the circular frequency of the control system, w: =wZo/(l - X E - A X E X ~ ~ /and
~ ~ ) wa
as the circular frequency of the control system
~vithoutaccelerometer (w:, = g x ~ e a ~ / k ~and
) , {E
=xE/k, {,=x,/k as the distance with respect to
the radius of gyration, and v,=w,/w,,
va=wa/wc
as the ratios of the eigenfr'equencies of sloshing
and accelerometer (wll= w,) as well as the value
A = 1-tX(l + [ B E . ) , and with

the coefficients k, are given by the expressions:

The location of the modal mass, E l l = x l l l k ~ f s
(with respect to the mass center), nnd the
damping factor, ill E-y,, are extracted, since
they are the ones by which the stability of the
vehicle can be influenced most readily; the
representation of the stability boundaries \\-ill
be in these coordinates. This therefore yields
not only the magnitude of the damping required in the tanks but also its location. The
abbreviations k,(j=O, 1, 2 . . . 18) depend on
the frequency and damping factors, and the
gain values of the control system, as well as

1 1
k3=~{~
(;+4tcta)
~

(a%+l)

+l-p+vi-k4=2v,A

k6=2t d+a{%k+2(l
va

aoEiv'.e

-,)

&!
va
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ys= damping factor of propellant
va=wa/w,=frequency .ratio of undamped accelerometer frequency to undamped control frequency
la=damping factor of the accelerometer
X =ggZ=produc t of longitudinal acceleration
of the vehicle and gain value of the
accelerometer
fa=za/k=ratio of the coordinate of the accelerometer location to radius of gyration
of the space vehicle
f,=x,/k=ratio of the coordinate of the location
of the modal mass of the propellant to
radius of gyration of the space vehicle
ao=gain value of the attitude control system

k7=A { ~ , + 4 l ~ l ~va" +va% )
ks=-

{leva+

2PA
V~EE

:

"1

< a - ~

k9--5- cp~+~(l-')
va

[1+4~ctva+v~l

u',

2vr
k10=7 [icA+lavaI
va

kll=

'"[ao.+4lJaaoua~--lI -PA€

EAV~S

( h tG)
vr

~IFP(XE- 1); k 1 2(1-'
3 =) 7 [lava+ {CAI; k14=?
2 r l a i k17---1- p;k 18-- - L
k 1 52pAcC;
= 7 k1s---tava

v',

'a

2

va

The various parameters are as follo~vs:
~=ms/m=ratio of modal mass of liquid to
total mass of space vehicles
(,=control damping factor
v,= w,/wc=frequency ratio of undamped propellant frequency to undamped control
frequency

The stability boundaries are characterized
by the roots, s, one of which at least 1vil1 have
a zero real part, while the others are stable
roots. The theorem of Hurwitz for a stability
polynomialof thenthdegree(ref.7.13)
Bn=O,

H,-l=O

where Hn-1represents the Hurmitz determinant
of the form

B,

B3

B6

....

Bo

B2

B
4

....

0

B1

B
3

. . . . (n-1)

0

Bo

B,

....

lines and columns

......................
Representing the stability boundaries in the
(f,, y,)-plane, the Hurwitz determinant H5=0
results in a polynomial

where the functions C,(f,) are polynomials in
f*. The stability boundary for the undamped
liquid is Co([,)=O, and represents the intersection points with the [,-axis. For all points
(f,, y,) above the stability boundary, one
obtains stability. Because of B,=O, the
stability is interrupted a t the left and a t the

right so that only within these boundaries is
stability guaranteed. The stability boundaries
of Bn=O to the right and left are given in the
form of straight lines perpendicular to the
[,-axis as

For most vehicles, however, these boundaries
play no practical role. Substitution of f,=
y,=O into the Hunvitz determinants determines whether the origin is in the stable or
unstable region. A necessary and s&cient
condition for stability is (ref. 7.19)
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(1) The coefficients:
B,, Bn-], Bn-3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - >O
B,, Bo>O for even n
Bo>O for odd n
(2) The Hurrvitz determinants:
Hn-l, Hn-3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - >o
H3>0 if n is even
H2>0 if n is odd

and give a first estimate for the critical area.
The value l / a o e has been considered to be of
small magnitude. This assumption is satisfied
in some cases if the control frequency is far
enough away from the first natural frequency
of the liquid. Therefore, the result expresses
that the stability boundary for small values
of l/aoe intersects the (,-axis in the vicinity of
the center of mass (origin) and the instantaneRigid Space Vehicle Without Accelerometer Control
ous center of rotation t d = x d / k .
One can see that the second point of interUsing a simple control system without an
section,
&, becomes sensitive to changes of
accelerometer (X=O) results in a stability polyl/a,e,
which
indicates that for decreasing gain
The
coefficients
B,
nomial of fourt'h degree.
values, ao, the intersection point shifts toward
IF-ould be obtained from equations (7.48) and
the tail of the vehicle. The same behavior
(7.49) if one int,roduces u,= w and X =O, which
occurs if v,=w,/o, decreases. This means that,
yields B8=B5=0. The stability boundaries
for a decreasing eigenfrequency of the liquid (or
due t,o B,=O are again straight lines given by
increasing control frequency), damping of the
I,= f
The stability boundary, from
propellant must be provided in a container in
P
the aft section of the vehicle in order to mainthe Hurwitz determinant Hnhl=O(here H3=0
tain stability. Figure 7.13 indicates that the
or BlBZB3=B$Z,+RB,), is then given by the
danger zone for instability of the vehicle is
expression
located approximately between the center of
(K~+KZ€~+K~€~)+~~,(K+K~E~+
K~€~
) the center of instantaneous rotagravity
and
tion.
I
n
this zone, the propellant must be
+42(K:+KstI+Kg€:)+ fiy.3=0
more
or
less
damped, depending on the magniwhere
tude of the modal mass of the liquid. For

m.

The points of intersection of this stability
boundary with tshe €,-axis are obtained by
setting r,=O and solving the quadratic equation
Tlie root's of this quadratic equation yield
FIGURE
7.13.-Stability boundariee of rigid vehicle with
simple control system.
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increasing modal mass, more damping is needed
in the danger zone. This is most unfavorable
if the control frequency is below the natural frequency of the propellant; that is, if v,<1.0.
For v,>2, the mall friction (y,=0.01) alone is
sufficient to guarantee stability.
The change of the control damping, l,,
indicates that, for increasing subcritical damping, c,<l, the stctbility in t.he danger zone
mill be diminished while, for increased supercritical damping, P,>l, the stability is enhanced. This means that less damping is
necessary in the container to maintain stability
in the case {,>I. No additional baffles are
required in the danger zone if (for a mass ratio
,~=0.1)the control damping {,50.5, or {,>2.0.
This indicates that, for these values and the
parameters v,=2.5 and ao=3.5, the !\-all friction
in the container is sufficient to maintain
stability.
Another important question in the design of
u large space vehicle is the choice of the form of
the propellant containers. We observed in
chapter 2 that tank geometry plays an irnportant role in governing the modal masses and
the natural frequencies of the propellant.
Containers with large diameters exhibit small
natural frequencies, which often are too close
to the control frequency. Of course, the
magnitude of the modal mass considerably
emphasizes this unfavorable effect upon the
stability. Clustering of numerous smaller containers not only increases the natural frequencies of the propellant (because of the
smaller diameters) but also reduces the modal
masses, which is a much more important effect.
In addition to weight saving and the slight
increase of the natural frequencies, subdivision

of tanks by sector walls has the advantage of
distributing the modal masses to different
vibration modes of the liquid. To summarize
then, we note that with increasing mass, the
stability naturally decreases. The influence of
the eigenfrequency change of the propellant
with fixed modal mass is such that a decrease of
the natural frequency increases the danger zone
toward the end of the vehicle and requires more
local damping in the propellant. With increasing natural frequency of the liquid, the influence
of the propellant sloshing on the stability of the
vehicle diminishes more and more. Wall
friction alone is then already sufficient to
maintain stability.
The gain value, a,, of the attitude contro
system shows, for decreasing magnitude, a
decrease of stability in addition to a small
enlargement of the danger zone toward the end
of the vehicle.
For these numerical results, a Saturn I-type
space vehicle of a length of about 170 feet was
employed, as before.

and are parallel to the y,-axis. For values of
A=ggn<l, the danger zone is located approximately behind the center of instantaneous
rotation and shifts with decreasing gain value
g2 toward a zone between the mass center and

the center of instantaneous rotation. The
stability decreases, which means more damping
in the tank is necessary for increasing X>1.
This indicates that, for a greater influence of
the accelerometer in the control system, the

Rigid Space Vehick With Ideal Accelerometer
(ref. 7.16)

Control

By introducing an additional control element
into the control system in the form of an ideal
accelerometer (w,>>w,), and properly choosing
the gain value, g2, which determines the influence of the accelerometer in the control
system, the danger zone can be minimized considerably. Because of v,>>l , the coefficients
of the stability polynomial are B6=B5=0, and
one obtains again a stability polynomial of
fourth demee.
The same formulas as in t,he
"
previous case are valid, except that in the
values k, the appropriate terms with A have
to be considered. The boundaries B4=0 are
again straight lines, given by the equation

danger zone shifts fonvard of the center of
instantaneous rotation and increases with increasing gain value townrd the nose of the
vehicle (fig. 7.14). For propellant containers
in this location, strong damping must be employed to obtain stability. For values of
A= 1.5, the vehicle is unstable if the tank, even
with only a 10-percent slosh mass, is located in
front of the center of instantaneous rotation,
unless additional baffles are provided. For
containers behind the center of instantaneous
rotation, the vehicle is stable. Furthermore,
one recognizes that X 1.0 represents the most
favorable gain value. I n this case, the danger
zone shrinks to n small region around the
center of instantaneous rotation, in which case
the mall friction of the propellant is usually
suflicient to provide a stable flight situation.
Changes in the other parameters, such as
the slosh mass ratio, p, the frequency ratio,
v,=w,/w,,
the control system damping, {,, as
well as the gain value, ao,of the attitude system,
exhibit the same influences as in the previous
case. An enlargement of the danger zone
toward the end of the vehicle occurs for large
control frequencies and also for small propellant
frequencies (v,<l), even in the most favorable
case in which A= 1.0.
The addition of an accelerometer introduces
another important parameter: its location €,.
For X= 1, the most favorable case for an ideal
accelerometer, the influence of its locatio~lupon
stability of the vehicle is unimportant. For
other values of g,, the location of the accelerometer has considerable influence upon stability.
A stronger effect of the accelerometer (say X>

-

X Varies
a,* 3.5
P . 0.1
V*- 2 5
5,- 0.7

FIGURE7.14.-Stability

boundaries of rigid vehicle with
additionnl ideal accelerometer control (influence of gain
value of the accelerometer).

1.5) in the control system and a location in
front of the center of mass yields large instability if the container is located behind the
center of instantaneous rotation with the accelerometer being in front of the center of mass.
Propellant sloshing in those tanks located forward of the center of instantaneous rotation
11-ill make the vehicle unstable if the accelerometer is forward of the center of mass. For
decreasing values g2< l/g, the stability behavior
of the vehicle approaches that of a rigid vehicle
11-ithout. additional accelerometer control. I t
should, hou-ever, be mentioned here that these
results are too optimistic, since every accelerometer has its own vibrational characteristics
which must be considered.
Rigid Space Vehicle W i t h Accelerometer Control of Nonideal
Characteristic

The dynamic behavior of an accelerometer,
its natural frequency, w,, and damping factor,
la,have a nonnegligible influence upon the
overall stability of the vehicle. From the
results of equations (7.47), (7.48), and (7.49),
i t is recognized that the stability polynomial
is of sixth degree; therefore, the stability
bonndnries are given by HS=O,and B6=0.
The main influence arises from the natural
frequency of the accelerometer. In the numerical evaluation, two circular frequencies (w,=55
and 12 rad/sec) \\-ere considered for the accelerometer. For decreasing accelerometer frequency, with a damping factor, la=$/2, the
danger zone increases from the center of
instantaneous rotation toward the end of the
vehicle (fig. 7.15). The influence of increasing
liquid mass has the same effect as previously,
with the exception that i t is very much nmplified for small eigenfrequencies of the accelerometer; a large amount of damping is required in
the container in order to obtain stability of the
vehicle. For tt natural frequency of the
accelerometer of w,=55 rad/sec, wall friction is
in most cases sufficient to maintain stability.
For small natural frequencies of the accelerometer, propellant sloshing is excited. This indicates that the situation is more unfavorable
l\ith a "bad" accelerometer than in the case
\c.ithout one. The damping required in such n
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FIGURE7.15.-Stability

boundariee of rigid vehicle with
additional accelerometer control of various eigenfrequencies.

case would be about three to four times as much
as in the case without additional accelerometer
control. The results of the preceding section,
and those presented here, indicate that the
natural frequency of the accelerometer should
be chosen as large as possible. In order to
emphasize the influence of the accelerometer
characteristics, we consider the effect of the
changes of the undamped natural frequency, w,,
the damping factor, c,, and the coordinate of
location, z,, upon the stability of the vehicle.
For increasing natural frequency of the accelerometer w,<w,, an increase of the danger zone
is obtained, and more damping is required in
the container to maintain stability. Above the
natural frequency of the propellant, a decrease
of the danger zone and enhanced stability can
be observed. This means that less damping is
required to maintain stability. The larger the
the less damping is
frequency ratio v,/v,=w,/w,,
required in the then continuously decreasing
danger zone. The influence of the frequency,
w,, and the damping factor, c,, of the accelerometer is exhibited in figure 7.16. The increase of
ra enlarges the danger zone and requires more
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damping in the propellant container. This
effect is more pronounced the smaller the eigenfrequency of the accelerometer. From' a damping factor, c,, which is about twice the critical
damping or larger, one recognizes, in the case
wa=12 rad/sec, that a further increase of the
damping factor decreases the danger zone
slightly from the back and only slightly enhances the stability. A very important parameter in the design of a control system of a space
vehicle is the location, c,, of an accelerometer
for control purposes. The influence of this
value can be seen in figure 7.17. An accelerometer location aft of the center of gravity of the
vehicle must be avoided; shifting the accelerometer toward the nose of the vehicle enhances
the stability. An increase in the control
frequency, w, (fig. 7.18), below the natural
frequency of the propellant (v,>l)-increases the
danger zone toward the tail of the vehicle. For
w,=55 rad/sec (the larger natural frequency of
the accelerometer), the required damping in the
liquid for maintaining stability of the vehicle is
relatively small (y,=0.005 and less). The
influence of the control damping, l,, is given by

FIGURE
7.16.-Stability boundaries of a rigid vehicle with
additional accelerometer control of various vibrational

characteristics.
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FIGURE
7.17.-Stability boundariee of a rigid vehicle with
additional accelerometer control (influence of the location of the accelerometer).

FIGURE
7.19.-Stability boundaries of a rigid vehicle with
additional accelerometer control (influence of the control
damping).

to n decreasing danger zone and less required
damping. Approaching the nat,ural frequency,
w,, of the accelerometer makes the vehicle Inore
unstable and increases the danger zone toward
the end of the vehicle. The gain value, ao,has
only a small influence on the stability; its gain
growth increases stability slightly and somewhat
decreases the danger zone. Of important
influence upon stability is the gain value gl of
the accelerometer because it presents the
strength of the accelerometer in the control
system. Figure 7.20 exhibits this influence for

FIGURE7.18.-Stability boundaries of a rigid vehicle with
additional accelerometer control (influenceof the control
frequency).

the fact that, for increasing subcritical control
damping, l,<1, the danger zone decreases and
the stability increases, while for supercritical
damping, {,>1, the stability becomes more
unfavorable (fig. 7.19). The influence of the
propellant frequency being below the control
frequency indicates again the enlarged danger
zone n.hicli stretches nearly from the center of
instnntaneous rotation to'yard the end of the
vehicle. Increasing propellant frequency leads

FIGURE
7.20.-Stability
boundaries of a rigid vehicle with
additional accelerometer control (influence of the gain
value of the accelero~neter).
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two accelerometer frequencies. For an eigenfrequency of the accelerometer of w,=55 rad/
sec, one recognized similar behavior as in the
case of the ideal accelerometer case, for a value
of A = 1.5. An increase of X=gg, exhibits an
increase in stability and a decrease of the danger
zone between the center of instantaneous
rotation and the center of mass of the vehicle.
For further increase of A, the danger zone shifts
forward of the center of instantaneous rotation.
With increasing A, more damping is required in
the propellant container in this zone to maintain
stability. For an accelerometer with a small
eigenfrequency, the situation is quite different.
For increasing gain value g,, the stability
constantly decreases. Here, the influence of
the accelerometer favors instability; it not only
increases the danger zone toward the end of the
vehicle but it also requires considerably more
damping in the propellant tank. I t even
requires more damping than in the case without
accelerometer control (X=O).
From this, one
can again conclude that large accelerometer
frequency is required to stabilize the vehicle
\rit!l respect to propellant sloshing.
In conclusion, one can state that the danger
zone is located between the center of instantaneous rotation and the center of mass, and that it
can be diminished by an additional control
element in the form of an accelerometer,
recognizing that the natural frequency and
location have to be properly chosen. These
results are valid only for a rigid vehicle in which
the sloshing propellant mass in one container
is much larger than those in the other tanks.
Furthermore, it has to be mentioned that the
bending vibration of the vehicle has an effect
on the propellant sloshing as well as on the
choice of the accelerometer characteristics and
its location. If the controi frequency and the
first bending frequency are sufficiently separated
from each other, then the location of an accelerometer requires negative displacement of
the bending modes (if the bending modes are
normalized at the tail of the vehicle). This
indicates that, for the control of the first two
bending modes, an approximate location of the
accelerometer forward of the center of gravity
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is appropriate. This location would also be
favorable from the standpoint of propellant
sloshing.
Effects of Container Geometry and Tank
Arrangements

A question of great importance in the design
of a large space vehicle is the choice of the form
of the propellant containers. As was shown
in chapter 2, tank geometry establishes the
modal masses and the natural frequencies of
the propellant. Containers with large diameters exhibit small natural frequencies that in
many cases are too close to the control frequency. The magnitude of the modal mass
considerably emphasizes this unfavorable effect
upon the stability. Clustering of numerous
smaller containers not only increases the natural
frequencies of the propellant (because of the
smaller diameters) but also reduces the modal
masses, of which the latter is a much more
important effect on the overall dynamics of the
vehicle. In addition to the weight saving and
the slight increase of the natural frequencies,
subdivision of tanks by sector wall has the
advantage of distributing the modal masses to
different vibration modes of the liquid.
To summarize the previous results, with increasing mass the stability decreases and the
influence of the eigenfrequency change of the
propellant of fixed modal mass is such that a
decrease of the natural frequency increases the
danger zone toward the end of the vehicle and
requires more local damping in the propellant.
With increasing natural frequency of the liquid,
the influence of the propellant sloshing on the
stability of the vehicle diminishes more and
mere. well friction is in many cases sdiicient
to maintain stability.
Clustered Containers

In the case of a cluster of tanks with smaller
diameters, the results are very similar. The
natural frequency is increased because of the
smaller diameters. The natural frequency ratio
of the propellants in a single circular cylindrical
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tank of radius a, and p identical circular
cylindrical tanks of the same total volume, is

sloshing mass that is reduced by l/pln. There
is, of course, also a small stability enhancing
effect because of the increase of the natural
frequency.
Rigid Vehick W i t h Plopellant Sloshing in Two and T h m
Tanks

This shows that the frequency increase is proportional only to the slowly increasing value
( p ) . The total sloshing mass, however,
decreases more rapidly with the inverse value
of the square root of the number of containers.
The ratio of the total sloshing mass of p tanks
and the sloshing mass of the single container is
h
m(p)
1
tanh
tn(p)lfl;
L=mil) p112
e nh
t anh a

This is
great advantage lor the
but, from the design and overall performance
standpoint, the clustering of tanks has structural and weight disadvantages.
~h~ slosh damping required for
tanks is t,herefore approximately that of

Here, p,=m,/m is the ratio of the sloshing
mass in the vth container to the total mass
of t,he vehicle. For nontrivial solutions, the
coefficient deternlinnnt , equation (7.50), must
vanish, from which one obtains t,he characteristic polynon~ialin s

and for which the coefficients B, depend on the
previously mentioned parameters. A similar
result is obtained for t~vocontainers by remov-

In some cases the influence of the propellant
in other tanks cannot be neglected, making the
determination of stability boyndaries for vehicles with more sloshing masses mandatory
(ref. 7.17). The equations of motion are
obtained by treating equations (7.20), (7.42),
(7.43), and (7.45) with r],=O, X=l, 2, 3 and/or
n = l , 2. The propellant mill be treated as
being free to oscillate in three tanks. This
seems to be sufficient, since usually, even in
large vehicles, only three of the tanks mill
exhibit large sloshing masses. The sloshing
propellant masses of tanks with light propellants and tanks of smaller diameter can be
neglected. with the usual sssumption regarding solutions of the form e"ct, where s is the
complex frequency, s =a+iw, the differential
equations are transformed into homogeneous
algebraic equations, with. the characteristic
determinant

ing the last column and line from the above
determinant, equation (7.50).
The stability boundaries for four important
propellant, tank configurations are discussed
belo11-:
(1) Tuo concentric containers.-It
may be
possible to remedy the influence of propellant
sloshing by choosing a concentric tank arrangement consisting of an inner tank with circular
cross section (radius r=b) and an outer tank of
annular cross section with an outer radius
r=a. B y proper choice of the diameter ratio
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k= b/a, the liquid masses in the inside container
and outside container can be brought into such
a phase relation that the forces and moments
of these individual tanks cancel each other.
Figures 7.21, 7.22, and 7.23 show the results
of this study for diameter ratios k=b/a=0.3,
0.5, and 0.7. The results are very similar to
those of the case of a single container, since
the difference in the location of the sloshing

1

-4
4

i

FIGURE
7.21.-Stability boundaries for sloahing in concentric tanks (k=0.3).

masses is very small. The danger zone is
increased somewhat. toward the rear of the
vehicle. For increasing control damping, t,,
the stability is decreased. A decrease in the
control frequency enhances the stability, as in
the preceding section. For a sloshing frequency
of the center tank below the control frequency,
more bamng has to be employed over the
enlarged danger zone. For increasing sloshing

FIGURE7.22.-Stability boundaries for sloshing in concen.
tric tanks (k=0.5).
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FIGURE
7.23.-Stability boundaries for sloshing in concen.
trip tanks (k=0.7).

frequency, the stability increases. To obtain
masimum cancellation effects, the sloshing
inasses of the center and outer container should
be equal and should oscillate in antiphase.
Equal sloshing masses can be obtained for a
diamet,er ratio of about k=0.77 for which,
unfortunately, the phases are not favorable.
If the phases are chosen favorably, as in the
case of a diameter ratio k=0.5, the sloshing
masses exhibit a ratio of 1:5. This shows that
no pronounced benefit can be obtained by n
concentric tank nrrangement. For the diameter ratios k=0.3, 0.5, and 0.7, the damping
required for stability in the container is in the
ratio 12:9:8.

(2) Sector tank arrangement.-As
shown in
reference 7.7, compartmentation of containers
by radial walls exhibits considerably decreased
sloshing masses. I n the case of a quarter-tank
arrangement, the first modal mass is only about
a third of the value of a cylindrical container
with circular cross section. But other vibration modes are still important, such as the
succeeding sloshing mode of which the mass
still represents 43 percent of that of the first
one. This indicates that, in stability investigations, this second mode can no longer be
neglected. This tank arrangement has, in
addition to the reduced modal mass, the
advantage that the fundamental frequency is
slightly larger than that of a container of
circular cross section. (See ch. 2.) Also, the
total sloshing mass is distributed to various
modes; thus, i t is not all excited at the same
frequency as in clustered tanks.
Two slosh masses are again considered in the
equations of motion, representing the first
and second sloshing mode of the quarter-tank
arrangement; the results are very similar to
the previous ones. Again, the danger zone is
located between the center of instantaneous
rotation and the center of mass. The increase
of the control damping,
in the sithcritirnl
region decreases the stability, ~vhilcn n increase
in the supercritical region increases the stability
region. For increasing control frequency, the
danger zone is enlarged toward the base of the
\,chicle and requires larger damping in the tank
in order to maintain stabilitv. The influence
of the simultaneous change' of the sloshing
frequencies shows that for sloshing frecjuencies
below the control frequency, more baffling in
nn enlarged danger zone (ton-ard the rear) is
required. Increasing sloshing frequencies result in a decrease of the danger zone toward
the one between the center of mass and the
center of instantaneous rotation and requires
less danlping in the tanks to maintain
stability of the vehicle. I,o\v gain values
(ao=l) require more bafiing along u larger
danger zone, while an increase of the'
gain, ao, reduces the danger zone and the
requirement of damping in the tanks (fig. 7.24).
(3) Tandem arrangement qf two tanks.-For
a tandem-tank arrangement, the results can

r,,
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FIGURE7.24.-Stability boundaries for sloshing in quartertank arrangement.
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be seen in figure 7.25. Tank No. 1 is designated
as the rear tank, and No. 2 is the forward tank.
The distance between the tw-o sloshing masses
is called l(€,=t/k). The sloshing frequency of
the liquid in these two tanks is the same. I n
the numerical evaluation, the diameter was
taken to be approximately 100 meters (256
inches). I t can be seen that for increasing
s l ~ s h k g=ass, I loss in stability region is encountered; furthermore, the danger zone is
shifted slightly toward the rear of the vehicle.
Increasing control damping, f,, increases the
stability area. An increase of the control
frequency, w,, results in an increased baffling
requirement over an enlarged danger zone
toward the aft of the space vehicle.
For sloshing frequencies below the control
frequency, a large amount of damping is

FIGURE7.25.-Stability boundaries for sloshing in two
tanks in tandem arrangement.

required in the enlarged danger zone in order
to maintain stability. Increasing the sloshing
frequency decreases the danger zone and the
amount of damping required.
Changing the gain value, a,, has an effect
similar to that for a single tank. Small gain
values require strong baffling over an enlarged
danger zone. An increase in the gain value
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enlarges the stability region and shifts the
danger zone slightly toward the center of
instantaneous rotation.
The influence of the difference, [,=l/k, in
the tank location exhibits, for increasing distance between tanks, a shifting of the danger
zone aft on the vehicle, with slightly less
damping requirements. This indicates that,
in a vehicle in which one sloshing mass is
stationary during flight and in which the other
liquid mass shifts aft on the vehicle, the entire
rear part of the vehicle has to be provided
with appropriate damping to maintain stability
(fig. 7.26).

k..
-a6

-a2

o

0.2

0. 6

1.0

FIGURE
7.27.-Stability boundaries for sloshing in three
tanks in tandem arrangement.

For satisfactory flight performance of a
space vehicle, its stability is essential. This
is usually obt,nined by propcr design of the
vehicle and proper choice of thc control system
by which the thrust vector will be controlled.
In addition to the stability, the response of
the system to winds nus st be well within the
limits of the control deflections, gimbal rates,
and maximunl permissiLle structural loads
on tho airframe. I t is therefore essential to
investignte tJhe response of the space vehicle
to atnlospheric disturbnnces. The reduction
of these responses can be accomplished by
proper airframe design, such that the structure
can withstand the londs, and by designing the
shape of tlle vehicle in such a fashion that
aerodynamic forces and moments are minimized, as well as by a properly selected control system.
Wind buildup and gusts may require large
engine deflections and engine rates, and may
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7.4 RESPONSE O F A VEHICLE TO ATMOSPHERIC
DISTURBANCES

(4) T a d m arrangement qf three tanks.In almost all space vehicles, the consideration
of sloshing in three propellant containers is
sufficient for simplified stability boundary
determinations. The liquid propellants in any
remaining tanks exhibit either small sloshing
masses (because of their low density or different
tank geometry) or larger natural frequencies
of the propellants. For this case the total
determinant, equation (7.50), must be treated.
The results are similar as in the tandem
arrangement of two tanks. Figure 7.27 exhibits
the shifting (€2) of the two booster slosh masses
toward t,he rear of the space vehicle (as it
takes place during the draining of the first-

.
..

j

stage containers during first-stage flight). The
danger zone shifts aft on the vehicle with increasing slosh mass difference; this again
indicates that the boost,er must be provided
with appropriate baffles t,o maint.ain stability.
For elastic vehicles, the situation changes
more or less, depending on the elastic properties
of the vehicle (refs. 7.20 and 7.21). This
will be discussed further in chapter 9.

FIGURE
7.26.-Stability boundaries for rigid vehicle with
simple control system and two tandem tanks (distance
between tanke varying).
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induce bending vibrations and propellant sloshing. In order to study the response of a vehicle,
me limit o~rselvesagain to investigations in
only one plane. This does not seem to be a
significant restriction, since the interactions
between pitch, yaw, and roll motions are very
small for this type of vehicle. The equations
of motion have been linearized and can be
solved for variable coefficients by use of the
Runge-Kutta method (ref. 7.22).
In the following, the numerical results are
presented for a particularly large space vehicle.
The complexity of the problem does not allona detailed analytical evaluation of t,he equations
of motion. The presentation of the results for
this particular vehicle, hon-ever, should exhibit
the basic idea and the valuable conclusions
that can be drawn from such an investigation.
Before one can talk about t'he response of a
vehicle, the stability of such a system has to be
established. For this reason, a root locus phase
study of the vehicle, with the inclusion of two
bending modes and three sloshing masses (one
for each of the heavy propellant tanks) is first
performed. For control damping, a rate gyroscope a t the engine gimbal station (a very
favorable position) with a damping factor,
&=0.7, and a natural frequency, fo=16 cps,
is employed. The control frequency is considered to be 0.2 cps and the structural damping
is chosen to be 1 percent. I t can be shown
that with a (conservative) 5-percent damping
for the sloshing propellant, the vehicle is stable
with respect to the propellant motion. With
the bending frequencies during flight time varying from 0.8 to 1.2 cps in the first bending mode
and from 1.9 to 2.5 cps in the second bending
mode, the system was found to be stable. I n
&ht
pzrticldar CSSP, tha sarnnd nf the hending
modes exhibited the smallest stability.

Wind Response
After the stability of all generalized coordinates has been established, the response of the
space vehicle resulting from some atmospheric
disturbance can be investigated. In order to
determine the influence of the vehicle flexibility

and propellant sloshing in the tanks, four
different cases are studied:
(1) Rigid vehicle mith no sloshing in t,he propellant tanks.
(2) Rigid vehicle with propellant sloshing in
the three heavy tanks (No. 1: LOX tank of the
booster stage; No. 2: Fuel tank of the booster
stage; No. 3: LOX tank of the second stage).
(3) Elastic vehicle mith no sloshing in the
propellant tanks.
(4) Elastic vehicle with propellant sloshing
in the three heavy tanks.
The input used is a 95-percent probability wind
building up in about 11%seconds to a value of
75 m/sec. To this wind, start.ing at 58.5seconds flight time, a 9-m/sec gust is added
which starts a t 70-seconds flight time, remains
a t 84 m/sec for about 1 second (an altitude
band of about 250 meters) and 'then drops
down to 75 m/aec (fig. 7.28). This occurs at a
flight time of 70 seconds where the product of
angle of attack and dynamic pressure assumes
its maximum value. At that flight time, the
sloshing frequencies in the tanks were:
Fundamental sloshing frequency in tank 1:
fl,=0.44 cps
Fundamental sloshing frequency in tank 2:
f2,=0.445 CPS
Fundamental sloshing frequency in tank 3:
f3,=0.45 Cps

0
0
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4

6

8
10
Time (sec)

FIGURE
7.28.-Wind
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buildup and gust.

The bending frequencies mere:
First bending: fl,= 1.15 cps
Second bending: f,,=1.92 cps
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FIGURE
7.29.-Response analynis: Engine command signal.

In figures 7.29 through 7.40, the response of
each of the various generalized coordinates is
compared to that of the rigid vehicle without
and mit,h liquid sloshing and the elastic vehicle
\vithout sloshing. Here, t*heinfluence of sloshing in a rigid vehicle as well as the elastic
influence can be obtained. Figure 7.29 sho\vs
the engine deflection PC, reaching an angle of
about 1.2' after the gust hits the vehicle. The
value for a rigid vehicle without sloshing
exhibits a slightly larger magnitude. After the
gust has been applied, the sloshing liquid
requires a little more than 0.1 engine deflection;
the engine follo~vsthe propellant motion with
it frequency of about 0.45 cps. This oscillation
exhibits a damping value of about 6 percent.
The elastic vehicle shows a slightly smaller
maximum peak value; it requires, however, a
littIe Iarger engine deflection in the transient
than does the rigid vehicle. The oscillation of
the engine deflection is a t a frequency of about
2 cps and has an amplitude of about 0.015',
showing that the less stable second mode has
been excited.
A similar. behavior can be detected in figure
7.30 for the rate of the engine deflection, with
the exception that 8, reaches its stop of 5O/sec.
The three cases show no appreciable difference
in the attitude angle (fig. 7.31). It reaches its
peak of about 4 O shortly after the gust has
disappeared. The elasticity of the vehicle
increases the angle slightly by a value of about

I

analysie: Engine command rate.

0.1'. Figure 7.32 shows the result for 6 in
deg/sec2. The angle of attack, a, is exhibited
in figure 7.33 and presents a maximum value
of about 10' a t the time the gust is applied.
Sloshing and elasticity of the vehicle result
only in very small differences compared with
the rigid vehicle. The same is true for the
translational displacement, y, of the vehicle
(fig. 7.34). The translational acceleration of
the vehicle exhibits the fnct that translational
sloshing results in a larger disturbance than
does sloshing resulting from pitching (fig. 7.35).
The vehicle performs translational oscillations
with a frequency of 0.45 cps as a result of the
propellant oscillations in the tanks. Elastic
oscillations have only a minor effect. After
the gust has hit the rigid rehicle, the propellant
in the first tank (LOX tank of the booster
stage) reaches a maximum amplitude of 21
centimeters and performs a damped oscillation
0

60
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66
68
70
Time Isec)

72

FIGURE
7.31.Vehicle rotation.
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FIGURE
7.32.-Vehicle
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FIGURE7.35.-Vehicle
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7.33.-Angle
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with about 5 percent damping (fig. 7.36). The
propellant in the second tank (fuel tank of the
booster stage) reaches a maximum of 13 centimeters (fig. 7.37). The amplitude of the pro-
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FIGURE7.37.-Second-alosh
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pellant in the third tank (LOXtank of the S-I1
stage) is 4 centimet,ers (fig. 7.38), and remains
constant for a larger time period. For the
elastic vehicle without propellant sloshing, the
first bending mode has a maximum displacement of the generalized coordinate, ?,, of 1.7
centimeters right after the gust has hit the
vehicle (fig. 7.39). The second mode exhibits
only 4% millimeters, but shows sustained
vibrat.ions of one-tenth of a millimeter in the
transient, indicating that this has a frequency
content to which the second bending mode is
susceptible (fig. 7.40).
Time (set)

FIGURE7.40.-Second
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FIGURE
7.38.-Third-slosh amplitude.

bending deflection.

the time the gust is applied is about 1.2' and
slightly less for the elastic vehicle. Then the
engine performs a damped oscillation which is
always forced to react to the sloshing of the
propellant and exhibits a slightly larger d u e
for the elastic vehicle. If propellant sloshing
is suppressed, the engine performs small oscillations a t the frequency of the second bending
mode. As can be seen in figure 7.42, the stop
of 5'/sec for 4, has again been reached. There
is not much difference indicated in the attitude
angle, 4(=4'), as shon-n in figure 7.43. Figure
7.44 shows 6. The angle of attack, a,reaches
a maximum of lo0, but the difference between
the rigid and elastic vehicle is only minor
L0

a8
a4

f

Time (set)

FIGURE
7.39.-First bending deflection.

Figures 7.4 1 through 7.52 compare the
response of the elastic vehicle mith propellant
sloshing in its tanks mith that of the elastic
vehicle without sloshing and with that of the
rigid vehicle with sloshing. In figure 7.41, it
can be seen that the engine deflection a t about

t o
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7.42.-Engine command rate.
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(fig. 7.45). The translation of the vehicle is
given in figure 7.46 and exhibits only very
slight differences be tween the various cases.
The translational acceleration, however, indicates immediately the effect of propellant
sloshing. The maximum acceleration is 17
cm/sec2 (fig. 7.47). The propellant exhibits a
map,&.;?., gmy;!it~& cf 21 c~n,Lm_et.~rs
in cnntainer No. 1. Elastic and rigid vehicles show
nearly the same value, except that in the elastic
case the peaks come a t a slightly later flight
time (fig. 7.48). In the second tank (fig.7.49),
t,he maximum is 13 centimeters for a rigid
vehicle and about 1%centimeters higher for the
elastic vehicle. This is because the bending
mode a t t.his tank location exhibits a larger

Time (secJ

FIGURE7.46.-Vehicle

tranelation.

deflection. This effect is increased for the third
tank, which is even closer to the antinode of the
bending mode and is also located in the danger
zone between center of mass and the center of
instantaneous rotatmionwhere more baffling is
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Elastic with slosh
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FIGURE
7.50.-'l%ird-slosh amplitude.

FIGURE7.47.-Vehicle translatory acceleration.
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required. In figure 7.50, the maximum sloshing amplitude of a rigid vehicle is 4 centimeters,
while for an elastic vehicle the amplitude
reaches 5 centimeters. The propellant motion
exhibits very little damping. The first bending
mode is represented in figure 7.51, and reaches
its peak of 1.7 centimeters right after the gust
has hit the vehicle (the sloshing influences the
transient). The second bending mode, shown
in figure 7.52, has a maximum value of 4.5
mm and exhibits larger but (because of the
low frequency sloshing) smoother values in the
transient. In both bending modes, the presence of sloshing propellant influences the decay
of the bending motion of the space vehicle.
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FIGURE7.48.-First-slosh amplitude.
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FIGURE7.52.wSecond bending deflection.
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EXAMPLE

The following is a simple example which
employs the previous results. A Saturn Itype vehicle for which half of the thrust
(e=%)
is available for control purposes is used.
The Saturn I booster is powered by a cluster of
eight engines, each of which mill produce
188000 pounds of thrust to give a total of
1.5 million pounds. The booster is about
6.55 meters in diameter and 25 meters in length.
The total length of the vehicle is about 51.8
meters. The eight engines are arranged in
two square patterns, of which'the inner ones are
rigidly attached, while the outer engines are
mounted on gimbals which permit them to be
turned through angles of about 10' to provide
control of the vehicle during first-stage powered
flight. Nine separate tanks feed the eight
engines. Clustered in a circle about a center
tank of 267 centimeters in diameter are eight
small tanks of 178 centimeters each in diameter.
The center tank (noted as tank No. 1 j and iour
outer containers (noted as tank No. 2) contain
liquid oxygen, while the remaining four outer
containers (noted as No. 3) contain fuel (RP-1).
The S-IV, which is the second stage, is powered
by six 15,000-pound-thrust liquid hydrogen/
liquid oxygen engines. This stage has a
diameter of about 5.5 meters and is about 12.2
meters long. A look a t the frequency spectrum
versus flight time (fig. 7.53) reveals that the
229-848 0-47-1s

FIGURE
7.53.-Frequency

spectrum versus fight time.

control feedback stability problem is a quite
involved one. The purpose of such an exercise
is to decide early enough in the planning stage
as to how the vehicle should be efficiently
designed.
The sloshing frequencies range from about
0.5 cps to 1.5 cps. At 140-seconds flight time,
the four inboard engines are shut down, which
decreases the longitudinal accelerations and
is exhibited in the graph by the abrupt drop
of the propellant frequencies. The smaller
natural frequencies in the 267-centimeterdiameter containers compared to the 178centimeter container are the result of its
larger tank diameter. The same effect, and
the smaller liquid height, contributes to the
small sloshing frequency in the S-IV LOX
tank. The control frequency is in the neighborhood of 0.2-0.3 cps, while the first lateral
v a n a n a frnm
U -U l l-1:-Ulll~
-- - - %bout2 to 2.4
cps during booster flight. The location of the
mass center and the center of instantaneous
rotation of the vehicle, as well as the location
of the sloshing masses, for booster flight is
shown in figure 7.54. Since the sloshing propellant masses are of great importance upon
the dynamics of the vehicle, their magnitude
is presented in figure 7.55 as the ratio of the
mass of the sloshing propellant in a container

~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~
LL GyUV1)"J

-uum--
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FIGURE
7.54.-Slosh

maee location versus booster flight
time.

to the total vehicle mass, versus booster flight
time. Immediately, it can be seen that the
LOX tank of the S-IV stage which exhibits
(because of the mass change of the vehicle
.with booster flight time) large values mill
have a very pronounced effect upon the stability of the vehicle.
In t,he following, we shall apply the results of
this chapter. The frequency ratios, v,=
w,/w,, are always larger than unity, thus indicating a favorable situation. The gain
value is ao= 1.5 and changes, a t a flight time
of 110 seconds, to the magnitude a o = l . If
only one mass were sloshing, say that of the
S-IV LOX container, the conclusions Ire could
draw a t a flight time of 70 seconds, where
p=0.03, {,=0.7, v,=3, and [,=-1.2,
from
figure 7.13 would be the following: for this
flight time no damping would be needed in
this container since it is located outside the
danger zone, i.e., outside the zone between
center of mass and center of instantaneous
rotation; at a flight time of 140 seconds, where
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FIGURE
7.55.-Slosh
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mass ratio for SA-I booster flight.

r=0.09, v,=4, and .$,=-0.9, a little damping
in the amount of about -y,=0.005 would be
needed to maintain stability.
Combining all sloshing masses of the booster
in one mass and considering the effect of the
S-IV stage sloshing masses as negligible yields
the follo~ving:first of all, at a flight time of 70
seconds, the combined slosh mass ratio p \vould
be of the magnitude of about p=0.09; the frequency ratio, v,, is about V, e 3, and the location
t,= 0. For this particular case, a damping of
about 1 percent should be provided. At a
flight time of 140 seconds, p=0.18, v,=4, and
ES=0.8, no damping is needed since the sloshing
mass is locsted outside of the danger zone.
From this simple consideration, one can conclude that a stationary baffle arrangement in
the upper part of the booster tanks is sufficient
to maintain flight stability during the boost
phase.
To obtain, however, a more realistic requirement, we have to look a t the sloshing in several
containers. Considering the S-IV LOX slosh-
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ing mass together with the combined booster
sloshing mass, one can use the results presented
in figures 7.25 and 7.26. At 70-seconds flight
time, the sloshing masses are given by p,=0.09
and p2=0.03, while vl=v2= 3. The distance 1
of the combined booster sloshing mass, p,, to
the fixed sloshing mass, p2, of the second stage
is 1--16.25
meters; that is, El=-1.3.
The
value 6, =0, and we conclude that a damping of
7, = 0.013 is needed to have a stable flight condition. At a flight time of 140 seconds,
p1=0.18, p2=0.09, v1 =v2=4, Er=0.8, and
-1.8, and a damping of about 1 percent is
needed. I t furthermore can be seen that damping is needed in the lower part of the booster
containers. Since the fundamental bending
frequency is close to the sloshing frequencies,
i
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the effects of vehicle elast,icity (ch. 9) must
also be considered. Furthermore, some mind
response studies will show the adequacy of the
baffles. (See sec. 7.4.)
The actual feedback analysis of the flexible
vehicle with all its slosh masses included
indicated that with smooth container walls
a slight instability occurred in the 178-centimeter containers between 40- and 60-seconds
flight time, and in the 267-centimeterdiameter
container an instability occurs between 60- and
90-seconds flight time (ref. 7.23). By employing proper baffles, these instabilities could
be removed. The same procedure can now
be performed for the second-stage flight, but
has been omitted here for reasons of limited
space.
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PRINCIPAL NOTATIONS

ao=gain factor of attitude channel
a, =coefficient of control damping
At= output signal of accelerometer
A,= shear aFea of airframe cross section
ca=damping coefficient of accelerometer
cG =damping coefficient of rate gyroscope
c,i=damping coefficient of nth sloshing
mode in Xth propellant container
D=dissipation function
D,=dissipat,ion function of propellant
D,=dissipation function of vehicle
structure
EI= flesurnl stiffness of airframe
F= F, F*=thrust
Fl=stationary thrust
F2= gimbal thrust

+

g=-

F =longitudinal vehicle acceleram

tion
! I ,=structural damping factor of the

ulh bending mode
g,=gnin factor of accelerometer channel
G= shear modulus
H,=Hurwitz determinant
I=mass moment of inertia of total
vehicle about mass center of
vehicle
I,=moment of inertia of rate gyroscope about its output axis
Iox=moment of inertia of nonsloshing
liquid mass in Xth propellant
container (about its center of
mass)
IR=moment of inertia of rotor of rate
gyroscope about spin axis
I:=moment of inertia of structure
per unit length
k=radius of gyration of vehicle about
its mass center
ka=spring constant of accelerometer

kB= spring constant of swivel compliance
k.~=spring constant of nth mode of
slosh model in Xth tank
Ko=restoring moment of rate gyroscope per unit angle
m =mass of vehicle
ma=maSS of accelerometer
m,~(m,)=mass of nth sloshing mode in
Xth tank
moh=mass of nonsloshing liquid in
Xth tank
m:=mass of structure per unit length
MB,= generalized mass of vth bending
mode
MR=gyr09~0pi~
reaction torque of rate
gyroscope
M,=bending moment of vth bending
mode
~ , pl=phase-lag
p
coefficients of control
system
q, =generalized coordinates
Q,=generalized forces
&,=shear force of vth bending mode
s= u+iw= complex frequency
t =time
T=kinetic energy
Tp=kinetic energy of propellant
T,=kinetic energy of structure
v= cross-vel ocity
V=potential energy of vehicle
Vp=potential energy of propellant
Vsk=potential energy of elastic deformation of structure
VII=potential energy of raising center
of mass in equivalent gravitational field
V,=potential energy of bending vibration
x= abscissa, distance from mass center
xa= coordinate of accelerometer
IxCiRl
=distance of center of instantaneous
rotation to mass center of vehicle
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x,=coordinate of swivel point
xo=coordinate of gyroscope
xnx(x,)=coordinate of sloshing mass of nth
mode in Xth tank
X,A= coordinate of nonsloshing mass in
hth tank
xR=coordinate of rate gyroscope
y=lateral translation of rigid vehicle
ya= displacement. of
accelerometer
mass relat,ive to vehicle
ynx=displacement of nth sloshing mass
in Xth container relative to
vehicle
Y,= normalized bending deflection
curve of vth bending mode

&=indicated angular velocity of airframe at the location of the rate
gyroscope

I-

X= egg2 - "gain parameter" of accel-

~=ggs

erometer

mnx

=slosh mass ratio of nth
sloshing mode in Xth container
to total vehicle mass
v,=w,/w,=frequency ratio of accelerometer to control frequency
v,= w,/w,= frequency ratio of propellant to control frequency

ccnx=;

..-

Xa
a=-----=location
parameter of aclxct~l
celerometer
j3= engine deflection angle against
vehicle center axis
pc= control deflection
-y,= slosh damping factor
2'3
c=-=ratio
of thrust available for
Fcontrol purpose to total thrust
of vehicle
ca= abbreviation for accelerometer defined on page 242
eh =abbreviation for accelerometer defined on page 242
&=abbreviation for gyroscope defined
on page 239 ,
&=abbreviation for rate gyroscope defined on page 239
(,=damping factor of accelerometer
(,=damping factor of control system
Co= damping factor of rate gyroscope
(,,A=
damping factor of nth sloshing
mode in Xth tank
ll,=generalized coordinate of vth bending mnde

4=rotation angle of rigid vehicle relative to space
4 ,=output signal of attitude gyroscope
&=angular velocity of airframe at the
location of the rate gyroscope
w,=natural circular frequency of accelerometer
w,=natural circular control frequency
wo= natural circular frequency of rate
gyroscope
w,~(w,)=natural circular frequency of nth
propellant mode in Xth container
wR=angular velocity of rotor in rate
gyroscope
w.=natural circular frequency of vth
bending mode
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Chapter 8

I

i

Vertical Excitation of Propellant Tanks
Franklin T. Dodge

8.1

INTRODUCTION

The dynamic response of liquids is discussed
in this chapter for the case when the containing
tank is vibrated vertically. Vertical and longitudinal vibrations in nctual rockets can arise
from several sources. One cause of such
vibrations is n dynamic coupling between the
rocket structure and engine thrust during
flight. Severnl large liquid fuel boosters, including Thor-Agena, Atlas-Agena, Titan I, and
Titan 11, have been subject to this kind of
vibration, with the frequency usually corresponding to the first longitudinal structural
mode, typical values being between 10 and
30 cps. Another type of longitudinal vibration,
apparently originating through a coupling of
the vehicle structure and the pneumatic tank
pressure regulation system, also has been
observed during the early part of the flight of
some missiles; as one example, the frequency
of such vibrations is about 5 cps for Atlas-D
boosters. Some of these types of longitudinal
vibrations encountered in flight have been
called "pogo oscillations," and are discussed
more fully in chapter 10.
Vertical vibrations may also occur during
the time preceding actual launch when the
vehicle is held down and its engines brought
up to fuii thrust, which, fcr krge ~ O C E ~ P T Smap
:
be on the order of several seconds. The
vibrations occurring then are very complex
because of such factors as the rough burning
of the fuel, the interaction of the exhaust and
t,he exhaust deflection structure, etc.
A complete analysis of the origin of the
various types of vertical vibration is beyond
the scope of this chapter; however, regardless
of the origin, the effect of the vibration on the
liquid fuel depends primarily on its frequency

and amplitude. At low frequencies the liquid
surface may respond in a large amplitude
standing wave; as an example, the first symmetrical mode in a 14.5-centimeter-diameter
tank model, for an excitation of approximately
7.5 cps, is shown in figure 8.1. The wave
motion frequency for a response of this type is
exactly one-half that of the excitcttion; consequently, such motions are called one-half subharmonic responses.

FIGURE
8.1.-Typical

liquid motion for m=O, n = l mode
f{-~-&harrnnnic(ref. 8.20).

At higher frequencies, the amplitude of the
liquid motion is usually quite small. But for
certain combinations of excitation frequency
and amplitude, these small capillary waves
may disintegrate, form a dense spray, and
1 Precisely what is meant by "high" and "low"
frequencies will be clarified in later sections of this
'chapter.
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FIGURE8.2.-Second-mode surface wave maintained by
spray (ref. 8.18).

thereby generate a large amplitude, much
lower frequency standing wave. This phenomenon is illustrated in figure 8.2, which shows a
typical spray-formed wave in a small rectangular test tank.
The free surface motion sometimes becomes
very violent at larger input levels of vibration,
and small vapor bubbles are entrained in the
liquid. The bubbles can become negatively
buoyant and thus sink to the tank bottom;
such bubble motions are, of course, contrary
to the usual state of affairs. Once these sinking
bubbles reach the tank bottom they can either
form a large aggregate bubble, or, as in the
model tank shown in figure 8.3, they can surge
continuously into the drain pipe. Both of
these situations may pose serious problems for
liquid fuel rockets, although it must be emphasized that such occurrences have not yet
been evidenced in any way other than-in
laboratory experiments.
All of the foregoing types of liquid responses
will be examined in greater detail in the
following sections.
8.9

LIQUID SURFACE RESPONSE TO LOW-FREQUENCY EXCITATION

Historical Survey

FIGURE
8.3.-nubbles

entering drain line in vertically
excited tank (ref. 8.35).

When a tank containing a heavy liquid is
forced to vibrate vertically, a t a frequency not
too large in comparison with one of the first few
natural frequencies of free sloshing discussed
in chapter 2, a pattern of standing waves can
be observed on the free surface. Contrary to
one's intuition, it has been observed that the
wave frequency, that is! the frequency of the
surface oscillations, usually occurs at exactly
one-half that of the container motion, although
in some cases the liquid frequency is equal to
the forcing frequency, and in other cases,
greater. The frequency of the free surface
vibrations for transverse excitation, of course,
corresponds precisely to t'he forcing frequency,
as discussed in chapter 2.
This apparently anomalous behavior for
vertical excitation was first noticed by Faraday
dming a Series of investigations of vibrating
plates covered by a thin layer of water (ref. 8.1).
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In his experiments, it appeared that the free
surface waves vibrated with a frequency which
was only half that of the plate. About 40
years later, a similar series of tests was conducted by Mathiessen (refs. 8.2 and 8.3), and
on one very important point he recorded an
opinion in opposition to that of Faraday:
in his experiments, Mathiessen found that the
liquid vibrations were synchronous. Since the
theory of gravity waves had not been developed
to a point a t which this contradiction could be
resolved analytically, Lord Rayleigh repeated
Faraday's original experiments with improved
equipment. Rayleigh observed, in support of
Faraday's view, that the liquid oscillations
were a one-half subharmonic of the forcing
motion; that is, they occurred at a frequency
equal to half that of the excitation (ref. 8.4).
In addition, by generalizing his theory of forced
vibrations which he had originally restricted
to systems having only one degree of freedom,
he developed a tentative theory to explain the
liquid oscillations (refs. 8.5 and 8.6). His
analysis led to a single Mnthieu equation;
using this analysis, Rayleigh wns able to show
the existence of subharmonic surface waves.
It is now known, as will be shown in the
following sections, that vertical vibration causes
a quiescent liquid free surface to become
unstable for much the same reasons as those
discussed by Taylor (ref. 8.7) in his treatment
of the well-known Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities.
The theory of such liquid motions leads to a
system of Mathieu equations. Because of the
more complete development of the theory of
Mathieu functions since Rayleigh's time, it is
now possible t o show that Faraday, Mathiessen,
and Rayleigh might all have been correct; also,
the actual dynamics of the liquid motion, which
are important in missile stability analyses, may
now be calculated.
Linearized Theory

As in most dynamical systems, the equations
of motion for the liquid contained in a vertically
vibrating tank can be developed either from an
integral equation (energy) approach, or from a
differential equation approach. The energy
method, which is especially suitable for approximate calculations or for tank shapes which do

not correspond to any standard coordinate
system, has been developed extensively by
-Moiseyev (refs. 8.8 and 8.9) and Bolotin (ref.
8.10). However, the more elementary differential equation approach is sufEcient for a large
number of practical cases, and it is the method
employed in this chapter.
The linearized theory developed here follows
closely the analysis of Benjamin and Ursell
(ref. 8.11) and is given with as much generality
as possible. The results are then specialized
in later sections when particular examples are
discussed. I n nearly all of this section, the
elasticity of the liquid container is neglected;
this subject is discussed in detail in chapter 9.
Suppose that a rigid cylindrical tank of
nrbitrary cross section, but having a flat bottom,
is Wed to a depth, h, with an incompressible,
inviscid liquid. The tank is vibrated veiticaliy
with an amplitude, x,,, and a frequency, NU,
where N is a positive number. The frequency
of the liquid motion is assumed to be w, so that
specifying N determines, in effect, whether the
liquid response is subharmonic, harmonic, or
superharmonic.
Cartesian axes (x, y, z) are fixed to the tank,
with the z-axis pointing upward along the
tank axis. The undi~t~urbed
free surface corresponds to z=O and the tank bottom to z=-h.
Thus, the axes more with a vertical acceleration iV2w2xocos Nut, and the motion relative to
these axes is the same as if the tank were at
rest and the gravitational acceleration were
g-N2w2x0 cos Nwt. The fluid velocity relative
to the moving axes may be derived from a
potential, @, that satisfies Laplace's equation

The Eulerian equations of motion call be
integrated by using @ to yield the unsteady form
of Bernoulli's equation

-8+E-L
at 2

[(??)1+(??)1+(%)]
dx
-( g - W x o

cos Nwt)z=O

where p is the fluid pressure measured relative
to the ullage pressure and p the fluid density.
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At the free surface there is an additional pressure restriction of the form

where v is the surface tension, and R1, R2 the
principal radii of cnrvature of the surface. I t
is acceptable to consider only small motions
and displacements in n linearized theory, so
that

on the same bounding curve. These conditions
nre typical of an eigenvalue problem, and consequently t>heyshow that and q can each be
expanded in terms of a complete orthogonal set
of functions S,(x, y). Hence, from equation
(8.3) it can be seen that

1:

- .-.:...

I,.
.* . .

I--**I

I

in the fluid interior, and
where z=q(x, y, t ) is the equation of the free
surface. Consequently, the linearized form of
Bernoulli's equation that must be satisfied at
the free surface is 2

-(g-N2w2a0 cos ~ w tV )] 2-0 =O

(8.2)

I t must also be required that the velocity of
the free surface normal to itself must equal the
fluid relocity normal to the sorface. When
linearized, us shown in chapter 2, this requirement takes the fol.111

1.

n(x, Y,t ) =m-0
5 %(~)S"(X,Y)

-+--" a'q

m-o

S, ( r , y)

m-o

(8.7)
Substituting equations (8.7) into equation (8.2)
shows that

The remaining boundary conditions are that
the perpendicular velocities at the walls and
bottom must be zero; that is

nt the walls, and

nt tile bottom, z= -h.
By combining equations (8.3) and (8.4) it
cnn be seen that b ~ / b n = Oon the curve bounding the free surface; hence, from equation (8.2)
one can show that
This equation is strictly valid only if the liquid
contact angle at the tank walls is 90".

* I '

,

f

.

i
i

on the bounding curves or surfaces. Xm are the
eigenvalues. I t then follows (ref. 8.11) that the
required expansions are

5 ~ a ~ ( t ) s , , , (y)s ,
y, z , t ) = - 2 km(t) cash im(zfh)
i,sinh j;,h

"

%

I

as,
-bn -O

ad-

I

-

am+Xrntanh L ~ ( ? ~ + ~ - cos
~ P
N N~ ~ X ~

for m=O, 1, 2, . . ., and, of course, m specifies
the particular mode under considoration. Using
this equation, the unknown time varying liquid
sloshing amplitude call be determined.
I t may be seen immediately that one solution
of equation (8.8) is am=O, identically. This
solution corresponds to no sloshing motion at
all; i.e., the liquid column acts as a rigid body
and vibrates up and down as a slug. Under
ideal conditions such a response may be possible,
but if the free surface is disturbed in any way,
one should expect that the disturbance would
tend to grow into some more skable liquid

i

.I
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I

motion. Consequently, the problem at hand
is one of the stability of a quiescent free surface,
and equation (8.8) actually determines the
kinds of excitation for which the free surface is
unstable; that is, it determines the conditions
for which disturbances tend to grow. I n order
to find these conditions as simply as possible,
it is best to let the frequency of the liquid
motion be variable and the excitation frequency
be fixed at w, instead of, as heretofore assumed.
letting the liquid frequency be fixed and the
excitation frequency vary through the parameter N. (It will soon be seen that the
original formulation, however, is more convenient in R nonlinear analysis.) So, letting
N = 1, and introducing the parameters

4h; tanh imh
Pm=

14

12

10

8

6

4

(s+- y)
FIGURE
8.4.wStability chart for the solutions of Mathieu's
equation.

allows equation (8.8) to be written rnore simply
as
~+(p,,,-2p,,,

dl-

cos 2T)am=0

(8.9)

which may be recognized as the standard form
of Mathieu's equation.
I n the usual treatises on Mathieu functions
it is shown that equation (8.9) caxi have stable
or unstable solutions, depending on the values
of p, and q,. The regimes of stabilitp and
instability are usually shown in a plot such as
figure 8.4. The shaded areas in this figure correspond to unstable solutions of equation (8.9),
the solutions for which a,+as T+-.
Only
the first three unstable regions are shown, and
the predominant frequency of the iiquid. motion
for each area is indicated on the plot. The
unshaded regions correspond to stable solutions
of equation (8.9).
When xo and w are given, a point on the
stability chart may be determined for each of
the sequence of eigenvalues i,.To determine
whether or not the free surfnce is unstable, p,
and Q, must be calculated for each mode and
their position on the stability chart observed.
'

I t can be argued that at least one of the points
(p,, q,) for some mode lies in an unstable
region, whatever xo and w. In practical cases,
however, where the system is slightly dissipative, the higher order modes tend to be
suppressed, and an appreciable disturbance of
the free surface occurs only when one of the
lower order modes is excited.
A good deal more information about possible
types of unstable liquid motion can be obtained
by replotting figure 8.4 with dimensional
parameters. Figure 8.5 illustrates such a stability diagram for a 14.5-centimeter-diameter
circular cylindrical tank model, with a liquid
A1
aepcll
e y u d to the tank d i a ~ c t e r this
;
tar& is
essentially rigid for the low frequency excitation
considered here and, thus, the preceding results
are applicable. Only a few of the unstable and
stable regions corresponding to the mode of
lowest natural frequency (smallest j(,)
are
shown. One obvious point of difference between figures 8.4 and 8.5 is that the instability
regions are much narrower when plotted dimensionally. Since the effect of damping is to
1
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Excitation frequency

- cps

FIGURE8.5.-Partial Mathieu stability chart for rn = 1, n = 1 mode.

rnake these regions even narrower, one can see
thnt the one-half subharmonic wonld probably
be the only large amplitude wave motion
observed in experiments.
I n any given tank there are a large number
of modes, each having its own stability diagram. Figure 8.6 shows some of the onehalf subharmonic instability regions, and the
location of several harmonic modes, for the
same tnnk model as figure 8.5. From this
chart, one can see that the unstable regions for
various sloshing modes overlap one another; for
example, the first symmetrical mode (m=O,
n = 1, in this chart) nnd the second and third
antisymmetrical modes (m=2, n = l , nnd m=3,
? I = 1) overlap considerably.
I n fact, for almost
tiny combination of escitation frequency and
nmplitude, there is sonlo overlapping of unstable regions, nnd it is apparent that this
overlnpping is even more congested nt higher
frequencies. The low-order modes can be fairly
well isolated, however, so that they are con-

venient modes to study both experimentally
and analytically. These modes are nlso the
most important in practical applications.
Large Amplitude Subharmonic Motion

As mentioned previously, the only sizable
liquid motion that is usually observed in (L
vertically vibrated tank is the !:-subharmonic
response. I n order to investigate this response
more thoroughlj-, it is no\\- assumed that the
time dependence of the mth sloshing mode is
adequately represented by

n,=A sin wt+ B cos wt

If N = 2 in equntion (S.S), then t,he steady-state
mot'ion given by this equntion does indeed
represent n ji-subharmonic response.
By substit.ut,ing the nbore equation into
equation (S.8), setting N = 2 , and collecting
terms, one finds that
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i
[-d+i,

tanh i m hp 3 + g + 2 ~ ) ]
P

.

A sin yt

-

+[. .] sin h t + [ - ~ ~ tanh
+ ~ i~ h (f+g
- 2 ~ ~ ~B~cos
) wt+[.
]

. .I

-

($+g)

or else A=O, B#O, and
w2(l+2xoi. tanh i.h)

=smtanh i m h(?
-+g
)

These two relations can be combined into a
more convenient. form by introducing the
natural frequency of the mth mode, which is
given by
o : = i tanh L h (%+9)

and by letting e=rOjym
tanh X,,,h be a dimensionless excitation amplitude. Then according to
the general theory of Mathieu's equation, small
liquid motions will tend to increase without
limit in the frequency range given by

cos h t = 0

Hence, to the first approximation either B=O
and A # 0 , with the ndditional requirement that
02(1-2xoL tanh k h ) = i m tanh L h
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Equation (8.10) is valid only for the first few
modes (small values of m) because the higher
order modes are damped quite severely.
Figure 8.7 shows an experimentally determined stability boundary for the first
antisymmetrical sloshing mode in a 14.5-centimeter-diameter, rigid cylindrical tank. As can
be seen from this figure, the theoretical predictions of equation (8.10) and experimental
results are correlated very well except for a
slight decrease in the width of the experimental
boundary which is probably caused by viscous
effects.
3

It should be recalled that the excitation frequency

is 2w.

-

Excitation frequency cps

FIGURE
8.6.-General liquid behavior at low frequencies.
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Even with these nonlinear boundary conditions, the potential, @, can still be expanded
in a series of orthogonal eigenfunctions of
equation (8.1); that is

@ = C a mcosh i,(h+z) Sm(z1 Y) (8.13)
o
i,sinh Lh

Frequency parameter,-

.

WIW,,

FIGURE
8.7.-Theoretical correlation for rn =1, n =1 mode
112-eubhannonic stability boundary (ref. 8.20).

Although the linearized theory predicts an
infinitely large sloshing amplitude in the unstable region, experience has shown that even
in this range, only a finite amplitude is obtained,
and if it or the fluid pressure is to be determined,
a nonlinear analysis must be employed. Since
the only mathematical source of nonlinearity
for an inviscid liquid in a rigid container is in
the free surface boundary conditions, equations
(8.2) and (8.3) should not be linearized entirely.
As n~e~ltionedprel-iously, the theory developed in this section can be justified only
for the lower order sloshing modes. Thus,
the effect of surface tension may be neglected
for the relati~elylong wa\-elengths under consideration here.4 The pressure boundary conditions may now be written as

- ( g - 4 0 2 ~ 0 COS 20t)Z

1

*-,

=O

(8.11)

I t shoiild be noted that equation (8.11) is
evaluated at z--q instead of a t z=0, the position
of the undisturbed free surface.
By resolving the fluid velocity into components normal to the free surface, the kinematic boundary condition may be written as
This conclusion is true only so long M g, or an
equivalent steady longitudinal acceleration of the tank,
is not too small. If g=O, the surface tension forcen
become predominant, as discussed in eh. 11.

is still valid and still satisfies the boundary conditions (eqs. (8.4) and (8.5)), which, of course,
always remain true as long as the tank flexibility
is neglected. However, it is no longer lgitimate to write q=Za,Sm(x, y). Instead, the
unknown am's in equation (8.13) must be
determined somehow from the boundary conditions (eqs. (8.11) and (8.12))) and calculating
these coefficients is the central problem in
most of the remaining discussion. There are
several methods that might be used to do this;
one way mould be to eliminate q from equations
(8.11) and (8.12), thus getting one equation in
@ only; another way is to extend the linear
analysis by assuming

and then determining the am's and bmlssimultaneously.6 The lattor method is convenient,
and it is the method used here.
The general way of attacking the solution is:
Substitute the expansions, equations (8.13)
and (8.14), into the boundary conditions,
equations (8.11) and (8.12). Consider the
resulting two equations as functions of x and y,
and expand them in a series of the orthogonal
eigenfunctions Sm(r,y). In this way, two
equations of the form

nre obt,ained, where F,,,
are, in general, functions
Since the Sm(x,y) are
of all the a, and b,.
orthogonal, one can readily see that each
F,= 0 separately. Consequently, the problem
The dot over a, indicating time differentiation has
been dropped in cq. (8.13), since &, is not a ptiosi equal
to b,, as was the case in eq. (8.7).

.
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of solving equations (8.11) and (8.12) has been
reduced to the problem of solving a set of
equations F,=O, m=O, 1,2, . . ., which involve
only a, and b,. Now assume that the nth
sloshing mode is the dominant one, so that a,
and b, are much larger than the other a, and
b,. By inspecting the equations, the orders of
magnitude of all a , and b, can be determined
in terms of a, and b,. The equations are
then solved for a, and b, to any degree of
approximation by neglecting all terms above
the specified degree.
This procedure is well illustrated by the
example of two-dimensional waves. Twodimensional finite amplitude standing waves
were considered first by Penney and Price
(ref. 8.12) during a study designed to assist
in the engineering design of the Mulberry
harbors for the Normandy invasion of
World War 11. They worked out the wave
form to the fifth power in the dominant
amplitude. Among their results was the fact
that the frequency of finite amplitude standing
waves in deep water was always less than that
of an infinitesimal wave, and that the masimnm
possible amplitude wave made u. sharp corner
at it,s crest and enclosed an angle of 90' at
that point. Taylor (ref. S.13) later made an
experimental study of standing waves, and
confirmed Penney and Price's main conclusions.
I n particular, he found that the wave of maximum amplitude did come to a sharp point, as
shown in figure 8.8. He also showed that the
response curve was slightly nonlinear softening,
which is a consequence of the decrease in fre-

qrlency with amplitude. As might be ex.pected, the maximum amplitude waves tended
to be unstable and break at the crest. Later,
Tadjbaksh and Keller (ref. 8.14) carried out an
analysis of standing waves in water of finite
depth by a method entirely different from
Penney and Price's. They showed that for
liquid depths less than about 0.17 times the
wavelength, the frequency increases with amplitude; for greater depths, the frequency decreases, as Penney and Price predicted. This
has been confirmed experimentally by Fultz
(ref. 8.15). Three-dimensional standing waves
also have been analyzed (refs. 8.16 and 8.17);
in particular, Mack (ref. 5.17) has shown that
the maximum amplitude axisymmetric wnve
has a crest enclosing an angle of approximately
109.5'.
Rectangular Tank

Penney and Price's general method was
adopted by Yarymovych and Skalak (refs. 8.18
and 8.19) to study two-dimensional waves in a
rertically vibrated tank. The salient points
of the nonlinear analysis are easily identified
in this, the simplest of all physically significant
vertical sloshing problems, and for this reason
their theory is given here even though there
are very little experimental data available for
comparison. Only the first symmetrical mode
is considered in detail, although it is possible
to produce antisymmetrical sloshing even in
such a seemingly symmetrical situation as
vertical vibration, since in reality neither the
tank nor the vibration are perfectly vertical

xlL
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of largeat amplitude standing wave (ref. 8.13).
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and symmetrical. Synimetricnl sloshing does
not cause any unbalanced forces or moments
on the tank structures directly, as does antisymmetrical sloshing, but i t does influence the
pressure a t the tank bottom, and thereby could
influence the pressure in the combustion
chamber and the total rocket thrust.
For a two-dimensional wave in an infinitely
deep, thin rectangular tank described by
L
L
-<x<-r h= w , the appropriate velocity
2 - -2
potential for a wave composed only of symmetric modes is
2rm
2nm
@=ao+
% e + '~cos -x (8.16)
m-1
L

2

This can he derived from equation (8.14) by
noting that S,(x, yj =cos i,x wit'h i, =?=mil,
by letting h+m, and by absorbing 1/~,,,
into
the coefficient a,.
In line with the general theory outlined
previously, it is assumed that the equation of
the free surface can be writken in the form

and the surface displacement is

After substitution, equation (8.11) may be
written as
(D

(1-4u2e cos 2us)E-

m -0

Lu,e+"'f cos mx
i . .

- .- -

,,

and equation (8.12) as

0

rn

C C mnBmane+"fsin mx sin nx
m-1 n - l

=

(8.21)

Equations (8.20) and (8.21) can be solved
by the method outlined previously (eq. (8.15)
and the accompanying text). Penney and
Price (ref. 8.12) used this method to solve a set
of equateionsvery similar to equations (8.20) and
(8.21) ; details of their analysis are given in
The constant term bo is l~ecessarilyzero, since
chapter 3. By using the same procedure here,
the plane q=0 locntes the mean positior~or the
and then examining the resulting equations to
surf ace.
determine the orders of magnitude of the various
Before substituting equations (8.16) nnd
terms, it follows that a, or 0, are of the order of
(8.17) into (8.11) and (8.12), it is much more
magnitude (al)" or (6')"; that is, a2and & are
convenient to cast all the parameters into
second-order terms in comparison to al and
dimensionless form. Becnuse the first mode is
; a g and O3 are third-order terms in comparison
assumed to be predominant, the appropriate
to
a1 and p,, and so on.
Consequently, it is
length for use in nondimensionalizing is L / ~ T
relatively
straightforward
to
write down the
and the appropriate time is (L/27rg)'J2. (Con]governing
equations
to
any
order
of approximapare this with the nondimensionalizing of
tion.
However,
only
a
third-order
theory is
eq. (8.11).) Let $t be the nondimensional
given
here
because
the
algebraic
work
becomes
form of @, [ the nondimensional form of q, a,
estrernely laborious for higher order approxima;
the nondimensional form of a,, 8, the nontions. But as will be seen, it is necessary to
dimensional form of b,, s the nondimensional
retain a t least third-order terms, since a lower
form of t , and B the nondimensional form of
. The nondimensional form of the variables order approximation does not yield any quantitative information about the sloshing amplitude.
x and 2 will still be 3: and z, but the tank
Because the amplitude of the free surface
dimensions are now -T _< x 5 T. The nondimenmotion, and not the velocity potential, is more
sional surface wave frequency is denoted by
easily correlated with experimental data, the
u =wl(2 rg/L) It2, where (21rg/L)w2is the natural
a, are eliminated from the approximate equafrequency of free small amplitude waves.
tions. Hence, by modifying equations (3.58)
The series expansion of the velocity potential
and (3.59) of chapter 3 to conform to the
becomes

.
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nomenclatureof this chapter and by including the
changes necessitated by the factor (1 - 4 2 e cos 2ur),
the first-order linear approxima tion to the
sloshing amplitude is found to be

81-k(1-4'J2e COS 2 ~ ~ ) 8 1 = 0

(8.22)

it is the lowest order approximation that
predicts the sloshing amplitude as a function of
frequency.
It is now assumed that the solution of
equations (8.24) can be written in the form of a
Fourier series, either as

-

The secohd-order approximation is found to be

&f (1- 4 2 6 cos 2 4 ~ ) 8 ~ = 0
&+2 ( 1 - 4 9 e cos 2 a ~ ) & = k

.& =CA, sin nu7
n-1

(8.23)

or as

&+(1 -4.2.

cos 2ur)B1 ( 1 -2p2-;
1

=2

B?/%+BI

n=l

E)

(t k-i

3
fi)-s182

82+2(1-4u2e cos 2ur)f12=8:
j3+3(1-4.4

. . 3 .
cos 2 ~ r ) & = 3 & & - ~ 818:

(8.24)

The first-order equation is a Mathieu equation, and is simply the nondimensional form of
equation (8.8) for m=l and N=2. The
second-order set consists of a Mathieu equation
for and an equation for B2 which contains the
solution of t h e first equation as a parameter.
This set does not result in any improvement of
the frequency-amplitude relation but only
refines the surface wave shape. The third-order
equations are nonlinear and describe large
amplitude waves to a better approximation
than the lower order equations. Furthermore,

(A)2=

-

fi1=2
B, cos nu7

The third-order approximation is

(8.25)

(8.26)

These two steady-sta te solutions have been
chosen by analogy with the linear solutions
described previously. I t is found that retaining
only the fist term in the series equations
(8.25) or (8.26) gives satisfactory results.
By assuming that the time variation of 8, is of
the form [Bl(t)ln,the third-order approximate
solution corresponding to equation (8.25') may
be written down as

Bl = A sin UT
fl2=Ai$--Ag2 cos 2ur

sin or-&

sin 3ur

(8.27)

where A,, is of order A. A similar set of
equations may be written for the solution
(8.26).
By substituting equations (8.27) into equations (8.24) and collecting coefficients of
sin ur, sin 307, cos 2ar, and constants, the A t ,
may be determined. The results are

1+2u4-302+8e2(1-2e)u6-4e(1+2e)u4-2eqZ
?-(A-?
2--1 u4-2e2u6
16 16 2
2

e)
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The coefficients C i , are the combinations of u
and E as indicated. Once these 8, coefficients
have been computed, the nondimensional surface displacement may be calculated to the
third order in A
((x, t ) = A sin

UT

cos x

+ (c&,-c:, 2u7)A2 cos 22
+ (C;, sin UT-C& sin 3ar)A3 cos 32
COS

I n this equation, A is calculated as a function
of the frequency and amplitude of excitation
from the first of equations (8.28).
The maximunl vertical distance from crest
to trough, yo, may be determined from the
previous equation as

This equation is shown in figure 8.9 for the
case ~ = 0 . 0 5 . A few experimental points are
alsu shown. I t may be seen that the agreelnerit between theory and experiment is fairly
xt)od.
T!lc amplitude-frequency relation corresponding to the assumed solution equation
(8.26) has been shown (ref. 8.18) t o correspond
to an unstable steady state so that the steadystate solution equation (8.26) will never be
observed in actual experiments; however, the
theoretical calculations for this solution are
shown in figure 8.9 as the slightly curved
vertical line originating a t u=0.95.

@ = a o + g ~ a m n ~ , ( i r ncos
n rme
)
rn-o n-I

cosh %,,,(z+h)

kg

COS~

(8.30)

is the mth order Bessel function of
the first kind, and the eigenvalues, L,, are
determined by the transcendental equation

J,(h,.r)

J : ( ~ , , R )= O
The corresponding free surface displacement is
given by

v=g2 bm,Jm(imnr)cos me
m-0 n-1

(8.31)

The first case considered here is the lowest
frequency antisymmetrical (cos 8) sloshing
mode, so that all and bll are the predominant
amplitudes in the expansions (8.30) and (8.31).
The appropriate length for nondimensional
purposes is (illtanh j(,,h)-I and the appropriate
time is
tanh );,,h)-'".
By substituting the dimensionless forms of
equations (8.30) and (8.31) into the nonlinear
boundary conditions, and then keeping terms up
through the third order in a l l and b l l , as before,

Third order

-

Cylindrical Tank

Although the two-dimensional theory outlined
ubore is relatively straightforward, considerably
more experimental and theoretical work has
been done for the more practical case of wares
in a circular cylindrical tank (refs. 8.20 through
S.24). For that reason, a brief sketch of the
main results is given here.
For this situation, the tank geometry is
described by 0 5 r 5 R, 0 58 _<27r,nnd the water
depth is again given by z = - h .
The npproprinte velocity potelitin1 is

- 0 Experimental results

-

0.05

0
I18

0. 9
L0
Surface response frequency ( u )

FIGURE
8.9.-Compurieon

L1

of theory and experiment for
112-subharmonicresponse (ref. 8.18).
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it can be shown (ref. 8.20) that PI,, the nondimensional equivalent of bll, is determined by

sionless sloshing amplitude can then be written
as

jl+(1-4u0e cos ~ Q T ) P I4-I Krl%
(~

€(T,8, r ) = A sin a r cos 8 ~ ~ ( i ~ ~ ~ )

+(Aio-Ai2 cos 2ar) cos 2 0 J ~ ( j ; ~ ~ r )
+(&-A&
cos 2ur)JO(j;Olr)
+kllS:1~1~+0.165118~~~~~1-0.198686~2~~l~

fKolB01-K2lB21) +0.034780~181'1~;~1
+k01801811-k~1821811
=O

(8.32)

The rather lengthy constants Kij and k,, are
given in the appendix to this chapter.
The second-order terms are Bol and B2,, and
they correspond to the first symmetric mode
and the first cos 28 mode. They may be
calculated from the following equations, both
correct to the third order
Pol+Aol tanh b l b (1-4a2e cos 2ar)Bol
-~11811(0.121482A,,l
tan11 A,,lb-0.263074X:1)
+&[A,,, tanh A,,lb(0.070796X~l-0.060741)
+0.263074X:1]=0
(8.33)
and
tanh X21b(l-426 cos 2a7)PZ1

@21+XZ1

+611811(0.350807~2~tanh X21b-0.482670X~1)
+8:1[~21tanh X2,b(0.175403-0.065931A:,)
-0.482670X:,] =O (8.34)
A complete third-order theory would include
IL few other @,,
which are about of the magniHowever, these j3, are not needed
tude of
to calculate any of Pll, flol, or A1 and hence are
not given here.
The assumed solution to equations (8.32),
(8.33), and (8.34) is

o;,.

Bll=A sin a r

The A,, may be calculated as before by srtbstituting equations (8.35) into equations (8.32).
(8.33), and (8.34), and collecting the coefficients
of the various sines and cosines. The dimen-

The average wave amplitude

is shown plotted in figure 8.10, for hid= 1.' -4s
can be seen, theory and experiment compare
fairly well for the smaller values of Yo, but a t
larger amplitudes they deviate severely. Some
idea of the reason for this can be obtained from
figure S.11, which shows the experimental
liquid response over a wide frequency range in
a 14.5-centimeter-diameter, rigid cylindrical
tank. As the forcing freqnency is gradually
decreased from a point slightly to the right of
the stability boundary (see fig. 8.7), the liquid
amplitude continually increases as the unstable
region is traversed. After a steady state is
reached, the forcing frequency can be further
decreased, even to points considerably to the
left of the left-hand stability boundary, that is,
into the stable region for small motions, urld
the steady-state nmplitude increases still more.
However, a point is finally reached a t which the
liquid motion quickly decays to zero, as indicated by the downward pointing dashed
arrow for x0=0.65. On the other hand, if the
frequency is gradually increased from a point
to the left of the rmstable region, the liquid
remains quiescent until the stability boundary
is reached. At this point, the liquid amplitude
quickly increases to a sizable magnitude, as
indicated in the figure by the upward-pointing
dashed arrow. Both of these types of response
tire similar to the well-known "jumps" in other
nonlinear systems. 9 photograph of the large
nmplitude motion is shown in figure 5.12; it is
quite con~plex,as can be seen, with breaking

-

The other possible solution, oil= B cos or, . . .,
can be shown to be an unstable steady state m d consequently is not observed in practice (ref. 8.20).

7 Neither the calculations nor the experimental
measurements were taken exactly at the wall, T/R= 1.0,
in order to minimize viscous and wall effects.
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FIGURE8.12.-Large

0

a%

0.98
LOO
1.02
Frequency parameter a = wlw,,

amplitude breaking wave (ref. 8.20).

1.04

FIGURE
8.10.-Comparieon

of theory and experiment for
m= 1, n= 1 mode 1/2-subharmonic rmponee (ref. 8.20).

Excitation amplitudes

theory predict the point a t which the liquid
(1
jumps down" from a large to a practically
zero amplitude; in order to do this, a dissipation mechanism would need to be included.
(The upward jump is predicted, however.)
Hence, it should not be expected that the
theory would remain valid for very large
amplitude liquid motions.
Symmetrical sloshing in n cylindrical t,ank
can be st*udiedby the same methods (ref. 8.20).
For example, one finds that for h l R 2 2 , the
predominant dimensionless amplitude Pol for
the first symmetric mode is given by

0

44

46
48
5.0
5.2
Excitation frequency cps

-

5.4

5.6

FIGURE
8.11.-Experimentally determined liquid response
form= 1, n=l mode l/%subharrnonic reeponne for varioue excitation amplitudcn (ref. 8.20).

waves being present. Of course, the idealized
t'heoxy present.ed here does not take into account
such phenomenn as t'hese. Neither does the

It should be noted that equation (8.36) contains second-order terms, in contrast to the
previous analyses. Even so, the secondorder terms alone do not predict the size of
POI,and the third-order terms must be retained.

,

."
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The second-order term, OO2,i.e., the amplitude
of the second-order symmetrical sloshing mode,
is calucated from

The solution of equations (8.36) and (8.37),
correct to the third order, is
pol=A sin UT+A:~-A:~ cos 2 ~ 7
Boz=A&-A& cos ~ U T
with the A,, calculated as before. The approximate sloshing amplitude may then be written as
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0.7
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.-5
u,

0.3

;

€=( A sin UT+A:~-A:~ cos 207)JO(&~T)
By using this equation the wave form at any
time may be calculated. A typical shape,
normalized so that t.he maximum amplitude is
unity, is shown in figure 8.13. Theory and
experiment agree very well in this case;
however, as before, the actual liquid response
amplitude and the theoretically calclllnted

0

(194

0.96

0.98
L 00
1.02
Frequency parameter u = w~w,,

1.04

FIGURE8.14.-Comparison of theory and experiment for
m=O, n = l mode 1/2-subharmonic response.(ref. 8.20).

response do not agree quantitatively a t large
amplitudes, as shown in figure 8.14. The
reasons for this disagreement are similar t o
the ones pointed out previously for antisymmetrical sloshing.
90' Sector Cylindrical Tank

Lndimensional radial position - rlR

Frcuas 8.13.--Comparison of theoretical and experimental
wave shape for m=O, n = l mode 1/2-~iubharmonic(ref.
8.20).

Such tanks are of much practical interest, as
h w been discussed i11 earlier chapters, and
therefore experimental studies of liquid surface
subharmonic motion have been undertaken by
Kana (ref. 8.25). The frequency of the fundamental subharmonic mode corresponds to the
sector 2-4 mode for lateral translation. (See
ch. 3.) E m e r e r , 5 this ::n,sse, the liquid i:
every sector executes the same sort of free
surface motion, although the phasing of the
liquid motion relative to the excitation may
vary from sector to sector. The secondmode frequency corresponds to the frequency of
the fundamental axisymmetrical mode in a
circular cylindrical tank, which is sector 1-3
resonance for lateral excitation. The response
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curves for both modes are quite similar in
appearance to figure 8.11.
Spherical Tank

The behavior of liquids in spherical tanks
under vertical excitation has also been investigated by Kana (refs. 8.25 and 8.26). Again,
the liquid slirface modes appear predominantl-jas one-half subllarmonics of the excitation
frequency and are qualitatively similar in
shape to those occurring in a cylindrical tank.
Of course, there is a variation of the liqliid
resonant frequencies with depth, hut no new
aspects of the slibharmonic liquid response
seem to arise.
Summary of Subharmonic Results

The types of subharmonic sloshing discussed in this section nre the only ones for
which any substantial nrnount of laboratory
datn are nvailable. Even in these cases,
there are no data reported on fluid pressures
nnd forces.
The available t h e o r i e ~ ,while
~
probably not
~iccurateenough to calculate large amplitude
sloshing and fluid pressures, are sufficient to
determine the frequency range for which large
amplitude motions should be expected; in
some instances this infornlation is all that is
required. As an additional note; one should
recall that the method of solving nonlinear
problems outlined earlier is not the only feasible
one. For example, one might attempt an
expansion in powers of e, the nondimensional
forcing amplitude, instead of an expansion in
powers of 81 (or pl1 or bO1as the case may be).
Or one might employ the method developed
by Hutton (ref. 8.28) in which the two nonlinear boundary conditions are combined to
give one equation involving only @. Even
with this procedure, however, the resulting
equation is correct only to a certain preassigned
degree in the velocity potential. The essential
points of this analysis, and other possibly
fruitful approaches, are given in chnpter 3.
Only for rectangular or cylindrical tnnks; no analysis
has yet been completed for cither the 90' seotor compartmented cylindrical tank or for the spherical tank.
A general thoory for tanks of arbitrary geometry has
been formulated (ref. 8.27), but no computations have
been made.

LVIOR OF LIQUIDS

Large Amplitude Harmonic and Superharmonic
Motions

Up to this point, the only liquid motion that
has been discussed in detail is the large amplitude subharmonic response, chiefly because it is
this response that would probably prove to be
the most troublesome and the easiest to excite
in actual tanks. However, other types of
responses are possible since, according to
figure 8.4 or 8.5, harmonic and superharmonic
motions may be excited for certain forcing
frequency-amplitude combinations. I n contrast to the subharmonic motions, however,
there appear to be two entirely different types
of harmonic and superharmonic responses:
small amplitude motions which seem to correspond to stable responses, and large amplitude
motions which correspond to unstable solutions
of equation (8.8). Although the excitation
frequency for these responses is higher than for
subharmonic motion, it is still sufficiently low
that the tank elasticity may be neglected.
As mentioned previously, the widths of the
unstable regions of the Mathiell stability chart
for harmonic and superhnrmonic responses are
quite narrow, even for no damping. With
damping, 11 rather severe amplitude cutoff
exists; tlirtt is, the unstable regions do not
extend completely to the line xo=O in figure 8.5.
This amplitude cutoff may be circumvented,
however, by using a small enough tank or a
large enough excitation; the reason for this is
that the width of the unstable regions increases
with the nondimensional excitation amplitude
approximately as a2fN, where N is, as before,
the ratio of the forcing frequency to the dominant liquid frequency. But a is proportional
to xo/d, where d is the significant tank dimension.' Consequently, the width of the unstable
subharmonic region varies as zo/d, the width of
)~,
unstable harmonic region varies as ( ~ ~ / dthe
width of the 31.2-superharmonic region varies as
For a circular cylindrical tank, d is the tank diameter; for a thin rectangular tank, d is the tank length.
Also, it should be mentioned that "amplitude cutoff"
does not imply here that a certain minimum response
amplitude is required for the assumed motions to exist,
ae i t does in some other kinds of nonlinear damped
systems. Instead, once the required minimum ezcilalion amplitude is obtained, the response amplitude
can be arbitrarily near to zero.
@
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( ~ ~ / dand
) ~ so
, on. Hence, by increasing xo or
decreasing d, any of the nnstable motions may
eventually be obtained.
Harmonic and 312-superharmonic responses
were observed by Dodge, Kana, and Bbramson
(ref. 8.20) in laboratory tests conducted in a
small cylindrical tank. The theory of these
motions was not reported in detail, but it can
be developed using the methods given earlier
in this section by letting N assume appropriate
values. For example, the results for harmonic
motion in the m = l , n = l mode, which are
analogous to equations (8.33), (8.33), and
(8.34), are

+

Pol Xol tanh Xold(1- a2e cos UT)Pol
-~11811(0.121482~ol
tanh Xolb
-0.263074X:l)
f &[Xol tanh Xolb(0.070796X':l
-0.060741) +0.263074X:l]=O

(8.39)

+XZ1 tanh Xqlb(1-a2ecos u7)821
+8:1[~21t,anh X21b(0.175403
-O.O65931X:,) -0.482670X:l]=0

tude harmonic and superharmonic responses are
possible for excitation frequency-amplitude
combinations that lie completely outside any of
the unstable regions shown in figure 8.4. These
motions do not seem to be a t all the same type
as the responses discussed previously.
Figure 8.15 shows an experimental curve for
the m=1, n = l harmonic mode in a 14.5centimeter-diameter cylindrical tank. This
curve should be compared with the 112-subharmonic response curve for the same mode given
in figure 5.11. The amplitude of the subhnrmonic response is much larger, hut even so, the
harmonic response is large enough to be easily
observed visually. The main point of difference, however, is that the harmonic response
(fig. 5.15) gives the appearance of the harmonic
response of a slightly nonlinear, damped system
in the vicinity of a resonance, while the 112subharnionic response (fig. 8.11) does not. I n
fact, the phase angle of the harmonic response
relative to the tank motion shifts slowly fro111
zero, for frequencies less than peak response-, to
90' a t peak response, to essentially 180' for
excitation frequencies greater than peak response, esactly as would a simple spring-mass
system.
This kind of harmonic resppnse occu1.s in the
vieinitmyof what is normally an unstable region
for harmonic rnotions (if the forcing amplitude
is sufficiently large), but actually it is not an
unstable motion; that is, the amplitude does not

(8.40)

T h e approxinlate third-order solution to these
equations is of the same form as equation (8.35) ;
but,, of course, in t,his case all of the A,, (and A)
have numerical values different from before.
The other harmonic modes and the superharmonic motions may be analyzed in a similar
fashion. Very little experimental data exist
for comparison purposes, probably bectiiise
motions of this type are not nearly so predoniinant i n . large tanks as would be the %-subharmonic response.
Small Amplitude, Stable Harmonic, and
Superharmonic Motions

It has been obser\-ed (ref. 8-20] that even in
relatively large laboratory tanks, small ampli-
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FIGURE
8.15.-Experimental response for m=l, n = l mode
harmonic (ref. 8.20).
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exhibit a sudden increase when the frequency is
changed slightly. Consequently, this response
does not correspond to an nnstable solution of
l h t h i e u ' s equation. On the other hand, it does
not correspond to n stable solution, either, since
the theoretical period of any possible stable
solution is not exactly equal to the period of
the forcing motion except for n few discrete
values of u and c. Small amplitude responses,
however, h a r e been partially analyzed by Bhuta
and Yeh (ref. 8.21) in their treatment of tanks
with n vibrating bottom. The essential ddifference between their analysis and the one presented in the preceding sections of this chapter
is that they sat'isfied the boundary conditions
on the undisturbed positions of the boundaries
in a fixed frame of reference. That is, their
boundary conditions for n cylindrical tank are

at the free surface, z=0;

&
--xow sin wt
a2

tit the tank bot,tom, z= - I t .
Hence, this is a
linenrized theory, but even if it were not, their
results are valid only for small motions in an
absolute sense (because of equation (8.43)),
whereas in the moving coordinate system employed in the linearized snbharmonic analysis
presented preriously, the motion of the tank
itself can be finite ns long as the relative motion
of the liquid is small.
The details of the analysis presented in reference 8.21 nre lengthy and so are not given
Iiere, hut the main result is that the mare
lieight relative to the tank bottom is

q(r, t ) = x o cos wt

--

an
CJO(~O*T)

n 1 u2- win

where won is the natural frequency of the nth
symmetrical mode, the only type of sloshing

-

Tank frequency cps

FIGURE
8.16.-Experimental response for m = l , n = l mode
2-superharmonic (ref. 8.20).

considered. Equation (8.44) is of the correct
form to predict the observed harmonic response,
but the method of calculating an, according to
reference 8.21, seems to depend upon specific
initial conditions and not upon the excitation.
Thus, i t is difficult t o compare equation (8.44)
directly with experimental results.
Bhuta and Koval (refs. 8.23 and 8.24) have
shown analytically the existence of harmonic
liquid responses in a series of papers concerned
with tanks having an elastic bottom (but rigid
sides). This kind of vibration, of course,
excites the liquid in a vertical direction. They
have found that the natural frequencies of the
free surface motions are slightly different from
the case of a rigid bottom. Some details of
their analyses are given in this monogrt~phin
chapter 9, where the internction of the liquid
with the elastic tnnk is considered more fully.
I n addition to harmonic responses, small
amplitude superharmonic responses also have
been observed in laboratory experiments (ref.
8.20). I n figure 8.16, a response curve for the
m = l , n = l double-superharmonic mode in a
14.5-centime ter-diame t er cylindrical tank is illustrated. The peak response for this case is
considerably sharper than the hurmonic response curve shown in figure 8.15. Once again,
this response is not an unstable motion, nor
does it correspond to a stable solution of
Mathieu's equation-as
a point of fact, no
suitable analysis of this sort of superharmonic
motion has yet been discovered. It appears

t
b!
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that considerably more theoretical work is
needed to put the small amplitude harmonic
and superharmonic responses into a satisfactory
state of agreement with experiments, and to
determine their significance in possible applications.
Mechanical Model for Vertical Vibrations

-4s a complement to the equivalent mechanical model analogies given in chapter 6, it
would be convenient in missile stability analyses
to have a similar type of mechnnical model for
vertical sloshing. Developing an equivalent
model for vertical excitation, however, is
considerably more difficult than for transverse
excitation because of the tremendous number
of possible liquid motions; e.g., subharmonic,
stable and unstable harmonic, stable and unstable superharmonic. But the 112-subharmonic
response would probablj- be the most important
in applications, so that any equivalent model
should be directed primarily toward duplicating
this kind of response.
Even for the limited problem of subharmonic
response, there are no available t~nalyses of

surface

cos 2wt

FIGURE
8.17.-Equivalent

mechanical model for antieymmetric vertical eloshing.
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mechanical models for vertical excitation. -4
hypothetical model for the first antisymmetric
mode, however, is shown in figure 8.17. The
fixed mass, mo, is supposed to duplicate the
inertia effects of the more or less rigid body
portion of the fluid motion, and the pendulum
mass, ml, is supposed to duplicate the sloshing
mass of the liquid. The equation of motion
for the penduluik, correct to-the third order in
the pendulum amplitude, 8, is

This equation is approximately of the same
form as the nonlinear equation specifying the
dominant amplitude for antisymmetrical vertical sloshing. In fact, it has the same region of
unstable motion, and, consequently, the model
should duplicate fairly well the actual liquid
dynamics, especially if the parameters such as
11,m,, and mo are derived from experimental
results. However, the problem of determining
the plane of the pendulum's motion remains
to be solved. That is, the line @ = 0 iil. ;,:.>-,
equation (8.30) is dependent upon slight
imperfections in the symmetry of ally actual
system; thus, it is not prescribed by the
idealized theory given in the preceding sections.
Instead, it must be determined experimentally
for each particular case.
I t should be emphasized that the model
shown in figure 8.17 will not give a good
analog for synlmetric sloshing, although the
pendulum parameters could probably be adjusted to duplicate the stability properties of
the liquid free surface for this type of sloshing.
The problem is that the equivalent sloshing
mass, ml, inherently gives forces of the same
form as antisymmetrical sloshing. Some sort
of pendulum which vibrates up and down.
rather than to and fro, woiild be needed to
duplicate symmetrical sloshing forces, but it
is not clear how this could be arranged and
still retain the stability properties of the free
surface.
The problems associated with equivalent
models for subharmonic vertical sloshing can
be summarized, then, as: What kind of pendulum or spring mass has the same sort of stability
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as the liquid free surface, and, at the same time,
is able to duplicate the sloshing forces? At
the present time this question has not been
answered satisfactorily. Furthermore, the next
few sections show that for higher excitation
frequencies, the free surface responds in ways
that are entirely different from the responses
considered up to now. Other kinds of
mechanical models would be needed to simulate
these responses.
8.3

LIQUID SURFACE RESPONSE TO HIGH-FREQUENCY EXCITATION

While performing experiments a t relatively
high excitation frequencies, Yarymovych (ref.
8.18) observed large amplitude surface waves
whose frequencies were of the order 1/25 to 1/50
of the excitation; a typical wave is shown in
figure 8.2. (Similar observations have been
made by Kana in tanks of various geometries
(refs. 8.25, 8.26, and 8.29).) Such low subharmonic responses cannot be explained on the
basis of any of tho large amplitude wave theories
discussed in previous sections, and so Yarymovych advanced the hypothesis that these
waves are generated by a complex interaction
of the free surface and the spray droplets formed
by the high-frequency free surface motion. I t
is also apparent that for such high-frequency
excitation, tank flexibility may play an important role.
The free surface waves that first form when
the excitation is of high frequency and low
amplitude are short-wavelength capillary waves.
Even though surface tension has a dominant
influence on these waves, their frequency is still
exactly one-half that of the excitation, as discussed previously. The amplitudes of these
capillary wares build up until the waves become
unstable, and then they disintegrate by forming
droplets that separate from the surface; with
increasing escitation amplitude, the droplets
describe higher trajectories. A dense spray is
thus created, since each of the multitude of the
original waves releases a droplet. For certain
excitation conditions, a first, second, or higher
order low-frequency wave is formed, with the
formation usually requiring a considerable
period of time.

OF LIQUIDS

No satisfactory theory for this sort of surface
motion exists at the present time. An exact
quantitative analysis of the origin and perpetuation of the low-frequency waves is a formidable
task because of the statistical nature of the
response; that is, there are many different spray
particles thrown off a t different instants and
with different masses and different initial
velocities. Also, the transition from high-frequency, short-wavelength ripples to low-frequency, long-wavelength sloshing is probably
caused by some kind of low-order instability, as
evidenced by the relatively long period needed
to accompli~hthe transition. Such instabilities
are generally difficult to predict analytically.
However, the steady-state motion which eventually occurs should be easier to analyze if one
accepts Yarymovych's hypothesis that the impacts of the spray droplets on the free surface
are the primary agents in sustaining the lowfrequency sloshing.
It has been observed that the portion of the
wave near its peak produces a higher and
denser spray than the depressed positions.
There is also a periodic spray-density distribution with respect to the time of the cycle when
the droplets are released. In order to produce
such forcing as to help maintain an existing
wave, rather than retarding it, the droplets
must return to the wave surface when it is
moving downward. Only droplets having certain trajectory times and released during certain
intervals will produce positive forcing.
A crude attempt to translate the foregoing
observations into a quantitative theory is
given in the following paragraphs. I11 the first
place, the spray action is much more important
over certain critical areas of the surface than it
is over the rest. (See fig. 8.18.) If the wave
crests are excited properly, the rest of the
surface will naturally follow wit11 tlie proper
frequency and wave shnpe. In the second
place, the accelerations, and the velocities, of
every part of these critical portiorls of the free
surface are nearly equd at every instant; thus,
the spray droplets in the critical areas are
relensed a t practically the same time and with
practically the same initial velocities. If the
trajectory time of these droplets is about equal
to one-half the period of the low-frequency
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1 g downward, which, because xowZis large, is
just after cos ot passes through zero and then
increases. Because cos (Mwt 9,) and cos
(w,t+ 9,) both vary much more slowly than
cos wt, the phase angles may be neglected, so
that
sin wt=sin %wt=sin w,t=l

+

at the critical time when the drops are released.
This is tantamount to assuming that the drops
are released at the instant when the total
\relocity of the surface is a maximum. Thus,
the initial velocity of the drops released near
the wave crest is
Vd= xoo+%amw+anw,

FrCURE8.18.-"critical

area" for symmetrical surface
wave.

motion, the droplets will impact when the wave
crest is moving downward, and the low-frequency motion will be reinforced.
In analytical terms, the total displacement of
the free surface is approximately

S,(x, y) is the normalized mode shape (eigenfunction), with m a large integer, and a, the
corresponding amplitude of the higher frequency
ripples (the frequency of these capillary waves
is one-half that of the excitation) ; S,(x, y) is the
mode shape of the low-frequency wave (n a
small integer), a, its amplitude, and w, its
natural frequency; 9, and 4, are phase angles;
and z, cos wt is the forcing motion. Now, a,
may be determined from known results which
aixre- the
e-.
--- nmnlit.iirl~
---=------ of R_ ~~plll-y wave jilst as it
becomes unstable and begins to disintegrate
(refs. 8.12 and 8.17); however, a, cannot, in
general, be calculated using the crude theory
outlined here, except for the case of the
maximum amplitude wave when a, is also
determinate.
The spray droplets are released whenever
the surface acceleration is a little greater than
'

In terms of the drop velocity, the trajectory
time is 2Vd/g. Since for positive forcing this
time must be approximately nlw,, the final
result is

This equation includes, in u general way, most
of the phenomena observed in experiments.
Analysis of certain preliminary data indicates
that a satisfactory correlation for the first
symmetrical mode in a circular cylindrical
tank may be obtained from

where d is the tank diameter. By tl liberal
interpretation, it can be seen that this empirical
equation and the previous theoretical equation
are approximately of the same form. Consequently, although there are obvious differences between the two equations, it appears
that the theoretical approach taken above is
probably fundamentally sound.
While it is obvious that more experimental
and theoretical development work need to be
done in this area, especially as concerns the
effect of tank elasticity on the liquid motions,
the significance of the spray-formed waves in
actual applications remains to be determined.

THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF LIQUIDS
8.4 BUBBLE BEHAVIOR AND CAVITATION

Bubble Motion in Vertically Vibrated Liquids

The possible generation of bubbles with an
apparent negative buoyancy was mentioned
briefly in section 8.1. Such sinking bubbles
have been observed in n number of experimental programs, and, in fact, chemical engineers have long been interested in the effect of
vertical vibration on heat and mass transfer
and the role of bubble dynamics in improving
such mixing and transfer (refs. 8.30 and 8.31).
Other investigations have centered around the
effects of bubble vibration in cavitation and
sound propagation. In more recent years,
determination of the motion of vapor bubbles
in vibrating fuel tanks of large missiles has
assumed an added importance, since clusters of
sinking or stationary bubbles could seriously
affect thc fuel flow through thc tank and pumping systems (refs. 8.32 through 8.35). In
nddition, n ready supply of bubbles is available
here because of the near-boiling condition of
cryogenic fuels. Nonetheless, one should note
\\-it11 care that while such difficulties could
cbccur in actual vehicles, seemingly none hare
yct materialized.
In ordcr to set the stage for thc follor\-inp
analysis of bubble dynamics in vibrated tanks,
the results of a typical series of tests (ref. S.35)
in a simulated rocket fuel tank, using water as
the test fuel, are summarized in the next few
paragraphs. In these experiments, the bubbles
mere formed by free surface sloshing, since the
wat,er temperature was far too low to form
rnpor bubbles; however, the results appear to
be independent of the method of bubble formation as long as the bubbles somehow reach
the interior of the liquid.
The entire process begins by exciting the
tank a t a relatively high frequency with a total
input vibrational ncceleration of about 7 g's."
At f i s t , thc violent surfnce agitation (shown in
fig. 8.19) entrains air bubbles a t various depths
l o The resulting bubble motion seems to be practically
independent of the actual vibration frequency, and,
therefore, thc resulting sequence of events might bc
caused by n random input. The particular acceleration
levels given here refer, of course, to small laboratory
models and may not be npplicablc to actual vehicles.
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F~CURE
8.19.--Generation of bubble^ by violent aurface
motion (ref. 8.35).

in t,he liquid. These bubbles do not return to
tjhe liquid surface, but, instead, they stream
downward to the bottom of the tank. The
deeper the bubbles initially are thrown from
t,he surface, the more easily they sink.
As they reach the bottom, the bubbles begin
to coalesce into n cluster that continually
grows as time goes on; this is illustrated in
figure S.20. Stroboscopic observation reveals
that the cluster as a whole pulsates a t the same
frequency as the container, and, as the cluster
grows, the phase of its vibration begins to lag
more and more behind that of the container.
In addition, the amplitude of the cluster
vibration, and the fluid pressure in the tank,
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FIGURE8.20.-Bubble
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cluster growing at tank bottom
(ref. 8.35).

continually increases. Suddenly, the cluster
motion becomes extremely violent, as shown
in figure 8.21. Bubbles rapidly shoot downward from the intensely agitated free surface.
Fluid pressures are very high a t this time.
After a relatively short period of violent
motion, the bubble cluster- leaves the tank
bottom and rises to a new position in the body
of the liquid, as shown in figure 8.22. The
exact level at which the cluster then settles
appears to vary with the amount of air originally entrained in the cluster, but as long as the
vibrational input is not changed and as long
as no more air bubbles are entrained, the
cluster remains a t this level indefinitely. The
!in?kid e e e E U s Eat~t&
~ l tke,&j undergoi~g
very large antisynlmetric sloshing motions.
Increasing the level of vibrational acceleration
now causes the cluster to rise, and lowering it
causes the bubble to sink. If the input acceleration is decreased too much, however, the
cluster no longer remains submerged but,
instead, rises to tho surface and vents. This
final phase of the cluster nlotion seems to be
dependent upon the elasticity of the tank

FIGURE8.21.-Bubble

cluster during most violent phase
(ref. 8.35).

because, in another series of experiments with
a more rigid tank (ref. 8.31), the cluster
always vented, and the entire process then
began anew, even with no change in the input.
Motion pictures have been taken which
depict very vividly all of these aspects of the
L..Ll-1.
uuuula mo'cions. It shouia be mentioned,
again, that the pressures in the fluid caused by
the pulsating cluster are quite large.

Theory of Bubble Vibration
The first step in understanding the startling
bubble motions outlined in the preceding
section is to realize that bubble and liquid
together represent an elastic system that
possesses a definite natural frequency. Ap-
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I

Thus, the work done in compressing the bubble
from pressure pl to p is

By assuming t,hat L\/a<<l, t.he work done,
that
! r m of the bubble,
the pot
turn
t to be

P.E.=6.rrayplA2

(8.47)

The kinetic energy of the fluid, when the
bubble radius is changing a t a ratre A, is

According to the 1a.w of conservat,ion of
energy, the sum of equations (S.47) and (8.48)
must be constant; consequently

Thus, the natural frequency of the bubbleliquid combination is
-.

FIGURE8.22.-Bubble

cluster after moat violent phase
(ref. 8.35).

parently, this wns first noticed by RIinnnert
(ref. S.36) in his study of the origin of the
"burblingJ' sounds of running water.
Suppose that a bubble with arernge radius,
a, is completely imnlersed in an infinite space
of incompressible liquid. The bubble is assumed to esecute spherically symmetric pulsations, so thnt the bubble rndius is a + A ( t ) , as n
function of time. As the bubble volume
chnnges, the pressure inside the bubble follows
the polytropic law: p,asy=p(a+A)sy, where p,
is the fluid pressure in the ricinity of the
bubble (surfnce tension forces are neglected).

The exact value of 7 in equation (8.50) appears to varv from about 1.4 (adiabatic pulsaiions) to nearly 1.0 (isotherdal
depending on the experimental conditions and
the bubble size.
Although equation (S.50) is not sufficient to
predict sinking bubbles, it does help explain the
formation of the large clusters shown in figure
8.20. According to the theory of vibrations, a
harmonic oscillator (in this case, the bubble)
will vibrate in phase with an exciting motion if
t,he exciting frequenc.j- is less than the oscillator's nntural frequency, but otherwise it will
oscillate out of phase. (If there is damping,
the change in phase occurs over a band of
frequencies instead of instantaneously.) Thus,
bubbles smaller than the resonant size will all
be in phase with each other and in phase with

VERTICAL EXCITATION OF PROPELLANT TANRS

the exciting motion; the small bubbles shown in
figures 8.19 through 8.22 are all smaller than the
resonant size for the excitation frequency used
in the reported experiments. But if two nearby
bubbles oscillate in phase with one another, the
motion of the fluid around them is such that an
attractive force is set up between them, and
consequently they tend to coalesce or orbit
about a common center (ref. 8.32).
The mechanical strain of the fluid in the
vicinity of a pulsating bubble can be increased
as much as 10 000 times over that caused solely
by the exciting pressure. In support of this
observation, Kana (ref. 8.29) noted that the
wall motion of an elastic tank underwent large
erratic vibrations whenever a bubble was
trapped in the vertically vibrating fluid.
Dynamics of

Bubble Motion
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buoyant force) is larger during the downward
acceleration part of the cycle. If the difference
of these buoyancies is great enough, the static
buoyancy caused by gravity may be exceeded,
and thus the bubble will sink.
In order to make numerical calculations, a
more explicit formulation of the theory than
is given in the preceding paragraph is needed.
For simplicity, the necessary theory is worked
out for n rigid tank; in most practical cases,
however, the tank is sufficiently elastic a t the
forcing frequencies used in experiments that
some account must be taken of its flexibility;
hence, the theory will be modified immediately
to include tank elasticity in an approxi~nate
fashion.
The most significant part of bubble behavior
observed in experiments is that part in which
an individual bubble initially begins to sink.
Once this occurs, all of the rest of the phenomena described earlier ritt turally follow.
Thus, it is this situation for which the theory
is developed, but even here there Inay be other
bubbles prevent in the liquid, ttnd their effect
on the fluid compressibility must, be included.
To obtain the equations of motion for the
bubble-tank-liquid system shown in figure
8.23, it is convenient to use Lngrange's method.

The cause of stationary and sinking bubbles
is a coupling between the bubble's pulsations,
which are described above, and its overall motion through the body of the vibrating fluid.
This has been shown by Bleich (refs. 8.33 and
8.34)) Buchanan et al. (ref. 8.31), Baird (ref.
8.30)) and Kana and Dodge (ref. 8.35). The
theory given here is due to Bleich (ref. 8.33), as
modified in reference 8.35.
Although the mathematical details of bubble
motion tend to be complicated, it is fairly easy
to describe the physical processes that occur.
When the tank is vibrated up and down, the
effect on the liquid is the same as if gravity were
varying. For the moment, only the changes in
the fluid pressure caused by this varying gravity
need be considered. During the upward acceleration, the pressure increases over its static
value, and, consequently, the volume of the
bubble is smaller than for static conditions.
The pressure gradient at this time creates a
.net. positivn ~h_~_=ge
i~ ~ ~ J ~ J T aE ~~ d~th_a
J T , .-rs.
bubble gains a certain amount of upward momentum. During the downward acceleration,
the pressure change is negative, and the bubble
volume increases. A net negative buoyancy is
created, and the bubble gains a certain amount
of downward momentum. But the downward
momentum is larger than the upward moFIGURE
8.23.-Bubble-tank-liquid
mentum; that is, the bubble volume (and the

5

b = Wall thickness
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dynamic system.
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The bubble is assumed to be very small cornpared to the tank and located far from any
surface. The fluid velocity a t any point is
The potential of the compressed gas bubble is

where u,=x = - ~ wsin wt is the velocity due to
+
the overall tank motion, U A is the velocity due
+
to the bubble's expansion, and u,is the velocity
+

due to the bubble's vertical motion. If dV is
t,he element of volume, the kinetic energy of
the fluid is

1.

+
p

sj

+

U A.udT'

+

because of the assumed symmetry.

The first integral in equation (8.51) is simply
J1x2/2, where A4 is the total mass of fluid. The
second integral is the srtme as the nonlinearized
form of equation (8.481. The third term can be
s11on.11t ( I e q ~ ~ ~a l~ ( -(I
31)342/3,wliere i is the
vertic,~ll velocity of the bubble. The fourth

Collecting all the terms gives
41

P.E. = - ~ M X +pg(a+A)az
~

When equations (8.52)
where L = K . E . - P . E .
and (8.53) are substituted into equations (8.54),
the results are

and

a
at

iritegnil B - 4 ~- [(a+ A)3z]/3,according to referel1c.e 8.33. Hence, the total kinetic energy is

The contribl~tionto the kinetic energy due to
free s ~ ~ rc*e
f t i sloshing has been neglected in
e q ~ ~ n t i o(8.52).
r~
'rhe poter~titilenergy ( ~ o ~ ~ s of
i s tthree
s
ptlrts.
'l'l~e ~>oteritit~l
of the prtlrity field is

'I'lle pote~iti~tl
of the tillage gas above the surface
1s

. . - .

Eqi~otions (8.55) nnd (8.56) may now be
solved siiri11lt2ir1eouslyto yield the necessary
conditio~is for sinking bubbles. However,
Bleicl~(ref. 8.33) d ~ o w e dthat this was equivalent to solving n much simpler problem: find
the conditions for which a bubble will undergo
n smltll periodic vertical motion rtbo11t some
level, I. The level, I, can be shown to separate
the regions for which bubbles sink and the
regions for \i.hich they rise.
I t is col~verlient to replace the coordinate
z by X=z-1.
Tlleti, because Ih/ll<<l (since
the bubble is assumed to vibrate near the level I )
and IA/aI < < I , equations (8.55) and (8.56)
can be ~ a r t i a l l ylinearized to yield
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The two pertinent forms of Lagrange's equations are

where W A and w,are the vertical compoilents of
u a and u,. There are ~ i ocontributions such as
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in which use has been made of the relation

P~=PO+P~~QI.
Instead of investigating the solution of
equations (8.57), the same problem for a nonrigid tank is examined, since the rigid tank
solution is merely a special case of this. The
necessary modifications can be performed readily
if it is noted that in eqliations (8.57) the dynamic
pressure
is -pix and the pressrlre gradient is
.~ = - P Z .
Hence, by analogy, the equations

bx

for a nonrigid tank can be written down
immediately

The dynamic pressure j7 must be calculated
before the location of stationary bubbles can be
found from equations (8.58). Since equations
(8.58) are themselves somewhat approximate,
a really complete pressure analysis is not
warranted. 9 relatively simple approach, very
similar to that used in an ordinary wt~terhammer pressure analysis, is found to be
satisfactory. That is, the pressure is assumed
to be uniform across any horizontal section
through the tank, the deflection of the tank wall
is assumed to be the same as its static deflection
caused by the same instantaneous pressure, and
longitudinal and bending deflections are
neglected.
First, the water-hammer wave velocity must
be calculated; to do this the density of the
,
,
+I.^
,.--.^----:L.l..*-L V L I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S I L J U I~i
I I Y the system
must be determined. The equivalent density
of the liquid-gas mixture is simply
llt.lu
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FIGURE
8.24.-Water-hammer wave velocity in a liquid-air
mixture.

tank system is the sum of the three individual
compressibilities

K is the reciprocal of the liquid's bulk modulus ;
Kg= (rp)-' is the compressibility of an ideal
gas; K,=d/bE is the compressibility of the
tank, where E is the modulus of elasticity of
the tank material. By definition, the wave
velocity is c= ( p K ) - u 2 so that
-112

c={[(l--s)p,+sp,l[(l-s)~,+~+~])

rpo bE

(8.59)

PZ (1 -s)p[+spg

This equation is shown graphically in figure
8.24 for various values of po and a typical
value of d/b=39 for a small plastic test tank."

where s is the gas to total volume ratio, is the
liqrlid density, and P, the gas density. Also,
the effective compressibility of the gas-liquid-

l1 The compressibility of the gas, K,, varies throughout the liquid, but it is sufficient here to evaluate it
caused by
for the ullage gas and neglect any
depth of submersion of the gas bubbles.
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Equation (8.59) gives only a correct order of
magnitude value of the wave velocity, chiefly
because the compressibility K t is overestimated.
Furthermore, the exact quantity of gas is
difficult to measure, and it is not homogeneously
distributed throughout the liquid as assumed
implicitly in equation (8.59) ; hence, an experimentally determined value of c should be
used in numerical calculations. But, equation
(8.59) does give a correct qualitative picture,
and rather small values of the speed of sound,
c, should be expected.
The fluid pressure is now determined by
treating the pressure wave as a one-dimensional
acoustic wave. Thus, if f(z, t) are the fluid
particle displacements measured from their
equilibrium positions, then

The critical value of I, that is, the depth for
which the bubble will remain stationary, can
be found from t,he first of equations (8.58) by
requiring that the average buoyancy over one
cycle of motion be zero. That is

(2 )

Average of (a4-3A) - -+g
which reduces to
ag+ Average of

;']=0

-.-

where A, is the value of A corresponding to the
critical value of z=l. Consequently, the critical bubble depth I can be calculated from
112

[+ e+cl
rJ

w2xo

7
The boundary conditions require that
r(h, t) =xo cos wt and bt/bz(O, t) =O; the bottom
of the tank is z=h, the free surface is z=0.
An appropriate form for t(z, t) is

=O

201
sin -

=[%

(I+")]'"
pgl

This equation can be further simplified by using
the nondimensional variables $=2wh/c and
ar=l/h. The final result is

W

cos - Z
f (2, t ) = s

C

-COS wt
cos h
C

Since the pressure is j5=pc2bf/bz, it can be
seen that
w

sin - z
C

~ = - p ~~ o cos ot

(8.60)

cos h
C

The second of equations (8.58) can now be
solved for A by using equation (8.60), with the
result that

-

W

sin - z

-

*

COS

wt

A = Z [ + J [cos
~ - ~-C ~h, ~ ~ I

where Q2=3rp1/a2pis the square of the natural
frequency of bubble pulsations. Since Q is
generally very large, the ratio w 2 p 2 can be
neglected in comparison to unity.

(Eq. (61) can be specialized to the case of u
rigid tank and incompressible liquid-air mixture
by setting the bracketed term on the left-hand
side equal to one; that is, by letting +
cor
$+O.)
Actual test results (ref. 8.35) are compared
with equation (8.61) in figure 8.25. As can be
seen, the correlation is very good, although an
experimental value for c was employed. It
may be noted that $ = T corresponds to a firstmode resonance. For values of $ greater or
even slightly less than T, bubbles do not sink
completely to the bottom no matter how large
the input vibration is, but, instead, they collect
a t some lower depth. Bubbles inserted below
this depth will rise to this level, as is indicated
in the figure by the fact that for some values of
I
) there exist two critical values of 1 for a given
w'x,,/g. As a specific example, consider the
$=4.0 curve with 6 g's acceleration. Bubbles
above a depth ratio a=0.16 return to the free

VERTICAL EXCITATION OF PROPELLANT TAM(S
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FIGURE8.26.-Bubble pattern at higher frequency.
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8.25.pVariation of required input acceleration with
depth ratio (ref. 8.35).
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surface, while bubbles below this depth collect
at a depth a=0.64.
For values of + less than about T ,the bubbles
always sink completely to the tank bottom if
d q / g is large enough. For $)T, the bubble
behavior becomes increasingly complex since,
for these values of 9, equation (8.61) has increasingly more values of 1 as roots. This is
illustrated in figure 8.26 for a relatively large
value of 4. Several bubble equilibrium planes
(critical values of 1) are shown, with the upper
one being unstable (bubbles move away from it
whc:: they are =l;crh+l
y dis~!~cprl),
the second
Y--3--level stable, the third unstable, and so on.
Bubble migration directions are indicated by
the arrows.
A slightly different theory for sinking bubbles
was proposed by Buchanan et al. (ref. 8.31).
The essential result is that

where C is an experimentally determined constant. This equation is compared to test
results in figure 8.27, with correlation being
fairly good for C = l . However, equation
(8.62) is not as general as the preceding equation (8.61).
Explanation of Overall Bubble Behavior

With the aid of the preceding analysis, it is
possible to explain completely the bubble behavior described in figures 8.19 through 8.22.
At the start of the process, air bubbles are
thrown into the body of the liquid by the free
surface sloshing motions. The bubbles that
sink a t least to a dept.h 1 (the root of eq. (8.61)
for the given input vibration conditions) will
continue to sink to the tank bottom. As more
and more air bubbles are entrained and then
sink, the wave velocity decreases (see fig. 8.24),
so that $, which was initially considerably
less
than r , increases continuaiiy. bventuaiiy, a
value of $ equal tb T is obt,ained, a resonance
occurs, and the cluster motion is very violent.
As a result of the large quantity of air that is
entrained during resonance, a value of $>r
ultimately results. Then, according to figure
8.25, bubbles (or clusters of bubbles) no longer
can remain on the bottom, and the cluster rises
to an appropriate a. At this level, the cluster
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Water at atmospheric pressure
and room temperature
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Fritz et all. (ref. 8.37) have shown experimentally that tahesame sort of behavior occurs
when the excitation is random if the input
acceleration is large enough. Their experiments demonstrate, in a.ddition, that the large
bubble cluster will eventually vent after a
sufficiently long time; the entire sequence of
events then begins again.
Cavitation

The processes of cavitation and bubble f ormation are not well understood at the present time.
- Existing theories tend to support the belief that
small nucleation sites, such as microscopic gas
o 2 54 cm I.D. columnbubbles, must exist before a bubble may form
in a fluid. The forces required to form a bubble
nucleus solely from rupturing a totally degassed
@ 10.16
- fluid by low pressure (or high temperature) are
* 20.32
so large that theories which do not presuppose
Line of equal values nucleation sites are generally not applicable.
However, in most practical cases, including
cryogenic fuels, there is a sufficient amount of
dissolved gas or vapor to insure the formation
of bubbles whenever the local fluid pressure is
significantly below the vapor pressure.
No systematic investigation of bubble motion
in
a vertically vibrating, boiling (or near
FIGURE8.27.-Theoretical and experi~nental value8 o f
vibrational arr~leration required for Lrrhble ~ t a l ~ i l i z n - hoiling) liquid seems to have been reported,
tion (ref. 8.31).
although a review of the work that is available
has been given (ref. 8.32). For the purposes of
this chapter, however, it is sufficient to realize
is in stable equilibrium so long as + doe5 not
that in a near-boiling fluid, bubbles will always
change further.
be present whenever the instantaneous pressure
Qunntitntive predictio~i of the large-scnle
drops below the vapor pressure, provided that
cluster motion obviously cannot be obtnined
the bubbles formed in this way grow to a
with t l ~ esinlple tlieory o~itliuedabove, t\ltl~ot~gl~sufficient size so that they do not collapse during
Bleicli i~~dicntes
(ref. 5.34) that t i some\vliut
the succeeding, positive part of the pressure
similtlr tlieory would probably be npplicttble.
cycle. Once the bubbles are formed it is
However, tlle sirnple theory is sufficient to preapparent that the vibration of the fluid will have
dict the poilit nt which the process begins, and
the same effect as that discussed in the preto give a11 o\.ersll qualitati\-e picttire.
ceding sections. In other words, the bubble
Althougli the preceding discussioli ttpplies
motion is more or less independent of their
strictly o~rl?-t o sirnplc harmonic excittltion,
formation.

-
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PRINCIPAL NOTATIONS

Symbols i n parentheses are the nondimenswnal equivalents of the preceding quantity
a= average bubble radius
~ ~ ~ ( c ~ ~ ~ ) = ecoefficient
~ p a n s of
i ~m,
n nth component of velocity potential
b =tank wall thickness
bmn(Bmn)
=expansion coefficient of m,nth component of free surface mode
c=water-hammer wave velocity
d =cylindrical tank diameter
E= modulus of elasticity
g=acceleration due to gravity, or equiralent a~celerat~ion
h ( H )=fluid depth
Jm
=mth-order Bessel function of first
kind
K=compressibility of gas-liquid-tank
system
!=critical dcpth for sinking bubbles
L=rectanyular tank length
hTu=escitation frequency (N is a positive
number)
p =fluid pressure

s=ratio of gas volume to total mixture
volume
S, =mth eigenfunction of V29--0
t(r) =time
xo(c)=excitation amplitude
" y1 '}=tank-fixed ed~llrt~esim
axes
r, 9,
a =crit,ical depth ratio, l/h
r=poly tropic constant
A = time varying part of bubble radius
{=fluid particle displncements
rl(t)=free snrface displacement
A,= mth eigenvnlue
v = surface tension
=fluid density
u=frequency parnnletel-, w/w,,
@(4)=fluid \-elocsity potenti:d
dimensiunles~wavelength, 2wll.l~
w,,=nat~lrnl frequency of 7n,nth free surface rilode
Q=bubble pulsatioll niltural frequenc,~

'

+=

.

.
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APPENDIX

The constants in equation (8.37) are
K11=0.122515-

kll=

0.045199-0.043438Xol 0.010759Xllf 0.09500Xz1- 0.149793X:
tanh XolH
+
tanh hlH
Xzl tanh XzlH

0.045199Xfl 0.149793X:1 0.010759Xf
tanh holH -k Ll tanh k l ~ tanh
hlH

kol=0.165118+ 0.171812X11
tanh XolH
0.310343X: 1
k21=0.198686+b1 tanh A.B-

0.022291Xll
tanh h . 3

H is the nondimensional liquid depth; t,hat is, ~ = h &
tanh
~ ilIh;illis the first root of J : (~I,R)=o;

-

and terms Xkl(k=O, 1 , 2 ) are defined by Xkl=,

Xi1

All tanh illh

Chapter 9

Interaction Between Liquid Propellants and the Elastic
Structure
Daniel D. Kana
,

!

9.1

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF COUPLED PROBLEM

the investigations of the influence of the
liquid
on breathing vibrations of the tank
The previous chapters have dealt primarily
walls.
The solutions of these simplified probwith a description of the variety and complexity
lems
still
give valuable information that conof liquid behavior that can be encountered in
tributes
to
the description of the overall
a rigid container in motion. The tanks and
behavior. As methods and ideas progress, in
entire structure of liquid-fueled space vehicles
time, all of the solutions of the individual
are, however, by no means rigid; hence, the
problems will be consolidated into the general
coupling of the various possible liquid responses
description of the coupled liquid-elastic strucwith elastic deformations of the tanks and
ture system. This cannot necessarily be
vehicle structure must be considered in the
accomplished by a simple superposition of what
overall analysis of vehicle dynamics. The
is
already available because of nonlinesrities
internal pressurized liquid and gas column,
present.
In other words, the development
together with the shell-like tank of a space
scheme
is
an example of progressing from
vehicle, represents a system which, in addition
the
comparatively
simple to the more complex.
to liquid surface motions, can experience
The
solutions
of
what have been described
bending and breathing motions of the tank
here
as
individual
simplified
problems appear,
walls, breathing of the tank bottom, and
in
many
cases,
to
give
a
very
good description
pressure oscillations in the liquid column, while
of
the
responses
of
the
actual
overall system
all of these motions can couple with the mofor a limited range of input conditions. By
tions of the rest of the structure and vehicle
and large, for a given liquid in a tank of given
control system. Considering the complexities
size and geometry, the various forms of liquidof the rigid tank liquid behavior that have
elastic tank behavior that arise are a function
already been described, along with the comof the type of excitation. For forced oscillaplexities in analyzing elastic responses of
tion, in other words, the responses of the
shell-like structures, it is obvious that the
various coupled natural modes of the system
combined problem is one of extreme difficulty.
depend on whether the input (lateral or longiRecognizing this complexity of the coupled
bysieiil, ii ~ ~ C O I I Lappare~lt
~ S
i i ~ a isorrie si111~1i- tudifin! trnnslntion nnd pit~hing) forms a
generalized force capable of exciting a given
fications must be assumed in the overall
natural mode. I t may happen that liquid
problem, so that at least solutions for restricted
surface
modes are excited for a limited range
ranges of input conditions are obtained. For
of
excitation
parameters, but significant elastic
this reason, this chapter has been outlined into
tank
modes
are not; as a result, for that
sections which discuss the analysis of various
limited range, the analysis of the liquid in a
individual aspects of the overall coupled
rigid tank provides a goad description of the
problem. Further, it will be seen that within
overall behavior. On the other hand, if for
each section, further simplifications of the
problem have been assumed, particularly in
some ranges of frequencies, significant liquid
303
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surface motion does not occur, while elastic
sloshing have become critical factors in the
overall stability of large space vehicles, espeaction of the tank wall does occur, then the
cially since the fundamental lateral bending
presence of the liquid simply causes the addition of a distributed mass on the tank walls,
frequency of vehicles with large-diameter proas well as allows longitudinal pressure modes,
pellant containers is very low, and often near
and an analysis neglecting the liquid surface
the propellant and control frequencies. As in
chapter 7, stability boundaries shall be precondition would provide an adequate descripsented which exhibit the influence of the various
tion of the overall behavior in that limited
propellant parameters, such as sloshing mass,
frequency range.
propellant frequency, container location, gain
For linear responses, in many cases, coupling
values of the control system, gyro location, and
of liquid and elastic container modes may
phase-lag coefficients, as well as the influence of
become significant because of close proximity
elastic parameters, such as bending frequency,
of their respective uncoupled natural frequengeneralized bending mass, and structural
cies. For example, coupling of low-frequency
damping.
liquid surface modes with low-frequency bending modes of the vehicle may be a distinct
possibility. This follows from the fact that in
9.9 COUPLING OF PROPELLANT MOTIONS WITH
the uncoupled cases, that is with sloshing modes
ELASTIC TANK BENDING VIBRATIONS
in a rigid tank, or with bending modes in a
liquid-Wed tank having a capped surface, the
General Discussion
respective motions occur a t frequencies relatively near to each other. For the two cases
The significant bending modes of large
occurring simultaneously, i t is obvious that
rockets and space vehicles usually occur a t
strong coupling might result, so that each
relatively low frequencies (i.e., less than 5 cps).
respective coupled mode would occur at a
As has already been pointed out, the most
frequency different from the respective unimportnnt liquid surface modes in cylindrical
coupled cases. On the other hand, "breathing"
tnnks of typical geometries also occur a t low
or "shell modes" of the walls of a tank containfrequencies; therefore, mutunl interaction being a capped liquid may occur at s o n ~ e ~ - h a t tween the two motions might be anticipated.
higher frequencies than the significant bending
Kevertheless, comparatively few investigations
modes in a space vehicle, depending on the type
have been attempted in this area of the overall
of stiffeners used on the tank uralls. As a
conpled prohlem, and virtually all of the work
result, one might anticipate only weak coupling
is restricted to cylindrical tnnks.
with the low-frequency liquid surface modec,
Bnuer has analyzed the behavior of an inbut might expect strong coupling witth higher
compressible, idettl liquid of arbitrary depth in
frequency spray phenomena. I t must he
H c'ir(+~llnr
cylindrical tank (refs. 9.1 and 9.2)
emphasized that the above type of rensoninp is
and in n sectored cylindrical tank (ref. 9.3) that
valid only for linear behavior. When signifiis sr11)jected to n specified bending oscillation.
cant nonlinearities are present, coupling can
In other words, attent ion is focused on the liquid
occur between individual responses even thollgh
behttrior in n contniner whose walls are forced
they may be considered remote in frequency.
to oscillnte with a prescribed bending shape.
This type of coupling can, in fact, occlir for the
Bauer's analysis is one step beyond that of the
abore-mentioned high-freqliency brenthing t tlnk
btudg of liquid behavior due to translntion or
and low-frequency liquid surface modes. Both
pit~hingin 11 rigid tank; however, it does not
linear and l~onlinear coupling of liquid and
allow for complete elastic coupling with the
elastic tank motion will be discussed in this
tank walls. I n effect, this work is a study of
chapter.
the influence of forced tank bending on the
Finally, the interaction of the elastic strucliquid behavior, with no allowance for complete
ture, fluid systems, and the control system must
interaction between liquid and tank bending
be considered. Vehicle flexing and propellant
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motion. (The results of these analyses are
included in ch. 2.)
More general analyses of the complete
coupled bending-liquid sloshing problem have
been given b y Rabinovich (ref. 9.4) and Miles
(ref. 9.5). Both assume the existence of potential flow, so that a velocity potential may be
determined in the bending cylindrical tank.
Rabinovich uses an integro-differential approach to the partially filled tank problem.
The liquid potential function is derived using a
Lagrange-Cauchy integral, from which expressions for the hydrodynamic and hydrostatic
forces acting on the tank walls are obtained.
These expressions are then introduced into the
differential equations for the oscillations of a
thin-walled elastic bar. Characteristic frequencies of the resulting integro-differential
equation can then be solved by Galerkin's
method. No numerical examples or results are
given for this analysis.
Miles' analysis (ref. 9.5) of the coupled
problem involves the use of the Lagrangian
procedure for potential sloshing in a bending
cylindrical tank, and includes numerical esamples and results which fairly readily can be
applied to a tank of given boundary conditions.
Since this work appears t o be the most readily
applicable for a given specific tank, it \\-ill be
summarized in this chapter in some detail. I n
addition, experiments (ref. 9.6) that have been
correlated with this analysis will ttlso he
described.
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FIGURE9.1.-Coordinate

system for bending tank containing a liquid.

t)encling !\-all, and # ( r , 6 ) is the shape of
the liquid free sr~rfacein some mode. Details
of the derivlttion of the kinetic and potential
energy coefficients, m t j and kij, may be obtained
directly from reference 9.5; but, in essence,
they are determined by assuming the existence
of potential fluid flow, and simple inextensional
beurnlike bending of the cylindrical tank walls,
ant1 solving the appropriate potential equation
Lagrangian Analysis
con.,i>tent \\-it11 the boundary conditions of
the partially full bending tank. The resulting
I n Miles' analysis (ref. 9.5) of the coupled
coefficients appropriate for coupled bending
liqnid-bending tank system, the equations of
oscilltttions are summarized in the appendix to
motion for the circular cylindrical tank are
this chapter, and examples for a cantilever tank
determined by tt Lagrangian formulation, taking
are given.
1
the kinetic energy in the form T=- 7,F;mi,yiij
Having determined the kinetic and potential
2 1 j
energy
expressions, these are then substituted
1
and the pnt,~nt,inlP n e r E RS V=F 7 7.
k.r(~.~.
2 7 7 """ into Lagrange's equations so t ' n a ~ for
, bending
and liquid free surface motion only,the following
\\*here the *, are generalbed
correequations are obtained:
sponding to translation, rotation, bending, and
sloshing motion of the coupled system. For the
m
purposes of this discussion, only bending
(E$+%~.3 ) 4 3 + x E ~s+3(is+3
,
1
motions of the tank will be discussed, so that
the coordinates that are of concern are shown
( E ~ ~3)93+5
+ L1 r 3 . .+dlr+3=0 (9.18)
in figure 9.1. I n effect, f(z) is the mode shape
of tile

+
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The frequency equation obtained from equations
(9.1), by assuming periodic motion, is

The subscripts 3 and s+3 correspond to the
generalized displacements, q3(t)f(z) denoting
bending displacement and ~ # + ~ ( t ) +e)(denoting
r,
displacement in the sth sloshing mode of the
liquid free surface from a plane normal to the
generator of the cylinder. (See fig. 9.1.) In
equations (9.1) and (9.2), the following notation
is used:

03=

4iii@:+h3
Zc+%3.3

-

+

=

%+3.8+3

Q

3

k3.
*+3
s =
m 3, r + 3

~

I n general, it may be anticipated that a coupled
frequency (root of equation (9.2)) will occur
for each uncoupled bending and liquid sloshing
mode included, and the coupled frequencies
will be d i e r e n t from those of the corresponding
uncoupled modes. Further discussion of this
equat,ion will be deferred momentarily.
An approximate solution to equation (9.2) has
been investigated in reference 9.6, for the case
of small, thin circular cylindrical shells, both
with simply supported and cantilever boundary
conditions. For the case of the small uniform
cylindrical shell, the liquid frequencies are still
comparatively low, while the coupled bending
frequency is high; therefore, a considerably
simplified expression for equation (9.2) may be
obtained. Having
and Q3, small compared to w, they may be neglected, and equation (9.2) reduces to

uncoupled bending frequency
uncoupled sloshing frequencieS

coupling coefficients

m eand w, are the effective empty tank mass and
resonant bending frequency, respectively. The
bars over the coefficients indicate normalization
by the total liquid mnss.
The frequency equation, equation (9.2), has
nn infinite number of roots w=w,, the coupled
tank bending, liquid sloshing frequencies. As
has been mentioned, for an actual vehicle the
lo\vest coupled bending frequencies (i.e., w, and
w2, corresponding to the first two roots of
equation (9.2)) occur in the neighborhood of
some of the uncoupled sloshing modes w,+3,
\vhich display significant response amplitudes.
As n result, in a specific case, equation (9.2)
must be solved, using some judgment as to
\\-hat terms of the series may be neglected as
insignificant, and at best only numerical solutions to the resulting equation can be obtained.

For this case, the difference between the coupled
and uncoupled bending frequencies is thus
determined by the coefficient art,. The un#+8, and
coupled inertia coefficients, ? f i b E,+3.
m , are always positive. The inertia coupling
coefficient Z , may be either positive, negative, or zero, depending upon the ratio bla.
When m3,a+3=0, it follows that a3,=0, causing
a sharp minimum in coupling for certain tank
configurations (the coupling need not actually
become zero because of the summation over
s and the presence of the small potential
coupling ,+,). This minimum in coupling is
particularly noted in the results for the cantilever tank near b/a=2. This situation is
analogous to the inertially coupled bending and
torsional vibrations of a beam, in which case
the uncoupling occurs when the shear center
of the beam coincides with the centroid. For
E3.i+3#0, t,he factor [l-&y3,]-l is always
greater than unit,^, thus ~ieldingan increase in
the coupled bending frequency due to the
liquid sloshing.
Equation (9.3) is solved for the particular
cases of a cantilever and in-ended tank for the
liquid at varying partial depths b/l. Figures
9.2 and 9.3 show the results for these two types

-

z,
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FIGURE9.2.-Theoretical

FIGURE9.3.-Theoretical

of tanks, plotted as the percent increase in
bending frequency due to coupling (u-w3)u3
X 100 versus tank fineness ratio I/d for varying
partial depths bll. These curves may be appreciably afTected by the assumed bending mode
shape, which in these analyses involved a
parabolic mode shape for the cantilever tank
and sinusoidal for the pin-ended tank.
We now return to the discussion of equation
(9.2), the more exact frequency equation. The
curves of figures 9.2 and 9.3 are for the special
case of a uniform shell where w>>u,+~. In
order to determine the effect of coupling on the
resonant frequencies of the system when anci
w , + ~ are of the same order of magnitude, the
exact frequency equation, equation (9.2), was
solved for a cantilever tank with a tip mass
added in order to lower the bending resonance.
Analytically, this involved only a slight modification of the empty tank inertia coefficient, Be,
but required considerably more effort in solving
for the eigenvalues of the frequency determinant

of the set of equations (9.la) and (9.lb). In
the analysis, six modes (one bending and five
sloshing) were used.
The results of this analysis showed that the
addition of mass to the vibrating system,
although lowering the resonant bending frequency, also reduced the effect of the sloshing
mass on the response of the entire system. For
the cantilever tank, the addition of a tip mass
of 10 times the empty tank mass reduced the
maximum frequency increase of approximately
11 percent, as shown in figure 9.2, to less than
1.5 percent. Further increases in tip mass
reduce the iniiuence of ihe iree yurfucu vu
resonant bending frequency still further. It
would appear, therefore, that consideration of
the free surface boundary condition will only be
significant in those cases where the sloshing
mass is an appreciable portion of the total
vibrating mass, as in the bending of relatively
low fineness ratio, uniform shells. For large
missile structures where the total bending mass

percent increase in resonant
bending frequency due to free surface effects in cantilever tanks hef. 9.6).

i

0

percent increase in resonant
bending frequency due to free surface effects in simply
supported tanka (ref. 9.6).
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is large, the liquid-sloshing mass can probably
be neglected in the calculation of overall bending resonant frequencies without significant
error. The solution for all six roots of the
coupled frequency equations also showed that
the coupled sloshing frequencies did not change
appreciably from their uncoupled values. Thus,
rigid-tank-sloshing frequencies appear to be
adequate for use in analyzing the bending tank
in a space vehicle.
Experimental Verification of Lagrangian Analysis

In order to correlat'e with the results predicted
by t,he simplified frequency equation, as given
in the preceding section, experiments were
conducted by Lindholm et al. (ref. 9.6) in which
the coupling effect on the bending frequency
mas measured for thin cylindrical shells with
cantilever and simply supported ends. Bending frequencies of several shells containing
water at various depths were measured, both

0

o

a2

a4

with a free liquid surface and a capped liquid
surface.
Data were obtained for two cantilever tanks
having l/d (length to diameter) ratios of 2.76
and 5.03. Figure 9.4 shows the experimental
and theoretical capped liquid surface (uncoupled) bending frequencies for the tanks as a
function of the fractional depth of the liquid.
The influence of the mode shape on the theoretical curves is readily apparent by the
difference in the two curves representing a
liiesr mode shape and parabolic mode shape.
I t can be seen that the actual data fell somewhere in between for both tanks tested. This
is readily explained from the fact that the actual
mode shapes, which were obt.ained by measurements on both tanks, also fell between a linear
and parabolic shape.
The difference in capped and uncapped
resonant frequencies for the same two cantilever
tanks is plotted in figure 9.5 as the percentage
frequency increase against fractional depth.
Here again, the data fell between that for the
two assumed mode shapes. I t is obvious that

0

0.6

0.8

1.0

Fractional depth of liquid (blR)

FIGURE9.4.-Theoretical and experimental capped rewnant bending frequency variation with liquid depth for
cantilever tanks (ref. 9.6).

o

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
Fractional depth of liquid Ibll)

FIGURE9.5.-Theoretical

1.0

and experimental percent increase in reeonant bending frequency versus liquid depth
in cantilever tanks (ref. 9.6).
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the extreme sensitivity of the theory to mode
shape requires the substitution of the actual
mode shape into the theory in order to get the
best possible prediction of coupled frequency
and percent frequency change.
Similar experiments were also performed on
circular cylindrical, simply supported tanks, the
results of which are shown in figures 9.6 and
9.7. I t can be seen that the agreement between theory and experiment was not as good
as with the cantilever tanks. The deviation
was explained as probably resulting from a lack
ofepropersatisfaction of the boundary condition
a t the tank bottom, and a considerable distortion in mode shape which occurs a t partially
full liquid depths. The theoretical curves were
based on a half-sine wave, but measurements
indicated that this shape approximated the
actual shape only for a c ~ m p l ~ efull
l y or empty
tank.
In general, it was concluded that for the cases
studied, Miles' theorg appeared to give an
adequate prediction of the influence of the liquid
motion on the elastic bending frequency, but
its use is complicated because of the strong
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(ref. 9-6).

dependence on actual mode shape, thereby indicating the necessity for a numerical formulation of a specific problem.
9.3

COUPLING OF PROPELLANT MOTIONS WITH
ELASTIC TANK BREATHING VIBRATIONS

General Discussion

0
0

0.2
0.4
0. 6
0.8
Fractional depth of liquid (bU)

FIGURE
9.6.-Theoretical

1.0

and experimental capped resonant bending frequency variation with liquid depth for
simply supported tanka (ref. 9.6).

Vibrations of vehicle tanks in which the wall
motions are predominantly radial, such that
both flexure and stretching of the wall occurs
while the longitudinal axis of the tank remains
straight, are often referred to as breathing
~brati$na. For tha pl_?_rpcses
nf t,hiw chapter:
the term "breathing vibrations" will include
shell modes that display both circumferential
and axial wave patterns for rotationally symmetric tanks, with the axially symmetric
circumferential modes being included as one
case. I t is recognized that this type of vibration can be very important in shell-like structures where the walls are thin compared to
other dimensions. Although most space ve-
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hicle tanks are not simple shells, since they
usually have internal stiffeners or other structural components of various designs, it is highly
desirable to attempt to predict their breathing
vibrational behavior on the basis of simple
shell theory as an approximation to the actual
tanks, since analytical predictions are otherwise
virtually impossible. Of course, the accuracy
of the predicted behavior depends on how
well the actual tank conforms to such a
representation.
The purpose of this section is to discuss
breathing vibrations of thin shells, as they
apply to rocket vehicle tanks, and to consider
the influence of the liquid propellant and
pressurization on this type of vibration of the
tank wall. Virtually all of the work in this
area to date has been concentrated on the
circular cylindrical tank, obviously because
of its vide use in the main stages of
current vehicles ; theref ore, the present emphasis will also be on that geometry, although
it must be admitted that breathing vibrations
in shells of other geometry can be equally as
important. The intent here is to give, first,
a rather general discussion of shell vibration,
and to describe in some detail the behavior of
empty circular cylindrical shells to have
some measure of understnrlding of this type
of vibration in purely shell-like structures.
Then the variations in this behavior caused by
internal pressurization and the presence of
fluids will be considered.
Breathing Vibrations of Empty Shells

A review of the work done to date on the
vibration of empty shells of various geometries,
including a general discussion of assumptions
often used in simplifying the analysis of the
problem, together with an extensive reference
list, has been presentjedby Hu (ref. 9.7). Only
a few comments from this review \\dl be
repeated here to introduce our discussion of
empty shell vibrations, and the results of only
a few of the more fundamental andyses wvill be
mentioned. I t is pointed out that, because of
the complexity of the problem, the analytical
as well as the experimental results accumulated
in the technical literature do not present an
entirely clear picture of shell vibrations, even

for the simplest shell geometries. The main
diEculty lies not in the formulation of a set
of equations describing the shell vibrations,
but rather in the simplification and solution of
these equations. As a result, various approximate theories are introduced to solve certain
classes of shell vibration problems.
RayleighJs theory of inextensional vibrations
assumes that for the fundamental modes, the
middle surface (an imaginary surface situated
a t midthickness of the shell wall) of a vibrating
shell remains unstretched. The displacement
functions of the middle surface can be determined with this condition, and the fundamental frequencies are then found from the
potential and kinetic energies corresponding to
these displacements. On the other hand,
Rayleigh's theory of extensional vibrations,
wvhich would be more appropriate for certain
modes, assumes that the shell deformation
consists mainly of stretching in the middle
surfnce.
Considering the strain energy that is periodically stored in the shell \vall during vibration,
the two approximate theories appear to be on
opposite extremes. In the theory of inextensional vibrations, the strain energy is
assumed to be associated with bending stresses
only, and no membrane streqses exist, since the
displacements are determined by the inestcnsion condition. But,, when membrane theory
is used to study estensiond vibrritions of n shell,
the strain energy is assumed to be solely associated with membrane stresses and that associated with bending is neglected. These two
approximations do not contradict each other,
but are complementary for the purpose of
determining rnrious vibrational modes. The
tendency is to classify shell modes into these
two distinct groups.
In addition to the above two general approximate theories, there are other approaches
proposed for certain specific allell configurations.
The Donne11 equations for. circular cylindrical
shells and the Reissner equations for shallow
shells are exmiples (a shallow shell is one in
which the ratio of rise to span is much less than
1, say one-eighth). In these theories, the
governing differential equations are simplified
by neglecting what are considered to be the
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unimportant terms, based on geometric arguments for the specific case or on an order of
magnitude analysis. The accuracy of the
results obtained from any of the approximate
t.heories depends entirely on how well the basic
assumptions are satisfied in a given case. I n
addition, i t must be pointed out that virtually
all of the existing theories predict the free
natural vibrational modes of a shell; therefore,
how TV ell these conform to t,hoseencountered for
forced vibration again depends 011 the specific
case investigated.
Numerous investigations of circular cylindric d shell vibration have been conducted, one
of the most significant being that of Arnold and
Warburton (ref. 9.8). In this work, the emphasis is on vibration of shells wvith freely
supported ends (simply supported ends),
whereby the ends of the cylinder are held
circular but are not held by restraining moments. Under these conditions, the mode
shapes of vibration nssunie patterns like those
illustrated in figure 9.8. For such vibrational
forms, a given mode is completely specified by
t 1 ~ 0integer parameters: n, the number of circumferential stationary waves, and rn, the
number of axial stationary half waves. Although not sho~vnin the figure, it is understood
that the n=O, m arbitrary (axially symmetric
circumferential pattern) modes are included in
the present consideration, while n= 1 is not,
since it corresponds to a bending motion,
already discussed in the previous section of
this chapter. Theoretically, an infinite number
of such modes is possible in a given shell. I t
is recognized that in a space vehicle tank,
simply supported end conditions may not be
exactly duplicated, and the effects of varying
end conditions will be discussed later.
Considering vibration in the above modes,
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FIGURE
9.8.-Forms of vibration of thin cylinders with
freely supported ends (ref. 9.8).

equations relat.ing the t,hree component displacements u, v, and w in the directions x, y, z
(fig. 9.8), of a point in the middle surface of
the shell. I n the present case, this is most
readily accomplished by assuming a vibration
form compatible wvith the end conditions; i.e.

mm
u=A cos - cos n9 cos wt
l

m m sin n9 cos w t
v=B sin I
w=C sin

mrx
COS 7t8 COS wt
l

(9.4)

L L ~ J l O l ~JU 1 U G A C P U ~ l U UU~U I tJAMIIJlUU&l

assumptions are correct over a wide range of
the integers m and n, and, therefore, those
approximat,ioon cannot be used in this case.
For modes of vibration in which both circumferential and axial modes exist, both bending
and stretching of the shell \$-all must be considered. Under these conditions, a method of
deriving a frequency equation given in reference
9.8 can be summarized as follows: First, obtain

where 9 defines the angular position in a cross
section; n and m/2 are, respectively, the number
of circumferential and axial wavelengths; and
A, B, and C are constants. Then, using these
forms, the strain energy is expressed in terms
of the displacements and the kinetic energy in
terms of the time rate of change of the displacements. Further, both strain energy and
kinetic energy are functions of the three dis-
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placement variables u, v, and w, and the
Lagrange equations are utilized to form three
equations relating the displacements. A frequency equation is then formulated from these
three displacement equations.
Some results obtained from the method
described above are shown in figure 9.9, in
which frequency is given in the nondimensional
form

&=j m n

0
0

L0

20

\vherefmnis the natural frequency of the m, nth
mode. In the axial wave length factor Am,the
1 is t'he shell length, and a is the ratio of shell
thickness h t o mean radius a. I t might be
pointed out that these results represent only one
of three natural frequencies that exist for each
nodal pattern, all of which can be obtained
from the above theory. However, these are the
lowest of the three freauencies, and are therefore considered the mosi significant. From figure 9.9, progressing from figures 9.9(a) to 9.9(d),

10
40 0
L0
Axial wave length factor Am = m r a l l

20

3.0

FIGURE
9.9.-Theoretical frequency curves for cylinders with freely supported ends (ref. 9.8).
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energy in the vibrating shell. This is shown
qualitatively in figure 9.12 where a strain energy
factor as a function of circumferential wave
pattern is shown at a constant value of A,= 3.81,
and a =0.01. Note that this curve corresponds
to the frequencies of a vertical cross-plot of
figure 9 . 9 ~at a constant value of Am=3.81. I t
is now apparent that Rayleigh's purely extensional vibration theory is a good approsimation
only for small values of n (depending on t,he
value of A,), the inextensional t,heory is good
only for larger values of n, and neit,her is
accurate over int,errnediate vrtllies of n. Fung
et al. (ref. 9.10) have shown that in the empty
cylindrical shell the minimllm frequency is
approximately given by

and has a nodal pattern of the nearest integer to
O

0

1.0
20
Axial wave length factor. A,,,

FIGURE9.10.-Natural
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frequencies of empty cylinder8
(ref. 9.8).

the effect of wall thickness on the frequency is
readily apparent. An experimental correlation
with figure 9.9(d), also taken from reference 9.8,
is shown in figure 9.10, where the agreement is
seen to be very good.
Figure 9.11, obtained by Lindholm et al.
(ref. 9.9), is given for comparison with the above
work of Arnold and Warburton. The theoretical curves in this plot also are for freely
supported circular cylinders, but are based on
the shallow shell theory of Reissner. Here the
ordinate scale is plotted to a slightly different
nondiiensional frequency parameter. The
nondimensiond form of all the above results
lends itself i v e l to tise ir deeig, qprox~iations.
A very interesting observation can be made
from figures 9.9 through 9.11. That is, for a
given tank and m-pattern (fixed A,), the lowest
natural frequency does not necessarily have the
simplest circumferential pat tern. Arnold and
Warburton (ref. 9.8) have shown that this
behavior results from the partitioning of strain
energy between bending energy and stretching

As long as

xm<<m
Considering that in space vehicles (particularly in the first stages where cylindrical
tanks are used) the tank walls are usually
integral with the shell of the entire structure,
the assumption of freely supported ends may
not be a good approximation to the actual
tank end conditions. An approximate method
of estimating the effects of restraining moments
applied at the ends has been presented by
Arnold and Warburton (ref. 9.11). The
increase in frequency for a given mode as a
result of fixing the ends perfectly can be
estimated by applying an appropriate correction factor to the results presented in figures
9.9 t h r c ~ g k!?.!I, and the:: an c s t i ~ a t eef the
actual increase can be made by selecting some
intermediate frequency. This procedure is illustrated in figure 9.13.
Having selected the curve for a particular
mode from figures 9.9 through 9.11, say an
m=3 and n=arbitrary curve, it would appear
as shown in figure 9.13, and would represent an
axial mode pattern as shown in figure 9.13(a).
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FIGURE
9.11.-Theoretical and experimental natural frequencies of empty cylinder8 (ref. 9-91.

as in figure 9.13(b). The frequency f2 for this
condition may be obtained from the curve at
an equivalent wavelength factor given by

where c,=0.3. The frequency f2 is then an
estimated upper limit, and the actual frequency I\-ould fall sorne15-here be tween f, and
f2. Details of this approximation are given
in reference 9.1 1.
Breathing Vibrations of Shells Containing Fluids
0
2

6
10
14
Number of circumferential waves, n

FIGURE9.12.-Strain energy due to bending and stretching
(ref. 9.8).

Having described in some detail the general
aspects of breathing vibrations of empty
circular cylindricill shells, 71-e now turn to the
effects of including multiple, immiscible, heavy
and light fluids inside the shell. For the
present case of space vehicle applications, we
consider a cylir~drical shell partially filled
with a heavy fluid (liquid) to some arbitrary
depth, such that the liquid has a free surface,
and is topped by a light fl11ic1 (gas) at some
arbitrary pre~sure. Among various properties
that can be significant in the problem at hand,
both fluids possess relatively small viscosity,
and both possess finite compressibility and
density, although these properties are d r n s
tically different for the liquid and the gas.
During different parts of the flight, the relative
amount of liquid and gas inside the tank
changes as fuel is expended. In view of this
rather brief statement of the problem, this
section is devoted to a general discussion of
the influence that the multiple fluid column
exerts on the vibrating tank, and the methods
of analyzing that influence.
Considering the typical fluids, pressures,
and geometries used in current vehicle tanks,
m
l~iiiiiberuf the h u w n snecLs
it B S ~ S ~ Bthat
~S
of the internal fluid column on the breathing
vibrations of the tank can be summarized in
terms of several basic categories, most of which
depend on the relative heights of the liquid and
gas in the multiple fluid column. These
categories are:
(I) The viscosity of typical rocket propellants is small; therefore, inviscid flow theory is
usually used in analyses of the problem.
- A

Wavelength factor, A,=

mtalR

FIGURE9.13.-Effects

of end conditions on breathing
frequencies of empty shells (ref. 9.11).

For a given tank with freely supported ends,
corresponding to a given XI, one would obtain
a given frequency f, at A,. However, for a
tank of the same geometry but with perfectly
$x-ed ends, the mode pattern would appear
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(2) Internal static pressurization causes a
stiffening effect in the shell; it adds potential
energy to the system.
(3) The multiple-fluid column possesses both
compressibility and inertia ; therefore, i t can
sustain pressure modes of oscillation a t various
frequencies, even in a rigid tank. I n the flexible
tank, this adds additional degrees of freedom,
and linear coupling of these modes with the
breathing modes of the tank is expected.
Further, the possibility of the existence of high
pressures a t some point in the tank, due to a
resonance in such a pressure mode, can be very
important in itself. Thus, the system can
sustain coupled pressure modes as well as
coupled wall breathing modes.
(4) The inertia of the fluid column causes a
hydrodynamic loading on the shell wall which,
in effect, results in a nonuniformly distributed
apparent mass being added to the wall, so that
the inertia of the breathing tank is considerably
increased. This effect r e s d ts predominantly
from the liquid pnrt of the fluid column, because
of its greater density.
(5) The liquid free surface phenomena add
additional degrees of freedom to the breathing
fluid-tank system, so that linear coupling of this
motion must be considered.
(6) I t has been found tliat, umder cbertttin
conditions, the free surface motion can cause
the tank brenthing vibration to become strongly
nonlinear, giving rise to n r i o u s nonlinear
coupling effects.
The above listing of the influence of the flulid
on the breathing tank is given more or leyh in
the order of increasing complexity of sniilysis.
Two basic methods of approach hnve beer^ uhcd
to analyze the fluid behavior-compressible flo~v
theory, and incompressible flo~v theory, but
neither alone is capable of predicting all effects.
The beha\-ior is spread over a wide frequency
range and, b y and large, each analysis is restricted to some part of this frequency rtinge.
Inviscid co~n~ressible
fluid theory, along \\.it11
some set of shell equations, has been used to
investigate effects mentioned in p n r a g r ~ p h s
(2), ( 3 , and (4) above. The wave equation is
used as the governing differen tin1 equation for
the fluid, and the interaction \\.it11 the tank wall
is specified by equating the normal accelerations

of the fluid and the shell a t the shell wall, along
with equating the fluid pressure and hydrodynamic loading a t the same point. This type
of analysis is particularly useful for determining
the coupling effects of pressure modes in the
fluid column, and can be used to predict the
hydrodynamic inertia effects of both the liquid
and the gas, but is not normally used to predict
liquid free surface effects.
Inviscid incompressible fluid theory, along
with some set of shell equations, has been used
to predict effects indicated in paragraphs (4)
and ( 5 ) , and even those of ~ a r a g r a p h(3). T h a t
is, this type of analysis is useful for predicting
liquid apparent mass, and free surface effects,
and can further be used to predict coupled
axisymmetric, longitudinal pressure modes, for
i t is found that these modes coincide with the
corresponding axisymmetric (n=O) shell breathing modes, for the case of a relatively incompressible fluid in a flexible tank. A number of the
nvailnble analyses consider only the hydrodynnmic. loading effects of the liquid, neglecting
the free surface effects, while some consider
both. The degree to \vhich free surface effects
are neglected, in the former ease, varies in the
cliff erent studies tliat have been performed.
All of tlie tlnalyses assume potential flow so thnt
Lapluc~e'sequation is assumed to be the governing differential equation for the liquid; the
boundary conditions a t the shell \\-all require
that the liquid normal acceleration be equal to
that of tlie tank and that the liquid pressure
equal the hgdrodynamic loading of the tank
\\.all in all cases, but different solutions result
from the imposition of different boundary
c.nnditions nt the liquid free surface.
I t has been pointed out in chapter 2 that
the basic linearized free surface conditions for
free surface oscillations are the following: At
the free surface we must have

where [ is the elevation of the free surface
above the undisturbed surface level, and is n

function r=r(r, 8 ) in cylindrical coordinates,
and cp is the velocity potential. Equation
(9.5), called the dynamic condition, requires
that the dynamic pressure at the free surface
be constant (i.e., the ullage pressure), while
equation (9.6), called the kinematic condition,
requires that no fluid mass cross the free surface boundary. I t has further been pointed
out that both conditions can be combined to
give

on the free surface. Just how these conditions
are imposed at the free surface is n-llnt determines whether the free surface coupling is
included in these analyses using incompressible
flow theory.
Nonlinear coupling of free surface motions
and tank breathing vibrations has been investigated experimentally, and analytical investigations are in progress, but no specific
results have yet been reported.
Each of the following portions of this section
is devoted to a discussion of various analyses
and investigations of the above-mentioned
liquid effects on breathing vibrations of shells.
Virtually all of the work has concentrated on
circular cylindrical shells having freely supported ends and rigid bottoms. Some of the
analyses investigate more than one of the
indicated effects, but none is capable of
predicting all effects.
Light Compressible Fluids

Fung et al. (ref. 9.10) have investigated both
analytically and experimentally the effects of
internal pressurization on the breathing modes
of freely supported cylindrical shells, for the
case where only a gas is present in the fluid
column. The pressurizing gas is considered
to have no mass; as a result, it adds potential
energy to the overall system, but the inertia
of the system is the same as that of an empty
tank. Strictly speaking, this is a limiting case
application of compressible flow theory, since
the inertia of the gas is neglected and, as a
result, the wave velocity becomes large. The
analysis is applicable to the actual case only
for vibrational frequencies well below the

coupled pressure resonances in the compressed
fluid column.
In contrast with the method of deriving a
shell frequency used by Arnold and Warburton,
here the Timoshenko shell equations (ref. 9.12),
written in terms of the displacements u, v, w ,
are utilized, and the loading terms are comprised of the static internal pressurization and
dynamic tank inertia terms. Inertia of the
internal fluid is neglected. Displacements of
the type in equations (9.4) are assumed and a
rather complex frequency equation results.
For comparison, a simplified frequency equation is further derived using Reissner's shallow
shell theory (ref. 9.13), \\-ith the longitudinal
and tangential shell inertia terms neglected in
the governing differential equations. This results in the equation

po being the static internal pressure in the
cylinder. I t must be emphasized that this
expression is most accurate in general for larger
values of n (i.e., say n>2), where shallow shell
theory applies, and no coupling with fluid pressure resonances is allowed. The existence of
this trend was determined by comparing the
results of this frequency equation with the
results of the previously mentioned, more
exact frequency equation. Equation (9.8) is,
of course, also suitable for the empty tank for
po=O. Results for this case are s h o ~ - nto be
similar to figures 9.9 through 9.11 of t,he
previous section.
Results calculated from equation (9.8) when
the internal pressurization is not zero are shown
in figures 9.14 through 9.16. The lowest
natural frequency and its associated mode shape
for a given empty shell were discussed in the
previous section. From figure 9.14, it can be
seen that pressurization alters the mode shape
of the lowest mode to a lower order pattern,
while, at the same time, all natural frequencies
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equations for the circular cylinder, with loading
terms composed of internal static pressure, shell
inertia due t o radial motion only, and fluid
inertia from the apparent mass of the pressurizing fluid, the following frequency equation is
formulated for the coupled breathing modes
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FIGURE9.14.-Number of circumferential waves at the
lowest frequency versus internal pressure (ref. 9.10).

are increased. This is shown in figures 9.15
and 9.16, dong with experimental correlation
with equation (9.8).
I t is further pointed out (ref. 9.10) that for a
given forced input to a cylindrical shell, the
anlpI'itude of the response of the various modes
nt resonance is very erratic, and larger responses are by no means confined t o the lowest
modes. Therefore, where breathing responses
in shell-like strlictures are anticipated, a lnrge
rnnpe of frequencies must be examined.
Compressible Fluids With Inertia

T o study pressrlre resonunce coupling over
u wide runge of parameters in n breathing shell,
nlong with the hydrodynamic loading of the
shell \vull, it is necessary t o include both the
coinpressibility and inertia of the fluid column,
\vllet her it con tnins on1y pressurized gas or
liquid, or both pressurized gas and liquid.
Such nnnlyses itre applicable at frequencies,
where the colnpressibility effects are important,
but are xiot readily capable of including the
liquid free surface effects.
Berry and Reissner (ref. 9.14) have investignted the effects of pressurization with fluids
of significant mass, where only one fluid completely fills the tank. Using shallow shell

which is most accurate for circumferential values n 1 2 . I n this equation,
D = Ehs/12(1- u s )
and mj is the apparent mass of the internal
fluid. The fluid apparent mass is derived
assuming small mot.ions of an inviscid, compressible fluid; hence the wave equation is
solved with boundary conditions such that the
unsteady fluid pressure a t the cylinder wall
represents the fluid loading on the tank, and
the normal velocity of the fluid .at the tank wall
is the same as the jvdl ve1ocit.y. Solutions for
this pressure distribution are taken in the form
xx
q=ei*' cos no sin 1 Q(r)

As a result, the following apparent mass is
obtained:
mj=poa

for k,<X1

for k,>X1
(9.10b)
where
XI=-,

po

is the reference static fluid density,

wa
1 kc=--,Cn co being the velocity of sound in

na

the fluid a t the reference pressure, and J , and
I , are the ordinary and modified nth-order
Bessel functions, respectively.
It can be seen that the solution for the frequency, w, from equations (9.9) and (9.10),
is a difficult task. Tables of solutions are
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9.15.-Theoretical and experimental natural frequencies versus internal pressure (ref. 9.10).
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given in reference 9.14 for some limited values
of the parameters involved. In general, it is
concluded that the effect of including inertia
and compressibility of the internal fluid column
is to lower the natural frequencies of the breathing vibrations of the shell in comparison with
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lnternal pressure, p,

3

. dyne / c m a x lo-'

4

FIGURE
9.16.-Theoretical and experimental natural frequencies versus internal pressure (ref. 9.10).

their values (i.e., those predicted by eq. (9.8)
or for m,=O in eq. (9.9)) when the inertia and
compressibility of the internal fluid are absent.
In addition to the coupled shell breathing
mode frequencies given by equation (9.9),
there also occur higher natural frequencies, each
of which is associated with a particular number
of pressure nodal circles in the oscillating fluid
column. That is, the assumed form of pressure
distribution nllo~\~s
for a multiple pressure wave
pattern to be established in t,he fluid, in the
radial direction. For heavy liquids, it is
estimated that the frequencies of these coupled
pressure modes are nearly equal to those of a
free boundary column of liquid. In other
I\-ords, the presence of the liquid in the shell
has a significant effect whereby it lorn-ers the
tank breathing modes, while the flexible tank
\vall has a less significant effect on the frequencies of the assumed form of pressure
resonances in the free column of liquid.
Saleme and Liber (ref. 9.15) have investigated the effects of a compressible fluid column
on the breathing shell, both for the case of the
shell completely filled with one fluid, and also
for the case of the shell filled with two separate,
im~nisciblefluids. Their approach to the tank
filled with one flliid is essentially the same as
that of Berry and Reissner (ref. 9.14), just
discussed, except that tangential inertia terms
are kept in the shell equations, so that two
ndditionnl sets of natural frequencies result for
each modal pattern of the shell. The lower set
of these natural frequencies correspond to those
obt nined by Berry and Reissner, using equation
(9.10b) for the apparent mass factor; lower
frequency resonances corresponding to those
obtained for the case for which equation (9.10a)
applies were not discussed. For multiple,
immiscible fluids, a method of superposition is
indicated for the solution of certain modes;
ho\ve\-er, no nppreciable nurllerical calculations
have been completed.
Finally, n few comments must be added with
rcgnrd to the fluid pressure modes considered in
the previous two analyses. Only longitudinal
oscillational pressure distributions of tlhe type
q=&(r, 6, t) sin ~ U
!I

X
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were considered, in which all multiple pressure
wave patterns have zero amplitudes a t both ends
of the liquid column. I t must be emphasized
that other coupled pressure modes, particularly
axisymmetric modes which result in a maximum
pressure amplitude at the tank bottom (as occur
for longitudinal tank excitation), can be excited
in the compressible fluid-elastic tank combination (or even in an incompressible fluid-elastic
tank system). Such axisymmetric pressure
modes can occur within the same frequency
range as the nonsymmetric coupled tank breathing modes of the form shown above, depending
on the shell geometry and the properties of the
fluid. Pressure modes of this type in a longitudinally excited cylindrical shell filled with a
compressible fluid have been studied by Reissner
(ref. 9.16). The shell is considered strictly to
be a circumferential membrane, and a prescribed excitational pressure is assumed to act
at t,he bottom of the fluid column. This
analysis shows that pressures a t the tank bottom
become very large a t a coupled longitudinal
resonance of the fluid column.
The very similar, and more practical, case of
a prescribed oscillatory acceleration at the
bottom of an elastic cylindrical tank containing
a liquid has already been discussed in chapter 8.
Longitudinal pressure responses, of the type to
which we are now referring, can be approximated by equation (8.60) in chapter 8, and the
frequencies at which the resonances occur are
those values where this equation predicts infinite
pressure. Thus, for a liquid in an elastic tank,
the lowest set of the axisyrnmetric, longitudinal
pressure modes, in which the radial pressure
distribution is essentially plane, can be approximated by water-hammer theory, as shown in
chapter 8. This approximate analysis is a
special case of that of Reissner's, mentioned
ahnvn, n
_
d
it. h~qcmns kss ~ ~ ? l _ r p _pitt ~!cro~r
liquid levels. More accurate analyses of these
coupled longitudinal modes have become available only recently, and w i l l be discussed briefly
a t the end of the next two sections.

incompressible Fluids (Free Surface Effects
Neglected)

T h e hydrodynamic loading inertia and pressurization effects of fluids on the breathing

shell can readily be analyzed using incompressible fluid theory, while ~leglectirlgthe free
surface effects by some suitable assumption.
In this section, we discuss several methods by
which this has been done, along with experimental confirmation of the analyses.
Based on ideas presented by Reissner (ref.
9.16)) and Berry and Reissner (ref. 9.14), which
hare beer1 discussed in the preceding section,
Lindholm et al. (ref. 9.9) developed u frequency
equation for the completely liquid filled tank,
similar to equation (9.9), using incompressible
theory for the fluid, in an unpressurizeti circular cylindrical shell. The method is essentially the same as that of Berry arid Reissner
(ref. 9.14), except that the Laplace equation is
taker1 as the goverr~i~lg
equation for tlie liquid)
and the radial deflection is taken with m 1 :

>

w=&,

7n*2

sin -cos no cos wt
1

and the pressure distribution is taken as

(y)m ~ 2

q= C~,,L

sin

cosn8coswt

I t may be noted that this form of pressure distribution requires that the free surface remain
essentially plane; hence, the free surface effects
are neglected. The liquid apparent mass is

in which Arn=mua/l. I t may be noted that
this expression is the same as equation (9.10a)
when k,4O (or when co-, oo ), a result anticipated
in reference 9.14 for heavy fluids. In this case.
equation (9.9) becomes

Results predicted by this eqnation for a thin
shell filled with water, ulorlg with experimental
.correlation, are shown in figure 9.17. For comptirison purposes, it may be noted that these
results were obtained from the same cylinder
as that used for the empty shell data shown in
figure 9.11. The theoretical curves in figure
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FIGURE
9.17.-Theoretical and experimental natural frequencies of liquid-filled cylinder in breathing vibration (ref. 9-91.

9.11 were obtained from equation (9.12) with
m,=O.
Further experimental work was performed in
reference 9.9 to determine the liquid effects on
frequency at partial liquid depths, as shown in
figure 9.18. The data are for water in a freely
supported steel cylinder with a=3.77 centimeters, h=0.229 millimeter, and 1=23.4 centimeters. Further, figures 9.19 anil 9.20 show
experimental data showing the effect of liquid
depth on axial mode pattern for two different
modes. Distortion of the axial pattern from s
sine wavo is especially apparent at liquid depths
other than empty or full.
Keeping in mind the above-indicsted distortion of axial mode pattern, Leroy (ref. 9.17)
has presented an analysis for natural frequencies
of a partially liquid filled, unpressurized, cylindrical shell. The displacements of the distorted pattern are assumed to be representable
as linear combinations of all'the natural modes
for the empty cylinder:

x A,,, cos
OD

u=cos ne

Fractional depth of liquid (bU)

m

(9.13)

FIGIJEE
9.18.-Experimental variation of natural breathing
frequencies with liquid depth (ref. 9.9).

Similar to Lindholm et al. (ref. 9.9), the liquid
free surface is assumed to remain essentially
plane, but an expression for the composite
hydrodynamic pressure loading of the shell wall
is determined, having components in each
mode of the linear combinations (eq. (9.13)), and
an arbitrary partial depth is allowed. Substituting these expressions into a suitable set of
cylindrical shell equations, an infinite order
-.
frequency determinant resuits. The naturai
frequencies can then be approximated numerically by assuming a limited number of modes
in the composition of the actual distorted
modal patterns. Figure 9.21 shows a comparison of some calculated results of this theory
with the experimental results shown in figure
9.18 for two different modes.
One of the most complete investigations of
the effects of both pressurization and liquids

a t partial depths in breathing cylindrical shells
with freely supported ends has been performed
by Mixson and Herr (ref. 9.18). An analysis
was carried out, combining a number of the
methods already here discussed with that
given by Baron and Bleich (ref. 9.19) for
partially filled cantilever shells, and then compared with experimental results. Basically, Lagrange's equations are utilized to obtain the
equations of motion of the coupled system. For
this approach, of course, the kinetic and potential energy of the combined system must be determined. The potential and kinetic energy
of the shell is expressed in terms of displacements using a method similar to that used by
Arnold and Warburton (ref. 9.8), except that
additional terms are included to allow for
internal pressurization. Only radial inertia
terms for the cylinder are included, so that
only the lowest set of natural frequencies is
determined, and inertia for the pressurizing
gas is neglected.

OD

v=sinn&x
m
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Anticipating axial mode shape distortions at
partial depths, the shell displacement functions
are chosen as linear combinations of a finite
number of the modes of the empty shell in the
following form :
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9.21.--Comparison of Leroy theory with experiments for breathing modes (ref. 9.17).

The kinetic and potential energies for the
arbitrary depth column of liquid are determined using incompressible potential flow
theory, employing the boundary conditions a t
the shell wall, as have already been discussed,
but the free surface effects are neglected in a
different manner than that of Lindholm et al.
(ref. 9.9). Here the boundary condition at the
free surface employs equation (9.5), but g=O is
set into this equation. As in reference 9.19, it is
tti-gued that the signscant liquid free surface
modes occur a t very low frequencies compared
to those of the breathing tank. Therefore,
their effects can be neglected so that the free
surface is allowed to oscillate, but i t is assumed
that the potential energy associated with the
free surface motion is negligible. I n this case,
the kinematic equation, equation (9.6), is
still valid, but it is not necessary in order to
determine the velocity potential, a, in the
problem.

71

cos -

V,(t) sin -

S-o
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C U,(t)
a =O

C W,(t) sin
8-0

a

t

(9.14)

For empty or completely full shells only, where
little distortion occurs, the first term of each
expansion is satisfactory . Using Lagrange's
method, the equations of motion for the coupled
system are determined, and after the ussumption of simple harmoriic motion, a
3(N+ 1) order frequency determinant is obtained.
This frequency determinant, similar to that of
Leroy (ref. 9.17), can then be solved numerically
for any value of N, depending on the accuracy
desired. (Because of the complexity of the
frequency determinant that results from the
above procedure, the d e t i i s will not be given
here, but the original report (ref. 9.18) should be
consulted.)
Numerical computntions were performed to
predict a number of natural frequencies for two
different cylinders subjected to various conditions, and the results were compared with experimental values. Detailed characteristics of the.
two cylinders are summarized in table 9.1, p. 330.
For the simplo case of s tank pressurized with
a light gas and N=O (one-term approxinlation
of the displacements), the resulting frequency
equation is identical to equation (9.8), and the
experimental results obtained were similar to
that shown in figures 9.15 and 9.16. For a
pressurized liquid filled tank and N=O, the
resulting frequency equation is similar to equations (9.9) and (9.10) for the case of k,=O,
except that additional terms are included which
account for the effects of hydrostatic pressure
of the liquid and finite cylinder length. Correlation of predicted results with experiments
for this case is shown in figure 9.22. (The upper
figure is for cylinder 1, and the lower figure
is for cylinder 2.) For partial liquid depths,
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method outlined in the section on breathing
vibrations of empty shells to make the end
conditions equivalent to freely supported ends.
Only m = 1 modes were investigated ; however,
the analysis is applicable to higher modes as
well, as long as N is chosen to give sufficient
accuracy.
An analysis for p a r t i d y liquid filled cantilever cylindrical shells has been given by Baron
and Skdak (ref. 9.20), 11-hich is based on similar
work of Baron and Bleich in references 9.19 and
9.21. Although these analyses are for liquids in
cylindrical shells simply supported a t the bottom
and free a t t,he top, the methods of approach
can readily be modified and used with boundary
conditions more applicable to space vehicle
tanks, as has been done by Mivson and Herr,
previously described.
The case of longitudinal forced vibration of a
cylindricnl tnnk filled with an incompressible
fltlid lrns been inrestigated by Bleich (ref. 9.22),
~rsinguii tipprosinlute nntilysis. The emphasis is
on the nsisym~netric,longitudinal pressure dis tribution in the fluid column, and the effects of
the \\-all el~st~icity
are approximated by considering the tank to be a series of rings, rather
than using a conlplete shell analysis. Free
surface cffects nrr neglected. The results are
cornpur:~blc t c l the findings of Reissner (ref.
9.1G),mentioned in the preceding section, as
well as the water-hammer analysis given in
chnpter S. That is, for a relatively incompressible liquid in a flesible cylinder, one can
neglect the compressibility of the liquid; for this
cnse the nnulysis of Reissner (ref. 9.16), and the
\\.titer-hnrnmer analysis of chapter 8, essentially
reduce t o the analysis of Bleich (ref. 9.22).
Althoqh the liquid is considered incompressible, t~ longitudinal asisymmetric pressure
mode, having a maximum at the tank bottom,
still occurs in a system in which the inertia is
assumed to lie solely in the liquid, and the
effective ~ompressibilit~y
to be solely in the tank
\\.all. I n effect, the resulting modes represent
n=0 shell displacement modes which can be
upproxirnated by
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FIGURE9.22.-Theoretical and experimental natural frequencies for pressurized, water-filled cylinders (ref. 9.18).

for both the cases of N = O and of A'= 1 (o11cand two-term npprosimntion to the displaccments), cnlculntions nlso were perfomled iiild
comp~~red
to esperirnetltal results. For convenience, some of the compared results lire
shown in figllres 9.3311 thro~tgli 9 . 2 3 ~ . (All
datn nre for cyliiider 2, and in= 1 mode*.)
Theoretical curves are show11both for the es11c.t
theory and for n simplified tlpprosinlutioli of
the liquid appnrcnt mass. The experiment nl
results were obtained from cylinders having
fixed ends, but nre conipared to theoretical
results for freely srtpportecl ends by ~tsinpthe

where At, is determined by the liquid depth b,
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TABLE9.1.-Details of Experimental Cylinders
[Ref. 9.181

rather than the tank length 1. Obviously this
simplified assumption of displacement violates
the zero-displacement boundary condition a t
the tank bottom, and a, series is required for
exact satisfaction of that boundary condition.
A more detailed numerical analysis of the
above type of longitudinal modes has been
performed by Palmer and Asher (ref. 9.23), and
verified experimentally. This work becttnle
available only shortly before the final print,ing
of this monograph so that the details could not
be included here. However, the existence of
the n=O bulging modes described above is
verified, and it is found that these modes are
intermixed frequencywise, with the nonaxisyrnmetric breathing modes (n22), described in the
previous sections of this chapter. This reference should be consulted for the details of such
modes. One more recent investigation of these
modes is discussed a t the end of the next
section.
incompressible Fluids (Free Surface Effects Included)

Breathing vibrations of partially liquid filled
shells, with the free surface effects neglected,
were considered in the preceding section. I t
was pointed out by Baron and Bleich (ref.
9.19), however, that for the case of partially
full cylindrical shells simply supported a t the
bottom and free a t the top, with free surface
effects included, the coupled breathing modes
were still very nearly the same as if free surface
effects had not been included, while additional
resonances corresponding to coupled fuel sloshing modes occurred a t very low frequencies, near

the values they would have in a rigid container.
In this present section, similar results will be
found for a freely supported cylindrical shell.
Chu (ref. 9.24), and Chu and Gonzales
(ref. 9.25), have investigated breathin,a vibrations, including free surface effects, for a
partially liquid filled, freely supported cylindrical shell. Displacement functions of the form
for a completely empty shell as in equations
(9.4) are assumed in the computations for the
partially fulI tank, allowing no distortion of the
mode shape. The dynamic shell equations of
Yu (ref. 9.26) are used, except that tangential
and longitudinal inertia for the shell is neglected.
The hydrodynamic loading of the shell wall is
determined, allowing for both inertia of the
liquid and free surface effects. Potential fluid
flow is utilized, as has been described previously,
except that here the free surface boundary
condition is given by equation (9.7). I t is
found that, in the hydrodynamic loading, the
additional terms due to the free surface effects
are very small unless the excitation is in the
vicinity of a frequency corresponding to a
natural liquid mode for a similar rigid cylindrical
container. Since in practical cases small damping is always present, it is concluded that these
effects are negligible except for the very lowest
liquid modes. Hence, for a shell frequency
higher than those of the first several uncoupled
sloshing modes, it appears that the liquid free
surface effects on the shell breathing motion are
negligible.
Computations were performed for the m = l ,
n=4, and m=2, n=4 modes for a shell with
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h/a=0.00606, and all =O. 1609, for several liquid
depths, and compared in reference 9.24 with
experimental results from figure 9.18. The
results are shown in figures 9.24 through 9.26,
along with the results of additional computations performed in reference 9.25, in which
distortion of the mode shape was accounted for.
For these cases, the terms due to free surface
effects were negligible.
The ratio of natural frequency for partial
liquid depth to empty tank frequency agrees
well with experimental data only for the m = l ,
n=4 mode when using the undistorted mode
shape approximation. The results from reference 9.25 were obtained by including mode shape
distortion, using a Galerkin procedure (10 x 10
matrix), and it was found that the second-mode
results then agreed better t.han the first-mode
results, as can be seen in figures 9.24 and 9.25.
Since the empty tank frequency was a critical
factor in the frequency ratio as given, the absolute frequencies were compared in figure 9.26.
I t can be seen that the agreement between
theory and experiment is good except for the
empty tank frequencies. I t was suspected that
this discrepancy was the result of nonuniformities in the shell.
It must be emphasized that the above results
indicate that the effects of the free surface are
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negligible only for the case where the shell
frequency is higher than the first several
uncoupled liquid surface frequencies. No investigation was made to determine the effects
for a case where these conditions did not hold,
although it appears that the computations could
be based on the analytical results of reference
9.24, assilming that it is physically possible to
have a cylindrical shell of some geometry that
possessed breathing frequencies in a low range
near the corresponding sloshing freq rlencies for
that geometry.
Breathing vibrations, of a shell with free surface effects included, hnve been tlnalyzed by
several additional investigators; however, only
a brief comment on these yt udies will be itll.luded
here.
Fontenot and Lianis (ref. 8.27) have investigated the case of u full, pressurized cylindrical
shell using a perturbntion technique. Rabinovich (ref. 9.28) has analyzed the partially full
cylindrical shell, using the Vlusov shell eqilntions arid a Lagrnnge-Ctit~ch intecral to
determine the hydrud?-n:inlic preisrlre o n the
shell. The natural frerl~~cnciesund nt~trlrnl
modes of the shell are obtained by expressing
the modes as linenr combinations of the ernpty
tank modes, similar to the methods used in
several of the articles previously described.
Computed results for n frrll tank compare well
with experimental data of Lindholm et nl. (ref.
9.0). Natushkin and Rakhinlov (ref. 9.29)
have investigated the partially filled cylindrical
tank with arbitrary encl conditions, while
Samoilov and Pavlov (ref. 9.30) have investigated ti liquid-filled hemispherical shell. This
liquid-filled shell configuration has also been
investigated by Hwang (ref. 9.31). I t was
found that only very wenk coupling exists
between liquid silrface and shell breathing
modes, similar to the findings for the case of a
cylindrical tank. Shmakov (ref. 9.32) has investigated axially symmetric vibrations of a
cylindrical shell containing liquid, including
free surface effects. Again, these modes corresporld to breathing modes, such that the tank
radial displacement is independent of the angular position a t all levels (n =0). As has already
been mentioned, these modes are of most concern for longitudinal excitation. I t is found

that the lowest shell mode suffers axial distortion for various partial liquid depths, similar to
that observed for the regular breathing modes
of the partially filled shell, already described.
One final reference should be included in
this discussion of cylindrical shell breathing
vibrations including free surface effects. Ben1
et al. (ref. 9.:33), utilizing a numerical analysis,
also have investigated the coupled tank b ~ l g i n g
(n =0)-liquid pressure modes. This analysis
became t~vailnble only shortly before this
monograph wns printed. I t ~ v a sfound that
the coupled modes separated into two groups:
the coupled liqliid surface modes and the
co~lpledbulging or pressllre modes. For pracBtical ra~iges of l a ~ i k parameters, the liquid
surface ruodes were foulid to be essentially
a t the same frequency as in a rigid tank.
Further, the symmetric bulging tank modes
occur primarily as an eschange of kinetic
energy of the fluid (i.e., all the inertia of the
system is in the fluid), arid the strain energy
of the shell (i.e., a11 the elasticity of the system
is in the shell). The influence of shell bending
stiffness was found to be negligible, and that
of shell inertia secondary, in tanks of engineering interest.
Nonlinear Effects
General

The preceding sections of this chapter have
been devoted to a discussion of various linear
effects of fluids on the breathing vibrations
of cylindrical shells. Most of the analyses
are concerned with the natural free vibrational
frequencies of the shell and liquid, and small
vibration theory is assumed throughout, for
liquid free surface oscillations, pressure oscillations, and shell wall oscillations. I t follow-s,
then, to question a t what physical amplitudes,
if any, of the various oscillations in the liquidshell system, does the linear theory fail to
describe adequately the overall behavior of
the system? Further, are the frequencies
influenced by the excitation in the case of
forced vibration? An experimental investigation along these lines has been performed,
and some of the results are summarized in
this section.
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Kana et al. (refs. 9.34 and 9.35) have experimentally investigated some of the nonlinear
breathing behavior of several elastic shells
containing liquids with free surfaces under
forced vibrational excitation. Cylindrical shells
of about 0.254-millimeter wall thickness, 22.9centimeter length, and about 3.8 1-centimeter
mean radius were used with water for most of
the investigations. In particular, liquid surface
responses and shell wall responses were observed
for both simply supported and cantilever
shells subjected to lateral or longitudinal
excitation. Responses were studied for various
liquid depths.
Generally, it was concluded that laterally
excited empty shells display an essentially
linear response during breathing vibration up
to amplitudes as large as one-half the wall
thickness for the shells investigated. A typical
empty cylindrical shell response is shown in
figure 9.27. Full, simply supported shells
also display a response that is linear, for the
0. 18
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FIGURE9.28.-Experimental forced response of full simply supported shell (ref. 9.34).
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most part, up to the same amplitude limit, as
can be seen from figure 9.28 for the same tank
and mode. Some slight nonlinear softening
is apparent at the larger amplitudes; a similar
result occurs for a partial liquid depth where
the liquid surface is in the vicinity of an axial
,,A,
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FIGURE9.27.-Experimental forced response of empty
simply supported shell (ref. 9.34).

If the liquid surface is not in the vicinity
of an axial node, and particularly if it is in the
vicinity of an axial antinode of the shell motion,
then a marked nonlinear softening response
occurs for the shell, as can be seen from figure
9.29. Here, the response is linear up to only
about one-tenth the wall thickness, and is
strongly nonlinear softening for larger amplitudes. The region marked "I" on the figure
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FIGURE9.29.-Measured forced reeponee of partially full
rimply supported shell (ref. 9.34).

is the region of instability of a typical nonlinear softening response, where jump phenomena occur, as indicated by the dashed lines.
Region I1 is a second region of instability that
occurs in this case, and is not a t all typical of a
nonlinear softening response. The behavior
of the system in this region will be discussed
subsequently. I t is obvious that "small" vibration for the partially full tank in this case
refers to amplitudes of less than at most onetenth wall thickness. Experimental natural
frequency data for partial liquid depths, discussed earlier and shown in figure 9.18, were
taken at such small shell amplitudes. The
numbers on each of the response curves in
figures 9.27 through 9.29 give only a qualitative indication of the relative forcing amplitude
for that respective curve.
Liquid free surface response in the form of
high-frequency ripples is most pronounced for
the case where the mean surface level is a t an
antinode of the shell motion. In fact, the
excitation of the high-frequency free surface
motion may be the source of the nonlinearity

of the shell response. The liquid has a tendency to pile up at the shell wall in the vicinity
of the antinodes of the shell motion. For very
low shell amplitudes, with the liquid surface
near an axial antinode, or for even larger shell
amplitudes, with the liquid surface near an
axial node, very little free surface motion is
apparent. I t appears, then, that the wall
motion a t the liquid surface is most important
in determining the free surface motion.
Similar responses were observed for cantilever
shells subjected to either lateral or longitudinal
excitation at various liquid levels. However,
for longitudinal excitation, an additional peculiarity in the breathing vibration was observed. I t was found that the longitudinally
excited cylindrical shell with liquid would
readily respond in breathing modes at frequencies that were subharmonic to the excitation, as well as at frequencies the same as that
of the excitation. These subharmonic responses have yet to be explained, although they
are obviously the result of some unknown
nonlinearity. (The subharmonic response of
tanks undergoing vertical
liquids in +d
excitation was discussed in detail in ch. 8.)
Nonlinear Coupling

I t has been pointed out earlier that when tank
breathing resonances occur at frequencies
considerably higher than those of the significant
liquid-sloshing modes, one would not normally
consider interaction between the two motions
to be very probable. However, where nonlinearity exists, experimental studies (refs. 9.34
and 9.35) have shown that this reasoning does
not prove to be correct.
We pointed out in the paragraphs just preceding that a nonlinear shell response occurs
for the forced vibration of a cylindrical shell
containing a liquid to such a depth that the
free surface is near an axial antinode of the
shell modal pattern, and some measured response data for this case were shown in figure
9.29. This type of response is typical for
virtually all breathing modes, as long as the
liquid depth is within the proper range, corresponding to the shell mode being investigated.
Within the region indicated "11" in figure 9.29,
a most peculiar coupling occurs between the
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high-frequency shell motion, and lowv-frequency
liquid surface motion.
As indicated in figure 9.29, region I1 is
composed of a number of subregions, within
each of which some symmetric liquid free
surface mode, a t its respective low frequency,
can be excited by the high-frequency breathing
motion of the shell. The form of the first
three symmetric liquid modes is shown in
figure 9.30, and is based on experimental
measurements.
As an example, within the region marked
"mode 1," in the cylindrical shell described in
the previous section, the first symmetric liquid
surface mode is excited at about 5.1 cps by
the shell breathing motion occurring at, say,
856 cps (for excitation frequency a t 856 cps),
and about 0.025-millimeter shell amplitude.
The liquid surface motion was observed in
some cases to be as large as 1.5-centimeter
amplitude. Simultaneously, the high-frequency
shell mution exhibits an amplitude modulation
a t 5.1 cps. Once this type of coupling sta~rts,
it appears to stabilize a t some amplitude
combination for the liquid and shell, and
continues indefinitely as long as the excitation
conditions are unaltered. The coupling can
be excited by either transverse or longitudinal
excitation of the shell.
Further experimental data for this behavior
are shown in figure 9.31, where oscilloscope
photographs of the shell mall and liquid surface
responses are compared for three different
excitational conditions and three different
liquid modes. Only the envelope of the
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0
(L4
Normalized radial lccation
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FIGURE9.30.-Experimental symmetric surface modes generated by breathing vibration (ref. 9.34).
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FIGURE9.31.-Phase

of tank and liquid motions for
coupled vibration (ref. 9.34).

modulated high-frequency shell motion can be
seen, and the liquid surface response represents
the liquid motion at the center of the tank.
These photographs correspond to response
data obtained near the m = 2 , n = 5 mode in a
cantilever shell about three-fourths full of
liquid, conditions different from that represented by the response curve of figure 9.29.
However, the response photographs are typical
of the coupling behavior, regardless of which
shell mode is excited, and for both cantilever
m"Ufree!y acppcrtcd a d s . The liquid mode
excited depends on the excitational and, therefore, shell response conditions, as indicated by
the four subregions corresponding to the first
four symmetric liquid modes. I n the 7.62centime ter-diame ter cylinder studied, these
modes occurred with largest liquid response a t
5.1, 7.5, 9.4, and 11.7 cps, respectively.
A theoretical analysis of the nonlinear
coupling described above has recently been
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completed by Chu and Kana (ref. 9.36).
This report was only being written during the
final preparation of this monograph; therefore,
the details could not be presented here. Also,
a somewhat similar coupling of liquid surface
motions with a vibrating rectangular tank has
been described in section 8.3 of chapter 8.
9.4 COUPLING OF PROPELLANT MOTION AND

ELASTIC TANK BOTTOM
General Discussion

In many respects, it appears plausible that
the interaction between propellants and elastic
bottom motion should display the same general
characteristics as that between the propellants
and the breathing vibrations of the tank walls.
In fact, vibrations of the elastic bottom correspond to breathing vibrations of the tank.
Hence, it might be conjectured that all of the
general discussion of section 9.3 concerning the
interactions of the propellants and the elastic
walls also apply to interactions of the propellant with an elastic bottom. Of course,
the geometry of the bottom, as well as the
presence of drain lines and manifolds attached
to an actual vehicle bottom, would considerably
complicate the analysis of the coupled bottom
vibrations.
Apparently, only few investigations of elastic
bottom behavior have been performed, and
even those are rather simple nature, in that
they consider only a flat bottom in an otherwise
rigid tank. However, the results of these
studies still give valuable qualitative indications
of what behavior might be expected for the
more practical, more complicated' geometric
shapes and, therefore, we shall summarize them
briefly here.

circular plate equation governs the bottom
motion in the second.
The fluid is considered incompressible and
ideal so that it is governed by Laplace's equation, while the boundary conditions a t the tank
walls are the same as for a completely rigid tank.
At the fluid surface, the boundary condition is
equation (9.7), while a t the tank bottom the
normal velocity of the liquid must equal that of
the vibrating bottom. In either the case of
the thin membrane bottom or the thin flat plate
bottom, the solution for the natural vibrational
frequencies of the coupled boundary value
problem results in an infinite order determinant
for the coupled natural frequencies.
For the membrane bottom (ref. 9.37), numerical solutions were obtained for the first oeveral
symmetric coupled frequencies by truncltting
the determinant a t the eighth order. The
resulting modes might be called the first several
coupled liquid surface modes. Depending on
the value of the membrane tension, the coupled
membrane modes would occur at higher frequencies and could not nornlnlly be ohtninetl
from only an eighth-order trunca tic)11 of the
frequency determinant. Figure 9.32 s h o t r s the
general behavior that is predicted by the
numerical results for the first tw-o symmetrical
sloshing modes of the liquid surface a t a rather
shallow liquid depth. The examples are for

in

With Free Surkce
Bhuta and Koval have investigated the interaction between the liquid surface oscillations in
a rigid cylindrical tank having a thin, flat
membrane bottom (ref. 9.37), and having a thin,
flat plate bottom (ref. 9.38). The two analyses
are virtually identical except, of course, that the
thin circular membrane equation
the
bottom motion in the first case, while the thin
Coupling

T ,Tension i n membrane, dyneslcm

FIGURE9 . 3 2 . - 1 ~ f i u ~of~ ~bottom
~
elasticity on surfice
mod-

(ref. 9.37).
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rigid tank, but the effect is rather small. I t
can further be seen that the coupling effect
diminishes for increasing liquid depth, and
becomes negligible for b/d>%. Finally, it may
be noted that an increase in liquid density tends
to raise the coupled sloshing frequencies very
slightly. I t must be remembered that in a
rigid tank the sloshing frequencies are independent of the liquid density. Similar conclusions are found for the case of the thin, flat
plate bottom in reference 9.38.

water in a 2.54-meter-diameter tank. Additional numerical results are shown in tables 9.2
and 9.3 in which the natural frequencies in
radians per second are given for the first several
symmetric modes, and comparison with several
experimental values for water in a 7.62cen timeter-diameter tank is given in table 9.4.
From the numerical examples for this case, it
can be concluded that the bottom elasticity
tends to lower the liquid surface natural
frequencies below their respective values in s

TABLE
9.2.-Natural Frequencies in a Rigid Tank With an Elastic Membrane Bottom
[Ref. 9.371
[ p ~ = 1.00 gm/cc]
(a) b/a=O.lO
Natural frequency, radlsec, for

Mode
number

s, dynelcm-

1.75X 10"

8.75X 10"

1.75X 107

4 . 3 7 ~107

8.75X 107

1.75X 10'

2.938
5.443
7.632

3.140
5.658
7.743

3.207
5.693
7.757

3.254
5.713
7.764

3.271
5.717
7.768

3.279
5.718
7.771

1 Rigid

1- - - - - - - - - - - 2- - - - - - - - - - - -

3-

-----------

tank

3.258
1.726
7.770

(b) b/a=0.25

Natural frequency, radlsec, for T,dynelcm-

Mode
number

1.75X 10"

8.75X 1 P

1.75X 107

4.37x 107

8.75X 107

4.189
7.042
8.798
10.128

4.563
7.1268.806
10.129

4.625
7.134
8.807
10.129

4.663
7.139
8.807
10.129

4.676
7.140
8.807
10.129

1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

lo8

1.31X

4.681
7.141
8.807
10.129

1.75X 10'

Rigid tank

4.683
7.141
8.808
10.129

4.689
7.142
8.808
10.129

(c) b/a= 0.50
--

-- -

I

Mode
number

Natural frequency, radlsec, for T, dynelcm-

I

8.75X 1 0 V . 7 5 X 107

4-37X1w~

I

I

8.75X 107

I

I

1.75X

lo8

i

Rigid tank
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TABLE
9.3.-Natural Frequencies in a Rigid Tank
With Elastic Membrane Bottom for Diferent
Liquid Densities (Ref. 9.37)
[r=4.37X 1W dyne/cm; b/a=0.50]

Mode
number

--

Natural frequency, rad/sec

-

p ~ =0.0378

I-----2---,-3,----4------

gram/cc

5. 237
7. 352
8. 862
10. 142

p ~ =0.505

gramlcc

5. 321
7.353
& 862
10. 142

9.22). The effect on pressure distribution was
obtained by considering the volume changes of
the flexible bottom, but the free surface kinematic condition was neglected. The obtained
approximate results are valid only for frequencies well below the resonance of the tank
bottom. Finally, the effects of a flexible
bottom have been included in the investigation of Palmer and Asher (ref. 9.23).
9.5

EFFECTS OF THE ELASTIC STRUCTURE ON
VEHICLE STABILITY AND CONTROL'
General Discussion

The influence of the liquid on the coupled
bottom breathing modes was not discussed in
reference 9.37 or 9.38, perhaps because these
modes would occur at higher frequencies
depending on the bottom flexibility, and a
higher order frequency determinant would
be necessary to predict them. However,
judging by the influence of only the apparent
mass effects of the liquid on n breathing shell,
it is anticipated that the coupled bottom breathing modes would occur a t considerably lower
frequencies than their respective empty tank
values. Such modes would have a very important effect on the pressure distribution
in the tank.
A formulation of the problem of forced
longitudinal vibration of liquid in a rigid
tank with a thin membrane bottom has been
performed by Tong and Fung (ref. 9.39).
This problem differs from those above in that
the stability of small motions of the liquid
surface must be considered, and any practical
fuel sloshing that results will be g-subharmonic
in nature. The analysis, in effect, investigates
how bottom elasticity affects the onset of the
X-subharmonic sloshing that has been discussed in chapter 8. Since solutions and
numerical computations are not yet available
from this analysis, no further discussion can
be presented. An approximate analysis of
forced longitudinal vibrations of liquid in a
flexible tank, including the effects of a flexible
bottom, has been carried out by Bleich (ref.

With the increasing length of space vehicles,
the significant fundamental bending frequencies of the structure continually become lower.
The close grouping of control, propellant, and
bending frequencies creates acute problems
because of the interaction of these various
modes with propellant sloshing. This indicates
that an additional danger of instability rcsuiting from propellant sloshing due to the
elastic behavior of the vehicle is present, which,
of course, becomes more critical because of
the low bending frequencies and the overall
low structural damping. I t is possible to
reduce these interactions by various techniques
(refs. 9.40 and 9.41), as follows:
(1) Proper location of the sensors, which
minimizes the amplitude of the input signal.
This means that an attitude gyroscope should
be located a t an antinode; however, this can
be accomplished for only one bending mode,
and even then, is not exactly possible because
of the tankage of the vehicle, and the varying
frequencies and mode shapes during flight.
Generally, the fundamental bending mode is
the most critical mode and is usually phase
stabilized, while higher modes are strongly
attenuated.
(2) The input from the sensors to the control
system should have small gains a t the natural
frequencies. This can be accomplished by
filters and shaping networks, if the frequencies
1

Thia section was written by Helmut F. Bauer.
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TABLE9.4.-Comparison of the Fundamental Theoretiiml and &perirnental Frequencies for Rigid Bottom

j

and Flexible Bottom Tanks (Ref. 9.37)

Natural frequency, rad/sec
Rigid tank

bla

0.50- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Percent change in frequency

Flexible bottom tank

Theory

Experiment

Theory

Experiment

Theory

4.93
5.00

5.27
5.43

4.90
4.98

5.23
5.40

0.61
.40

Esperiment

1

1

0.75
.55

I

are not too close to the control frequency.
At the present time, the most important point
is the provision of appropriate filters.
(3) Proper location of heavy propellants,
tank geometry, proper gain settings, and
baffles.
As has been seen in chapter 7, the stability
characteristics of the vehicle with respect to
propellant sloshing is influenced by the tank
geometry, which determines the amount of
sloshing propellant, its location in the tank,
and its natural frequencies. Subdivision of
tanks into small compartments by radial walls
offers great advantage in the reduction of
sloshing masses, as has been discussed in
chapter 2; furthermore, this increases the
eigenfrequency of the propellant slightly, thus
shifting it away from the control frequency but,
unfortunately, a little closer to the elastic
frequencies. Although the latter effect makes
the situation with respect to frequency slightly
less favorable, the main dynamic result is
governed by the considerably reduced sloshing
mass.
Stability is also strongly influenced by the
tank location; that is, the slosh mass location
with respect to the vehicle center of mass.
pmnn,,"
- - 3 Culiurs
IA
p;l a o u u u g b ltuu
in the controi
system providing appropriate phases also exhibit a tremendous influence upon the stability.
A parametric study is usually made to investigate the possibility of eliminatiig instabilities
resulting from propellant sloshing and indicates
the amount of damping necessary in the tanks
A.U

yul

-'..-

to maintain overall vehicle stability. This is
achieved by determining stability boundaries
in terms of the amount of damping of the
propellant required in the tank for various
locations along the vehicle. We shall present
an example of such an analysis.
For simplification in the treatment of the
equations of motion of a spttce vehicle, an
equivalent (analytical) mechanical model describing the motion of the propellant in the
tank is used. (See ch. 6.) Only the first
bending mode will be considered and propellant
sloshing in only one tank is to be included. All
effects due to aerodynamics, inertia, and compliance of the swivel engine are neglected. I t
is furthermore assumed that only the amount
Fs of the total thrust F=Fl+F2 is available for
control purposes. Previous investigations of a
rigid space vehicle with a simple attitude control, as described in chapter 7, showed the
possibility of a significant danger zone where
instability can occur if the tank is not properly
baffled. This danger zone is essentially between the center of gravity and the center of
instantaneous rotation. This approximation is
only valid for values l/u,,v:<l,
where v,=w,/w,
is the ratio of sloshing to the control frequency.
For most practical cases, the center of mstantaneous rotation for a rigid vehicle marks
approximately the location where the danger
zone starts. The other intersection point of
the stability boundary with the fraxis, however, is more critical to changes in the parameters. If the slosh frequency is below the
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control frequency (natural frequency of pitch
mode), the danger zone increases aft of the
center of gravity, and more effective baffling
is required for stability. Control damping
increase in the subcritical region requires
increased baffling, while control damping increase in the supercritical region requires less
baffling.
Decreasing the gain value, ao, at constant
control frequency, increases the danger zone
slightly to the aft of the vehicle and requires
more effective baffling. A decrease in the
bafiiing requirement can be obtained by increasing the slosh frequency by a change of
tank geometry, as discussed previously. Here,
it can already be seen that the difficulty in
providing control of forces resulting from
propellant sloshing in the tank of a rigid space
vehicle can be reduced not only by baffling but
also by the proper choice of the tank form, and
by proper selection of the control system. This,
of course, is even more so if the influence of the
elastic behavior of the space vehicle is considered. All the large space vehicles exhibit
very low bending frequencies, which makes the
inclision of a t least the first bending mode
necessary.
Equations of Motion and Control Equation

To obtain some general knowledge of the
influence of the various parameters and to
determine the amount of damping in the propellant tank necessary to obtain stability, the
interaction of translation, pitching, and bending
motions and propellant sloshing was investigated (ref. 40). Only the first sloshing mode is
considered in the annlysis because the effect of
higher modes is generally negligible for circular
cylindrical t a n h 2

The slmhing masa of the second mode is leas than
3 percent of the sloshing maaa of the firat mode for n
liquid in a cylindrical tank with circular cross section.
In a quarter-sector tank arrangement, however, the
next pronounced sloshing mode exhibita a mass of
about 43 percent of that of the lowest one. (See ch. 2.)

The coordinate system (fig. 7.1) has its origin
in the center of gravity of the undisturbed space
vehicle; that is, when all generalized coordinates
are zero. The accelerated coordinate system is
replaced by an inertial system such that the
vehicle is considered in an equivalent gravitational field. The x-coordinate of this inertial
coordinate system is tangent to the standard
flight path. Furthermore, acceleration in the
direction of t.he trajectory, mass, moment of
inertia, etc., are considered constant.
The equations of motion have already been
presented in chapter 7. Considering translatory
motion, equation (7.16); pitching motion,
equation (7.17) ; the first mode of t'he propellant
motion in three containers, equat,ion (7.20), for
A= 1, 2, 3 ; n= 1 ; one bending node, equation
(7.22), for v = 1; and a simplified control equntion of t,he form

one obtains (with the usual ~tssumption for
solution of the form e b e l , where sw, is the
complex frequency, sw,= u + i w ) homogeneous
algebraic equations of which the coefficient
determinant must vanish in order t,hat a
nontrivial solution exists.
Stability Boundaries

The main results of the influence of the
interaction of propellant sloshing, bending
vibrations, and the control system upon the
stability of the space vehicle can be obtained
if we treat the equations of motion and the
propellant as being free to oscillate in three
tanks. This seems to be sufficient since, usually,
even in large space vehicles, only three of the
tanks will exhibit large sloshing masses. The
sloshing propellant masses of tanks with light
propellants and tanks of smaller diameter can
be neglected. The characteristic polynomial
in s is

i

\
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and the coefficient determinant is

(9.17)

I

The coefficients Bj depend on the parameters:

1
1

,
1

I

p,=m,/mo=ratios of modal mass of liquid
over total mass of space vehicle
{,=control damping
us= w,/w,= frequency ratio of undamped
propellant frequency to undamped
control frequency
y,= damping factor of propellant
f,=x,/k,=ratio of the coordinate a t the
location of the modal mass of the
propellant to the radius of g-vration
of the space vehicle
Y, Y'=displacement and slope a t the first
bending mode. (Subscript 1, 2, 3
means at location of sloshing masses,
subscript B means at looation of
gyroscope, and subscript E means
at swivel point of the engines.)
IBI

an-,=
10

Ba

MB/mo=generalized mass ratio
tE=xs/kr=ratio of distance of swivel point
of engines from center of gravity to
radius of gyration
f,, &=distance between rear tank and upper
tanks, respectively
ao=gain value of attitude control system
g,=struc tural damping
p,, p2= phase-lag coefficients
The stability boundaries are characterized
by the roots, one of which, the real part, will
be zero, while t,he others are stable roots. With
the Hurwitz theorem for a stability polynomial
of nth degree (ref. 9.42), this is
B,=O and H,,-l=O
where H,-l represents the Hurwitz determinant
of the form

Bs

...I

B,

. ..I

(n- 1) lines and columns

...I

Representing the stability boundaries in the

(t,,7,)-plane, the Hurwitz determinant HI,
=0
results in

where the functions C,((J are polynomials in
, The stability boundary for the undamped
liquid is Co(€,)=O, representing intersection

points with the €,-axis. For all points (5,) ys)
above the stability boundary, the system is
stable. Because B,=O, the stability boundary
is limited both at the left and a t the right.
From B,,=O, it is recognized that the corresponding stability boundaries to the right
and left are given in the form of straight lines
perpendicular to the €,-axis. These boundaries,
however, play no practical role. Substitution
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of ts=yr=O into the Hunvitz determinants
determines whether the origin is in the stable or
unstable region.
A necessary and sufficient condition for
stability is that (ref. 9.43)
(1) The coefficients B,, B,,,, Bn-3. . .>O

A similar result is obtained for increasing control system damping. An increase in the

generalized mass and bending frequency shows
the opposite effect. The larger the bending
frequency, the more the system becomes independent of the location of the position gyroscope
and structural damping. A strong effect is
if n is even
B1, Bo>O
experienced by changing the phase-lag coeffiif n is odd
cients pl and p2. I n the unstable area, an
increase in p, yields an increase in stability.
(2) The Hurwitz determinants H,_,, Hn-a, For positive bending slope, the usual structural
. . .>o
damping is sufficient to guarantee stability in
The situthe practical range of O<p,<0.2.
if n is even
ation is quite different with regard to the
if n is odd
phase-lag coefficient p2, increase of which
exhibits decreasing stability and limited possiTo obtain the basic results of the influence
bilities for improvements in the location of the
of the propellant sloshing on the stability of the
gyro. For certain values, the gyro can only be
flexible vehicle, the propellant is considered
located within a short range of small positive
free to oscillate in only one container. This
bending slope. For p2>0.006, no gyroscope
is done by removing the fourth and fifth lines
location can be found that will yield stability
and column from determinant equation (9.17).
within the practical range of structural damping
This yields the characteristic polynomial in s
of the space vehicle.
For an elastic space vehicle with a simple
control system having no phase-lag coefficierlts
(eq. (7.26) with gi=O and p4=p2=O), it
Numerical Resulh
can be seen that the danger zone for instability
In the numerical evaluation, the distance
of the vehicle is (compared to a rigid vehicle)
of the swivel point from the center of gravity
enlarged to both sides of the center of gravity,
was chosen as x~=12.5meters and the radius
and the center of instantaneous rotation. This
of gyration as k,=12.5 meters. The total
requires locally more (about three times more)
length of the vehicle is 57.5 meters. Furtherdamping than for a rigid space vehicle (ref.
more, half of the thrust has been considered
9.44). For increasing modal mass, p , more
available for control purposes.
damping is needed in the danger zone to
For an elastic vehicle without propellant
guarantee stability of the vehicle, as can be seen
sloshing, it can easily be shown that for a gyrofrom figure 9.33. The vehicle is stable if s
scope location exhibiting positive bending mode
container of large modal sloshing mass is located
slope, the vehicle is essentially stable, if proper
outside the danger zone. The influence of
structural damping is present and the phase-lag
decreasing frequency ratios, v,, of the propellant
coefficient p, is smaller than 0.025. The various
natural frequency, us, to the control frequency,
parameters have essentially the following
w,, is also exhibited in figure 9.33. For v,>l
effects. Increasing the control frequency enand increasing, the stability in a decreasing
hances the stability in the domain of positive
danger
zone is enhanced. The approach of the
bending mode slope at the gyroscope location,
control
frequency toward the propellant freand enlarges the instability in the unstable area;
quency,
or vice versa, not only increases the
i.e., for a gyro location exhibiting negative slope
danger zone but also requires more damping to
of the bending mode. This means that more
maintain stability. For v,>5, the wall frictiorl
structural damping would be necessary if the
gyroscope is situated at a location on the
(y,=0.01) is already sufficient to prevent
vehicle exhibiting negative bending mode slope.
instability.

{
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FIGURE9.33.-Stability boundaries for an elastic vehicle
with a simple control system, varying modal mass,
control frequency, and control damping.

re,

The change of the control damping,
indicates that, for increasing subcritical damping,
r,<l, the stability in the danger zone will be
diminished, whereas, for increased supercritical
damping, {,>l, the stability is enhanced.
Furthermore, the danger zone decreases for
increasing damping.
The influence of the control factor, a,,, of the
attitude control system is considerably more
pronounced than in the case of a rigid vehicle.
With decreasing gain values, the danger zone
increases tremendously over almost the complete vehicle length and demands considerable
damping in the tanks to maintain stability
(fig.9-34!.
The generalized mass of the space vehicle
also has some influence, as shown in figure
9.34. For increasing generalized mass, the
trend exhibits increased stability. This means
that uniform vehicles (Me/mo=0.25) are more
stable than nonuniform ones; it furthermore
indicates that when the propellant is nearly
exhausted, stability will be enhanced since a

FIGURE9.34.wStability boundaries for an elastic vehicle
with a simple control system, varying slosh frequency,
gain factor, and generalized mass ratio.

nonuniform vehicle approaches more and more
the state of a uniform beam as flight time
continues.
One major factor in the stability of elastic
space vehicles is the influence of the bending
frequency. For large bending frequencies, of
course, the stability is enhanced and approaches
the values for a rigid vehicle. With decreasing
bending frequency, the stability decreases and
additional baffling is required (fig. 9.35).
The slope of the bending mode at the location of the position gyroscope should preferably
be chosen as positive, that is, the gyro is located
aft of the bending loop; however, this is
prsticnS i?lpcssiE2.
Usu~y
the
, gJyoscope
is located in front of the bending loop, and t'he
slope at its location is negative. I t can be
seen that, for increasing negative slope of the
bending mode at the gyro location, the danger
zone is increased and the stability is decreased.
The further the position gyro is moved from
the bending loop toward the nose of the
vehicle, the more damping is required, and
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p2=0.00084 second squared. Two main cases
have been investigated. The f i s t one considers
the position gyroscope in a location where the
bending mode exhibits positive slope, which
would be a favorable location for stability.
I n the second case, the gyroscope is located
(as is in most space vehicles) in the forward part
of the vehicle, an unfavorable location by
necessity where the bending mode slope is
negative.
Figures 9.36 through 9.38 show the results
for the first case of gyro location at positive
bending mode slope. The danger zone is
considerably decreased, and in most cases
shifted toward the vicinity of the center of
instantaneous rotation. With increasing sloshing mass, the zone increases slightly, shifts
slowly farther toward the nose of the space
vehicle, and requires more damping.

FIGURE
9.35.-Stability

boundaries for an elastic vehicle
with a simple control system, varying bending frequency,
and mode shape.

the larger the area becomes where b d e s
have to be introduced to maintain stability.
With twice the bending displacement, the
stability decreases, the danger zone increases,
and a little more than twice the amount of
baffling is required to obtain stability.
For aneelastic space vehicle having a simple
control system with phaselag coefficients pl
and p2, the situation with respect to propellant
sloshing is quite enhanced for proper control
gains?
The phase-lag coefficients have been chosen
for this example to be p,=0.05 second and
a It may be noted that the simple control system
treated here is by no means close to those customarily
employed in actual vehicles, but was selected for
reasons of simplicity in this treatment. Yet, even
such a simple system already exhibits a tremendous
improvement for the idealized vehicle having no engine
compliances, etc. The proper description of the real
control system, taking into account lead network,
filters, and actuator system, would be of much higher
order and would make the numerical evaluation very
unwieldy.

-8endiq

FIGURE9.36.-Stability

mcde Gyroscope \

boundaries for an elastic vehicle
with an idealized control system (positive bending
slope), varying modal mass* control damping, and slosh
frequency.
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The change of the control damping, c,, indicates that for increasing subcritical damping,
{,<I, the danger zone decreases and the
stability in it is intensified. The influence of
decreasing the frequency ratio, v,, exhibits
the following behavior: if the two frequencies
approach each other, the danger zone increases
toward the end of the vehicle and requires more
local damping; as the sloshing frequency approaches the bending frequency, the danger
zone appears at the tail of the vehicle and requires more baffling to maintain stability.
The result can be summarized by stating that
increasing control frequency increases the
danger zone, which when near the bending
frequency will cover the entire vehicle.
Increasing slosh frequency, ws<wB, first decreases the danger zone to a small region about
the center of instantaneous rotation, and then
creates a new danger zone at the tail of the

FIGURE9.38.-Stability boundaries for

an elastic vehicle
with an idealized control system (positive bending),
varying control system gain, and lag factor.

PICURE9.37.-Stability

boundaries for an elastic vehicle
with an idealized control system (positive bending
slope), varying generalized mass ratio, bending frequency, and mode shape.

vehicle as soon as it approaches the bending
frequency. The change of the gain value, a,,,
of the attitude control system exhibits hardly
any influence. Increasing bending frequency,
, shifts the danger zone from the front part
of the vehicle toward a location between the
center of gravity and the center of instantaneous rotation, which is the danger zone of a rigid
vehicle (fig. 9.37).
A very important influence upon the stability
of a space vehicle is exerted by the location of
the position gyro. (See fig. 9.38.) Shifting the
gyro from the taii oi the vehicie toward the nose
shows a continuous decrease in stability and
requires increasing baffling to maintain stability. The danger zone shifts with increasing
magnitude toward the rear of the vehicle.
Location of the gyroscope in the region of
positive bending mode slope is therefore desirable; however, because of the unavailability
of a location and the gyro's use for many stages,

t
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FIGURE9.39.-Stability boundaries for an elastic vehicle
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FIGURE9.40.-Stability

with an idealized control system (negative bending
slope), varying mass ratio, slosh frequency, and gain
factor.

boundaries for an elastic vehicle
with an idealized control system (negative bending
slope), varying bending frequency, mode shape, and
generalized mass ratio.

this cannot be accomplished, so that filters
and phase-shaping networks have to provide
the necessary lags. The change of the phaselag coefficient pl for decreasing magnitude
shows a decrease in the danger zone and an
enhanced stability. A small change of the
phase-lag coefficient p2 (for a gyroscope loc&
tion in the rear of the vehicle) does not exhibit
any appreciable influence.
The results of the second case of a gyro location at a negative bending mode slope is exhibited in figures 9.39 through 9.41. The danger
zone is considerably larger than in the case of a
gyroscope location at positive slope of the
bending mode. I t is even larger than in the
rigid body case. The danger zone is located aft
of the center of instantaneous rotation and extends nearly to the end of the vehicle. With
increasing sloshing mass, more damping is re-

quired in this zone; for smaller sloshing masses,
it also extends toward the nose of the space
vehicle.
The change of the frequency ratio, v,, exhibits
the following behavior: if the control and
sloshing frequencies approach each other, the
danger zone increases toward the end of the
vehicle and requires more local damping;
further increase of the sloshing frequency (or
decrease of the control frequency) enhances
stability, and thus decreases the danger zone
and locally required damping in the propellant
container; approaching the vehicle bending
frequency exhibits a strong increase in the
requirement of damping which, for a further
increase of v,, is again considerably reduced for
v,>8.5, and a reduction of the danger zone is
also noticed. Maintaining control, sloshing,
and bending frequencies well separated yields

,
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Bending mode

FIGURE
9.41.-Stability

boundaries for an elastic vehicle
with an idealized control system (negative bending
slope), varying control system parameter, and structural
damping.

a small baffling requirement to maintain
vehicle stability. The change of the gain value,
ao, of the attitude control system exhibits no
change of the danger zone and only a slight
increase of local damping requirements for
increasing magnitude.
Figure 9.40 shows the influence of increasing
bending frequency. For low bending frequency, of course, the danger zone is large and
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nearly covers the vehicle, past the center of
instantaneous rotation, with large local d.amping requirements. With increasing bending
frequency the danger zone reduces t o that of the
rigid body case and diminishes the local
baffling requirements by a factor of about 7.
The influence of the location of the position
gyroscope is again shown and exhibits essentially the same character as in the previous
case. Positive slope of the bending mode at
the location of the position gyro is very favorable for the stability of the vehicle. There is
only a very small danger zone around the
center of instantaneous rotation where the
mall friction of the propellant in the container
is already sufficient to maintain stability of the
vehicle. For a gyro location exhibiting zero
slope of the bending mode, the baffling requirements are about the same as those of the
rigid body case, while for a location of the
gyro on the vehicle with negative bending mode
slope, the danger zone is enlarged from the
center of instantaneous rotation toward the
rear of the vehicle. There is also an additional
danger zone in front of the center of instantaneous rotation. Both zones require large local
damping. For increasing magnitude, the
change of the generalized mass ratio, MB/mo,
shows a slo~vly decreasing danger zone and
decreasing local baffle requirements.
Figure 9.41 shows the effects of change of the
phase-lag coefficients. The increase of p, at
first shows a slight decrease in stability but
improves stability at a further increase. The
slight variation of the phase-lag coefficient p2
does not exhibit much change in stability.
Finally, the increase of structural damping, g23,
slightly improves the stability of the space
vehicle with respect to propellant sloshing.

APPENDIX

The kinetic and potential energy coefficients,
mi, and kg,, for the tank, subject to coupled
bending and liquid oscillations as shown in
figure 9.1, are given below. These are essentially the same as those given by Miles (ref.
9.5). Following Miles, i = 3 corresponds to a

bending displacement along 8=0 and i=s+ 3
corresponds to a displacement of the free
liquid surface from a plane normal to the axis
of the tank. The bars over the coefficients
indicate normalization by the total liquid mass,
M=*aabpL:
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The following notation has been used:

The mi,, k,,, and assumed bending mode
shapes for the cantilever tank are given as follows.
*The second term in the brackets includes the effect
of rotary. inertia of the tank walls not included in
ref. 9.5. M. is the total tank mass.

2

Cantilever Tank

/'

(-3)
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PRINCIPAL NOTATIONS

A, B, C=displacement constant coefficients
a= tank radius
ao,a,=gain value of attitude control system
b =liquid depth
c,=0.3 =equivaJent wavelength
factor constant

c,,=velocity of sound in fluid at
reference static pressure

D= 12(1-v2)
Eha =stiffness coefficient
d= tank diameter
E=modulus of elasticity
j= frequency (cps)

INTERACTION BETWEEN LIQUID PRO~~LLANTSAND THE ELASTIC STRUCTURE

f,,=natural frequency of m, nth
breathing mode of a circular cylindrical shell
(CPS)
f ( 2 ) =mode shape function for
bending tank
g= acceleration of gravity
.
ge= structural damping
h=shell wall thickness
hB=bottom thickness
J,,I,=ordinary and modifled nthorder Bessel functions
k,=~=compressibility factor
Co

of fluid in a breathing
tank
ki. j=generalized stiffness coefficient
k,=radius of gyration of space
vehicle about the mass
center
I= tank length
MB/mo=generalized mass ratio
m=axial wave number for
breathing cylindrical tank
m,=empty tank mass
m,=fluid apparent mass
m,, j =generalized mass coefficient
n=circumferential wave number for breathing tank

-

Z -=-axial
internal static
"-2Ehpressure 'parameter
-n s =POa
z =tangential
internal
static pressure parameter
p,,=internal static pressure
pl, pr=phasslag coefficients
Q ( T ) =unsteady
pressure radial
mode function
q=unsteodp internal pressure
q, =generalized coordinate
T , 8, Z=cylindrical coordinates (fig.
9.1)
T= kinetic energy
t= time
u8(t), V,(t), W, (t) =axial, tangential, and radial
displacement of middle
surface of breathing shell
as functions of time
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u, v, w=axial, tangential, and radial
displacement of middle
surface of a circular cylindrical shell
V=potential energy
z, y, z=cylindrical shell coordinates
(fig. 9.8)
Y, Y'= displacement and slope a t
the first bending mode.
(Subscripts 1, 2, 3 mean
at locations of sloshing masses, subscript G
means at location of
gyroscope, i n d subscript
E means at sw-ivel point
of the engines.)
z= axial coordinate from liquid
cent,er of gravity (fig.9.1)
a=h/a=shell thickness factor
for breathing tank
y,=damping factor of propellant
dimensional frequency
parameter for a breathing tank
l=liquid surface displacement
above undisturbed level
{,=control damping
h = y = s h e l l wavelength factor for breathing tank
p.=mr/mo=ratios
of modal
mass of liquid over total
mass of space vehicle
v =Poisson's ratio
u,=~~/w~=frequencyratio of
undamped p r o p e l l a n t
frequency to undamped
cont.rol frequency
6,&=distance between rear tank
and upper tanks, respectively
&=zE/k,=ratio of distance of
swivel point of engines
from center of gravity
to radius of gyration
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(,=x,/k,=ratio of the coordinate at the location of
the modal mass of the
propellant to the radius
of gyration of the space
vehicle
pL =liquid mass density
po=fluid mass density at reference static pressure
p,=shell mass densit.y
r =bottom membrane tension
@=liquid velocity potential

9(r, 9 ) =liquid surface mode shape
function
Qt,,

art ,=coupling

coefficients for
sloshing in bending tank
w =circular frequency
w, =empty tank resonant bending frequency
w,=resonant frequency for ith
coordiiate, i = l , 2, 3 . . .
w,+,=uncoupled liquid sloshing
frequencies

Chapter 10

Special Topics
Part I. Liquid Impact on Tank Bulkheads
John F. Dabell

10.1 INTRODUCTORY

REMARKS

ON

DOME

IMPACT

There are a number of possible operational
situations where a sudden thrust reversal on
the rocket or spacecraft may produce a sudden
alteration in the apparent relative gravitational
field of the fluid in the various propellant tanks,
and thus cause or tend to cause the fluid to
reorient itself at the opposite end of the tank
with such rapidity as to produce impact-type
loading on the far bulkhead. These situations
may be divided, for present purposes, into two
general types :
(1) Maneuvering or docking of spacecraft in
an essentially low gravity environment.
(2) Thrust termination in the atmosphere.
The impulsive accelerations imposed upon a
space vehicle during docking are very much a
function of the operational procedures and
latching and shock-absorbing systems involved
for the particular vehicle. Typical studies of
the first-generation docking program (ref. 10.1)
neglect the fluid dynamics of contained fluids.
As of this writing, quantitat,ive estimates of the
of r;;oGozs of cczt&erl, EqlirlS on t,he
motions of spacecraft seem to be confined to
the admittedly preliminary analysis of reference
10.2. Methods for estimating the possibility of
fluid impact in this case, and of the pressures
involved, seem not readily available, though the
entire field of low-gravity fluid mechanics is
under intensive study at the present time.
The extent of practical estimation procedures

is summarized in chapter 11, section 11.5, to
which i%e reader is referred.
The second general situation mentioned
above, thrust termination or alteration in the
atmosphere, has been of some concern up to
the present and it will be the purpose in the
remainder of this section to review what work
has been accomplished in this area.
Thrust termination in the atmosphere before
virtually all of the propellants have been used
can be intentional (mission abort, or perhaps
associated with short-range ballistic missile
fights) or unintentional (engine failure or
premature ignition during staging). In either
event, the possible rupture of a tank bulkhead
could result in a structural breakup or, in the
case of hypergolic fuels, could result in a fireball.
I n the cases of interest to manned space flight,
either the intentional or unintentional thrust
termination case will probably spoil the mission
and indirectly destroy the booster rocket (at
least until such time as practical booster
recovery techniques are perfected). As far as
current practice is concerned, whether or not
the upper bulkhead (or dome) of a booster
ruptures will be 0: z o consequczcs t c the
ultimate disposition of the booster; however, it
is necessary during an abort to separate the
man-carrying upper stages and anything else
recoverable and to insure that this equipment
and the men aboard are a safe distance from
the booster before it breaks up or a fireball is
formed. Hence, the possibility of rupturing
tank bulkheads by fluid impact during an abort
353
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or engine malfunction may be an importrant
safety consideration.
Experimental investigations of dome-impact
phenomena are limited in number. Chronologically, the first of three such studies was
carried out in 1957 a t Southwest Research
Institute (ref. 10.3), later published in condensed form (ref. 10.4). The second and third
studies (refs. 10.5 and 10.6) were carried out
almost simultaneously 7 years later at NASA
Langley and Southwest Research Institute.
Owing to the di£Eculty in documenting the
importance of this problem from operational
failures, and to the great diversity of rocket
attitudes, accelerations, etc., which are possible
when thrust is terminated, the overall problem
is not presently well set from the fluid dynamicist's point of view, either experimentally or
theoretically. As a consequence, much of the
experimental work to be reviewed is exploratory
in nature, and an adequate theoretical treatment has yet to be developed. Engineering
analyses are of the "order of magnitude"
variety, impact pressures estimated being very
much a function of initial assumptions regarding
fluid behavior (refs. 10.7 and 10.8).
10.2 SOME ESTIMATES OF THE

CONDITIONS
IMPOSED ON THE TANK FLUID BY THRUST
TERMINATION

As mentioned previously, the diversity of
possible rocket attitudes, accelerations, and
operational situations when thrust is unexpectedly terminated is so great that simple generalizations covering all possibilities are not feasible.
I t must be assumed that the data wvill be a t
hand to estimate the drag deceleration and subsequent behavior of the vehicle for thrust
termination or for loss of attitude control
during any portion of the flight. With such
estimates, the possibilities of fluid impact on
the dome can be assessed and the boundarg
conditions for the fluid dynamic problem set.
However, i t is not possible for interpretative
masons to sidestep this question altogether in
the present treatment, and some crude estimates of conditions which may be expected are
necessarp. For simplicity, i t will be assumed
that initially a rocket vehicle is proceeding on
some assigned trajectory under power and con-

trol in the Earth's atmosphere when engine
failure or intentional shutdown occurs. I t is
further assumed that staging does not also
occur, and that any portions of the vehicle
which are separated after thrust termination are
of negligible mass relative to the origind vehicle
assembly. The wealth of data contained in
reference 10.9 dews some estimates of this
situation to be made which may serve present
purposes.
For a gross treatment of the accelerations
imposed on the vehicle, it will be assumed that
the vehicle is a material point located a t the
vehicle center of gravity. Simplified twodimensional trajectory eclutitiolls arc derived in
reference 10.0. sec.tion 6.32. in tangential
(direction of velocity vector) and normal coordinates, neglecting Earth rotation. Figure 10.1
indicates the forces on the rocket as a point
mass (from ref. 10.9). In this figure
W=mg
m=rocket mass
i]=locul gri;-tit,y
L=lift force
D=drag force
T= engine t,hrust
u, v=nonnal and tangential velocities
a=angle of attack
v =&ght path angle
ro=Earth radius
The corresponding differential equations for
trajectory analysis are given in reference 10.9 as

. -- T c o s a D gcos
v=m
m
. Tsina L g v

v=m,+;;;u+(G---)

(10.1)
sin v

Integration of these coupled equations gives
velocity, v, and Bight ~ a t angle,
h
v, as functions
of time. For present purposes, i t is convenient
to r e d t e the equations for an approldmation to
tangential and normal accelerations ( b , u )

v.=---- T cos a D

m
m
,
Tsina L
u=m +,+g

cos
(10.2)
sin v
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ml, is assumed acted upon by forces, R, and R,,

as shown in figure 10.1(b). Conceptually,
these forces are exerted on the particle by the
t m k ; aerodynamic forces and thrust do not act
directly on the particle, which is assumed to be
of a much smaller order of magnitude than, and
contained, in the "material point" of figure
( a ) . Rotation of the material point
(rocket) is also neglected. From figure 10.1(b),
the equations of motion are
y1+i

cos a+7i sin a=--gRv

m1

R,
11-i sin a+2i cos a=-+g
m1

at X,,Y,,
of mass m,

cos (,,+a)
(10.3)
sin (,,+a)

(Magnitudes of y, and z1are grossly distorted in
figure lO.l(b) relative to r; the particle weight
vector (myg) is sensibly parallel to local vertical.)
Substitution of the accelerations of the origin
of the moving coordinate system, equation
(10.2) into equation (10.3) yields

y,=-+ R, D cos a- L sin a- T
m1
m
..
R
D
s
i
n
a
+
L
cosa
x1=2ml
m

Earth

Center

(10.4)

In effect, this result illustrates the point that
both the fluid and the tank are in free fall.
Consequently, the relative acceleration between
fluid and tank is independent of the flight path
angle, V , and of local gravity, g.
The axial aerodynamic force on the rocket,
F,, and the normal aerodynamic force, F,, are
*

Fv=L sina-D cosa
F,=L cos a + D sin a

(10.5)

Substituting in equation (10.4) gives

FIG^ 10.1.--Coordinate system.

I n a similar way, crude equations of motion
of a single small particle of fluid in one of the
rocket tanks can be written. Taking a moving
coordinate system, origin a t the material point
of figure lO.l(a), with y-axis alined with the
rocket longitudinal axis, a fluid particle of mass,

I t appears from reference 10.9 that angles of
attack, a, of 10' or less are generally desirable
from str~icturalconsiderations. Consequently,
the angle of attack might be assumed small for
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present purposes, since the present example
assumes a controlled vehicle up to the point of
thrust termination. (The perturbations in
direction of thrust were also neglected as small
deviations in the above analysis.) For small
angles of attack the aerodynamic lift, L, on an
unfinned body of revolution might be expected
to be (from ref. 10.9, sec. 5.2)

and the increment of drag due to lift
D=q[(kz--kl)Sbar2+tlC~A

where
kp varies from 0.6 to 0.9
I=overall vehicle length
d =base diameter
Thus

From reference 10.9, section 5.2, both (kz-k,)
and 7 are functions of (Ild). Again, very
crudely, between 1/d= 5 and 20

where
q= dynamic pressure
&=area of base of rocket
(ka- k,) =inertia coefficients
qCm= adjusted crossflo~v drag coefficient
A,=projected lateral area

The above approximations should be representative for transonic velocity as well as subsonic,
according to reference 10.9. Thus, the increment to axial force due to lift will be (linearized)

The crossflow drag coefficient C, is a function
of Mach number and angle of attack, but its
total variation is between 1.2 and 1.8, approximately. Thus,

where k1 might range from 2 to 20 for vehicles
with l/d from 5 to 20. Similarly from reference
10.9
0.8<(k2-kl)<l

and the increment to normal force due to lift
will be

Thus, for orders of magnitude
A 3

AF,=L+AD.a

Manipulating

(The omitted powers of a introduce only a small
percentage error for a _< lo0.)
For orders of magnitude for most vehicles

for 5<l/d<20

F,_

kza+klei

!lSb

where

The basic drag a t zero angle of attack for cone
cylinders without t i n s in the transonic range
seems to be made up of friction, base and wave
drag, and it might be assumed that these components of drag will not be greatly changed for
small deviations in anglo of attack. Consequently, it will be assumed that the drag
force a t zero angle of attack is the remaining
part of F,

LIQUID IMPACT O N TANK BULKHEADS
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where, for orders of magnitude, CD,_, varies
between 0.15 and 0.8. Combining all the
above results gives

where the coefficients have the ranges previously
cited. Substituting the above approximations
into equations (10.6) then leads to

where

&

If the fluid in t,he tanks is not moving prior
to thrust termination and has no relative velocity
or acceleration, f and y for each particle is
zero and the forces exerted on each particle are
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For angles of attack of lo0 or less, the denominator in the expression above is insensitive to a.
Depending on rocket velocity and altitude, the
magnitude of rocket thrust, T, can be very
much larger than the drag [qSb(CDa_o-k3a!2)]
with the result that the denominator in equation
(10.9) can be very large. During flight through
the atmosphere, the dynamic pressure, q, is
generally a maximum somewhere. If this
occurs at the transonic peak in the drag coefficient (CD,,, ~ 0 . 8 the
) ~ denominator in equation
(10.9) is approximately minimized with respect
to drag variation and is approximately equal
to

From reference 10.9, the practical variation in
the quantity, T/Sb, for multistage rockets
built or projected as of the date of that reference,
appears to lie between 1.0 and 2.5 kg/cm2, for
the first st,ages of multistage vehicles having
thrusts varying from 13,000 to 4 million kg,
with values of 2 to 2.5 kg/clllVor man-carrying
vehicles. If maximum q is assumed to be 1 or
1.5 kg/cm2, then a plausible lower limit on the
denominator of equation (10.9) is approximately
unity for the maximum q condition for mancarrying vehicles. These considerations imply
a plausible range for tan B of
0 5 tan 81 ( h f20a2)

The sketch given in figure 10.1(c) indicates the
positive directions of R,and R,. The quiescent
fluid free surface will be approximately normal
to the resultant, R, of R, and Rut as shown.
Then, the angle the free surface makes with the
nonnai the tank axis is

The lower limit corresponds to a = O or very
low q; the upper end of the range to m&xim~unq.
Evaluation of this upper range indicates that
between angles of attack of 0 and lo0, the
angle 8 varies between 0 and 2 to 4% times a! for
large booster vehicles in normal flight (before
thrust termination).
18 t"YC
k
thm-at T, --chn111t-l
'
I
-- tnminete; and the
angle of attack and velocity does not change
while the fluid is reorienting itself, the final
angle, fi, is approximated by
V L u i uuv,

2

tan 19sThe right-hand side of equation (10.10) is
essentially the ratio between the normal and
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axial aerodynamic force coefficients. I n addition to the condition (a=O), which means
p=180° in this case (since the fluid must end
up in the opposite end of the tank), an upper
and lower bound can be put on fl as a function
of a by inserting the previously cited ranges of
kl, ka, k3, and Goa_, into equation (10.10).
One "boundJ' is found for the "high lift," subsonic velocity case (Goa_,.=0.15) and another
for the "low lift," sonic velocity case. Both
are plotted in figure 10.2 along with the range
on fl found previously for the case before thrust
termination, and some sketches indicating the
range of quiescent fluid surface positions for
a=5O.
The results for before thrust termination
indicate a possible range of initial conditions
for the fluid. Normal sloshing can easily be
visualized superimposed on the initial fluid
angle. Even in a vehicle under control to
within f3' angle of attack, the initial fluid
angle may approach 10' from the tank axis
normal. The estimates for the final angle of fl
after thrust termination presuppose that rocket
velocity, angle of attack, and so forth, do not

change for the time required for the fluid to
come to rest. This assumption is, of course,
incorrect and the meaning of these final angles
is subject to further considerations on the
dynamics of the vehicle.
When thrust is terminated at t=O, the second
of equations (10.6) for the hypo thetical particle
is unchanged. The first of equations (10.6)
becomes
. R, F
lJI=--Y=-

ml .m

D cos a-L
+
m
ml

R,

sin a (10.11)

Since (D cos a) predominates over (L sin a),
the particle is accelerated upward. If R, is
also assumed zero a t t=O

and the distance through which the particle
travels toward the upper bulkhead, 5,in time,
t, becomes
-y=-v -F -=t2 Fvot2
m 2 m 2
assuming F, is constant during time t, (Fu=
-F,,) and that the particle mas initially a t rest.
If b denotes the distance of the free liquid
surface from the upper bulkhead, the minimum
time required for a particle on the free surface
to reach the bulkhead will be approximately

Thrust

-

B 160O

8 114"
Without
Thrust

-09

FIGURE10.2.-Variation of liquid free surface orientation
with respect to tank

&.

The minimum time required for a particle on
the bottom of the tank to reach the position
of the hypothetical ultimate free surface
(fig. 10.2) will be about the same. Since the
fluid particles react with one another and
there will be a resistance to flow, the first
of tho fluid should reach the upper bulkhead
slightly later than tiin, and the time required
for the fluid to move to an even approximately
final position may be several times equation
(10.13). As the tank empties, b+h thus
raising the time to impact. Equation (10.13)
sugg&ts a nondimensional representation for
time in the form

.
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Substituting equation (10.18) . in the drag
force approximation then gives

As mentioned in a previous paragraph, the
question of how long the relative acceleration
of particle and tank persists is of considerable
importance. After t=O, and assuming no interaction between fluid particles, from equa t,ions
(10.6) and (10.12)

What is sought, consequently, is the variation
with time of the aerodynamic forces which are
explicit functions of rocket velocity and angle
of attack and, thus, indirectly functions of
flight path angle. This amounts to a general
integration of the nonlinear trajectory equations (10.1) and is not feasible, in general.
Some rough magnitudes may be found from
special cases. If angle of attack, a, and flight
path angle, v, are zero, and thrust, T, is zero
a t t=O, and gravity is negligible, equations
(10.1) become
v= -(10.16)

;=o

.

Assuming that axial aerodynamic force, F,, is
largely drag, the first of equations (10.15)
beconies

where (y,)o=relative acceleration at t=O. Nondimensionalizing time with equations (10.14)
gives

with respect to the quantity ( D i ) 2 / ~ oin
equation (10.2 1)

Di=O1.
,

If it is assumed that the drag can be linearized
as
D=Do+Di (v-vO)
where

then

Substitution of the standard analytic forms for
CD as functions of velocity into the bracketed
portion of equation (10.22) indicates that the
value of the expression in brackets does not
vary greatly with velocity and has a maximum
of unity. Consequently

From equation (10.17)) the rocket velocity
might behave for short ranges of velocity as

For orders of magnitude (CD),,.

= 1 and

1
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I

Substituting in equation (10.21)
I

fi

-<e

-[+?
$1":

(10.23)

(YJO

The quantity

(9)

represents the mass of

displaced air over rocket mass and could easily
have a maximum of only 0.001 for typical
booster vehicles. Since b is by definition a t
most the length of the tank, a plausible upper
is 2.0, assuming a t least two tanks
in the vehicle. These considerations lead to

Writing a grossly simplified equation of
motion for the vehicle, after thrust and control
termination
Iii=Ma.a
(10.25)
(Moments are taken about the vehicle center
of gravity.)
where
I=rnass nionient of inertia of the vehicle

M= aerodynamic moment
ao=angle of attack at t=O
from which the angle of attack, a, would be
expected to diverge as (ref. 10.9)

(At the end of a time interval 10 times as long
as the time required for the first particle to
impact the upper bulkhead.)
Most of the assumptions above are fairly
conservative, and it seems plausible to assume
that the relative axial acceleration of equation
(10.15) changes quite slowly with respect to
the time required for initial portions of the
fluid impact. Equation (10.22) for [ ( D i ) 2 / ~ o ]
and the subsequent orders of magnitude also
imply that the velocity,, v, varies slowly. This
indicates that the flight path angle, v, of the
rocket having zero angle of attack during and
after thrust termination will be very little
different that that of the free particle in the
tank "falling" toward the upper bulkhead, or
a t least the period of negligible change will
not be much shorter than that for relative axial
acceleration.
The normal relative acceleration of the fluid,
x1 (eq. (10.15)), is angle of attack, a, sensit,ive.
Given thrust and control termination a t some
angle of attack, a,, the lateral forces, F,, will
tend to zero for the aerodynamically stable
vehicle, and tend to increase for the unstable
vehicle. In terms of large launch vehicles, the
aerodynamically unstable case is the more
pertinent.

Substituting equat,ion (10.14)

Assuming, as before, that

F,= qS#a (for small a)

(Fz0=normal force at thrust termination)
and then using equation (10.15)

The order of magnitude of the radical of
equation (10.27) is of interest

where

2= distance of "center of pressure" forward
of the center of gravity

LIQUID IMPACT ON

Using previously estimated expressions for
F, and F,

or (using previously estirna ted coefficients)

where the low end roughly corresponds to very
low angle of attack, transonic velocity, and the
upper end roughly corresponds to subsonic
velocity and a,== 1.5O.
For the aerodynamically unstable vehicle, a
minimum for 2 would be near zero and a maximum perhaps, 0.41. Under these assumptions

where

N=

for low a , transonic velocity
{ 0.8
8.0 for subsonic velocity,
= 1.5'
a0

The moment of inertia of a slender vehicle may
be approximately

Consequently

The preceding approximations lead to

where
O<J<5 for low a , transonic velocity
O< J< 16 for a = 1.5', subsonic velocity

If (v/v,)~is constant, the time, 7 , for the relative
normal acceleration to double will be

Assuming l/b=4, the relative normal acceleration could double in one-half the time required
for a particle a t the initial free surface to
"fall" to the upper bulkhead under the influence of a constant initial relative axial
acceleration of (y,),. I t seems possible that
the normal relative acceleration can appreciably
increase during time intervals of the same
magnitude as those required for initial portions
of impact, indeed under the worst of circumstances a free particle starting to "fall" from
one side of the tank may tend to "fall" across
the tank rather than along the tank axis.
I n general, then, the "final" fluid angles
shown in figure 10.2 could only occur for a
neutrally stable vehicle.
The treatment above excludes the possibility
of upper stage exhaust-gas impingeinent on a
separated lower stage during premature staging.
This was considered for some special cases in
reference 10.7 and, as f ~ asr the present treatment is concerned, can very appreciably increase the relative axial acceleration of the
fluid for a time which is of the same magnitude
as the time required for initial portioos of
impact. Consequently, while the crude analysis
preceding implies a suddenly applied M- to 2-g
relative axial acceleration which decays very
slowly, exhaust-gas impingement may produce a
relative acceleration pulse. Both types of
axial acceleration time histories have been
used in simulation.
From the simulation viewpoint, the relative
normal acceleration is the most diicult to
rationalize. If the fluid has an initial quiescent
inclination when thrust is terminated, it is
probably the result of vehicle angle of attack,
and in all cases (except the unlikely one of
neutral aerodynamic stability) this angle of
attack may change quite rapidly with a consequent rapid variation of normal relative
nrce!crati~-, $th t:,-,e. In th2 s c r ~ d ~ s m i ~ ~ l y
stable vehicle, this normal acceleration may
decay rapidly enough to zero that the effect of
normal acceleration on the impact problem may
only be to bias the motion of the fluid toward one
side of the tank or the other. I n the aerodynamically unstable case, the very presence
of an appreciably inclined initial fluid free surface
implies an appreciable angle of attack which, in
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turn (depending on the degree of instability),
practically guarantees a radical increase in
normal relative acceleration during times of the
same magnitude required for the fluid to "fall"
from one position in the tank to another. This
situation also indicates that the probable mode
of motion of the fluid will be to run "up" one
side of the tank toward the upper bulkhead.
It should also be noted that the fluid can have
initial motion in the form of normal lateral
sloshing and that this may appreciably affect
the behavior of the fluid after thrust termination.
This has been verified experimentally.
Since all practical tanks are elastic, the relative acceleration conditions before thrust termination may influence the impact indirectly by
deforming the lower bulkhead under the inertial
loads of the liquid. Upon thrust termination,
the lower bulkhead could impart additional
relative acceleration to the fluid, thus having
the effect of shortening time to impact and
probably accentuating impact pressures. This
point has not, to date, been investigated
thoroughly.
10.3 REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Similitude requirements were found to be
quite closely satisfied by a 14.3-centimeterdiameter tank containing carbon tetrachloride
as the liquid and 8-butylene a t 1%atmospheres
as the pressurant. The associated model to
prototype time ratio was 0.031, the model to
prototype pressure ratio was 12.4, and the model
to prototype acceleration ratio mas 82.5. Implicit in the modeling assumption was that the
acceleration field immediately prior to the acceleration change would have no effect on inipact forces; i.e., no lower bulkhead spring
back effect.
The apparatus used (pictured in ch. 5,
fig. 5.28) was a pneumatically driven device
which was capable of accelerating a small
model toward the Earth over a distance of
about 60 centimeters a t up to 50 g's. This
apparatus is shown schematically in figure 10.3.
Since it was desired to explore the effects of
normal relative acceleration, it was possible to
incline the apparatus to the vertical by the
angle 8, as shown. The tank is supported on
a piston rod which is constrained to move
axially. Just before firing, the accelerating
force is balanced by a restraining force, F,,
applied through a mechanical latch. Fixing a

Early Experiments a t Southwest Research Institute
(refs. 10.3 and 10.4)

The objective of this first study was to
determine the pressures resulting from the impact of fuel on the head of a fuel tank in a
particular suddenly decelerated guided missile.
Though the initial prototype acceleration before
thrust termination was not specified, a change
in acceleration of up to 0.6 g was specified for a
1.8-meter-diameter fuel tank containing kerosene and a helium pressurant a t 3 atmospheres.
A similarity analysis was performed, assuming
that the parameters of importance were:
(1) Characteristic linear dimensions
(2) Acceleration change
(3) Time
(4) Liquid impact pressures
(5) Surface tension of liquid
(6) Density of liquid
(7) Density of pressurant
(8) Viscosity of liquid
(9) Viscosity of gas

/

Frt~ts

";;

RGURE
10.3.-Schematic of liquid impact teat facility
(ref. 10.4).

LIQUID IMPACT O N

coordinate system at the tank position before
release, the equations of motion for the tank
assembly after release are

An isolated particle mi, in the absence of reaction with other part,icles or the tank, has
equations of motion
miyf= -mig cos 8
miff=-mig sin 8
Thus, the relative accelerations between a hypothetical free-falling particle and the tank are

The quantity g.n(t) is proportional to the
change in signal from an accelerometer mounted
with sensitive axis parallel to the tank axis.
The time history of the acceleration pulse had
a roughly trmpezoidal shape, as shown in figure
10.4. It is the character of the apparatus
that the duration of the acceleration stroke is
quite sharply defined, thus making it possible
to compute an acceleration index, n,, which is
the uniform acceleration necessary for the tank
to travel the constant stroke of the apparatus,
S, in the observed time, T,. Thus

45 Runs:
3gs(ns- 1 1 ~ 1 9 9

'7
=I="

.

The quantity (Q n,) is inclusive of (g cos 8), and,
therefore, the relative acceleration of the fluid
in the tank can be normalized by the quantity
b(n,-cos B)], as shown in figure 10.4 (for 8=0).
The shaded band in figure 10.4 denotes the
range of values of normalized relative acceleration pulse obtained in a series of vertical f i g s .
I t can be noted from equation (10.28) that
the relative acceleration normal to the tank
axis is always constant. Strictly, then, the
relative acceleration conditions imposed on the
fluid in this apparatus are what might be
expected in the initial stages of thrust termination on a vehicle having neutral aerodynamic
stability. In light of the possible radical variation of normal relative acceleration during the
time of interest, this inherent constancy of normal acceleration is an experimental deficiency.
However, in light of what is practical in an
exploratory investigation, it comes to rationalizing this deficiency or doing nothing about
the problem. The results from this apparatus
remain the only available approximations to
what may happen when relative normal accelerations are appreciable.
Some additional characteristics of the apparatus may be approximated. Figure 10.4 justifies an assumption of roughly constant acceleration over a length of time, T,,or

Integrating the first of equation (10.28) twice,
under the assumptions that
n(t) =;=constant from t=O to t=to (average relative acceleration)
&=minimum time for a particle initially
on the fluid surface to impact the
upper bulkhead
@'=O a t t=O
yi=O a t t=O
we have

where
FIGURE
10.4.-Normalized acceleration pulses obtained in
test facility (ref. 10.6).

b=shortest axial distance from initial free
liquid surface to the upper bulkhead.
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Combining equations (10.29) through (10.31)

Equation (10.32) relates the duration of the
experiment with the approximate minimum
time required for the first particles of fluid to
"fall" t o the upper bulkhead in the absence of
any interaction with other particles or the tank,
and it is important to note that (t,/T,) is
relatively insensitive to acceleration levels, Z,
greater than 3 or 4 g's.
The test program, proper, in references 10.3
and 10.4, involved two 14.3-centimeter-diameter
tanks, one having a conical upper bulkhend and
one having an upper bulkhead in the shape of n
spherical segment, as shown in figure 10.5.
Quantitative data were obtained by means of
pressure taps on the upper bulkheads. An
extensive experimental program included tests
with each head configuration, with and without
ring frames added per figure 10.5 for %- and Xfull tank conditions. In each of these cases,
the acceleration level, 5 , was varied between 10
and 50 g's for each of three angles of inclination
(0°, 25O, and 50°), requiring approximately 90
tests to cover the parameter range. Additionally, many of these tests were repeated in order
to obtain high-speed motion picture coverage.
A typical oscillograph record of pressure and
accelerations obtained during a test of a
smooth walled tank, one-quarter full with
spherical head and inclined a t 50' to the
vertical is shown in figure 10.6. Worthy of
note is that pressures reached a definite maximum during the acceleration stroke of the
apparatus and that the pressure rise starts
a t about the midpoint of the stroke in time.
This last roughly checks with equation (10.32)
since, in the case of figure 10.7, b was about
20 centimeters and the stroke of the apparatus
is about 71 centimeters [ta=0.53T, from
equation (10.32)]. Figure 10.7 is typical of
the many results obtained under this program.
Immediately notable is the great difference in
head pressures between vertical and inclined
firings. The conclusions from references 10.3
and 10.4 were as follows:
(1) The pattern of motion of the fuel is

relatively independent of the magnitude of
the acceleration, but is quite sensitive to angle
of inclination and head shape.
(2) I n the vertical configuration, the fuel
breaks away from the surface, first as an
outer ring follon-ed by a progressive breaking
away of droplets toward the center, forming a
hollow truncated cone shape. This is in turn
followed by a general formation of streamers or
Top plate

Spherical head 7

Small tank

Pressure cell

Small tank

t.
0

Tank

I

Spherical head

Conical head

FIGURE10.5.-Model tank geornetriea (ref. 10.4).
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FIGURE10.6.-Typical test record (ref. 10.4).

Average acceleration i n g's

FIGURE 10.7.-Spherical

bulkhead pressure data in a
112-full tank as a function of acceleration and for three
angles of inclination (ref. 10.4).

colt~nlnsover the entire surface which move
11p and impinge on the head. A large increase
in viscosity tends to exaggerate the ringcone effect and results in the formation of a
single center column of fuel. An increase in
gas pressure tends to delay the formation of
the outer ring.
(3) I n the inclined positions with a spherical
tank head. a relatively smooth circtdatory
motion is set up, with the fuel moving up the
far wall, around the head and down the near
wall.
(4) In the inclined positions with a conical
tank head, the fuel splits, flowing around the
two sides of the cone, converging in an arrowhead shape and rebounding toward the tank
bottom.
(5) There is little difference in the flow
'

pattern between the 25" configuration and the
50" configuration.
(6) Head pressures corresponding to the
50" angle of inclination are from 5 to 15 times
greater than the corresponding pressures with
the tank oriented vertically. Pressures corresponding to the 25" configuration are generally lower than those corresponding to the
50" configuration.
(7) For a given ccnfiguration, the variation
in pressure over the head is not great and in
many cases appears to be nearly constant.
(8) For a given configuration, the pressure
at a point on the head is approximately proportional to acceleration and can be expressed
in kg/cm2 by multiplying the acceleration in g
by a constant which varies from 0.22 to 0.42,
depending upon the particular configuration.
(9) Pressures for the quarter-full conditions
are from 5 to 10 percent higher than corresponding pressures for the half-full conditions.
An exception to this is the smooth-wall tank
with spherical head in which case the pressures
are practically identical for both full conditions.
(10) Pressures on the conical head are approximately 60 percent higher than the corresponding pressures on the spherical head.
(11) The addition of ring frames causes a
significant decrease in head pressures, the decrease being on the order of 25 percent.
(12) The average time of prototype pressure
buildup is of the order of 0.3 second and the
average time of duration is of the order of 1.6
seconds.
(13) The maximum pressure in a prototype
with conical head, at 50" inclination, quarter
full, decelerated at the rate of 0.6 g, is estimated to be 0.25 kg/cm2, with peak developed
in 0.13 second and lasting for 1.3 seconds.
iarer Experiments a i Souihwesi Research Iniiiiii;e

(ref. 10.6)

The objective of this program was to assess
possible scale effects due to fluid viscosity and
surface tension, since it was found that extension of the almost perfect prototype scaling
of reference 10.3 to larger prototypes or
fluids less viscous than kerosene was not possible. Toward this end, a 28-centimeterdiam-
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eter tank with an ellipsoidal head was fitted
on the same apparatus used in reference 10.3
and a series of vertical firings was carried out
with three different test liquids. The upper
bulkhead in this tank was instrumented to
indicate total force rather than pressures.
Insofar as data of direct use in design are
concerned, these experiments were of little
value. By virtue of equation (10.32)) and the
fixed stroke of the apparatus, i t was necessary
to fill the tank to 78 percent full in order to
make the impact forces begin to build up soon
enough during the stroke. I t was found, even
so, that no definite maximum on total force was
reached prior to the end of the acceleration
stroke. The initial portions of the force
records were correlated, however, with the
follo~vingresult,s:
(1) The beginning of the force pulse for
vertical firings is only very slightly later than
predicted by equation (10.31).
(2) The magnitudes of the initial portions
of the force time histories are nearly proportional to relative acceleration, E.
(3) .In indication was found that viscous
scale effects would complicate the extrapolation of data.
Experiments at

NASA

Langley (ref. 10.5)

The experimental apparatus used in these
experiments has been described in chapter 5
(see figs. 5.29 and 5.30). Basically, t.he tank is
attached to a drop weight by a cable passing
through a system of pulleys. Upon release of
the weight, the tank is accelerated upward to a
desired velocity (depending upon the release
height of the weight), whereupon the drop
weight is arrested. The tank continues upward and is decelerated by gravity and an
elastic cable (which remains slack until the
drop weight is stopped). The deceleration
time history of the tank produced by this
appara tlis is shown schematically in figure 10.8.
The period of time denoted by T,in figure 10.8
is the experiment duration. For the tank and
drop weights used, the absolute deceleration
of the tank during the experiment could be
accurately described by
g=- p-n0g sin

(=&)

-

Time histories

I
( n,g )Relative

acceleration

TS 1-

I

!
Tank acceleration

FXCURElO.U.-LForce and acceleration characteristics of
test facility (ref. 10.5).

where time is reckoned from to in figure 10.8.
Since a particle in the tank would be in free
fall after the drop weight is stopped, the
relative acceleration between tank and fluid is
P=nOg sin

(=i)

The authors (ref. 10.5) chose to correlate
their results with the relative acceleration,
n,g, shown in figure 10.8, which is the acceleration a t the time of maximum measured impact
force. Total durations of the experiment,
T,;times of initial contact, t,; and maximum
relative acceleration data, no, are not avnilable
and, therefore, it is not possible to construct
t,he general capabilities of the apparatus as in
the previous discussion; in fact, much of the
behavior of this apparatus depends on the size
of the tank.
I n these experiments (ref. 10.5), a 22cen timeter-diameter cylindrical tank having
hemispherical ends was utilized (fig. 10.9).
One hemispherical bnlkhead was attached to
the remainder of the tank through a balance
system so that total force could be measured,
and a pressure cell was also fitted in the center
of this bulkhead. Geometric variations in this
tank included Z-ring baffles and "screen"
baffles as indicated in figure 10.9. The tank
was filled 28 percent by volume in all tests.
With this particular tank, relative acceleration amplitudes, n d , up to about 3.5 g were
achieved and data were displayed with asso-
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,$vme
Force

Tank details
Baffle details
Quiescent

FIGURE10.9.-Model tank geometries (ref. 10.5).

ciated accelerations a t time of maximum force,
n,g, as low as 0.5 g. The sample force and
pressure time histories shown in reference 10.5
imply that the total duration of the deceleration
pulse, T,, ranged between 1+ and 3 times the
time necessary for the first portions of the
fluid to contact the dome.
The effect of a first-mode lateral slosh
existing a t the beginning of deceleration was
investigated, and this was found to affect
signif?cant,ly the mode of fluid motion. When
the initial fluid surface was quiescent, the
fluid behaved in the same may as in reference
10.3. Depending on the portion of the lateral
sloshing cycle a t which the deceleration started,
the fluid tends to t,ravel up one side of the tank,
around the bulkhead, and down as illustrated
in figure 10.10. This is virtually the same
beh8vior as shown in the experiments of
reference 10.3 when the apparatus was inclined.
Maximum pressure data obtained are reproduced here as figure 10.11. Though no appreciab!e alteration iil i o t ~ idome impact force
was found by the addition of Z-ring baffles,
the "screen" baffles made a visible reduction
(fig. 10.12).
A scale effect study was also made by varying
the temperature of the fluid in the tank to alter
vapor pressure and viscosity, and by adding
n detergent to reduce surface tension.

Modal

FIGURE10.10.-Representation of liquid motions (ref.
10.5).

Acceleration,

gas

FIGURE10.11.-Pressure versus acceleration in smooth
wall tank (ref. 10.5).
10

Force,
kg

n

0 Quiescent

n-

0

1.0

20
Acceleration,

3.0

40

gas

FIGURE
10.12.-Force versus acceleration with and without
screen baffle (ref. 10.5).
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This program led to the following tentative
conclusions :
(1) The liquid exhibits one of two flow
patterns depending upon the condition of the
surface prior to arrest: i.e., (a) if the liquid
surface is undisturbed or quiescent, it travels
in a series of streamers; (b) if the surface is
oscillating in its fundamental antisymmetric
mode, a portion of the liquid travels up one side
of the tank, around the dome, and down the
opposite side.
(2) The impact force appears to be dependent
upon the relative acceleration of the tank a t the
time of impact.
(3) For a given acceleration level, there appears to be no significant difference in the
magnitude of the modal and quiescent impact
force.
(4) The pressure in the center of the dome is
about twice as high as the value obtained by
dividing the average force by the projected
area.
(5) The force level was not significantly
altered b y the inclusion of ring baffles; however,
a reduction in force of approximately 30 percent
was observed with the inclusion of the ?<-inch
screen baffles.
(6) For the range covered in this investigation, no dependency of the force or pressure on
the vapor pressure, surface tension, or viscosity
was observed.

(3) Fluid vapor pressure, p,
(4) Mass density, p

The nature of the problem is such as to make a
relative deceleration of importance. The various similitude analyses result in scaling parameters analogous t.o the Euler, Reynolds, FVeber,
and cavitation numbers; a set of t.hese sufficient
for present purposes may be written as
Pressure coefficient = p / p /7igd,
Viscosity parameter =iig&lG
Surface tension parameter =pf7igd;/a
Cavitation index= (pa- p,) /p,iigd,

(10.33)

I n effect, sc.nlinp of pressures by the first relation is correct if the rem:~iningthree paranieters
are satisfied or are not important. Satisfaction
of tliese is not possible for every conceivable
case. Figure 10.13 indicates the ranges of
viscosity parameter and surface tension parameter which have been attained in references
10.3, 10.5, and 10.6, compared with an outside
protot!-pt> rnnge. Tlle prototype ringe S P U I ~ S
conditions from a 2-meter-diameter tank containing kerosene to tt 9-meter-diameter tank

Ref. [ l a 51

Ref. [ l a 61

' n
q d 31
Range of possible prototype values

4

10.4 SUMMARY OF LIQUID IMPACT STUDIES

From the point of view of practical design,
the results obtained in the studies reviewed in
the previous sections do not permit every
question to be disposed of with great confidence;
however, a review of some of the divergent
conclusions arrived a t and a gross comparison
of results will be attempted in the paragraphs to
follow.
Fluid Scale Effects
The previously cited references have considered the following fluid properties to be of
possible importance :
(1) Viscosity, p
(2) Surface tension,
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containing liquid 0-xygen and subject t o a 2-g
deceleration. While reference 10.6 indicates
the possibility of a viscous scale effect, this is
based on analysis of initial portions of the total
dome force records and thus can serve only as
a warning, not as a source of quantitative design
data. On the other hand, no scale effects were
found in the st.udy of reference 10.5; however,
this conclusion is a qualified one, and it may be
seen by examining the evidence presented in
substantiation in reference 10.5 that, indeed,
no systematic differences in impact force were
obtained which were substantial enough to overcome the normal scatter of data. These experiments are difficult, and it appears in both
references 10.5 and 10.6 that unexplained data
scatter can range to
20 percent. It would
seem possible, then, that a t most a 20-percent
change in force from one end to the other of the
viscosity range covered in references 10.5 and
10.6 might be present, If so, straight-line
extrapolation on a logarithmic plot of viscosity
paramet'er (fig. 10.13) would indicate that pressures estimated a t a viscosity parameter of
10" and extrapolated to the end of the prototype range using the pressure coefficient approach, equation (10.33) could be as much as
40 percent in error. Exactly the same argument
and result applies t.o possible surface tension
scale effects.
T h e scale effect work in reference 10.5
covered a cavitation index range of

The lower end of this range is iniportaxit from
the cavitation standpoint. Cryogenic fuels in
a 9-meter tank with a pressurarit of 2 atmospheres may have a cavitation index corresponding t o the above of unity, and it niay be that
the experiments of reference 10.5 have covered
most of the pract~cairange ot cavitation index
without enormous scale effect.
Impact Pressure Distributions

T h e data of reference 10.3 imply a relatively
constant pressure distribuiion over the upper
bulkhead, while those of reference 10.5 indicate
a distribution with maximum a t the center.
This is an apparent disagreement only. When
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the pressure data for vertical firings with hemispherical head of reference 10.3 are examined
alone, i t appears that pressures near the edges
of the dome average about half of those near the
top. This is the only comparable case with the
data of reference 10.5. The data for vertical
firings from reference 10.3 are subject to considerable scatter, and while all of the pieces of
data from Cell No. I (fig. 10.5, hemispherical
head) follow this trend, 3 out of 10 of the datum
from Cell No. 4 do not. The pressure data in
reference 10.3 for vertical firings for the conical
bulkhead display no consistent trend. Indicated maximum pressures from the cells a t the
sides (Cells Sos. 1 and 4, fig. 10.5) range frorli
half to twice those nieasured near the (*enter
(Cell So. 2 ) , with no preponderance of either
trend. The conclusio~iin reference 10.3 of a
(I
not great" pressure variation over the head is
apparently based on tlic*preponderance of data
which are from the inclined firings. I n nll the
inclined cases, variation iq maximutn pressures
tippetws generally to be i25 percn_nt.
Duration of Exwriments

Since equation (10.24) implies that significant
axial deceleration resulting from rocket drag will
persist for Inany times the mininium time
required for a free particle to arrive a t the upper
bulkhead, t,, an assessment of the cited experimental work in this light is in order. The tank
sizes used in reference 10.3 indicate esperimerit
duration times of two to three times 1,. The
work in reference 10.6 indicates that actual
first-arrival times roughly correspond to t, for
vertical firings. Since the vertical firing case
of references 10.3 and 10.6 is analogous to the
situation in the apparatus of reference 10.5, it
would seem that the experiments of reference
10.5 also had durations of 3t, a t most. If
impact forces reach a definlte maximum in this
interval and seem unaffected by the premature
end of the experimental deceleration, then this
experimental compromise with what may happen in reality is not important.
I n t h e ' e ~ ~ e r i r n e noft s reference 10.3, a maximum, unaffected by the shortness of the experiment, was apparently experienced for inclined firings. The experiments of reference
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10.6 (vertical firings) resulted in force maxima
so obviously dictated by the end of the deceleration pulse that the maxima of the data were not
considered of general use. I t is not clear from
reference 10.3 that a definite maximum is reached
for vertical firings before the end of the deceleration pulse. Review of the motion pictures
produced at the time indicated that the fluid
breaks away from the initial quiescent free
surface in a large number of streamers slightly
after a relatively thin annular ring of fluid moves
up the walls of the tank. This annular ring of
fluid is believed to be an effect produced by
surface tension. Thus, the first fluid reaching
the dome is thought to be composed of a very
thin sheet of fluid moving up the sides, plus a
"cloud" of droplets. The breaking away of the
fluid from the main body a t the bottom of the
tank apparently proceeds a t a rate depending
on the properties of the fluid and the acceleration. The motion pictures show most of the
fluid in transit or remaining a t the upper bulkhead a t the end of the stroke, for the >;-full case.
For the %-full case, however, about half the
original amount of fluid remains a t the bottom
of the tank, while the amount in transit and the
mode of transit appears similar to the K-full case.
These observations lead to the hypothesis
that when the deceleration is directed perpendicular to the free surface, the initial fluid
impact on the upper bulkhead is similar to that
of a hard rain on an empty bowl; high pressures
can be generated, but average pressures over
reasonable areas are small. As the deceleration
continues, "rain" is generated continuously
from the main body of fluid, and builds up
against the upper bulkhead, slowly increasing
an essentially fluid-static pressure until all the
fluid is in contact. If this be the case for the
vertical firings of reference 10.3, the maximum
pressures measured were not the maximum
which would have been attained had the
deceleration continued for twice or three times
the attained interval.
Judging from the sample force and pressure
time histories in reference 10.5, the maximum
force or pressure was reached a t about threefourths of the total duration of the half-sine
relative acceleration pulse. This point in time
is about where the acceleration pulse may be

thought to be beginning the most rapid half of
its decay from maximum to zero. Whether the
observed forces or pressures in reference 10.5
may be expected to hold for longer deceleration
pulses of the same magnitude is perhaps an
open question.
I n summary, the question of the duration of
the experiments relative to possible prototype
durations has been consistently omitted from
the cited references, but is a consideration in
the problem.
Variation of Impact Pressures With Acceleration

The conclusions of reference 10.3 recommended, for design purposes, that a design
impact pressure could be taken as a constant
times the deceleration. This approach is consistent with the pressure coefficient approach
noted in equation (10.33). Reference 10.5, on
the other hand, noted that maximum pressures
and forces are dependent on acceleration, and
the force and pressure results of that reference
do not appear to br proportional to acceleration.
The comparativr \it~l;ltion is summurized in
figure 10.14. This figure was prepared from all
the pressure data contained in references 10.3
and 10.5 (which together may very well contain
all existing pressure data) as follows:
The pressure datrr of figure 10.11 were converted to
pressure coefficient form using the indicated accelerations of that figure. (These accelerations are those
derived for the moment of maximum pressure.) Both
the "quiescent" and "modal" data are shown, and the
pressure coefficients are plotted against indicated relative acceleration in the left-hand portion of figure 10.14.
The pressure data of reference 10.3 are too voluminous
to fit on a single plot with clarity if the results of all
pressure cells are included. Consequently, the highest
maximum pressure, P,,,, measured on any cell during
a single firing was arbitrarily chosen as indicative and
this pressure was nondimensionalized by the average
acceleration measured during that firing. The results
are plotted against average acceleration on the righthand side of figure 10.14. Each series of connected
solid or dashed line segments connect the test points
obtained in a series of firings at different accelerations
with the same inclination, head geometry, baffling, and
amount of fluid.

I t appears that the results of the two references are not consistent. The pressure coefficients derived from the data of reference
10.3 appear to be relatively independent of
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FIGURE10.14.-Maximum

I
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pressule coefficient versus acceleration.

acceleration within attainable experimental
accuracy, which is as it shduld be if this extrapolation approach is valid. The trend of the
pressure coefficients from reference 10.5 indicate just the opposite; in fact, to the same
accuracy that the data of reference 10.3 indicate
proportionality of pressure and acceleration, the
data of reference 10.5 indicate virtual independence of pressure and acceleration.
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Effect of Lateral Sloshing and Lateral Acceleration

Figure 10.14 illustrates the differences of
pressures between the rotational and "modal"
mode of fluid motion. The data of reference
i0.6 quite piainiy indicate t h a ~about the same
pressures are induced by the modal and the
quiescent" mode. I n the results of reference
10.3, even though the fluid behaves in a manner
similar to the "modal". of reference 10.5 for
inclined firings, the pressures induced are
several times higher than those from vertic:.l
firings. The obvious difference is that the
first-mode lateral sloshing of reference 10.5
dictates initial conditions, while the constant
((
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lateral acceleration of reference 10.3 acts
continuously on the fluid.
From the point of view of the estimates of
section 10.2, the variation of impact pressures
with relative normal acceleration is of greater
interest than the variation with the inclination
of apparatus in the laboratory. Accordingly,
the maximum pressure coefficients from reference 10.3 are shown in figure 10.15 as a
function of the ratio of relative normal to
axial acceleration (x/?i). The data points have
been segregated according to initial angle of
inclination of the free surface and according to
head shape. Included, but not denoted by
spcis! sj~.hn!s, sre bsth the C B S ~ S nf nnefourth and one-half full and the cases where ring
frames were installed. Quantitative data for
Itn apparatus inclination of 12.5' were obtained
from the authors of refen nce 10.3 and are
included. As in the preceding paragraph, each
point reflects the highest pressure recorded on
any of the pressure taps during a test firing.
Figure 10.15 shows that, within the limits
dictated by the appreciable data scatter, the
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is a practical value may be seen by noting, in
accordance with section 10.2, that Z/E is roughly
equivalent to rocket lift to drag ratio, and that
this value of lift to drag might be achieved
with a rocket angle of attack between 5" a n d
2X0. According to figure 10.2, a11 initial fluid
unzlc of 6" or 8" is possible for un tirrglr of attack
of

?yo.

By noting that the pressures for the differing
initia! fluicl ;~11gle:,11r~ the b>Lnie within d a t a
~ t ~ t t c t~l i or , tiypotlicsis that imptic% pressures
tirt8 riot i~~flileric~ed
by the magnitudes of either
i r l i tial Huitl ungle or lateral acceleration may
h~ nppr~uim:ltc.ly true. Perhap.: all that is
irnpo~.t:irlt is to htivcb an initial angle itrid 1 i
slidit l ~ i l t ~ t~c~c*c~l~~~-tition
t~l
to set the rnodc of
FIGURE 10.15.-Maximum pressure coefiiiicient vers115
motion of tht1 f'rctl surface.
lateral acceleration ratio.
Small relative normal accelerations arid firstmode
sloshin: ttrr both to be tlxpected in u
pressures are not appreciably influcnc,c~clI)y rhcl
in the atmosphere and, in the
magnitude of lateral acceleration U I I t il t l i ~ booster rehic~lt~
rthsrncbc. of btlttcr data, it must probably btl
lateral accbeleration ratio falls somt>wh~rc>
holnw
i t ~ d the prtbsbures nlc~tisured in tlie
0.008. The transition in pressurcbs b ~ ~ t w t ~ c ~tr i s ~ ~ ~ n that
( ~ 1 5of
) 0.00s and 0.0 is unfort~~rlntt~lv
not 1 - o v inculincd firings of rcf(~reric~e
10.3 are indicative
rrrd by the data. T h a t a valuc~oi :C ( i f o
of prtlrtic*al pohsibilitiea.

Part 11. Liquid Rotation and Vortexing During Draining
Franklin T.Dodge

10.5 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON ROTATIONAL
LIQUID MOTIONS

Of the various types of liquid motion that
may occur in rocket fuel tanks, those that involve rotational liquid motions are of special
interest for several reasons. As one example,
unexpected behavior during the flight of Transit
2-A has been tentatively explained by postulating that rotational sloshing (see ch. 3) occurred
in the fuel tank (unbaffled); the sloshing
produced a certain amount of fluid angular
momentum, which in turn caused a roll torque
of about 3 kilogram-meters to be exerted on
the missile (ref. 10.10). Furthermore, if a considerable amount of liquid angular momentum
exists, it is relatively easy for a large vortex to
form during draining; this can result in a hollow
core over the drain (see fig. 10.16) and a consequent decrease in the fuel flow rate.
10.6 RECENT RESEARCH TRENDS

Problems of liquid rotation and vortexing are
intrinsically very complex. Sufficiently accurate and detailed experimental data to give
r-1 insight into the actual physical processes
are extremely difficult to obtain, and theoretical
analyses are hindered by this same lack of understanding. Available theories and experirnenta 1
results ar&reviewed in this section; however, as
will be seen, they leave considerable room for
improvement.
The central subject of this section is the vortex that forms whenever R. t,nnlr dra_i~?s
thrcugh s
small orifice; however, in order to carry out a
reasonable discussion of this problem, i t is also
necessary to discuss liquid rotation, since by its
very nature a vortex is accompanied by a substantial amount of swirling liquid motion. In
this context, "rotation" implies only that a
certain amount of liquid angular momentum
exists about some axis (usually the vortex core) ;

FIGURE 10.16.-Vortex

formed during steady gravity
draining from a cylindrical tank (ref. 10.11).

it does not necessarily mean that the smallest
liquid particles rotate abol~t their own axes,
which is the more common definition of liquid
rotational motions.
As anyone who has ever seen a draining
vortex has noted, the centrifugal forces in the
rotating liquid are sometimes large enough to
form a hollow core over the drain. This causes
a decrease in the draining rate for two reasons:
the effective area of the drain is decreased by
the air core, and the liquid potential head is
partially converted into rotational velocity
instead of axial (drain) velocity. A physical
picture of these phenomena can be constructed
in a relatively simple way. To start with, a
free vortex in an ideal liquid carries along with
it a rotational or swirling fluid velocity of
magnitude

r

Ve=%

(10.34)
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where I' is the circulation and r is the distance
from the vortex. r measures the vortex
strength; its exact value may be computed b y
taking the line integral of the velocity around
any curve enclosing the vortex, since the integral
is equal to r. I t is clear from equation (10.34)
that the vortex flow field possesses a definite
amount of angular momentum (the momentum
is theoretically infinitely large if the field
extends to r = a); however, no physical significance can be attached to this flow field
near r=O, since infinite velocities are predicted
here. For this reason, Rankine hypothesized
that a line vortex must consist of a filament of
finite radius, a, and constant vorticity, w,
surrounded b y an irrotational vortex field of
the same circulation, r=soa2, as the periphery
of the filament.' The liquid velocity a t r=a,
from equation (10.34), is equal to 7rwa2/27ra
= Kua. Hence, since the velocity varies linearly
with radius in the forced vortex, the flow field
of Rankine's combined free and forced vortex is

-r

FIGURE10.17.-Characterietics of the Rankine combined
vortex (ref. 10.12).

1

Ve=- WT for O l r l a
2
oa2
Vs=- for r 2 a
2r

.

(10.35)

The free surface shape can be computed from
Euler's equation by inserting in it the velocity
profiles of equation (10.35). Typical results
are shown in figure 10.17 for two different
values of the filament radius, u. I t can he seen
that increttsirlg the vorticity, w, or decreasing
the filament size, a, increases the depth of the
depression a t the center; ultimately an air core
will form. (Fig. 10.12 and no st of the preceding
discussion are taken from an informative article
by Rouse (ref. 10.12). A rather complete
bibliography is included in this article; more
recent developments.are reported in ref. 10.13.)
The preceding explanation of vortexing is by
no means complete, since, in 'fact, radial and
axial (drain) velocities also exist; moreover,
the size of the core and the assumed vorticity
1 The flow field of equation (10.34) is irrotational
except a t the origin. This can be seen by computing
the actual particle rotation, which is

distribution within it are only approximations.
However, more serious questions' than these
wise. Motions of the type described by
equation (10.34) or (10.35) cannot arise in a
perfect fluid, which a t some instant was free of
vortices, unless a t least a part of the forces
acting on the liquid itre not conservative; that
is, unless they are not derivable from a scalar
potential. I n fact, according to Prandtl (ref.
10.14), application of the principle of angular
momentum to an inviscid fluid leads to the
conclusion that in all cases the moving fluid
must previously have possessed circulation.
Consequently, one may ask: How does the
angular momentum (or the vortex) come into
being? One answer is that when the flow field
exists on a large-enough scale, such as in hurricanes or tornadoes, the radial velocity toward
the center can generate a rotational flow field
through the Coriolis effect of the Earth's rotation. B u t Coriolis forces are not sufficient to
explain the vortices of even sizable drains (ref.
10.12), so that other effects are primarily
responsible here.
Dergarabedian (ref. 10.15) has given an approximate theory of vortex formation during
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tank draining. According to his discussion, the
core formation is a consequence of the unsteady
free surface boundary conditions. He has
shown that during draining, any small initial
swirling velocity increases in magnitude with
time and asymptotically approaches the distribution given by equation (10.34), except
near the center r=O. However, his analysis is
not completely satisfactory because it is necessary to assume an initial rotational flow field,
even though the velocity of this field may be
indefinitely small. A recent series of experiments (ref. 10.16) have shown that under some
conditions the combination of a rectilinear
boundary layer flow with a symmetrical sink
flow is unstable in thc sense that amplific*titions
of perturbations of the secondary vorticity
associated with the curved streamline pattern
lead to the creation of circulation around the
sink outlet. These observations suggest that
the circulation in a "bathtub vortex" might be
created in a similar manner.
To circumvent the foregoing difficulties, it is
customary in both theoretical and experimental
investigations of draining vortices to produce
initially a large swirling motion by artificial
means. Typical results of these investigations
have been presented by Binnie and his coworkers (refs. 10.17 and 10.18). Kame1 has
verified part of these results in his experiments
(ref. 10.19). Figure 10.18 shows his results for
the discharge coefficient, K, of a number of
different orifices located a t the bottom of
a 27-centime ter-long, 10-centimeter-diameter
tank, as a function of the initial swirl, X.
LOO

I n terms of the draining flow rate, Q, the total
liquid head, H, and the orifice diameter,
Q, K and X are defined as

and

where Q is the product of the swirling (tangential) velocity near the inner surface of the
tank and the tank radius. For X=1.0, the
theoretical discharge coefficient should fall to
zero; this implies that the available liquid head
bas been completely converted i n t o swirling
motion. Experimentally, tt nonzero value of
K was reported for all values of .Y; however,
K does fall off significantly from its no-swirl
value as
increases from zero. Moreover,
an air core was observed in the large orifices.
Reversal of the axial velocity close to the air
core was also observed, but this is a consequence of the flow through the boundary
layer on the bottom plate exceeding the
discharge cUnp:lc.ilyo f rhe o~ttlet.
I n a dmining file1 tank, rotary sloshing is a
readily available mechanism for producing
swirling motion. (See ch. 3.) Thus, it is
possible for effects such as those illustrated
in figure 10.18 to occur naturally when sloshing
and draining occur simultaneously. I n order
to compute the magnitude of the swirling
motion due to sloshing, Hutton (ref. 10.20)
has computed the transport velocity of the
fluid particles during rotary sloshing. It was
necessary to include nonlinear terms in the
analysis, which is based on the inviscid flow
assumption of irrotationality, because the
average particle displacement in a linear wave
theory is zero. H e found that the maximum
angular momentum of the fluid was about
1.- '2 '2
-e thG zDgAhr
~
A
~ if the
~
~
U.t3A{I//U'lJ
fluid moved as a rigid body a t the same rate
as the free surface waves (7 is the peak wave
height, and dr is the tank diameter). Thus, the
angular momentum of r o t a q sloshing, while
small, is probably sufficient t o initiate the
vortex formation, according t~ Dergarabedian's
theory.
On

FIGURE
10.18.-Nozzle discharge coe5cients (ref. 10.17).
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Another consequence of this angular momentum is that a roll torque b v i l l be exerted on the
tank walls by the suirling motion. (See also
the discussion of ch. 1 with regard to flight
tests of the Saturn vehicle.) In a series of fullscale and model tests designed to test this conclusion (ref. 10. lo), i t was found that negligibly
small torques (less than 0.15 kilogram-meter)
were produced by rotary sloshing in an unbafled
tank. These findings appear to disagree with
the data from the Transit 2-A flight test
mentioned previously; however, the tank motion during flight ~ v a sconsiderably more severe
than in the full-scale ground tests. Also,
during flight the druiti rate of the fuel \\-as
approximately 14 kilograms per second, while,
in the ground tests, it was zero; thus any
torque produced by the simultaneous sloshing
and draining would be absent in the ground
tests. According to t,he previous paragraphs,
draining tends to increase any rotational mot,ions present, so the above conclusions are
probably retxsonable.
As an in tere~t~ing
sidelight, the roIl torque
produced in the bafletl tank was as large as
3 kilogram-meters in some cases. This, of
course, is in disagreement with the common
assumption that an increase in damping
decreases the sloshing forces and torques.
A series of qualitative experiments of draining
and sloshing are reported in reference 10.11.
The model tank employed in these experiments
was 28 centimeters in diameter, with a 2.9centimeter-diameter drain hole a t the bottom.
The tank was drained both by gravity and by
pumping, with and ~vithout initial liquid
rotation. Some of the observations \\-ere made
with a cross-type baffle over the drain, as shown
in figure 10.19. The results of numerous tests
can be summarized as follo~vs:
(1) Tank filled and draining initiated immediately. No baffle. Vortex appeared when
the fluid level dropped to approximately 2
centimeters from bottom. Drain time, 34.0
seconds.
(2) Tank filled and draining initiated after
substantial time delay. No baffle. Small vortex appeared when fluid level dropped to

FIGURE
10.19.-Cruciform vortex haWe.

approximately 2 centimeters from bottom.
Drain time, 23.0 seconds.
(3) Tank filled and drt~ininginitiated immediately. Cross-type baffle above drain. No
vortex. Drain time, 32.5 seconds.
(4) Tank filled and strong initial liquid
rotation introcillcerl artificially. No baffle.
Vortex ~ t p p ~ a r ewhen
d
fluid level dropped to
approsirnutely 9 centimeters from bottom.
Drain time, 40 seconds.
(5) Tank filled and strong initial liquid
rotation introduced artificially. Cross-type
baffle. So vortex. Drain time, 23.0 seconds.
(6) Draining while undergoing normal sloshing. Similar to (1) above.
(7) Draining while undergoing rotary sloshing. S i m i l ~ rto (4) above. Draining time was
very long.
(8) Draining while undergoing normal sloshing. Cross-type baffle. Similar to (3) above,
except drain time for last 2 centimeters of fluid
was considerably longer.
Frorn these results it may be concluded that tt
small amount of liquid rotation appears to have
n negligible effect on vortex formation. Moreover, sloshing tends to break up a vortex as
soon as it is formed, except that rotary sloshing
produces a strong vortex. This is in agreement
with the other results mentioned previously.
The flow of liquid from tanks in n Low-govity
field can lead to considerable surface distortion
and gas ingestion in the outlet line, even when
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Successive stlges
Interface
distortion

Liquid

I

*

FIGURE
10.20.-Gas ingation during low-gavity draining
(ref. 10.21).
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the vorticity is negligible. (See fig. 10.20.)
This is caused primarily by the reduced body
forces acting in combination with the nonuniform flow velocity across the tank cross
section (ref. 10.21).
As a conclusion to this brief section, i t
appears that no existing theory completely
explains vortex formation and liquid rotation
during draining. In some cases, such as when
rotary sloshing and draining occur simultaneously, large roll torques can be exerted on
the tank, arid the draining flow rate may be
substantially decreased. Fortunately, it appears that ndeqnnte baffling can be provided on
an empirical basis to ameliorate this situation.
Such .;ilppressors are almost invariably provided to corltrol normal sloshing, so vortexing
and rotntional motions should be adequately
controlled in ~iorrnalcases. Thus, these types
of liqi~itlnlotion, while of considerable interest
fro111 a fluid mechanic viewpoint, are ~ r o b a b l ~
of less importance in practice.

Part 111. Longitudinal Oscillations of Flight Vehicles
Daniel D. Kana

10.7 POGO PHENOMENA

Longitudinal structural oscillations a t low
frequencies ( 5 to 25 cps), superimposed on the
usual steady accelerating motion, have been
observed on a number of rockets nnd launch
vehicles during flight. The hrisic stnicturnl
oscillation nccltrs in the f~lndamentctl longitlidinal free-free mode, so that the vehicle
experiences an accordion-like motion, with the
ends of the vehicle moving out of phase 11-it11
respect to each other; hence, the behavior has
been nicknamed "pogo" oscillation.
A genernl description of this type of behavior
is shown in figure 10.21, which is tnken from
the report of Rubin (ref. 10.22). S t sonle
time during the steady rising trajectory of the
vehicle, an unstable coupling between some
vehicle subsystem and the structure occurs, so
that an oscillation a t the structural frequency
builds up, levels off, and then subsequently
decays after enough change has occurred for the
coupling to become stable again. The time
of flight at the onset of the oscillations, as well
as the frequency, severity, and duration of the
phenomena, depends on the particular vehicle
in which this type of behavior has occurred.
However, in all cases, it appears that the frequency of the oscillations tracks the changing

I

with time
Time

FIGUREIO.Z~.-PO~O
owillation supimposed on rising
trajectory acceleration (ref. 10.22).
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structural resonnnt frequency during the en t i r ~
period of the behavior.
Thor-Agena and Titan I1 have experienced
particularly severe oscillations (typically 0.:
to 3 g a t the payload) toward the end of firststage burnout. The frequenc? vtwii~tion- t i rt.
about 16.5 to 21 cps for Thor-Acenu t ~ n d10
to 13.5 cps for Titan 11, wit11 the no st severe
oscillations occurring nt 20 ctps and 11 cps,
respectively, for the two vehicles. Characteristically, they have been referred to :is the
20-cps problem and the 11-cps problem. ;Issociated with the behiivior of these vehicles are
strong pressure fluctuntions in \ritriouh parts of
the propellant feed syqtenl. .ii;(l c ~ rrile c~t)m'n~i+tion chamber. A~ii~lyses
have rcvellled thlit
this behavior of these ve11icle.i results from t i
closed-loop instability re3111t irlg from propulsion
feedback with the fundamental longitudinal
structural mode.
A somewhat different type of instability has
occurred on most Atlas flights. although the
results are essentitilly the snnle. Here the
oscillations occur near 5 cps, with a d ~ ~ r u t i o n
of about 20 to 30 seconds immediately following liftoff. A dynamic analysis of this vehicle
has revealed that the instability resrllts from
the coupling of the pneumatic regulation
system for the ullage pressure and the longitudinal structural mode. The engine system is
apparently not involved to tiny extent.
Several other vehicles have experienced
similar oscillations a t various times, but not
with the severity of the cases mentioned above.
I t is obvious thtit such oscillations ctt low levels
are a t best undesirable, and a t severe levels
approach destruction of the vehicle. Elimination of pogo oscillations is particularly important i n - t h e case of launch vehicles used for
manned flights because of possible adverse
effects on astronarlt's vision and manual reac-
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tions. The use of the Titan I1 as the launch
vehicle for the Gemini spacecraft prompted an
extensive program to determine the causes of
pogo oscillations in the various existing vehicles,
as well as to develop fixes for these systems.
Sufficient knowledge has now been gained so
that the behavior has been explained qualitatively, and simplified models have been developed to study some of the systems over a
wide range of parameters. Much of the present
effort is being expended in refining the details
of these models, so that they will provide a
better quantitative prediction of pogo behavior.
Further, the knowledge gained has indicated
the requirement for dynamic analyses of all
future systems during the design stage to detect
potential pogo behavior.
Considering the current state of investigation
of pogo behavior, as well as the variety of
vehicles in which it has occurred to one degree
or another, the present discussion will be
limited to only a qualitative description of the
two types of coupling mentioned above, along
with a brief description of several c ~ fthe devices
employed as fixes for the system described.
I t must also be emphasized that the intent
here is to recognize the overall role of the
liquid fuel systems in the occurrence of this
behavior, rather than to give a complete
description of pogo behavior in any specific
vehicle.

The comparatively severe oscillations experienced by Thor-Agena and Titan I1 near the
end of first-stage burning have been found to
be the result of an instability in a closed loop
comprised of the propellant system, engine, and
structure. In the closed-loop system shown in
figure 10.22, an oscillating thrust disturbance
causes a longitudinal acceleration response in
the first axial mode; the acceleration in turn
acts on the mass of propellants in the tanks and
feed lines, causing pressure fluctuations at the
inlel to the propellant pumps; this causes corresponding perturbations in the pump flo~c-rate,
aml thus an oscillatory engine thrust, which
closes the loop. When the closed-loop gain is
sufficiently large, and the total phase angle is
snc.h as to allow positive feedback, the acceleration response will be larger than the acceleration input disturbance; that is, nn unstable
situation exists, and the amplitude of all
variables involved will tend to grow without

I
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10.8 ENGINE-STRUCTURE COUPLING

Simple Model
I t has been mentioned that the study of pogo
oscillations has developed to the point a t which
simplified models, including the appropriate
mathematical transfer func'fions of the subsystems involved, can be formulated for
the various vehicles to assist in the study of
their behavior over wide ranges of parameters.
The results of studies of engine-structural
coupling using such models are given in references 10.22 through 10.25. Relatively simple
models can be used to explain the behavior
qualitatively, but more complex approximations are necessary to correlate quantitatively
with the actual vehicle performance. A simple
block diagram of a model will be used to describe
the behavior in the present case.

Fuel f e d
line
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-

tank

Kll I

tank

Fuel bellows

LOX

Cavitation bubbles

~ombustion9
chamber
1U

l ~ u e injector
l

FIGURE10.22.-Propellant

transfer functions for airnple
vehicle representation (ref. 10.23).
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limit. The actual limiting and subsequent
restabilizing will occur as a result of changes in
the system.
The entire sequence of pogo behavior for
engine-structural coupling can be described by
means of figures 10.23 and 10.24. For simplicity, only tn-o subsystems in the loop are
wed : the structurnl system, whose resontint frequency, w,, increases n.ith burning time, and the
propellant feed line, whose frequency, w,, remains c o n s t a ~ ~ t The
.
feed line frequency, w,,
is the resonant frequency for pressure oscillations in that subsystenl and, hence, depends on
the propellant compressibility chariicteristics,
including effects due to gas bubbles from pump
Input

,
0

Structure

-- output

-

Propellant

feed line

FIGURE10.23.-Closed-loop

positive feedback
(ref. 10.23). '

systenl
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FIGURE10.24.-Frequency
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Frequency I cps )
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response for sample rubsystem
(ref. 10.23).

cavitation or otherwise, and apparent compressibility effects as a result of the flexibility of the
lines themselves. The resonances for both
these systems are lightly damped.' Pogo behavior results from the interaction of the two
resonances as the changing structural frequency,
w,, sweeps past the propellant feed line frequency, w,.
The interaction of the two resonances car1
be seen more in detail from figure 10.21. Here
the changing structural gain (acceleration response per unit force inputj and phase are
shown nt three different times, and can be
feed line
compared to the consttint
p i n (pressure response to unit prezil1r.e i n p ~ l t )
tlnd phase. The structllrtil gain and resonant
frecl~lencyboth increase with ti~ne,due to the
decreasing propellant mass in the vehicle.
Damping in the feed line is some\\-hit greater
than that of the structure, so that its phase
changes more gradually with frequency tlia~i
does the structural phiise. It mily be rioted
thiit the structural phase is lSOOleading \ISOO
lagging) below resonance, passes thro11i.11 90'
letidirlp (270' lugging) c ~ t resontince, c~rid becomes zero (:160° lnpginc) above resonance.
This is because the observation point is tit the
engine section in the 1011-erend of the structrlre,
and the accordion-like motion results in such a
phase response. The feed line inlet, also near
the enrine section, has the customary phase
response of 0' below resonance. 90' ltw at
resonance, and 180' lag above resonance.
The net loop gain for the t\vo systems is the
~ r o d u c tof the individual pains,
iind the net
phase is the sum of the two individual phtlse
angles. Instability will occur when the net
gain is greater than unity, and the net phase
angle is zero. At t = t , , W, is a t wl, which is
below w,, and the net gain is less than unity.
This corresponds to a stable condition early
in flight. At n later time t =t2, W, and w,
coincide, and the structural gain has increased
to where the net gain is greater than unity, and
the net phase is zero; hence, instability results
and the oscillations grow. At n still l ~ t e time,
r
t = t3, the structural gain has further increased
so that the net gain is high, but the net phase
angle has become negntive so that the system is
again stable.
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More Complete Model

The above explanation of pogo oscillations
for engine-structural coupling has been based
on only two subsystems: the structure and the
propellant feed system. In the complete
system, other subsystems, such as those shown
in figure 10.22, influence the basic behavior to
some extent. Therefore, in order to make
quantitative predictions from a model, all of
the significant subsystems shown must be
represented. In fact, an even more complete
system is shown in figure 10.25. This block
diagram represents a simplified layout of the
model used to study engine-structural coupling
in Titan I1 and Thor-Agena. The complexity
of the interaction of the various subsystems
can readily be realized. An important feature
in this schematic is that the net thrust is
composed of the vector addition of engine thrust
as well as apparent thrust felt by the engine
from the (inlet pressure) >( (feed line area),
from both the oxidizer and fuel lines.
Although the system, as depicted in figure
10.25, is considerably more complicated than
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FIGURE 10.25.-Block

as i t is shown in figure 10.23, the occurrence
of the pogo instability results from the same
basic behavior: the sweeping of the structural
resonant frequency through the constant propellant feed line resonant frequency, a t a time
during fight when the structural gain is high.
As far as is known, resonance does not occur
in any of the other subsystems in present
vehicles; these subsystems simply alter the
net loop gain and phase. Their presence is,
of course, very important, because they can
either deter or promote the instability, depending on their contribution to the total loop gain
and yl~ase. I t must also be emphasized that
the entire closed-loop system is composed of the
oxidizer and fuel loops in parallel, and a pressure
resoqance occurring in either loop can cause the
engin 3-structural instability.
Fixes for Engine-Structure Coupling

Several devices have been proposed ns fixes
for engine-structural coupling, two of which
have been used successfully on Titan TI.
Three such device.; are shown in figure 10.26.
Basically, all of these devices have but one
purpose: to alter the propellant feed line pressure characteristics so that the changing
structural frequency, w,, can never coincide
with the feed line frequency, up, or a t least
so that the coincidence will occur a t such rt t,ime
during flight that the net gain and phase will
not result in an unstable system.
Additional compliance is added to the propellant feed system by means of a mechanical
piston and spring in the accumulator (fig.
10.26(a)), by means of a gas bubble in the
standpipe (fig. 10.26(b)), and by means of the
bellows in the bellows device (fig. 10.26(c)). The
accumulator has bee11 used on the fuel system
and the standripe o11 the oxidizer system in
Titan 11. The result of incorporating these devicesistocausethe propellant feed system frequency ,
w,, to occur a t a considerably lower frequency.
Then, even if it is still above the structural
frequency, w,, at liftoff, as the two frequencies
coincide early in flight, the structural gain is
so low because of the nearly full fuel load,
that the net gain never becomes greater than
unity until after the net phase becomes negative. The use of such devices might be avoided

Ffl
characteristics

LOX discharge
I
flu# rate

diagram for complex vehicle
representation (ref. 10.23).
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re: Center of
gravity
re: Pipe

Rigid link

approximately 5 cps. The analyses indicate
that the engine does not play a significant role
in this case, the unstable coupling occurring
through the pressure regulation system for both
the fuel and oxidizer tank ullage pressure.
Figure 10.27 sho~vsa schematic of the pressure regulation system for either the fuel or
oxidizer tank, the only difference being that a
mixture of helium arid oxygen is used for the
oxidizer tank, while only helium is used for the
fuel tank ullage. This system nlaintains a
constant gage pressure in the tank ullu,ve as
the tank is drained. A pressure-sensing line
transmits the ullage pressure to 2 1 pneunlatic
regulator, which in turn itdjusLz tlie flu\\ rate
of helium gas througl~a supply dt1c.t into the
tank ullage.
At liftoff the transient engine thrrlst and
launch forces escite the longitltdinal modes of
the vehicle, and a corresporidixlg oscillation
occurs in the tank ullage volume and pressure.
This pressure oscillatio~iresrllts both from the
Sensing line

s
Comparator valve
x,

FIGURE10.26.-Schematics

of mechanical devices employed as pogo fixes (ref. 10.22).

if the proposed system can be analyzed sufficiently accurately for ~ o t e n t i a pogo
l
behavior
during the design stage of xiewly proposed
vehicles.
10.9 PRESSURE REGULATOR-STRUCTURE COUPLING

Analyses of pogo-type phenomena in the
Atlas vehicle ht~vebeen reported by Rose and
Harris (refs. 10.26 and 10.27j. In this vehicle,
the oscillations occur for a duration of about
20 to 30 seconds immediately after liftoff, and
at the longitltdirlal structural frequency of

FIGURE10.27.-S~hematic of Atlas pressure regulation
System (ref. 10.26).

LONGITUDINAL OSCILLATIONS

variation in tank volume and a variation in
the quantity of ullage gas present, resulting
from tile regulator responding to the ullage
pressure oscillation. This oscillating pressure
acts as an effective axial force on the vehicle
structure. Analyses of suit,able models of the
system have indicated that the closed-loop
system can be unstable for a period of time
when the ullage volume is small, immediately
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after liftoff. Subsequently, the gains and
phases of the various subsystems change so
that the net gain and phase no longer allow a n
unstable system. I t must be emphasized that
this type of coupling is entirely different from
the previously described engine-structure coupling, but the net result is the same although
the oscillations occur early in flight rather
than near burnout.
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PRINCIPAL NOTATIONS

A,= projected lateral area
a=radius of line vortex
b=distance between initial position
of a particle and the upper
tank bulkhead
CDa_,=drag coefficient a t zero angle of
attack
D=drag force
D,=drag a t t=O, v=vo, u=O

k ,,

d=base diameter
do= orifice diameter
d ,=tank diameter
F,=acceleration force of apparatus
(ref. 10.3)
F,= normal aerodynamic force
F, =axial aerodynamic force
Fro=initial normal aerodynamic force
I.',, =initial axial aerodynamic force
g =local gravitational acceleration
H= total head
h=tank depth
I=mass moment of inertia of vehicle
K=discharge coefficient
(kl-k2)=inertia coefficients
kl, k2, k3=coefficients
L=lift force
I= overall vehicle length
ibl= aerodynamic moment
M,=mass of apparatus (ref. 10.3)

m =vehicle mass
m l=mass of a particle of fluid
rn,=mass of a particle of fluid in
experimental apparatus

n,= acceleration index (ref. 10.2)
%=amplitude of half-sine relative
acceleration pulse
nl =relative acceleration a t maximum
indicated impact force
-n =average
relative acceleration
n(t) =acceleration pulse
P,,, =maximum impact pressure
p =pressure
pa= ambien t tank pressure
p, =fluid vapor pressure
Q=drnining flow rate
q =dynamic pressure .
R,, R,=forces acting on an isolated
particle
r =radius
ro= Earth radius
S=stroke of apparatus (ref. 10.3)
&=base area of booster
T=engine thrust
T,=duration of experiment
t =time
ta=minimum time for a particle to
impact dome, experimental apparatus (ref. 10.3)
t,= time of initial contact
tl,,=minimum time required for a
given fluid particle to reach
the tank bulkhead
u= normal velocity
V=fluid velocity
Vs=swirling velocity of fluid
v= tangential velocity
uo= initial velocity
W=mg
X=initial swirl
3, =moving coordinates

\
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z,, z,, yl, y,=coordinates of a particle
xr, y t=coordinate~
?=distance through which a particle
travels in time t
(y,)o=relative particle acceleration a t
t=O

Z=distance of center of pressure
forward of vehicle center of
gravity
a =vehicle angle of attack
cro=vehicle angle of attack at t = O
/3=angle of the quiescent fluid free
surface with the normal to the
tank axis
I' =circulation
T = peak wave height
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~ C o c =adjusted cross-flow drag coefficient.
O=inclination of apparatus
Cc= dynamic viscosity
v=flight pat'h angle
vf =kinematic viscosity of fluid
p=mass density of air (local)
pf=mass density of fluid
u=surface tension
T =nondimensional time
Q =product of tangential velocity
and tank radius
w=vorticity
o,=propellant feed line frequency
w,=roclret structure resonant frequencies

Chapter 11

Liquid Propellant Behavior at Low and Zero g
William C . Reynolds and Hugh &I. Satterlee

11.I HYDROSTATICS AND HYDRODYNAMICS AT

LOW g
Introduction

A full range of problems associated with the
sloshing motions of liquids have been considered
in previous chapters. The sloshing was presumed to arise as a result of a body force (gravitational or. equivalent accelerational) acting on
the liquid as a whole. When the magnitude of
this body force becomes very small, other forces
come into lay and these must be considered
in analyses of the sloshing motions. I n this
chapter, we shall consider the influence of the
most important of these additional forces,
capillary forces, on the sloshing motions and
associated phenomena.
The term "zero g" is a misnomer. Even in
the most advanced solar system mission one
can contemplate, gravitational forces are never
absent. I n fact, the strength of the Earth's
gravitational field 1000 miles from its surface
is about 64 percent of the ground-level value.
When we refer to a low-gravity environment
we really mean that the statics or dynamics
of a system relative to its traveling vehicle
can be treated as though it were in fact in
a :ow-gi-avitj; field. To i!!ustrate this pci2t,
consider Newton's law as applied to a particle
moving with acceleration a in some inertial
frame:

F,,, denotes the forces which the vehicle exerts
on the particle, and W is the force exerted by
the gravitational field. The acceleration may
be represented as the sum of the vehicle acceleration, a,, plus the particle acceleration
relative to the vehicle, a,,,. The weight is

given by W= mgL, where gL is the local acceleration of a free particle in t,he gravitational field.
Equat,ion (11.1) then becomes

which may be written

Under the special condition where the vehicle
is accelerating a t the exact acceleration that the
particle would experience if i t were free in the
gravitational field; that is, when gL=a,, the
dynamical equation for the particle relative to
the vehicle would be identical with the equation
for the particle in a truly zero-g environment.
This condition is very nearly met in a freely
falling vehicle, be it falling toward the Earth,
around the Earth, or around the Sun.
The condition gL=a, is met exactly only if
there is no external drag on the vehicle, and
then only if the particle is exactly a t t,he center
of gravity of the vehicle. Orbital systems
experience drag decelerations of the order of
go.' Aerodynamic drag is less significant
in deeper space, but the existence of a gradient
in the gravitational field means that the acceleration of a free particle a t one point in the
vehicle differs from that of a free particle elsewhere in the vehicle. Near Earth the gravity
gradient is of the order of loM9g,,;olcm. I t
would seem, then, that in the missions of most
immediate concern, the effective residual
gravity will never be much smaller than
1o-8 go.

The term "zero g" must be interpreted as
meaning t,hat the difference gL-a, is sufficiently small that the effective body forces
go is here used throughout to denote 980 cm/secz.
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seen b y an observer moving in the reference
frame of the vehicle are very small compared to
other forces, and consequently do not influence
the behavior of fluid particles. I n this chapter,
we are concerned primarily with the relative
importance of body forces and capillary forces,
and with the dynamics of liquid rnotion under
the combined influence of both kinds of forces.
Hydrostatic Regimes: The Bond Number

We can make some sirnple estimates of the
condition under which capillary and body forces
are important. Consider the rise of a liquid in
a tube as shown in figure 11. l . The height, h,
of the liquid may be estimated from a force
balance on the column of liquitl between point.;
1 and 2, which gives

Bssuming thnt the liquid wets the wall completely, a force balance on the meniscus give*
(see eq. (11.12))

FIGUREll.l.-Capiliary

tt~tionnlforce predorninntes, and the column of
liclr~id \vould barely rise up the tube. For
values of Bo
1, cnpillary forces predominate,
und the liquid mould rise high in the tube. we
can apply this criterion to the case of liquid in a
pttrtially filled conttiiner. At vely high values
of the Bond number, gravity dominates, and we
would expect that the interface would be nearly
horizontal. Conversely, a t very low Bond
numbers the capillary forces predominate, and
the hydrostatic configuration of the contained
liquid would involve a strongly curved interface
(nleniscus). This behavior is in fact observed,
us urlyone who has ever compared the behavior
of mercury in u marlometer to that in a thermometer can testify.
Regimes of hydrosttitic behavior are qualitatively separated by the condition Bo= 1.
These regimes are indicated for a number of
liquids in figure 11.2. The straight lines correspond t o constant values of the physical
property "kinernatic surface tension," 8= alp,
which is the relevant property in capillary
fluid mechanics. Values for typic81 liquids are
indicated in figure 11.2. I n the region above
the line for the pertinent 8, the body forces
dominate; this is the gruvity-dominated regime,

<<

Assuming thut P 2 = P,, we combine the eqruttions above, and express our esti~nateof h
nondinlensi onally as

The dinlensionless grouping, Bo=pyr2/a, is
called the Bond n umber;2 it compares the relutive magnitudes of gravitutional 1i11d ctrpillar?
forces, and is the pertinent purunleter delineating capillary-dominated and gravity-donlinated
hydrostatics. For values of Bo> 1, the gruvi-

>

2 The dimettsioliless tlrirnber, Bo=pgLzlu, has corlie
to be know11 i t 1 the current literilturc nu the Borid
number (refs. 1 1 . 1 , 11.2, arid 11.3). I~efere~icr
11.3 is
the earliest work k11ow11to the authors in which the
group Ro is speciticiilly called the Burid r~unlherafter
W. N. Bo~ld'seniploynie~itof the pnranirter to irldicate
the irnportilnct. of surfncc~ter~siotiin thr corrc.lntion of
the rise r ~ ~ tofe bubbles ill liquids (ref. 11.4). The
pnrnrneter nppenrs in differcltit forrns perhnpa it1 the
literature at a niuch earlier dnte, however; e.g.,
refs. 11.5 arid 11.6.

action in a tube.

LIQUID

FIGURE11.2.-IIydrostatic

i
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regimes for typical liquids.

the sttbjecbt of the previous chapters of this
~nonogrr~ph.Below the line, capillary forces
donlin>tte: h i s is tlie "zero g" regime. I n the
region near the line, both capillary and body
f o r ~ c sn i i ~ s tbe considered, and this is seen to
be the case for many situntions of practicctl
interest. Tt should he understood that the
regime dil-ision is only qualitative, and that
only for Bond numbers much greater than
unity can one be sure that capillary forces are
negligible. Similarly, only for very small Bond
numbers is gravity effectively zero. S o t e that
gravity effects can be important in large systems, even though the magnitude of g might be
quite small.
Some feeling for the Bond number influence
can be obtained from the photographs of
methyl-alcohol menisci (under air) in Lucite
tubes, shown in figure 11.3. There is some
optical distortion, but the Bond number effect
should be evident.
Again we see some difficulty in the meaning
of "zero g." Henceforth, by zero-g hyclrostatics
we shall mean situations with very low Bond
numbers, such that body forces do not affect
the fluid statics appreciably. In small-enough
systems, '(zero g"
- can be effectively obtained
a t 1 go (as in the mercury thermometer). In
larger systems, even lo-' go cannot properly be
considered as zero g. T o emphasize further
the importance of body forces in large booster

Bo=4.5
FIGURE
11.3.-Methyl-alcohol

menisci (under air).
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systems, the Bond numbers associated with the
liquid in cylindrical tanks approximately 1.5,
3, and 9 meters in diameter have been calculated
for effective body forces arising as a result of
aerodynamic drag, the gravitational field gradient, and rotational motion required for geocentric orientation. The results are shown in
figure 11.4, which also portrays the parameters
of the calculation. These calculations show
clearly the importance of considering both body
and capillary forces in many liquid-propellanthandling problems, and the danger of oversimplifying an analysis by the idealization of
I(
zero g."
Hydrodynamic Regimes

The dynamic motion of a liquid-gas system
may be influenced by capillary forces, body
forces, and viscous forces. In many instances,
all but one of these forces can be neglected, and
the analysis of the motion or correlation of
experimental data is thereby considerably
simplified. B number of dimensionless pnrameters can be defined, and these serve to diride
the hydrodynamic behavior into regimes.

The Weber number

provides an estimate of the ratio of "inertial
forces" to capillary forces. Here L is a
"characteristic length" of the system. For
R t > 1, cltpilli~r~
forces influence the dynamic
behtlvior only slightly, while for FVe<<l they
pltty tt tlominant role in determining the motion.
The Froude number

>

provides an estimate of the ratio of inertial
force t o body forces. For F r > > l , the body
force.. tire stiff iciently weak that, they cannot
be expected to play an important role in the
fluid dync~tnics,while for F r < < l they must
certclinly be considered. The Bond number
is seer1 t o be simply the ratio of the Weber
and Froude numbers

'l'he regimes of flo\v as determined by these
three parameters are shown in figure 11.5.
In each cttse, viscous effects may or may not
be important, and this question must be
decided separately.
This monograph deals primarily with problems associated with sloshing; for gravitydolninated sloshing, the natural sloshing frequency, w, is correlated by the dimensionless
group (ro is a characteristic system dimension)

Under capillary-dominated conditions, it is
more convenient to use the kinematic surface
tension in the normalization, and hence to
work with the dimensionless frequency
Q2=?&?p/u

(11 .lob)

Note that

When we extend the inviscid, irrotational
analyses of the earlier chapters to include the
effects of capillary forces, we will find that
FIGURE 11.4.-Bond

number for atmospheric dmg,
centrifugal, and gravity gradient accelerations.

Sometimes the Froude number is defined a s

v/J&.
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FIGURE11.6.-Hydrostatic
FIGURE
11.5.-Hydrodynamic

regimes and characteristic
response times.

regimes.

G2 can be expressed as a function of the Bond
number f o r any particular configuration; for
low Bond numbers
will approach
a constant,
.wiiile for high Busd numbers R2 will approach
the constant values given earlier. The importance of the Bond number as a parameter
in low-g sloshing should no\\- be evident.

z2

Response Time Estimates

In section 11.4, we will discuss the natl~rlil
frequency of liquid sloshing motions, from
which characteristic tinies for capillary-dorninated and gravity-dominated motions \\-ill
emerge. These characteristic times are found
to be

T = m g for the gravity-dominated regime
(1l.lla)

T=

I

for the capillary-dominated regime
(1l.llb)

These expressions provide order-of-magnitude
estimates for the time required for reorientatiorl
of liquid to tttke place follo\ving the transition
from one hydrostatic regime to another.
r
I hese estimates are she\\-n quantitatively for
typical systems in figure 11.6. Note thtit

.

the reorientation period at leasererlLl
in
laroe t:Lnk.
THE

can be

AND

OF CAPILLARY SYSTEMS
Introduction

Capillarity h:is been it subject of considerable
interest to surface chemists for several decades,
and there is a vast body of related literature
confronting the e~igineerconcerned with lo\\--:
sloshing. I t is known that capillary .' effects
wise as a result of rather short-range molecular
interactions, and there are various theories
for predicting the surface tension. For a
comprehensive summary, see reference 11.7.
A presentation more oriented to the temperament of an engineer is given by Bikermarl
(Xf. 113 ) .
Although the microscopic interpretations and
analyses are interesting and important, for
engineering purposes macroscopic representations are much more suitable. I n this section,
I\-eshall review the key ideas of the macroscopic
approach to capillarity, emphasizing in particHistorically, a "capillary" tube was so small t h a t i t
could only admit a hair (capella). F o r a n interesting
historical review, see Maxwell (ref. 11.6).
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ular those aspects which are relevant to the
low-g sloshing problem. Other treatment of
capillary hydrostatics and hydrodynamics is
given in references 11.9, 11.10, and 11.11. To
the novice to this field, we strongly recommend the educational motion picture of
Trefethen (ref. 11.12).
Surface Tension and Contact Angle

I t hns been found that liquids behave as if
they \\-ere covered by n contrt~ctiblemembrttne
in uniform tension. This tension acts along
the surface and tends to make its surface as
small as possible. The force-per-unit length
acting normal to any line drctwn in the surface
is defined 11.; the interfacial or surface tension.
Consider ti spherical bubble of gas embedded
in a liquid, as shown in figure 11.7. If we
denote the surface tension by a, then the tensile
force acting along ti great circle is Fs=axD.
For static equilibrium, this must be btilanced
by the pressure force, F,= (?rD2/4)
( P I - -Po),
where P t and Po represent the pressrlres inside
nnd outside o f the bubble. The presslve
difference is therefore given by

and is known as the capillary pressure.
If the interface is not spherical, the capillary
pressure difference across the interface at any
point is given by (refs. 11.8 and 11.9)

where rl nnd r2 are the principal radii of curvature at theit point. This relation forms the
basis for the analysis of every hydrostatic

interface in which capillary phenomena are
important, and is often called Laplace's law.
The surface tension is generally considered
to be a thermodyna~nicproperty of the interface
and is a function mainly of temperature for a
given interface. Holyever, during and shortly
after the formation or destruction of new
surface, the apparent surface tension may differ
some\vhat from its equilibrium value. This
modified surface tension is called the dynamic
surjace tension (ref. 11.13). Fortunately, these
dynamic effects may be neglected in many
engineering anttlyses, in pctrticular for the ones
at hi~nd,and we shall not consider t h e m further.
The srirfnce tension is a monotonically decreasing function of tempertttllre, ctnd vanishes
at the critical point. Values of the surftice
tension of several important liquids are given
in the appendix.
When t i liquid drop comes in contnct with ti
solid surface, three angles are formed in a
plane perpendicular to the three-phase line in
the solid surface. For drops on flat surfaces,
the solid plinse occ~~pies
180°, while both the
gaseous and liquid pliitses occupy the remniriing
180". The angle measured within the liquid
between the solid and the tangent to the liquidgas interface a t the three-phase line is called
the contact anglr (fig. 11.8(a)).
T h e value of the contact angle is related to
the relative magnitudes of the niicroscopic adhesive and cohesive forces (ref. 11.8). If the
contact angle is less than 90°, the liquid is said
to "wet" the solid; if the contact angle is
greater than 90°, the liquid is said to be "nonwetting" (fig. 11.8(b)). Both wetting and
nonwetting liquids will adhere to solid surfaces.
Consider now a cylindrical droplet of liquid
resting on the surface of another liquid, both
under a third liquid (or gas), as shown in
figure 11.8(c). If we define the individual surface tensions of the three interfaces as before,
then equilibrium of the contact line requires
that
423=U13 cos B+ u12cos 4
(11.14a)
u13sin B = u12sin

FIGURE
11.7.-Spherical

gaa bubble embedded in a liquid.

4

(11.14b)

T h e above relations have been reasonably well
substantiated by independent measurements of
the three interfacial tensions and contact angles.
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Wetting

(b)

Non -wetting

Solid

FIGURE11.8.-Contact angles.

Consider next the three cylindrical interfaces
formed by a solid, a liquid, and a gas, as shown
in figure 1l.S(d). The condition of horizontal
equilibrium can be sat,isfied if

How-ever, the condition of vertical equilibrium
cannot be satisfied. Nevertheless, this picture
of the interfacial force "triangle" is commonly
employed and justified on the basis of its anslogy to equation (11.14a). Equation (11.15) is
often called Young's equation.
Although surface tension and contact angie
are manifestations of microscopic forces, there
is a great deal of evidence which indicates that
together they define an appropriate macroscopic
representation of capillary phenomena. For
example, the height to which liquid will rise in
a capillary tube can be predicted in terms of the
surface tension and contact angle, both independently measurable, and these predictions
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are confirmed experimentally. The shapes of
liquid drops on a surface can be computed in
terms of the contact angle and surface tension,
and these computations are in agreement with
measurements. Henceforth, we will consider
that contact angle and surface tension do indeed allow capillary phenomena to be treated
macroscopically.
Although the surface tension is a relatively
invariant property of the interface, the contact
angle is not, and hysteresis is common. If a
little liquid is added to a drop, it is observed
that the base does not change, but that the
drop merely changes its shape, and consequently
the contact angle changes. After a period of
growth. the base will suddenly expand in a
jerky manner, and the contact angle will again
be reduced. The greatest angle obtained on
growth is termed the adnancing contact angle,
and the smallest angle on removal is the receding contact angle. A similar effect is observed
when a drop is placed on a plate which is subsequently tilted. The advancing and receding
of the contact angle, characteristic of the hysteresis process, have been measured for mercury
on a tilted glass plate. Figure 11.9 presents
some quantitative data for t-his case. This
hysteresis seems to depend somewhat upon the
drop size and orientation in the gravity field.
Hysteresis is also observed with a moving interface. The angular amount of hysteresis is not
excessive, but its existence is perhaps the most
disconcerting factor in the contact angle-surface
tension representation of capillary phenomena.
An exception is found for pure fluids on clean

1800
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F l o u ~11J.-ContaCt
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angle variation with inclination
for mercury on glass.
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surfaces, where no hysteresis is observed
(ref. 11.14).
Both the contact angle and the surface tension
are dependent on the condition of the interfaces.
Contamination by foreign material influences
the value of the surface tension some\\-hat, and
alters the contact angle even more. Sensitivity
to sr~rfaceand environmental conditions makes
reproducible measurements of the contact tlngle
difficult. This partial uncertainty in contact
ungle is IL key factor which often makes predict ions of capillary phenomena subject to
uncertainty. The difficulties are the greatest
when the contact angle is near 90°, for slight
changes in this range can change a wetting fluid
very rapidly into tt nonwetter.
Capillary Thermodynamics

The thermodynamics of a capillary system
are useful in formulating the conditions of
equilibrium and stability. T o determine the
energy change associated with a change of
state in a capillary system, consider the two
cones with a cylindrical mass of liquid stretched
between, as sholvn in figure ll.lO(a). The
dotted lines denote the boundaries of a system
of fixed mass, and we imagine that these
boundaries are free to move in a manner which
keeps the system volume constant. The shape
of the cones is adjusted so that the liquid retains
its cylindrical shape, el-en if the contact angle
changes.

When the separation between the cones is
increased by an infinitesimal amount dx, the
work done on this system ( P d V work is zero for
this constant volume system) will be dW=Fdx.
The instantaneous force, F, may be determined
by a force balance on a second system, defined
in figure ll.lO(b). The pressure difference
across the interfnce is P,-Po=a/r, so the force
F is a . The surface tension force on the
system is 2 m r , and, therefore, the force balance
indicates that the cone force, F, is 2aur-rar
-rar. The work done is therefore

The radius may be espressed t i s lt function of
the volume using the constraint thitt the liquid
volume remain fixed. We find
dV=2nrl dr-rFd1+2r

r2dr -0
-tan 8

(11.17)

The length change dl is related to dx and dr by

Combinirlg equations (11.16) and (1 1.17), one
finds
dJV=arr(dl-2drltan 8)
(11.19)
This can be put in a more convenient. form by
observing that the incremental change in the
interface area is d A = 2 ~ r d l - - 2 r l d r , and the
incremental change in the wetted ttretl
is dAW=4rrdr/sin 8. Combining equations
(11.17) and (11.19), we can obtain

The case of constant e is of particular interest.
For this case, we define the capillunj area,

IDr0

L

I

The work is then related to the cttpillary area by

n

-

--------- ---P

i

:~+vr

F

dW=adA,

,'------------Consider

'/I
(b)

FIGURE11.10.-Computing

(11.22)

p

the energy change in a
capillary eyetem.

now u, reversible change of state
for which the entropy change is related to
the energy transfer as heat to the capillary
system by
dS=dQ/T
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An energy balance on the system gives
dU=d&+dW

(11.24)

where U is the system internal energy. Combining these two equations, we obtain the
Gibbs equation of the capillary system (ref.
11.15)

We next differentiate the functional relationship U(T, A,)

Substituting into equation (11.25), \ve obtain

From which it follo~vsthat

Xow, consider the Helmholt,~free energy,
F= U - TS. Different'iating,

Upon combination I\-ith equation (11.25), we
find
dF=adA,-S d T
(11.30)
Since dF' is exact, we hare the IMax\vell relation

so t,hat equation (11.28) becomes

i
?
!
,

I

liquid, and is a funct,ion only of temperature
( r e . 11.16). The term

represents the energy associated with the capillary forces. Note that the capillary energy per
unit of capillary area is also a function only of
temperature.
Int,egrating equation (11.31), a t constant,
T, we find

s=(-$)

A.+SO(T)

(11.35)

where Sorepresents the entropy of the liquid
phase (ref. 11.16). -(da/dT), the capillary
entropy per unit of capillary area, is also n
function solely of temperature. Since dald T
is negative, the entropy increases during an
isothermal stretching.
The Helmholt~zfree energy is then

where Fo=Lio-TS,,.
We see that the surface
tension may be interpreted as t,he capillary
Helmholtz free energy per unit of capillary
area; this is somet,imes used as n basic
definition of u.
Now, let us consider s capillary system which
reaches equilibrium irreversibly without a work
interaction with its environment, such as the
reorientation of propellant in a system transisting from a high-g t,o a zero-g st,ate. The
first law is then simply

and the second la\\- gives

Measurements indicate that the surface
tension is a function only of temperature, and
henceforth we consider this to be the case.
Integrating equation (11.32) a t fixed T, we
have

u=(u- T -$)A,+u.(T)
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(11.33)

where Uo represents the system energy when
A,=O, that is, the internal energy of t,he

The change in ent,ropy is related to the inst,antaneous state ( U and A3 of the system through
t,he Gibbs equation, equation (11.25). Combining with the two equations above, me find

which tells us that, during the irreversible
approach to equilibrium,
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Since the capillary area continually decreases
during the process, the final equilibrium state
is a configuration of m i n i m u m capillary area.
A similar result is obtained for an isothermal
capillary system when the gravitational force
is not zero. The work done on a capillary
system b y external force when its center of mass
is lifted an amount dh is

work interaction with its environment, such
us the propellant reorientation from one g
loading to another. An energy balance for an
elemental step in bhis process then gives

where 111 is the liquid muss, nnd !I is the local
gravitational acceleration.
The total Work done On capillary system is
then
clh.
d w =U ~ A
(11'42)
Applying the first la\\- of thermodynamics

~ h ChaIlge
,
in entropy is related to the change
in state (U, A,, and h) through the Gibbs
eqllption,
(1 1.45). Combining lVith
the two equations above, we learn thnt the
changes in state which occur during- the irreversible process rnust be such that

The energy transfer as heat and the entropy
change must be such that the second law of
thermodynamics for
reversible process is
satisfied; that is,
T dS=d(Jre,.
(11.14)

The tern1 A[qh is the graz.itationa1 potential
energy of the system; sometimes the term aA,
is called the capillalrj potential energy. The
stable equilibrium state is then the state of
minim i r m total potential energy, where

For this system the Gibbs equation, describing
changes of state, is obtained by combination
of the first and second lams, and is

P E = u A c + Mgh

,+

dS=-

1

T

u

'Ms

dU-- dAc-'dh
T
T

Upon differentiating the functional relationship
U ( T ,A,, h), and following the steps leading to
equation (11.28), one finds that equation
(11.28) holds for this system also, provided
that the derivatives are taken a t constant
T and h. Similarly, the Maxwell relations,
equations (11.31) and (11.32), both hold if h
is held constant in forming the partial derivatives. Then, integrating equat,ion (11.32), one
has

The function j (h) is determined by considering
a reversible isothermal elevation a t constant
A,, and is simply f(h)=Mgh. The entropy is
also given by equation (1 1.35).
Now, consider a capillary syst#em which is
allowed to approach equilibrium without any

and the seco~ltflun- for the irreversible process
is
TdS-dQ>O
(11.48)

(11.50)

This is an extremely important result, for it
provides the basis for the determination of
stable equilibrium configurations in capillary
systems. We shall use it frequently in the
following section.
11.3

CAPILLARY HYDROSTATICS
Preferred Configurations in Zero g

The thermodynamic analysis in section 11.2
indicated that the stable equilibrium state of a
capillary system in an isothermal zero-g environment is the state where the potential
energy, PE=oAC, has the least value. There
may be several states for which small perturbations in configurat,ion result in an increase in
PE; all of these states, except for the one of
lowest PE, are metastable, for with a sufficiently
large disturbance the system will pass to the
stable state. This behavior is indicated in
figure 11.11. We can use this idea to determine
where liquid is most likely to be found in a
cont,ainer. Since the surface tension depends
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poA1
Metastable states

PE

The most stable

Configuration

FIGURE
11.11.-Stable

Wall bound

Drop

states.

only on temperature, it is constant in an
isothermal system, and we need only to investigate the capillary area -4,. Thus the calculation is entirely geometrical.
I t is important to realize that orie cannot be
sure from-these considerations that the sys tem
will indeed be in this stable state; it may be
('trapped" inametustablestate. Theanalysis
merely indicates what is niost likely, which
often is too weak it prediction for purposes of
conservn tive design.
Consider first a collection of liquid drops
away from interactiori with walls. Suppose the
drops are floatinr aimlessly itbout, and vie seek
to learn if there will i ) e :my tendericy for then1
to merge up011 contact with one another..
Let us take the simple case where all N drops
have the same diameter, D. If V represents
the total liquid volume, then

Free

(a

- -- -

Wall bound

Bubble

Free

Lb)

FIGURE11.12.-Capillary

areas for wall-bound and free
drops and bubbles.

forming orie large bubble. These trends are in
fact observed experimentally.
Let us nest ask if R drop prefers t o be floating
free of the surface or if it has lower potent,ial
energy in a "mall-bound" state. A bit of
geometrical calculation (fig. 11.12) lends to a
relationship between the capillary areas for
wall-bound and free drops (or bubbles) of
identical volume on a plane ~ u r f n c e . ~

The capillary area of each I\-ill be proportional
to D2, and the total capillary area is therefore

i ( 2 - 3 cos @+codB)]

113

(drops)

113

Since V is fixed, we conclude that the capillary
area is of the form

The capillary area mill therefore be least when
the drops are merged into one. The general
proof of this is a classic problem in the calculus
of variations, where one finds that the shape of
smallest surface area for given volume is a
single sphere. We conclude therefore that the
drops will tend to coalesce to form a single
large sphere.
By similar arguments, i t is easily demonstrated that small free bubbles will tend to join,

~ d = [ ~ ( 2 + 3 c o s 8 - c o s 3 ~ ) ] (bubbles)

Ac tree

These ratio* are less than 1 for all 8. Con~ ~ q l l ~ n t we
~ l y conclude
:
that the wall-bound
configurations are more stable. If a freefloating drop (or bubble) collides with a wall
not too violently, it \ i l l stick. I n zero g, drops
or bubbles prefer to be wall bound.
Similar geometrical calculations have been
made for the case of liquid in a spherical tank,
and the results are summarized in figure
5 F o r bubbles A ,= Al+ cos OA N W , where -4 .VH- is the
nonwetted area.
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Non -wettinq systems

Wettins systems

V

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Liquid volume fraction
*Contact angle

8

1.0
High g
(b)

Liquid volume fraction

FIGURE11.13.-Comparison of capillary energies of possible configurations in a spherical tank.

11.13(a). The ratio of the capillary areas for
the wall-bound and free-floating configurations
are plotted versus the liquid volume percentage
for several wetting and nonwetting coiltact
angles. The conclusio~~
is as stated previously,
that in every case both the liquid and gas
bubbles are wall bound in the preferred configuration. The ratios of the high-g capillary
areas (assuming a flat interface) to the wall-

bound zero-g capillary areas are shown- in
figure 11.13(b). Note that the capillary area
would indeed decrease as the fluid passes from
an initial high-g state to a zero-g state after
the removal of the body force field. An exception is observed for the particular situatioxl
where the liquid meets the wall a t the contact
angle, in which case no motion would ensue
following removal of the body force.
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These predictions have been qualitativel~
observed in free-fall experimerrts. However.
with wetting liquids in large quantity, the ullage
bubble sometimes becomes embedded. This
is attributed to inertial effects and it is felt
that after an extended period of very small g,
the bubble would drift toward the wall and
eventually become \\-all bound.
In the foregoing discussions, n-e tacitly assumed that the interface was a spherical sector.
In a zero-g hydrostatic system, the pressures
on either side of the interface will be uniform,
and equation (11.13) then requires that the
sum of the reciprocals of the principal radii

U

o

a2

Q4

0.6

as

Ratlo tlquld -wtume-to-container -volume

of curvature be constant. Thus, an axisymmetric meniscus in zero g will take the shape
of a spherical sector, provided it extends to
r=O; an annular me~liscusdoes not meet this
requirement. If the Bond number is not too
grent, it is a fair approximation that the meniscus is spherical, and this idealization con be
used in estimating the confiylnation of many
capillary systems. Clodfelter (ref. 11.17) used
the spherical sector model to determine the
position of the meniscus ill a spherical tank
under zero g, and design graphs adapted from
his report are sho\vn in figure 11.14.

LO

o

a2
a4
0.6
as
Ratio liquid-volume to - container volume

-

FIGURE
11.14.-Meniscus configuration in a sp'herical tank at zero g.

-

Lo
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Parallel Meniscus Systems in Zero g

Parallel meniscus systems are of considerable
interest in a variety of space systems. Their
preferred zero-g configurations may be determined using the minimum capillilry area ideas,
and sometimes alternatively by force balance
considerations. For example, consider the two
menisci formed by two concentric tubes, as
shown in figure 11.15(a). This parallel meniscus system has applicatio~i11nder certain conditions in large booster fllel tanks as a propellant
positioning device, for, if the radii are properly
chosen, the liquid will flow into the inner tube
ns the vehicle enters zero g. We can make it
simple analysis for the preferred configuratio~~.
Neglecting the thickness of the inner tube, and
assuming perfect \vetting, the following pressure
differences can bc dcr*ired directly from the
differentinl equations for the shapes of the inner
ttnd outer menisci, or from simple force balances.

Now, if Pa is less than Pa, t,he liquid will flouto t.he inner tube. Hence

liquid moves up the annulus

liquid remains in any position

I
I

liquid Inoves up the center tube)
(11.56)
TJius, if tlie i~lllerrtldius is snlaller than half
of the outer radius, the liquid will flow to the
center. This prediction was substantiated in
the experiments of Petrash and Otto (ref.
11.19).
It must be erriphusized that the tendencies
previously indicllted may be overridden by
dynamic effect>. For example, if the liquid
were sutltlenly dru\vn up through the inner tube,
following the renloval of the body force, its
momentun] may carry it out of the inner tube
into the top end of the tank; this possibility
should be guarded against in any design utilizing this sort of ~ t a n d p i p e . ~An analysis of the
minimum-capillary-energy type, which is relevant to this problem, involves the determination
of the container geometry in which n liquid of
fixed volume can be contained with the least
capillary energy. Consider a family of cylindrical tanks with hemispherical ends, as shown
in figure 11.15(b). Assuming full wetting, the
liquid volume is
V= *r2h
(11.57a)
The capillary area is

Combining, one finds that the least potential
energy for fised V is obtained with the largest
radius. Hence, should the liquid squirt up to
the top end of the tank of figure 11.15(a), it
la)

FIGURE
11.15.-Menisci in typical

tanks.

6 This has beer1 den~onstrateclin small-scale expcrilnents carried out by Siege1 (ref. 11.1'3).
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may well stay there in the absence of any
restoring body forces.
The foregoing example serves to illustrate the
dangers of relying on the predictions of this
type of zero-g analysis, and the need for careful
consideration of dynamic eflects, either by
analysis or by properly scaled model experiments. Both of these topics mill be discussed
in subsequent sections.
We have seen how the spherical segment
model can be used in zero-g meniscus
configuration analyses.
T o make accurate
design calculations a t nonzero Bond numbers, one must use a more accurate meniscus-shape equation. I n many systems, the
meniscus is axisymmetric, and n very larye
class of configurations can be h:indled when
the characteristics of such s meniscus are
knoit.n. me shall no,v consider a general
treatment for axisymmetric menisci, the resulk of which can be usect in design
problems.
Shape of Axisymmetric Menisci

Consider the infinitesimal ;~nnularring C I I ~
from the meniscus (fig. 11.16). ii force bulance in the vertical direction provides the
differential equation for the static interface
u-

:s(

r

=r dr
- (Pg-P,)
d.s)
ds

(11.58)

The pressure is assumed to have a hydrostatic
dis tGbution
P,=Pz,- pgh
(11.59)
where PI is the pressure in the liquid just
beneath the interface, and PI, is the liquid
pressure a t the bottom of the meniscus.
Introducing the dimensionless quantities

where

rc=u/(PK-Pz0)
arid combining equations (1 1.58) and (1 1.59),
one finds
7

p

The gas density is neglected. To consider it, replace

by p z -

pg

in the analysis.

FIGURE
11.16.-Force

balance for axisymmetric menisci.

$ ( R %)=I?

d fi (I+ BH)

(11.61)

-1second differential equation is obtained from
the geometric condition

which. \\-hen tliferentiatecl
gives

tint1

dH d-+2 H dR d2R
--0
d S d S 2 cis d S 2-

normalized,
(11.63)

Equations (11.61) and (11.63) form IL pair
whiclr may be solved numerically. The problem may be treated us 2\11 initial value problem,
in which we prescribe

R1(0) =1

I

Calculations of this type have been carried
out a t fixed B, yielding values of a along the
way. These results were then cross-plotted
for selected values of ar to obtain the curves of
figure 11.17. I n these figures, V represents the
volume of revolution bounded by the meniscus
and the plane of the contact line. These
curves may be used in design calculations
involving any axisymmetric meniscus, which
must extend to r=O.
T o illustrate the usefulness of these curves,
suppose we wish to calculate the general configuration of a meniscus in s spherical tank as
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F~XJRE
11.17.-Configuration

parameters for axisymmetric menisci.

ct function of the percent volume loading, to
develop a curve similar to those in figure 11.14.
I t is a simple mtttter to read tdhe required
values frorn figure 11.17, and the calculatiorl
method is outlined in tl~ble11.1. Figure 11.18
shows the results of this calculation for a purticular case of rnodernte Bond number. Kote
thttt the depth of the merliscr~s is less than
predicted by the simple zero-g (circular segment) model of figure 11.14. This points u p
the fact that the zero-g analysis, ttlough in
error, may often provide u sin~plecormervutive
estimate of the rneniscus extension. When
more accurute results tire desired, the curves
of figure 11.17 can be used.

Approximate calculations for configurntio~ls
not covered by the curves discussed above can
be made using some assumed shape for the
meniscus. For example, Satterlee nnd Chin
(ref. 11.20) have found that nn ellipsoidal
approximation gave quite adequate results for
axisymmetric menisci a t low Bond numbers.
Stability of Axi~~rnrnetric
Menisci

I n a zero-g environment, a meniscus will hold
its position and shape as the container is slo\vly
inverted. At sufficiently low g, the inversion
may ulso be made and the liquid left "hnnging"
a t the top of the container. There are important situations in which one would like to
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design the container such as to maintain the
inverted meniscus, and other instances where it
is important that the liquid not remain in the
inverted position. In these engineering problems, knowledge of the stability of the meniscus,
with respect to a destabilizing body force field,
is of considerable utility, and me now will take
up this important question.
T h e concept of interface stability can be
introduced by drawing on common experience.
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Consider a mercury-in-glass thermometer.
Held in any position a t normal g, the interface
is st'able, and the mercury does not run down
the tube. In fact, it is possible to perform the
same experiment with a tube 0.2 centimeter in
diameter. However, if one att,empts to invert
a column of similar length in rt 3.0-centimeterdiameter tube, t,he mercury invariably falls
down and out of t,he tube. We therefore expec,t
that there is a critical radius below which the
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interface is stable, and above which it is unstable. The determination of this radius and
the associated critical Bond number will be
considered momentarily.

TABLE
11 .l.-Method of Determining the Meniscus
Configuration as a Function of Liquid Volume
for a Spherical Tank
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FIGURE11.18.-Menisci

in a epherical tank.

FIGURE
11.19.- menisci in inverted tubes.

I

A first thought might be to attribute the
support of the heavy liquid at the top of the
tube to capillary forces. However, one finds
that wetting fluids can also be suspended at
the top of a glass tube, as in the alcohol-in-glass
thermometer. In fact, by being careful in the
inversion process, water can be suspended in a
0.6-centimeter-diameter tube. For wetting
liquids, the surface tension forces tend to assist
gravity in pulling the liquid down. In nonwetting liquids, some slight assisting support
is given by surface tension, but the liquid is
basically supported by pressure. Atmospheric
pressure acts on the interface, and a reduced
pressure acts at the top end of the tube (fig.
ll.l9(a)).
Since the ratio of weight to pressure force is
independent of diameter, it is possible to support
fluid in any diameter tube, provided, of course,

that the length is small enough so that a positive
absolute pressure results at the top of the tube.
But we observe instability of the column in
large tubes, while in the smaller tubes the interface is stabilized by surface tension.
What would happen if we opened the top end
of the tube, equalizing the pressures? Of
course the liquid would fall down. This would
not be considered an instability because the
suspended configuration is impossible in itself,
and one can only sensibly discuss stability
when the static configuration could in principle
occur. But suppose we restricted the bottom
end of the tube, causing an interface of different curvature to be formed, as shown in
figure 11.19(c). Suppose the interface curvature is such as to produce a pressure in the
liquid at the hole which is higher than atmos-

,
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pheric, perhaps even high enough to support
the liquid column. The tallest column will be
possible when the radius of curvature of the
protruding interface is least, for this yields the
greatest "capillary pressure." Here me see an
example of a system in which capillary forces
simultaneously provide both support and
stability.
The stability of a meniscus may be analyzed
in a number of ways. One can do a dynamic
analysis of the liquid motion, and then look for
normal modes of vibration which grow in
amplitude with increasing time. This is a
difficult computational t,ask, for although the
problem may be linearized in a study of small
disturbances, the domain in which the solution
must be obtained is not simple. I t is possiblc
to show that the eigenvalue equation giving the
stability limit obtained from an inviscid theory
of this type is exactly as would be obtained
simply b y invoking the thermodynamic criterion of marginal stability; that is, that variations in the meniscus shape produce no variations
in the total potential energy (refs. 11.21 and
11.22). This condition marks the boundary
between states of minimum free energy (stable
states) and maximum free energy (unstable
states). We will use the latter method, and in
section 11.4 will demonstrate for a simple case
that the dynamic stability analysis indeed yields
the same critical Bond number.
According to our thermodynamic criteria,
for a meniscus shap'e to be stable there must be
no small perturbation of its shape which can
lead to a reduction in the total potential energy.
For example, consider the meniscus formed by
the liquid a t the top of a spherical container, as
shown in figure 11.20(a). Suppose the meniscus
somehow finds itself with exactly the same
shape, but with its posicion rotated sEght!y
about the center of the sphere. The capillary
potential energy would be unchanged, but the
gravitational potential energy would be decreased, and hence the total potential energy
would be reduced. Consequently, the meniscus in an "inverted" spherical tank is always
unstable. This fact has important application
in propellant tank design.
All "inverted" menisci become unstable a t
sufficiently high g's. The limit of stability is

The inverted
$ * m
An unstable
perturbation

--

9

//'

(a)

< Ilcrit
' gcrit
'gcrit

*

Stable
Neutrally stable
Unstable

1

(b)

FIGURE
11.20.-Stability

of menisci.

-Disturbed

interface

Undisturbed interface

-a

+a

FIGURE11.21.-Liquid

in an inverted channel.

given by the point a t which the total potential
energy of the capillary system ceases to be u
minimum, and starts becoming a maximum.
A simple analogy helpful in grasping this concept is given in figure 11.20(b).
T o illustrate the methods, we will now carry
out the stability analysis for a simple case.
Consider the liquid having 0=90° in an inverted
two-dimensional channel, as shown in figure
11.21. The capillary potential energy per unit
of channel length is, for ti two-dimensional
disturbance,
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pEc=S-TrJ1+(gydx

Then, substituting back into equation (11.68),
we find
BoC,lt=r2/4=2.46
(11.70)

number marks the onset of this instability.
Now-, the stability criteria obtained from the
potential energy considerations admit any
Y(,y) which satisfies the proper contact conditions. Hence, if instability occurs for u
normal-mode perturbation, both methods will
yield identical mlues for the critical Bond
number.
Concus (ref. 11.31) has used this approach to
treat the instability in the ti\-o-dimensional
channel for contact angles other than 90'.
He found that the 90' case was the most
stable, and that the critical Bond number for
fully wetting or nontvetting liquids was only
about 0.72 (compared to 2.46 for 0=90°).
This same trend is f o ~ ~ nin
d asisymmetric
menisci, which are of more practical interest.
However, an important result of a later study
by Concus (ref. 11.22) indicated that an_v
meniscus for which the curvature changes sign
was unstable. While this \\-as shown only
for u two-dimensional meniscus, it might be
speculated that it would be true for itnv
meniscus, when applied to the totnl meuiscrls
curvature. These criteria might provide M good
way of estimating critical Bond numbers for
menisci of irregular shape.
The extension of the stability analysis t o
generalized axisyrnmetric menisci is considerably more complicated ; the details differ somewhat from the previous analysis, but they are
the same in concept. A summary of the
analysis is given in reference 11.1, and we
shall simply present the results here.
The critical Bond number may be related
to the radius of curvature (r,) of the bounding
~vallsa t the contact point in ct plane containing
the axis, to the contact angle, and to the angle
a! which the meniscus makes with the axis.
This relationship may be expressed nondimensionally in the form

This is identical with the result obtained t ~ s
a byproduct of the sloshing analysis. I n the
sloshing analysis, one considers the normalmode oscillations, each of which yields t i
periodic interface perturbation Y,,(,Y). If the
Bond number is such that one of these normal
modes grows in time, rather than oscillating,
the system is unstable. The critical Bond

This relat,ionship was determined by numerical
solution and is shown graphically in figure
11.22. The meanings of the symbols are
given on that fi,oure.
The curves of figure 11.22 can be used t o
examine the stttbility of practically any axisym-

(11'65a)

Hence, for small perturbations y(x), the variation in capillary energy is, to first order

S

+"

-a

(-

1 dy
dX
2 dx

6p,73e~g --

(u.6jb)

The varitttion in gravitational potential energy
per unit of length from the equilibrium (flat
in terfnce) value is

Denoting Y=y/a, X=x/a, B ~ = ~ g a ~ /the
a,
totnl varitttion in potential energy map be
espressed nondimensionully tts

For stability, 6 P E = 0 for any small virtual
variation Y ( X ) . The neutrally stable case
occurs when 6PE vanishes. Hence, in a stable
state

To find the critical Bond number, we should
seek the shape perturbation P(X) which minimizes the ratio 11/12above. This leads us to
an isoperimetric problem in the calculus of
variations (ref. 1123) ; the solution which
maintains the contact angle fixed is
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R, sin

ZERO G

8

FIGURE
11.22.-Neutral stability curves for axisyrnrnetric menisci.

metric meniscus. Several important general
conclusions may be drawn from them directly:
(1) An "inverted meniscus" is unstable a t all
Bond numbers for positive wall cur\-ature
(concave with respect to the meniscus) such that
the parameter r / ( r , sin 8 ) is greater than
1.
This includes the spherical tank case previously
discussed.

+

229-64s 0-65-27

(2) The critical Bond number for zero wall
curvature (r,= co ) depends only upon the angle
which the meniscus makes with respect to the
ssis, and is otherwise independent of the contact
angle. This allo\vs the stability criteria for
conical capillaries to be represented in the
manner of figure 11.23.
(3) The critical Bond number for \vull-bound
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FIGURE
11.24.-Stability

of wall-bound drops and bubbles.

curvature occurs at the bottom edge of u
vertical tube, or in a horizontal orifice; if the
meniscus is flat, the critical Bond number is
14.6. Experiments of Duprez (ref. 11.27)
support this re diction. The case a = O O gives
the m a s i m o ~ ~size
i of t i 1011:: bubble which C L I I ~
persist in H straight vertical tube, arid is in
tigeemen t ~ v iht the theory 21 n d experiments
reported by Bretherton (ref. 1 1 2 8 ) . Two
examples illustrating the use of these curves in
FIGURE11.23.-Critical Bond number for axisyn~metric
tisisymmetric meniscus stnbility tinalysis tire
menisci in a conical tank.
given in figure 11.25.
There are a number of important tipp1ic:~tions
of these results in the design of liquid stortige
drops tind bubbles mtiy be determined from
systems for rlse in space. If it is desirable thtit
figure 11.22, and expressed in terms of a criticti1
the liquid not remain in the inverted position,
volume. The result is sho\vn in figure 11.24.
that is, that it fall to the "bottom" of the tank,
(4) The maximum destabilizing g loading
t i spherical design should be used.
Then, \\-it11
can be sustained when the interface is fltit
any slightly destabilizing orientation of the
(a =90').
body force, the liquid will niigrilte to the bottom
What experimental d a t ~are t~vailableseem
of the tank. On the other hand, if it is desired
to confirm the instability theory. Satterlee
that the liquid should remain "above" the gas,
and Reynolds (ref. 11.24) performed extensive
then one would try to design the vessel so as to
experiments in a slightly tapered tube, and
these datti are in very good agreement \\-itti tichieve a flat meniscus. This might be acfigure 11,22 over the range of 0 ~ < a < 9 0 ~ . complished by placing thin rings around the
\valls, as shown in figure 11.%(u). The
Similar data of Masica et d. (ref. 11.25) also
meniscr~swould become tittached to one of these
support these predictio~is. Jakob (ref. 1 1.26)
rings, arid a11 optinlally stable flat interface
discusses the wall-bound bubble ctise in his
thereby obtained. If the g-loading is more than
nucleate boiling chapter, and shoivs t i variety
the critical value for stability, the tank can be
of data \vhich are in very good agreement with
partitioned to bretik up the meniscus into
figure 11.23 over the range -90°<a<00.
smaller
stable menisci, as indicated in figure
The case of very small negtitive radius of
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Example 1

For a

=

,

50°

+

* 0.667

,

read o n Fig. 11.22

. 40°

Example 2
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procedure, in which the interface shape \\-as
first specified and the container shape then
calculated. I n order to maintain the assumed
meniscus shape, a nonunifo~mpressure must be
impressed on the outside of the meniscus.
Anliker and P i state that the shape of the
container bottom is very important in determining the stability criteria. The present work
would suggest that i t is only the container
shape a t the contact point which is important,
and i t is believed that the stability limits given
by the Anlier-Pi scheme for realistic meniscus
shapes would be in full agreement with the
curves of figure 11.23.
Flat Annular Meniscus

Suppose

8 = 135'
a=4O0
RwIR - - 1

For

a

-

40'.

R

Rw sin

+ - - 1.41 .
(pg~'l~),rit

FIGURE11.25.-Two

9

.
-.-

- 1 x 0.707

1.41

The stability of a flat meniscus in an annular
tank has been analyzed by these same methods.
The eigenvalue problem for a flat meniscus is
relatively simple, and the solution is given in
The results of this stability
reference 11.
analysis are presented here in figure 11.27.

read on Fig. 11.22
=

3.3

examples of arisymrnetric meniscus
stability calculations.

3

FIGURE
11.27.-Stability
(a

FIGURE11.26.-Two

i

(b)

methods for improving stability.

11.26(b). Screens can be used effectively for
this purpose.
A recent study by Anliker and P i (ref.
11.29) involved calculation of interface instability by the dynamic method described in
sectmion11.4. However, they used an inverse

of a flat annular meniscus.

Note that the critical Bond number for the
case of T i / T o = 6 , corresponding io a ttiil \\-ire
in the center of a tube, is 3.39, the same value
as obtained without the wire. This suggests
8 I n ref. 11.1, the ordinate of the illustration corresponding to fig. 11.27 is incorrectly labeled. The
right-hand side of the first equation on p. 85 of
ref. 11.1 should be multiplied by R. Eqs. (11.61) and
(11.64) have been corrected for typographical errors
that were present in ref. 11.1.
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FIGURE11.28.-Shape and stability of a rotating meniscus in a cylindrical tank.
tnat the presence of a small standpipe in the
center of a large tank would have little effect
on the critical Bond number.
It should be noted that the two-dime~isionul
channel, with a two-dimensional disturbance,
does not form the limiting case as ri/ro-jl.
This is because of the azimuthal v ~ r i a t i o n
permitted in the annular tank." However, the
numerical calculations are checked by the
observation that a disturbance with no radial
variation which wiggles once and meets itself
in going around the circumference is equivalent
to the two-dimensional problem, with a replaced by one-fourth the circumference, or
s r / 2 . Then, using equation (1 1.70), Ire would
predict pgr2/a= I, which agrees with figure 11.27.
Shape and Stability of a Rotation Axisymmetric
Meniscus

Seebold and Reynolds (refs. 11.30 und 11.31)
hare made similar calculations for a rotating
meniscus in a cylindrical tank, nssl~mingthat
9 It is important to appreciate that the two-dimellsional chnnnel idealization, while simplifying the
anulysiw, does not let\ci to meaningful results in the
stnbility problem; for this reason the results of Concus'
pioneering study (refs. 11.31 trnd 11.22), which set the
methocl for the stability nnnlysis, have not been
inclndecl herein.

the liquid is in a state of solid body rotation.
Some of their results are given in figure 11.28.
I t is interesting to note that a rotating meniscus
nlrty be unstable even a t zero g, enabling the
liquid to move entirely to the outer perimeter.
This has important applications in liquid-vapor
separation.
For the special case of zero contact angle and
zero Bond number, Seebold and Reynolds
(ref. 11.30) obtained a simplified stability
criteria for the rotating meniscus in an annular
tank. Their results may be written as

Here r , and ro are the inner and outer radii of
the tank, w is the angular frequency (radtsec),
and Q2 is the rotational Weber number. If
Q2 exceeds this critical value, or if the meniscus
contacts the bottom of the tank, the liquid
m o w s rapidly to the outer wall.
This theory indicates that even very slow
rotations will produce full liquid separation in
large tanks. For example, in a 3-meterdiameter tank, a rotation of the order of tw-o
revolutions per hour is sufficient to cause sepnration, once the st,at.eof solid body rotation has
been achieved. Seebold and Reynolds present n
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number of other data pertinent to the design of
rotating tanks for low g. I n particular, the reference includes a more complete description of a
calculation method for axisymmetric menisci,
and a detailed discussion and analysis of the
stability problem.
The exrperiments of Seebold and Reynolds
indicate that figure 11.28 provides a conservative estimate of the critical rotation parameter.
Separation was usually obtained at somewhat
lower Borid and RTebernumbers, primarily due
to "dynamic overshoot" in the reorientation
period.
Blackshear and Eide (ref. 11.32) have examined the meniscus in a tank whirling about
an axis perpendicular to the tank axis. This
motion produces an effective body force gradient, but the shape and stability can be determined essentially by the value of the body
force at the meniscus surface. Hence the
stability criteria, estimated using a critical
equivalent Bond number of 0.84 (for fully
wetting liquids), ~vouldbe

FIGURE
11.29.-Supporting pressure.

This length nius t not be exceeded if the meniscus
is to be supported, and such considerations
should be nlude if the liquid is in a nearly
s a t ~ ~ r a t esta1.e.
d
If the liquid is saturated, no
inverted meniscus can be supported. This
fact must be considered in the design of cryogenic licluicl storage systems.
Stability in Capillary-Supported Systems

Here L is the distance from the whirl axis to
the meniscus, and w is the whirling angular
frequency.
Condition for Sufficient Supporting Pressure

Throughout the previous three sections we
tacitly assumed that the pressure forces in
the gas are s a c i e n t to support the meniscus
in an inverted position. This must be examined in each application. The pressure at
the uppermost point in the fluid will be less
than that at the lowermost point by an amount
(see fig. 11.29)
Pz- PI=pgh
(11.73)
where h is the dist,ance between these two
points. The pressure at PI must not be lower
than the saturation pressure of the liquid at
the particular temperature involved, or else
vaporization is likely to occur at the top of the
tank. The maximum liquid height which can
be supported is therfore

The menisci discussed in previous sections
are supported in an inverted position by pressure forces. In contrast, consider the capillarysupported systems of figure 11.30. This system
can also be analyzed by the minimum potential
energy method. However, instabilities generally occur a t very low values of the Bond
number, based on the radius of the supporting
menisci, and hence the simpler force-balance
methdds, utilizing the idealization that the
meniscus is spherical, are usually quite adequate. For example, equating the total pressure variation along the axis of figure 11.30(a)
to zero, one finds
2a

-=pgh

(11.75)

r1

Since r,>r, a stable system is possible only if

Similar analyses yield the results sho~\-nfor
figure 11.30(b).
In a series of experiments on a system such
as figure 11.30(c)-(e), Hollister (ref. 11.33)
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l r * ~

The inverse problem of a gas column in a
liquid under zero g was studied b y Rayleigh
(ref. 11.35). He showed that the cylindrical
interface is unstable, and tends to pinch off,
forming bubbles. The most rapidly amplified
disturbance has an axial I\-avelength of

pghr,lu~l-r,/r,

X= 6.48DO

(b)

(11.'isti)

from which we estimate the pinched-off bubble
diameter as
D = 1.7Do
(I 1.i8b)
Hole configuration models

2r

FIGURE11.30.-Stability

of some capillary-supported
systems.

found that the maximum values of p~hrla
ranged from 1.5 to 3.5. Highest values were
obtained with a water-Teflon system, which is
probably most closely modeled by figure
11.30(e). These experiments prove that simple
analyses of this type can yield stability criteria
sufficiently accurate for many engineering design purposes.
Instabilities in Other Capillary Systems

Lamb (ref. 11.34) presents analysis which
shows that a cylinder of liquid is unstable under
the action of surface tension in zero g. The
column of liquid tends to pinch together and
form drops of liquid. If Do is the cylinder
diameter, the most amplified disturbance is
found to have an axial wavelength of

\

Xz4.5Do

(11.77a)

T h e implication of the linearized theory is that
the drops formed on breakup of the cylinder will
have a diameter of approximately
D = 1.5D0

(11.77b)

These predictions have been confirmed experimentally and are beauti:ully demonstrnted in
the motion picture of Trefethen (ref. 11.12).
Anliker and Beam (ref. 11.36) studied the
stability of uniform liquid layers spread over
cylinders and spheres and found that the film
on a fully covered sphere or cylinder is al~w-ays
unstable. This contradicts the simplified
analysis of Lee (ref. 11.37) wvhich dealt primarily with longitudinal ware instabilities.
With water, Lee always observed instt~bility,
but with oil he did not. I t might be thought
that this was a viscous effect, but the analysis
of Bellman and Pennington (ref. 11.38) indicates that viscosity does riot alter the critical
Bond number. The surface tension value for
oil used b y Lee seems high, and hence his oil
experiments are questionable.
Otto (ref. 11.39) reports experiments on the
stability of a meniscus in a horizontal tube.
The critical Bond numbers, based on tube
radius, ranged from about 1 to about 2.5;
this \-as not attributed by Otto to contact
angle variations, but may well have been due
to differences in contact angle or to contact
angle hysteresis, wvhich Satterlee and Reynolds
(ref. 11.24) found to be important in their
sloshing studies.
11.4

LOW-s SLOSHING AND SOME RELATED
PROBLEMS
Introduction

The sloshing analyses presented in previous
chapters apply whenever the Bond number is
substantially greater than unity. At low g
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Disturbed interface 7

Undisturbed interface

Subscript notation is used to denote partial
differentiation with respect to the subscripted
variable. The boundary condition appropriate
for the inviscid problem a t the solid walls is
FIGURE11.31.-Definitions

for axisymmetric meniscus
sloshing analysis.

these analyses must be modified to account for
the distortion of the undisturbed interface
shape and the added interface pressure tlifference caused by capillarity. IThile these new
factors make the mathematics considernbly
more complicated, the general approach remains unchanged. In this section, me u-ill
formulate the sloshing analysis for 2isisymmeti-ic
menisci and present the results for t ! p:irti(w~
larly useful case of a cylindrical tank with an
axial body force. For more details of the
treatment, see reference 11.24.
General Formulation for Low-g Sloshing

We presume that the essential features of
sloshing motions will be revealed by an inviscid,
incompressible flow theory. Consider the liquid
in the axisyrnmetric tank of figure 11.31. The
bounding walls are denoted by W, the undisturbed interface by S, the disturbed interface
by S'. The domain occupied by the liquid
in the undisturbed and disturbed c o d ,vurations
are D and D', respectively. We denote the
velocity components in the r, 6,and z directions
by u, v, and w, respectively. The fluid meets
LL uuw W Z L at
~ c o n t c t angie, el measured in a
plane perpendicular to the contact line, C.
Assuming the motion to be inviscid, incompressible, and irrotational, the equation of
continuity may be expressed in terms of the
velocity potential, 4, as

Since the motion is irrotational, Bernoulli's
equn tion is satisfied throughout the liquid
domain, and in particular at the free surface.
The unsteady form of Bernoulli's equation
tipplied a t the perturbed surface is

where $ ( t ) is an arbitrary function of time.
Here P is the pressure just inside of the interface
and V is the total fluid velocity. I t should be
pointed out that the only point a t which
dynamics enters the analysis is through equation
(11.82).

P is related to the pressure just outside of
the liquid, P,, by

P,-P=uK

(11.83)

where the total interface curvature, K , is
given by (ref. 11.24)

-4 kinematic relation between the velocity
field and the interface motion is essential to
this analysis. This kinemat,ic relation is (ref.
11.24)

Here the velocity potential is defined by

1
s ~ = - + ~ + + ~ s ~ + &sa
~

(11.55)
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If the meniscus is flat, or nearly so, only the
first term on the right in equation (11.85)
need be retained, as was the case in earlier
chapters. However, with the strongly curved
meniscus, the second term will also contribute
to a linearized analysis, and all three terms
would have t o be used in a proper nonlinear
treatment.
For convenience, the arbitrary function of
time in equation (11.52) may be set equal to
the equilibrium liquid pressure a t the vertex
of the equilibrium free surface shape, divided
by the liquid density. Then, using the kinematic condition, the free surface condition
reduces to

Equation (11.79) is the equation which must,
be solved, and the boundary conditions which
must be imposed are equations (11.81) rtnd
(11.86), plus a contact angle condition. Thc
kinematic connection between the shape of the
free surface and the velocity potential is
equntion (11.85). Obviously, the nonlinear
problem is quite difficult, and in the interests
of obtaining a useful approximate method, we
will nnw linearize the problem by idealizing
that the perturbations are small.
The Linearized Problem

Surface boundary condition:

lVall boundary condition:

Kinematic condition at the surface:
h, = - &+A$, on S

(11.88d)

I n addition, we require a contact point
condition. We assume that the perturbation
in the slope h, a t the contact point is given,
to order a, by
hr=7h on C
(11.88e)
The parameter 7 provides a macroscopic way
for including the effects of contact angle
hysteresis (ref. 11.24). I n walls with curvature in 1111 axial plane, 7 also includes the
curvature effects.
Now that the problem has been linearized,
we can reduce it to the familiar sort of eigenvalue problem for the natural sloshing modes.
We put

+= J ~ @ ( R9,, 2 ) sin w t
(ii.ag)

We assume that 4 is of the order e, where a is
a small parameter, and express the interface as

The values of 4 and its derivatives on the disas a Taylor,s
turbed surface are
series ex~ansion about their values on the
undisturbed meniscus. This in effect allows
the single boundary condition to be "transferred" from S' to S. The linearized problem
then becomes (to order c) :

!

a y e r e n t i d equation:
v24=0 in D

and obtain the dimensionless eigenvalue problem for @, H, and Q:

DiJerential eqrlatim:
v%=O in D

(1 1.90a)

Wall bounday condition:
(11.88a)

@,=O

on

W

(11.gob)
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Surjace boundary condition:

Kinematic condition:

z

.

Contact angle condition:

I n spite of the linearization, we still are faced
with a formidable problem; except for very
simple cases, the domain D is not well suited
for solution of equation (11.90a), for the
meniscus shape F(R) is known only numerically.
We will now obtain a solution for the special
case of a cylindrical tank with a flat bottom
and a flat interface, and subsequent,lyformulate
and use a variational scheme for analysis of more
realistic situations.
Solution for a Special Case

For t,he special case indicated by figure
11.32, solutions sat,isfying equation (11.90a)
in D are
@=J,,(k,, .R) cos m6 cosh [k,,,(L+Z)]

(11.91)

where J,(x) is the Bessel function of order m.
Note that m=O corresponds to the first symmetric perturbation, while m = l gives the
first antisymmetric (lateral sloshing) mode.
The eigenvalues k,,, are determined from
equation (11.gob), which gives

Note that equation (11.90d) is satisfied by
equation (11.91). Using the kinematic culldition, the surface boundary condition becomes

T h i s will be satisfied by solutions of the form
of equation (11.91) only for particular values
of Q, namely

FIGURE11.32.-Geometry for a special case.

Note that we \\-ere unable to enforce any conbnct
point condition. However, i t may easily be
shown that t.he contact angle is 'unchanged for
this solution, which therefore corresponds to
r=0.
The lowest sloshing frequency (the
fundamental) is obtained for m = n = l , and is

Note that for very large Bond numbers,
equation (11.95) gives

-

Q2/Bo=b=w2ro/g=l.841 tanh (1.S41L)

(11.96)

which is the result obtained \\-hen surface
tension is neglected.
As !oiig as _Re>-1.39,
D2 \\-ill be positive
and hence the motion oscillatory. But for
Bo< -3.39 SZZ is imaginary, corresponding to
s growing disturbance. The neutral stabilit,y
point is therefore Bo=-3.39, which agrees exactly with the value obtained from the simpler
potential energy considerations. (Note that
the sign difference is due to the different direction for positive g. Note also that the critical
value is. independent of depth, which is also in
agreement with our earlier discussions.)
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A

Variational Formulation

In general, exact solution of the eigenvalue
problem, equation (11.90), is not possible, and
approximate methods are preferable. I n particular, a variational formulntion can be made
(ref. 11.24). Following the usual formalisms of
the calculus of rnrint'ions, one can show that,1°
\\-hen and it,s H are eigenfunctions satisfying
equation (11.90), associated with eigenvalue Qz,
the function

Det (A,,+Q2Bij) =O

(11 .loo)

The roots of this expression provide t,he approximation to the eigenvalues.
Some considerable reduction in the amount
of numerical work can be obtained if the wall
geometry is such that each member of the approximating functions \I.(" can be chosen so as
to satisfy v2@=0in D. Satterlee and Reynolds
(ref. 11.24) show that when and H are eigenfunctions satisfying equation ( 1 1 9 0 ) the
function

is stationary with respect to arbitrary variations satisfying
is stationary with respect to arbitrary small
variations in @ and H satisfying

The variational problem, equation (11.97),
can be attacked directly by the Rayleigh-Ritz
method. We assume a solution of the form

The functions $('Imust be chosen so as to
satisfy equations (11.97b) through (11.97d).
The expression for I then becomes of the form

where the Ail and Btj are numbers which can
be calculated by integration. The requirement
that I be stationary then produces a chtlracteristic determinant, from which Q2 must be
evaluated,
10 This may bc derived physically from Hamilton's
principlc (ref. 11.24).

v%=O in

D

(1l.lOlb)

Now, if we look for eigenf~nct~ions
associated
with a particular azimuthal mode, we can use

@=x
a, cos m9 . \kCi'(R,2 )
N
i-I

(11.102)

and the required numericd integrations
are purely one-dimensional. The functions
\kCf)(R,Z ) cos m9 can be taken as the normal
modes for the high g (flat interface) problem,
if these are known in a convenient analytical
form .
Satterlee and Reynolds (ref. 11.24) have
applied this idea in the analysis of the fundamental sloshing mode for a liquid in a cylindrical
tank with a flat bottom. Convergence difficulties were encountered with nonwetting contact angles, but the method proved quite
effective for wetting liquids. Figure 11.33
shows the results of these predictions and some
measurements obtained in a companion experi-
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Liquid
-

Symbol

Water
Mercury
Mercury under water

a

Carbon-tetrachloride
Methanol
Water against paraffin

0

0
V

a
e

FIGURE11.33.-Lateral

sloshing in a cylinder of infinite depth.

ment. The lines denote the theory; "free"
refers t o a calculation with r=0; and "stuck"
denotes r= -a, for which the contact line
remains fixed. Note that the effect of meniscus
curvatures becomes increasingly important at
low and negative Bond numbers. For esample, the natural frequency for a highly
wetting liquid is more than two times less
than t h a t predicted earlier for a flat interface,
while nonn-etting liquids slosh much more
rapidly than wetting liquids a t zero g.
Figure 11.34 shows the predictions and experirnents for zero g. The solid line represents
the theory in the range where the convergence
of the variational calculation mas considered
adequate, and the dotted line our present best
estimates, based on the theory. An approximate equation, based on an empirical fit t o the
theory for the fundamental (lateral) mode (freeinterface case), is
p$p2/a

= tanh (1.84L)[6.26+1.84Bo-4.76 cos 81
(11.103)

where 0 is t,he contact angle. This approximation will be suitable for most design estimates.
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FIGURE11.34.-~ero-g lateral sloshing in a cylinder of
infinite depth.
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(2) Determine the critical Bond number i n
the manner described in the previous section
(note that there is a sign change due to the
definition of g).
(3) The Q2-Bo curves seem to be straight
lines, so put

25

-1

"5b
Q

20

~ 2 = ~ $ w ~ / ~ = a . + b B o(11.104s)

15

The information in (1) and (2) above
suffice to determine the constants a and b
b=Q2
(11.104b)

10

a=IBo,,i,llb

/

-

5

(11.104~)

This should provide a reasonable estimate for
the natural frequency of low-g sloshing.
Elastic Interactions

Smith (ref. 11.40) has studied the effect of
elastic interact,ions with the container on
sloshing frequencies and meniscus instability
-r
in a two-dimensional channel where the contact
FIGURE
11.35.-Effect of contact angle hysteresis on zero-g
is 900. He finds that the critical Bond
lateral sloshing in a cylinder of infinite depth.
number for antisymmetric disturbances is unaffected by the elasticity of the wall, but a
surprising result was found when symmetric
The experiments of reference 11.24 showed
disturbances were considered. When the wall
that for some liquid-container combinations the
is elastic, one possible mode of vibration has
surface forces are so strong that the interface
becomes "stuck" along the contact lines. The
the meniscus (which is flat in his model)
theoretical prediction for Q2, including hystermoving up and down, without changing its
shape. In such a situation, surface tension
esis, is shown in figure 11.35. Note that this
effect is quite pronounced at zero g. In making
cannot exert a restoring influence, and hence
Smit,h predicts that the critical Bond number
a sloshing frequency prediction for zero g, it is
will be zero if the tank is elastic. As yet,
consequently quite important to learn whether
this surprising prediction has not been conthe liquid will move freely up and down the
container surface, or whether it is so tenacious
firmed experimentally, nor is it expected to
hold for realistic containers and contact angles.
as to become stuck. Experience to date seems
to suggest that the free-interface model is most
Although Smith's work suggests that elastic
approximate for typical propellant systems.
effects are very important at low Bond numbers,
in practical situations the elastic frequencies are
A n Estimating Method
much greater than the sloshing frequencies,
and hence the interactions are relatively weak.
At this vniting, a large body of zero-g sloshing
Hence it is suggested that the rigid- all model
analyses are noticeably lacking. The designer,
faced with problems of estimation,.is t,herefore will be entirely adequate for consideration of
the~ meniscus
stability in a realistic system.
forced to make educated e ~ t r a ~ ~ lBased
~ t i ~ ~
.
Tong
and
Fung
(ref. 11.41) have studied
on the results at hand, we suggest the following
the
elastic
interaction
effects in a cylindrical
scheme:
container,
and
find
that
the increased system
(1) Determine the high-g sloshing frequency
flexibility tends to reduce the natural frequency,
-2 2
-w rolg
ns expected.
0
1 0
+

1

10

10'

lo'

lob
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I t is interesting t o note that the pertinent
elastic p a r m e t e r is a "Bond number" where
the equivalent membrane-force-per-unit length
replaces the surface tension (ref. 11.40).
Hence, when the membrane Bond number is
large compared to the surface tension Bond
number, elastic effects will be important.
Reorientation Time Estimates

A problem related closely to low-g sloshing
is that of determining the time required for a
meniscus t o form its zero-g shape following the
removal of a strong body force. Siegert,
Petrash, and Otto (refs. 11.42 and 11.43)
have made an experimental study of this problem, correlating their result,s in the form

t =KLY/~/
J&

(11.105)
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reasonably well. I n this case, i t is the first
symmetric mode which is predominantly escited, whereas the first antisymmetric mode is
normally the fundamental sloshing frequency.
For a cylindrical tank, Fung finds that the
frequency of the resulting oscillation, as given
by the first symmetric mode, is about 2.5 times
the fundamental frequency (first antisymmetric
mode).
Oscillations on a mercury droplet have bccn
studied in a similar manner by Shuleikin (wf.
11.47).
Petrash and Nelson (ref. 11.45) have studied
capillary rise rates in tanks of the form of
figure 11.l5(a), and find that reasonable prec1ic.tion of these rates can be made using conventional momentum ttnalyses.
Oscillation of Drops and Bubbles in Zero g

as suggested b y dimensional arguments. With
wetting liquids, the constant K \%-as found
t o have the following values:
Cylindrical tank - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Spherical tank, 50 percent full-- - Annular tanks :
r,/ro=%-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -1-- *r./ro=% - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *r,/ro=%- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0.15
0. 16
0.15
0.10
0.042

Lamb (ref. 11.34) shows that drops and
bubbles of fixed size are stable configurations
in zero g. On the basis of an inviscid analysis,
the fundamental frequencies of oscillation and
their corresponding periods are found to be(1) for the drop in an infinite void
O I = ~
~ =$ 2, . 2 2 (11.1OBa)
~

*With D replaced by the gap width in equation (11.105).

When the body force field is suddenly removed, the capillary energy is considerably in
excess of its equilibrium value. If there were
damping, when the interface reached its equilibrium configuration the liquid would possess
this extra energy in the form of kinetic energy.
Paynter (ref. 11.44) has used this idea to
estimate the velocity of the meniscus and hence
the time required to reach the equilibrium
configuration. His analysis is perhaps oversimplified, b u t does seem to represent the data
of Petrash, Zappa, and Otto (ref. 11.45) rather
well.
Unless the energy released is quickly damped,
the liquid will tend to oscillate about the zero-g
equilibrium shape. A linearized analysis of
this oscillation has been given by Fung (ref.
11.46), which seems to check experiments

(2) for a bubble in an infinite liquid
~ = 2 . 2 2 ~ , m(11.1OBb)
Reid (ref. 11.49) studied the effect of viscous
damping on the oscillations of a liquid sphere.
He showed thatur
(1) if 7>I.$ damped oscillations occur
Pv

(2) if

ur
<1.7
pv2

(1 1.107a)

the motion is critically damped
(11.107b)

For water, the radius below which the motions
are critically damped is 0.23 millimeter. Hence,
slowly decaying oscillations are expected iri
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drops or bubbles of larger size, as are usually
found in zero-g systems.

11.5

FLUID-HANDLING PROBLEMS AT LOW 9

Propellant Positioning and Control at Low g
Draining

There is a t present a considerable need for
knowledge of and prediction methods for the
draining of liquid from a tank under low g.
Saad and Oliver (ref. 11.50) hnve made n
linearized analysis of the sloshing problem
during draining for nearly flat interfaces. Their
results indicate a slight reduction in the critical
Bond number for draining of an "inverted"
tank.
A visual study by Xussel, Derdul, and
Petrash (ref. 11.51) indicntes a marked dip
occurs in the interface tls the liquid is forced
out by a pressurizing gm. Blowthrough occurs
if the draining velocity is too great. I t is
evident that considerable precaution is necessary in the design of n liquid-renting system for
zero-g operation, and that model tests are
definitely in order in the present absence of
reliable design criterin. IVe \vill add to the
engineering side of the<e c.u~umentsin section
11.5.
Forced Oscillations

At this writing, very little is known about the
peculiarities of forced oscillations a t low g.
Tong and Fung (ref. 11.41) studied the motion
in an elastic tank subjected to periodic axial
oscillations using a variational method. They
found that surface tension becomes very
important a t low Bond numbers, and that the
stability limits and frequencies can be shifted
considerably by surface tension. Eide (ref.
11.52) has examined the motion of a space
vehicle brought about by sloshing in a rectangular tank. His analysis shows that thrusting
impulses can be properly phased so as t o minimize the effects of sloshing on the vehicle
attitude, and to control the amplitude of slosh
within a maneuvering vehicle.
Although the published work on forced low-g
sloshing is limited, the methods of analysis
presented throughout this monograph may be
readily applied to treat particular cases of
interest in design.

The positioning of liquids in large rocket
tanks is not a straightforward task under
conditions met in space vehicle operation.
During prelaunch and ascent conditions, liquid
location is determined by the direction of the
acceleration-induced body forces. If the behavior of liquids in a spacecraft. were clearly
dominated by surface forces, the matter would
be simple. Cnlculation of the Bond number
for a typical large space vehicle using an
acceleration of lo-" go (Bo=37 for the Saturn
S-IV) indicates that the liquid will be dominated by adversely directed acceleration-induced
body forces under practically any conceivable
mission (ref. 11.53). With this in mind, means
must be found to effect control over the location
of the liquid in spite of significant extraneous
forces acting on the space vehicle. (For recent
summaries of zero-g propellant-handling problems, see refs. 11.54 and 11.55.)
One method of positioning liquids in tanks is
to provide strategically located surfaces for the
liquid to wet (since all propellants now in use
wet most practical tank materials). Under
low-g conditions, wetting liquids will tend to
wet more solid surfaces. An example of this
system is the central standpipe liquid positioner tested b y the Lewis Research Center on
the Mercury MA-7 spacecraft (ref. 11.56).
This device is shown schematically in figure
11.36.

r Tank

- Standpipe
Orifices ( 4 )

FIGURE
11.36.-Mercury

MA-7 liquid positioning experiment.
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The device tested consisted essentially of an
8.9-centimeter ID plastic sphere with a 2.79-centimeterdiameter standpipe fixed to one end as
shown. The lower edge of the standpipe was
penetrated by four 0.79-centimeter-radius semicircular holes to provide communication between the central standpipe and the tank.
Body force direction during ascent is indicated
by the arrow g and the resultant liquid level is
shown by the dotted line.
Using the Bond number as a modeling basis,
the data from reference 11.56 indicate that the
maximum transverse g loading for-which such
a system can retain control of the liquid is
approximately

where D is the baffle diameter. An estimate of
the time required for a baffle of this sort to gain
control of the liquid, based on the data of
reference 11.56 and equation (11-llb), is "

When body forces are directed parallel to the
axis of the tank and toward the end in which
the baffle is located, the height of capillary
rise can be estimated using the theory developed
in the previous sect,ions.
The use of perforated materials, such as
screening, in small model tests has been reported (ref. 11.17). This sort of material
affords useful weight saving, since the liquid
wets i t almost as readily as if i t were solid sheet
metal.
Siege1 (ref. 11.19) reports the results of an
analysis and experiments which allow time estimates to be made for the filling rate of large
ye-v lcw-n
~ n n r t.innc
li
cn,nillnry t.=hPs
a ----------.
His method of analysis is given in sufficient
detail to be used as a guide in calculating the
rate a t which a capillary tube type of locator
baffle in a propellant tank will fill when the
body forces acting on the liquid are suddenly
reduced to very low levels.
1

i

I

l1 For this particular geometry, pressure drop through
the semicircular orifices probably plays an important
role in determining the time to reach equilibrium.
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An important use of the stability ideas is the
enhancement of meniscus stability with screens.
A typical application is the placement of a
plane screen mesh or perforated sheet metal
baffle across the tank, as shown in figure 11.37.
If the liquid in the tank is subjected to body
forces tending to make the liquid run in the
zdirection, the liquid forward of the baffle will
do so, provided meniscus A is unstable. The
liquid behind the screen mesh can be stabilized
by the capillary surfaces in the screen mesh.
If the liquid in the tank is subjected to a transverse body force, the liquid wvill be kept from
running out through the screen by the capillary
pressure across the liquid-gas interfaces in the
screen mesh. This method is being applied to
current liquid rocket systems. The newest
model of the Agena upper stage vehicle, for
example, has been redesigned incorporating a
containment sump system (fig. 11.38). This
containment sump is separated from the main
propellant tank by a conical screen mesh of
approximately 30 holes per centimeter and a
porosity of about 50 percent. This assures the

Gas

I
FIGURE11.37.-Screen baffle for liquid control.
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I

Screen mounting ringl

r c o n t a i n m e n t screen

FIGURE11.38.-Agena

containment sump.

presence of liquid a t the tank outlet when the
engine is restarted, and thus eliminates the need
for auxiliary rocket motors. The conical screen
separating the sump from the tank will retain
sufficient liquid in the sump ready for use by
the engine. After restnrt, the rnain body of
liquid is carried to and through the screen b y
the thrusting forces, refilling the sump for a
subsequent engine operation.
The two propellant-positioning methods just
described are best suited for propellants stored
in a single phase (the so-called storable propellants). The unavoidable heat transfer t o
cryogenic tankh nlny cause local boiling of the
propellant within the region of the screen
baffle, thus forcing liquid out and destroying
the baffle effectiveness.
Capillary Pumping

The pressure differences across liquid-gas
interfaces of different curvature can be used to
pump liquids from one place t o another. The
pressure differences are extremely small, so the
expected pumping rates are very small. This
use of capillary forces therefore has limited
applic4tion. Consider the tanks shown in
figure 11.39. The pressure difference across
the liquid-gas interface in the larger tank \\ill
be less than that across the interface in the
smaller tank because the curvature of the
surface in the larger tank is smaller. Thus,
PI>P2, and the liquid will move toward the
smaller tank. It is a straightforward manner
to develop a single relat,ionship to express the
flow rate in terms of the geometry of the system
(assuming laminar flow and no losses duo to
bends or enlargements and contractions and
that the transfer line and pressure communication line have the same diameter). When

-

Liquid 7

Direction of liquid motion

FIGURE11.39.-Capillary pumping systems.

typical vdues (rl=4.57 m, r2=1.52 m, r,=
0.152 m) of tank, and transfer and communication line radii and lengths are int,roduced, the
expected flow rate is very small, on the order of
0.5X10-' kg/hr ior liquid hydrogen. This
'rate could be increased considerably by baffling
the smaller tank, creating more highly curved
menisci.
Petrash and Otto (ref. 11.57) have suggested
a similar scheme for orienting liquid within a
sbgle tank in a desired location. T h e tank is
tapered as shown in figure 11.39(b). The
drain end of the tank is connected temporarily
t o the far end of the tank b y a pressure communicating line. Under zero-g conditions, the
pressure equalization in the gas afforded through
the line will cause the liquid in the tank to move
toward the smaller end of the tank. The
process will continue until the liquid has filled
the pressure equalization line such that its interface spreads out on the inside of the tank
opposite the drain end.
Application of systems of this type will be
very limited in larger systems. First, the time
required t o transfer the large quantities of
liquids from one tank t o another or from one
end of the tank to the other \\rill be too great
for operational convenience. Second, the
pumping action \\-ill occur only so long as no
adverse forces act on the tanks. Forces of any
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,

size at all would probably stop the pumping
action.
Capillary pumping on a small scale has been
proposed as a means for providing small
quantities of liquid needed to feed certain
devices. For example, McGinnes (ref. 11.58)
experimented with a capillary pumping system
in which liquid is first evaporated at one temperature; the vapor then flows through some
device requiring a very small gas flow rate (such
as a gas bearing for a gyro) and is condensed at,
101%-er
temperature. The liquid is then returned
to the point of evaporation by capillary action
In the experiments, capillary pumping pressures
on the order of 0.011 kilogram (force) per
square centimeter were developed across the
wick material, resulting in flow rates on the
order of 0.11 ~ 1 0 kilograms
- ~
per second.
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inviscid irrotational treatment is reasonable,
but the large changes in surface shape mean
that the nonlinear effecls must be considered;
as yet, there has been no really satisfactory
computation method for this problem. (See
the recent calculation scheme of Concus, Crane,
and Perko (ref. 11.60), however.)
We can, however, make some estimates as
to the maximum draining rate for which the
meniscus will retain its initial shape, using the
reorientation-time correlation as a basis. For
the draining rate to be sufficiently slow that
the meniscus has time to adjust, the reorientation period must be shorter than the time
required for the meniscus to travel its length.
Using equation (11.105) for the response time
and setting the time for the meniscus to travel
its depth as

Problems and Methods of Liquid Expulsion at Low g

There is growing interest in problems of
liquid expulsion from a container at low g,
both for feeding of rocket engines and transfer
of propellants from one vehicle to another.
What limited information is presently available
suggests that draining rates will have to be
considerably less than at 1 go. Nussel, Derdul,
and Petrash (ref. 11.51) report a visual study
of draining at zero g which clearly illuminates
the problems. I n draining to a center hole,
one invariably finds a "dip" in the interface,
produced by the lower central pressure resulting from the inward acceleration. Body forces
act to smooth this dip out at 1 go, but under
zero g only the relatively weak surface tension
forces remain to prevent the liquid from being
removed in a central core. (See, for example,
the analysis of Bhuta and Koval (ref. 11.59).)
A schematic representat,ion of draining a t the
icienticai rate a t low- a116 Zg2 g is shott-ii in
figure 11.40. I t is evident that a considerable
amount of liquid may be retained at low g if
adequate precautions are not taken. If the
draining rate is sufficiently slow, the n~eniscus
will retain essentially its initial shape and the
maximum amount of liquid will be withdrawn.
An estimate for this maximum draining rate
is quite vital.
I t is, of course, entirely possible t,o formulate
a mathemat,ical model of the problem; an

t =-t,
High g

-

FIGURE11.40.-Interface configuration during draining at
low and high g.
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where V is the velocity in the drain, D is the
tank diameter, and d the drain diameter, we
obtain the maximum drain-rate criteria
~e..,=(---)

DV2p
max

=0

9

Thus, if We< We,,,, the meniscus should retain
its general shape during draining. Nussel et al.
(ref. 11.51) experimented with a system having
d/D=O.l (for which Wem,,=105), a t Weber
numbers of approximately 1.2X104 and 2.7
X105. In the first case, the meniscus did
indeed retain its shape arid in the second it
did not. Hence, the estimate of equation
(11.109) has a t least some experimental support.
When the tank Weber number exceeds the
crit.ica1 value estimated from equation (11.log),
the diameter of the meniscus can be estimated
under the assumption that the Weber number
based on meniscus diameter is equal to the
critical value. This is equivalent to assuming that the meniscus diameter gets as large
as possible in the period of tirne which i t has to
adjust to changes in its position. Hence, we
estimate

Equation (11.110a) can be used to estimate
DJD. Then, the amount. of retained liquid is
estimated as

At very low discharge rates, where the meniscus spans the tank, the ~ o l u m e of liquid
beneath the meniscus when it reaches the drain
will inevitably be trapped. I n the simple
1
model presented above, this fraction is - DIH.
8
More accurate calculations can be made using
the curves of figure 11.17.
Further experiments using baffles a t the
outlet and a t the gas inlet indicated that such
devices could be used to allow substantial
increase in the drain-flow rate of liquid from
the tank with little increase in the trapped
fraction. The use of a plane baffle over the
tank drain a t high-flow- rates resulted in some
reduction of the trapped quantity ut fixed-flow
rate, probably because the central vortex is
eliminated. Use of a baffle a t the gas inlet
greatly reduced the trapped residuals a t a
given flow.
I t is evident from this work that draining of
tanks in low-g conditions will likely result in
high trapped residuals, and therefore some
mechanical means of flattening the meniscus
inside the tank is highly desirable.
When the Bond number is sufficiently great,
a n entirely different type of retention mechanism
will become important. Suppose a pump is
sucking liquid from a tank, as shown in figure
11.41. The pumping demand must be less
than the critical flow rate for the drain, which

Here H is the initial mean depth of the liquid.
This volume is based on leaving an annulus of
liquid on the wall, and the volume beneath the
spherical meniscus of diameter, Dm, when its
nose just reaches the drain. The fraction of
liquid retained is therefore estimated as
.f=[l-(%)']+g

1 Dm

1

(11.1lOb)

When we apply equation (11.110b) to the
experiments of reference 11.51, with HID = 1.5,
We =2.7XlOb, dlD =O.lO, we find f -0.88.
For the corresponding experiment, Nussel et al.
measured j= 0.76.

,,,F

ll.Q1.-Simp\c

,nodel for estimate of drain
choking.
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will be determined approximately by the
condition a t which the flow over the lip of the
drain becomes crit.ica1 (Froude number unity).
The maximum flow rate is therefore estimated
as
ZL',,,
= pho~d& 5:wDump (11 111a)
When the liquid depth a t the lip (ho) has
fallen below the level implied by equation
(I 1.11la), the required flow cannot be delivered,
and to all intents and purposes the draining is
finished. At reduced g, the critical depth, h,,
can be surprisingly large, and hence the choking
problem should be thoughtfully considered.
Assuming that the rate a t which the liquid
level is falling is slow compared to the liquid
velocity over the drain, a quasi-steady estimate
of h may be made, using one-dimensional
theory. This gives
-=VI=&

(ll'lllb)

The volume of trapped liquid can then be
estimated as

The Bond number involved in the draining
of a large booster tank under a low-g condition
may well be considerably greater than unity,
in which case model experiments at 1 g on
smaller tanks can give insight into the draining
problems. An experimental study of draining
of cylindrical tanks with flat bottoms in the
Bond number range 100-1000 has been reported
by Gluck, Gille, Simkin, and Zukoski (ref. 11.61).
This range m_sy he cnnsii_dered high-Bond
number, and the surface tension effects may be
expected to be minor. This mas indeed the
case, for these authors found that the point at
which gas ingestion occurred depended only on
the Froude number in the drain. The height,
h, from the drain at which ingestion occurred
was correlated quite well by
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Note that at very high rates of draining
ingestion occurred when the height at the wall
was 0.430.
Another aspect of the flow of liquids from
propellant tanks which will have to be carefull?
XI-atchedby the propulsion system designer is
the formation of vortex flo~v. Since axial body
forces do not enter the equations for angular
momentumi, the formation of vortex flow can
be expected to develop at the same rate under
lor\--g conditions as under high-g conditions.
When the vortex does occur, though, the result
will be very much more pronounced under low-g
conditions, with the vortex funnel penetrat'ing
much thicker layers of liquid at low g,
In the event more positive control over the
liquid during expulsion is desired, one must use
some sort of flexible containment device, such
as a bladder. Such techniques are discussed
at length elsewhere (ref. 11.62), and \\ill not
be treated here.
Problems and Methods of Vapor Expulsion at Low g

The operation of a rocket propulsion system
often requires that gas be allowed to escape
from a tank without expelling liquid a t the same
time. For instance, in storable propellant
tanks used with pressure-fed engines, i t may be
necessary to effect a pressure reduction in one
of the tanks prior to restarting the engine.
The use of cryogenic propellants is accompanied
by the urgent need periodically to relieve pressure buildup due to heating. The venting of
pressurization gas and propellant vaporspresents
no difliculty a t all under high-g conditions when
the location of the liquid in the tanks is \\-ell
defined. Under low-g operating conditions,
however, the liquids may be located in a variety
of places in the tank, depending on the ievei oi
and the direction of body forces acting on the
liquids and, in part, on the fight history. Some
effort is therefore necessary to assure that when
the tank vents are opened, only gas \\ill be
expelled, and not precious liquid propellants.
If the flight history is well known, it may be
possible to use the passive methods described
earlier to hold the liquid away from the vent.
When this is not possible, some active means for
removing the liquid from the vent must be
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Liquid

calculations really accurately are not presently
available, and the designer must rely on
educated guesses and model experiments.
We can, however, estimate the minimum
time and maximum impact velocity simply by
assuming the liquid falls freely. This gives

L

~

v,== J
I
Gas

- Drain
FIGURE11.42.-Vent

clearing by a temporary thrust.

employed. Consider the propellant tank of
figure 11.42. The vent at the top of the tank
is temporarily covered by liquid which flowed
there under the action of extraneous force encountered by the vehicle during a prior phase
of the mission. Application of a thrust in the
direction of F will cause the liquid in the tank
to move toward the bottom end of the tank,
clearing the vent. For proper design, we need
to know both the minimum force required to
bring this change about and the time required
for the liquid transfer.
The acceleration produced by F must be
sufficient to destabilize the meniscus, and the
required magnitudes can be estimated, using
the analyses and results of section 11.3. Good
design would normally use several times the
theoretical minimum acceleration, which may
be a small thrust, especially for a very large
system.
Care must be taken not to use too much
acceleration, however, lest the liquid cause
damage in impacting against the bottom of the
tank. I t is quite important, therefore, to have
a rather good estimate of the rundown time
and the velocity of the liquid mass on impact.
Unfortunately, methods for making these

o

=

~
(11.112a)

~

L

(11.112b)

With drag, the actual impact velocity may be
considerably less. In studies of the motion
of bubbles in tubes, which closely resembles
this phenomenon, velocities of the order of
one-third that given by equation (11.112b) are
found (ref. 11.1 1). Thus, a conservative design
procedure would be to use a reorientation
acceleration something in excess of the critical
value determined from the stability analysis,
and design the structure to take the impact
velocity of equation (11.112b). Then, allow
5 to 10 times the reorientation time from
equation (11.112a) for the liquid to clear the
vent.
The flow behavior during reorientation has
been studied experimentally by Hollister and
Satterlee (ref. 11.63). As the acceleration is
applied, liquid begins to flow down the wall
in a relatively thin sheet of liquid. If the
Bond number, pgG/a, is of the order 10 or
less, a large central bubble forms along the
axis of the cylinder; but if the Bond number
is of order 150 or greater, the formation of t.he
wall sheet is accompanied by the delayed formation of a central plateau of liquid which
grows down the axis of the cylinder, narrowing
as it falls. The time trajectory of the wall
sheets in these cases is given approximately by
(for d/ro<1.2)
d/,0=0.6gr+0.4171

3.5<Bo<10

d/ro=0.65r2

(11.113a)

B0c15O (11.1 13b)

where
=tJg/(2ro)

(11.113~)

and d is the fall distance.
In the lower Bo case, the large central bubble
slows down as it approaches the top of the
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One of the methods presently being considered
as a means of locating liquid propellants in

rocket tanks involves the use of electrically
induced body forces in dielectric materials.
The term which has been applied to this is
"dielectrophoresis." A theoretical explanation
for this can be obtained using electric field
theory, that is, Landau and Lifschitz (ref.
11.67). This theory has been specialized to the
study of the behavior of fluid surfaces in
electric and magnetic fields by Melcher (ref.
11.68). The theory as applied to a dielectric
liquid with uniform dielectric constant and
with no free charge indicates that a surface l3
force is exerted directed away from the liquid
a t the liquid-gas interface (where a change in
the dielectric constant occurs). Consider, for
example, the force on a cylindrical body of
liquid partially filling the annular space between
a pair of concentric cylindrical electrodes. If
the liquid is concentric with the electrodes, the
theory tells us that there is no net force exerted
on the liquid. If, however, the liquid nlnss is
perturbed to a nonconcentric position, the
surface force eserted on the liquid farthest
from the central electrode I\-ill decrease and
that on the liquid surface closer in \ i l l increase.
I n effect, there is a net force acting to reduce
the displacement of the liquid. Hence, the
liquid
be stabilized around the central
electrode where the electric field intensity is
greatest for this electrode geometry.
The theory explaining dielectrophoresis indicates that the surface force acting on the liquid
is proportional to E2,E being the electric field
intensity. This means that the polarity of the
electrode system does not affect the direction
in which the net restoring force acts. I n fact,
alternating voltages can be used. The surface
force will be periodic but \\-ill always act in the
same direction.
A A ; f f i ~ l i l + ~-----n~r i c o c in p r n c t i r ~with the use
of direct currents. No liquid is a perfect
dielectric. A finite current will be conducted
in even the most nonconductive material.
Such a current eventually results in the accurnulation of an electric charge of one polarity
This charge
0. the free surface of the liquid.

la For pgr:/u>5.
The rise velocity is considerably
slower at lower Bond numbers. and is zero a t the critical
Bond number. See, for instance, ref. 11.64.

13 Somc reports have erroneously held that the electric
force is n body force.

tank; consequently, a slight projection of the
vent pipe into the tank will help insure that
no liquid is removed.
Hollister and Satterlee (ref. 11.63) have made
a simple shallow-water analysis, which seems
to predict the velocity of the bubble in the
region near the top of a hemispherical tank
rather well. They suggest use of the velocity
of rise of bubbles in tubes, which is approsimately (ref. 11.11) l2

;

until the bubble nose has risen to 0.23ro of the
top of the tank. At this point they patch to
the shallow-water analysis, which indicated
that
h
v=2 (11.113e)
To

6

where h is the distance of the bubble nose from
the end of the tank. This procedu~reprovides a
reasonable estimate for the time required for
the bubble to reach the projected vent pipe.
An interesting approach to noncondensable
gas bubbles is being explored by Funk and
Welch (ref. 11.65). They consider a system
which suddenly passes from a high-,a state to
zero g, and look for the statistical distribution
of bubble sizes that exists when the bubbles are
first formed. While this work is still in a
preliminary stage, it does indicate that certain
aspects of statistical mechanics are applicable
to bubble distributions; in fact, a hfaxwellian
distribution of bubble sizes seems to be found.
The use of nonwetting screens for passive
separation of small amounts of liquid from a
vapor stream has been successfully employed
by Smith, Cima, and Li (ref. 11.66). Using
water-air mixtures, containing of the order of
0.8 percent by mass of water, separation e5ciencies of the order of 95 percent were achieved
in small-scale bench tests.

i
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distributed on the free surface is, of course,
mutually repulsive. I t s effect is just the
opposite of that of the surface tension of the
liquid. Where surface tension causes liquid
masses to form into shapes with minimum
capillary area, the accumulated charge will
cause the liquid mass to be unstable and to
break up wvith the attendant formation of more
surface area rather than less. If, instead,
alternating currents are used, the accurni~lution of a net charge on the free surface of the
liquid can be kept to lot\--enough levels that the
instabi1it.y just described is eliminated. This
effect has been described recently by J. b1.
Reynolds (ref. 11.69).
Depending on the electrode geometry considered, there tire u number of regimes of
liquid behaviol \vhicli rnay be described. Consider again, for example, the concentric cylindrical geometr: used previously:
(1) When no potential is applied between the
electrodes, the liquid will tend to break up into
a series of discrete spherical drops much like a
string of beads. This instability is caused by
the action of surface tension and can be explained by the tendency towvard shapes wvith
minimum capillary area. (See sec. 11.3.)
(2) The application of a constant potential
between the electrodes will result first in the
stabilization of the liquid into a cylindrical
mass centered around the inner electrode.
However, when the surface charge has built up
sufficiently, the liquid cylinder will again
become unstable and will break up.
(3) Application of a n alternating potential
between the electrodes will result in the formation of a stable cylinder of liquid about the
inner electrode.
(4) If the frequency of the current is too
high, higher order instabilities are observed.
Further, as a practical matter, the reactive
current, which flows because of the fact that
the electrode system acts as a huge capacitor,
becomes excessive.
(5) High voltages are required in application
to rocket propellant tanks to produce reasonable
body forces. However, potential gradients
must be kept below breakdown quantities.
Otherwise arcing will occur which could be

disastrous, particularly in oxidizer tanks. This
requires that voltages be limited or that
staging of the electrodes be employed.
This thumbnail sketch of the phenomenon
of dielectrophoresis indicates how i t works.
A number of applications have been considered
for this technique of liquid positioning. First,
liquids can be held in the drain end of a tank
ready for withdrawval to a using system such
us a rocket engine. This, of course, requires
the proper choice of electrode geometry. Second, the tank vent can be located in the vapor
space away from the liquid. This also requires
proper choice of electrode geometry. Third,
bubbles formed as a result of nucleate boiling,
as in cryogenic rocket tanks, can be forced o l ~ t
of the liquid muss nnd combined with the gases
in the ullage space. A fourth application
envisions reducing possible trapped residual
propellant quantities occurring wvith the rapid
draining of a propellant tank under reduced
gravitational conditions.
Cryogenics appear to be the best application
for dielectrophoresis because they generally
exhibit high dielectric constant properties and
consequently high specific electrical resistivity.
This results in modest and quite feasible
power requirements. Storable liquids ordinarily have much lower dielectric cons tan ts
and specific resistivity properties. The high
potential required, coupled with relatively high
current flows, render the use of dielectrophoresis infeasible for room temperature liquids.
Application of a force of a different type
than the normally experienced unidirectional
gravitational body force actually removes the
low-g character of the behavior of tanked
liquids. A new set of liquid equilibrium shapes
will occur in response to the shapes of this new
force, and the behavior of the liquid may no
longer be dominated by capillary forces.
11.6 HEAT TRANSFER TO CONTAINED LIQUIDS

AT LOW

g

Introduction

One of the major reasons for studying the
mechanics of liquids a t low g is to determine
the nature of convection heat transfer under
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these conditions. Knowledge of important
heat transfer modes is important in controlling
liquid temperatures and resultant vapor pressures. I t may be expected that natural convection, the prime mechanism for heat transfer
to or from a propellant, will be much reduced
at low g. Consequently, diffusion of both
energy and mass will be more important than
under normal conditions. One must be particularly careful in analysis to assess the importance of each energy transport mechanism
before discarding any. I n this section, we shall
describe some of the work in the study of
energy transport under low-g conditions. We
shall consider, in order, storable liquids, crgogenic liquids, and low-g boiling heat transfer.
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Temperature nonunifor~nity in the liquid
results in differences in vapor pressure. These
differences in vapor concentration set up a
diffusive flow of the propellant vapor in the
gas phase from regions of higher concentration
to regions of lower concentration. Propellant
will be evaporated from the free surface in
regions of higher temperature and condensed
on cooler portions of the surface. This mechanism is quite important, particularly at zero g.
At sufficiently high g these diffusive processes
will be enhanced by convective motions, particularly if the hot portion of the system is
"below" the liquid in the (effective) g field.
The dimensionless parameter, which is important in determining the onset and strength of
convective processes, is the Rayleigh number

Temperature Control in Storable Propellant Tanks

There are several reasons for temperature
control for storable propellants. For example,
in pump-fed engines, the success of the combustion control depends in large measure on
precise flow-rate control, which in turn means
that the liquid viscosity must be held near
some preset value.
Temperatures and temperature variations
depend on many complicated factors, including
system geometry and flight program. When
the tanks are embedded within the vehicle,
little difficulty in maintaining uniform and
constant temperatures is expected; but when
the tanks are part of the external vehicle
structure, large temperature differences can
be expected, and propellant temperature within
any one tank can vary considerably. The
energy input is a strong function of the flight
program. For example, a geocentrically oriented satellite in a twilight orbit intercepts
about three times the direct solar energy as
one in a noon orbit. The seriousness of the
possible temperature nonuniformity is clear
if one calculates the temperature variation
around a thin-walled cylinder exposed to solar
radiation on one side. With typical emissivity
values and wall thickness, temperature differences of the order of 200' F are found
(ref. 11.70). Acting to smooth out these large
temperature variations are diffusion and convection, which we shall now consider.

where B is the coefficient of thermal expansion
(at constant pressure) and L is a characteristic
length in the direction of the temperature
gradient. If the fluid is heated from above,
it is stable and convection is suppressed. However, if it is heated from below, it becomes
unstable a t Rayleigh numbers of the order
of 1000-2000 (ref. 11.71). Under typical
orbital conditions, the Rayleigh number for
the gas phase will be rather small, and hence
only diffusive mechanisms are expected to
operate. Within the liquid, however, large
Rayleigh numbers are expected, especially in
big booster tanks, and, if the g field is properly
oriented with respect to the temperature field,
an efficient natural conk-ection process will
evolve. Weinbaum (ref. 11.72) has studied
the natural convection within a horizontal
cylindrical tube, completely filled with liquid,
and subjected to a circumferential wall temperature distribution. His generaiized treatment is particularly useful for purposes of
estimating the smoothing effects of conduction
and laminar natural convection on the temperature profle. Convection is suppressed
when the Rayleigh number, based on the
cylinder radius and the maximum wall temperature variation, is about 1200.
In the gas phase, where the diffusive mechanisms are controlling, theoretical formulation
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is not difficult, though solution is another story.
The basic equation governing diffusion of two
ideal-gas species may be written as (in onedimension) l 4

dc

dc,

dt

J~,=-Dzl--J-D22--D~tdx
dc
dx

(11.114b)

Here c, is the local modal concentration of
species i, JM<is the local mass flux of species i,
which is produced by gradients in its concentration, gradients in the concentration of other
species, and temperature gradients, and JE is
the energy flux. Note that there can be a
gradient in the inert gas concentration of a
particular species, even though it is not flowing,
produced by gradients in temperature or in the
concentration of the other species.
These equations, plus the conservation equh' tions for energy and mass, provide the bnsis for
analysis of simultaneous diffusion of mass and
energy. Wang (ref. 11.73) has solved a, rather
simplified model problem based on approximations to the equations. Even with these
approximations, his results are indicative of the
order of magnitude of the effects. In particular,
he finds that in a typical situation, where
UDMH vapor diffuses through helium along a
1.5-meter path, the contribution of the first and
second and third ternis of equation (11.114c)
is significantly larger than the "heat" conduction term (-k dtldx). The relative importance
of these energy transport mechanisms is
strongly influenced by the ratio of the average
partial pressure of the diffusing vapor to the
total pressure. I n the case studied, the ratio
of the diffusive energy transfer to the conduction energy transport is 0.233 and 0.037 for
pressure ratios of 0.40 and 0.175, respectively.
Thus, at high partial pressure fractions, the
l4 Here D,i denotes the coefficient in the linear
diffusion equation for species i due to a gradient in
concent,ratiori of species j. This is somewhat nt odds
with older literature.

FIGURE11.43.-Estimating

temperature effects at low g.

diffusive t,ransport may well be the controlling
process. This points up t,he importance of
considering coupled diffusive mass and energy
transfer, and particularly the importance of
considering them properly.
Temperature differences within a tank result
in differences in temperature of the free surface
of the liquid. The surface tension decreases
with increasing temperature, and the resulting
gradient in surface tension acts to pull molecules
in the interface along the interface toward
regions of colder temperature. Surface-tensiondriven motions are probably very important in
low-g environments; they are beautifully illustrated on a laboratory scale in reference 11.12.
As yet, these effects have not been examined
in sufficient detail, but we can make a rather
simple estimate of the conditions under which
they are important. Using dimensional arguments, we find that the pertinent dimensionless
parameter relevant to the thermally induced
distortion of the meniscus of figure 11.43 is
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So, if
<<1

Theeffectsaresmall
(ll.ll5a)

>>1

The effect's are large
(11.115b)

Note that a t very low g, the effects are most
pronounced. At zero g, the interface would
swing to the cold side of the tank.
Surface tension gradients can also give rise
to cellular convection patterns. Consider, for
example, the two-dimensional channel of figure
11.44. The surface tension gradient would set
up interface motion, which in turn woidd
augment the heat transfer within the liquid.
This interesting kind of "natural" convection
recently was reviewed a t length by Scriren
and Sternling (ref. 11.74).
Heat Transfer in Crvosenic
Tanks
. -

The
of heat transfer between
cryogenic tank and its surroundings and within
the tank itself is quite different than in the
case of the
propellant tank.
the
mean
of the 'lXface
surround in^
the
propellant tank can be
within the temperature range in which the
ellant ant must be used, tank outer su'ace
temperatures are a t least 100' F above the use

Hot

Cold
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temperature of even the warmest cryogen.
This means that if pressure rise rates within
the tanks are to be held to acceptable limits,
the tank must be well insulated. I t also means
that heat transfer is always to the fluid, unlike
the usual circumstance with storable propellants. Because of the insulation, the heat
transfer to the liquid is quite uniform over the
wetted area and relatively constant throughout
the flight.
I t is important to know the details of the
mechanisms of energy transport within a
cryogenic tank. On the basis of a first examination, it might be considered that a certain
amount of heat will flow into the liquid through
the insulation and that this energy rate will
result in liquid boiloff, thus causing the pressure
in the tank to rise at a certain rate which is
easily calculated. This is not the case, however; it is found that the pressure rise is considerably less than would be predicted by an
analysis which assumed equilibrium betweec
the liquid and vapor phases. Consequently, it
is necessary to know something of the details
of the energy transport mechanisms within
the tank so that an accurate estimate of the
temperature distribution inside the tank can
be made.
Levy et al. (ref. 11-75) have used an integralboundary layer
to study the stratification problem. Since their methodology
applicable, it will be
seem to be
outlined here. Consider liquid in the cylindrical
tank of
11.45. For
let us
assume that the free surface is plane and
that the only heating occurs on the cylindrical
walls. Energy entering the tank wall forms
a buoyant boundary layer adjacent to the wall,
which rises toward the free surface. We
assume that all the energy entrained in the
boundary iayer enters and remains in a stratified region at the top, where the liquid temperature is greater than that in the central core.
The general method of analysis is to write
an expression for the rate of mass transfer to
the stratified region. This will be of the form

where H - A is the working height of the natural
F 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 1 . 4 . - S ~ r f a c e . t e n ~ i 0 ~ - d ~ i convection
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ boundary
~ ~ t i ~ ~ ilayer.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~This
~ . expression
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Gr * =gPriq/(kv2)

(11.117b)
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A corresponding analysis for turbulent convection boundary layers gave

a tratification.

would be determined from establishecl theory
and correlations for natural convection from
rertical surfaces with specified heat flus, and
it allows one to determiue the rate of growth of
the stratified layer. An energy b:rlsncr, plus
some assumption about the internal temperature distribution in the stratified layer, then
suffices to fix the interface temperuturc.
The idealizatio113 employed in writing the
e n e r a balance on the stratifled layer will
depend on the conlposition of the ullage gas.
If inert gas pressurization is used, the liquid
will be strongly subcooled below the total
pressure, and the only place where evaporation
will occur is a t the upper surface. One could
assume that the ullage gas is saturated with
propellant vapor but, in many cases, satisfactory results may be obtained by neglecting
any energy or mass transfer from the interface.
Bailey e t al. (ref. 11.76) did this, and further
assumed that the temperature was uniform
throughout the stratified region. Levy e t al.
(ref. 11.75) also neglected ullage interaction,
but assumed that the temperature profile in
the stratified region maintained a similar shape
during the heating period. Using established
results for laminar natural convection boundary
layers, they predicted that the thickness of
the stratified region would be
T ~ e r e is
B the coefficient of thermal expnrisio~iof the
liquid phase, q the heat flux, and r , c,, v, and k the
fluid properties of the liquid phase.

The turbulent relation is reconi~mended for
Gr*Pr>lOn, which will nornlally be the case
in large booster tanks.
Levy e t al. (ref. 11.75) also report some
experiments, from which some idea for the
assumed temperature profile can be obtained.
Clark and Barakat (ref. 11.77) have examined the transient heating of a liquid partly
filling a two-dimensional channel in an esnct
numerical solution of a model problem. They
assumed that the liquid motion is laminar,
its density is a linear function of temperature,
and i t is a t rest with a uniform temperature a t
time zero. The mathematical treatment of
this problem is as a boundary-initial value
problem. The non-steady-state energy, continuity, and momentum equations, written in
terms of the stream function, were reduced to
difference equations and solved numerically.
The interface was assumed to be a surface of
zero shear. Upper and lower surfaces of the
tank were considered to be: (1) insulated,
(2) subject to a uniform heat flux, or (3) kept
a t a constant temperature. Tank side walls
were: (1) subject to constant heat flus, or (2)
kept a t constant temperature. Results of
their calculations for liquid nitrogen standing
approximately 30 centimeters deep in a 15centimeter-wide tank show that temperature
is uniform across the tanks except near the tank
wall. Irregular wavelike streamline motion
near the irltersection of the free surface and the
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tank wall mas also predicted, and this has been
noted in some experimental flow visualization
work.
Although in principle the method used by
Clark and Barakat is fundamentally the soundest for laminar flow, it cannot be used for turbulent flow, which seems to be of primary interest
in large tanks. Moreover, even the simple
model problems require a large amount of computer time. Nevertheless, the "exact" solutions do provide a valuable basis for comparison
with the approximate methods.
I t appears that the most interesting heat
transfer problems in propellant tanks may well
involve transient natural convection. A recent
study by Schwartz and Adelberg (ref. 11.78)
showed that a very long time is required
to obtain a steady-state natural convection
boundary layer in a typical large tank. The
Schwartz-Adelberg survey is recommended as
a starting point for any designer faced with
making a propellant heat transfer estimate.
Boiling Under Low-g Conditions

!i

There are a number of important boiling heattransfer problems encountered in low-g environments. A direct problem related to propellants
is that boiling may cause the liquid to be displaced from known or preferred locations by the
attendant phase change. Fortunately, burnout
is not a problem in propellant tanks, since the
heat transfer rates encountered are very modest.
A number of workers have investigated the
various forces acting on bubbles as they form
and grow in a nucleate pool boiling condition.
Adelberg (ref. 11.79) has presented one of the
more recent and comprehensive studies of this
sort. He made an order-of-magnitude estimate
of the various forces based on data of Ellion
(ref. 11.80) for experiments using 8 wateraerosol solution. Not surprisingly, this indicates that inertial and surface forces control
the early stages of bubble growth. Buoyant
and drag forces are shown to be approximately
two orders smaller.
Adelberg also estimated the forces as a function of At=t,,ll-t,,,.
He found that at high
At's the bubbles are removed from nucleation
sites by dynamic effects, while at lo~verat's
buoyant forces take this role. This suggests
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that at low At's the g level mill affect the character of nucleate pool boiling, while at higher At's
it should not.
Keshock and Siege1 (ref. 11.81) present a
similar order-of-magnitude analysis, based on
their own data. Their experiments mere carried out at go and at reduced g conditions. The
liquids used on these experiments were distilled
water and a 60-percent water-sucrose solution.
The authors indicate that when bubble growth
rate is large, nucleate boiling is essentially independent of g level. In this case, bubble departure \\-as governed by inertial and surface
tension forces. For more slowly growing bubbles, departure rt-as governed by buoyant forces
and surface tension forces. Viscous forkes were
indicated to be of little importance.
Merte and Clark (ref. 11.52), Sherley (ref.
11.83), Steinle (ref. 11.84), and Usiskin and Siegel (ref. 11.85) have carried out nucleate boiling
experimental studies under near-v-eightless conditions. Different liquids were used by these
investigators, and hence it is difficult to relate
their results. 13011-ever,a t high heat transfer
rates, the f i s t tw-o studies indicate that heat flux
is essentially the same function of t,-t,,,,
in
near trveightlessness as under standard gravitational conditions, which agrees with the qualitative arguments just presented. Ho\\-ever,
the quantitative effect of low g on nucleate
boiling under conditions of low heat fluxes is
not established. Since this is the most important region for boiling in propellant tanks,
experiments in this range are badly needed.
Burnout heat transfer rates are indicated by
most investigators to be significantl? reduced
by reduction in acceleration level. Merte and
Clark (ref. 11.82) tentatively give the zero-g
to 1-g burnout heat fluxratio as 0.41. I t should
Ze zotec! thnt t E s mas for 9. spherical heater
on which a stable film can be sustained under
zero g. However, on cylinders the film tends
to be unstable, even a t zero g, due to the surface
tension effects and, hence, less drastic reductions
in burnout heat flux are expected.
Rex and Knight (ref. 11.86) report an experimental study to propane in a spherical tank
under nearly zero g. The nucleate boiling heat
t,ransfer rate for fixed At was approximately
30 percent of the value at 1 go.
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There is a rather large body of literature
dealing with condensing in zero g. However,
as this work is aimed primarily a t tube condensers, and is therefore not particularly related
to propellant problems, we will omit its discussion here.
11.7

EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION OF LOW-g ENVIRONMENTS
Simulation Requirements

Before we investigate the various means
which one can use to simulate low gravity
environments, let us examine the conditions
which one would like to simulate.
We first consider hydrostatic configurations.
U ,t,he pertinent
The Bond number, B O = ~ ~ L ' / is
dimensionless parameter characterizing hydrostatics. In addittion, the contact angle must
be maintained for proper modeling. The
simplest means for maintaining contact angle
is to use the same fluids and surfaces in the
test which would normally be employed in the
space system. Then, in order to model environmental condit'ions of a prototype with a scale
model, the g imposed on the model would have
to be selected to maintain the proper value of
the Bond number. If the same fluid is used for
both model and prototype, a KO-scale model
go
of a system designed to operate in
should therefore be tested in a
go environment. Modeling of the Bond number is not.
so important if its value is significantly less
than unity (i.e., in the range of "zero-g hydrostatics"). For example, if the prototype will
operate with the Bond number equal to 0.001
and a t lo-' go, testing the KO-scale model a t
lo-' go(Bo = 0.01) would likely provide adequate
modeling. However, if the Bond number of
the prototype will be of order unity, modeling
of the Bond number is essential.
The relative time response for the model will
be determined by the length and gravity scaling.
In the gravity dominated regime (Bo> l ) , the
time constant varies as
(see eq. (11.lla)).
If the same fluid is employed, and if g will have
to appropriately be increased to maintain the
model Bo, the response times of the prototype
und model will be related by

mg

>

A :io-scale model would therefore have a time
constant of the order of KO of the prototype's.
I n the capillary-dominated regime (Bo< 1),
the time constant varies as L3l2 for a given
fluid. Therefore, in this regime the model and
prototype time constants would also be related
by equation (11.119). These arguments suggest that, in' the region Bo .= 1, where both
capillary and gravity forces are important, the
time constant should also scale like L3/' for n
given fluid. This provides a strong motivation
for using the design fluid in any model tests.
The desirability of visual observntion in the
model tests may well exclude the use of solid
surfaces. I n the event that transparent containers are used in the tests, the fluid should be
selected to provide the proper contact angle.
The appropriate dimensionless parameters
would then have to be employed to determine
the proper scaling.
I n hydrodynamic situnt ions, the Weber
number, Reynolds number, and Bond number
should be maintained to provide accurate
scaling. While scaling of the Bond number
can be accomplished by proper selection of g
for the model test, the Reynolds and Weber
numbers cannot both be maintained if the
design fluid is employed, since velocity and
characteristic length appear in different mays
in the dimensionless group. I n situations
where interface stability is of prime concern,
it would appear best to forego maintenance of
the Reynolds number and keep the proper
Weber number. This should be reasonable as
long as the resulting Reynolds number is such
that the model and prototype operate in the
same flow regime (i.e., laminar or turbulent).
We shall now discuss some experimental
techniques currently used to investigate hydrostatics and hydrodynamics a t low g.

<

Bench Testing

I t may seem strange to suggest testing
space system on a bench at 1 go. However, in
large vehicles subjected to very small loadings,
the Bond number may be sufficiently high that
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a bench test on a small-scale model will give a
realistic appraisal of the prototype performance.
For example, suppose we are interested in
knowing the sloshing frequencies of the propellant in a large tank of peculiar configuration
a t loe4 go. Neglecting viscous effects, the
dimensionless frequency, 02=pL3wZ/a,is a function only of the Bond number. The Bond
number will be maintained in a bench test on
a Xooth-scale model. If the general size of the
prototype is of the order of 10 meters, the
model size is sufficiently large so as to be
manageable.
Hydrostatic configurations at low and zero g
can be bench tested, using a second liquid in
place of the gas. In hydrostatics, the density
difference is really what appears in the Bond
number, and this difference can be adjusted so
as to give the proper modeling. However, the
technique should not be used for dynamic
modeling, for the greater inertia of the second
liquid will not properly model the behavior of
a light gas.
Bench testing is by far the easiest and
cheapest means for simulating a low-g environment, and should be considered whenever
feasible.
Free-Fall Simulation

Free-fall capsules provide the simplest means
for simulating low-g environments. The time
available for a zero-g experiment is approximately given by

t=-

1

2.2

f i seconds

(11.120)

where h is the height in meters. A 5-meter
drop therefore allows roughly 1 second. A
drop of 20 meters is required to double the
test time to 2 seconds. With greater falling
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problem. A double-capsule system, in which
the outer capsule acts as a drag shield, is
preferable even for short-fall systems. With
the long drop come severe arresting problems
and longer setup time.
With a drag shield and a partially evacuated
carrier capsule, environments of the order
lo-' .go can be simulated. The addition of
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counterweights can provide simulation in the
range 0.02-1 go. The difficult range to obtain
in a controlled way is 10-2-10-7 go. The
counterweight system is awkward because the
effective mass of even a rising cable is apprcciable. If the inner capsule must be secured
to the drag shield to get the counterweight
effect, then the velocity-dependent drag forces
will cause the effective g to vary during the
drop. Very weak springs attached between
the capsules offer an interesting possibility
for getting into the moderately low-g range.
We used thin rubberbands for this purpose in
some early experiments.
The designer of simulation experiments using
free fall in a drop tower should make sure that
the response time of the phenomena in the
model is less than the drop time. The data
given earlier should be useful in making these
estimates.
With free-fall times of the order of 1 second,
the experiments must necessarily be of small
scale if meaningful low-g results are to be
obtained. Referring to figure 11.6, we see
that characteristic lengths of the order of
1 or 2 centimeters would be required for a
fluid having a kinematic surface tension of the
order of 50 cm3/sec2. Since, for a given
length varies
response time the ~haracte~istic
as only the one-third power of the kinematic
surface tension, we can estimate that for most
fluids 1-centimeter experiments would be practicable. This limitation on the ~ermissible
size in free-fall experiments is the chief drawback of this relatively inexpensive low-g simulation technique.
Aircraft Simulation

A variety of low-g experiments have been
performed in aircraft executing a Keplerian
32 seconds of near~ P JP
- - - -I- ~ ~J P ~ --rr-----~A nnrn~irnn.t.~ly
F V ,
zero g can be obtained with a jet transport.
Free-floating capsules are used to isolate the
experiment from the airframe.
Although experiments of larger scale than
in free-fall towers are possible, and the simulation time is longer, the aircraft experimentation
has some serious drawbacks. I t is difficult for
the pilot to accurately maneuver the aircraft
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around the floating capsule, and collisions
between the experiment and the padded walls
of the aircraft are frequent. Stress loadings
on the aircrnf t are high, resulting in limited
lifetime and therefore high cost per flight.
Initial roll imparted to the experiment upon
release of the capsule from the airframe is
maintained during the floating period, and is
difficult to control. ;?;evertheless, aircraft experiments have providcri much vnlrlablc information on system performance during brief
periods of low gravity.
Orbital and Suborbital Systems

The use of suborbital systems further increases the experimentation time to the order

of several minutes. Drawbacks are the large
expense involved, the high launch acceleration,
and the need to either recover the capsule or
telemeter the data. The esperiments are
subject to the motions of the vehicle, and control
of the effective g is virtually impossible to
obtain. The utility of such testing would
seen1 to be limited to prototype hardware
which is to be tested for operation during launch,
coast, and reentry. The usefulness of such
systems in basic research seems limited.
With the corning of the manned orbital
laboratory, one has the possibility of performing
extended zero-g experiments; though not everyone will have this opportunity, a significant
amount of basic rescarc~hdutn will doubtlessly
be obtained in this manner.
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PRINCIPAL NOTATIONS

A,= capillary area
Bo=Bond number
D= tank diameter
d =tank drain diameter
Fr= Froude number
g= local acceleration
go =980 cm/sec2
L =characteristic length
r=radial distance or coordinate
TO= tank radius
T= characteristic time

t= time

We= Weber number
B=kinematic surface tension, alp
I'=contact angle hysteresis parnmeter
8=contact angle
p =liquid density
a= surface tension
Q2= low-g
sloshing frequency parameter,

~

4

~

~

1

~

-high dashing fracjusncj- jrparz--,otar, ' U W. . 2l/Yn
o=sloshing or rotational frequency, radlsec

z2
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Physical Properties of Selected Liquids
Included in this appendix are tables of typical physical properties of
various rocket propellants and various fluids which have been or might be
used in model studies. The values in these tables should be interpreted as
"typical" since in many cases disagreements of various orders of magnitude
were observed among the various references. I t should also be noted that
many of the fluids are toxic andlor dangerous to handle. For this reason,
references 15 through 22 are appended to the list of references since they
present data on the properties of dangerous materials and laboratory equipment necessary to handle these materials.

The information contained in this appendix was compiled by John F. Dalzell, with
the assistance of Sandor Silverman.
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20
.............. <.OD7
150
1.448 1.389
-1
IIydrogen peroxide (Ht02).......
71.1
.W6
.mU
71.1
13.4 ........ -189 ........................
-107
........... .34
.00?3 -188
~
l (F,). .-................
~
~
~ -220 i -189 ~ 01.51~ ........ .@33.5- -189
-102
10.4
.W24
........ 20 ........................
-lm 20 ,063
20
0057
.W%I
1.51 ........
................
Inhibited white lullling nitric
ncid (IWFNA).

12 Ethylene diamine [NHr(CHz)s
NHd.
13 Diethylene trlamine {[NUS
(CII~)I~NHZ~
14 IIydrazine (NrHd ..............

05

11

(a

-52
Monomethylhydrazine
(CHsNHNHz).
<-84
10 Hydyne
U M D H , 4%
DETA).
11 Ethyleneoxide [(CHI)zO]........ -110

7

8

64

Unsymdimethylhydrazine,
U M D H [(CIIs)zNNHJ.
Kerosene, RP-1 (CHr.lcr.r)......

6

-57

-33
80
78

-82

2 Diborane (BzH3................. -166
3 Ammonia (NHd ................ -78
4 Pentaborane (BIB*).............
-47
5 Ethanol (CrlI8OH) .............. -114

71.1°

Dynamlc viscoslty, r , a t T
"C, poises

p
p
p
p
p
p
-

20°

Bpecific gravity
a t 20O C and 71.l0
C, referred to
waterat 4'C

--

O C

point.

ing

-253

Name (chemical symbol)

Boiling
qint,
C

1 Hydrogen ( H 3.................. -260

-

No.

Freez-

Typical Mechanical Properties of Variow Rocket Propellants

TABLE
A-I

'At normal hoilirig point.
;In table I of ref. 12. it nlay beseen thrd the advancing and rceeding contact angles for this liquid in contact with tho following sur[uccs nnd its vapor lie within the rnngo 0°-2O; pyrex glnss, polishal
and s a t i n i d 6061 T 6 alunlinum, polislicri and satinizcd A S T M 13348-59T (Irnde 6 titanium alloy, nnd polishod and satinized T y p e 301 stnlnless stcel.

Inhibited red fuming nitric acid
(IBFNA).
Nltric acid (anhydrous)
(FINO,).
Oxygen difluoride (OFI)........
Chlorlne trlfluorl~lo(ClFa). .--.
Bromine dontafluorlde (BrF3.
Aerozlne -50 (51% hydraztne
+ro.e% un~ri+2%
impurltles) (percent by weight).
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TABLE
A-111
Contmt Angle Values*
Phase 2

Phase 1

Solid

Contact angle, deg

Type of measurement

_-

0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0-----------------128-148-----------0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0-----------------0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 80- - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - (Tilting slide.)
60- - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - (Sessile drop.)
B e n z e n e - - _ - - - _ - - - - -O - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . .
slide.
106
----- - - - -Tiltlng
.----Air - - _ - - - - - - - - - - . .Water
-----_-._
-_
-105- _ -.-.- _ - - _ - - - - - Tilting slidc.
Porous
- - -plug.
--Air- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Water - - - - - - _ _ - - - - - - 40 - - - - . - - - - . plllg.
-.a-Bromonaphthalene- Water- - - - - _ - - - - - - - 145 - - - - - - - - -Porous
. .
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T d t ~ n gslide.
-Air- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Water - - - - - __ . _ - - 84
0-38- - _ - - - - - - -- - - - - Porous plug, solid
given various hent
treatments.
- -- - - 130- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Porous plug.
Benzene - - - - - - - - - - - - Water - - - ._--_
a-Bromonaphthalene- Water- - - - - - - - - - - - - 133 - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - Porous plug.
Air-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Wntcr - - . -..- .. _ - _ - .S. S - - _ ... - - - - - - - - - Tilting slide.
52- - - -.- - _ - - _ - - _ - - - Sessile bubble or drop.
Sessile
53-----.---.- - -drop.
--Air - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CH212- - - - . - - - surfnce treat-Air - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Water - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 70-00 _ - - - - - -. - - - - Various
ments; sessilc drop.
Benzene - - - - - - - - - - - - Water - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - 22 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Porous plug.

Water ---- - - - - - - - - - Benzene-----------Mercury----------Silica- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Air- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Water ----- - - - - - - - - Acetone-----------Benzene - - - - - - - - - - - Mercury - - - - - - - - - - - Air- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Water ----- - - - - - - - - Anatase (Ti02)---- - - Air- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Water ----- - - - - - .- - Barium sulfate-- - - - - Air- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Water-- - - - - - - - .- - - Tin dioxide (SnO,) - - Air- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Water - - - - - - - - - - - - - Graphite- - - - - - - Air- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Water ---- - - - - _ - - _ - Glass- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Air- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Paraffin - - - - - - - - - - - Carbon-- - - - - - - - - - Stibnite (SbzSJ - - - _ -

Talc- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Steel- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Aluminum oxide
(Alz03).
Hexadecyl alcohol--- Air- - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - Water - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 50-72 - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - Tilting slide.
. .
45 -_
- - --- --- --- --- - - - - - - Tilting slide.
Octadecplanine - - - - - Air - - . . . - . . - - - - -Water
--- - - - - - - - . _
Gel 4.0% Si02 (pure)- Air- - - _ - - - - -..- - - - - Paraffin - _ _ - _ - - - - - - - 50.5 k 0.5, adv- - - - - .. Sessile drop.
49.5 f0.5, rec- - - - - - - Sessile drop.
51.3 k0.5, adv- . - - - - Captive bubble.
51.3 i 0 . 5 , rec- - - - - - - Captive bubble.
Air- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Me12--- - - - - - - - - - - - - 52.2 0.4, ndv- - - - - - Sessile drop.
52.0 & 0.7, rec- - - - - - - Sessile drop.
Gel (impure) - - - - - - - Air- - - - - _ - - - - - - .- - - Paraffin - - - - - - - - - - - . 32.5 f2.5, adv- - - - - - Sessile drop.
0, rec- - - - - - - -.- - - - - Sessile drop.
. .
Glass. - - - - - - - - - - - - - Water - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Olelc a c ~ d - - - - - - - - - 55, water rec - - - - - - - 80, water a d ~ - - .-. .-Water - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - Mercury - - - - - - - - - - - 41, water rec ---- - - - Mica- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Water - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Benzene--- - - - - - _ - - - 0, water r e ~ - --- - - - - Talc- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Water - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Benzene - - - - - - - - - - - - 135, water rec - - - - - - alcohol- - - - - - 122, water rec - - - - - - Water - - - - - - - - - - - .Benzyl
-.
Writer - - - --.- - -- - - Ethylene dibromide-- 145, water rec - - - - - - Aluminum - - - - - - - - - - Water - - - - - - -._ - - - - - Nitric acid (IRFNA)- 3'-15' nt 76' F, 5 psia-. Tilting plate method.
Tilting plate method.
(Age~iatank
H
c 3'-10' at76' F,
material)
15 psia.
3'-30' a t 76' F,
25 psia.
Tilting plate method.
0'-45' nt 76' F, 5,
Unsymmetrical
15, and 25 psin.
dimethylhydrazinc
(UDMH).
--

*

*Thh table Is taken from ref. 10.
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SUBJECT INDEX
A
Accelerating vehicle
coordinates for, 16
pitching motions of, 16
Acceleration pulse, from exhaust-gas irnpicqement, 361
Accelerometer
criteria for, 240
equation of motion, 231
gain value, 250
influence on vehicle stability, 249
for vehicle stability
ideal, 247
nonideal, 248
Aerodynamic drag, 387
body forces from, 390
Agena, 193; see also Thor-Agena
cbntainment sump, 422
Air resistance during free fall, 435
Air shakcr, 183
Amplitude; see finite amplitude and liquid amplitude
Amplitude of excitation
cffect
on dampinq, 125
of liquid frcqr~cncy,32, i!)
of slosh force in spherical tank, 53
Analogy, mechanical; see mechanical model
Angle of contact; see contact angle
Annular meniscus, stability of, 409
Annular tank; see cylindrical tank with ring cross section
Antiroll tank, mechanical model, 203
Arbitrary cross section, of cylindrical tank, 47
Arbitrary motions, of circular cylindrical tank, 47
Asymmetrical plate segment baffles, 120
Atlas, pogo-type phenomena, 382
Atmospheric disturbances, vehicle response to, 256

Baffles-Continued
screen type, 368, 421
for liquid control, 421
theory for loads on ring, 127
truncated cone type, 6
Bandwidth technique, 106
for measuring damping, 177
Bcating, during rotary slosh, 00
Bending vibrations of shell coupled with liquid motions;
see coupling and cylindrical shell of circular cross
section
Bernoulli's law, 15
Blast effects; see impulsive niotion
Body force; see also force
from aerodynamic drag, gravitational field gradient, and rotational motion, 390
electrically induced, 427
Boiling
under low-g conditions, 433
nucleate, 428
Bond number, 388
critical, 406
for menisci of irregular shape, 406
modeling, 434
Bottoms, of various geometry; see cylindrical tank of
circular cross section
Bo~~ndaries,
for stability: see stability boundary
Boundary conditions
linearized, 16
for model support systems, 185
Breaking waves in spherical tank, 97
Breathing of shell; see cylindrical shell of circular cross
section
Bubble(s)
behavior and cavitation for longitudinal excitation,
290

Baffles; see also damping and experimental investigation
asymmetric plate segment, 108, 120
asymmetric type, 182
configurations of, 122
conical section perforated ring, i2G
cross type; see cruciform below
cruciform, 108, 116, 376
for damping, 108
cffect on
liquid frequency, 117, 125, 130
liquid impact, 368
fixed nonring type, 116
flexible, 134
floating cans, 115
floating or movable lid, 107, 117
for liquid control, 421
loads on, 107, 125, 130
part,ition, 108
perforated, 130

behavior for r a n d ~ mlongitudinal excitation, 298
cluster, 291
offect of tank elasticity on cluster, 291
entrainment, 270
experiments in dynamics of, 290
explanation of behavior, 297
free: 397
motions, 270
from nucleate boiling, 42s
oscillations in zero g, 410
pulsations, 292
stabilization of, 298
surge of, 270
theory of vibration, 291
velocity of rise in tube, 427
Br~ckinghamr-theorem, 146
Brllging modes; see cylindrical shell of circular cross
section
Bulkhead of tank; see liqrlid impact, and particrllar
bulkhead geometry
Buoyancy of bubbles, negative, 290
4.55
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Concentric tanks, stability boundaries for vehicle with,
252

Cables for support of model, 186
Canal
circular, 48
conical, 14
elliptical, 14
Capacitance wire system for measurement of liquid
displacement, 175
Capillary; see also capillary system
area defined, 394
energies for spherical tank, 395
forces, 387
hydrostatics, 396
phenomena, Laplace's law for, 392
potential energy, 396
pumping, 422
rise rates, 419
stability of conical, 407
systems supported by, 411
thermodynamics, 394
waves, 269, 288
Capillary system; see also capillo.ry
Gibbs equation for, 395
Helmholtz free energy for, 395
instabilities, 412
Laplnce's law for, 392
Maxwell relation for, 395
mechanics and thermodynamics of, 391
metastable states of, 396
Capped liquid in shell
comparison of model and full-scale results, 180
equivalent rigid body, 199
Cavitation
of liquid for longitudinal excitation, 290
simulation of, 162
Cavitation index for
cryogenic fuels, 369
liquid impact experiments, 369
Centaur missile sloshing in liquid oxygen tank, 201
Characteristic equation
analytical sol~ltion,234
techniques for obtaining roots, 233
Choked flow a t low g, 425
Circular canal, 48
Circular free surface cross section, 47
Circulation, ns a mensure of vortex strength, 374
Closed-loop positive feedback system, 380
Cluster of bubbles, 290
Clustered tanks
damping required, 252
cffect on stability, 251
Compartmentation of tank; see cylindrical tank
Compressibility of fluid
effect of shell vibrations; see coupling and cyliridrical shell of circular cross section
simulation of, 1962
Complex mechanical model; see mechanical model
Complex plane; see root locus plane

Condensing in zero g, 434
Conical bottom, in cylindrical tank, 47, 58
Conical bulkhead, liquid impact on, 364, 365
Conical canal, 14
Conical capillaries, stability of, 407
Conical pendulum for rotary slosh, 99, 207
Conical-section baffles, 126
Conical tank, 14, 57
mechanical model, 305, 21;
visco11~damping in, 113
Contact angle, 392
advancing defined, 393
hysteresis effect on zero-g lnttbrnl sloshing, 418
hysteresis of, 393
values for, appendix
Container; see also vehicle, canal, and particular
container configuratio~l
flexible, 107, 115, 4'25
Container geometry; scc also vetiiclc, c a ~ i a lund pnrticular container corlfigur;ttion
effect on stability, 351
Control and positionilig of liq~lid:it low g, 420; see also
expulsion
Control and stability of vehiclr; see stability and control
Control system; see also stability and control
control factor for, 34::
damping, 247, 343
effect on m:ws c.csntcbr,22.i
equation of 111otlu11,?:LO. 3 2 , .34l)
lateral bending, 223
liquid motion, 223
phase lag coetficie~its,230
vehicle attitude, 325
Conversion factors, viii
Convection in prop~'1lanttanks, 433
Convection pntterr~qfrom surface tensiol~a t zero g, 431
Convective processes. onset and rtrcxngth of, 429
Coordinate
generalized, 229
for linear theory, 1:
Coriolis force, cffect on vortcs formation, 374
Coupled liquid pressure modes, 321
Coupled response of vehicle umbilical tower, 190
Cor~pling;see also cylindrical shell of circular cross
section and nonlinear
of compressible fluid motion with shell breathing
vibrations, 318
between engine and structure, 379
fixed for, 381
of incompressible liquid motion with shell breathing
vibrtttions, 321, 330
of light compressiblt~fl~~icl
with breathing vibrations, 317
of liquid and eluvtic shell, model study, 190
between liquid and elastic structure, 179, 180, 3033,
309, 316, 321, 334, 336, 415

SUBJECT INDEX

Coupling-Continued
of liquid motion and elastic tank bottom, 336
of liquid and rigid tank motions, 180
of liquid and shell motions, inertial coupling
coefficient, 306
of liquid and shell motions nonlinear effects, 332
a t low g, 418
mechanical model for engine-structure, 379, 381
between structure and pneumatic tank pressurc
regulation system, 269, 378, 382
Criteria for vehicle stability, 236; see also stability
Critical damping, 106
Crossflow drag coefficient, 356
Cryogenic fuels, cavitation index for, 369; see also
appendix for fuel properties
Cryogenic tanks, heat transfer in, 431
Cylinder, covered by liquid film a t zero g, 412
Cylindrical shell of circular cross section; see also
liquid impact, experimental investigation, damping,
coupling and longit~tdinalexcitation
breathing vibrations
coupled with
compressible fluid motions, 315
incompressible fluid motions, 321, 330
light compressible fluid motions, 317
effect of
liquid inertia and compr~ssible,180, 315,
320
pressurization and liquid on, 323
of empty shell, 309, 310
subharmonic response of shell, 333, 334
bulging modes, 330
containing liquid and longitudinally excited, 280,
285, 326, 334
containing liquid and unpressurized, frequencies
for, 323
Donne11 equations for, 310
with elastic bottom, 286, 336
mechanical model for, 220
nonlinear liquid-shell coupling, 306, 333, 334
pressurized, 317, 318, 323
Cylindrical tank; see also liquid impact, experimental
investigation, damping, coupling, and longitudinal
excitation
with annular cross section: see ring cross section,
below
arbitrary cross section, 47
of circular cross section
arbitrary rigici bociy motions of, 47
effects of ellipticity of the cross section, 14, 47
equivalent flat bottom for, 14, 47
floating devices for damping, 107
free surface modes of, 7
harmonic and superharmonic liquid response
to longitudinal excitation, 284, 285
with hemispherical ends, 47, 110, 332, 366, 400
jump phenomena in, 97
liquid stability diagram for longitudinal
cxcitation, 273

Cylindrical tank-Continueti
of circular cross section-Contil~r~etl
mass moment of inertia of fluid, 211
mechanical model for, 203, 208, 220
nonlinear effects in, 97
compartrnentcd, 79, 80
nonlinear liquid motions from lateral excitation, 93
reorientation time estimates, 41!)
ring damping theory, 122
with spherical bottom, 47, 110
with splitter platc, 96
kltbharmonic liqrlid response to longitudinal
rxcitation, 269, 270, 274, 280, 281, 283
with conical bottom, 47, 5S
with elliptical cross section, 14, 47
with 45' sector cross section, 29
liquid response to longituclinal rxcitation, 271
with 90' sector cross section, 30, 211, 283
perforatetl
compnrtments,
equivalent
with
Reynolds n~tmberfor, 80
with quarter sector cross section, mechanical
model for, 21 1
with ring cross section, 33, 36, 38, 41, 43, 419
rnrchanical model for, 21 1
reorientation time estimates, 419
with ring sector cross section, 20-23, 26
of sector cross section, 20, 29, 34
with 60° sector cross section, 32

D
Damping
of accelerometer, 231
by baffles
lrsymmctrical plate segment, 120
cruciform, 116
fixcd nonring, 116
fixed ring, 107, 121, 127, 183
flexible, 107, 115, 134
movable or liquid sr~rfaccdevices, 107, 114,
115, 117
partition, 10s
perforated, 130
two-dimensional (asymmetric), 182
calculated by
bandwidth techniquc, 157
the forced response method, 177
Jliles' theory, 183
ill circuiar cyii~~cllicstl
i'rirk with spheric;;! Scttc?.:,
110
comparison of model a ~ i dfull-scale results, 187; see
akro experimental investig a t'1011
in conical tank, 113
of control systems, 247, 343
critical, 106
in cylindrical tank, 109, 110
theory, 122
by dampometer, 176
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Damping-Continued
dependence on
excitation amplitude, 125
liquid amplitude, 106, 110, 113
effect of efflux rate draining, 111, 181
effect on
liquid mass moment of inertia, 217
liquid stability boundaries, 273, 284
surface tension, 110
equivalent viscous, 106
experimental techniques, for determination of, 106
general discussion, 105
introduction into
mechanical model, 200, 215
vehicle equations of motio~l,105, 227
in oblate spheroidal tank, 111, 130, 131
of pitching motion, 181
required
clustered tanks, 252
to predict "jump down," 283
for vehicle stability and control, chapter 7, 339
in sector cylindrical tank, 117
significant variables, 107
in spherical tank, 110, 111, 115, 131, 132
in spheroidal tank, 111, 130, 131
strip theory for, 182
structural, for vehicle stability and control, 342
subcritical, 342
super~ritical,343
theory, for ring, 107, 122, 183
in toroidal tank, 114
of vehicle, 227
viscous
in circular cylindrical tank, 100
in conical tank, 113
cffect on oscillations of a liquid sphcre, 419
cquivdent, 106, 227
by flexible bags and diaphragms, 107, 115
for spherical tank, 111, 112
in toroidal tank, 114
Dampometer for measuring damping, 176
Dangerous liquids, handling of, appendix
Density requirements for simulation, 151
Determinant, positive roots of, 22
Decrement; see logarithmic
Diaphragms for damping, 107, 115
Dielcctrophoresis, 427
Diffusion of two ideal-gas species, governing equation
for, 430
Dimensional analysis, 145; see also simulation
applied to simulation, 148
Displaccmcnts of liquid; see text in chaptcr 2 under
particular tank configuration and excitation of interest
Dissimilar structural material modeling, 153
Dissipation function; see damping
Docking impact, 6, 353; see also liquid impact
Dome impact, 6, 353; see also liquid impact
experimental techniques to measure, 179
pressure measurements, 170, 179

Donne11 equations for circular cylindrical shell, 310
Drag
aerodynamic, 387, 390
coefficient for crossflow, 356
decelerations, 387
shield for free fall experiments, 435
Draining
effect of damping, 111, 181
gas ingestion while, 377
liquid rotation and vortexing while, 9, 373
a t low g, 420
Drain-rate criteria, maximum, 424
Droplete, 288
Drop oscillntions in zero g, 410
Duration of experiment for liquid impact, 370
Dynamically similar model, testing of, 184; see also
simulation
Dynamic
model study of propellant coupling with structure,
190
stability; see stability
surface tension, 392
Dynamics of bubble motion, 293

Eftlux rate; see draining
Eigenvalue; see characteristic equation
Elastic bottom, response of liquid in tank with, 286, 336
Elastic shell; see cylindrical shell of circulnr cross
section, coupling, and stability
Elastic structure: see cylindrical shell of circular cross
section, coupling, and stability
Elastic vehicle; see cylindrical shell of circulnr cross
section, coupling, and stability
Elastic vibrations; see cylindrical shell of circular cross
section, coupling, and stability
Elasticity of shells; see cylindrical shell of circular cross
section, coupling, and stability
Electrically induced body forces for liquid control, 427
Ellipsoidal bulkhead, liquid impact on, 366
Ellipsoidal tank, mechanical model, 213
Elliptic cross section
cylindrical tank with, 14, 47
of free surface, 47, 61
Elliptical canal, 14
Energy dissipation; see damping
Energy transport
within a cryogenic tank, 431
a t low g, 429
mechanism for, 430
Engine-structure coupling; see coupling
Entrained vapor in liquid, 270
Equations
empirical for frequel~cy
in spherical tank, 51
in spheroidal tank, 61
governing diffusion of gases, 430

SUBJECT INDEX

Equations-Continued
Experimental investigation-Continued
of motion for
damping
accelerometer, 231
by asymmetric plate segment baffles, 120
bending, 229
by cruciform baffles, 116
control system, 230
by cxpulsion bags and diaphragms, 115
control; see equations of motion for vehiclc
by flexible baffles, 136
clastic body, 226
by floating
liquid, 229
cans, 115
pitching vehicle, 229
lids, 114
rate gyroscope, 232
117
by perforated sector compartme~~ts,
vehicle, 105, 227, 232, 243, 340
by ring baffles, 107, 108, 124, 126, 130, 131,
for trajectory analysis, 354
136
for vehicle stability, 243
viscous, 110, 113, 114
Equivalent flat bottom, circular cylindrical tank with,
flexible baffles, 136
14, 47
frequency reversal, 93
Equivalent linear conical pendulum, 99
liquid impact
Equivalent mechanical model; see mechanical model
on conical bulkhead, 364
Equivalent rigid body, replacement of liquid by, 199
on ellipsoidal brrlkhead, 366
Equivalent Reynolds number for
pressures, 365, 369
conical-section perforated ring baffles, 127
011 spherical bulkhead, 364
perforated sector cylindrical tank, 80, 117
time duration, 369
Euler constant, 26
liquid positioning in 3lercury MA-1, 420
Excitation arnplitudc; see arnplitudc of cxcitatio~i
onli linear
Excitation frequency; see longitudinal excitation
coupling between liquid and shell, 33.5
Exhaust-gas impingement, simulation of, 361
liquid motion in spherical tank, 05
Experimental derivation of mechanical model paramnucleate boiling a t zero g, 433
eters, 201
planar :ind no~iplanarliquid motion, 100
Experimental investigation
rectangular tank, 89, 92
baffle loads, 130
reorientation time, 419
bubble dynamics, 290
review of work related to liquid impact, 363
bubble stabilization, 298
spherical tank, 47, 50, 53, 82, 97, 110, 116, 131, 136,
canal, circular, 47, 48
173,284,364,433
circular cylindrical tank
swirl motion, 101
bending, comparison of model ancl full scale,
tank draining, 376
187
a t high bond number, 42.5
breathing vibrations, 322, 326, 331, 333
toroidal tank, 54, 114, 174
bubble behavior, 290, 298
zero-g liquid sloshing, 417
compartmented, 30, 79, 117
Experimental techniques
wit11 conical bottom, 47
tipparatus for simulatiou, 170
coupled liquid-shell bending, 308
to cletermirlc tlnmpi~lg,106
clamping, 107, 110, 124; see also clamping
l~arrlcssfor modcl cxperimer~ts,IS6
with clastic bottom, 339
for low-g simr~latio~i,
434
frequencies for cmpty shell, 314
to measurc
liquid stability boundaries, 275
tlomc impact prcssrrl.cs, 179
with perforated scctor cornpartmcnts, 117
forccs drrririg swirl, 179
~~ressurizcd
ancl liquid fillcd, 319,325, 326, 327,
liq~ridtlisplacemcnts by
331, 333
capacitance wire systcm, 175
with ring baffles, 107, 108, 124, 1213
C O I ~ L . L . I Iil;
~ I Cciit, 176
shell bending
load cell, 173, 176
comparison of model and full scale, 187
pressure pickup, 176
frequency for capped liquid, 308, 309
strain gaugc bridgc, 153
with spherical bottom, 47
torque bar, 173
s~~bharmonic
liqrrid response to lo~~gitudinal
visturl ;uid photographic m w ~ i s ,171
c,xcitation, 275, 280-282, 285, 286, 28s
of t i r ~ ~ k
sr~pcrharmonicliquid response to longitudinal
co~istrnctio~~,
170
excitation, 286
sr~pportand cxcitatio~i,171
conical tank, 45, 57, 113, 364
k;xplosion, effects on liquid-filled tanks, 2, 13
cnrciform baffle over drain, 376
Expulsion bags for damping, 107, 115, 425
cylindricnl tank of 90° sector, 283
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Expulsion of
liquids a t low g, 423
vapor a t low g, 425
Extensional vibrations, Rayleigh's theory, 310

Feedback conditions, ndvcrse, 236
Feedback loops, 380
betwccn structurc and control system, 22.3
Finite amplit11de; see also longitudinal escitntio~l
harmonic nnd superhiirmonic liquid response, 284,
285

stablc wive, theory for rcctangl~lartank, X i
standing wave, 270, 277
stationary oscillations in
:~sisymmetrictank, 353
rectane;ular tank, 87
Finite diffrrrncrs applied to spherical t a l k , 4!)
Fireball rcsi~ltin:: from bulkhcbad impact, 333
Flexible baffles, 134
Flexiblc contninmcnt devicc, 107, 115
for positive expulsion, 435
Flexible shell; see coupling, cy1indric:il shcll of circ11l:lr
cross scctio~inntl stability
Flexiblc vehicle; see c o u p l i ~ ~ gcylirldric~il
,
shell of
circular cross section and stability
Floating earls, lids or mats for damping, 107, 11.5
Forcc: see also licluitl force and prcssnrtt
from ntnlosphcric disturbances, 258
body, 300, 437
on b111khc:td from liquid impact, 367. 365
clectricslly inducctl, 427
from engine thrust, 285
on ring baffles; see baffles
simulation of; see sim~~latioil
virtual work by, 225
Young's equation for interface, 393
Forcc rcsponsc method of measuring d a ~ n p i ~ l g174
,
Forced oscillatioris a t low p, 420,
Forming techniques for tank construction, 171
Free-fall simulation, 435
Frce surfncc
coupling with shcll bottom, 336
devices for damping, 114
clisplacemcnts; see text in chapter 2 luldcr particlllnr
tank configl~rationand excitation of interest
effects 011 cor~plcdliquid-shell motiot~s;see c o ~ ~ p l i n g
and cylindrical shell of circular cross section
with elliptical planforn~,14, 47, 61
cquation of, 16
response to longitudinnl cscit:ttion: see longitudin:ll excitation
stability: see sttibility
E'rcqucncy; see also liqr~icl frcql~cncy;i11t1 cyliliclrictil
shcll of circulnr cross scctiol~
rcvcrsnl, cxperimcnt:ll vcrificatio~~
of, 93
of shc.11 with free iind capped liquid sr~rfnces,180
vnriation with flight time, 5

Froude number, 390
Fuel; see liquid

G
Gain values of accelerometer, 250
Gamma frinction, 26
Gas
tiiff~~sion,
430
ingestion, 377

sitnr~lntionof i~npi~lgt:tncut,
361
C;cncr:ilizctl c:oordiniite, 229
Gibbs equatioll for capillary systcln, 395
Gravitational ficld pritdicnt, botly forces resrllting from,
390

Gravit:rtion:~l potcrltiill c,nergy of capillary system, 396
Gravity
low; see low r:
s i m u l u t i o ~of~ earth's, 160
zero; see xrro g
Gravity tlr:rir~i~~g,
vortex during, !I
Gust loads, vehicle rcsponsc to, 356
G yroscopc
criteria for position of, 237
cqu:rtion of rotation, 33%
prcfcrablc position for, 343
tr:insfcr function for, 831
IISC in cor~trolsystem cqunt,ions, 230

Handling liquid :it low g, 420
Hardware, effect on model parameters, 303
Harness for modrl csperiments, 186
Heat transfer
by convection in tanks, 433
in cryogenic tanks, 431
to liquids :it low g, 423
Helmholtz free euergy, for capillary system, 395
Hcmispherical; see spherical bulkhead and spherical
tllllk
Hr~rwitz
criteria for stability, 234
determinant, 341
stability polynomial, 341
Hydrodynamic loading on shcll, 316
Hydrodynamics a t low g, 387
Hydrostatics a t low g, 386, 387
H yperboloidal tank, 14
Hysteresis of contact angle, 393
cffect on zero-g lateral sloshing, 418

Ingestion of gas during draining, 377
Impact, 353; see also liquid impiict
Impingenlent of e x h n ~ ~gils,
s t 361
Impulsivc motion, tank subjcctcd to, 2, 13
Iricompressiblc liquid motiorls couplcd with t.nlrk
brmthing vibrations, 321, 330; see also cy1indric:il
shell of circrllnr cross section nnd couplillg
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Inertia coupling coefficient for coupled liquid-shell
motions, 306
Inertia
of fluid, effect on tank breathing vibrations,
316, 320; see also coupling of liquid, effect of
damping on, 217
moment of; see moment of inertia of liquid
simulation; see simulation
Inertial parameters of equivalent mechanical model, 200
Inextensiond vibrations, Rayleigh's theory, 310
Instability ; see also stability
in capillary-supported systems, 41 1, 412
criterior for large amplitude stationary waves in
rectangular tank, 92
of liquid
during dielectrophoresis, 428
for longitudinal excitation; see longitudinal
excitation
Rayleigh-Taylor type, 271
in liquid response, 334
regions, subharmonic; see longitudinal excitation
Saturn I, 2, 4
Interaction; see coupling and cylindrical shell of
circular cross section
Interface stability, 403
Interfacial effects, simulation of, 162
Interfacial force, Young's equation for, 393
Interfacial (surface) tension, 392
Internal hardware, effect on model parameters, 203
Internal pressure, comparison of theoretical and experimental frequencies of shells with, 316-319; see
also cylindrical shell of circular cross sections, and
couding
Inverted meniscus, 407

-

J
Jump phenomenon in circular cylindrical tank, 96

K
Kinetic energy of
empty structure, 236, 347
liquid, 226, 347
I

Large amplitude; see finite amplitude
Lapiacc
constant, 388
cquation, in rectangular coordinates, 15
law for capillary phenomena, 392
Liquid(s)
behavior
: ~ tlow g and zero g; see low g ant1 zero g
(luring reorientation, 426
displacement measurement techniques; see mperimental techniques
draining; see draining

Liquid(s)-Continued
effect on
damping of amplitude
shell vibrations; see cylindrical shell of circular cross sect,ion and coupling
equation of motion, 229
equivalent rigid body for, 19!)
cxpulsion; see cxpulsion
film on sphere and cylindrical a t zero g, 412
force; see also text in chapter 2 under particular
tank configuration and excitation of interest;
forcc
for nonlinear liquid rotational xnotion, 95
measurement of, 178
on shell, 316; see also coupling and cylindrical
shell of circular cross section
frec surface; see frec surfacc
frequency; see also text in chapter 2 under particular tank configuration
dependence on excitation amplitude, 35, 70
sensitivity of, 14
variation
with baffle location, 125, 134
in circular cylindricnl tank, 125
with depth in cylindrical tank, 13
in perforated sector compnrtmcntcd cylindrical tank, 117
impact, 3.53, 368, 426
364, 365
on conical b~~lkhend,
duration of expcrimcnts, 369
effect of
baffles on, 368
lateral sloshing and laternl :~cccleratior~,
371
on ellipsoidal bulkhead, 366
cxperiemental
techniques, 179
work, 362
fireball resulting from, 353
force on bulkhead, 367, 368
pressures
resulting from, 362-366
variation with acceleration, 370
resulting from
(locking, 6, 353
thrust termination, 353
simulation of, 362, 368, 369
on spi~ericaib~i:khi:a:l,384, 355
structural breakup from, 363
summary, 368
inertia and compressibility, cffcct 011 shcll vibrations; see coupling and cylindricnl shell of
circular cross section
instability; see instability and stability
kinematic viscosity
cffcct on force in spherical tank, 53
simulation of, 162
values for typical model fluids and propclliu~te,
appendix
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Liquid(s)-Continued
location by dielectrophoresis, 427
mass moment of inertia for cylindrical tank, 311
oxygen (LOX), 191
pressure; see also force
distribution; see text in chapter 3 undcr
particular tank configuration and excitatioll
of interest
modes, 320, 321; see also cylindrical shell of
circular cross section
propcrtics; see p:~rticular propcrty imti :~ppelidix
for n~~nioricnl
v:tlr~es
response to 1on~it11clin:~l
cxcitntion: see longitr~rlindl
excitation
rotary slosh
hcarinp; (luring, 9!)
p c ~ i d ~ r l ran:~logy,
~n~
207
97
swirl rnotio~~,
rotation
during draining; see drniniiig
roll torque from 373, 376
safcty with, appendix
separation by nonmetting screens, 427
simulation; see simulation
sloshing
defined, 6
influenced on vehicle; see stability and control
simulation of; see simulation
a t zero g; see zero g
stability; see stability
sribliarmonic response to longit~tdinal cxcitatioir;
see 1oiigit1~din:llexcitation
swirl; see swirl
vortexing; see simulation
Literature
other than English language, S
on snfety, appendix
Load cell t o Iilessure liquid motion, 173, 176
Loads; see forcc
Locus-curve method of determining stability, 23.5
Logarithmic decrement
defined, 105
to measure damping, 174
for viscous damping in circular cylindrical tank, 109
Longitudinal excitation; see also coupling, cylindrical
tank of circular cross section, cylindrical shell of
circular cross section, and stability
bubble behavior; see bubbles
cavitation of liquid, 290
of circular cylindrical tank, 269, 270, 274, 280, 281,
283, 285, 326, 334
a t high frequency, 288
linearized theory, 269, 27 1
liquid response to, 269, 274, 280, 284, 285, 246, 288
Mathicu equation for, 271
mechanical model for, 287
of 90" sector cylindrical tank, 283
pogo phenomena, 269, 378, 382
random, 295
of rectangulnr tank, 278

Longitudinal excitation-Continued
of spherical tank, 284
stability chart, 273
summary, 284
superharmonic response, 285
Loops; see feedback loops
LO; g; see also zero g
behavior of liquid at, 387
boiling at, 433
draining at, 430
expulsion of vapor and liquid, 423, 425
forced oscillations at, 420
free fall simrdation, 435
gas ingestion, 377
heat transfer to liquid, 42s
hydrodynamics and hydrostatics, 386, 387
liquid
configuration, 396
energy transfer, 42'3
handling, 420
positioning and control, 420, 421
temperature control, 429
maximum
acceleration for liquid control, 421
flow rate, 425
orbital and suborbital systcms to obtnil~,436
phenomena, 6
positive expulsion devices, 435
response time estimates, 391
rotating tanks in, 411
simulation of, 434, 435
sloshing, 412
elastic tank interactions, 41s
estimating methods, 418
general formulation for, 413
solution for a special case, 415
the linearized problem, 414
time required to gain control of liqr~id.421
a variation formulation, 416
Weber number modeling, 434
LOX (liquid oxygen), 191
Lunar excursion module ( L E N ) , 191
L U T (launch umbilical tower), 191

Magnification factors for liquid force and moment;
see text in chapter 2 under particular tank configumtion and excitation of interest
Mass; see also liquid mass
conservation law, 15
density requirements for simulation, 151
Material properties, simulation of, 153
Mathieu equation for longitudi~lalexcitation, 271
Maxwell relation for capillary system, 395
Measurement of; see also experimental techniqi~es
damping with a Dampometer, 176
dome impact pressures, 170, 170
liquid forces, apparatus for, 178
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31easurements of-Continued
liquid motion, 171, 173, 176
types of transducers used, 175
with strain gauge bridge, 173
swirl forces, experimental techniques, 179
Mechanical model
annular cylindrical tank, 211
antiroll tank, 203
calculation of parameters, 201
circular cylindrical
shell, 220
tank, 203, 208, 220
conical tank, 205, 215
effect of internal hardware, 203
elastic shell, 318
ellipsoidal tank, 213
engine-structure coupling, 379, 381
experimental derivation of parameters, 201
inertial parameters of, 200
introduction
of damping, 200, 215
into vehicle equations of motion, 339
lateral sloshing, 199
longitudinal excitation, 287
with moment of inertia damping, 218
nonlinear, 207, 214
oblate spheroidal tank, 202, 213
pendulum type, 201
rectangular tank, 203
representation of sloshing, 199
restrictions t o their use, 206
spherical tank, 205, 214, 218
spheroidal tank, 202, 213
Mechanics of capillary system, 391
Membrane, bottom of rigid tank, 336
Meniscus, 388
bond number for, 406
in capillary-supported systems, 411
differential equation for, 401
inverted, 407
in inverted tube, 404
reorientation time estimates, 419
rotating, 410
shape and stability of axisymmetric, 401, 402, 410
in spherical tank a t zero g, 399, 404, 405
stability of, 402, 405
flat annular, 409
support pressures required, 41 1
system in zero g, parallel, 400
Mercury MA-7, liquid positioning experiment, 420.
Mesh, conical screen type, 421
Metastable states of capillary system, 396
Model; see also simulation and mechanical model
dynamically similar, 184, 191
harness for, 186
mechanical; see mechanical model
propellants, 185, appendix
replica, 153
support systems, 185
vibration testing of, 184

Modeling; see simulation
Moment ; see liquid moment
Moment of inertia of liquid; see also inertia
in cylindrical tank, 21 1
effect of damping on, 217, 218
&lotions, arbitrary, 47
Mulberry harbors, 1

Negative b~toyancyof bubbles, 290
New mode of oscillation in oblate spheroid:tl tank, 61
Sewton's second law, 15
Sonlinear
coupling between liquid i~nclshell, 325, 333-336;
see also coupling and cylindricnl shell of circular
cross section
effects, 97
arising from large amplitutle liquid niotions, 82
from compartmentation, Y O
from excitntiorl amplitutle, 7!J
in rectangular tank, 82
in spherical tank, 82
from tank geometry, i!)
liquid motions in circular cglindric:11 tank, T!). 80.
93, 97; see also coupling and cy1intlric:rl tank of
circular cross section
mechanical model, 207, 214
rotary motion, 100
softening in circular cylindrical tank, 96
Sonwetting liquid, defined, 392
Sucleate boiling, 428, 433

Oblate spheroidal tank, 47, 58, 60, 174
damping in, 111
mechanical model, 302, 213
new mode of liquid oscillation, 61
Oscillations; see also liquid, force, and cy1iridric:ll shell
of circular cross section
finite; see finite amplitudc
free; see text in chapter 2 under particular tank
configuration; see a k o liquid frequencics

Parabolic tank, 14
Passive antiroll tank, mechanical model, 203
7-

. L:*:--.

I-iL1b.bLVII

m,,=
v~...L-,
Ins

.
I

Pendulum
analogy for
rotary sloshing, 207
spherical tank, 205
equivalent linear conici~l,!)!J
type mechanical model, 201
Pendular tank support, 171
Perforated
material for liquid wetting, 421
partitioned cylindrical tank, equivalent lteynolds
number for, 117
sector cylindrical tank, SO
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Phase-lag coefficient, 342
for control system, 230
Pitching motion
of a n accelerating vehicle, 16
damping of, 181
equations of motion of vehicle with, 229
*-theorem, 146
Planar motion, 100
Plate
bottom of rigid tank, 336
segment baffles asymmetric, 120
Pneumatic regulation system, coupling with
longitudinal structure oscillations, 378, 382
vehiclc structure, 269
Pogo phe~iomenu,269, 378, 352
Poisson equation, 17
Polynomial, stability type, 237
Positive expulsion devices a t low g, 425
Potential, velocity, 15, 16
Potential energy of
liquid, 227, 347
structure, 227, 347
Pressure; see also force
on conical bulkhead during impact, 365
distribution during lateral sloshing, 14
forces required for meniscus sl~pport,41 1
measurement of during dome impact, 170, 179
resr~ltingfrom liquid impnct, 362
simulation of, 152
Pressure modes of oscillation in circular cylindricnl
tank, 316, 320; see also cylindrical shell of circular
cross section
Pressure pickups for mmsrtrement of liquid displace
ments, 176
Pressure regl~lntor-structurecoupling, 382
Press~~rization,
of shell; see cylindrical shell of circrilnr
cross section
Projectile, spin-stabilized, 2
Propellant; see also appendix for typical properties :ind
liquid
model study of coupling with structure, 190
s i m u l a t i o ~in~ dynamic models, 185
Properties of liquid, appendix
P ~ ~ l s a t i o nof
s , bubble, 292

Qrlnrter-tank; see cylindrical tank with 90° sector

Random longitudinal acceleration of tank, bubble
behavior for, 298
Rate gyroscope; see gyroscope
Rayleigh number, 429
Rayleigh's theory for extensional and inextensional
vibrations, 310
Rectangular tank
for antiroll, 203
finite stationary oscillations in, 87

Rectangular tank-Continued
instability criterion, 92
lateral excitation, 17, 18
longitudinal excit,ation, 278
low gravity in, 18
mechanical model, 203, 211
nonlinear response characteristics, 82
wave frequency as a f ~ ~ n c t i oofnwave amplitude, 87
Reissner's shallow shell theory, 3 10, 3 17
Reorientation
liquid behavior during, 426
time estimates, 419
Replica and dynamically similar models, 153; see also
simulation testing of, 154
Reversal of frequency, cxperimentnl verification of, 93
Reynolds number
equivalent for
conical sectio~lperfor:~ted ring baffles, 127
45O, 60°, and 00" pcrforatrd compartmented
cylindrical tanks, SO, 117
modeling a t low g, 434
ltigid body, equiv;~lcntfor capped liquid, 199
Rigid body stability; see stability
Rigid vehiclc; see stnhility
Ring baffles; see baffles
Ring damping; see dn~rlping
Ring tank; see cylindricnl tank with ring cross section
Iiockct ; see vehiclc nnd particular vehicle geometry
11011 torrlue rrsultinu from liqriitl rotation, 373, 376
Root
of determinant, 22
stability, 233
Root locus plane, 233
Rotary slosh; see liquid rotary slosh
Rotating tank a t low g, 411
Rotational motion
body forces resulting from, 390
instantaneous center of, 339

Safety with liquid, appendix
Saturn I
example problem of vehiclc stability and control,
263
flight instability, 2, 4
Saturn V
?<,scale dynamic model of, 191
)<,scale model, 186, 189, 190
support system for )i,-scale modcl of, 187
Saturn SA-1
model and full-scalc test comparison, 187
)&scale dynamic modcl, 186
support system for fi-scale model, 187
Scaling; see simulation
Scalloped tanks, 4
Screen baffle
effect on liquid irnpnct force, 365
for liquid control, 421
Screens, nonwetting for liquid separation, 427
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Sector tank; see cylindrical tank
Shaker, air, 183
Shell; see also particular shell configuration, coupling,
and vehicle
shallow, Reissner cquations for, 310, 317
Ship stabilization in roll, 2, 203
Simulation; see also model
of bond number, 434
of cavitation, 162
of dependent variables, forces, pressures, and
response parameters, 152
dimensional analyses applied to, 148
wit11 dissimilar structural materials, 153
of dynamic properties of liquids, 157
of earth's gravitational field, 186
of exhaustrgas impingement, 361
experimental techniques and apparatus, 170;
see also experimental techniques
geometrical consideration, 150
of inerfacial effects, 162
of liquid
compressibility, 161
kinematic viscosity, 159
i m ~ a c t 361,
,
362, 368, 369
interfacial effects, 162
sloshing, 145, 149
surface tension, 163
liquids for, 185, appendix
of low-g environments, 434
mass density requirements, 151
models for; see model
of prototype propellant, 185
with replica models, 153
of scaling cffects for liquid impact, 369
simultaneous satisfaction of scaling crlterla, 166
of structural material properties, 153
summary of inertial and mechanical scaling, 152
using free fall techniques, 435
of Weber number, 434
Sinking bubbles for longitudinal excitation; see lo~igitudinal excitation
Sloshing; see liquid sloshing
Small amplitude liquid motions for longitudinal cxcitation, 285, 286; see also longitudinal excitatio~l
Softening in circular cylindrical tank nonlinear, 96
Sphere
covermi by iiqu;i: Ern z t zcrz g, 411
of liquid, effect of viscous damping on, 41!)
for low-g wetting cxperirnents, 421
Spherical bulkhcad; see also spherical tank
in circular cylindrical tank, 47, 110, 332, 366, 400
liquid impact on, 364, 366
Spherical tank, 49; see also spherical bulkhead and
experimental investigation
breaking waves in, 97
capillary energies, 398
damping by
cxpulsion bags and diaphragms, 115
ring baffles, 131, 132
free surface modes of, 7

.

Spherical tank-Continued
measurement of liquid force, 53, 17s
mcchanical model, 205, 214, 215
meniscus configuration a t zero g, 399, 404, 403
modal parameters for, 53
nonlinear effects in, 82
reorientation time estimates, 41'3
with splitter plate, 96, 07
subharmonic response of liquid to lo~lgitudinal
excitation, 284
viscous, 110, 111
Spheroidal tank; see also oblate spheroidal tank
damping in, 111, 130, 131
measurement of liquid forcc, 178
mechanical model, 202, 213
Splitter plate in
circular cylirldrical tank, 96
spherical tank, 96, 97
Spray formation from high frequency escitation, 258
Spray-formed wavc, 270
Spray surface, 6, 9, 288
Stable harmonic liquid motiou for longitudinttl c.scitntion, 285; see also longitudinnl excitation
Stable nonlinear (rotary) motion, 100
Stability; see also instability and stnbility and control
aerodynamic, 361
of axisymmctric meniscus, 402, 310, 450
boiindary for liquid
cffect of damping, 273, 254
experimentally determined, 275
boundary for vehicle; see stability of vehicle
of conical capillary, 407
of flat annular meniscus, 400
interfacial, 403
of liquid
film on sphere and cylinder a t zero g, 412
free surfacc, 6, 05, 97, 100; also see longitudinal
excitation
by locus-curve method, 235
polynomial, 237
of rigid vehicle; see also stability of vchiclc
without accelerometer control, 246
with ideal acccleromcter, 247
with nonidcal accelerometer control, 24s
root, 233
of vehicle, 233, 235, 240, 252, 340: see also stnbility
of rigid vehiclc
bending mode, 239, 242
cffect of tank geometry and location, 251, 252
general criteria, 236
with liquid sloshing, 243, 252
with quarter tank, 254
with sector tank, 254
subjected to wind loads, 257
with tandem tank arrangement, 254, 256
Stability and control; see also control system and
stability
control factor for attitude control, 343
damping required for; see chapter 7
cffects of elastic structure on, 338
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Stability and contol-Continuecl
exarnplc problem, 263
of vehiclc, 225, 233, 252, 340
Stabilization
of bubbles, 298; see also bubbles
of ships in roll, 2, 203
of vehiclc; see stability
Standing wave of finite :lniplitud(a, 270, 277
Stationary oscillations; see finite amplitude
Strain energy due to bending :uid stretching of shell, 315
Strain gage bridgc to mensure liquid motion, 173
Strip theory applied t o danipling, 182
Structural damping; see damping
Structural deformation coupled with liquid motions;
see coupling and cylindrical shell of circular cross
sect ion
Structural material nlodcling with dissimilar materinl, 153
Structural oscil1:ttions; see also couplirig tuld cylindrical
shell of circular cross section
coupling with
engine, 379, 381
pneumatic regulation system, 26!4, 378, 382
pressure regulator, 382
Subharmonic liquid response; see lorigitudinal excitation
Subharmonic shell response, 333, 334; see also cylindrical
shell of circular cross section
S .pport system; see also cxpcrimcnt:ll tcch~iiqr~cs
for 115-scale model of Saturn SA-1, 187
for 1140-scale modcl of Saturn C', 187
pendular typc, 171
for models, 185
Support cables, typcs for model experimentation, 186
Surface response; see free surface
Surface spray formation, 288
Surface tension, 392
effect on convectio~ia t zero g, 431
effect on damping, 110
effect of temperature on, 430
gradients, 431
kinematic, 388
simulation of, 162
values for typical modcl fluids and propellants,
appendix
Surge of bubbles, 270
Swirl; see also stability
cxperimental techniques of measuring forces during,
179
unstable liquid frec surface motion, 6, 95, 97, 100,
373
T
Tandem arrangement of
three tanks, stability of vehicle with, 256
two tanks, stability of vehicle with, 254
Tank; see also vehicle, and particular tnnk configuration
and coupling
clustered, 2.51
convection in, 433
longitudinal excitation; see longitudinal excitation
scalloped, 4
a

I
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Tank bottom motion coupled with liquid motion, 336
Tank bulkhead; see liquid impact and particular bulkhead geometry
Tank construction techniques, 170
Tank draining; see draining
Tank elasticity; see also cylindrical shell of circulnr
cross section, coupling and stability
effect on
bubble behavior, '"33
bubble cluster rnotion, 291
low g sloshing, 418
mechanical modcl, 218
Tank gcometry, nonlinear cffccts trom 79; see also
nonlinear
i
Tank location, effect on vehicle stability, 251; see also
stability
Tank motioii
coupled with liquid motion; see coupling
excitation with air shaker, 183
cxperimental tcchrliques for cxcitation, 171
impulsive, 2, 13
velocity poteritinl for, 16
Tank pressure regulation system, coupling with v e h i c l ~
structure, 269, 378, 382
Tank pressurization with fluids possessing inertia; see
coupling
Ttink support; see also cxperirncntal techniques
for models, 185
platform for, 171
tripod typc, 172
Temperature
. control in storable tanks, 420 .
effect on surface tension 430
effect a t low g, 430
nonuniformity in liquid, 420
Theory
for axisymmetric tank, stablc waves of large
amplitude, 8 3
of bubble vibration, 291
extended Hutton's for nonlinear liquid motions in
circular cylindrical tank, 93
linear, 14
liquid sloshing a t low g, 413, 414, 416
longitudinal excitation, 269, 271
Miles' for ring damping, 107, 183
Moiseyev's for large waves in axisymmetric tank,
83
Thermodynamics of capillary systen~s,301
Thin-walled; see tank elasticity
Thor-Agena
full-scale dynamics studies, 186
pogo oscillations of, 378, 379, 381
vibration tests of, 102
Thrust forces, 228
for vent clearing, 426
Thrust terminntion, bulkhcad impact resulting frotn,
353
Tidal oscillations, 1
Time, estimates for reorientatio~lof meniscus, 419

1
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T~ntoshenkoshell equations, 317
Titan 11, pogo oscillations of, 378, 379, 381
Titan 111, j/s-scale model, 188, 189
Toroidal tank, 54
liquid mode shapes, 174
viscous damping in, 114
Torque, resulting from liquid rotation, 373, 376
Torque bar to measure liquid motion, 173
Tonrer, launch umbilical, 191
Toxic liquids, appendix
Trajectory analysis, differential cqutttions for, 354
Transducer system, types of used, 175
Transfer of liquid; see liquid transfer
Transverse cxcitation of shells, nonlinear coupling bet ~ e e nliquid and shell, 335; see also coupling and
particular shell configuration
Tripod tank support, 172

Umbilical tower, dynamically similar model of, 191
Unstable; see stability
IJnstable liquid free surface (swirl) motion, 6, 95, 97,
100; see also stability

Vapor bubbles entrained in the liquid, 270
Vehicle; see also coupling, particular vehicle configurations, and stability
characteristics of launch, 3
configuration of launch, 3
configmations of space, 6 '
Vehicle bending frequency, effect of liquid, 307
Vehicle control; see also control system
equations for, 340
during lateral sloshing, 233
Vehicle coupling; see coupling
Vehicle dissipation function; see damping
Vehicle propellants, appendix
Vchicle response to
atmospheric disturbances, 256
wind load, 257
Vchicle stability; see stability
Vehicle stability and control; see stability and control
Vehicle umbilical tower response, 190
Velocity potential, 15
for tank motion, 16

Vent clearing by temporary thrust, 426
i'ertical cxcitation; see longitudillal cxcitntio~i
Vibration tcste,of dynamic models, 184
Virtual displacement of the generalized coordinate, 229
Virtual work dbne by the external forces, 228
Viscosity; see liquid kinematic viscosity
\?iscolls damping; see damping
\*ortcx formation, 6
effect of
Coriolis force, 374
liquid rotation on, 376
\70rtcx strength, determined from circulation, 374
l'ortexing during draining, 9, 373

Wall-pressure distributions, 14
Water hammer
analysis, 295
theory, 321
Wilves; see also free surface : i ~ i r ltit~lte:tmplit~icle
breaking, in spherical tank, 97
capillary, 269, 288
spray-formed, 289
Weber number, 390
modeling a t low g, 434
Wetting
defined, 392
experiments, 421
of wall by liquid, 388
Wind disturbnnce, vehicle respollw to, 256

Yori~ig'sequation, for interfacial force, 393

Zero g; see a k o experimer~tnlillvcstigatioi~2nd low g
condensing in, 434
convcctivc patterns, 431
drop and bi~bblcoscillatiolis ill, 419
effectof contact angle hysteresis on lateral ~loshing,
418
meniscus configuration in spherical tank, 399, 404,
405
parallel meniscus systems in, 400
stability of liquid film on sphere and cylinder, 412
Zpro gravity; see zero g
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